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PART I
We define our fiscal year as the 52 or 53 week period ending on the Saturday closest to January 31. This annual report is for
the 53 week fiscal year ended February 3, 2018 (fiscal 2017). The fiscal years ended January 31, 2017 (fiscal 2016) and January 30,
2016 (fiscal 2015) consisted of 52 weeks. In December 2014 we announced a change of our fiscal year end from September 30 to the
Saturday closest to January 31. We had a transition period from October 1, 2014 through January 31, 2015 and filed a Transition
Report on Form 10-Q for such transition period. References in this Form 10-K to our fiscal years prior to fiscal 2015 refer to the
fiscal years ended on September 30 in those years.
As used in this report, the term “retail locations” includes our stores and leased departments and excludes international
franchised locations. As used in this report, “stores” means our stand-alone stores that we operate in the United States, Canada and
Puerto Rico. As used in this report, the term “GAAP” refers to generally accepted accounting principles in the United States.
Item 1.

Business

Overview
We are the leading designer and omni-channel retailer of maternity apparel in the United States, with the only nationwide chain
of maternity apparel specialty stores, as well as a deep and expansive assortment available through multiple online distribution points,
including our three brand-specific websites. As of February 3, 2018 we operate 1,124 retail locations, including 487 stores in the
United States, Canada and Puerto Rico, and 637 leased departments located within department stores and baby specialty stores
throughout the United States and in Puerto Rico. We also sell our merchandise on the Internet, primarily through our
Motherhood.com, APeaInThePod.com and DestinationMaternity.com websites. We also sell our merchandise through our Canadian
website, MotherhoodCanada.ca, through Amazon.com in the United States, and through websites of certain of our retail partners,
including Macys.com. Our 487 stores operate under three retail nameplates: Motherhood Maternity ® , A Pea in the Pod ® and
Destination Maternity ® . We also operate 637 leased departments within leading retailers such as Macy’s ® , buybuy BABY ® and
Boscov’s ® . Generally we are the exclusive maternity apparel provider in our leased department locations.
We maintain our leading position through our two key brands, which enable us to reach a broad range of maternity customers.
Through our stores and certain of our leased departments, we offer maternity apparel under one or both of our two primary brands,
Motherhood Maternity (“Motherhood” or “Motherhood Maternity”) at value prices and A Pea in the Pod (“Pea” or “A Pea in the
Pod”) at both contemporary and premium prices. Our A Pea in the Pod Collection ® (“Pea Collection”) is the distinctive premier
maternity apparel line within the A Pea in the Pod brand, featuring exclusive designer label product at premium prices.
We believe that one of our key competitive advantages is our ability to fulfill, in a high-service store environment, all of an
expectant or nursing mother’s clothing needs, including casual and career wear, formal attire, lingerie, sportswear and outerwear, in
sizes that cover all trimesters of the maternity cycle. We believe that our vertically-integrated business model enables us to offer the
broadest assortment of fashionable maternity apparel. We design and contract the manufacture of over 90% of the merchandise we sell
using factories located throughout the world, predominantly outside of the United States.
In fiscal 2017 we opened seven stores and closed 35 stores, primarily consisting of closings of underperforming stores. In recent
years we have evaluated our retail store base to identify and, in many cases, close underperforming stores where we can do so without
disproportionate exit cost.
Currently, we operate 28 stores and five leased departments in Canada, including 24 Motherhood stores, three Destination
Maternity combo stores and one Destination Maternity superstore, and a Motherhood website under a Canadian URL
(MotherhoodCanada.ca). In addition, we have international store and product supply relationships in the Middle East, South Korea,
Mexico, Israel and India. As of February 3, 2018, we have 188 international franchised locations, comprised of 15 stand-alone
stores 173 shop-in-shop locations, in which we have a Company-branded department operated by our franchise partners within other
retail stores.
We believe that our customers, particularly first-time mothers, are entering a new life stage that drives widespread changes in
purchasing needs and behavior, thus making our maternity customer and her family a highly-valued demographic for a range of
consumer products and services companies. As a result, we have been able to expand and leverage the relationship we have with our
customers and generate incremental revenues and earnings by offering other value-added baby and parent-related products and
services through a variety of marketing partnership programs utilizing our extensive opt-in customer database and various in-store
marketing initiatives.
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The Company was founded in 1982 as a mail-order maternity apparel catalog. We began operating retail stores in 1985
and completed our initial public offering in 1993. To address multiple price points in maternity apparel and improve operating
productivity, we acquired Motherhood Maternity and A Pea in the Pod in 1995 and acquired other maternity apparel specialty
chains from 1994 to 2001. Since the acquisitions of Motherhood Maternity and A Pea in the Pod, we have developed and grown
these brands. Also, since the 1990s we have partnered with other retailers to sell our products through maternity apparel
departments within their stores.
Industry Overview
We are unaware of any reliable external data on the size of the maternity apparel business. We believe that there is an
opportunity to grow our business by selling maternity clothes to those pregnant women who currently purchase loose-fitting or
larger-sized non-maternity clothing as a substitute or partial substitute for maternity wear. We also believe that our business can grow
by reducing the amount of “hand-me-down” and “borrowing” associated with maternity apparel, particularly in the value-priced
segment. Additionally, although we are not wholly unaffected by external factors (such as fluctuations in the birth rate), we believe
that the demand for maternity apparel is relatively stable when compared to non-maternity apparel.
Our Competitive Strengths
We are the leader in maternity apparel. We are the leading designer and omni-channel retailer of maternity apparel in the
United States, with the only nationwide chain of maternity apparel specialty stores, as well as a deep and expansive assortment
available through multiple online distribution points, including our three brand-specific websites. We believe that our brands are the
most recognized in maternity apparel. We have established a broad and diverse distribution network, with stores and leased
departments in a wide range of geographic areas and retailing venues (both within and outside of the United States), as well as
e-commerce sales through our own brand-specific web-sites, and third-party e-commerce sites includingMacys.com and Amazon.com.
In addition, we have a leading position across all major price points of maternity apparel through our retail store nameplates and our
brands. Our exclusive focus on maternity apparel and our leadership position enable us to gain a comprehensive understanding of the
needs of our maternity customers and keep abreast of fashion and product developments that meet her style.
We offer a comprehensive assortment of maternity apparel and accessories. A primary consideration for expectant mothers
shopping for maternity clothes is product assortment, as pregnant women typically need to replace at least a portion of their wardrobe.
We believe that we offer the widest selection of merchandise in the maternity apparel business. We also offer product for multiple
seasons, as pregnant women’s clothing needs vary depending on their due date. Our ability to offer a broad assortment of product is
due, in large part, to our vertically-integrated business model, which includes our extensive in-house design and contract
manufacturing capabilities.
We are vertically integrated. We design and contract for the manufacture of over 90% of the merchandise we sell. We
believe that vertical integration enables us to offer the broadest assortment of maternity apparel, to respond quickly to fashion trends,
to ensure product quality, to improve product gross margins and to optimize in-stock levels.
We are able to enhance our leadership position by distributing our products through multiple distribution points, including
online as well as through our leased department relationships. In addition to our 487 stores, we distribute our product online
through our ecommerce websites (Motherhood.com, APeaInThePod.com, DestinationMaternity.com and MotherhoodCanada.ca) and
third party websites (such as Amazon.com and Macys.com), as well as through our 637 leased departments located within department
stores and baby specialty stores throughout the United States and in Puerto Rico, namely Macy’s, buybuy BABY and Boscov’s.
Generally we are the exclusive maternity apparel provider in our leased department locations. We believe that we have an opportunity
to increase the sales and profit we generate from our current online distribution points and leased department relationships by growing
and improving our performance in these channels. In addition we believe we have the opportunity to increase our sales and profit
further through the select addition of new digital and brick and mortar distribution points with new retail partners.
We have an experienced management team. We have an executive management team with significant experience in all
aspects of the retail and apparel business, including our interim Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) Melissa Payner-Gregor, who has
over 20 years of experience in specialty retail, our Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”), David Stern, who has over 15 years of senior
financial management experience, including over nine years of experience with retail organizations, and our Chief Administrative
Officer, Ronald Masciantonio, who has over a decade of senior management experience at Destination Maternity. Our executive
management team is complemented by experienced specialty retail executives across all disciplines of our Company.
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Our Brands
We believe that our brands are the most recognized brands in the maternity apparel business. We sell our merchandise under the
following two distinct brands:

Brand

Motherhood Maternity
A Pea in the Pod

Typical
Apparel
Price Range

Brand Positioning

Expansive on-trend fashion assortment ranging from wardrobe essentials to special
occasion; offering quality merchandise at affordable value prices
Contemporary, fashion-forward assortment including a curated selection of exclusive
designer labels at better and premium prices

$10 - $50
$25 - $300

Motherhood Maternity. Our Motherhood Maternity brand serves the moderate priced portion of the maternity apparel
business, which has the greatest number of customers. The Motherhood brand is positioned with an expansive on-trend fashion
assortment ranging from wardrobe essentials to special occasion, offering quality merchandise at affordable value. We believe that the
Motherhood customer shops at moderate-priced department stores, specialty stores and discount stores when she is not expecting.
A Pea in the Pod. Our A Pea in the Pod brand is a contemporary, fashion-forward assortment including a curated selection
of exclusive designer labels at better and premium pricing, offering customers fashionable maternity pieces that reflect her
uncompromising sense of style in both casual and career apparel. In our stores that carry A Pea in the Pod brand merchandise, we also
offer exclusive maternity versions of select styles from well-known designer and contemporary brands, where we have assisted in
developing these maternity versions. We believe that the typical Pea customer shops at upscale department stores and specialty
apparel chains when she is not expecting, with the Pea Collection customer typically shopping at higher-end department stores and
designer boutiques when she is not expecting.
Retail Nameplates
We sell maternity apparel through our stores, and our leased department and licensed brand relationships, identified in the table
below.

Store Nameplate

Description of
Target Location

Brand(s) Carried

Typical
Apparel
Price Range

Average
Size (Sq. Ft.)

Stores:
Motherhood Maternity

A Pea in the Pod

Destination Maternity

Mid-priced and moderate regional
malls, strip and power centers, and
central business districts
Mid-priced and high-end regional
malls, lifestyle centers, central
business districts and some
stand-alone stores in affluent street
locations

Motherhood

$10 - $50

1,800

Pea (including, in some cases,
Pea Collection)

$25 - $300

2,100

Combo stores located in mid-priced
regional malls and lifestyle centers

Motherhood; Pea (including,
in some cases, Pea Collection)

$10 - $300

Combo stores
2,900

Superstores located primarily in
outdoor and power centers and central
business districts

Superstores
5,700

Leased Departments:
Macy’s

Mid-priced regional malls

buybuy BABY
Boscov’s

Big box power centers
Mid-priced and moderate regional
malls
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Motherhood; Pea (including,
in some cases, Pea Collection)

$10 - $300

—

Motherhood; Pea
Motherhood

$10 - $115
$10 - $50

—
—

The following table sets forth our store count by nameplate as of February 3, 2018.
Number of Stores

Store Nameplate

Motherhood Maternity
A Pea in the Pod
Destination Maternity:
Combo stores
Superstores
Total Destination Maternity stores
Total stores (1)

385
27
43
32
75
487

(1) Excludes leased departments and international franchised locations.
We believe our ability to lease attractive real estate locations is enhanced due to the brand awareness of our concepts, our
multiple price point approach, our highly sought-after maternity customer and our real estate management and procurement
capabilities. We are the only maternity apparel retailer to provide mall operators with differently priced retail concepts, depending on
the mall’s target demographics. We are also able to provide varied store formats for malls whose maternity customers seek a wide
range of price alternatives. In addition, in the case of multi-mall operators, we have the flexibility to provide several stores across
multiple malls.
Motherhood Maternity Stores. Motherhood Maternity is our largest chain with 385 stores as of February 3, 2018. Our
Motherhood Maternity brand serves the moderate priced portion of the maternity apparel business, which has the greatest number of
customers. The Motherhood brand is positioned with an expansive on-trend fashion assortment ranging from wardrobe essentials to
special occasion, offering quality merchandise at affordable value. Motherhood stores average approximately 1,800 square feet and
are located primarily in mid-priced and moderate regional malls, strip and power centers, and central business districts. Motherhood
stores include 96 outlet locations that carry Motherhood-branded merchandise as well as some closeout merchandise. In fiscal 2017
we opened five new Motherhood stores including outlets and closed 29 Motherhood stores including outlets. As of February 03, 2018,
we operated 24 Motherhood stores in Canada and believe that market opportunities may permit us to open additional stores in Canada
in the future.
A Pea in the Pod Stores. As of February 3, 2018, we had 27 A Pea in the Pod stores. Our A Pea in the Pod brand is a
contemporary, fashion-forward assortment including a curated selection of exclusive designer labels at better and premium
pricing, offering customers fashionable maternity pieces. A Pea in the Pod stores average approximately 2,100 square feet and are
located in mid-priced regional malls, lifestyle centers and central business districts while others are located in upscale venues,
including Beverly Hills, Water Tower Place (Chicago), South Coast Plaza (Orange County, California) and Newbury Street (Boston).
In fiscal 2017 we opened two Pea stores and closed one Pea store.
Destination Maternity Stores. As of February 3, 2018, we had 75 Destination Maternity nameplate stores averaging
approximately 4,200 square feet, including 43 Destination Maternity combo stores and 32 Destination Maternity superstores. Our
Destination Maternity stores carry both of our primary brands (Motherhood and Pea). Our Destination Maternity combo stores are
larger (average of approximately 2,900 square feet) than our single-brand stores. Our Destination Maternity superstores carry both of
our primary brands, plus an expanded line of maternity-related accessories, nursing products, health and fitness products, books, and
body and nutritional products. Our Destination Maternity superstores also typically feature a “relax area” for husbands and shoppers
alike, and an inside play area for the pregnant mom’s toddlers and young children. Destination Maternity superstores
average approximately 5,700 square feet for the 32 stores open as of February 3, 2018. In fiscal 2017 we did not open any Destination
Maternity stores and closed five Destination Maternity stores.
Leased Departments. In addition to the stores we operate, we have arrangements with department stores and baby specialty
stores, including Macy’s, buybuy BABY and Boscov’s to operate maternity apparel departments in their stores. Generally, we are the
exclusive maternity apparel provider in our leased department locations. We staff these leased departments at varying levels and
maintain control of the pricing and promotional terms, as well as the timing and degree of the markdowns of our merchandise that is
sold in the leased departments. We operate our leased departments during the same hours and days as the host store and are
responsible for replenishment of the merchandise in the leased departments. These leased departments typically involve the lease
partner collecting all of the revenue from the leased department. The revenue is remitted to us, less a fixed percentage of the net sales
earned by the lease partner as stipulated in each agreement.
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The following table sets forth our leased department count by retail partner as of February 3, 2018.
Number of
Leased Departments

Retail Partner

Macy’s
buybuy BABY
Boscov’s
Total leased departments (1)

475
116
46
637

(1) Excludes international franchised locations.
International.
Currently, we operate 28 stores and five leased departments in Canada, including 24 Motherhood stores,
three Destination Maternity combo stores and one Destination Maternity superstore, and a Motherhood website under a Canadian
URL (MotherhoodCanada.ca).
We have a franchise agreement with Multi Trend, a member of the Al-Homaizi Group, covering six key markets in the Middle
East. As of February 3, 2018, our Motherhood and Pea merchandise is offered in 14 franchise stores operating in the Middle East.
We have a franchise agreement with Agabang & Company to sell our brands in South Korea. Our Motherhood and Pea
merchandise is available for sale in maternity shop-in-shops operated by Agabang in its Agabang Gallery and Nextmom stores (which
carry infant and children’s apparel and non-apparel merchandise, as well as maternity apparel) and other retail stores, and in franchise
stores in South Korea. As of February 3, 2018, our Motherhood and Pea merchandise is offered in 38 shop-in-shops and one franchise
store in South Korea.
We have a franchise agreement with El Puerto de Liverpool, S.A.B. de C.V., the largest department store company in Mexico.
Our Motherhood and Pea merchandise is available for sale primarily in maternity shop-in-shops located in Liverpool’s department
stores (which carry a wide range of products, including infant and children’s apparel and non-apparel merchandise, as well as
maternity apparel) throughout Mexico. As of Feburary3, 2018 our Motherhood and Pea merchandise is offered in 102 shop-in-shops
in Mexico.
We have a franchise agreement with H&O Fashion Ltd., one of Israel's largest and dominant fashion-retail chains. Our
Motherhood and Pea merchandise is offered through shop-in-shops in select H&O stores. As of February 03, 2018, our Motherhood
and Pea merchandise is offered in 33 shop-in-shops in Israel.
We have a franchise agreement with Rhea Retail Private Limited, a leader in the sale of women’s, children’s, and infants’
clothing and accessories in India, however, as of February 3, 2018, our merchandise is not offered in any locations.
We continue to evaluate other international sales opportunities. As our franchise relationships to date demonstrate, our initial
international strategy has primarily consisted of franchising, licensing or similar arrangements with foreign partners. Our future
international strategy may include increased e-commerce distribution, franchising or licensing arrangements with foreign partners, as
well as potentially entering into wholesale business arrangements, entering into joint ventures or developing our own operations in
certain countries.
Internet Operations
We sell our merchandise on the Internet primarily through our brand-specific websites, Motherhood.com and
APeaInThePod.com, as well as through our DestinationMaternity.com website. We also sell our merchandise through our Canadian
website, MotherhoodCanada.ca, as well as through Amazon.com and Macys.com in the United States. We believe that many pregnant
women, particularly millennials, use the Internet to find maternity-related information and to purchase maternity clothes. Our websites
are therefore important tools for educating existing and potential customers about our brands and driving traffic to our stores. Our
marketing and technology capabilities and the replenishment capabilities of our distribution facilities and stores enable us to
incorporate Internet design, operations and fulfillment into our existing operations. Our brand-specific sites were re-launched in in the
first quarter of 2017 after a complete re-platforming of each of our sites through integration with a best-in-class enterprise cloud
commerce solution. The provider is the category-defining leader of enterprise cloud commerce solutions used by a variety of
best-in-class Internet retailers, including a significant number of fashion focused specialty retailers. We believe this integration is
currently helping and will continue to help us keep current with the ever-changing digital landscape while focusing our efforts on our
core merchandising and operational strengths. We believe that our Internet operations (both through our existing ecommerce
distribution points and, perhaps, new ecommerce distribution points) represent a continued growth opportunity for us to increase sales
and profit in all channels.
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Marketing Partnerships
We believe our customers, particularly first-time mothers, are entering a new life stage that drives widespread changes in
purchasing needs and behavior, thus making our maternity customer and her family a highly-valued demographic for a range of
consumer products and services companies. We have been able to leverage the relationship we have with our customers to earn
incremental revenues. We expect to continue to expand and leverage the relationship we have with our customers and earn
incremental revenues through a variety of marketing partnership programs utilizing our extensive opt-in customer database and
various in-store and online marketing initiatives, which help introduce our customers to various baby and parent-related products and
services offered by leading third-party consumer products companies.
Operations
Merchandising Operations Teams. To obtain maximum efficiencies, we are organized primarily along functional lines, such
as merchandising, design, planning and allocation, and production. Our merchandising, design, and planning and allocation teams are
organized on a brand-specific basis. Each brand team is led by the head merchant and includes a brand-specific head designer and
head planner. These teams are also supported by centralized production, purchasing, marketing and other necessary professionals.
Store Operations. The typical maternity customer, especially the first-time mother, seeks more advice and assistance than
the typical non-maternity customer. Therefore, we aim to employ passionate, skilled and inspirational store team members who are
trained to provide the high level of attentive service and reassurance needed by our customers. Our goal is to provide a boutique or
personalized level of service that differentiates us from our competitors. Our centralized merchandising, store operations and visual
presentation departments also enable our field leadership and store team members to focus primarily on selling and maintaining
consistency from store to store on their appearance and operational execution. In addition, our visual presentation department
coordinates with the merchandising department to develop floor-sets, design store display windows and place marketing materials to
better define and enhance the product presentation.
The field/store leadership reporting structure consists of regional directors, district managers, leased area managers and store
managers. Generally, these members of the field/store leadership team are each eligible to receive incentive-based compensation
related to store, district and regional performance for both our stores and leased department groups.
Merchandising, Design and Inventory Planning and Allocation
Merchandising. Our product styling decisions are based on current fashion trends, as well as input from our designers and
outside vendors as we seek to create fashionable product that flatters and comfortably fits the pregnant woman’s body, allowing her to
maintain her pre-pregnancy sense of style. We strive to maintain an appropriate balance between introducing new and proven styles,
as well as between basic essential wardrobe pieces and fashion items. Each brand has its own team of merchants and designers. The
merchandising and design teams each report to our Senior Vice President of Merchandising and Design.
Design. The design of our products begins with a review of global runway trends, current non-maternity retail fashion trends,
fashion reporting service information and fabric samples. The designers review our best-selling items from prior seasons and integrate
current fashion ideas from the non-maternity apparel business.
Planning and Allocation. Our inventory planning and allocation department is responsible for planning future inventory
purchases and pricing, as well as targeting overall inventory levels and turnover. We establish target inventories for storefronts within
each channel with the goals of optimizing our merchandise assortment and turnover, maintaining adequate depth of merchandise by
style and managing closeout and end-of-season merchandise consolidation. Our planning and allocation team continually monitors and
responds to consumer demand through utilization of available tools. Our capabilities to perform these tasks were significantly
enhanced with the implementation of our new cloud-based allocation tool and related processes in fiscal 2016. The planning and
allocation department reports to our Senior Vice President of Planning and Allocation.
Production and Distribution
Our direct supply chain manufactures over 90% of our apparel, predominantly outside of the United States. In fiscal 2017 we
continued to focus on the supply chain reducing the number of factories and balance our global footprint, to improve costs, streamline
operations, ensure quality and improve speed to market. We maintain the flexibility to add new contractors, if necessary, to fulfill our
sourcing needs. No individual vendor/factory represents a material portion of our production. A majority of our merchandise is
purchased “full package” as finished product made to our specifications, typically utilizing our designs. Substantially all the
merchandise produced outside of the United States is paid for in US dollars.
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Our production personnel work with our supply chain to ensure, compliance with our design specifications and timely
delivery of finished goods from concept through to finished product. We use a third-party consulting firm to help monitor
working conditions at our contractors’ facilities on a global basis ensuring social compliance standards are followed.
Finished garments from manufacturers and vendors are received at our distribution center in Florence, New Jersey. Garments
are inspected and then channeled into our automated storage and retrieval devices, as well as traditional bulk storage. The Florence
distribution facility utilizes a fully-integrated equipment and software system capable of servicing all business channels. This
integrated system allows for optimum inventory utilization, rapid replenishment and extremely accurate fulfillment of all orders.
Retail location replenishment decisions are made based upon target inventories established by our planning and allocation department
and individual retail location sales data and were enhanced with the implementation of our new cloud-based allocation tool. Freight is
routed through small parcel carriers while utilizing zone-skipping methodologies, which improves cost effectiveness and speed to
market.
Since 2003 we have been certified to participate in Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (“C-TPAT”), a United States
Department of Homeland Security sponsored program, with United States Customs and Border Protection (“U.S. Customs”), through
which we implement and monitor our procedures to manage the security of our supply chain as part of the effort to protect the United
States and our imported products against potential acts of terrorism. Since 2005 we have been certified to participate in the Importer
Self-Assessment Program (“ISA”), a U.S. Customs program available only to C-TPAT participants with strong internal controls.
Through our participation in the ISA program, we assume responsibility for monitoring our own compliance activities with applicable
U.S. Customs regulations in exchange for certain benefits, which may help increase efficiency in importing. These benefits include
exemption from certain government audits, increased speed of cargo release from U.S. Customs, front of the line access to U.S.
Customs cargo exams, enhanced prior disclosure rights from U.S. Customs in the event of alleged trade violations, availability of
voluntary additional compliance guidance from U.S. Customs, and less intrusive government oversight of trade compliance. In 2010
we were granted Tier 3 Status within the C-TPAT program, the highest level of recognition currently available. Our Tier 3 Status was
revalidated in January 2018. In 2013 we participated in a revalidation of our C-TPAT process in Vietnam with U.S. Customs.
In 2007 we were accepted to participate in the U.S. Customs and Border Protection’s Drawback Compliance Program. The
benefits of this program include 1) waiver of prior notice where we do not have to notify U.S. Customs at the time of export of
product to Canada and 2) accelerated payment privileges to receive drawback refunds of United States import duties previously paid
within 30 days of filing the claim for refund, with respect to goods we export from the United States that we previously imported into
the United States.
Information Technology Systems
Historically, our information technology systems have been developed in-house or highly customized versions of external
software with our custom Enterprise Resource Planning (“ERP”) system serving as the central brain of most of our systems, including
our core merchandising system. Our current ERP system manages our production inventories, documentation, purchase orders and
scheduling. In addition, we have an in-house developed Internet-based point-of-sale system that provides daily access to financial and
merchandising information in addition to payment processing. This point-of-sale system feeds information back to the ERP for use in
our core merchandising tasks.
Although our current systems, including our in-house developed ERP and point of sale systems, are serviceable and adequate to
meet our business needs, we continue to move forward with plans for modernization of our technology portfolio. In fiscal 2016 we
completed the implementation of a best-in-class tool for inventory allocation. In addition, we have implemented a market leading
payment processing solution which greatly improves the security of cardholder data and enables EMV-compliant payment processing
in our stores. We also did substantial work in implementing our new web platform and re-launching each of our ecommerce
sites, which went live in the first quarter of fiscal 2017.
Given the importance of our information technology systems, we continue to take extensive measures to ensure their
responsiveness and security. Our hardware and communications systems are based on a redundant and multiprocessing architecture,
which allows their continued operation on a parallel system in the event that there is a disruption within the primary system. We have
two data centers supporting our business functions: one in our corporate headquarters location in Moorestown, New Jersey and the
second in our distribution center in Florence, New Jersey. The data centers communicate via diverse broadband connections using
multiple service providers. In addition, our software programs and data are backed up and securely stored off-site.
Advertising and Marketing
Our advertising and marketing program serves to strengthen the power of our brands, to drive traffic to our stores, to increase
customer loyalty and word-of-mouth referrals, and to support our e-commerce platforms. The key objectives of our marketing strategy
are helping every new customer discover our brands and recognize us as the authority in maternity fashion; motivating her to
purchase; reaffirming that her decision to shop with us was the right one; and creating a memorable experience that she will share.
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We understand that our customers have a limited window of need, so we target our messaging through a robust customer
relationship management (CRM) program that utilizes focused email messaging and traditional direct-mail advertising. In
addition, we advertise on her favorite websites and provide social media content to ensure that our messaging reaches and
engages her. On our own e-commerce sites we have additional marketing opportunities through exclusive sales and on-site
features that help our customer discover the right fashion to fit her style based on her pregnancy stage.
In our stores we use inspirational imagery and informative signage to enhance each customer’s shopping experience and to
encourage her to buy. Our in-store signage provides visuals of seasonal collections and new styles. Our publicity efforts generate
editorial coverage locally and nationally in a variety of media formats for our brands. In addition, our public relations efforts and
partnerships with bloggers, celebrities and other third parties expand our reach.
Competition
Our business is highly competitive and characterized by low barriers to entry, especially online. The following are several
factors important to competing successfully in the retail apparel industry: ability to anticipate fashion trends and customer preferences;
product procurement and pricing; breadth of selection in sizes, colors and styles of merchandise; inventory control; quality of
merchandise; store design and location; visual presentation and advertising; customer service; and reputation. We face competition in
our maternity apparel lines from various sources, including department stores, specialty retail chains, discount stores, independent
retail stores and catalog and Internet-based retailers, from both new and existing competitors. Many of our competitors are larger and
have substantially greater financial and other resources than us. Our better and premium-priced merchandise faces a highly fragmented
competitive landscape that includes locally based, single unit retailers, as well as a handful of multi-unit maternity operations. In the
value-priced maternity apparel business, we currently face competition on a nationwide basis from retailers such as Gap ® , H&M ® ,
Old Navy ® , Target ® and Wal-Mart ® . Substantially all these competitors also sell maternity apparel on their websites. We also face
increasing competition from Internet-based retailers such as ASOS, Pink Blush, Zulily and Hatch.
Employees
As of February 3, 2018, we had approximately 1,100 full-time and 2,600 part-time employees. None of our employees are
covered by a collective bargaining agreement. We consider our employee relations to be good.
Executive Officers of the Company
The following table sets forth the name, age and position of each of our executive officers:
Name

Age

Melissa Payner-Gregor
David Stern
Ronald J. Masciantonio

59
51
41

Position

Interim Chief Executive Officer
Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer
Executive Vice President & Chief Administrative Officer

Melissa Payner-Gregor was appointed Interim Chief Executive Officer on January 3, 2018. Ms. Payner-Gregor has served as a
director of the Destination Maternity Board since August 2009. Prior to her appointment Ms. Payner-Gregor was working as a
consultant for several retail/e-commerce companies. She served as an advisor to Bluefly, Inc. in 2015, having previously served as the
company’s Chief Executive Officer from 2004 to 2012 and as President in 2003. Prior to joining Bluefly, Ms. Payner-Gregor held
senior management positions with prominent retail and consumer products companies, including Chief Executive Officer and
President of Spiegel Catalog and President of Chico’s FAS.
David Stern has served as our Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer since August 2016. From 2012 to 2016 Mr.
Stern served as Executive Vice President – Chief Financial Officer of Pep Boys – Manny, Moe & Jack. Prior to joining Pep Boys, Mr.
Stern served as Executive Vice President, Chief Administrative Officer and Chief Financial Officer of A.C. Moore Arts and Crafts.
From 2007 until 2009, Mr. Stern held roles at Coldwater Creek, including Vice President, Financial Planning and Analysis and
Corporate Controller. From 2000 to 2007 Mr. Stern was the Chief Financial Officer of Petro Services. Mr. Stern began his career as an
internal auditor and gained experience as a financial analyst, accounting manager and corporate controller at several companies,
including Delhaize America, before joining Petro Services. Mr. Stern is a member of the Board of Directors of Beck Supplies, Inc. and
is a member of the Board of Directors and Chairman of the Finance Committee of Camp Ockanickon, a not-for-profit organization.
Mr. Stern has earned a Master of Business Administration degree from Wake Forest University, and has earned a Certified Public
Accountant designation.
Ronald J. Masciantonio has served as our Executive Vice President & Chief Administrative Officer since November 2012.
From November 2012 to August 2013 Mr. Masciantonio also served as our General Counsel. From November 2011 until November
2012 Mr. Masciantonio served as our Executive Vice President & General Counsel, having previously served as our Senior Vice
President & General Counsel from April 2010 to November 2011 and, prior to that, as our Vice President & General Counsel from
August 2006. In August 2006 Mr. Masciantonio rejoined us, after having previously served as our Assistant General Counsel from

February 2004 to May 2005. From May 2005 to August 2006 Mr. Masciantonio was Assistant General Counsel, North America for
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Taylor Nelson Sofres, N.A., a market research company with global headquarters in London, England. Prior to joining us originally in
February 2004 Mr. Masciantonio was an Associate at the law firm of Pepper Hamilton LLP in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania from
September 2001 to February 2004. Mr. Masciantonio earned a Juris Doctorate legal degree from Temple University School of Law in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Mr. Masciantonio is also Vice Chairman Finance & Treasurer of the Chamber of Commerce of Southern
Jersey.
Our executive officers are appointed annually by our Board of Directors and serve at the discretion of the Board of Directors.
There are no family relationships among any of our executive officers.
Intellectual Property
We own trademark and service mark rights that we believe are sufficient to conduct our business as currently operated. We own
several trademarks, including Destination Maternity Corporation ® , A Pea in the Pod ® , A Pea in the Pod Collection ® , Motherhood ® ,
Motherhood Maternity ® , Destination Maternity ® , Motherhood Maternity Outlet ® and Secret Fit Belly ® .
Seasonality
Our business, like that of many other retailers, is seasonal. Our quarterly net sales were historically highest in the peak Spring
selling season during our third fiscal quarter that previously ended on June 30 of our fiscal years that ended on September 30. Under
our 4-5-4 retail fiscal calendar ending on the Saturday nearest January 31 of each year, the peak Spring selling season generally occurs
during our first and second fiscal quarters. Given the historically higher sales level in that timeframe and the relatively fixed nature of
most of our operating expenses, we have typically generated a very significant percentage of our full year operating income and net
income during the calendar months of March through May. Results for any quarter are not necessarily indicative of the results that
may be achieved for a full fiscal year. Quarterly results may fluctuate materially depending upon, among other things, increases or
decreases in comparable sales, the timing of new store openings and closings, new leased department openings and closings, net sales
and profitability contributed by new stores and leased departments, the timing of the fulfillment of purchase orders under our product
and license arrangements, adverse weather conditions, shifts in the timing of certain holidays and promotions, changes in inventory
and production levels and the timing of deliveries of inventory, and changes in our merchandise mix.
Securities and Exchange Commission Filings
Our Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) filings are available free of charge on our website,
investor.destinationmaternity.com. Our annual reports on Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, current reports on Form 8-K
and amendments to those reports are posted on our website as soon as practicable after we furnish such materials to the SEC.
Item 1A. Risk Factors
You should consider carefully all of the information set forth or incorporated by reference in this document, and in particular,
the following risk factors associated with our business and forward-looking information in this document (see also “Forward-Looking
Statements” included in Item 7. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations). The risks
described below are not the only ones we face. Additional risks not presently known to us or that we do not currently consider
significant may also have an adverse effect on us. If any of the risks below actually occur, our business, results of operations, cash
flows, financial condition or stock price could suffer.
Our performance may be affected by general economic conditions and financial difficulties.
Our performance is subject to worldwide economic conditions and their impact on levels of consumer spending. Some of the
factors that have, or have had, an impact on discretionary consumer spending include general economic conditions, employment,
consumer debt, changes in personal net worth based on changes in securities market price levels, residential real estate and mortgage
markets, taxation, healthcare costs, fuel and energy prices, interest rates, credit availability, consumer confidence and other
macroeconomic factors.
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The worldwide apparel industry is heavily influenced by general economic cycles. Apparel retailing is a cyclical industry
that is heavily dependent upon the overall level of consumer spending. Purchases of specialty apparel and related goods tend to
be highly correlated with the cycles of the levels of disposable income of consumers. As a result, any substantial deterioration in
general economic conditions could materially and adversely affect our net sales and results of operations. Downturns, or the
expectation of a downturn, in general economic conditions could materially and adversely affect consumer spending patterns,
our sales and our results of operations.
Consumer purchases of discretionary items generally decline during recessionary periods and other periods where disposable
income is adversely affected. Any downturn in the economy may affect consumer purchases of our merchandise and have an adverse
impact on our sales, results of operations and cash flow. Because apparel generally is a discretionary purchase, declines in consumer
spending may have a more negative effect on apparel retailers than on other retailers. A decline in consumer spending may negatively
affect our profitability.
Future increases in interest rates or other tightening of the credit markets, or future turmoil in the financial markets, could make
it more difficult for us to access funds, to refinance our indebtedness (if necessary), to enter into agreements for new indebtedness, or
to obtain funding through the issuance of our securities. Any such adverse changes in the credit or financial markets could also impact
the ability of our suppliers to access liquidity, or could result in the insolvency of suppliers, which in turn could lead to their failure to
deliver our merchandise. Worsening economic conditions could also result in difficulties for financial institutions (including bank
failures) and other parties that we may do business with, which could potentially impair our ability to access financing under existing
arrangements or to otherwise recover amounts as they become due under our other contractual arrangements. Additionally, either as a
result of, or independent of, any financial difficulties and economic weakness in the United States, material fluctuations in currency
exchange rates could have a negative impact on our business.
Our sales, comparable sales and quarterly results of operations have fluctuated in the past and can be expected to continue to
fluctuate in the future, and as a result, the market price of our common stock may fluctuate or decline substantially.
Our sales, comparable sales and quarterly results of operations have fluctuated in the past and can be expected to continue to
fluctuate in the future and are affected by a variety of factors, including:
•

customer traffic and conversion in our retail locations and e-commerce web-sites;

•

the timing of the fulfillment of purchase orders under our wholesale arrangements;

•

any disruption to our operations that may arise in connection with the implementation of system enhancements;

•

the extent of cannibalization of sales volume of some of our existing retail locations by new retail locations in the same
geographic markets or by our e-commerce websites;

•

changes in our merchandise mix;

•

any repositioning of our brands;

•

general economic conditions and, in particular, the retail sales environment;

•

calendar shifts, including shifts of holiday or seasonal periods, occurring in a given calendar period;

•

changes in pregnancy rates and birth rates;

•

actions of competitors;

•

the level of success and/or actions of anchor tenants where we have stores, leased department or wholesale relationships;

•

the impact, timing and success of our efforts to expand our product category offerings through various channels of
business;

•

the opening of new stores, the closing of existing stores, and the success of our leased department and wholesale
relationships;

•

the timing of new store openings, and leased department and international franchised business openings;

•

fashion trends; and

•

weather conditions and seasonality.

If, at any time, our sales, comparable sales or quarterly results of operations decline or do not meet the expectations of
investors, the price of our common stock could decline substantially.
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Our business depends on sustained demand for maternity clothing and is sensitive to birth rates, women’s fashion trends,
economic conditions and consumer spending.
Our business depends upon sustained demand for maternity clothing. Our future performance will be subject to a number of
factors beyond our control, including demographic changes, fashion trends, economic conditions, consumer spending and general
health concerns that may impact the number of pregnant women. If demand for maternity clothing were to decline for any reason,
such as a decrease in the number of pregnancies, our operating results could be materially and adversely affected. For example,
according to the United States Census Bureau and United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, births declined a total of
approximately 8.6% from calendar 2007 to calendar 2016. Although recent statistics suggest that this trend has slowed or reversed, if
this trend had continued it could negatively affect our business and results of operations. Additionally, our operating results could be
materially and adversely affected if certain non-maternity women’s apparel fashions have a more pregnancy-friendly fit. For example,
at times, when fashion trends favored, we have been negatively impacted by the popularity of many looser-fitting fashion trends in the
non-maternity women’s apparel market, such as maxi dresses, baby doll dresses, active bottoms with elastic waists, other soft knit
elastic-waist bottoms and shorts, and oversized peasant-style woven tops, all of which can more readily fit a pregnant woman than
typical non-maternity fashions, and could thus be purchased in numerous non-maternity retail stores. Downturns, or the expectation of
a downturn, in general economic conditions could materially and adversely affect consumer spending patterns, our business, financial
condition and results of operations. In addition, the specialty apparel retail business historically has been subject to cyclical variations.
Consumer purchases of specialty apparel products, including maternity wear, may decline during recessionary periods and at other
times when disposable income is lower. Declines in consumer spending patterns may have a more negative effect on apparel retailers
than some other retailers. Therefore, we may not be able to maintain our historical sales and earnings, or remain as profitable, if there
is a decline in consumer spending patterns. A prolonged economic downturn could have a material adverse impact on our business and
results of operations.
Our business depends on effective marketing and high customer traffic.
We have many initiatives in our marketing programs particularly with regard to our ecommerce websites, and our social media
presence. If our competitors increase their spending on marketing, if our marketing expenses increase, if our marketing becomes less
effective than that of our competitors, if search engine algorithms change to our detriment, or if we do not adequately leverage
technology and data analytics capabilities needed to generate concise competitive insight, we could experience a material adverse
effect on our results of operations. A failure to sufficiently innovate or maintain adequate, effective and efficient marketing strategies
could inhibit our ability to maintain brand relevance and drive increased sales. In addition, U.S. and foreign laws and regulations that
make it more difficult or costly to digitally market may impact our ability to maintain brand relevance and drive increased sales.
We depend heavily on locating our stores in successful shopping malls in order to generate customer traffic. Sales at these
stores are derived, in part, from the volume of traffic in those malls. We cannot control the development of new shopping malls, the
availability or cost of appropriate locations within existing or new shopping malls or the success of existing or new mall stores.
The success of all of our mall stores will depend, in part, on the ability of each mall’s anchor tenants, such as large department
stores, other tenants and area attractions to generate consumer traffic in the vicinity of our stores, and the popularity of malls as
shopping destinations. Our sales volume and mall traffic have been and may in the future be adversely affected by, among other
things, economic downturns in a particular area, the closing of anchor tenants, competition from e-commerce retailers, non-mall
retailers and other malls where we do not have stores, increases in gasoline prices and the closing or decline in popularity of other
stores in the malls in which we are located. Many malls are experiencing significantly lower levels of customer traffic than in the past,
driven by overall poor economic conditions as well as the closure of certain mall anchor tenants. An uncertain economic outlook could
curtail new shopping mall development, decrease shopping mall traffic, reduce the number of hours that shopping mall operators keep
their shopping malls open or force them to cease operations entirely. A continued reduction in mall traffic as a result of these or any
other factors could have a material adverse effect on our business, results of operations and financial condition.
Our success depends on our ability to identify and respond to fashion trends on a timely basis.
The apparel industry is subject to rapidly changing fashion trends and shifting consumer demands. Accordingly, our success
depends on the priority that our target customers place on fashion and our ability to anticipate, identify and capitalize on emerging
fashion trends. Our ability or our failure to anticipate, identify or react appropriately to changes in styles or trends could lead to,
among other things, excess inventories and higher markdowns, as well as the decreased appeal of our brands. Particular fashion trends,
or an inaccuracy of our forecasts regarding fashion trends, could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition
and results of operations. For example, at times, when fashion trends favored, we have been negatively impacted by the popularity of
many looser-fitting fashion trends in the non-maternity women’s apparel market, such as maxi dresses, baby doll dresses, active
bottoms with elastic waists, other soft knit elastic-waist bottoms and shorts, and oversized peasant-style woven tops, all of which can
more readily fit a pregnant woman than typical non-maternity fashions, and could thus be purchased in numerous non-maternity retail
stores.
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Our failure to successfully manage and expand our e-commerce business and its connectivity with our brick-and-mortar stores
experience could have a material adverse impact on our business.
The expansion of our ecommerce business is one of our key strategic initiatives, as is furthering the connectivity between our
ecommerce and brick-and-mortar stores (including, without limitation, through our fulfill from store and buy-online-pickup-in-store
initiatives). The successful operation of our e-commerce business depends on our ability to maintain the efficient and uninterrupted
operation of our online order-taking and our fulfillment operations, and on our ability to provide a shopping experience that will
generate orders and return visits to our sites and stores, including by updating our e-commerce platform to stay abreast of changing
consumer shopping habits such as the significantly increased use of mobile devices to shop online. Risks associated with our
e-commerce business include:
•

risks associated with the failure of the computer systems that operate our website including, among others, inadequate
system capacity, security breaches, computer viruses, human error, changes in programming, system upgrades or
migration of these services to new systems;

•

risks associated with any failure to development processes and procedures to properly handle ecommerce initiated
transactions in our brick-and-mortar stores;

•

unforeseen delays in technology implementation or otherwise which cause us to fail to timely implement or enhance our
omnichannel initiatives such as fulfill from store and buy-online-pickup-in-store);

•

disruptions in telephone service or power outages;

•

reliance on third parties for computer hardware and software, updates as well as delivery of merchandise to our
customers;

•

rapid technology changes and changes in consumer shopping habits such as the significantly increased use of mobile
devices and apps to shop online;

•

credit card fraud;

•

the diversion of sales from our retail locations and other distribution points;

•

natural disasters or adverse weather conditions;

•

changes in applicable federal and state regulations;

•

negative reviews on social media;

•

liability for online content; and

•

consumer privacy and information security concerns and regulation.

Problems in any one or more of these areas could have a material adverse effect on our financial position, results of operations
and cash flows, and could damage our reputation and brand.
We may not be successful in maintaining and expanding our business.
Any future growth depends significantly on:
•

our ability to successfully establish and operate through new distribution points (which could include additional digital
as well as brick-and-mortar locations);

•

our ability to improve and expand our e-commerce business in an increasingly competitive environment (including by
gaining the benefits from, and mitigating the risks of, our various e-commerce initiatives);

•

our ability to successfully maintain our current, leased department relationships, and to operate such leased department
relationships on a profitable basis;

•

the success and profitability of our wholesale, including our ability to successfully establish new, and to maintain our
current, wholesale relationships; and

•

the success and profitability of our efforts to expand our product category offerings.
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This growth, if it occurs, will place increased demands on our management, operational and administrative resources.
These increased demands and operating complexities could cause us to operate our business less effectively, which, in turn,
could cause a deterioration in our financial performance and negatively impact our growth. Any planned growth will also
require that we continually monitor and upgrade our management information and other systems, as well as our procurement
and distribution infrastructure.
Our ability to establish and operate new stores and our leased department relationships successfully depends on many factors,
including, among others, our ability to:
•

identify and obtain suitable distribution points (both digital and brick-and-mortar), the availability of which is outside of
our control;

•

negotiate favorable terms with third parties for such distribution (whether they be landlords, additional leased
department partners, additional wholesale partners or digital distribution partners);

•

source sufficient levels of inventory to meet the additional distribution needs;

•

successfully address competition, merchandising and distribution challenges; and

•

hire, train and retain a sufficient number of qualified personnel to manage and operate such additional distribution
opportunities.

The success and profitability of our e-commerce business depends on many factors, including, those identified previously above
as well as, our ability to:
•

drive traffic to our retail websites through our, digital marketing and search engine optimization initiatives, and convert
such traffic to sales efficiently and effectively;

•

changes in federal or state regulation that may impose restrictions on e-commerce or make e-commerce more costly,
including privacy or other consumer protection laws;

•

breaches of Internet security; and

•

failure to keep up with changes in technology.

There can be no assurance that we will be able to grow our business and achieve our goals. For example, as part of Macy’s
previously announced closure of approximately 100 stores, early in fiscal 2017 Macy’s completed closure of 68 stores, which included
59 locations where we had a leased department within the store. Even if we succeed in establishing new stores, further developing our
leased department relationships, and further expanding our wholesale relationships, we cannot assure that these initiatives will achieve
planned revenue or profitability levels in the time periods estimated by us, or at all. If any of these initiatives fails to achieve or is
unable to sustain acceptable revenue and profitability levels, we may incur significant costs.
Our Share price may be volatile and could decline substantially.
The market price of our common stock has been, and is expected to continue to be, volatile, both because of actual and
perceived changes in our financial results and prospects, and because of general volatility in the stock market. The factors that could
cause fluctuations in our share price may include, among other factors discussed in this section, the following:
•

actual or anticipated variations in the financial results and prospects of our business or other companies in the retail
business;

•

changes in financial estimates by Wall Street research analysts;

•

actual or anticipated changes in the United States economy or the retailing environment;

•

changes in the market valuations of other specialty apparel or retail companies;

•

announcements by our competitors or us;

•

mergers or other business combinations involving us;

•

additions and departures of key personnel;

•

changes in accounting principles;

•

the passage of legislation or other developments affecting us or our industry;

•

the trading volume of our common stock in the public market;

•

changes in economic conditions;
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•

financial market conditions;

•

natural disasters, terrorist acts, acts of war or periods of civil unrest; and

•

the realization of some or all of the risks described in this section entitled “Risk Factors.”

In addition, the stock markets have experienced significant price and trading volume fluctuations from time to time, and the
market prices of the equity securities of retailers have been extremely volatile and are sometimes subject to sharp price and trading
volume changes. These broad market fluctuations may materially and adversely affect the market price of our common stock.
Changes to federal, state or provincial income tax legislation could have a material adverse effect on our business and results of
operations
From time to time, new tax legislation is adopted by the federal government and various states or other regulatory bodies.
Significant changes in tax legislation could adversely affect our business or results of operations in a material way. On December 22,
2018, the U.S. government enacted comprehensive tax legislation commonly referred to as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the "TCJA").
The changes included in the TCJA are broad and complex. The final transition impacts of the TCJA may differ from the estimates
provided elsewhere in this report, possibly materially, due to, among other things, changes in interpretations of the TCJA, any
legislative action to address questions that arise because of the TCJA, any changes in accounting standards for income taxes or related
interpretations in response to the TCJA, or any updates or changes to estimates we have utilized to calculate the transition impacts,
including impacts from changes to current year earnings estimates. As these and other tax laws and related regulations change, our
financial results could be materially impacted. Give the unpredictability of possible changes and their potential interdependency, it is
very difficult to assess whether the overall effect of such potential tax changes would be cumulatively positive or negative for our
earnings and cash flow, but such changes could adversely impact our financial results.
Changes in accounting standards could significantly affect our results of operations and the presentation of those results.
Changes in accounting standards, including new interpretations and applications of accounting standards, may have adverse
effects on our financial condition, results of operations, and liquidity. The Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") have
issued and/or adopted new pronouncements that proposes numerous significant changes to current accounting standards. These new
standards could significantly change the presentation of financial information and our results of operations. Additionally, the new
standards may require us to make systems and other changes that increase our operating costs. Specifically, implementing the new
accounting standards related to leases could require us to make significant changes to our lease management system or other
accounting systems.
Our business, financial condition and results of operations may be materially and adversely impacted at any time by a significant
number of competitors.
We operate in a highly competitive environment characterized by few barriers to entry. We compete against department stores,
specialty retail chains, discount stores, independent retail stores and catalog and Internet-based retailers. Many of our competitors are
larger and have substantially greater financial and other resources than us. Further, we do not typically advertise using television and
radio media and thus do not reach customers through means our competitors may use. Our mid- and premium-priced merchandise
faces a highly fragmented competitive landscape that includes locally-based, single-unit retailers, as well as a handful of multi-unit
maternity operations. In the value-priced maternity apparel business, we face competition on a nationwide basis from retailers such as
Gap, H&M, Old Navy, Target and Wal-Mart. Substantially all of these competitors also sell maternity apparel on their websites. We
also face increasing competition from Internet-based retailers such as ASOS, Pink Blush, Zulily and Hatch, as well as various
competitors who sell through marketplace sites. Our business, financial condition and results of operations may be materially and
adversely affected by this competition, including the potential for increased competition in the future. For example, the maternity
apparel business has previously experienced oversupply conditions due to increased competition, which resulted in a greater level of
industry-wide markdowns and markdowns recognized by us on sales from our retail locations. There can be no assurance that these
conditions will not occur again or worsen.
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Our relationships with third-party retailers may not be successful.
We cannot guarantee successful results from or the continuation of our leased department relationships with third-party retailers
such as Macy’s, buybuy BABY and Boscov’s or any of our wholesale relationships. Under our agreements with our retail partners,
those partners do not make any promises or representations as to the potential amount of business we can expect from the sale of our
product through their distribution points. The success of our business third-party retailers is highly dependent on the actions and
decisions of such third-party retailers, which are outside of our control. The retailers could limit the merchandise carried, close stores,
go out of business or terminate their agreements with us. Our failure to properly manage our third-party retailer business (including
any failure by us in timely delivering goods to any third-party retailer or any failure to respond to the actions of, or changes in,
business conditions at third-party retailers) would have a direct impact on the profitability and continuation of these relationships.
Our relationships with third-party retailers may be terminated at any time.
We cannot guarantee the continuation of our relationships with third-party retailers. Such retailers can discontinue our products
at any time and offer a competitor’s maternity apparel products, or none at all. The contractual commitments of our retailer customers
are not long-term in nature. Continued positive relations with a retailer depend upon various factors, including price, customer service,
consumer demand and competition. Certain of our third-party retailer partners have multiple vendor policies and may seek to offer a
competitor’s products or services at new or existing locations. If any significant retailer materially reduces, terminates or is unwilling
to expand its relationship with us, or requires price reductions or other adverse modifications in our selling terms, our sales would
suffer.
Additionally, most major retailers continually evaluate and often modify their in-store retail strategies, including product
placement, store set-up and design, promotions and demographic targets. Our business could suffer significant setbacks in net sales
and operating income if one or more of our major retail customers modified its current retail strategy resulting in a termination or
reduction of its business relationship with us, a reduction in store penetration or an unfavorable product placement within such
retailer’s stores, any or all of which could materially adversely affect our business, financial condition, results of operations and cash
flows.
We may not be successful in maintaining and expanding our marketing partnership programs.
We cannot guarantee successful results from the continuation of, or the expansion of, our marketing partnership programs
which utilize our opt-in customer database and various in-store marketing initiatives. The success of our marketing partnership
programs is highly dependent on the actions and decisions of the third-party consumer products companies to whom we provide these
services. Should these third-party consumer products companies decide to limit the services provided by us, go out of business or
terminate their agreements with us, our business, financial condition and results of operations could be materially and adversely
affected. Further, there is no guarantee that we will be able to expand this part of our business through agreements with new third
parties. In addition, our ability to provide the services is highly dependent on our successful collection of opt-in customer data (which
is a direct result of customer traffic to our stores and, to a lesser extent, our websites) as well as applicable law relating to the
collection and transfer of the personally identifiable information of our customers. A failure on our part to collect adequate amounts of
customer data or any change in state, local or federal law which further restricts our ability to collect this information could cause us to
terminate or limit the services we can provide to the third-party consumer products companies and would ultimately adversely affect
our revenue from these relationships. Further, although we believe there may be an opportunity to more actively market our full
customer database to a much broader range of consumer products and services companies that market to families with children, we
cannot guarantee that these efforts will be successful.
We require a significant amount of cash to fund our operations and future growth.
Our ability to fund our operations and future growth, depends upon our ability to generate cash. Our success in generating cash
depends upon the results of our operations and the amount of cash we use in investing activities, as well as upon general economic,
financial, competitive and other factors beyond our control.
An inability to generate sufficient cash could have important consequences. For example, it could:
•

increase our vulnerability to general adverse economic and industry conditions;

•

limit our flexibility in planning for, or reacting to, changes in our business and the industry in which we operate;

•

place us at a competitive disadvantage compared to our competitors;

•

limit our ability to borrow money;

•

make it more difficult for us to open new stores or improve or expand existing stores;
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•

limit our ability to invest in infrastructure or adequately promote our e-commerce activity;

•

require us to incur significant additional indebtedness; and

•

make it more difficult for us to pursue strategic acquisitions, alliances and partnerships.

If we do not comply with the terms of our existing debt agreements, and such debt agreements cannot be amended or replaced with
new indebtedness, we may be in default of our obligations under such debt agreements.
Our existing debt agreements (including our credit facility and our term loan agreement) contain a number of affirmative and
negative covenants and representations and warranties. We have, in the past, been required to seek waivers of compliance with, or
amendments of, certain of the financial covenants in the debt agreements, and we may be required to seek such waivers or
amendments in the future. Our ability to meet these financial covenants may be affected by events beyond our control, and there can
be no assurance that the lenders will grant any required waivers under, or amendments to, the debt agreements if for any reason we are
unable to meet the requirements of such covenants.
If we fail to comply with covenants, representations or warranties under our debt agreements and do not either receive a waiver
or amendment from our lenders or refinance the indebtedness subject to such agreements, such failure could trigger a default under
our debt agreements. If we default, the lenders under those debt agreements could declare all borrowings owed to them, including
accrued interest and other fees, to be due and payable, which declaration could have an adverse impact on our business and results of
operations.
Our variable rate indebtedness subjects us to interest rate risk, which could cause our debt service obligations to increase
significantly.
Our $25.0 million term loan bears interest at a variable rate equal to a LIBOR rate plus 9.00%. Borrowings under our $50.0
million revolving credit facility bear interest at a variable rate equal to, at our election, either the lender’s base rate plus 0.50%, or a
LIBOR rate plus 1.50%. Additional borrowings under our revolving credit facility, which could significantly increase in the future,
would bear interest at a variable rate. We have exposure for the variable interest rate indebtedness under these debt instruments and, as
a result, an increase in interest rates could result in a substantial increase in interest expense, especially if borrowings under our
revolving credit facility increase.
The terms of our debt instruments impose financial and operating restrictions.
Our term loan and credit facility agreements each contain restrictive covenants that limit our ability to engage in activities that
may be in our long-term best interests. These covenants limit or restrict, among other things, our ability to:
•

incur additional indebtedness;

•

pay dividends or make other distributions in respect of our equity securities, or purchase or redeem capital stock, or
make certain investments;

•

have our subsidiaries pay dividends, make loans or transfer assets to us;

•

sell assets, including the capital stock of our subsidiaries;

•

enter into any transactions with our affiliates;

•

transfer any capital stock of any subsidiary or permit any subsidiary to issue capital stock;

•

create liens;

•

enter into certain sale/leaseback transactions;

•

effect a consolidation or merger or transfer of all or substantially all of our assets; and

•

engage in other lines of business unless substantially related or incidental to our existing business.
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These limitations and restrictions may materially and adversely affect our ability to finance our future operations or
capital needs or engage in other business activities that may be in our best interests. In addition, our ability to borrow under the
credit facility is subject to the borrowing base requirements of both our term loan and our credit facility agreements. If we
breach any of the covenants under our term loan and credit facility agreements, we may be in default under either or both of
these agreements. If we default, the lenders under our term loan agreement and the lender under our credit facility agreement
could declare all borrowings owed to them, including accrued interest and other fees, to be due and payable. Moreover, our term
loan and credit facility agreements provide the lenders considerable discretion to impose reserves or availability blocks, which
could materially impair the amount of borrowings that would otherwise be available to us. There can be no assurance that the
lenders under the term loan and credit facility agreements will not impose such actions during the term of the debt facility and
further, were they to do so, the resulting impact of this action could materially and adversely impair our liquidity.
We depend on our senior leadership team and may not be able to retain or replace these employees or recruit additional qualified
personnel, which would harm our business.
Our business and success is materially dependent on attracting and retaining members of our senior leadership team to
formulate and execute the Company’s strategic and business plans. In particular, although we currently have a director serving as our
interim Chief Executive Officer, we are currently without a permanent Chief Executive Officer. The failure to recruit and hire a new
Chief Executive Officer in a timely manner, or the loss of the services of any of our other senior executives, particularly during this
transitionary period, could have a material adverse effect on our business and prospects. Leadership changes can be inherently
difficult to manage and may cause material disruption to our business or management team. Changes in senior management could
lead to an environment that lacks inspiration and/or a lack of commitment by our employees, which could have a material adverse
effect on our business.
Our operations in international markets, and our earnings in those markets, may be affected by legal, regulatory, political and
economic risks.
We design and contract the manufacture of over 90% of the merchandise we sell using factories located throughout the world,
predominantly outside of the United States. As a result, our business is subject to risks associated with international operations. These
risks include the burdens of complying with foreign laws and regulations, unexpected changes in tariffs, taxes or regulatory
requirements, and political unrest and corruption.
Regulatory changes could limit the countries in which we sell, produce or source our products or significantly increase the cost
of operating in or obtaining materials originating from certain countries. Restrictions imposed by such changes can have a particular
impact on our business when, after we have moved our operations to a particular location, new unfavorable regulations are enacted in
that area or favorable regulations currently in effect are changed.
Countries in which our products are manufactured or sold may from time to time impose additional new regulations, or modify
existing regulations, including:
•

changes in duties, taxes, tariffs and other charges on imports;

•

limitations on the quantity of goods which may be imported into the United States from a particular country;

•

requirements as to where products and/or inputs are manufactured or sourced;

•

creation of export licensing requirements, imposition of restrictions on export quantities or specification of minimum
export pricing and/or export prices or duties;

•

limitations on foreign owned businesses; or

•

government actions to cancel contracts, re-denominate the official currency, renounce or default on obligations,
renegotiate terms unilaterally or expropriate assets.

In addition, political and economic changes or volatility, geopolitical regional conflicts, terrorist activity, political unrest, civil
strife, acts of war, public corruption and other economic or political uncertainties could interrupt and negatively affect our business
operations. All of these factors could result in increased costs or decreased revenues and could materially and adversely affect our
product sales, financial condition and results of operations.
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Recently, political discourse in the United States has increasingly focused on ways to discourage United States
corporations from outsourcing manufacturing and production activities to foreign jurisdictions. Tax proposals may include
changes, which could, if implemented, have an adverse impact on us, or new import tariffs, which could adversely affect us
because we sell products that are principally manufactured outside the United States. It has also been suggested that the United
States may materially modify or withdraw from some of its existing trade agreements. Any of these actions, if ultimately
enacted, could adversely affect our results of operations or profitability. Further, our image, the reputation of our brands and our
stock price may be adversely affected if we are publicly singled out for criticism by government officials as a result of our
foreign operations.
We are also subject to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, in addition to the anti-corruption laws of the foreign countries in
which we operate. Although we implement policies and procedures designed to promote compliance with these laws, our employees,
contractors and agents, as well as those companies to which we outsource certain of our business operations, may take actions in
violation of our policies. Any such violation could result in sanctions or other penalties and have an adverse effect on our business,
reputation and operating results.
We may not actually collect the incentive package benefits offered to us in connection with the relocations of our headquarters and
distribution facility.
In fiscal 2015 we completed the relocation of our corporate headquarters and distribution operations from Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania to southern New Jersey. To help us offset the costs of these relocations, the Board of the New Jersey Economic
Development Authority approved us for an incentive package of $40 million in benefits, over a 10-year period, from the State of New
Jersey under the Grow New Jersey Assistance Program. In order to receive the benefits of the incentive package we need to meet
certain levels of annual jobs and other requirements. If we do not meet these job levels or other requirements on an annual basis, we
will not receive some or all of the benefits. Our inability to receive these benefits could have a material adverse impact on our business
and results of operations.
We are heavily dependent on our information technology systems and our ability to effectively maintain and upgrade these systems
from time to time. Upgrades to our inventory planning and allocation systems and e-commerce platform may not be successful.
Historically, the operation of our vertically-integrated business model relied heavily on our internally-developed information
technology systems (“IT Systems”). In particular, we have relied on point-of-sale terminals, which provide information to our core
merchandise system used to track sales and inventory, and on our Internet websites through which we sell merchandise to our
customers. In order to ensure that our systems are adequate to handle our anticipated business growth and are upgraded as necessary to
effectively manage our store inventory and our e-commerce operations, we decided to augment our internal IT Systems with
best-in-class third party solutions. In fiscal 2016 we completed the implementation of a best-in-class tool for inventory allocation. In
the first quarter of fiscal 2017 we re-platformed our historically internally-managed e-commerce website to a leading third-party
digital commerce solution provider, to be integrated with a third-party e-commerce order management system. The cost of these
system upgrades and enhancements was significant. There can be no assurance that our investment in these new systems will be
successful or that the transition to these new systems will not result in disruptions to our business. If these systems are not successful
or if we suffer any such disruptions, our business and results of operations could be materially and adversely affected.
We have two data centers supporting our business functions: one in our corporate headquarters location in Moorestown, New
Jersey and the second in our distribution center in Florence, New Jersey. Although our software programs and data are backed up and
securely stored off-site, our servers and computer systems, and our operations are vulnerable to damage or interruption from:
•

fire, flood and other natural disasters;

•

power loss, computer systems failures, Internet and telecommunications or data network failures;

•

operator negligence, and improper operation by or supervision of employees;

•

physical and electronic loss of data or security breaches, misappropriation and similar events; and

•

computer viruses.

Any disruption in the operation of our IT Systems, the loss of employees knowledgeable about such systems or our failure to
continue to effectively modify such systems could interrupt our operations or interfere with our ability to monitor inventory, which
could result in reduced net sales and affect our operations and financial performance. Our business and results of operations could be
materially and adversely affected if our servers and systems were inoperable, inaccessible, or inadequate. In addition, any interruption
in the operation of our Internet websites could cause us to lose sales due to the inability of customers to purchase merchandise from us

through our websites during such interruption.
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From time to time, we improve and upgrade our IT Systems and the functionality of our Internet websites. For example,
we completed the implementation of a new planning and allocation tool and we re-platformed our retail websites from a
customized in-house system to a SaaS platform. If we are unable to maintain and upgrade our systems, to integrate new and
updated systems, or to successfully re-platform our Internet websites in an efficient and timely manner, our business and results
of operations could be materially and adversely affected.
Failure to improve and adapt our inventory management practices to evolving business needs could adversely affect our business.
We design and contract the manufacture of over 90% of the merchandise we sell using factories located throughout the world,
predominantly outside of the United States. Fluctuations in the maternity apparel retail market impact the levels of inventory we hold,
as merchandise is typically ordered from our contract manufacturers well in advance of the applicable selling season and frequently
before fashion trends are confirmed by customer purchases. In addition, the nature of the retail maternity apparel business requires us
to carry a significant amount of inventory. As a result, we are vulnerable to demand and pricing shifts and to suboptimal selection and
timing of merchandise purchases. In the past, we have not always predicted our customers’ preferences and acceptance levels of our
merchandise with accuracy. If sales do not meet expectations, too much inventory may cause excessive markdowns and, therefore,
lower than planned margins.
Our current strategic initiatives (which include further expansion of our ecommerce business, increasing the connectivity
between our ecommerce business and our brick-and-mortar stores, and our expansion of our wholesale business) further emphasize the
importance of increasing the efficiency and responsiveness of our supply chain. These initiatives will challenge our systems and
operational approach. If we are unable to adopt our supply chain to meet the demands of these initiatives successfully our operating
results could be materially adversely affected.
As an apparel retailer, we rely on numerous third parties in the supply chain to produce and deliver the products that we sell, and
our business may be negatively impacted by disruptions in the supply chain.
If we lose the services of one or more of our significant suppliers or one or more of them fail to meet our product needs, we
may be unable to obtain replacement merchandise in a timely manner. If our existing suppliers cannot meet our increased needs and
we cannot locate alternative supply sources, we may be unable to obtain sufficient quantities of the most popular items at attractive
prices, which could negatively impact our sales and results of operations. We obtain apparel and other merchandise from foreign
sources, both purchased directly in foreign markets and indirectly through domestic vendors with foreign sources. To the extent that
any of our vendors are located overseas or rely on overseas sources for a large portion of their products, any event causing a disruption
of imports, including the imposition of import restrictions, could harm our ability to source product. This disruption could materially
limit the merchandise that we would have available for sale and reduce our sales and earnings. The flow of merchandise from our
vendors could also be materially and adversely affected by financial or political instability, or war, in or affecting any of the countries
in which the goods we purchase are manufactured or through which they flow. Trade restrictions in the form of tariffs or quotas,
embargoes and customs restrictions that are applicable to the products that we sell also could affect the import of those products and
could increase the cost and reduce the supply of products available to us. Any material increase in tariff levels, or any material
decrease in quota levels or available quota allocation, could negatively impact our business. Further, changes in tariffs or quotas for
merchandise imported from individual foreign countries could lead us to shift our sources of supply among various countries. Any
such shift we undertake in the future could result in a disruption of our sources of supply and/or an increase in product costs, and lead
to a reduction in our sales and earnings. Supply chain security initiatives undertaken by the United States government that impede the
normal flow of product could also negatively impact our business. In addition, decreases in the value of the United States dollar
against foreign currencies could increase the cost of products that we purchase from overseas vendors.
We also face a variety of other risks generally associated with relying on vendors that do business in foreign markets and import
merchandise from abroad, such as:
•

political instability or the threat of terrorism, particularly in countries where our vendors source merchandise;

•

enhanced security measures at United States and foreign ports, which could delay delivery of imports;

•

imposition of new or supplemental duties, taxes and other charges on imports;

•

delayed receipt or non-delivery of goods due to the failure of foreign-source suppliers to comply with applicable import
regulations;

•

delayed receipt or non-delivery of goods due to organized labor strikes or unexpected or significant port congestion at
United States ports; and

•

local business practice and political issues, including issues relating to compliance with domestic or international labor
standards, which may result in adverse publicity.
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The United States may impose new initiatives that adversely affect the trading status of countries where apparel is
manufactured. These initiatives may include retaliatory duties or other trade sanctions that, if enacted, would increase the cost of
products imported from countries where our vendors acquire merchandise. Any of these factors could have a material adverse
effect on our business and results of operations.
We could be materially and adversely affected if our distribution operations are disrupted.
To support our distribution of product throughout the world, we currently operate a distribution facility in Florence, New
Jersey. Finished garments from contractors and other manufacturers are inspected and stored in our distribution facility. We do not
have other distribution facilities to support our distribution needs. If our distribution facility were to shut down or otherwise become
inoperable or inaccessible for any reason (such as due to natural disasters, like Hurricane Sandy, which affected our region in early
fiscal 2013), we could incur significantly higher costs and longer lead times associated with the distribution of our products to our
stores and to our third-party retailers during the time it takes to reopen or replace this facility. In light of our strategic emphasis on
rapid replenishment as a competitive strength, a distribution disruption might have a disproportionately adverse effect on our
operations and profitability relative to other retailers. In addition, the loss or material disruption of service from any of our shippers for
any reason, whether due to freight difficulties, strikes, natural disaster or other difficulties at our principal transport providers or
otherwise, could have a material adverse impact on our business and results of operations.
We could be materially and adversely affected if we are unable to obtain sufficient raw materials or maintain satisfactory
manufacturing arrangements.
We do not own any manufacturing facilities and therefore depend on third parties to manufacture our products. We place our
orders for production of merchandise and raw materials by purchase order and do not have any long-term contracts with any
manufacturer or supplier. We compete with many other companies, many of which are larger and have substantially greater financial
and other resources than us, for production facilities and raw materials. Furthermore, we have received in the past, and may receive in
the future, shipments of products from manufacturers that fail to conform to our quality control standards or environmental standards.
In such event, unless we are able to obtain replacement products in a timely manner, we may lose sales. We have no ability to control
the environmental compliance (including compliance with climate change requirements) of these third-party manufacturers. If we fail
to maintain favorable relationships with these third parties, or if we cannot obtain an adequate supply of quality raw materials on
commercially reasonable terms, it could have a material adverse impact on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
Fluctuations in commodity prices could result in an increase in component costs, delivery costs and overall product costs.
The results of our business operations could suffer due to significant increases or volatility in the prices of certain commodities,
including but not limited to cotton, wool and other ingredients used in the production of fabric and accessories, as well as fuel, oil and
natural gas. In addition, increases in the price of food and food commodities may result in increased labor rates related to textile and
apparel production. Increases in prices of these commodities or other inflationary pressures may result in significant cost increases for
our raw materials, product components and finished products, as well as increases in the cost of distributing merchandise to our retail
locations and shipping products to our customers. For example, in the latter part of fiscal 2011 and for most of fiscal 2012, we
experienced product cost of sales increases due, in part, to the increased cost of cotton as well as, to a lesser extent, increased labor
rates in certain production countries. To the extent we are unable to offset any such increased costs through value engineering and
similar initiatives, or through price increases, our profitability, cash flows and financial condition may be materially and adversely
impacted. If we choose to increase prices to offset the increased costs, our unit sales volumes could be adversely impacted.
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Our quarterly operating results and inventory levels may fluctuate significantly as a result of seasonality in our business.
Our business, like that of other retailers, is seasonal. Results for any quarter are not necessarily indicative of the results that may
be achieved for a full fiscal year. Quarterly results may fluctuate materially depending upon, among other things, increases or
decreases in comparable sales, the timing of new retail location openings, the timing of retail location closings, net sales and
profitability contributed by new retail locations, the timing of the fulfillment of purchase orders under our product, license brand and
international business arrangements, adverse weather conditions, shifts in the timing of certain holidays and promotions, changes in
inventory and production levels and the timing of deliveries of inventory, and changes in our merchandise mix. Our quarterly net sales
were historically highest in the peak Spring selling season during our third fiscal quarter that previously ended on June 30 of our fiscal
years that ended on September 30. Under our new 4-5-4 retail fiscal calendar ending on the Saturday nearest January 31, of each year,
the peak Spring selling season will generally occur during our new first and second fiscal quarters. Given the historically higher sales
level in that timeframe and the relatively fixed nature of most of our operating expenses, we have typically generated a very
significant percentage of our full year operating income and net income during the calendar months of March through May. Thus, any
factors which result in a material reduction of our sales during the first and second fiscal quarters could have a material adverse effect
on our results of operations for our fiscal year as a whole. Seasonal fluctuations in sales also affect our inventory levels, as we usually
order merchandise in advance of peak selling periods and sometimes before new fashion trends are confirmed by customer purchases.
We must carry a significant amount of inventory, especially before the peak Spring selling season. If we are not successful in selling
our inventory during this period, we may be forced to rely on markdowns or promotional sales to sell the excess inventory or we may
not be able to sell the inventory at all, which could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of
operations.
Changes in regulatory and statutory laws, such as increases in the minimum wage, proposed changes to overtime requirements,
and new health care laws, and the costs of compliance and non-compliance with such laws, may result in increased costs to our
business.
Labor is a primary component in the cost of operating our business. Increased labor costs, whether due to competition,
unionization, increased minimum wage, overtime requirements, state unemployment rates, employee benefits costs, employment
taxes, or otherwise, may adversely impact our operating expenses. A considerable amount of our store team members are paid at rates
related to the federal or state minimum wage and any changes to the minimum wage rate may increase our operating expenses. A
number of states and cities in which we do business have recently increased or are considering increasing the minimum wage, with
increases generally phased over several years depending upon the size of the employer. We are subject to the Fair Labor Standards
Act, which governs such matters as minimum wages, overtime and other working conditions, along with the ADA, family leave
mandates and a variety of other laws enacted by the states that govern these and other employment law matters. The Department of
Labor is also proposing changes to the technical requirements for classification of employees deemed to be exempt from the overtime
requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act that could increase the number of employees eligible to receive overtime pay. Increases
in minimum wages and overtime pay could significantly increase our costs, and our ability to offset these increases through price
increases is limited. Changes in labor laws could also increase the likelihood of some or all of our employees being subjected to
greater organized labor influence. If a significant portion of our employees were to become unionized, it could have an adverse effect
on our business and financial results.
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (the “ACA”) requires employers such as us to provide health insurance for all
qualifying employees or pay penalties for not providing coverage. These costs were incurred beginning in fiscal 2016; however, there
is no assurance that we will be able to absorb and/or pass through the costs of future heath care legislation in a manner that will not
adversely impact our results or operations. Additionally, there are ongoing efforts to modify or eliminate the ACA. It is unknown what
form any such modifications or any law proposed to replace the ACA would take, and how or whether it may affect our business in
the future.
In addition to employment laws, we are also subject to a wide range of federal, state, provincial and local laws and regulations,
including those affecting public companies, product manufacture and sale, and employment matters in the jurisdictions in which we
operate, as well as foreign laws and regulations governing our franchisor-franchisee relationships. Compliance with new, complex and
changing laws may cause our expenses to increase. In addition, any non-compliance with laws or regulations could result in penalties,
fines, product recalls and enforcement actions or otherwise restrict our ability to market certain products or attract or retain employees,
which could adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations.
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If an independent contract manufacturer violates labor or other laws, or is accused of violating any such laws, or if their labor
practices diverge from those generally accepted as ethical, it could harm our business and brand image.
While we maintain policies and guidelines with respect to labor practices that independent manufacturers that produce goods
for us are contractually required to follow, and while we have an independent firm and Company employees inspect certain
manufacturing sites to monitor compliance, we cannot control the actions of such manufacturers or the public’s perceptions of them,
nor can we assure that these manufacturers will conduct their businesses using ethical or legal labor practices. Apparel companies can
be held jointly liable for the wrongdoings of the manufacturers of their products. While many of our independent manufacturers are
routinely monitored by buying representatives, who assist us in the areas of compliance, garment quality and delivery, we do not
control the manufacturers’ business practices or their employees’ employment conditions, and manufacturers act in their own interest
which may be in a manner that results in negative public perceptions of us, and/or employee allegations against us, or court
determinations that we are jointly liable. Violations of law by our importers, buying agents, independent manufacturers or distributors
could result in delays in shipments and receipt of goods and could subject us to fines or other penalties, any of which could restrict our
business activities, increase our operating expenses or cause our sales to decline.
We may be unable to protect our trademarks and other intellectual property and may be subject to liability if we are alleged to have
infringed on another party’s intellectual property.
We believe that our trademarks, service marks and other intellectual property are important to our continued success and our
competitive position due to their recognition with our customers. We devote substantial resources to the establishment and protection
of our trademarks, service marks and other intellectual property. Although we actively protect our intellectual property, there can be
no assurance that the actions that we have taken to establish and protect our trademarks, service marks and other intellectual property,
including our rights in our IT Systems and our proprietary rights in products for which we have applied for or received patent
protection will be adequate to prevent imitation of our marks, products or services by others or to prevent others from seeking to block
sales of our products as a violation of their trademarks, service marks or other proprietary rights. Also, others may assert rights in, or
ownership of, our trademarks and other proprietary rights or may allege that we have or are infringing on their intellectual property
rights and we may not be able to successfully resolve these types of conflicts. In addition, the laws of certain foreign countries may
not protect our trademarks and proprietary rights to the same extent as do the laws of the United States. We cannot assure that these
registrations will prevent imitation of our name, merchandising concept, store design or private label merchandise, or the infringement
of our other intellectual property rights by others. Imitation of our name, merchandising concept, store design or private label
merchandise in a manner that projects lesser quality or carries a negative connotation of our brand image could have a material
adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations. Additionally, the high expense in both prosecuting and
defending against, and potential liability related to, alleged infringements of intellectual property rights could be substantial and could
have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
A cybersecurity incident could have a negative impact on our business and results of operations.
A cyber-attack may bypass the security for our IT Systems causing an IT System security breach and lead to a material
disruption of our IT Systems and/or the loss of business information and/or Internet sales. Such a cyber-attack could result in any of
the following:
•

theft, destruction, loss, misappropriation or release of confidential data or intellectual property;

•

operational or business delays resulting from the disruption of IT Systems and subsequent clean-up and mitigation
activities;

•

negative publicity resulting in reputation or brand damage with our customers, partners or industry peers; and

•

loss of sales generated through our Internet websites through which we sell merchandise to customers, to the extent
these websites are affected by a cyber-attack.
As a result, our business and results of operations could be materially and adversely affected.
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If climate change laws or regulations were to become applicable to our business, or if any third party with whom we have a leased
department or international business relationship imposed reporting or other obligations on us due to their own compliance
programs, we could incur additional expense to meet the requirements and our failure to comply could have a material adverse
effect on our business.
With respect to manufacturing within the United States, United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) greenhouse
gas (“GHG”) emission reporting rules require certain United States manufacturers to report GHG emissions. These rules are unlikely
to require reporting of our third-party contract apparel manufacturers because the amount of emissions from retail stores and apparel
manufacturing facilities are currently estimated to be below the EPA reporting threshold. With respect to manufacturing outside of the
United States, international treaties, such as the Kyoto Protocol and the Copenhagen Protocol, do not currently require the countries in
which our non-United States contract apparel manufacturers are located to control GHG emissions and it is unlikely that climate
change requirements in the foreseeable future will require significant GHG emission reductions on our non-United States contract
apparel manufacturers. Our manufacturers are required to follow all applicable laws, including climate change laws. If domestic or
international laws or regulations were expanded to require GHG emission reporting or reduction by us or our third-party contract
apparel manufacturers, or if we engage third-party contract manufacturers in countries that have existing GHG emission reporting or
reduction laws or regulations, we would need to expend financial and other resources to comply with such regulations and/or monitor
our third-party contract apparel manufacturers’ compliance with such regulations. In addition, we cannot control the actions of our
third-party manufacturers or the public’s perceptions of them, nor can we assure that these manufacturers will conduct their businesses
using climate change proactive or sustainable practices. Violations of climate change laws or regulations by third parties with whom
we do business could result in negative public perception of us and/or delays in shipments and receipt of goods, and could subject us
to fines or other penalties, any of which could restrict our business activities, increase our operating expenses or cause our sales to
decline.
Some retailers have adopted “sustainability” or other policies that encourage or require suppliers to report and/or reduce GHG
emissions. No third party with whom we have a leased department, licensed brand or international franchise relationship currently
requires us to report GHG emissions to them. However, we expect that certain of these third parties may do so in the future, which
would require us to expend financial and other resources to comply with such requirements. In addition, if such requirements are
imposed on us, our relationship with such third parties could be damaged if we were unable to comply.
War, acts of terrorism or other types of mall violence or the threat of any such hostilities may negatively impact availability of
merchandise and otherwise adversely impact our business.
Most of our stores are located in shopping malls. Any threat of terrorist attacks or actual terrorist events, or other types of mall
violence, such as shootings in malls, particularly in public areas, could lead to lower customer traffic in shopping malls. In addition,
our ability to obtain merchandise available for sale and consumer demand for our merchandise may be negatively affected. Local
authorities or mall management could close shopping malls in response to security concerns. Mall closures, as well as lower customer
traffic due to security concerns, could result in decreased sales. Additionally, the armed conflicts and civil unrest in the Middle East,
or the threat, escalation or commencement of war or other armed conflict elsewhere, could significantly diminish consumer spending,
and result in decreased sales for us. Decreased sales could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and
results of operations.
A substantial portion of our merchandise is imported from other countries. In addition, we not only generate sales in the United
States and Canada through our own retail locations, but also in foreign countries through our leased department or international
franchise relationships. If goods become difficult or impossible to import into the United States, and if we cannot obtain such
merchandise from other sources at similar costs, our sales and profit margins may be materially and adversely affected. Further, if
consumer demand in any country where we do business is negatively affected, our sales in such country would suffer. In the event that
commercial transportation is curtailed or substantially delayed, our business may be materially and adversely impacted, as we may
have difficulty shipping merchandise to our main distribution facility, retail locations, and international business partners, as well as
fulfilling Internet orders.
Our charter documents contain certain anti-takeover provisions, and we are entitled to certain other protective provisions under
Delaware law.
We are a Delaware corporation and the anti-takeover provisions of Delaware law impose various impediments to the ability of a
third party to acquire control of the Company, even if a change of control would be beneficial to our existing stockholders. In addition,
our amended and restated certificate of incorporation and bylaws contain provisions that may discourage, delay or prevent a merger or
acquisition involving us that our stockholders may consider favorable by, among other things:
•

authorizing the issuance of preferred stock, the terms of which may be determined at the discretion of our Board of
Directors;

•

restricting the ability of stockholders to call special meetings of stockholders; and

•

establishing advance notice requirements for nominations for election to our Board of Directors or for proposing matters
that can be acted on by stockholders at meetings.
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These provisions may also reduce the market value of our common stock.
We have been and may continue to be the subject of actions taken by so-called “activist” stockholders, which may cause us to incur
substantial costs which could harm our business and which could adversely affect our operating results and financial condition.
We have been and may continue to be the subject of actions taken by so-called “activist” stockholders. Future actions may
include, but are not limited to, making public demands that we consider certain strategic alternatives for the Company, engaging in
public campaigns to attempt to influence our corporate governance and/or our management, and commencing proxy contests to
attempt to elect the activists’ representatives or others to our Board of Directors. Responding to actions by activist stockholders can be
costly and time-consuming, disrupting our operations and diverting the attention of management and our employees. Such actions may
materially harm our relationships with current and potential customers, current and potential stockholders, current and potential
lenders, and others, may otherwise materially harm our business, and may adversely affect our operating results and financial
condition. In addition, the perceived uncertainties as to our future direction also could affect the market price and volatility of our
securities.
The increase in our sales and marketing efforts that target markets outside the United States and Canada expose us to additional
risks associated with international operations.
Although an immaterial amount of our sales are currently derived from international sales outside of Canada, we have franchise
arrangements in the Middle East, South Korea, Mexico, Israel and India. International operations and sales subject us to risks and
challenges that we would otherwise not face if we conducted our business only in the United States. For example, we may depend on
third parties to market our products through foreign sales channels, and we may be challenged by laws and business practices favoring
local competitors. In addition, our ability to succeed in foreign markets will depend on our ability to protect our intellectual property.
We must also adapt our pricing structure to address different pricing environments and may face difficulty in enforcing revenue
collection internationally. To the extent emerging markets are a part of our international growth strategy, the developing nature of
these markets presents a number of risks. Deterioration of social, political, labor or economic conditions in a specific country or region
and difficulties in staffing and managing foreign operations may also materially and adversely affect our operations or financial results
or those of our franchisees. Operations outside the United States may be affected by changes in trade protection laws, policies and
measures, and other regulatory requirements affecting trade and investment, including the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and local
laws prohibiting corrupt payments. To the extent we achieve significant sales outside of the United States in the future, we may have
significant exposure to fluctuating foreign currency exchange rates.
Although our initial international strategy has consisted primarily of franchising, licensing or similar arrangements with foreign
partners, for certain markets we may consider direct investment in international operations, such as by entering into joint ventures or
developing our own operations in certain countries. This approach will expose us to the risks identified above with respect to
franchising as well as to the risk of loss of our direct investment (such as, for example, loss on investments made through capital
contributions in a joint venture, and/or in connection with capital expenditures to develop our own operations in certain
countries). Further, the risk of direct investment in a joint venture in which we are a minority owner presents the unique risk of having
a significant investment in a business that is controlled by, and effectively operated by, an unrelated third party.
We could have failures in our system of internal controls causing us to inaccurately report our financial results or to fail to
prevent fraud.
We maintain a documented system of internal controls which is reviewed and monitored by management, who meet regularly
with our Audit Committee of the Board of Directors. We believe we have a well-designed system to maintain adequate internal
controls over the business. We cannot assure you that there will not be any control deficiencies in the future. Should we become aware
of any significant deficiencies or material weaknesses, we would report them to the Audit Committee and recommend prompt
remediation. We devote significant resources to document, test, monitor and improve our internal controls and will continue to do so;
however, we cannot be certain that these measures will ensure that our controls are adequate in the future or that adequate controls
will be effective in preventing fraud. If we fail to maintain an effective system of internal controls, we may not be able to accurately
report our financial results or prevent fraud. Any failures in the effectiveness of our internal controls could have a material adverse
effect on our financial condition or operating results or cause us to fail to meet reporting obligations.
Item 1B. Unresolved Staff Comments
Not applicable.
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Item 2.

Properties

In 2013 we entered into a Lease Agreement (“HQ Lease”) to lease a 74,000 square foot Class A office building
located Moorestown, New Jersey. After completion of renovations, we moved into this facility in 2015 and it now serves as our
corporate headquarters. The HQ Lease had an initial term of eleven years with an option to extend for an additional ten years at the
expiration of the initial term. In fiscal 2017 this lease was amended to extend the expiration date to December 2023.
In 2013 we entered into a Single-Tenant Industrial Lease (“DC Lease”) to lease a new 406,000 square foot build-to-suit
building located in Florence, New Jersey. After completion of building construction and the installation and testing of our
fully-integrated material handling equipment and software system, in 2015 we completed the move into our distribution center. The
DC Lease has a term of 15 years. In addition, we have three option periods, each for five years, to extend the DC Lease for a total of
an additional 15 years after the expiration of the initial term. We believe that our facilities will be adequate to support our anticipated
distribution needs. In the event we need additional space to meet our future distribution needs, we believe that such space would be
readily available.
Previously our principal executive offices and distribution facility were located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. To help us offset
the costs of our relocations, the Board of the New Jersey Economic Development Authority (“NJEDA”) approved us for an incentive
package of up to $40 million in benefits, over a 10-year period, from the State of New Jersey under the Grow New Jersey Assistance
Program (“Grow NJ”).
Our facilities are subject to state and local regulations that range from building codes to health and safety regulations.
We lease our store premises for initial terms averaging from five to ten years. Certain leases allow us to terminate or reduce our
obligations at specified points in time in the event that the applicable store does not achieve a specified sales volume. Some of our
store leases also provide for contingent payments based on sales volume, escalations of the base rent, as well as increases in operating
costs, marketing costs and real estate taxes.
As of February 3, 2018, the following numbers of store leases are set to expire during our future fiscal years ending on the
Saturday nearest January 31 of each year, as listed in the table below. We do not expect the expiration of any leases to have a material
adverse impact on our business or operations.
Number
of Stores

Fiscal Year Leases Expire

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023 and later
Total

143
97
51
35
28
133
487

In addition to the stores we operate, we have arrangements with department and specialty stores, including Macy’s, buybuy
BABY and Boscov’s to operate maternity apparel departments in their stores. These leased departments typically involve the retail
partner collecting all of the revenue from the leased department. The revenue is remitted to us, less a fixed percentage of the net sales
earned by the retail partner as stipulated in the agreement. We provide at least some amount of staffing for each of the leased
departments, with the amount varying depending on the specific arrangement. Generally, under each of our leased department
agreements, our retail partner has the right to terminate any or all of our rights to operate our leased departments in their stores subject
to varying notice requirements.
Item 3.

Legal Proceedings

From time to time, we are named as a defendant in legal actions arising from our normal business activities. Litigation is
inherently unpredictable and although the amount of any liability that could arise with respect to currently pending actions cannot be
accurately predicted, we do not believe that the resolution of any pending action will have a material adverse effect on our financial
position, results of operations or liquidity.
Item 4.

Mine Safety Disclosures

Not applicable.
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PART II
Item 5.

Market for Registrant’s Common Equity, Related Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities

Our common stock is traded on the Nasdaq Global Select Market under the symbol “DEST.” The following table sets forth for
the periods indicated below the reported high and low sales prices of our common stock, as reported on the Nasdaq Global Select
Market, and the per share amount of cash dividends paid on our common stock:
Market Prices
High

Fiscal Year Ended February 3, 2018:
Quarter ended February 3, 2018
Quarter ended October 28, 2017
Quarter ended July 29, 2017
Quarter ended April 29, 2017
Fiscal Year Ended January 28, 2017:
Quarter ended January 28, 2017
Quarter ended October 29, 2016
Quarter ended July 30, 2016
Quarter ended April 30, 2016

Low

$

3.45
3.06
4.98
5.88

$

2.05
1.02
1.61
3.18

$

8.42
7.63
7.17
10.24

$

4.83
4.90
5.03
6.12

As of April 11, 2017, there were 1,107 holders of record and 2,296 estimated beneficial holders of our common stock.
Our Term Loan Agreement, originally entered into in March 2016 and subsequently amended, prohibits the payment of
dividends through February 1, 2021. Accordingly, no cash dividends were paid by the Company during fiscal 2016 or fiscal 2017. We
intend to retain all future earnings to finance the growth of our business, and do not, therefore, anticipate paying any cash dividends on
our common stock in the foreseeable future. Future cash dividends, if any, will be determined by our Board of Directors and will be
based upon our earnings, capital requirements, financial condition, debt covenants and other factors deemed relevant by our Board of
Directors.
Under our Amended and Restated 2005 Equity Incentive Plan (the “2005 Plan”) awards may be granted in the form of options,
stock appreciation rights, restricted stock, restricted stock units or deferred stock units. Up to 3,550,000 shares of our common stock
may be issued in respect of awards under our 2005 Plan. No more than 2,250,000 of those shares are permitted to be issued in respect
of restricted stock, restricted stock units or deferred stock units, with a limit of 177,500 shares that may be issued with service
requirements of less than one year.
The following table provides information about purchases by us during the quarter ended February 3, 2018 of equity securities
that are registered by us pursuant to Section 12 of the Exchange Act:

Period

Total
Number of
Shares
Purchased (1)

Average Price
Paid per Share

Total Number of
Shares Purchased
as Part of a
Publicly
Announced
Program

Maximum
Approximate Dollar
Value of Shares that
May Yet Be Purchased
Under the Program

October 29, 2017 to November 25,
2017
November 26, 2017 to December 30,
2017

829

$

2.87

—

—

3,420

$

2.62

—

—

December 31, 2017 to February 3, 2018
Total

—
4,249

$
$

—

—
—

—
—

(1) Represents shares repurchased directly from certain employees to satisfy income tax withholding obligations for such employees
in connection with stock options that were exercised and restricted stock awards that vested during the period.
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Stock Price Performance Graph
The graph below compares the cumulative total stockholder return on our common stock for the period from September 30,
2012 to February 3, 2018 with the cumulative total return of the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index and the Standard & Poor’s 500 Apparel
Retail Index. The comparison assumes $100 was invested on September 30, 2011 in our common stock and in each of the foregoing
indices and assumes reinvestment of dividends. The stock performance shown in the graph is not intended to forecast or be indicative
of future performance.
COMPARISON OF CUMULATIVE TOTAL RETURN
Among Destination Maternity Corporation, the S&P 500 Index
and the S&P 500 Apparel Retail Index

Fiscal periods ended as follows:
Four
Months
Ended

Year Ended
September 30,
2012

Destination Maternity
Corporation
S&P 500 Index
S&P 500 Apparel
Retail Index

September 30,
2013

September 30,
2014

January 31,
2015

Year Ended
January 30,
2016

January 28,
2017

February 3,
2018

$
$

100.00 $
100.00 $

175.06 $
119.34 $

88.04 $
142.89 $

88.39 $
145.44 $

42.31 $
144.47 $

35.67 $
174.62 $

15.12
214.49

$

100.00 $

121.82 $

129.68 $

147.97 $

159.15 $

158.59 $

169.12
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Item 6.

Selected Consolidated Financial and Operating Data

The following tables set forth selected consolidated statement of operations data, operating data, other consolidated financial
data, and consolidated balance sheet data as of and for the periods indicated. The selected consolidated statement of operations and
balance sheet data for each of the periods presented below are derived from our consolidated financial statements. You should read
this information in conjunction with “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations” and
our consolidated financial statements and the related notes included elsewhere in this report.
Four
Months
Ended

Year Ended
February 3,
2018

Consolidated Statement of Operations Data:
Net sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling, general and administrative expenses
Store closing, asset impairment and asset
disposal (income) expenses
Other charges, net
Operating income (loss)
Interest expense, net
Loss on extinguishment of debt
Income (loss) before income taxes
Income tax provision (benefit)
Net income (loss)
Net income (loss) per share—Basic

$

Net income (loss) per share—Diluted
Average shares outstanding—Diluted

Year Ended

January 30,
January 31,
September 30,
2016
2015
2014
(in thousands, except per share amounts)

September 30,
2013

$

433,699 $
206,271
227,428
223,881

498,753 $
252,713
246,040
246,914

165,644 $
96,667
68,977
86,688

516,959 $
247,501
269,458
250,253

540,259
249,298
290,961
252,026

$

6,292
4,912
(16,008)
4,045
1,542
(21,595)
2
(21,597) $

2,768
4,914
(4,135)
3,575
—
(7,710)
25,050
(32,760) $

(2,084)
6,979
(5,769)
1,520
—
(7,289)
(2,806)
(4,483) $

4,599
5,354
(27,664)
242
—
(27,906)
(10,526)
(17,380) $

1,469
3,229
14,507
404
—
14,103
3,606
10,497 $

1,441
—
37,494
532
9
36,953
13,010
23,943

$

(1.57) $

(2.39) $

(0.33) $

(1.28) $

0.78 $

1.80

Average shares outstanding—Basic

406,207
192,355
213,852
218,656

January 28,
2017

13,788
$

(1.57) $
13,788

13,702
(2.39) $
13,702
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13,596
(0.33) $
13,596

13,541
(1.28) $
13,541

13,451
0.77 $
13,572

13,272
1.78
13,439

February 3,
2018

Year Ended
January 28,
2017

Four
Months
Ended

Year Ended

January 30,
January 31,
September 30,
2016
2015
2014
(unaudited; in thousands, except operating data,
ratios and per share amounts)

September 30,
2013

Operating Data:
Comparable sales increase
(decrease) – reported basis
(1) (2) (3)
Comparable sales increase
(decrease) – adjusted for
calendar timing shift (1)
(2) (3)
Internet sales increase
Average net sales per gross
square foot (4)

(1.5)%

(5.3)%

N.A.
40.7%

N.A.
9.0%

(1.5)%

(2.0)%

(3.7)%

2.6%

N.A
0.7%

(2.7)%
13.8%

(3.7)%
2.6%

3.2%
13.3%

$

232

$

255

$

254

$

85

$

272

$

278

Average net sales per store (4) $
Gross store square footage at
period end (5)
Gross retail location square
footage at period end (6)
Number of retail locations at
period end:
Motherhood Maternity
stores
A Pea in the Pod stores
Destination Maternity
stores
Total stores
Leased departments

512,000

$

559,000

$

555,000

$

184,000

$

579,000

$

594,000

Total retail
locations
Other Consolidated Financial
Data:
Adjusted EBITDA (7) (8)

$

Adjusted EBITDA margin
(adjusted EBITDA as a
percentage of net sales) (8)
Adjusted EBITDA before
other charges (7) (8)
Adjusted EBITDA margin
before other charges (8)
Adjusted net income (loss) (8)

1,053,000

1,131,000

1,164,000

1,226,000

1,233,000

1,285,000

1,431,000

1,549,000

1,766,000

1,841,000

1,855,000

1,903,000

385
27

408
26

425
23

450
24

454
25

476
31

75
487
637

81
515
705

88
536
1,279

90
564
1,311

89
568
1,326

89
596
1,311

1,124

1,220

1,815

1,875

1,894

1,907

8,862

$

2.2%

18,358

$

4.2%

13,010

$

3.2%

23,272

3.2%

16,101

$

(10.2)%

22,847

5.4%

(16,815)

$

5.9%

(11,732)

4.6%

30,556

10.0%

36,768

(7.1)%

54,003

54,003

7.1%

10.0%

(10,193)

(1,946)

(168)

(14,109)

10,700

22,733

(0.74)

(0.14)

(0.01)

(1.04)

0.79

1.69

Adjusted net income (loss) per
share—Diluted (8)
Cash flows provided by
operating activities
Cash flows used in investing
activities

8,867

10,711

16,094

3,831

25,845

42,153

(6,667)

(12,785)

(29,400)

(21,866)

(29,544)

(16,022)

Cash flows provided by (used
in) financing activities
Capital expenditures

(3,426)
(6,649)

2,816
(12,690)

14,081
(29,272)

6,805
(21,098)

(8,279)
(40,185)

(23,926)
(15,059)

Consolidated Balance Sheet Data
(at end of period):
Cash and cash equivalents
$
Working capital
Total assets
Total debt
Net (debt) cash (8) (9)
Stockholders’ equity

N.A. Not applicable

1,635
15,715
162,582
36,589
(34,954)
40,668

$

2,859
26,483
175,987
43,033
(40,174)
61,150

$

2,116
15,851
219,074
40,599
38,483)
92,898

$

1,349
37,433
220,060
15,000
(13,651)
106,002

$

12,580
56,276
230,533
—
12,580
125,521

$

24,555
75,276
207,981
—
24,555
122,633

(1) Comparable sales figures represent comparable store sales and Internet sales.
(2) Comparable store sales figures represent sales at retail locations (which does not include licensed brand or international franchise
relationships) that have been in operation by us for at least 13 full months at the beginning of the period for which such data is
presented, as well as Internet sales. Our comparable store sales figures generally do not include: 1) retail locations which change
location type or format, 2) retail locations which are expanded, contracted or relocated if the square footage of the retail location
has changed by 20% or more, or, if in the judgment of management, such expansion, contraction or relocation materially alters
the comparability of the retail location (either with respect to the manner of its operation or otherwise), 3) in the case of
relocations only, retail locations which are not in the same immediate geographical vicinity (such as, without limitation, the same
mall, the same part of a mall, or the same street) after the relocation, 4) retail locations that have temporarily closed for any
reason for 30 days or more, or 5) retail locations which, in the judgment of management, have undergone other significant
changes which materially alter the comparability of the retail location (either with respect to the manner of its operation or
otherwise) (such as, for example only, in the case of closure of retail locations in connection with the cessation of a leased
department relationship where the manner of operation of such retail location has been materially altered prior to closure, or in
the case of construction in, on or near a retail location, which significantly interferes with the customer traffic, visibility or
operation of a retail location). There may be variations in the way in which other retailers calculate comparable sales. As a result,
data in this annual report regarding our comparable sales may not be comparable to similar data made available by other
retailers. Beginning with the first quarter of fiscal 2016 we made certain adjustments to our definition of comparable sales
including, most notably, (a) extending the period that a retail location is required to be in operation before being included in
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comparable sales from “at least 12 full months at the beginning of a period” to “at least 13 full months”; and (b) expressly
providing that retail locations which are closed temporarily for 30 days or more will generally be excluded from comparable
sales. We made these changes because we believe the new formulation is more typical of that used by other specialty retailers. In
addition, comparable sales as determined under the revised definition will allow for easier reconciliation of monthly, quarterly
and annual reporting. We have not restated prior period comparable sales figures because the changes would not be material in
the aggregate considering the relatively minor changes to the definition.

(3) Prior to the change in our fiscal year end, we reported sales on a calendar period basis, rather than on a “4-5-4 retail fiscal
calendar” where each fiscal period starts on a Sunday and ends on a Saturday. Thus, for each calendar-based fiscal year, there is
a “days adjustment calendar shift” which may help or hurt reported calendar-based fiscal year sales and comparable sales due to
different days of the week typically contributing more sales than other days of the week. In order to quantify and eliminate the
effect on reported comparable sales results of the “days adjustment calendar shift”, we also present comparable sales on a
calendar-adjusted basis. For example, for the transition period calendar-adjusted comparable sales were measured for the period
Wednesday, October 1, 2014 through Saturday, January 31, 2015 compared to the period Tuesday, October 1, 2013 through
Friday, January 31, 2014, and for fiscal 2014 calendar-adjusted comparable sales were measured for the period Tuesday, October
1, 2013 through Tuesday, September 30, 2014 compared to the period Tuesday, October 2, 2012 through Tuesday, October 1,
2013.

(4) Based on stores in operation by us during the entire period (which does not include leased department, licensed brand or
international franchise relationships).
(5) Based on stores in operation by us at the end of the period (which does not include leased department, licensed brand or
international franchise relationships).
(6) Based on all retail locations in operation at the end of the period (which does not include licensed brand or international
franchise relationships).
(7) Adjusted EBITDA represents operating income (loss) before deduction for the following non-cash charges: (i) depreciation and
amortization expense; (ii) loss on impairment of tangible and intangible assets; (iii) loss (gain) on disposal of assets; and
(iv) stock-based compensation expense. We have presented Adjusted EBITDA to enhance your understanding of our operating
results.

(8) Other consolidated financial and consolidated balance sheet data contain non-GAAP financial measures and ratios within the
meaning of the SEC’s Regulation G, including: (i) Adjusted EBITDA, (ii) Adjusted EBITDA margin, (iii) Adjusted EBITDA
before other charges, (iv) Adjusted EBITDA margin before other charges, (v) Adjusted net income (loss), (vi) Adjusted net
income (loss) per share-Diluted, and (vii) Net (debt) cash. We believe that each of these non-GAAP financial measures and
ratios provides useful information about our results of operations and/or financial position to both investors and management.
Each non-GAAP financial measure and ratio is provided because we believe it is an important measure of financial performance
used in the retail industry to measure operating results, to determine the value of companies within the industry and to define
standards for borrowing from institutional lenders. We use each of these non-GAAP financial measures and ratios as a measure
of the performance of the Company. In addition, certain of the Company’s cash and equity incentive compensation plans are
based on our level of achievement of Adjusted EBITDA before other charges. We provide these non-GAAP financial measures
and ratios to investors to assist them in performing their analysis of our historical operating results. The non-GAAP financial
measures and ratios included in Other Consolidated Financial Data reflect a measure of our operating results before
consideration of certain charges or credits, when applicable, and consequently, none of these measures and ratios should be
construed as an alternative to net income or operating income as an indicator of our operating performance, or as an alternative to
cash flows from operating activities as a measure of our liquidity, as determined in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. We may calculate each of these non-GAAP financial measures and ratios differently than other
companies. With respect to the non-GAAP financial measures included in Other Consolidated Financial Data, we have presented
below a reconciliation of the non-GAAP financial measures to the most directly comparable GAAP financial measures.

(9) Net (debt) cash represents cash and cash equivalents minus total debt.
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Reconciliation of Net Income (Loss) to Adjusted EBITDA
and Adjusted EBITDA Before Other Charges
(in thousands)
(unaudited)
Four
Months
Ended

Year Ended
February 3,
2018

Net income (loss)

$

(21,597)

January 28,
2017

$

January 30,
2016

(32,760) $

Year Ended

January 31,
2015

(4,483)

$

September 30,
2014

(17,380)

$

September 30,
2013

10,497

$

23,943

Add: income tax provision (benefit)
Add: interest expense, net

2
4,045

25,050
3,575

(2,806)
1,520

(10,526)
242

3,606
404

13,010
532

Add: loss on extinguishment of debt
Operating income (loss)
Add: depreciation and amortization
expense
Add: loss on impairment of
long-lived assets
Add: loss (gain) on disposal of
assets
Add: stock-based compensation
expense
Adjusted EBITDA
Add: other charges (1)

1,542
(16,008)

—
(4,135)

—
(5,769)

—
(27,664)

—
14,507

9
37,494

17,592

18,032

17,231

5,223

15,197

12,424

5,775

2,388

1,662

4,444

1,136

786

349

272

193

109

(4,031)

528

1,154
8,862
4,912

1,801
18,358
4,914

2,784
16,101
6,746

—

—

Less: change in accounting principle
Adjusted EBITDA before other
charges
$

(764)
13,010

Adjusted EBITDA margin
Adjusted EBITDA margin before
other charges

$

23,272

$

22,847

1,073
(16,815)
5,083
—
$

(11,732)

$

3,747
30,556
6,212

2,771
54,003
—

—

—

36,768

$

54,003

2.2%

4.2%

3.2%

(10.2)%

5.9%

10.0%

3.2%

5.4%

4.6%

(7.1)%

7.1%

10.0%

(1) For fiscal 2015, 2014 and the four months ended January 31, 2015 other charges excludes accelerated depreciation expense of
$233, $1,127 and $271, respectively, included in depreciation and amortization expense above. For fiscal 2014 other charges
excludes gain on sale of building of $4,110, included in gain on disposal of assets above.

Reconciliation of Net Income (Loss) to Adjusted Net Income (Loss) and
Net Income (Loss) Per Share – Diluted to Adjusted Net Income (Loss) Per Share – Diluted
(in thousands, except per share amounts)
(unaudited)
Four
Months
Ended

Year Ended
February 3,
2018

Net income (loss)
Add: other charges
Less: income tax effect of other
charges (1)
Add: loss on extinguishment of debt
Less: income tax effect of loss on
extinguishment of debt (2)
Less: effect of change in accounting
principle
Add: tax effect of change in
accounting principle (1)
Add: deferred tax valuation allowance
related to cumulative losses

$

(21,597)
4,912
(1,764)
1,542
(554)

January 28,
2017

$

(32,760)
4,914
(1,858)
—

January 30,
2016

$

(4,483)
6,979
(2,664)
—

Year Ended

January 31,
2015

$

(17,380)
5,354
(2,028)
—

September 30,
2014

$

10,497
3,229
(1,202)
—

September 30,
2013

$

23,943
—

9

—

—

—

—

(3)

27,758

—

—

—

—

(764)
274

7,758

Less: reductions of state income tax
expense, net of federal expense,
related to settlements of uncertain
income tax positions
Less: recognition of state income tax
benefits resulting from regulation
changes
Adjusted net income (loss)
$

—
(10,193)

Net income (loss) per share—Diluted $

(1.57)

Average shares outstanding—Diluted
Adjusted net income (loss) per
share—Diluted
Average shares outstanding—Diluted

—

—

$

—
(1,946)

$

(2.39)

13,788
$

(0.74)
13.788

—

$

—
(168)

$

(0.33)

13,702
$

(0.14)

(55)

$

—
(14,109)

$

(1.28)

13,596
$

13,702

(0.01)
13,596

$

—
10,700

$

$

0.77

$

13,541
$

(1.04)
13,541

—

(1,824)

13,572
$

0.79
13,572

(1,216)
22,733
1.78
13,439

$

1.69
13,439

(1) Income tax effect represents the difference in income tax provision calculated with and without the specified pretax expense.
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Item 7.

Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

We define our fiscal year as the 52 or 53 week period ending on the Saturday closest to January 31. This annual report is for
the 53 week fiscal year ended February 3, 2018 (fiscal 2017). The fiscal years ended January 31, 2017 (fiscal 2016) and January 30,
2016 (fiscal 2015) consisted of 52 weeks. In December 2014 we announced a change of our fiscal year end from September 30 to the
Saturday closest to January 31. We had a transition period from October 1, 2014 through January 31, 2015 and filed a Transition
Report on Form 10-Q for such transition period. References in this Form 10-K to our fiscal years prior to fiscal 2015 refer to the
fiscal years ended on September 30 in those years.
Overview
The following discussion should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements and their related notes
included elsewhere in this report.
We are the leading designer and omni-channel retailer of maternity apparel in the United States, with the only nationwide chain
of maternity apparel specialty stores, as well as a deep and expansive product assortment available through multiple online distribution
points, including our three brand-specific websites. As of February 3, 2018, we operated 1,124 retail locations, including 487 stores in
the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico, and 637 leased departments located within department stores and baby specialty stores
throughout the United States and in Puerto Rico. We also sell our merchandise on the Internet, primarily through our
Motherhood.com, APeaInThePod.com and DestinationMaternity.com websites. We also sell our merchandise through our Canadian
website, MotherhoodCanada.ca, through Amazon.com in the United States, and through websites of certain of our retail partners,
including Macys.com. Our 487 stores operate under three retail nameplates: Motherhood Maternity ® , A Pea in the Pod ® and
Destination Maternity ® . We also operate 637 leased departments within leading retailers such as Macy’s ® , buybuy BABY ® and
Boscov’s ® . Generally, we are the exclusive maternity apparel provider in our leased department locations.
Currently, we operate 28 stores and five leased departments in Canada, including 24 Motherhood stores, three Destination
Maternity combo stores and one Destination Maternity superstore, and a Motherhood website under a Canadian URL
(MotherhoodCanada.ca). In addition, we have international store and product supply relationships in the Middle East, South Korea,
Mexico, Israel and India. As of February 3, 2018, we had 188 international franchised locations, comprised of 15 stand-alone stores
173 shop-in-shop locations, in which we have a Company-branded department operated by our franchise partners within other retail
stores. We design and contract the manufacture of over 90% of the merchandise we sell using sewing factories located throughout the
world, predominantly outside of the United States. Substantially all of the merchandise produced outside of the United States is paid
for in United States dollars.
In assessing the performance of our business, we consider a variety of operational and financial measures. The key measures for
determining how our business is performing are net income (loss) determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles (“net income (loss)”) and the corresponding net income (loss) (or earnings (loss)) per share (diluted), net income (loss)
before certain charges or credits, when applicable, such as other charges, loss on extinguishment of debt and certain infrequent income
tax adjustments (“adjusted net income (loss)”) and the corresponding earnings (loss) per share (diluted), Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted
EBITDA before other charges, net sales, and comparable sales (which consists of comparable store sales and Internet sales). Adjusted
EBITDA represents operating income (loss) before deduction for the following non-cash charges: 1) depreciation and amortization
expense, 2) loss on impairment of tangible and intangible assets, 3) loss (gain) on disposal of assets, and 4) stock-based compensation
expense.
Comparable sales figures represent sales at retail locations (which does not include licensed brand or international franchise
relationships) that have been in operation by us for at least 13 full months, as well as Internet sales. Our comparable sales figures
generally do not include: 1) retail locations which change location type or format, 2) retail locations which are expanded, contracted or
relocated if the square footage of the retail location has changed by 20% or more, or, if in the judgment of management, such
expansion, contraction or relocation materially alters the comparability of the retail location (either with respect to the manner of its
operation or otherwise), 3) in the case of relocations only, retail locations which are not in the same immediate geographical vicinity
(such as, without limitation, the same mall, the same part of a mall, or the same street) after the relocation, 4) retail locations that have
temporarily closed for any reason for 30 days or more, or 5) retail locations which, in the judgment of management, have undergone
other significant changes which materially alter the comparability of the retail location (either with respect to the manner of its
operation or otherwise) (such as, for example only, in the case of closure of retail locations in connection with the cessation of a leased
department relationship where the manner of operation of such retail location has been materially altered prior to closure, or in the
case of construction in, on or near a retail location, which significantly interferes with the customer traffic, visibility or operation of a
retail location). Comparable sales exclude the 53 rd week of sales for 53-week fiscal years. In the 52-week fiscal year subsequent to a
53-week fiscal year, we exclude the sales in the non-comparable week from the comparable sales calculation. There may be variations
in the way in which other retailers calculate comparable sales. As a result, data in this quarterly report regarding our comparable sales
may not be comparable to similar data made available by other retailers.
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Termination of Planned Merger
On December 19, 2016 we entered into the Merger Agreement, pursuant to which, subject to the satisfaction or waiver of
certain conditions, a subsidiary of Orchestra would merge with and into the Company, with the Company surviving as a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Orchestra. Despite substantial and sustained efforts by both parties since execution of the Merger
Agreement, and in light of the challenges of satisfying applicable securities regulations in France and in the U.S. as well as the
uncertainty as to whether those regulatory requirements could be satisfied without unreasonable effort and expense, particularly in
connection with the completion of the registration and listing of Orchestra securities in the U.S., where such securities previously have
not been publicly traded, the parties determined that it was in the best interests of their respective stockholders to terminate the Merger
Agreement. Accordingly, on July 27, 2017 the Company, Orchestra, and certain other affiliates of Orchestra entered into a
Termination Agreement pursuant to which the parties agreed to terminate the Merger Agreement and various ancillary agreements
entered into in connection with and in contemplation of the Merger. Orchestra and the Company agreed to reimburse each other for
certain costs incurred in connection with their effort to implement the Merger Agreement, with a net amount of $1.0 million paid to
the Company on July 31, 2017. Orchestra and its affiliates last reported they continue to own 1.9 million shares of the outstanding
common stock of Destination Maternity. In fiscal 2017 and fiscal 2016 we recognized $1.2 million and $3.2 million, respectively, of
charges related to the Merger, including $0.6 million of charges in the third and fourth quarters of fiscal 2017 related to a contested
proxy solicitation initiated by Orchestra.
Turnaround Plan
While we have succeeded in maintaining our leadership position within this specialty retail sector, in an effort to enhance our
competitive position, in late fiscal 2014 we commenced a program, which we sometimes refer to as our “turnaround plan” or
“turnaround” to actively focus on improving our business processes, key management personnel and planning resources. These efforts
became increasingly challenged by a number of external factors and industry trends, including the overall weakness in the women's
specialty apparel retail space as well as declining mall-based traffic. These challenges have led to a slower pace of progress than
originally planned, resulting in a decline in net sales from fiscal 2016 and underperformance to 2017 expectations.
In order to address the challenges that we and other retailers are facing, we have taken decisive action to best position us for
profitable, long-term growth, with a focus on improving inventory management, driving sales productivity, optimizing real estate,
expanding our online presence and controlling costs. Among other efforts, we conducted a comprehensive evaluation of our key
apparel brands and business relationships, resulting in strategic phase-outs and the elimination of certain non-core brands.
During late fiscal 2016 and the first half of fiscal 2017 we incurred significant expenses and expended substantial management
time, attention and energy in seeking to complete the Merger. Those expenditures, although made in pursuit of a transaction we
believed would be in the best interest of our stockholders, nevertheless had a negative impact on the execution of our operations and
turnaround plan. After termination of the Merger we have taken actions focused on preserving and creating value for our stockholders.
We retained a leading consulting firm to review our costs and business strategy in order to implement an organizational
transformation. We are in the process of executing a CEO transition having announced on September 7, 2017 the resignation of
Anthony M. Romano as our Former CEO. B. Allen Weinstein, then a member of our Board of Directors, served as our Interim CEO
from September 7, 2017 until his retirement on January 2, 2018. Since that date, Melissa Payner-Gregor, an independent director since
2009, has served as our interim Chief Executive Officer. We also paid one-time retention bonuses with service conditions to certain
key management personnel, while reducing our overall headcount to create a more efficient and effective operating structure. Through
these actions we are identifying further opportunities to improve profitability, by growing both top line and gross margins while
reducing expenses. We expect this transformation to yield approximately $10 to $11 million per year in annualized expense savings
primarily starting in fiscal 2018.
During fiscal 2017 and fiscal 2016 we recognized $3.7 million and $1.8 million, respectively, of charges related to our
turnaround plan.
Fiscal 2017 Financial Results
Presented below is a summary of our results for the years ended February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 with regard to each of
the key measures noted above.
•

Net sales for fiscal 2017 decreased 6.3% to $406.2 million from $433.7 million for fiscal 2016.

•

Net loss for fiscal 2017 was $21.6 million, or $1.57 per share (diluted), compared to net loss of $32.8 million, or $2.39
per share (diluted), for fiscal 2016, which included a $27.8 million non-cash income tax charge.
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•

Net loss for fiscal 2017 includes other charges of 1) $0.8 million, net of tax related to charges incurred in connection
with a proposed business combination 2) $2.4 million, net of tax, related to management and organizational changes 3)
$1.0 million net of tax, related to loss on extinguishment of debt 4) ($0.5) million, net of tax, related to a change in
accounting principle and 5) a $7.8 million tax valuation allowance.

•

Adjusted net loss for fiscal 2017 was $10.2 million, or $0.74 per share (diluted), compared to the comparably adjusted
net loss for fiscal 2016 of $1.9 million, or $0.14 per share (diluted).

•

Adjusted EBITDA was $8.9 million for fiscal 2017, compared to $18.4 million of Adjusted EBITDA for fiscal 2016.

•

Adjusted EBITDA before other charges was $13.0 million for fiscal 2017, compared to $23.3 million of Adjusted
EBITDA before other charges for fiscal 2016.

•

Comparable sales for fiscal 2017 decreased 1.5% versus a comparable sales decrease of 5.3% for fiscal 2016.

Leased Department and Licensed Relationships
In addition to the stores we operate, we have arrangements with department stores and baby specialty stores, including Macy’s,
buybuy BABY and Boscov’s to operate maternity apparel departments in their stores. Generally, we are the exclusive maternity
apparel provider in our leased department locations. We staff these leased departments at varying levels and maintain control of the
pricing and promotional terms, as well as the timing and degree of the markdowns of our merchandise that is sold in the leased
departments. We operate our leased departments during the same hours and days as the host store and are responsible for
replenishment of the merchandise in the leased departments. These leased departments typically involve the lease partner collecting all
of the revenue from the leased department. The revenue is remitted to us, less a fixed percentage of the net sales earned by the lease
partner as stipulated in each agreement.
We previously had an exclusive product and license agreement with Kohl’s, to which we sold maternity apparel under the Oh
Baby by Motherhood® brand. We phased out production of our Oh Baby line during fiscal 2016 after being informed that Kohl’s had
elected to scale back and ultimately discontinue its exclusive license with us for this line. Our license agreement with Kohl’s ended in
February 2017. We are not a party to any other similar licensed relationship at this time.
Fiscal Year Ended February 3, 2018 Compared to Fiscal Year Ended January 28, 2017
Results of Operations
The following table sets forth certain operating data from our consolidated statements of operations in thousands of dollars, as a
percentage of net sales and as a percentage change for the periods indicated:

February 3, 2018
Amount
(in
thousands)

Net sales
Cost of goods sold (2)
Gross profit
Selling, general and administrative
expenses (3)
Store closing, asset impairment and asset
disposal expenses (income)
Other charges, net
Operating loss
Interest expense, net
Loss on extinguishment of debt
Loss before income taxes
Income tax provision (benefit)
Net loss

$

$

Twelve Months Ended
January 28, 2017

% Period to

Amount
(in
thousands)

% of
Net Sales (1)

Period
Favorable
(Unfavorable)

433,699
206,271
227,488

100.0%
47.6
52.4

(6.3)%
6.7
(6.0)
2.3

% of
Net Sales (1)

406,207
192,355
213,852

100.0%
47.4
52.6

$

218,656

53.8

223,881

51.6

6,292
4,912
(16,008)
4,045
1,542
(21,595)
2
(21,597)

1.5
1.2
(3.9)
1.0
0.4
(5.3)
0.0
(5.3)%

2,768
4,914
(4,135)
3,575
—
(7,710)
25,050
(32,760)

0.6
1.1
(1.0)
0.8
—
(1.8)
5.8
(7.6)%

$

(127.3)
0.0
(287.1)%
(13.1)
—
(180.1)
(100.0)
(34.1)%

(1) Components may not add to total due to rounding.
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(2) Cost of goods sold includes merchandise costs (including customs duty expenses), expenses related to inventory shrinkage,
product-related corporate expenses (including expenses related to our payroll, benefit costs and operating expenses of our design
and sourcing departments), inventory reserves (including lower of cost or net realizable value reserves), inbound freight charges,
purchasing and receiving costs, inspection costs, distribution center costs (including occupancy expenses and equipment
depreciation), internal transfer costs, and the other costs of our distribution network, partially offset by the allocable amount of
our Grow NJ award benefit.

(3) Selling, general and administrative expenses include advertising and marketing expenses, corporate administrative expenses,
corporate headquarters occupancy expenses, store expenses (including store payroll and store occupancy expenses), and store
opening expenses, partially offset by the allocable amount of our Grow NJ award benefit.
The following tables set forth certain information regarding the number of our retail locations and international franchised
locations, for the periods indicated.
Twelve Months Ended
February 3, 2018

Retail Locations (1)

Beginning of period
Opened
Closed
End of period

Stores

515
7
(35)
487

Leased
Departments

705
7
(75)
637

January 28, 2017
Total
Retail
Locations

1,220
14
(110)
1,124

Stores

Leased
Departments

536
11
(32)
515

1,279
10
(584)
705

Total
Retail
Locations

1,815
21
(616)
1,220

(1) Excludes international franchised locations, and locations where Kohl’s sold our products under an exclusive product and license
agreement. Our license agreement with Kohl’s ended in February 2017.
Twelve Months Ended
February 3, 2018

International
Franchised Locations

Beginning of period
Opened
Closed
End of period

Stores

19
0
(4)
15

Shop-inShop
Locations

194
8
(29)
173

January 28, 2017
Total
International
Franchised
Locations

213
8
(33)
188

Stores

25
2
(8)
19

Shop-inShop
Locations

168
64
(38)
194

Total
International
Franchised
Locations

193
66
(46)
213

Net Sales. Our net sales for fiscal 2017 decreased by 6.3%, or $27.5 million, to $406.2 million from $433.7 million for fiscal
2016. Comparable sales for fiscal 2017decreased 1.5% compared to a comparable sales decrease of 5.3% for fiscal 2016. The
decrease in total sales for fiscal 2017 compared to fiscal 2016 resulted primarily from the wind down of the Kohl’s, Sears and
Gordmans relationships, the net closure of locations, the decline in comparable store sales of 1.5%, which reflects the net result of a
decrease in brick and mortar comparable sales of 9.2% and an increase in ecommerce sales of 40.7%. These decreases were partially
offset by increases in fiscal 2017 related to sales during the 53 rd week of the retail calendar and the recognition of $0.8 million of
revenue related to a change in our method of accounting for gift card breakage.
As of February 3, 2018, we operated a total of 487 stores and 1,124 total retail locations: 385 Motherhood Maternity stores
(including 96 Motherhood Maternity Outlet stores), 27 A Pea in the Pod stores, 75 Destination Maternity stores, and 637 leased
maternity apparel departments. In comparison, as of January 28, 2017 we operated a total of 515 stores and 1,220 total retail locations:
408 Motherhood Maternity stores (including 97 Motherhood Maternity Outlet stores), 26 A Pea in the Pod stores, 81 Destination
Maternity stores, and 705 leased maternity apparel departments. As of February 3, 2018, our store total included 75 multi-brand
Destination Maternity nameplate stores, including 43 Destination Maternity combo stores and 32 Destination Maternity superstores. In
comparison, as of January 28, 2017 we operated 81 multi-brand Destination Maternity nameplate stores, including 48 Destination
Maternity combo stores and 33 Destination Maternity superstores. During fiscal 2017 we opened 7 stores, and closed 35 stores. In
addition, during fiscal 2017 we opened 7 leased department locations and closed 75 leased department locations.
Gross Profit. Our gross profit for fiscal 2017 decreased by 6.0%, or $13.5 million, to $213.9 million from $227.4 million for
fiscal 2016, and our gross margin for fiscal 2017 was 52.6% compared to 52.4% for fiscal 2016. The decrease in gross profit for fiscal
2017 compared to fiscal 2016 was primarily due to our lower sales volume as a result of the factors discussed above, partially offset
by the increased gross margin. The year over year increase in gross margin primarily reflects reduced product costs and our exit from
former leased department and licensed relationships, which historically generated lower than average gross margins
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Selling, General and Administrative Expenses. Our selling, general and administrative expenses for fiscal 2017
decreased by 2.3%, or $5.2 million, to $218.7 million from $223.9 million for fiscal 2016. As a percentage of net sales, selling,
general and administrative expenses increased to 53.8% for fiscal 2017 from 51.6% for fiscal 2016. This decrease in expense in
fiscal 2017 compared to fiscal 2016 reflects cost reductions resulting from our continued closure of underperforming stores, the
wind down of the Kohl’s, Sears and Gordmans relationships and other employee cost reductions, partially offset by increased
marketing and advertising costs related to the increase in ecommerce sales, and expenses related to the additional 53 rd week of
operations in fiscal 2017. The increase in expense as a percent of sales reflects the unfavorable leverage from our decreased
sales due to the relatively fixed nature of much of our expenses.
Store Closing, Asset Impairment and Asset Disposal Expenses (Income). For fiscal 2017 we had $6.3 million of expense
from store closings, asset impairments and asset disposals compared to $2.8 million of expense for fiscal 2016.
Other Charges, Net. In fiscal 2017 we incurred other charges of $4.9 million related to a proposed business combination and
other corporate activities, and to management and organizational changes. Other net charges related to the proposed business
combination and other corporate activities were approximately $1.2 million, primarily for legal and advisory fees. Other charges
related to management and organizational changes were $3.7 million, primarily for costs related to severance and other benefits
related to our former Chief Executive Officer and other reductions in headcount, consulting fees, and retention bonuses for certain key
management. In fiscal 2016 we incurred other charges of $4.9 million related to a proposed business combination, primarily for legal
and advisory fees. Other charges related to management and organizational changes were $1.8 million, primarily for costs related to
severance and other benefits, and to a lesser extent, to terminate certain non-core apparel brand relationships.
Operating Loss. We had an operating loss of $16.0 million for fiscal 2017 compared to an operating loss of $4.1 million for
fiscal 2016. The $11.9 million increase in operating loss reflects our lower gross profit as a result of the decline in sales volume, as
well as higher asset impairment charges, partially offset by reduced selling, general and administrative expenses.
Interest Expense, Net. Our net interest expense for fiscal 2017 increased to $4.0 million from $3.6 million in fiscal 2016.
This increase was due to our higher effective borrowing rate and timing related to our first quarter of fiscal 2016 debt refinancing and
interest expense for our new equipment financing arrangement. This increase was partially offset by lower average borrowings under
our Credit Facility and reductions in the principal balance under our term loan and prior equipment note.
Loss on Extinguishment of Debt. During fiscal 2017 we recorded a loss on extinguishment of debt of $1.5 million as a result
of the repayment of our outstanding term loan. Refer to Note 9, “Long-term Debt,” in our Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
for further details on our debt transactions.
Income Tax Provision (Benefit). The 2017 U.S. Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the “TCJA”) was enacted on December 22, 2017. The
TCJA includes a number of changes to the U.S. corporate income tax, including a reduction of the corporate income tax rate from
35% to 21% for tax years beginning after December 31, 2017, enhancing and extending through 2026 the option to claim accelerated
depreciation on qualified property, eliminating the corporate alternative minimum tax (AMT) and changing how existing AMT credits
can be utilized, a new limitation on deductible interest expense and limitations on the use of net operating loss carryforwards created
in tax years beginning after December 31, 2017. For fiscal 2017 the Company used a blended effective tax rate of 33.7% which
represents the prorata percentage from the TCJA’s January 1, 2018 effective date and our February 3, 2018 fiscal year-end. The
Company recorded an $10.2 million reduction in our net deferred tax asset to reflect the remeasurement of the asset value from a tax
rate of 35% to 21%. The Company had previously recorded a valuation allowance against its deferred tax assets therefore the
revaluation did not have an impact on our 2017 tax provision.
For fiscal 2017 our income tax provision was $0.0 million compared to income tax provision of $25.1 million for fiscal 2016. In
the fourth quarter of fiscal 2016 we recorded a non-cash charge of $27.8 million as a valuation allowance against substantially all of
our deferred tax assets. In fiscal 2017 we continued to record a valuation allowance against our deferred tax assets. Our effective tax
rate for fiscal 2017, excluding the effect of the valuation allowance and impact on the value of our deferred tax assets from the rate
change enacted under the TCJA, was a benefit of 33.2% compared to a benefit of 35.1% for fiscal 2016. This benefit reduction was
primarily the result of the reduction in the federal effective tax rate from 35% in fiscal 2016 to 33.7% in fiscal 2017.
Net Loss. Net loss for fiscal 2017 was $21.6 million, or $1.57 per share (diluted), compared to net loss of $32.8 million, or
$2.39 per share (diluted), for fiscal 2016. Net loss for fiscal 2017 includes a $7.8 million, non-cash charge related to a change in the
valuation allowance against net deferred tax assets, other charges of $3.2 million, net of tax, related to management and organizational
changes, and the now terminated merger, a non-cash charge form the loss on extinguishment of debt, net of tax, of $1.0 million and
revenue of $0.5 million net of tax, related to a cumulative adjustment for change in accounting principle. After these adjustments, our
adjusted net loss for fiscal 2017 was $10.2 million, or $0.74 per share (diluted). Net loss for fiscal 2016 was primarily related to a
non-cash valuation allowance charge of $27.8 million against our deferred tax assets, other charges of $2.0 million, net of tax, related
to a proposed business combination and $1.1 million, net of tax, related to management and organizational changes. Before these
charges, our adjusted net loss for fiscal 2016 was $1.9 million, or $0.14 per share (diluted),
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Our average diluted shares outstanding of 13.8 million for fiscal 2017 were slightly higher than the 13.7 million average
diluted shares outstanding for fiscal 2016. We had higher shares outstanding in fiscal 2017 compared to fiscal 2016 as a result of
the vesting of restricted stock awards.
Following is a reconciliation of net loss and net loss per share (diluted) (“Diluted EPS”) to adjusted net loss and adjusted
Diluted EPS for the twelve months ended February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 (in thousands, except per share amounts):
Twelve Months Ended
Net
Loss

As reported
Add: other charges for proposed business
combination
Add: other charges for management and
organizational changes
Less: income tax effect of other charges (1)
Add: loss on extinguishment of debt
Less: income tax effect of loss on
extinguishment of debt
Less: effect of change in accounting principle
Add; income tax effect of change in accounting
principle
Add: deferred tax valuation allowance
As adjusted

February 3 2018
Diluted
Shares

$ (21,597)

13,788

Diluted
EPS

$

January 28, 2017
Diluted
Shares

Net
Loss

(1.57)

$ (32,760)

13,702

1,198

—

3,154

—

3,714
(1,764)
1,542

—

1,760
(1,858)
—

—

(554)
(764)

—

—

274
7,758
$ (10,193)

—
13,788

(0.74)

$

27,758
(1,946)

$

(2.39)

$

(0.14)

—

—

$

Diluted
EPS

—

—
13,702

(1) For fiscal 2017 and 2016 income tax effect of other charges includes $430 and $1,193, respectively, related to a proposed
business combination and $1,334 and $665 respectively, related to management and organizational changes, which represent the
differences in income tax provision calculated with and without the specified pretax expense.
Following is a reconciliation of net loss to Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA before other charges for the twelve
months ended February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 (in thousands):
Twelve Months Ended
February 3, 2018
January 28, 2017

Net loss
Add: income tax provision (benefit)
Add: interest expense, net
Add: loss on extinguishment of debt
Operating loss
Add: depreciation and amortization expense
Add: loss on impairment of long-lived assets
Add: loss on disposal of assets
Add: stock-based compensation expense
Adjusted EBITDA
Add: other charges for proposed business combination
Add: other charges for management and organizational
changes
Less: effect of change in accounting principle
Adjusted EBITDA before other charges and effect of
change in accounting principle
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$

(21,597)
2
4,045
1,542
(16,008)
17,592
5,775
349
1,154
8,862
1,198

$

3,714
(764)
$

13,010

(32,760)
25,050
3,575
—
(4,135)
18,032
2,388
272
1,801
18,358
3,154
1,760
—

$

23,272

Fiscal Year Ended January 28, 2017 Compared to Fiscal Year Ended January 30, 2016
Results of Operations
The following table sets forth certain operating data from our consolidated statements of operations in thousands of dollars, as a
percentage of net sales and as a percentage change for the periods indicated:
Twelve Months Ended
January 28, 2017
Amount
(in thousands)

Net sales
Cost of goods sold (2)
Gross profit
Selling, general and administrative
expenses (3)
Store closing, asset impairment and asset
disposal expenses (income)
Other charges, net
Operating loss
Interest expense, net
Loss before income taxes
Income tax provision (benefit)
Net loss

$

$

January 30, 2016

% of
Net Sales (1)

Amount
(in thousands)

433,699
206,271
227,428

100.0%
47.6
52.4

$

223,881

51.6

2,768
4,914
(4,135)
3,575
(7,710)
25,050
(32,760)

0.6
1.1
(1.0)
0.8
(1.8)
5.8
(7.6)% $

% Period to

% of
Net Sales (1)

Period
Favorable
(Unfavorable)

498,753
252,713
246,040

100.0%
50.7
49.3

(13.0)%
18.4
(7.6)

246,914

49.5

9.3

(2,084)
6,979
(5,769)
1,520
(7,289)
(2,806)
(4,483)

(0.4)
1.4
(1.2)
0.3
(1.5)
0.6
(0.9)%

(232.8)
29.6
28.3
(135.2)
(5.8)
(992.7)
(630.8)%

(1) Components may not add to total due to rounding.
(2) Cost of goods sold includes merchandise costs (including customs duty expenses), expenses related to inventory shrinkage,
product-related corporate expenses (including expenses related to our payroll, benefit costs and operating expenses of our design
and sourcing departments), inventory reserves (including lower of cost or market reserves), inbound freight charges, purchasing
and receiving costs, inspection costs, distribution center costs (including occupancy expenses and equipment depreciation),
internal transfer costs, and the other costs of our distribution network, partially offset by the allocable amount of our Grow NJ
award benefit.

(3) Selling, general and administrative expenses include advertising and marketing expenses, corporate administrative expenses,
corporate headquarters occupancy expenses, store expenses (including store payroll and store occupancy expenses), and store
opening expenses, partially offset by the allocable amount of our Grow NJ award benefit. The following tables set forth certain
information regarding the number of our retail locations and international franchised locations, for the periods indicated.

Twelve Months Ended
January 28, 2017

Retail Locations (1)

Beginning of period
Opened
Closed
End of period

Stores

536
11
(32)
515

January 30, 2016

Leased
Departments

Total
Retail
Locations

1,279
10
(584)
705

1,815
21
(616)
1,220

Stores

564
18
(46)
536

Leased
Departments

Total
Retail
Locations

1,311
19
(51)
1,279

1,875
37
(97)
1,875

(1) Excludes international franchised locations, and locations where Kohl’s sold our products under an exclusive product and license
agreement. Our license agreement with Kohl’s ended in February 2017.
Twelve Months Ended
January 28, 2017

International
Franchised Locations (1)

Beginning of period
Opened

Stores

25
2

Shop-inShop
Locations

168
64

January 30, 2016
Total
International
Franchised
Locations

193
66

Stores

23
4

Shop-inShop
Locations

62
110

Total
International
Franchised
Locations

85
114

Closed
End of period

(8)
19

(38)
194

(46)
213

(2)
25

(4)
168

(6)
193

(1) In June 2015 we commenced our expansion into Israel. As of January 28, 2017, our merchandise is offered in 27 shop-in-shops
in Israel. In October 2015 we entered into a new franchise agreement in India and commenced our expansion into India. As of
January 28, 2017, our merchandise is offered in 25 shop-in-shops in India.
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Net Sales. Our net sales for fiscal 2016 decreased by 13.0%, or $65.1 million, to $433.7 million from $498.8 million for
fiscal 2015. Comparable sales for fiscal 2016 decreased 5.3% compared to a comparable sales decrease of 1.5% for fiscal 2015.
The decrease in total reported sales for fiscal 2016 compared to fiscal 2015 resulted primarily from the decrease in comparable
sales, decreased sales related to the Company’s continued efforts to close underperforming stores (see our discussion in Item 1.
Business regarding closing underperforming stores), and decreased leased department and licensed sales, reflecting the effect of
the wind down of the Kohl’s, Sears and Gordmans relationships. The primary drivers of the comparable sales decrease were
lower transactions and lower unit sales due to decreased store traffic, partially offset by an increase in our average selling prices.
As of January 28, 2017, we operated a total of 515 stores and 1,220 total retail locations: 408 Motherhood Maternity stores
(including 97 Motherhood Maternity Outlet stores), 26 A Pea in the Pod stores, 81 Destination Maternity stores, and 705 leased
maternity apparel departments. In comparison, as of January 30, 2016 we operated a total of 536 stores and 1,815 total retail locations:
425 Motherhood Maternity stores (including 93 Motherhood Maternity Outlet stores), 23 A Pea in the Pod stores, 88 Destination
Maternity stores, and 1,279 leased maternity apparel departments, of which 475 were in Sears stores under the Two Hearts Maternity
brand and the balance were in other department stores and baby specialty stores. As of January 28, 2017, our store total included 81
multi-brand Destination Maternity nameplate stores, including 48 Destination Maternity combo stores and 33 Destination Maternity
superstores. In comparison, as of January 30, 2016 we operated 88 multi-brand Destination Maternity nameplate stores, including 53
Destination Maternity combo stores and 35 Destination Maternity superstores. During fiscal 2016 we opened 11 stores, and closed
32 stores. In addition, during fiscal 2016 we opened 10 leased department locations and closed 584 leased department locations.
Gross Profit. Our gross profit for fiscal 2016 decreased by 7.6%, or $18.6 million, to $227.4 million from $246.0 million for
fiscal 2015, and our gross margin for fiscal 2016 was 52.4% compared to 49.3% for fiscal 2015. The decrease in gross profit for fiscal
2016 compared to fiscal 2015 was primarily due to lower sales volume as a result of the factors discussed above. The year-over-year
increase in gross margin is a result of less price promotion and markdown activity as a result of better managed inventory, and lower
levels of excess current season and aged merchandise. During fiscal 2016 and 2015 higher occupancy and depreciation expenses from
our relocations were substantially offset by lower employment costs and benefit from our Grow NJ award, which we began to
recognize during the second half of fiscal 2015. Due to the timing of the initial benefit recognition in the second half of fiscal 2015,
we estimate our full year fiscal 2015 gross margin was approximately 0.2% higher than the annualized benefit expected in the future.
Selling, General and Administrative Expenses. Our selling, general and administrative expenses for fiscal 2016 decreased by
9.3%, or $23.0 million, to $223.9 million from $246.9 million for fiscal 2015. As a percentage of net sales, selling, general and
administrative expenses increased to 51.6% for fiscal 2016 from 49.5% for fiscal 2015. This decrease in expense in fiscal 2016
compared to fiscal 2015 reflects cost reductions resulting from our continued closure of underperforming stores and other headcount
reductions, lower variable incentive compensation expense, and lower marketing and advertising expense, partially offset by a
non-recurring reduction of $1.2 million from settlement of certain unclaimed property matters during the first quarter of fiscal 2015.
The increase in expense percentage for the twelve month period reflects the unfavorable leverage from our decreased sales due to the
relatively fixed nature of much of our expenses.
Store Closing, Asset Impairment and Asset Disposal Expenses (Income). For fiscal 2016 we had $2.8 million of expense
from store closings, asset impairments and asset disposals compared to $2.1 million of income for fiscal 2015. During fiscal 2015 we
received $4.1 million as incentive for early termination of the lease for our superstore located on Madison Avenue in New York City.
Other Charges, Net. In fiscal 2016 we incurred other charges of $4.9 million related to a proposed business combination and
to management and organizational changes. Other charges related to the Merger were approximately $3.1 million, primarily for legal
and advisory fees. Other charges related to management and organizational changes were $1.8 million, primarily for costs related to
severance and other benefits, and to a lesser extent, to terminate certain non-core apparel brand relationships. In fiscal 2015 we
incurred other charges of $7.0 million primarily related to management and organizational changes and the relocations of our
headquarters and distribution facilities. Other charges related to management and organizational changes were $4.2 million, primarily
severance and other benefits in connection with the replacement of certain key management personnel and some reductions in
headcount, and to a lesser extent, consulting fees. Other charges related to the relocations were $2.7 million, primarily for pre-opening
rent expense for the new distribution center, moving costs for the new distribution center, shut down costs of the prior facility and
accelerated depreciation.
Operating Loss.
We had an operating loss of $4.1 million for fiscal 2016 compared to an operating loss of $5.8 million for
fiscal 2015, which included the $4.1 million incentive for an early termination of a store lease. Excluding the year-over-year effect of
the early lease termination incentive in fiscal 2015 our operating income increased by approximately $5.7 million, which reflects our
9.3% reduction in selling, general and administrative expenses, increases in our average selling prices and gross margin from better
inventory management, and lower other charges. These improvements more than offset our lower gross profit as a result of the decline
in sales volume.
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Interest Expense, Net. Our net interest expense for fiscal 2016 increased to $3.6 million from $1.5 million in fiscal
2015. This increase was due to interest expense on outstanding borrowings on our Term Loan during fiscal 2016, partially offset
by lower average borrowings under our Credit Facility and a reduction in the principal balance due under our equipment note
during fiscal 2016 compared to fiscal 2015.
Income Tax Provision (Benefit). For fiscal 2016 our income tax provision was $25.1 million. In the fourth quarter of fiscal
2016 we recorded a non-cash charge of $27.8 million as a valuation allowance against substantially all of our deferred tax assets.
Excluding the effect of the valuation allowance charge in fiscal 2016 our effective tax benefit rate was 35.1%, which was slightly
higher than the statutory federal tax rate of 35% primarily due to certain state minimum income taxes substantially offset by state
income tax benefits from our pretax loss and reductions related to uncertain income tax positions. For fiscal 2015 our effective tax
benefit rate was 38.5%. Our effective tax rate for fiscal 2015 was higher than the statutory federal tax rate of 35% primarily due to
state income tax benefits, net of federal expense, including reductions related to uncertain income tax positions. See Note 15 of the
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements, included elsewhere in this report, for the reconciliation of the statutory federal income tax
rate to our effective tax rate
Net Loss. Net loss for fiscal 2016 was $32.8 million, or $2.39 per share (diluted), compared to net loss of $4.5 million, or
$0.33 per share (diluted), for fiscal 2015. Net loss for fiscal 2016 was primarily related to a non-cash valuation allowance charge of
$27.8 million against our deferred tax assets, other charges of $2.0 million, net of tax, related to a proposed business combination and
$1.1 million, net of tax, related to management and organizational changes. Net loss for fiscal 2015 includes other charges of $1.7
million, net of tax, related to the relocations of our headquarters and distribution facilities and approximately $2.6 million, net of tax,
related to management and organizational changes, and other matters. Before these charges, our adjusted net loss for fiscal 2016 was
$1.9 million, or $0.14 per share (diluted), compared to net loss of $0.2 million, or $0.01 per share (diluted), for fiscal 2015.
Our average diluted shares outstanding of 13.7 million for fiscal 2016 were slightly higher than the 13.6 million average diluted
shares outstanding for fiscal 2015. We had higher shares outstanding in fiscal 2016 compared to fiscal 2015 as a result of stock option
exercises and restricted stock awards.
Following is a reconciliation of net loss and net loss per share (diluted) (“Diluted EPS”) to adjusted net loss and adjusted
Diluted EPS for the twelve months ended January 28, 2017 and January 30, 2016 (in thousands, except per share amounts):
Twelve Months Ended
Net
Loss

As reported
Add: other charges for proposed business
combination
Add: other charges for management and
organizational changes
Add: other charges for relocations
Add: other charges for fiscal year change
Less: income tax effect of other charges (1) (2)
Add: deferred tax valuation allowance related to
cumulative losses
As adjusted

January 28, 2017
Diluted
Shares

$ (32,760)

$

13,702

3,154

—

1,760
—
—
(1,858)

—
—
—
—

27,758
(1,946)

—
13,702

Diluted
EPS

$

(2.39)

Net
Loss

$ (4,483)
61

$

(0.14)

$

January 30, 2016
Diluted
Shares

13,596

Diluted
EPS

$

(0.33)

$

(0.01)

—

4,196
2,695
27
(2,664)

—
—
—
—

(168)

—
13,596

(1) For fiscal 2016 income tax effect of other charges includes $1,193 related to a proposed business combination and $665 related
to management and organizational changes, which represent the differences in income tax provision calculated with and without
the specified pretax expense.

(2) For fiscal 2015 income tax effect of other charges includes $23 related to a proposed business combination, $1,063 related to
management and organizational changes, $1,028 related to relocations and $10 related to the fiscal year change, which represent
the differences in income tax provision calculated with and without the specified pretax expense charges.
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Following is a reconciliation of net loss to Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA before other charges for the twelve
months ended January 28, 2017 and January 30, 2016 (in thousands):
Twelve Months Ended
January 28, 2017
January 30, 2016

Net loss
Add: income tax provision (benefit)
Add: interest expense, net
Operating loss
Add: depreciation and amortization expense
Add: loss on impairment of long-lived assets
Add: loss on disposal of assets
Add: stock-based compensation expense
Adjusted EBITDA
Add: other charges for proposed business combination
Add: other charges for management and organizational
changes
Add: other charges for relocations (1)
Add: other charges for fiscal year change
Adjusted EBITDA before other charges

$

$

(32,760)
25,050
3,575
(4,135)
18,032
2,388
272
1,801
18,358
3,154
1,760
—
—
23,272

$

$

(4,483)
(2,806)
1,520
(5,769)
17,231
1,662
193
2,784
16,101
61
4,196
2,462
27
22,847

(1) For the year ended January 30, 2016 other charges for relocations excludes accelerated depreciation expense of $233 (included in
depreciation and amortization expense above).
Liquidity and Capital Resources
Our cash needs have primarily been for 1) capital expenditures, including (i) leasehold improvements, fixtures and equipment
for new stores, store relocations and remodels of our existing stores, (ii) investment in information systems and technology, 2) debt
service, including principal repayments, and 3) working capital, including inventory to support our business. We have historically
financed our capital requirements from cash flows from operations, borrowings under our credit facilities or available cash balances.
Cash and cash equivalents decreased by $1.2 million during fiscal 2017 compared to an increase of $0.7 million during fiscal
2016.
Cash provided by operations was $8.9 million for fiscal 2017, a decrease of $1.8 million from the $10.7 million in cash
provided by operations for fiscal 2016. This decrease in cash provided by operations versus the comparable prior year period was
primarily the result of the lower loss offset by the reduction in deferred income taxes in fiscal 2017 compared to fiscal 2016, and an
increase in trade receivables of $1.0 million in fiscal 2017 compared a reduction of $4.5 million in fiscal 2016. These were partially
offset by a $14.4 million increase in the net investment in inventory (inventory less accounts payable) and an increase of $3.4 million
in the non-cash adjustment relating to the loss on impairment of long-lived assets. Our working capital changes, quarterly net income
(loss) and cash flow adjustments may fluctuate significantly, and net cash provided by operating activities for any interim period is not
necessarily indicative of the results that may be achieved for a full fiscal year.
On February 1, 2018 (the “Closing Date”) the Company entered into a Term Loan Credit Agreement (the “Term Loan
Agreement) which provides for a term loan of up to $25.0M (the “Term Loan”). On the Closing Date we borrowed $22.5M against
the Term Loan and used the proceeds, in addition to $3.6M borrowed under our Credit Facility to pay off the balance of our then
existing term loan (the “Prior Term Loan”) and fees relating to the financing.
The Term Loan, which matures on January 31, 2023 (the “Maturity Date”), provides for an additional loan of $2.5M which can
be borrowed at the Company’s discretion within a period of 45 days after delivery to the lender of our first quarter fiscal 2018
financial statement and the satisfaction of certain other requirements. There is a minimum excess availability requirement of the
greater of 10% of the combined loan cap, as defined in the Term Loan Agreement, or $7.0M. The interest rate on the Term Loan is
equal to a LIBOR rate plus 9.0%. We are required to make minimum payments of $312,500 each quarter commencing on July 31,
2018, with the remaining outstanding balance payable on the Maturity Date. The Term Loan can be prepaid at our option, subject to
certain restrictions and subject to a prepayment premium as follows: 1) if prepayment occurs on or prior to the second anniversary of
the Closing Date, the greater of a) interest on the prepayment that would otherwise have been paid with the 24 month period following
the Closing Date minus actual interest payments made through the prepayment date and b) 2% of the prepayment, and 2) 2% of the
prepayment amount if paid between the second and third anniversary of the Closing Date.
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In conjunction with entering into the Term Loan Agreement, on February 1, 2018 we also amended and restated our
credit facility (the “Credit Facility”). This amendment, among other things, reduced the amount of the Credit Facility from
$70.0M to $50.0M, extended the Termination Date to January 31, 2023 and reduced or eliminated certain availability reserves.
Cash provided by operations was $10.7 million for fiscal 2016, a decrease of $5.4 million from the $16.1 million in cash
provided by operations for fiscal 2015. This decrease in cash provided by operations versus the comparable prior year period was
primarily the result of the higher net loss in fiscal 2016 compared to fiscal 2015, net working capital and other asset/liability changes
that used $4.3 million of cash in fiscal 2016 compared to $0.1 million cash provided in fiscal 2015, net of the change in non-cash
adjustments.
On March 25, 2016 we entered into a Term Loan Credit Agreement (the “Prior Term Loan Agreement”) for a $32.0 million
term loan due March 25, 2021 (the “Prior Term Loan”), the proceeds of which were received on March 25, 2016 and were used to
repay a portion of the outstanding indebtedness under our existing Credit Facility (see below). The interest rate on the Prior Term
Loan was equal to a LIBOR rate (with a 1.00% LIBOR floor) plus 7.50%. We were required to make minimum repayments of the
principal amount in quarterly installments of $0.8 million each, with the remaining outstanding balance payable on the maturity date.
The Prior Term Loan had a prepayment option, subject to the payment of a prepayment premium, that we exercised on the Closing
Date. The Company paid a prepayment premium of $249,582, or 2% of the then outstanding loan balance. There were various
minimum excess availability requirements applicable to the Prior Term Loan including $5.0 million against availability under our
Credit Facility that will be reduced dollar for dollar for prepayments of the Prior Term Loan, an amount equal to the greater of 10% of
the Combined Loan Cap (as defined in the related Credit Facility agreement) or $10.0 million and a $10.0M EBITDA as defined in the
Credit Agreement
As of February 3, 2018, we had $8.0 million in outstanding borrowings and $7.3 million in letters of credit outstanding under
the Credit Facility with $26.8 million of availability, As of January 28, 2017 we had $4.6 million in outstanding borrowings and $5.8
million in letters of credit with $19.4 million of availability. For Fiscal 2017 our borrowings had a weighted interest rate of 3.65% per
annum, our average level of borrowing was $9.5 million and our maximum borrowing at any time was $17.0 million. For fiscal 2016
Tranche A borrowings had a weighted interest rate of 2.84% per annum and Tranche A-1 borrowings had a weighted interest rate of
3.43%. During fiscal 2016 our average level of direct borrowings was $11.2 million and our maximum borrowings at any time were
$42.7 million.
As of February 3, 2018, and January 28, 2017, there was $6.1 million and $9.3 million, respectively, outstanding under a
five-year equipment financing arrangement with our Credit Facility bank. The equipment note bears annual interest at 3.38%, with
payments of $0.3 million (including interest) due monthly through December 2019. The equipment note is collateralized by
substantially all of the material handling equipment at our distribution facility in Florence, New Jersey.
On June 6, 2017 the Company received $3.4 million in proceeds from a three-year financing arrangement in the form of a sale
and leaseback for certain furniture, fixtures and software. Monthly payments under the leaseback arrangement are $123,000 for the
first 24 months and $48,000 for months 25 to 36. At the end of the leaseback term, the Company has the option to extend the
financing for an additional year or repurchase the property for a price to be agreed upon. All proceeds from the transaction were used
to prepay a portion of the Company’s Term Loan. As of February 3, 2018, there was $2.7 million of principal outstanding under the
arrangement.
Based on our current operating plan, our management believes that our current cash and working capital positions, expected
operating cash flows and available borrowing capacity will be sufficient to fund our cash requirements for working capital and capital
expenditures for at least the next 12 months. We have based this belief on assumptions (which include a positive sustained turn in
comparable sales as well as significant expense savings) that we believe are reasonable but may not be realized due to a variety of
factors including lower than anticipated net sales or gross margins, higher than expected expenses, a failure to actualize these
assumptions, continued or declining levels of economic or retail industry conditions, or other events, including those factors discussed
in Part I, Item 1A “Risk Factors” of this Form 10-K. As a result, we could use our available capital resources sooner than we currently
expect. Furthermore, our operating plan may change and we may need additional funds sooner than planned. If we are unable to obtain
needed funds from the aforementioned sources, we will likely need to seek other sources of financing as well as defer, reduce or
eliminate planned expenditures, which would impair our growth prospects and could otherwise negatively impact our business.
Facilities Relocations
In 2015 we completed the relocation of our corporate headquarters and distribution operations. We had cumulative capital
expenditures associated with these relocations of $40 million, with nearly $4 million of this amount offset by construction allowance
contributions from the landlord for our new headquarters building. To partially offset the costs of these relocations, the Board of the
NJEDA approved us for an incentive package of up to $40 million in benefits under Grow NJ in the form of transferrable income tax
credits over a ten-year period from the State of New Jersey. The annual benefit amount available to us is expected to significantly
exceed our annual income tax liability to New Jersey. In order to maximize the realizable value of our incentive package, we entered
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into an agreement with a third party to sell 75% or more of the annual income tax credits awarded to us. In May 2016 NJEDA
delivered our initial tax credit certificate which was earned in fiscal 2015. In fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 the Company’s Grow NJ
award (net of valuation allowance) was $2.8 million, $3.3 million and $3.6 million, respectively. Refer to Note 14, “Government
Incentives,” in the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for further information on the Grow NJ program.
Contractual Obligations and Commercial Commitments
We have entered into agreements that create contractual obligations and commercial commitments. These obligations and
commitments will have an impact on future liquidity and the availability of capital resources. The tables below set forth a summary of
these obligations and commitments as of February 3, 2018 (in thousands):
Contractual Obligations:
Payments Due by Period
Less
Than One
Year

Total
Obligations (1)

Description

Long-term debt
Interest related to long-term debt (2)
Operating leases (3)
Purchase obligations (4)
Total contractual cash obligations

$

$

31,221 $
11,378
189,637
57,650
289,886 $

One
to Three
Years

5,247
2,869
37,474
57,650
103,240

$

$

8,161
6,612
53,575
—
68,348

Three
to Five
Years

$

$

17,813
1,897
37,383
—
57,093

After
Five
Years

$

$

—
—
61,205
—
61,205

(1) The amounts in this table exclude obligations under employment agreements. For a discussion of the compensation of our
executive officers refer to Item 11 of this Form 10-K.
(2) Variable rate interest costs on long-term debt were estimated using the interest rate in effect as of February 3, 2018.
(3) Includes store, office and distribution facility leases, which generally provide for payment of direct operating costs in addition to
rent. The amounts reflected include future minimum lease payments and exclude such direct operating costs.
(4) Our purchase orders with contract manufacturers are cancelable by us at any time prior to our acceptance of the merchandise
subject to negotiated payment of certain of vendors’ nonrecoverable costs. The amount in this table excludes purchase orders for
supplies in the normal course of business.

Commercial Commitments:

Total
Obligations

Description

Credit facility (1)
Other standby letters of credit
Total commercial commitments

$
$

7,327 $
—
7,327 $

Less
Than One
Year

7,327
—
7,327

Amount of Commitment Per Period
One
Three
to Three
to Five
Years
Years

$
$

—
—
—

$
$

—
—
—

After
Five
Years

$
$

—
—
—

(1) Consists of outstanding letter of credit commitments under our Credit Facility as of February 3, 2018.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
Other than operating lease and letter of credit commitments set forth in the tables above, we are not party to any material
off-balance sheet financing arrangements.
Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
Our consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with GAAP. These generally accepted accounting
principles require management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of our consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts of net sales
and expenses during the reporting period.
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Our significant accounting policies are described in Note 2 of “Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements” included
elsewhere in this report. We believe that the following discussion addresses our critical accounting policies, which are those that
are most important to the portrayal of our financial condition and results of operations and require management’s most difficult,
subjective and complex judgments, often as a result of the need to make estimates about the effect of matters that are inherently
uncertain. If actual results were to differ significantly from estimates made, future reported results could be materially affected.
However, we are not currently aware of any reasonably likely events or circumstances that would result in materially different
results.
Our senior management has reviewed these critical accounting policies and estimates and the related Management’s Discussion
and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations with the Audit Committee of our Board of Directors.
Inventories.
We value our inventories, which consist primarily of maternity apparel, at the lower of cost or net realizable
value. Cost is determined on the first-in, first-out method (FIFO) and includes the cost of merchandise, freight, duty and broker fees,
as well as applied product-related overhead. A periodic review of inventory quantities on hand is performed in order to determine if
inventory is properly valued at the lower of cost or net realizable value. Factors related to current inventories such as future consumer
demand and fashion trends, current aging, current analysis of merchandise based on receipt date, current and anticipated retail
markdowns or wholesale discounts, and class or type of inventory are analyzed to determine estimated net realizable values. Criteria
utilized by us to determine the net realizable value of our inventories and the related level of required inventory reserves include
factors such as the amount of merchandise received within the past twelve months, merchandise received more than one year before
with quantities on-hand in excess of twelve months of sales, and merchandise currently selling below cost. A provision is recorded to
reduce the cost of inventories to its estimated net realizable value, if required. Inventories as of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017
totaled $71.3 million and $69.0 million, respectively, representing 43.8% and 39.2% of total assets, respectively. Given the
significance of inventories to our consolidated financial statements, the determination of net realizable values is considered to be a
critical accounting estimate. Any significant unanticipated changes in the factors noted above could have a significant impact on the
value of our inventories and our reported operating results.
Long-Lived Assets. Our long-lived assets consist principally of store leasehold improvements, material handling equipment,
information technology systems, and other furniture and fixtures (included in “property and equipment, net” in our consolidated
balance sheets) and, to a much lesser extent, patent and lease acquisition costs (included in “other intangible assets, net” in our
consolidated balance sheets). These long-lived assets are recorded at cost and are amortized using the straight-line method over the
shorter of the lease term or their useful life. Net long-lived assets as of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 totaled $67.1 million
and $84.1 million, respectively, representing 41.3% and 47.8% of total assets, respectively.
In assessing potential impairment of these assets, we periodically evaluate the historical and forecasted operating results and
cash flows on a location-by-location basis. Newly opened retail locations may take time to generate positive operating and cash flow
results. Factors such as 1) retail location type, that is, Company store or leased department, 2) retail nameplate, that is, Motherhood,
Pea or Destination Maternity, 3) geographic location, for example, urban area versus suburb, 4) current marketplace awareness of our
brands, 5) local customer demographic data, 6) anchor stores within the mall in which our retail location is premised and 7) current
fashion trends are all considered in determining the time frame required for a retail location to achieve positive financial results, which
is assumed to be within two years from the date a retail location is opened. If economic conditions are substantially different from our
expectations, the carrying value of certain of our long-lived assets may become impaired. As a result of our impairment assessment,
we recorded write-downs of long-lived assets of $5.8 million, $2.4 million and $1.7 million during fiscal 2017, fiscal 2016 and fiscal
2015 respectively.
Self-Insurance Reserves. We are primarily self-insured for most workers’ compensation claims, general liability and
automotive liability losses, and for employee-related healthcare claims. We have purchased insurance coverage in order to establish
certain limits to our exposure on a per claim basis and on an aggregate basis. Our accrued insurance expense, which was primarily for
self-insurance reserves, as of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 totaled $5.0 million and $5.4 million, respectively, representing
4.1% and 4.7% of total liabilities, respectively. The estimated reserves for our self-insured liabilities and our reported operating results
could be significantly affected if future occurrences and claims differ from the factors noted below.
We determine the estimated reserve required for workers’ compensation claims, general liability and automotive liability losses
in each accounting period. This requires that we determine estimates of the costs of claims incurred (including claims incurred but not
yet reported) and accrue for such expenses in the period in which the claims are incurred (including claims incurred but not yet
reported). Actual workers’ compensation claims, and general liability and automotive liability losses, are reported to us by third-party
administrators. The third-party administrators also report initial estimates of related loss reserves. The open claims and initial loss
reserves and estimates of claims incurred but not yet reported are subjected to examination by us utilizing a consistent methodology
which involves various assumptions, judgment and other factors. Such factors include, but are not limited to, the probability of
settlement, the amount at which settlement can be achieved, the probable duration of the claim, the cost development pattern of the
claim and the applicable cost development factor. The liabilities associated with claims for workers’ compensation, general liability
and automotive liability are measured through the use of actuarial methods to project an estimate of ultimate cost for claims incurred.
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We record an accrual for the estimated amount of self-insured healthcare claims incurred but not yet reported using a
method based on our historical claims experience. The most significant factors in addition to our historical claims experience
that impact the determination of the required accrual are the historical timing of claims processing, medical cost trends and
inflation, employer-employee cost sharing factors and changes in plan benefits. We continually monitor historical experience
and cost trends, and accruals are adjusted when warranted by changes in facts and circumstances.
Government Incentives. To partially offset the costs of the relocations of our corporate headquarters and distribution
operations from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to southern New Jersey, the Board of the NJEDA approved us for an incentive package of
up to $40 million in benefits under Grow NJ in the form of transferrable income tax credits over a ten-year period from the State of
New Jersey. The Grow NJ award benefit is recognized ratably over the ten-year life of the award and provides the Company with
transferrable income tax credits of up to $4.0 million annually, with a net pretax cash realizable value of up to $3.6 million annually.
The annual benefit amount available to us is expected to significantly exceed our annual income tax liability to New Jersey. In order to
maximize the realizable value of our incentive package, in December 2013 we entered into an agreement with a third party to sell 75%
of the annual income tax credits with an option to sell an additional amount up to the remaining 25% of the annual income tax credits.
We recognize the estimated benefit from our Grow NJ award as a reduction to distribution center and corporate headquarters
costs that result from the relocation of these facilities to New Jersey (primarily occupancy expenses and equipment depreciation).
When recognized, such income tax credits are included in our consolidated balance sheets as deferred income tax assets, net of a
valuation allowance, and net of federal and state income tax effect, to reflect the expected after-tax amount to be realized from
subsequent sales of the income tax credits. We began to recognize the benefit of our Grow NJ award in fiscal 2015 and deferred
income tax assets as of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 related to the award totaled $2.8 million and $3.3 million, respectively,
representing 1.7% and 1.8% of total assets.
In order to receive the benefits of the incentive package we need to meet certain levels of annual jobs and other requirements.
We record an accrual for the estimated realizable amount of our Grow NJ award based on our monthly average pre- and
post-relocation employment levels in New Jersey. We continually monitor our compliance with the requirements of our incentive
package. If we do not meet these job levels or other requirements on an annual basis, we will not receive some or all of the benefits.
The estimated deferred income tax asset and our reported operating results could be significantly affected if we are unable to receive
the full amount of the award benefits from NJEDA or are unable to sell or otherwise utilize the income tax credits. The Company
estimates that in fiscal 2018 it will receive approximately $3.0 million of transferrable tax credits with a net pretax realizable value of
approximately $2.6 million.
Income Taxes. As part of the process of preparing our consolidated financial statements, we are required to estimate our
income taxes in each of the jurisdictions in which we operate. This process requires us to estimate our actual current tax exposure
(including interest and penalties) together with assessing temporary differences resulting from differing treatment of items, such as
depreciation of property and equipment and valuation of inventories, for tax and accounting purposes. We establish reserves for
certain tax positions that we believe are supportable, but are potentially subject to successful challenge by the applicable taxing
authority. We determine our provision for income taxes based on federal, state and foreign tax laws and regulations currently in effect,
some of which have been recently revised. Legislation changes in jurisdictions in which we operate, if enacted, could increase our
transactions or activities subject to tax. Any such legislation that becomes law could result in an increase in our income tax expense
and our income taxes paid, which could have a material and adverse effect on our net income or cash flow.
Federal net operating loss and tax credit carryforwards, certain state net operating loss carryforwards, and temporary differences
between the book and tax treatment of income and expenses result in deferred tax assets and liabilities, which are included within our
consolidated balance sheets. We must periodically assess the likelihood that our deferred tax assets will be recovered from future
taxable income. To the extent we believe that recovery is not more likely than not, we must establish a valuation allowance to reduce
deferred tax assets to the amount considered realizable. The evaluation of the realizability of deferred tax assets includes consideration
of all available evidence, both positive and negative, regarding historical operating results including recent years with reported losses,
the estimated timing of future reversals of existing taxable temporary differences, estimated future taxable income exclusive of
reversing temporary differences and carryforwards, and potential tax planning strategies which may be employed to prevent an
operating loss or tax credit carryforward from expiring unused. In situations where a three-year cumulative loss condition exists,
accounting standards limit the ability to consider projections of future results as positive evidence to assess the realizability of deferred
tax assets. In fiscal 2016 our financial results reflected a three-year cumulative loss. The three-year cumulative loss constitutes
significant negative evidence, limiting our ability to consider other positive evidence, such as our projections for future growth.
Consequently, in fiscal 2016 we recorded a non-cash charge of $27.8 million as a valuation allowance against substantially all of our
deferred tax assets. In fiscal 2017 we continued to record a valuation allowance against substantially all of our deferred tax assts. This
valuation allowance has no effect on our ability to utilize the deferred tax assets to offset future taxable income, if generated. As
required by GAAP, we will continue to assess the likelihood that our deferred tax assets will be realizable in the future and the
valuation allowance will be adjusted accordingly. The tax benefits relating to any reversal of the valuation allowance on the net
deferred tax assets in a future period will be recognized as a reduction of future income tax expense in that period. Actual results could
differ from our assessments if adequate taxable income is not generated in future periods. Net deferred tax assets (including our Grow
NJ award benefit discussed above) as of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 totaled $2.8 million and $3.3 million, respectively,
representing 1.7% and 1.8% of total assets, respectively.
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On December 22, 2017, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the”TCJA”) was enacted. The TCJA includes a number of changes
to existing U.S. tax laws that impact the Company, most notably a reduction in the U.S. Corporate tax rate from 35% to 21% for
tax years beginning after December 31, 2017. We will continue to analyze additional information and guidance related to the
TCJA as supplemental legislation, regulatory guidance or technical interpretations become available.
Contingencies. From time to time, we are named as a defendant in legal actions arising from our normal business activities.
We account for contingencies such as these in accordance with applicable accounting standards, which require us to record an
estimated loss contingency when information available prior to issuance of our financial statements indicates that it is probable that an
asset has been impaired or a liability has been incurred at the date of the financial statements and the amount of the loss can be
reasonably estimated. Accounting for contingencies arising from contractual or legal proceedings requires management, after
consultation with outside legal counsel, to use its best judgment when estimating an accrual related to such contingencies. As
additional information becomes known, our accrual for a loss contingency could fluctuate, thereby creating variability in our results of
operations from period to period. Likewise, an actual loss arising from a loss contingency which significantly exceeds the amount
accrued for in our financial statements could have a material adverse impact on our operating results for the period in which such
actual loss becomes known.
Recent Accounting Pronouncements
Adopted
In March 2016 the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued Accounting Standards Update (“ASU”) No.
2016-09, Compensation - Stock Compensation (Topic 718): Improvements to Employee Share-Based Payment Accounting . ASU No.
2016-09 affects all entities that issue share-based payment awards to their employees. ASU No. 2016-09 simplifies several aspects of
the accounting for share-based payment transactions, including the income tax consequences, classification of awards as either equity
or liabilities, and classification on the statement of cash flows, including recognizing all excess tax benefits and tax deficiencies as
income tax expense or benefit in the income statement rather than in additional paid-in capital. The Company adopted ASU No.
2016-09 effective January 29, 2017 and the adoption did not have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated financial position,
results of operations or cash flows.
In November 2015 the FASB issued ASU No. 2015-17, Income Taxes (Topic 740): Balance Sheet Classification of Deferred
Taxes . To simplify the presentation of deferred income taxes, ASU No. 2015-17 requires that deferred tax liabilities and assets be
classified as noncurrent in a classified statement of financial position. The Company adopted ASU No. 2015-17 effective January 29,
2017 and applied the required reclassifications on a retrospective basis. Accordingly, in the consolidated balance sheet as of January
28, 2017, $3,251,000 of deferred tax assets were reclassified from current assets to other assets. The adoption of ASU No. 2015-17 did
not have any impact on the Company’s net consolidated financial position, results of operations or cash flows.
In July 2015 the FASB issued ASU No. 2015-11, Inventory (Topic 330): Simplifying the Measurement of Inventory. ASU No.
2015-11 changes the measurement principle for inventory from the lower of cost or market to the lower of cost and net realizable
value. The Company adopted ASU No. 2015-11 effective January 29, 2017 and the adoption did not have a material impact on the
Company’s consolidated financial position, results of operations or cash flows.
Not Yet Adopted
In May 2017 the FASB issued ASU No. 2017-09, Compensation - Stock Compensation (Topic 718): Scope of Modification
Accounting . ASU No. 2017-09 provides guidance about which changes to the terms or conditions of a share-based payment award
require an entity to apply modification accounting in Topic 718. ASU No. 2017-09 is effective for financial statements issued for
annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2017 and interim periods within those years. Earlier application is permitted.
The impact from adoption of the new requirements of ASU No. 2017-09 on the Company’s consolidated financial position or results
of operations has not yet been determined.
In October 2016 the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-16, Income Taxes (Topic 740): Intra-Entity Transfers of Assets Other Than
Inventory . ASU No. 2016-16 amends the accounting for income taxes and requires the recognition of the income tax consequences of
an intercompany asset transfer, other than transfers of inventory, when the transfer occurs. For intercompany transfers of inventory,
the income tax effects will continue to be deferred until the inventory has been sold to a third party. ASU No. 2016-16 is effective for
financial statements issued for annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2017 and interim periods within those years,
using a modified retrospective application method through a cumulative-effect adjustment directly to retained earnings as of the
beginning of the period of adoption. Earlier application is permitted. The impact from adoption of the new requirements of ASU No.
2016-16 on our consolidated financial position or results of operations has not yet been determined.
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In August 2016 the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-15, Statement of Cash Flows (Topic 230): Classification of Certain
Cash Receipts and Cash Payments . ASU No. 2016-15 clarifies and provides guidance on eight specific cash flow classification
issues and is intended to reduce existing diversity in practice in how certain cash receipts and cash payments are presented and
classified in the statement of cash flows. ASU No. 2016-15 is effective for annual reporting periods beginning after December
15, 2017 and interim periods within those years. Earlier application is permitted, provided that all of the amendments are
adopted in the same period. The adoption of the new requirements of ASU No. 2016-15 will not have any impact on our net
consolidated financial position or results of operations.
In February 2016 the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842). ASU No. 2016-02 affects any entity that enters into
a lease (as that term is defined in the ASU) and its guidance supersedes Topic 840, Leases . As it substantively relates to the
Company, ASU No. 2016-02 requires lessees to recognize a right-of-use asset and a lease liability, initially measured at the present
value of the lease payments, in the statement of financial position. For finance leases, lessees are required to recognize interest on the
lease liability separately from amortization of the right-of-use asset in the statement of comprehensive income and to classify
repayments of the principal portion of the lease liability within financing activities and payments of interest on the lease liability and
variable lease payments within operating activities in the statement of cash flows. For operating leases, lessees are required to
recognize a single lease cost, calculated so that the cost of the lease is allocated over the lease term on a generally straight-line basis,
and to classify all cash payments within operating activities in the statement of cash flows. In transition, lessees are required to
recognize and measure leases at the beginning of the earliest period presented using a modified retrospective approach. ASU No.
2016-02 is effective for financial statements issued for annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2018 and interim
periods within those years. Earlier application is permitted. While the Company is still evaluating this standard, given the significant
number of leases the Company is party to, the Company expects this standard will have a material impact on the Company's financial
statements.
In May 2014 the FASB issued ASU No. 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606). ASU No. 2014-09
requires an entity to recognize revenue for the amount of consideration to which it expects to be entitled for the transfer of promised
goods or services to customers. Additionally, ASU No. 2014-09 requires improved disclosures to help users of financial statements
better understand the nature, amount, timing, and uncertainty of revenue that is recognized. The standard will replace most existing
revenue recognition guidance in GAAP when it becomes effective. ASU No. 2014-09 is effective for financial statements issued for
annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2016 and interim periods within those years. In August 2015 the FASB issued
ASU No. 2015-14, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606): Deferral of the Effective Date which deferred the
effective date of ASU No. 2014-09 by one year, making the guidance effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017.
Early adoption will be permitted, but not earlier than the original effective date for annual and interim periods. We will adopt the new
guidance beginning with the first quarter of fiscal 2018 as a cumulative effect adjustment as of the date of adoption. We are in the
process of finalizing our analysis, we do not expect the adoption will have a material impact on our consolidated financial position or
results of operations. In order to determine the impact of ASU No. 2014-09, our assessment included a detailed review of our revenue
streams and a comparison of our historical accounting policies and practices to the new standard.
Change in Accounting Principle
The Company sells gift cards to its customers in its retail stores, through its websites and through select third parties. The
portion of gift cards sold to customers which are never redeemed is commonly referred to as gift card breakage. Prior to fiscal 2017
the Company recognized revenue from gift card breakage after it determined that any legal obligation to report and remit the value
associated with abandoned property had been satisfied. The Company has accumulated a significant amount of historical data from its
past gift card transactions, allowing it to reasonably and objectively determine the pattern of gift card redemptions and a related
estimated gift card breakage rate. In the first quarter of fiscal 2017 the Company elected to record revenue from gift card breakage
over the period of, and in proportion to, the actual redemptions of gift cards based on the Company’s historical breakage. The
Company believes this method is preferable as it better reflects the gift card earnings process resulting in the recognition of gift card
breakage income over the period of gift card redemptions (i.e., over the performance period).
The Company determined that this accounting change represented a change in accounting estimate effected by a change in
accounting principle. In accordance with the requirements of ASC Topic 250 related to such accounting changes, during the first
quarter of fiscal 2017 the Company recognized $0.8 million of revenue as a cumulative adjustment for the accounting change.
Inflation
We do not believe that inflation has had a material effect on our net sales or profitability in the periods presented. However,
there can be no assurance that our business will not be affected by inflation in the future.
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Forward-Looking Statements
Some of the information in this report, including the information incorporated by reference (as well as information included in
oral statements or other written statements made or to be made by us), contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the
“Exchange Act”). The forward-looking statements involve a number of risks and uncertainties. A number of factors could cause our
actual results, performance, achievements or industry results to be materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. These factors include, but are not limited to: the strength or
weakness of the retail industry in general and of apparel purchases in particular, our ability to successfully manage our various
business initiatives, the success of our international business and its expansion, our ability to successfully manage, retain and expand
our leased department and international franchise relationships and marketing partnerships, future sales trends in our various sales
channels, unusual weather patterns, changes in consumer spending patterns, raw material price increases, overall economic conditions
and other factors affecting consumer confidence, demographics and other macroeconomic factors that may impact the level of
spending for maternity apparel (such as fluctuations in pregnancy rates and birth rates), expense savings initiatives, our ability to
anticipate and respond to fashion trends and consumer preferences, unanticipated fluctuations in our operating results, the impact of
competition and fluctuations in the price, availability and quality of raw materials and contracted products, availability of suitable
store locations, continued availability of capital and financing, our ability to hire, develop and retain senior management and sales
associates, our ability to develop and source merchandise, our ability to receive production from foreign sources on a timely basis, our
compliance with applicable financial and other covenants under our financing arrangements, potential debt prepayments, the trading
liquidity of our common stock, changes in market interest rates, our compliance with certain tax incentive and abatement programs,
war or acts of terrorism and other factors referenced in this report, including those set forth under the caption “Item 1A. Risk Factors.”
In addition, these forward-looking statements necessarily depend upon assumptions, estimates and dates that may be incorrect
or imprecise and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors. Accordingly, any forward-looking statements
included in this report do not purport to be predictions of future events or circumstances and may not be realized. Forward-looking
statements can be identified by, among other things, the use of forward-looking terms such as “believes,” “expects,” “may,” “will,”
“should,” “seeks,” “pro forma,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “continues,” “could,” “estimates,” “plans,” “potential,” “predicts,” “goal,”
“objective,” or the negative of any of these terms, or comparable terminology, or by discussions of our outlook, plans, goals, strategy
or intentions. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date made. Except as required by applicable law, including the
securities laws of the United States and the rules and regulations of the SEC, we assume no obligation to update any of these
forward-looking statements to reflect actual results, changes in assumptions or changes in other factors affecting these
forward-looking statements.
Item 7A. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk
The Company is exposed to market risk from changes in interest rates. We have not entered into any market sensitive
instruments for trading purposes. The analysis below presents the sensitivity of the market value of our financial instruments to
selected changes in market interest rates. The range of changes presented reflects our view of changes that are reasonably possible
over a one-year period.
As of February 3, 2018, we had cash and cash equivalents of $1.6 million. Our cash equivalents consist of investments in
money market funds that bear interest at variable rates. A change in market interest rates earned on our investments impacts the
interest income and cash flows, but does not materially impact the fair market value of the financial instruments. Due to the low
balance, average maturity and conservative nature of our investment portfolio, we believe a sudden change in interest rates would not
have a material effect on the value of our investment portfolio. The impact on our future interest income resulting from changes in
investment yields will depend largely on the gross amount of our investment portfolio at that time. However, based upon the
conservative nature of our investment portfolio and current experience, we do not believe a decrease in investment yields would have
a material negative effect on our interest income.
The components of our debt portfolio as of February 3, 2018 are $22.5 million due under our Term Loan, $6.0 million due
under our equipment note, $2.7 million due under a sale and leaseback transaction and the $50.0 million Credit Facility. Each of the
components of our debt portfolio are denominated in United States dollars. The fair value of the debt portfolio is referred to as the
“debt value.” The equipment note bears interest at a fixed rate of 3.38%. Although a change in market interest rates would not affect
the interest incurred or cash flow related to this fixed rate portion of the debt portfolio, the debt value would be affected.
The Term Loan carries a variable interest rate that is tied to market indices with a minimum annual rate of 9.0%. The sensitivity
analysis as it relates to this portion of our debt portfolio assumes an instantaneous 100 basis point move in interest rates above and
below the minimum threshold, with all other variables held constant. The debt value of the Term Loan is approximately $22.5 million.
A 100 basis point increase in market interest rates above the minimum threshold would result in additional annual interest expense on
the Term Loan of approximately $0.2 million. A 100 basis point decline in market interest rates below the minimum threshold would
have no effect on our annual interest expense on the Term Loan.
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Our Credit Facility has variable interest rates that are tied to market indices. As of February 3, 2018, we had $8.0 million
of direct borrowings and $7.3 million of letters of credit outstanding under our Credit Facility. As of February 3, 2018,
borrowings under the Credit Facility would have resulted in interest at a rate between approximately 3.1% and 5.0% per annum.
Interest on any future borrowings under the Credit Facility would, to the extent of outstanding borrowings, be affected by
changes in market interest rates. A change in market interest rates on the variable rate portion of our debt portfolio would impact
the interest expense incurred and cash flows.
The sensitivity analysis as it relates to the fixed rate portion of our debt portfolio assumes an instantaneous 100 basis point
move in interest rates from their levels as of February 3, 2018, with all other variables held constant. A 100 basis point increase in
market interest rates would result in a decrease in the value of the debt by approximately $0.1 million as of February 3, 2018. A 100
basis point decline in market interest rates would cause the debt value to increase by approximately $0.1 million as of February 3,
2018.
Other than as described above, we do not believe that the market risk exposure on other financial instruments is material.
Item 8.

Financial Statements and Supplementary Data

Our Consolidated Financial Statements appear on pages F-1 through F-31, as set forth in Item 15.
Item 9.

Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure

None.
Item 9A. Controls and Procedures
Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Our disclosure controls and procedures are designed to ensure that information required to be disclosed by us in the reports that
are filed or submitted under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in
the SEC’s rules and forms. These disclosure controls and procedures include controls and procedures designed to ensure that
information required to be disclosed under the Exchange Act is accumulated and communicated to our management on a timely basis
to allow decisions regarding required disclosure. We evaluated the effectiveness of the design and operation of our disclosure controls
and procedures as of February 3, 2018. Based on this evaluation, the Company’s Interim Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial
Officer have concluded that as of February 3, 2018 these controls and procedures were effective.
Internal Control over Financial Reporting
(a)

Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

The Company’s management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting
to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of the Company’s financial reporting and the preparation of financial
statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Internal control over financial reporting
includes those policies and procedures that (i) pertain to the maintenance of records that in reasonable detail accurately and fairly
reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the Company, (ii) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded
as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that
receipts and expenditures of the Company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the
Company, and (iii) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use or
disposition of the Company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Management assessed the Company’s internal control over financial reporting as of February 3, 2018, the end of the
Company’s fiscal year. Management based its assessment on criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework (2013)
issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. Management’s assessment included evaluation
of such elements as the design and operating effectiveness of key financial reporting controls, process documentation, accounting
policies, and the Company’s overall control environment.
Based on its assessment, management has concluded that the Company’s internal control over financial reporting was effective
as of the end of the fiscal year to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external reporting purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. The results of
management’s assessment were reviewed with the Audit Committee of the Company’s Board of Directors.
(b)

Change in Internal Control over Financial Reporting

There have been no changes in internal control over financial reporting identified in connection with management’s evaluation
that occurred during the fiscal quarter ended February 3, 2018 that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially
affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
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PART III
Item 10. Directors, Executive Officers and Corporate Governance
Information concerning directors and corporate governance, appearing under the captions “Corporate Governance,” “Election
of Directors” and “Section 16(a) Beneficial Ownership Reporting Compliance” in our Proxy Statement, is incorporated herein by
reference in response to this Item 10. Information concerning executive officers, appearing under the caption “Item 1.
Business—Executive Officers of the Company” in Part I of this Form 10-K, is incorporated herein by reference in response to this
Item 10.
The Board of Directors has adopted a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, which can be found on the Company’s corporate
website at investor.destinationmaternity.com. We intend to satisfy the amendment and waiver disclosure requirements under
applicable securities regulations by posting any amendments of, or waivers to, the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics on our
website.
Item 11. Executive Compensation
The information contained in the Proxy Statement from the sections titled “Compensation Discussion and Analysis,” “Reports
of Committees of the Board of Directors” and “Executive Compensation” with respect to executive compensation, and in the section
titled “Compensation of Directors” with respect to director compensation, is incorporated herein by reference in response to this
Item 11.
Item 12. Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management and Related Stockholder Matters
Securities Authorized for Issuance Under Equity Compensation Plans
The following table provides information as of February 3, 2018 regarding the number of shares of common stock that may be
issued under our equity compensation plans.

Plan Category

Equity compensation plans approved by security
holders
Equity compensation plans not approved by
security holders
Total

Number of
securities to be
issued upon
exercise of
outstanding
options, warrants
and rights

Weighted-average
exercise price of
outstanding options,
warrants and rights

Number of securities
remaining available
for future issuance
under equity
compensation plans
(excluding securities
reflected in the first
column)

471,014 (1)

$

12.14

785,703 (2)

73,255 (3)
544,269

$
$

5.62
11.26

—
785,703

(1) Reflects shares subject to options outstanding under the 2005 Plan.
(2) Reflects shares available under the 2005 Plan (all of which may be issued as shares of restricted stock, restricted stock units or
deferred stock units).
(3) Reflects shares subject to an outstanding option agreement awarded as a non-plan based inducement grant.
The information contained in the section titled “Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management” in the
Proxy Statement, with respect to security ownership of certain beneficial owners and management, is incorporated herein by reference
in response to this Item 12.
Item 13. Certain Relationships and Related Transactions, and Director Independence
The information contained in the sections titled “Corporate Governance” and “Election of Directors” in the Proxy Statement
with respect to certain relationships and director independence, is incorporated herein by reference in response to this Item 13.
Item 14. Principal Accounting Fees and Services
The information contained in the Proxy Statement in the section titled “Auditor Fees and Services” is incorporated herein by
reference in response to this Item 14.
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PART IV
Item 15. Exhibits, Financial Statement Schedules
(a) (1) Financial Statements
The financial statements listed in the accompanying Index to Consolidated Financial Statements and Financial Statement
Schedule are filed as part of this Form 10-K, commencing on page F-1.
(2) Financial Statement Schedules Schedule II—Valuation and Qualifying Accounts.
All other schedules are omitted because they are not applicable or not required, or because the required information is included
in the consolidated financial statements or notes thereto.
(3) Exhibits
See following Index of Exhibits.
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INDEX OF EXHIBITS
Exhibit No.

Description

*3.1

Restated Certificate of Incorporation of the Company (Exhibit 3.1 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K
for the year ended September 30, 2008)

3.2

Bylaws of the Company, effective December 22, 2016

†*10.1

Form of Non-Qualified Stock Option Agreement under the Company’s 2005 Equity Incentive Plan (Exhibit 10.29 to
the the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended September 30, 2006)

†*10.2

Form of Restricted Stock Unit Award Agreement under the Company’s 2005 Equity Incentive Plan (Exhibit 10.47 to
the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended December 31, 2011)

†*10.3

2005 Equity Incentive Plan (as amended and restated) (Exhibit 10.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K
dated January 25, 2013)

†*10.4

Destination Maternity Corporation Stock Ownership Guidelines (Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on
Form 8-K dated January 24, 2014 (the “January 24, 2014 Form 8-K”))

†*10.5

Non-Employee Director Compensation Policy (Exhibit 10.2 to the January 24, 2014 Form 8-K)

*10.6

Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as of December 19, 2016, by and among Destination Maternity Corporation,
Orchestra-Prémaman S.A. and US OP Corporation (Exhibit 2.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated
December 19, 2016)

†*10.7

Destination Maternity Corporation 2013 Management Incentive Program, as amended effective December 3, 2014
(Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated December 1, 2014

†*10.8

Form of Restricted Stock Unit Award Agreement under the Company’s 2005 Equity Incentive Plan (Exhibit 10.1 to
the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated April 1, 2015)

*10.9

Term Loan Credit Agreement dated March 25, 2016, among the Company and Cave Springs, Inc., as Borrowers,
Mothers Work Canada, Inc. and DM Urban Renewal, LLC, as Guarantors, each lender from time to time party
hereto, Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as Administrative Agent, Joint Lead Arranger and Sole Bookrunner,
and TPG Specialty Lending, Inc., as Joint Lead Arranger and Documentation Agent (Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s
Current Report on Form 8-K dated March 25, 2016 (the “March 25, 2016 Form 8-K”))

*10.10

Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated March 25, 2016, among the Company and Cave Springs, Inc., as
Borrowers, Mothers Work Canada, Inc. and DM Urban Renewal, LLC, as Guarantors, each lender from time to time
party hereto and Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as Administrative Agent and Swing Line Lender and Letter
of Credit Issuer (Exhibit 10.2 to the March 25, 2016 Form 8-K)

*10.11

Intercreditor Agreement dated March 25, 2016, among Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as ABL Agent and
Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as Term Agent, acknowledged by the Company, Cave Springs, Inc.,
Mothers Work Canada, Inc. and DM Urban Renewal, LLC (Exhibit 10.3 to the March 25, 2016 Form 8-K)

†*10.12

Transaction Bonus Agreement, dated May 31, 2016, by and between the Company and Anthony M. Romano (Exhibit
10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated May 31, 2016 (the “May 31, 2016 Form 8-K”))

†*10.13

Transaction Bonus and Retention Agreement, dated May 31, 2016, by and between the Company and Ronald J.
Masciantonio (Exhibit 10.2 to the May 31, 2016 Form 8-K)

†*10.14

Amended and Restated Executive Employment Agreement, dated May 31, 2016, by and between the Company and
Ronald J. Masciantonio (Exhibit 10.3 to the May 31, 2016 Form 8-K)

†*10.15

Executive Employment Agreement dated July 20, 2016 between David Stern and the Company (Exhibit 10.1 to the
Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated August 1, 2016 (the “August 1, 2016 Form 8-K”)

†*10.16

Non-Qualified Stock Option Inducement Award Agreement dated August 1, 2016 between David Stern and the
Company (Exhibit 10.2 to the August 1, 2016 Form 8-K)

†*10.17

Restricted Stock Inducement Award Agreement dated August 1, 2016 between David Stern and the Company
(Exhibit 10.3 to the August 1, 2016 Form 8-K)

†*10.18

Restricted Stock Unit Inducement Award Agreement dated August 1, 2016 between David Stern and the Company
(Exhibit 10.4 to the August 1, 2016 Form 8-K)
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*10.19

Governance Agreement, dated as of December 19, 2016, by and among Destination Maternity Corporation,
Orchestra-Prémaman S.A. and Yeled Invest S.à.r.l. (Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated
December 19, 2016 (the “December 19, 2016 Form 8-K”))

*10.20

Consent and Amendment No. 1 to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of December 18, 2016, by and
among Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, Destination Maternity Corporation, Cave Springs, Inc., Mothers
Work Canada, Inc. and DM Urban Renewal, LLC (Exhibit 10.2 to the December 19, 2016 Form 8-K)

*10.21

Consent and Amendment No. 1 to Term Loan Credit Agreement, dated as of December 18, 2016, by and among
Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, TPG Specialty Lending, Inc., Destination Maternity Corporation, Cave
Springs, Inc., Mothers Work Canada, Inc., and DM Urban Renewal, LLC (Exhibit 10.3 to the December 19, 2016
Form 8-K)

*10.22

First Amendment to Intercreditor Agreement, dated December 18, 2016, by and among Wells Fargo Bank, National
Association, Destination Maternity Corporation, Cave Springs, Inc., Mothers Work Canada, Inc. and DM Urban
Renewal, LLC (Exhibit 10.4 to the December 19, 2016 Form 8-K)

†*10.23

Amendment to Transaction Bonus Agreement, dated January 6, 2017, by and between the Company and Anthony M.
Romano (Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated January 6, 2017 (the “January 6, 2017
Form 8-K”))

†*10.24

Amendment to Transaction Bonus and Retention Agreement, dated January 6, 2017, by and between the Company
and Ronald J. Masciantonio (Exhibit 10.2 to the January 6, 2017 Form 8-K)

*10.25

Consulting Agreement, dated as of January 27, 2017, by and between Destination Maternity Corporation and
Orchestra-Prémaman USA Inc. (Exhibit 10.37 to Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended January
28, 2017 (the “2017 Form 10-K”))

*10.26

Consulting Agreement for Construction Project Management and Architectural Services, dated as of February 3,
2017, by and between Destination Maternity and Orchestra-Prémaman USA Inc. (Exhibit 10.38 to the 2017 Form
10-K)

*10.27

Amendment No. 2 to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated as of April 7, 2017, by and among Wells Fargo
Bank, National Association, Destination Maternity Corporation, Cave Springs, Inc., Mothers Work Canada, Inc. and
DM Urban Renewal, LLC (Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated April 7, 2017 (the
“April 7, 2017 Form 8-K”))

*10.28

Amendment No. 2 to Term Loan Credit Agreement, dated as of April 7, 2017, by and among Wells Fargo Bank,
National Association, TPG Specialty Lending, Inc., Destination Maternity Corporation, Cave Springs, Inc., Mothers
Work Canada, Inc., and DM Urban Renewal, LLC (Exhibit 10.2 to the April 7, 2017 Form 8-K)

*10.29

Second Amendment to Intercreditor Agreement, dated as of April 7, 2017, by and among Wells Fargo Bank, National
Association, Destination Maternity Corporation, Cave Springs, Inc., Mothers Work Canada, Inc. and DM Urban
Renewal, LLC (Exhibit 10.3 to the April 7, 2017 Form 8-K)

*10.30

Product Purchase Agreement, dated as of May 1, 2017, by and between Orchestra Prémaman USA Inc. and
Destination Maternity Corporation (Exhibit 10.42 to Amendment No. 1 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form
10-K/A for the year ended January 28, 2017 (the “2016 Form 10-K/A”)

†*10.31

Executive Employment Agreement, dated as of February 21, 2017, by and among Ronald J. Masciantonio, Orchestra
Prémaman S.A. and US OP Corporation (Exhibit 10.43 to the 2016 Form 10-K/A)

†*10.32

Bonus Deferral Letter, dated April 6, 2017, by and between Destination Maternity Corporation and Anthony M.
Romano (Exhibit 10.44 to the 2016 Form 10-K/A)

*10.33

Master Lease Agreement, dated as of May 25, 2017, by and between TFG-New Jersey, L.P. and Destination
Maternity Corporation (Exhibit 10.7 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended April 29,
2017 (the “April 29, 2017 Form 10-Q”))

*10.34

Lease Schedule, dated as of May 25, 2017, by and between TFG-New Jersey, L.P. and Destination Maternity
Corporation (Exhibit 10.8 to the April 29, 2017 Form 10-Q

*10.35

Bill of Sale, dated as of May 25, 2017, by and between TFG-New Jersey, L.P. and Destination Maternity Corporation
(Exhibit 10.9 to the April 29, 2017 Form 10-Q)

*10.36

Sale Leaseback Agreement, dated as of May 25, 2017, by and between TFG-New Jersey, L.P. and Destination
Maternity Corporation (Exhibit 10.10 to the April 29, 2017 Form 10-Q)
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*10.37

Termination Agreement dated July 27, 2017, by and among Orchestra Prémaman, S.A., US OP Corporation, the
Company, Yeled Invest S. à. r. l., and Orchestra Prémaman USA Inc. (Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report
on Form 8-K dated July 27, 2017)

†*10.38

Separation and Release Agreement dated September 7, 2017, between the Company and Anthony M. Romano
(Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated September 7, 2017 (the “September 7, 2017 Form
8-K”))

†*10.39

Letter Agreement dated September 7, 2017, between the Company and B. Allen Weinstein (Exhibit 10.2 to the
September 7, 2017 Form 8-K)

*10.40

Destination Maternity Corporation Amended and Restated 2005 Equity Incentive Plan, adopted as of October 19,
2017 (Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated October 19, 2017)

†*10.41

Retention Agreement dated October 19, 2017, between the Company and Ronald J. Masciantonio (Exhibit 10.4 to the
Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended October 28, 2017 (the “October 28, 2017 Form
10-Q”))

†*10.42

Retention Agreement dated October 19, 2017, between the Company and David Stern (Exhibit 10.5 to the October
28, 2017 Form 10-Q)

†*10.43

Transition Agreement dated November 10, 2017, between the Company and David L. Courtright (Exhibit 10.6 to the
October 28, 2017 Form 10-Q)

†*10.44

Retirement and Release Agreement dated January 2, 2018, between the Company and Allen Weinstein (Exhibit 10.1
to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated January 2, 2018 (the “January 2, 2018 Form 8-K”))

†*10.45

Letter Agreement dated January 3, 2018, between the Company and Melissa Payner-Gregor (Exhibit 10.2 to the
January 2, 2018 Form 8-K)

*10.46

Term Loan Credit Agreement, dated February 1, 2018, by and among Destination Maternity Corporation and Cave
Springs, Inc., as borrowers, Mothers Work Canada, Inc. and DM Urban Renewal, LLC as guarantors, the lenders
from time to time party thereto and Pathlight Capital LLC, as administrative agent and lender (Exhibit 10.1 to the
Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated February 1, 2018 (the “February 1, 2018 Form 8-K”))

10.47

Amendment No. 3 to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated February 1, 2018, by and among Destination
Maternity Corporation and Cave Springs, Inc., as borrowers, Mothers Work Canada, Inc. and DM Urban Renewal,
LLC as guarantors, the lenders from time to time party thereto and Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as
administrative agent and lender

*10.48

Intercreditor Agreement, dated February 1, 2018, by and between Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, as ABL
agent and Pathlight Capital LLC, as term agent, acknowledged by Destination Maternity Corporation, Cave Springs,
Inc., Mothers Work Canada, Inc. and DM Urban Renewal, LLC (Exhibit 10.3 to the February 1, 2018 Form 8-K)

*10.49

Support Agreement, dated as of April 2, 2018, by and between Destination Maternity Corporation,
Orchestra-Prémaman S.A. and Yeled Invest S.A. (Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated
April 2, 2018 (the “April 2, 2018 Form 8-K”))

*10.50

Indemnification Agreement, dated April 2, 2018 between Destination Maternity Corporation and Melissa
Payner-Gregor. Pursuant to Instruction 2 to Item 601 of Regulation S-K, an Indemnification Agreement that is
substantially identical in all material respects, except as to the parties thereto, between the Company and each of the
Company’s other directors, was not filed. (Exhibit 10.2 to the April 2, 2018 Form 8-K)

*18.1

Preferability Letter Regarding Change in Accounting Principle dated June 8, 2017 from KPMG LLP (Exhibit 18.1 to
the April 29, 2017 Form 10-Q)

21

Subsidiaries of the Company

23

Consent of KPMG LLP

31.1

Certification of the Interim Chief Executive Officer Pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

31.2

Certification of the Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer Pursuant to Section 302 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

32.1

Certification of the Interim Chief Executive Officer Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as Adopted Pursuant to
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
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32.2

Description

Certification of the Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as
Adopted Pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

101.INS

XBRL Instance Document

101.SCH

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document

101.CAL

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document

101.DEF

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document

101.LAB

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document

101.PRE

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document

*
†

Incorporated by reference.
Management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.

Item 16. Form 10-K Summary
Optional disclosure, not included in this Form 10-K.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this
report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized on April 19, 2018.
DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION
By:

/S/ MELISSA PAYNER-GREGOR
Melissa Payner-Gregor
Interim Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

By:

/S/ DAVID STERN
David Stern
Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

By:

/S/ RODNEY SCHRIVER
Rodney Schriver
Senior Vice President & Chief Accounting Officer
(Principal Accounting Officer)

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this Report has been signed by the following persons on
April 19, 2018, in the capacities indicated:
/S/ MELISSA PAYNER-GREGOR

Interim Chief Executive Officer and Director
(Principal Executive Officer)

Melissa Payner-Gregor
/S/ DAVID STERN

Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

David Stern
/S/ RODNEY SCHRIVER

Senior Vice President & Chief Accounting Officer
(Principal Accounting Officer)

Rodney Schriver
/S/ BARRY ERDOS

Director
(Non-Executive Chairman of the Board)

Barry Erdos
/S/ MICHAEL J. BLITZER

Director

Michael J. Blitzer
/S/ PETER LONGO

Director

Peter Longo
/S/ PIERRE-ANDRE MESTRE

Director

Pierre-Andre Mestre
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F-1

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
To the Stockholders and the Board of Directors
Destination Maternity Corporation:
Opinion on the Consolidated Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Destination Maternity Corporation and subsidiaries (the
“Company”) as of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017, and the related consolidated statements of operations, comprehensive loss,
stockholders’ equity and cash flows for each of the years in the three-year period ended February 3, 2018 and the related notes and
financial statement schedule Valuation and Qualifying Accounts (collectively, the “consolidated financial statements”). In our
opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Company as of
February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the years in the three-year
period ended February 3, 2018, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.
Basis for Opinion
These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (“PCAOB”) and are required to be independent with respect to the Company in
accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission
and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether
due to error or fraud. The Company is not required to have, nor were we engaged to perform, an audit of its internal control over
financial reporting. As part of our audits, we are required to obtain an understanding of internal control over financial reporting but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly,
we express no such opinion.
Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements,
whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test
basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
consolidated financial statements. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
/s/ KPMG LLP
We have served as the Company’s auditor since 2002.
Philadelphia Pennsylvania
April 19, 2018

F-2

DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(in thousands, except share and per share amounts)
February 3, 2018

January 28, 2017

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade receivables, net
Inventories
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets
Property and equipment, net
Other assets:

$

Deferred line of credit financing costs, net of accumulated amortization of $829 and $717
Other intangible assets, net of accumulated amortization of $907 and $810
Deferred income taxes
Other non-current assets
Total other assets
Total assets
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Current liabilities:
Line of credit borrowings
Current portion of long-term debt
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses and other current liabilities
Total current liabilities
Long-term debt
Deferred rent and other non-current liabilities
Total liabilities

$

$

1,635
6,692
71,256
11,522
91,105
66,146

450
953
2,829
1,099
5,331
162,582

8,000
4,780
30,949
31,661
75,390
23,809
22,715
121,914

$

$

$

2,859
5,683
69,040
9,464
87,046
83,029

456
1,092
3,251
1,113
5,912
175,987

4,600
6,948
17,656
31,359
60,563
31,485
22,789
114,837

Commitments and contingencies (Note 16)
Stockholders’ equity:
Preferred stock, 1,656,381 shares authorized
Series B junior participating preferred stock, $.01 par value; 300,000 shares authorized,
none outstanding
Common stock, $.01 par value; 20,000,000 shares authorized, 14,684,117 and 14,010,417
shares issued and outstanding
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated deficit
Accumulated other comprehensive loss
Total stockholders’ equity
Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity
$

—
147
106,865
(66,274)
(70)
40,668
162,582 $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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—
140
105,775
(44,693)
(72)
61,150
175,987

DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(in thousands, except per share amounts)

February 3, 2018

Net sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit
Selling, general and administrative expenses
Store closing, asset impairment and asset disposal expenses (income)
Other charges, net
Operating loss
Interest expense, net
Loss on extinguishment of debt
Loss before income taxes
Income tax provision (benefit)
Net loss

$

Net loss per share—Basic

Average shares outstanding—Diluted

January 30, 2016

$

406,207 $
192,355
213,852
218,656
6,292
4,912
(16,008)
4,045
1,542
(21,595)
2
(21,597) $

433,699 $
206,271
227,428
223,881
2,768
4,914
(4,135)
3,575
—
(7,710)
25,050
(32,760) $

498,753
252,713
246,040
246,914
(2,084)
6,979
(5,769)
1,520
—
(7,289)
(2,806)
(4,483)

$

(1.57) $

(2.39) $

(0.33)

13,702

$

13,788
(1.57) $
13,788

13,702

Average shares outstanding—Basic
Net loss per share—Diluted

Year Ended
January 28, 2017

(2.39) $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.

13,596
(0.33)
13,596

F-4

DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
(in thousands)

February 3, 2018

Net loss
Foreign currency translation adjustments
Comprehensive loss

$
$

(21,597) $
2
(21,595) $

Year Ended
January 28, 2017

(32,760) $
1
(32,759) $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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January 30, 2016

(4,483)
(9)
(4,492)

DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
(in thousands)
Common Stock
Number
of
Shares
Amount

Balance as of January 31, 2015
Net loss
Foreign currency translation
adjustments
Cash dividends
Stock-based compensation
Exercise of stock options, net
Tax benefit shortfall from stock
option exercises and restricted
stock vesting
Repurchase and retirement of
common stock
Balance as of January 30, 2016
Net loss
Foreign currency translation
adjustments
Dividends forfeited
Stock-based compensation
Exercise of stock options, net
Tax benefit shortfall from stock
option exercises and restricted
stock vesting
Repurchase and retirement of
common stock
Balance as of January 28, 2017
Net loss
Foreign currency translation
adjustments
Dividends forfeited
Stock-based compensation
Repurchase and retirement of
common stock
Balance as of February 3, 2018

13,807
—

$

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

138 $
—

102,370 $
—

—
—
22
11

—
—
—
—

—

—

(312)

—
138
—

(127)
104,784
—

(15)
13,825
—

—
—
2,784
69

—
—
191
2

—
—
2
—

—

—

(760)

—
140
—

(54)
105,775
—

(8)
14,010
—
—
—
693
(19)
14,684

—
—
7

$

—
147 $

—
—
1,799
6

—
—
1,147
(57)
106,865 $

Retained
Earnings
(Accumulated
Deficit)

Accumulated
Other
Comprehensive
Loss

3,558 $
(4,483)
—
(11,026)
—
—

—
—
(11,951)
(32,760)

(64) $ 106,002
—
(4,483)
(9)
—
—
—

—

(9)
(11,026)
2,784
69

(312)

—
(73)
—

(127)
92,898
(32,760)

—
18
—
—

1
—
—
—

1
18
1,801
6

—

—

—
(44,693)
(21,597)
—
16
—
—
(66,274) $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Total

(760)

—
(72)
—

(54)
61,150
(21,597)

2
—
—

2
16
1,154

—
(70) $

(57)
40,668

DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(in thousands)
Year Ended
January 28, 2017

February 3, 2018

Operating Activities
Net loss
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash provided by operating
activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Stock-based compensation expense
Loss on impairment of long-lived assets
Loss on disposal of assets
Loss on extinguishment of debt
Grow NJ award benefit
Deferred income tax provision
Amortization of deferred financing costs
Changes in assets and liabilities:
Decrease (increase) in:
Trade receivables
Inventories
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Other non-current assets
(Decrease) increase in:
Accounts payable, accrued expenses and other current liabilities
Deferred rent and other non-current liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities
Investing Activities
Capital expenditures
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Additions to intangible assets
Net cash used in investing activities
Financing Activities
Increase (decrease) in cash overdrafts
Increase (decrease) in line of credit borrowings
Proceeds from long-term debt
Repayment of long-term debt
Deferred financing costs paid
Withholding taxes on stock-based compensation paid in connection with
repurchase of common stock
Cash dividends paid
Proceeds from exercise of stock options
Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents
Net (Decrease) Increase in Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and Cash Equivalents, Beginning of Period
Cash and Cash Equivalents, End of Period

$

$

(21,597)

$

(32,760)

$

(4,483)

17,592
1,154
5,775
349
1,542
422
—
487

18,032
1,801
2,388
272
—
349
24,614
328

17,231
2,784
1,662
193
—
(3,600)
2,020
166

(1,009)
(2,216)
(1,990)
14

4,471
3,469
328
37

(951)
3,250
3,194
(178)

8,565
(219)
8,869

(11,593)
(1,025 )
10,711

(3,675)
(1,519)
16,094

(6,649)
—
(18)
(6,667)

(12,690)
2
(97)
(12,785)

(29,272)
35
(163)
(29,400)

5,116
3,400
25,901
(34,382)
(3,406)

681
(23,800)
32,000
(4,498)
(1,519)

(277)
28,400
—
(2,801)
(157)

(57)
—
—
(3,428)
2
(1,224)
2,859
1,635

(54)
—
6
2,816
1
743
2,116
2,859

(127)
(11,026)
69
14,081
(8)
767
1,349
2,116

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these Consolidated Financial Statements.
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January 30, 2016

$

DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1.

NATURE OF BUSINESS

Destination Maternity Corporation and subsidiaries (the “Company”) is a specialty designer and retailer of maternity clothing.
The Company operated 1,124 retail locations as of February 3, 2018, including 487 stores and 637 leased departments, throughout the
United States, Puerto Rico and Canada, and markets its maternity apparel on the Internet through its DestinationMaternity.com and
brand-specific websites. The Company also has store franchise and product supply relationships in the Middle East, South Korea,
Mexico, Israel and India. The Company was incorporated in Delaware in 1982.
2.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
a.

Principles of Consolidation and Basis of Financial Statement Presentation

The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and its direct and indirect
wholly-owned subsidiaries: Cave Springs, Inc., Mothers Work Canada, Inc. and Destination Maternity Apparel Private Limited. All
significant intercompany transactions and accounts have been eliminated in consolidation.
b.

Fiscal Year-End

The Company operates on a 52 or 53 week fiscal year ending on the Saturday nearest January 31 of each year. References to the
Company’s fiscal 2017 refer to the 53 week fiscal year, or periods within such fiscal year, which began January 29, 2017 and ended
February 3, 2018. References to the Company’s fiscal 2016 refer to the 52 week fiscal year, or periods within such fiscal year, which
began January 31, 2016 and ended January 28, 2017. References to the Company’s fiscal 2015 refer to the 52 week fiscal year, or
periods within such fiscal year, which began February 1, 2015 and ended January 30, 2016.
c.

Use of Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
requires management to make certain estimates and assumptions that may affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses
during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
d.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, cash in the bank and short-term investments with an original maturity of three
months or less when purchased. Book cash overdrafts, which are outstanding checks in excess of funds on deposit, of $7,947,000 and
$2,831,000 were included in accounts payable as of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017, respectively.
The Company maintains cash accounts that, at times, may exceed federally insured limits. The Company has not experienced
any losses from maintaining cash accounts in excess of such limits. Management believes that it is not exposed to any significant
credit risks on its cash accounts.
e.

Inventories

Inventories are valued at the lower of cost or net realizable value. Cost is determined by the “first-in, first-out” (FIFO) method.
Inventories of goods manufactured by the Company include the cost of materials, freight, direct labor, and design, manufacturing and
distribution overhead.
f.

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment are stated at cost. Depreciation and amortization are computed for financial reporting purposes on a
straight-line basis, using service lives ranging principally from five to ten years for furniture and equipment. Leasehold improvements
are amortized using the straight-line method over the shorter of the lease term or their useful life. The cost of assets sold or retired, and
the related accumulated depreciation or amortization are removed from the accounts with any resulting gain or loss included in net
income. Maintenance and repairs are expensed as incurred, except for the capitalization of major renewals and betterments that extend
the life of the asset. Long-lived assets are reviewed for impairment whenever adverse events, or changes in circumstances or business
climate, indicate that the carrying value may not be recoverable. Factors used in the evaluation include, but are not limited to,
management’s plans for future operations, brand initiatives, recent operating results and projected cash flows. If the associated
undiscounted cash flows are insufficient to support the recorded asset, an impairment loss is recognized to reduce the carrying value of
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the asset. The amount of the impairment loss is determined by comparing the fair value of the asset with the carrying value. During
fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 the Company recorded impairment write-downs of property and equipment totaling $5,743,000,
$2,382,000 and $1,659,000, respectively, on a pretax basis.
g.

Intangible Assets

Intangible assets with definite useful lives consist primarily of patent and lease acquisition costs. The Company capitalizes legal
costs incurred to defend its patents when a successful outcome is deemed probable and to the extent of an evident increase in the value
of the patents. Intangible assets are amortized over the shorter of their useful life or, if applicable, the lease term. Management reviews
the carrying amount of these intangible assets as impairment indicators arise, to assess the continued recoverability based on future
undiscounted cash flows and operating results from the related asset, future asset utilization and changes in market conditions. During
fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 the Company recorded write-downs of intangible assets totaling $32,000, $6,000 and $3,000, respectively,
on a pretax basis. The Company has not identified any indefinite-lived intangible assets. Aggregate amortization expense of intangible
assets in fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 was $126,000, $142,000 and $122,000, respectively.
Estimated amortization expense of the Company’s intangible assets as of February 3, 2018, during our next five future fiscal
years ending on the Saturday nearest January 31 of each year is as follows (in thousands):
Fiscal Year

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
h.

$ 116
109
101
90
82

Deferred Financing Costs

Deferred financing costs are amortized to interest expense over the term of the related debt agreements. Amortization expense
of deferred financing costs in fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 was $487,000, $328,000 and $166,000, respectively. In connection with its
current credit facility amended effective February 1, 2018, and its term loan entered into on February 1, 2018 the Company incurred
approximately $3,406,000 in new costs that were paid in fiscal 2017 and are being deferred and amortized in future periods, and
$1,542,000 of previously deferred financing costs were written off and recorded as loss on extinguishment of debt in the Company’s
consolidated statements of operations (see Notes 8 and 9).
Estimated amortization expense of the Company’s deferred financing costs during future fiscal years ending on the Saturday
nearest January 31 of each year is as follows (in thousands):
Fiscal Year

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
i.

$ 658
634
632
582
582

Deferred Rent

Rent expense on operating leases, including rent holidays and scheduled rent increases, is recorded on a straight-line basis over
the term of the lease commencing on the date the Company takes possession of the leased property, which for stores is generally four
to six weeks prior to a store’s opening date. The net excess of rent expense over the actual cash paid has been recorded as a deferred
rent liability in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets. Tenant improvement allowances received from landlords are also
included in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets as deferred rent liabilities and are amortized as a reduction of rent expense
over the term of the lease from the possession date.
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j.

Treasury (Reacquired) Shares

Shares repurchased are retired and treated as authorized but unissued shares, with the cost in excess of par value of the
reacquired shares charged to additional paid-in capital and the par value charged to common stock.
k.

Fair Value of Financial Instruments

The carrying values of cash and cash equivalents, trade receivables and accounts payable approximate fair value due to the
short-term nature of those instruments. The majority of the Company’s long-term debt bore interest at variable rates, which adjusted
based on market conditions, and the carrying value of the long-term debt approximated fair value. The fair value of the Company’s
debt was determined using a discounted cash flow analysis based on interest rates available to the Company.
l.

Revenue Recognition, Sales Returns and Allowances

Revenue is recognized at the point of sale for retail store sales, including leased department sales, or when merchandise is
delivered to customers for licensed brand product and Internet sales, and when merchandise is shipped to international franchisees.
Leased department revenue is remitted to the Company, less a fixed percentage of the net sales earned by the lease partner (as
stipulated in each agreement), which is considered a store expense and included in selling, general and administrative expenses (see
Note 2p). A liability is established for the retail value of gift cards sold and merchandise credits issued. The liability is relieved and
revenue is recognized over the period of, and in proportion to, the actual redemptions of gift cards based on the Company’s historical
breakage. Allowances for returns are recorded as a reduction of revenue, based on the Company’s historical experience. Revenues are
recorded net of applicable sales taxes.
m.

Other Revenues

Included in net sales are revenues earned by the Company through a variety of marketing partnership programs utilizing the
Company’s opt-in customer database and various in-store marketing initiatives, focused on baby and parent-related products and
services. Revenue from marketing partnership programs is recognized when goods or services are provided. Also included in net sales
are fees and royalties related to international franchise agreements. International franchise fees are earned by the Company when all
material services or conditions related to the international franchise agreement have been substantially performed or satisfied and
royalties are earned based on net sales of the Company’s international franchisees and may include minimum guaranteed royalties.
n.

Cost of Goods Sold

Cost of goods sold in the accompanying consolidated statements of operations includes merchandise costs (including customs
duty expenses), expenses related to inventory shrinkage, product-related corporate expenses (including expenses related to payroll,
benefit costs and operating expenses of the Company’s design and sourcing departments), inventory reserves (including lower of cost
and net realizable value), inbound freight charges, purchasing and receiving costs, inspection costs, distribution center costs (including
occupancy expenses and equipment depreciation), internal transfer costs, and the other costs of the Company’s distribution network,
partially offset by the allocable amount of the Company’s Grow NJ benefit (see Notes 2q and 14).
o.

Shipping and Handling Fees and Costs

The Company includes shipping and handling revenue earned from its Internet activities in net sales. Shipping and handling
costs, which are included in cost of goods sold in the accompanying consolidated statements of operations, include shipping supplies,
related labor costs and third-party shipping costs.
p.

Selling, General and Administrative Expenses

Selling, general and administrative expenses in the accompanying consolidated statements of operations include advertising and
marketing expenses, corporate administrative expenses, corporate headquarters occupancy expenses, store expenses (including store
payroll and store occupancy expenses), and store opening expenses, partially offset by the allocable amount of the Company’s Grow
NJ benefit (see Notes 2q and 14).
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q.

Government Incentives

The Company recognizes the estimated benefit from its Grow NJ award (see Note 14) as a reduction to distribution center and
corporate headquarters costs that result from the relocation of these facilities to New Jersey (primarily occupancy expenses and
equipment depreciation). The Grow NJ award benefit is recognized ratably over the ten-year life of the award and provides the
Company with transferrable income tax credits. When recognized such income tax credits are included in the consolidated balance
sheets as deferred income tax assets, net of a valuation allowance, and net of federal and state income tax effect, to reflect the expected
amount to be realized from subsequent sales of the income tax credits.
r.

Advertising Costs

The Company expenses the costs of advertising when the advertising first occurs. Advertising expenses, including Internet
advertising expenses, were $15,563,000, $12,869,000 and $15,877,000 in fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015, respectively.
s.

Stock-based Compensation

The Company recognizes employee stock-based compensation as a cost in the accompanying consolidated statements of
operations. Stock-based awards are measured at the grant date fair value and the compensation expense is recorded generally on a
straight-line basis over the vesting period, net of estimated forfeitures. Excess tax benefits related to stock option exercises and
restricted stock vesting are recognized as income tax expense or benefit in the consolidated statements of operations.
t.

Store Closing, Asset Impairment and Asset Disposal Expenses (Income)

Store closing expenses include lease termination fees, gains or losses on disposal of closed store assets and recognition of
unamortized deferred rent. Asset impairment expenses represent losses recognized to reduce the carrying value of impaired long-lived
assets. Asset disposal expenses represent gains or losses on disposal of assets other than in connection with store closings, including
assets disposed from remodeling or relocation of stores.
u.

Income Taxes

The Company utilizes the asset and liability method of accounting for income taxes. Under this method, deferred tax assets and
liabilities are recognized for the expected future tax consequences of temporary differences between the carrying amounts and the tax
bases of assets and liabilities as well as from net operating loss and tax credit carryforwards. The effect on deferred tax assets and
liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in operations in the period that includes the enactment date. On a quarterly basis the
Company evaluates the realizability of its deferred tax assets. The evaluation includes the consideration of all available evidence, both
positive and negative, regarding historical operating results including recent years with reported losses, the estimated timing of future
reversals of existing taxable temporary differences, estimated future taxable income exclusive of reversing temporary differences and
carryforwards, and potential tax planning strategies which may be employed to prevent an operating loss or tax credit carryforward
from expiring unused. In situations where a three-year cumulative loss condition exists, accounting standards limit the ability to
consider projections of future results as positive evidence to assess the realizability of deferred tax assets. A valuation allowance is
established when it is estimated that it is more likely than not that the tax benefit of a deferred tax asset will not be realized.
Under the accounting standard for uncertain income tax positions, recognition of a tax benefit occurs when a tax position is
estimated by management to be more likely than not to be sustained upon examination, based solely on its technical
merits. Derecognition of a previously recognized tax position would occur if it is subsequently determined that the tax position no
longer meets the more-likely-than-not threshold of being sustained. Recognized tax positions are measured at the largest amount that
management believes has a greater than 50% likelihood of being finalized. The Company records interest and penalties related to
unrecognized tax benefits in income tax provision.
v.

Net Loss per Share and Cash Dividends

Basic net income (loss) (or earnings) per share (“Basic EPS”) is computed by dividing net income (loss) by the weighted
average number of common shares outstanding, excluding restricted stock awards for which the restrictions have not lapsed. Diluted
net income (loss) (or earnings) per share (“Diluted EPS”) is computed by dividing net income (loss) by the weighted average number
of common shares outstanding, after giving effect to the potential dilution, if applicable, from the assumed lapse of restrictions on
restricted stock awards and exercise of stock options into shares of common stock as if those stock options were exercised. Common
shares issuable in connection with the award of performance-based restricted stock units (“RSUs”) are excluded from the calculation
of EPS until the RSUs’ performance conditions are achieved and the shares in respect of the RSUs become issuable (see Note 12).
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The following table summarizes those effects for the Basic EPS and Diluted EPS calculations (in thousands, except per share
amounts):

February 3, 2018

Net loss

$

Net loss per share—Basic

$

Net loss per share—Diluted

$

Average number of shares outstanding—Basic
Incremental shares from the assumed exercise of
outstanding stock options
Incremental shares from the assumed lapse of
restrictions on restricted stock awards
Average number of shares outstanding—Diluted

(21,597) $
(1.57) $
(1.57)

Year Ended
January 28, 2017

(32,760) $
(2.39) $
(2.39) $

January 30, 2016

(4,483)
(0.33)
(0.33)

13,788

13,702

13,596

—

—

—

—
13,788

—
13,702

—
13,596

Options and unvested restricted stock totaling approximately 1,398,000, 1,232,000 and 901,000 shares of the Company's
common stock were outstanding as February 3, 2018, January 28, 2017 and January 30, 2016 respectively, but were not included in
the computation of Diluted EPS for fiscal 2017, 2016 or 2015 due to the Company's net loss. Had the Company reported a profit for
fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 the weighted average number of dilutive shares outstanding for computation of Diluted EPS would have
been approximately 13,806,000, 13,720,000 and 13,624,000 shares, respectively.
During fiscal 2015 the Company paid cash dividends totaling $11,026,000 ($0.80 per share) In connection with a debt
refinancing in March 2016 the Company suspended its quarterly dividend and accordingly no cash dividends were paid by the
Company during fiscal 2017 or 2016 (see Note 9). During fiscal 2017 and 2016 $16,000 and $18,000, respectively, of previously
declared and undistributed dividends, for which payment was subject to completion of service requirements under restricted stock
awards, were forfeited back to the Company in connection with the cancellation of the awards.
w.

Statements of Cash Flows

In fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 the Company paid interest of $3,734,000, $3,063,000, $1,404,000, respectively, and made
income tax payments, net of refunds, of $(4,141,000), $(324,000), $(5,347,000), respectively.
x.

Business and Credit Risk

Financial instruments, primarily cash and cash equivalents and trade receivables, potentially subject the Company to
concentrations of credit risk. The Company limits its credit risk associated with cash and cash equivalents by placing such investments
in highly liquid funds and instruments. Trade receivables associated with third-party credit cards are processed by financial
institutions, which are monitored for financial stability. Trade receivables associated with licensed brand, leased department,
international franchise and other relationships are evaluated for collectability based on a combination of factors, including aging of
trade receivables, write-off experience and past payment trends. The Company is dependent on key suppliers to provide sufficient
quantities of inventory at competitive prices. No single supplier represented 20% or more of net purchases in fiscal 2017, 2016 or
2015. A significant majority of the Company’s purchases during fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 were imported. Management believes that
any event causing a disruption of imports from any specific country could be mitigated by moving production to readily available
alternative sources.
y.

Insurance

The Company is self-insured for workers’ compensation, general liability and automotive liability claims, and employee-related
healthcare claims, up to certain stop-loss limits. Such costs are accrued based on known claims and an estimate of incurred but not
reported claims. Liabilities associated with these risks are estimated by considering historical claims experience and other actuarial
assumptions.
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z.

Store Preopening Costs

Non-capital expenditures, such as payroll costs incurred prior to the opening of a new store, are charged to expense in the
period in which they were incurred.
aa. Newly Adopted Accounting Pronouncements
In March 2016 the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued Accounting Standards Update (“ASU”) No.
2016-09, Compensation - Stock Compensation (Topic 718): Improvements to Employee Share-Based Payment Accounting . ASU No.
2016-09 affects all entities that issue share-based payment awards to their employees. ASU No. 2016-09 simplifies several aspects of
the accounting for share-based payment transactions, including the income tax consequences, classification of awards as either equity
or liabilities, and classification on the statement of cash flows, including recognizing all excess tax benefits and tax deficiencies as
income tax expense or benefit in the income statement rather than in additional paid-in capital. The Company adopted ASU No.
2016-09 effective January 29, 2017 and the adoption did not have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated financial position,
results of operations or cash flows.
In November 2015 the FASB issued ASU No. 2015-17, Income Taxes (Topic 740): Balance Sheet Classification of Deferred
Taxes . To simplify the presentation of deferred income taxes, ASU No. 2015-17 requires that deferred tax liabilities and assets be
classified as noncurrent in a classified statement of financial position. The Company adopted ASU No. 2015-17 effective January 29,
2017 and applied the required reclassifications on a retrospective basis. Accordingly, in the consolidated balance sheet as of January
28, 2017, $3,251,000 of deferred tax assets were reclassified from current assets to other assets. The adoption of ASU No. 2015-17 did
not have any impact on the Company’s net consolidated financial position, results of operations or cash flows.
In July 2015 the FASB issued ASU No. 2015-11, Inventory (Topic 330): Simplifying the Measurement of Inventory. ASU No.
2015-11 changes the measurement principle for inventory from the lower of cost or market to the lower of cost and net realizable
value. The Company adopted ASU No. 2015-11 effective January 29, 2017 and the adoption did not have a material impact on the
Company’s consolidated financial position, results of operations or cash flows.
bb. Recent Accounting Pronouncements – Not Yet Adopted
In May 2017 the FASB issued ASU No. 2017-09, Compensation - Stock Compensation (Topic 718): Scope of Modification
Accounting . ASU No. 2017-09 provides guidance about which changes to the terms or conditions of a share-based payment award
require an entity to apply modification accounting in Topic 718. ASU No. 2017-09 is effective for financial statements issued for
annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2017 and interim periods within those years. Earlier application is permitted.
The impact from adoption of the new requirements of ASU No. 2017-09 on the Company’s consolidated financial position or results
of operations has not yet been determined.
In October 2016 the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-16, Income Taxes (Topic 740): Intra-Entity Transfers of Assets Other Than
Inventory . ASU No. 2016-16 amends the accounting for income taxes and requires the recognition of the income tax consequences of
an intercompany asset transfer, other than transfers of inventory, when the transfer occurs. For intercompany transfers of inventory,
the income tax effects will continue to be deferred until the inventory has been sold to a third party. ASU No. 2016-16 is effective for
financial statements issued for annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2017 and interim periods within those years,
using a modified retrospective application method through a cumulative-effect adjustment directly to retained earnings as of the
beginning of the period of adoption. Earlier application is permitted. The impact from adoption of the new requirements of ASU No.
2016-16 on the Company’s consolidated financial position or results of operations has not yet been determined.
In August 2016 the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-15, Statement of Cash Flows (Topic 230): Classification of Certain Cash
Receipts and Cash Payments . ASU No. 2016-15 clarifies and provides guidance on eight specific cash flow classification issues and
is intended to reduce existing diversity in practice in how certain cash receipts and cash payments are presented and classified in the
statement of cash flows. ASU No. 2016-15 is effective for annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2017 and interim
periods within those years. Earlier application is permitted, provided that all of the amendments are adopted in the same period. The
adoption of the new requirements of ASU No. 2016-15 will not have any impact on the Company’s net consolidated financial position
or results of operations.
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In February 2016 the FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842). ASU No. 2016-02 affects any entity that enters into
a lease (as that term is defined in the ASU) and its guidance supersedes Topic 840, Leases . As it substantively relates to the
Company, ASU No. 2016-02 requires lessees to recognize a right-of-use asset and a lease liability, initially measured at the present
value of the lease payments, in the statement of financial position. For finance leases, lessees are required to recognize interest on the
lease liability separately from amortization of the right-of-use asset in the statement of comprehensive income and to classify
repayments of the principal portion of the lease liability within financing activities and payments of interest on the lease liability and
variable lease payments within operating activities in the statement of cash flows. For operating leases, lessees are required to
recognize a single lease cost, calculated so that the cost of the lease is allocated over the lease term on a generally straight-line basis,
and to classify all cash payments within operating activities in the statement of cash flows. In transition, lessees are required to
recognize and measure leases at the beginning of the earliest period presented using a modified retrospective approach. ASU No.
2016-02 is effective for financial statements issued for annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2018 and interim
periods within those years. Earlier application is permitted. While the Company is still evaluating this standard, given the significant
number of leases the Company is party to, the Company expects this standard will have a material impact on the Company's
consolidated financial statements.
In May 2014 the FASB issued ASU No. 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606). ASU No. 2014-09
requires an entity to recognize revenue for the amount of consideration to which it expects to be entitled for the transfer of promised
goods or services to customers. Additionally, ASU No. 2014-09 requires improved disclosures to help users of financial statements
better understand the nature, amount, timing, and uncertainty of revenue that is recognized. The standard will replace most existing
revenue recognition guidance in GAAP when it becomes effective. ASU No. 2014-09 is effective for financial statements issued for
annual reporting periods beginning after December 15, 2016 and interim periods within those years. In August 2015 the FASB issued
ASU No. 2015-14, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606): Deferral of the Effective Date which deferred the
effective date of ASU No. 2014-09 by one year, making the guidance effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017.
Early adoption will be permitted, but not earlier than the original effective date for annual and interim periods. We will adopt the new
guidance beginning with the first quarter of fiscal 2018 as a cumulative effect adjustment as of the date of adoption. While we are in
the process of finalizing our analysis, we do not expect that the adoption will have a material impact on our consolidated financial
position or results of operations.
cc.

Change in Accounting Principle

The Company sells gift cards to its customers in its retail stores, through its websites and through select third parties. The
portion of gift cards sold to customers which are never redeemed is commonly referred to as gift card breakage. Prior to fiscal 2017
the Company recognized revenue from gift card breakage after it determined that any legal obligation to report and remit the value
associated with abandoned property had been satisfied. The Company has accumulated a significant amount of historical data from its
past gift card transactions, allowing it to reasonably and objectively determine the pattern of gift card redemptions and a related
estimated gift card breakage rate. In the first quarter of fiscal 2017 the Company elected to record revenue from gift card breakage
over the period of, and in proportion to, the actual redemptions of gift cards based on the Company’s historical breakage. The
Company believes this method is preferable as it better reflects the gift card earnings process resulting in the recognition of gift card
breakage income over the period of gift card redemptions (i.e., over the performance period).
The Company determined that this accounting change represented a change in accounting estimate effected by a change in
accounting principle. In accordance with the requirements of ASC Topic 250 related to such accounting changes, during the first
quarter of fiscal 2017 the Company recognized $0.8 million of revenue as a cumulative adjustment for the accounting change.
3.

TRADE RECEIVABLES

Trade receivables are recorded based on revenue recognized for sales of the Company’s merchandise and for other revenue
earned by the Company through its marketing partnership programs and international franchise agreements, and are non-interest
bearing. The Company evaluates the collectability of trade receivables based on a combination of factors, including aging of trade
receivables, write-off experience, analysis of historical trends and expectations of future performance. An allowance for doubtful
accounts is recorded for the amount of trade receivables that are considered unlikely to be collected. When the Company’s collection
efforts are unsuccessful, uncollectible trade receivables are charged against the allowance for doubtful accounts. As of February 3,
2018 and January 28, 2017 the Company’s trade receivables were net of allowance for doubtful accounts of $166,000 and $163,000,
respectively.
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4.

INVENTORIES
Inventories as of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 were comprised of the following (in thousands):
February 3, 2018

Finished goods
Work-in-progress
Raw materials

$

$

5.

70,687
182
387
71,256

January 28, 2017

$

$

68,346
212
482
69,040

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, NET
Property and equipment as of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 was comprised of the following (in thousands):
February 3, 2018

Furniture and equipment
Leasehold improvements
Construction in progress

$

Less: accumulated depreciation and amortization
$

75,140
89,030
—
164,170
(98,024)
66,146

January 28, 2017

$

$

73,904
103,198
3,388
180,490
(97,461)
83,029

Aggregate depreciation and amortization expense of property and equipment in fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 was $17,466,000,
$17,890,000, $17,109,000, respectively. During fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 the Company recorded pretax charges of $5,743,000,
$2,382,000, $1,659,000, respectively, related to the impairment of leasehold improvements and furniture and equipment at certain of
its retail locations.
6.

ACCRUED EXPENSES AND OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES

As of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 accrued expenses and other current liabilities were comprised of the following (in
thousands):
February 3, 2018

Employee compensation and benefits
Insurance, primarily self-insurance reserves
Gift certificates and store credits
Deferred rent
Sales and use taxes
Product return reserve
Accounting and legal
Accrued property, plant and equipment additions
Income taxes payable
Other

$

$
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7,133
5,048
3,385
3,211
2,638
2,799
714
218
—
6,515
31,661

January 28, 2017

$

$

6,754
5,421
4,305
3,507
2,591
1,615
1,276
316
12
5,562
31,359
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7.

DEFERRED RENT AND OTHER NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

As of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 deferred rent and other non-current liabilities were comprised of the following (in
thousands):
February 3, 2018

Deferred rent
Less: current portion included in accrued expenses and other
current liabilities
Non-current deferred rent
Accrued income taxes
Other

8.

$

25,407

$

(3,211)
22,196
380
139
22,715

January 28, 2017

$

25,398

$

(3,507)
21,891
752
146
22,789

LINE OF CREDIT

After completion of a debt refinancing on February 1, 2018 the Company has a $50,000,000 senior secured revolving credit
facility (the “Credit Facility”), which was amended and restated in connection with the issuance of the Company’s $25,000,000 Term
Loan (see Note 9). The previous $70,000,000 Credit Facility had been in place since March 25, 2016. In connection with the Term
Loan financing the maturity date of the Credit Facility was extended to January 31, 2023 and certain availability reserves were
reduced or eliminated. Proceeds from advances under the Credit Facility with certain restrictions may be used to provide financing for
working capital, letters of credit, capital expenditures, and other general corporate purposes.
The Credit Facility contains various affirmative and negative covenants and representations and warranties including the
requirement that the Company maintain Excess Availability (as defined in the related Credit Agreement) of more than the greater of
10% of the Combined Loan Caps (as defined in the related Credit Agreement) and $7,000,000. In the event that the outstanding
balance of the Term Loan exceeds the Term Loan Borrowing Base (as defined in the related Term Loan Agreement) then a reserve
will be imposed against availability under the Credit Facility. The Credit Facility is secured by a security interest in the Company’s
trade receivables, inventory, letter of credit rights, cash, intangibles and certain other assets. The interest rate on outstanding
borrowings is equal to, at the Company’s election, either 1) the lender’s base rate plus 0.50% or 2) a LIBOR rate plus 1.0%. The
Company also pays an unused line fee under the Credit Facility of 0.25% per annum.
Any amounts outstanding under the Credit Facility may be accelerated and become due and payable immediately and all loan
and letter of credit commitments thereunder may be terminated upon an event of default and expiration of any applicable cure period.
Events of default include: 1) nonpayment of obligations due under the subject loan agreement and related loan documents, 2)
cross-defaults to other indebtedness and documents, 3) failure to perform any covenant or agreement contained in the subject loan
agreement, 4) material misrepresentations, 5) failure to pay, or certain other defaults under, other material indebtedness of the
Company, 6) certain bankruptcy or insolvency events, 7) a change of control, 8) indictments of the Company or senior management in
a material forfeiture action, 9) default under certain material contracts to the extent such termination or default has or could reasonably
be expected to have a material adverse effect, and 9) customary ERISA defaults, among others.
In connection with the original execution and subsequent amendments of the Credit Facility, the Company incurred deferred
financing costs of $1,280,000 including $107,000 paid in fiscal 2017. These deferred financing costs are being amortized over the
term of the Credit Facility agreement and included in “interest expense, net” in the consolidated statements of operations.
As of February 3, 2018 the Company had $8,000,000 in outstanding borrowings under the Credit Facility, $7,327,000 in letters
of credit and $26,848,000 of availability based on the Company’s Borrowing Base formula and availability reserve requirements. As
of January 28, 2017 the Company had $4,600,000 in outstanding borrowings under the Credit Facility, $5,827,000 in letters of credit
and $19,374,000 of availability. For fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 borrowings had a weighted interest rate of 3.65%, 2.84%, 3.05% per
annum, respectively. During fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 the Company’s average level of direct borrowings was $9,454,000,
$11,191,000 and $26,835,000, respectively, and the Company’s maximum borrowings during fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 were
$17,100,000, $42,700,000, $40,900,000, respectively.
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9.

LONG-TERM DEBT

On February 1, 2018 (the “Closing Date”) the Company entered into a Term Loan Credit Agreement (the “Term Loan
Agreement”) which provides for a term loan of up to $25,000,000 which matures on January 31, 2023 (the “Term Loan”). On the
Closing Date the Company borrowed $22,500,000 net of fees against the Term Loan and used the proceeds, in addition to $3,600,000
borrowed under our Credit Facility (see Note 8) to pay off the $22,999,000 balance of our then existing term loan (the “Prior Term
Loan”) and $3,226,000 of fees and interest associated with the transaction. The Term Loan provides for an additional loan of
$2,500,000 which can be borrowed at the Company’s discretion within a period of 45 days after delivery to the lender of our first
quarter fiscal 2018 financial statements and satisfaction of certain other requirements. There is a minimum excess availability
requirement of the greater of 10% of the combined loan cap, as defined in the Term Loan Agreement, or $7,000,000.
The interest rate on the Term Loan is equal to a LIBOR rate plus 9.0%. The Company is required to make minimum
repayments of the principal amount of the Term Loan in quarterly installments of $312,500 each quarter commencing on July 31,
2018, with the remaining outstanding balance payable on the maturity date. Additionally, the Term Loan can be prepaid at the
Company's option subject to certain restrictions and subject to a prepayment premium as follows: 1) if the prepayment occurs on or
prior to the second anniversary of the Closing Date, the greater of a) interest on the prepayment that would otherwise have been paid
with the 24 month period following the Closing Date minus actual interest payments made through the prepayment date and b) 2% of
the prepayment and 2) 2% of the prepayment amount if paid between the second and third anniversary of the Closing Date.
The Term Loan is secured by a security interest in substantially all of the assets of the Company, including accounts receivable,
inventory, equipment, letter of credit rights, cash, intellectual property and other intangibles, and certain other assets. The security
interest granted to the Term Lenders is, in certain respects, subordinate to the security interest granted to the Credit Facility Lender.
The Term Loan Agreement prohibits the payment of dividends or share repurchases by the Company for three years and imposes
certain restrictions on the Company's ability to, among other things, incur additional indebtedness and enter into other various types of
transactions.
On March 25, 2016 the Company entered into a Term Loan Agreement Credit Agreement (the “Prior Term Loan Agreement”)
for the $32,000,000 Prior Term Loan that had a maturity date of March 25, 2021. The proceeds were used to repay a portion of the
indebtedness that was outstanding under our credit facility at that time. The interest rate on the Prior Term Loan was equal to a
LIBOR rate (with a 1.0% LIBOR floor) plus 7.5%. We were required to make minimum repayments of the principal amount in
quarterly installments of $800,000 with the remaining outstanding balance payable on the maturity date. As amended on December
19, 2016 and April 7, 2017, the Prior Term Loan Agreement contained various minimum excess availability requirements including
$5,000,000 against availability under our Credit Facility that was reduced dollar for dollar for prepayments of the Prior Term Loan,
and an amount equal to the greater of 10% of the Combined Loan Cap (as defined in the Credit Facility Agreement) or $10,000,000.
In connection with the execution of the Term Loan Agreement, the Prior Term Loan Agreement and subsequent amendments,
the Company incurred deferred financing costs of $4,557,000. Of this amount, the unamortized balance of $1,542,000 in deferred
financing costs incurred in connection with the Prior Term Loan were written off upon entering into the Term Loan and charged to
loss on extinguishment of debt in our consolidated statements of operations. There were $2,460,000 of deferred financing costs
incurred in connection with the Term Loan. These deferred financing costs are reflected as a direct deduction from the Term Loan
liability in the consolidated balance sheets and are being amortized over the term of the Term Loan Agreement. The amortization is
included in “interest expense, net” in the consolidated statements of operations.
As of February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 there was $22,500,000 and $30,400,000, respectively, of principal outstanding
under the Term Loan and Prior Term Loan.
As of February 3, 2018 and January 31, 2017 there was $6,051,000 and $9,302,000, respectively, outstanding under a five-year
equipment financing arrangement with the Company’s Credit Facility bank. The equipment note bears annual interest at 3.38%, with
payments of $272,000 (including interest) due monthly through December 2019. The equipment note is collateralized by substantially
all of the material handling equipment at the Company’s distribution facility in Florence, New Jersey (see Note 5). Any amounts
outstanding under the equipment note may be accelerated and become due and payable immediately upon an event of default and
expiration of any applicable cure period. The specified events of default are substantially the same as those in the Credit Facility
agreement (see Note 8).
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On June 6, 2017 the Company received $3,401,000 in proceeds from a three-year financing arrangement in the form of a sale
and leaseback for certain furniture, fixtures and software. Monthly payments are $123,000 for the first 24 months and $48,000 for
months 25 to 36. At the end of the leaseback term, the Company has the option to extend the financing arrangement for an additional
year or to repurchase the financed property for a price to be agreed upon. All of the proceeds from the transaction were used to prepay
a portion of the Company’s Prior Term Loam. As of February 3, 2018 there was $2,670,000 of principal outstanding under this
financing arrangement.
Future maturities of long-term debt are as follows (in thousands):
Fiscal Year

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

$

$

5,247
4,898
2,013
1,250
17,813
31,221

10. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS
The accounting standard for fair value measurements defines fair value as the price that would be received to sell an asset or
paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The standard establishes a
framework for measuring fair value focused on exit price and creates a fair value hierarchy in order to increase the consistency and
comparability of fair value measurements as follows:
•

Level 1 – Quoted market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities

•

Level 2 – Observable market-based inputs or inputs that are corroborated by observable market data

•

Level 3 – Unobservable inputs that are not corroborated by market data

At both February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 the Company had cash equivalents of $4,000. The Company’s cash equivalents
consist of investments in money market funds for which the carrying value approximates fair value (based on Level 1 inputs) due to
the short-term nature of those instruments. The carrying values of trade receivables and accounts payable approximate fair value due
to the short-term nature of those instruments.
The Company’s Credit Facility has variable interest rates that are tied to market indices. As of February 3, 2018 and January 28,
2017 the Company had $8,000,000 and $4,600,000, respectively, of direct borrowings outstanding under the Credit Facility. The
carrying value of the Company’s Credit Facility borrowings approximates fair value as the variable interest rates approximate current
market rates, which the Company considers to be Level 2 inputs.
The Company’s Term Loan, which represents a significant majority of the Company’s long-term debt, bears interest at variable
rates, which adjust based on market conditions with a minimum annual rate of 9.0%. The carrying value of the Company’s Term Loan
approximates fair value as the variable interest rates approximate current market rates for similar instruments available to companies
with comparable credit quality, which the Company considers to be Level 2 inputs. The fair value of the Company’s fixed-rate
equipment note was determined using a discounted cash flow analysis based on interest rates currently available to the Company,
which the Company considers to be Level 2 inputs. The difference between the carrying value and fair value of long-term debt held by
the Company with a fixed rate of interest is not material.
The fair value accounting standards provide a company with the option to report selected financial assets and liabilities on an
instrument-by-instrument basis at fair value and requires such company to display the fair value of those assets and liabilities for
which the company has chosen to use fair value on the face of the balance sheet. The Company has not elected the fair value option
for its financial assets and liabilities that had not been previously measured at fair value.
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11. COMMON AND PREFERRED STOCK
The Company’s Board of Directors previously approved a program to repurchase up to $10,000,000 of the Company’s
outstanding common stock that expired as of July 31, 2016. Under the program, the Company was authorized to repurchase shares
from time to time through solicited or unsolicited transactions in the open market or in negotiated or other transactions. No shares
were repurchased under this program. The Term Loan Agreement, effective February 1, 2018, prohibits the payment of dividends or
share repurchases by the Company for three years.
The Company has authorization to issue up to 1,656,381 shares of preferred stock, par value $0.01, with 300,000 shares
authorized for Series B Junior Participating Preferred Stock. There was no preferred stock issued or outstanding as of February 3,
2018 and January 28, 2017.
12. EQUITY AWARD PLANS
In January 2006 the stockholders of the Company approved the adoption of the Amended and Restated 2005 Equity Incentive
Plan (the “2005 Plan”) and, subsequently, have approved amendments to increase the number of issuable shares. Under the 2005 Plan,
employees, directors, consultants and other individuals who provide services to the Company may be granted awards in the form of
stock options, stock appreciation rights, restricted stock, restricted stock units or deferred stock units. Up to 3,550,000 shares of the
Company’s common stock may be issued in respect of awards under the 2005 Plan, as amended, with no more than 2,250,000 of those
shares permitted to be issued in respect of restricted stock, restricted stock units, or deferred stock units granted under the 2005 Plan.
Awards of stock options to purchase the Company’s common stock will have exercise prices as determined by the Compensation
Committee of the Board of Directors (the “Compensation Committee”), but such exercise prices may not be lower than the fair market
value of the stock on the date of grant.
No stock options have been granted by the Company with an exercise price less than the fair market value of the Company’s
common stock on the date of grant for any of the periods presented. The majority of the stock options issued under the 2005 Plan vest
ratably over four-year periods and stock options issued under the 2005 Plan generally expire ten years from the date of grant.
Restricted stock awards issued under the 2005 Plan generally have restrictions that lapse ratably over periods ranging from one to four
years, however, up to 177,500 restricted stock awards may be issued with a vesting period of less than one year. The non-executive
chairman of the Company’s Board of Directors is granted 6,000 shares of restricted stock and each non-employee director, other than
the non-executive chairman, of the Company’s Board of Directors is granted 4,000 shares of restricted stock on an annual basis that
will vest one year from the date of grant. The Company issues new shares of common stock upon exercise of vested stock options. As
of February 3, 2017 there were 785,703 shares of the Company’s common stock available for grant under the 2005 Plan in the form of
stock options, restricted stock, restricted stock units or deferred stock units.
Stock option activity for all plans was as follows:
Weighted
Average
Exercise Price

Outstanding
Stock Options
(in thousands)

Weighted
Average
Remaining Life
(years)

Aggregate
Intrinsic Value
(in thousands)

Balance—January 28, 2017
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited
Expired
Balance—February 3, 2018

955
—
—
411
—
544

$

11.68

$

11.26

7.3

$

—

Exercisable— February 3, 2018

273

$

13.94

6.6

$

—

12.25

During fiscal 2017 there were no stock options exercised. During fiscal 2016 and 2015 the total intrinsic value of stock options
exercised was $5,000 and $63,000, respectively. The total cash received from these stock option exercises was $6,000, and
$69,000,
respectively, and the actual tax benefit realized for the tax deductions from these option exercises was $2,000 and
$24,000, respectively.
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There were no stock options granted in fiscal 2017. The weighted-average fair value of stock options granted during fiscal 2016
and 2015 was estimated to be $2.96 and $2.58 per option share, respectively. The weighted-average fair value of each option granted
is calculated on the date of grant using the Black-Scholes option pricing model.
Weighted-average assumptions for option grants were as follows:
Year Ended
January 28, 2017

February 3, 2018

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Expected dividend yield
Expected price volatility
Risk-free interest rate
Expected life

January 30, 2016

none
45.0%
1.3%
5.3 years

5.7%
36.1%
1.4%
5.0 years

There were no option grants during the fiscal year ended February 3, 2018. Expected dividend yield was determined using a
weighted average of the Company’s annualized dividend rate compared to the market price of the Company’s common stock as of the
grant date. Expected volatility was determined using a weighted average of the historic volatility of the Company’s common stock as
of the option grant date measured over a period equal to the expected life of the grant. Risk-free interest rates were based on the
United States Treasury yield curve in effect at the date of the grant. Expected lives were determined using a weighted average of the
historic lives of previously issued grants of the Company’s stock options.
The following table summarizes information about stock options outstanding as of February 3, 2018:
Stock Options Outstanding

Range of Exercise Prices

Number
Outstanding
(in thousands)

$ 3.52 to $ 7.00
7.01 to 8.00
8.01 to 14.00
14.01 to 15.00
15.01 to 19.00
19.01 to 23.00
23.01 to 31.38
$ 3.52 to $31.38

74
211
24
177
10
33
15
544

Weighted
Average
Remaining Life
(years)

8.5
8.2
4.4
6.7
7.0
4.5
5.8
7.3

Stock Options Exercisable
Weighted
Average
Exercise Price

$

$

Weighted
Average
Exercise Price

Number
Exercisable
(in thousands)

5.61
7.49
11.63
14.39
15.31
20.55
30.93
11.26

19
53
19
128
8
31
15
273

$

$

5.60
7.49
11.72
14.37
15.31
20.62
30.93
13.94

Restricted stock activity for the 2005 Plan was as follows:
Weighted
Average
Grant Date
Fair Value

Outstanding
Restricted
Shares
(in thousands)

Nonvested—January 28, 2017
Granted
Vested
Forfeited
Nonvested—February 3, 2018

276
747
(113)
(57)
853

$

$

9.55
2.35
8.26
8.88
3.16

The Compensation Committee established performance goals for the award of performance-based RSUs for the Company’s
executive officers, under the 2005 Plan, in each of August 2016 and April 2016 (collectively the “Fiscal 2016 Awards”) and April
2015 (the “Fiscal 2015 Awards”). The RSUs earned, if any, under the awards will be based on the Company’s cumulative operating
income, as defined in the applicable award agreement (“RSU Operating Income”) for a specified three-year period (“Performance
Period”). The grant of any RSUs under these awards will generally be further contingent on the continued employment of the
executive officers with the Company through the dates on which the shares in respect of these RSUs, if any, are issued following the
end of the applicable Performance Periods, as well as the achievement of certain minimum levels of RSU Operating Income in the
final fiscal year of each applicable Performance Period. Any dividends declared on the shares of the Company’s common stock
underlying the RSUs will be credited as additional RSUs based on the fair market value of the Company’s common stock on the
dividend record date. The additional RSUs, if any, will be earned on the same terms as the original RSUs.
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The following table sets forth the aggregate minimum, target and maximum RSUs, excluding RSUs from dividends declared,
that may be earned by the executive officers for each fiscal year award cycle. The minimum RSUs will be earned if the Company’s
RSU Operating Income during the Performance Period equals the specified threshold RSU Operating Income. Additional RSUs are
earned ratably for RSU Operating Income that exceeds the specified threshold, up to the maximum amount for RSU Operating Income
that equals or exceeds the specified maximum RSU Operating Income.
Awards

Fiscal 2016
Awards
Fiscal 2015
Awards

Performance Period

Minimum RSUs

Target RSUs

Maximum RSUs

January 31, 2016 to February 3, 2018

13,698

54,789

82,185

February 2, 2015 to January 28, 2017

15,218

30,436

45,655

Fiscal 2015 Awards include the prorated number of RSUs that may be earned by the Company’s former President and exclude
RSUs forfeited by the Company’s former Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer. In fiscal 2017 and 2016 the Company
determined that the Fiscal 2016 Awards and Fiscal 2015 Awards were unlikely to be earned, even at the minimum level. No RSUs
were earned under the awards for the three-year Performance Periods ending September 30, 2016, 2015 and 2014 because the
Company’s RSU Operating Income during the Performance Period was less than the threshold RSU Operating Income required to
earn the minimum level of award.
During fiscal 2017 and 2016 the Company’s Board of Directors received a cumulative total of 22,000 and 13,867 shares of
restricted stock, respectively, as compensation for their services. The awards will vest at the earlier of 1) one year from the grant date,
2) one day prior to the next annual meeting of stockholders, 3) the end of the grantee’s Board service other than via resignation, or 4) a
change in control of the Company (as defined in the 2005 Plan). During fiscal 2016, 10,974 deferred stock units were awarded to
members of the Company’s Board of Directors in lieu of cash retainers totaling $75,000.
Stock-based compensation expense in fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 was $1,154,000, $1,801,000, and $2,784,000 respectively.
As of February 3, 2018, $2,739,000 of total unrecognized compensation cost related to all non-vested equity awards is expected to be
recognized over a weighted-average period of 1.5 years.
During fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 certain stock option exercises and vesting restricted stock awards were net-share settled by
the Company such that the Company withheld shares of the Company’s common stock, which had a fair market value equivalent to
the minimum statutory obligation for the applicable income and employment taxes for the awards, and the Company remitted the cash
value to the appropriate taxing authorities. The total shares withheld in connection with tax obligations, which were 19,149, 7,408 and
15,024 respectively, during fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015, are reflected as repurchase of common stock in the accompanying financial
statements, and were based on the value of the Company’s common stock on the exercise or vesting date. The remaining shares, net of
those withheld, were delivered to the award holders. Total payments for tax obligations to the tax authorities were $57,000, $54,000
and $127,000 for fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015, respectively.
13. OTHER CHARGES, NET
In an effort to enhance the Company’s competitive position, in late fiscal 2014 the Company commenced a program to actively
focus on improving its business processes, key management personnel and planning resources. These efforts have been increasingly
challenged by a number of external factors and industry trends, including the overall weakness in the women's specialty apparel retail
space as well as declining mall-based traffic. In order to address these challenges, the Company has acted to best position itself for
profitable, long-term growth, with a focus on improving inventory management, driving sales productivity, optimizing real estate,
expanding its online presence and controlling costs. Among other efforts, the Company conducted a comprehensive evaluation of its
key apparel brands and business relationships, resulting in strategic phase-outs and the elimination of certain non-core brands. The
Company retained a leading consulting firm to review its costs and business strategy in order to implement an organizational
transformation. The Company is in the process of executing a CEO transition having announced on September 17, 2017 the
appointment of B. Allen Weinstein, a member of our Board since 2010, as Interim Chief Executive Officer (“Interim CEO”) and the
resignation of Anthony M. Romano as our Chief Executive Officer & President (“Former CEO”). On January 2, 2018 Melissa
Payner-Gregor, an independent director since 2009, replaced Mr. Weinstein as Interim CEO. The Company also paid one-time
retention bonuses with service conditions to certain key management personnel which are being recorded over the service period,
while reducing its overall headcount to create a more efficient and effective operating structure. During fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 the
Company incurred $3,714,000, $1,760,000 and $4,196,000, respectively, of net charges related to these management and
organizational changes.
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During the fourth quarter of fiscal 2015 the Company announced that it had received an unsolicited, non-binding preliminary
merger proposal from the Company’s largest shareholder, Orchestra, a France-based retailer of children’s wear. On December 19,
2016 the Company entered into a merger agreement. During the second quarter of fiscal 2017 the parties determined that it was in the
best interests of their respective stockholders to terminate the proposed merger. On July 27, 2017 the Company, Orchestra, and certain
other affiliates of Orchestra entered into a termination agreement. In connection with the termination agreement, Orchestra and the
Company agreed to reimburse each other for certain costs incurred in connection with their effort to implement the merger agreement,
with a net amount of $1,000,000 paid to the Company on July 31, 2017. During fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 the Company incurred
$1,198,000, $3,154,000 and $61,000, respectively, of net charges related to the merger.
The termination agreement also terminated certain ancillary agreements between the Company and a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Orchestra, under which the Company provided real estate and construction project consulting services, and offered for purchase
infant and childrenswear merchandise for sale in certain of the Company’s stores. In fiscal 2017 the Company recognized $44,000 of
revenue under such agreements.
In September 2013 the Company announced plans to relocate its corporate headquarters and distribution operations from
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to southern New Jersey. The Company completed the relocation of its corporate headquarters to
Moorestown, New Jersey in January 2015 and completed the relocation of its distribution operations to Florence, New Jersey in
August 2015. During fiscal 2015, the Company recorded $2,695,000, of charges related the sale and closure of its prior facilities, and
the preparation for occupancy of and relocation to its new facilities.
During fiscal 2015 the Company incurred $27,000 of charges related to its change to a retail calendar-based fiscal year.
A summary of the charges incurred in connection with the proposed business combinations, management and organizational
changes, facilities relocations and fiscal year change for fiscal 2017, 2016, and 2015 follows (in thousands):
Year Ended
February 3, 2018

January 28, 2017

January 30, 2016

Proposed Business Combination and Other Corporate Activities

Legal and other professional fees
Net reimbursement for certain costs incurred
Total proposed business combination and other corporate activities

$

2,198 $
(1,000)
1,198

3,154
—
3,154

$

61
—
61

Management and Organizational Changes

Severance and related benefits
Non-core brand contract terminations
Consulting fees
Executive officer separation benefits
Pro-rata retention bonuses
Other
Total management and organizational changes

773
—
1,233
1,445
263
—
3,714

1,210
545
5
—
—
—
1,760

1,787
—
1,388
922
—
99
4,196

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

1,699
763
233
2,695

—
—
4,912

—
—
4,914

27
27
6,979

Facilities Relocations

Pre-opening rent expense on new corporate headquarters and
distribution facility
Moving and other costs
Accelerated depreciation and amortization expense
Total facilities relocations
Fiscal Year Change

Systems modifications
Total fiscal year change
Total other charges, net

$
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14. GOVERNMENT INCENTIVES
In 2015 the Company completed the relocation of its corporate headquarters and distribution operations from Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania to southern New Jersey (the “Project”). To partially offset the costs of these relocations, the Board of the New Jersey
Economic Development Authority (“NJEDA”) approved the Company for an incentive package of up to $40,000,000 in benefits
under the Grow New Jersey Assistance Program (“Grow NJ”) in the form of transferrable income tax credits over a ten-year period
from the State of New Jersey. The Company’s Grow NJ award required a minimum capital investment of $20,000,000 with the total
potential award being equal to the total eligible capital investment in the Project and subject to an overall award limit of $40,000,000.
The award provides annually over a ten-year period up to $7,000 per eligible new full-time job, as defined under Grow NJ, with a
requirement that at least 100 eligible jobs were created and subject to an annual award limit of $4,000,000.
The Grow NJ award will be earned on an annual basis over the ten-year period, subject to the $4,000,000 annual award limit,
and requires an annual compliance report that includes certification of average annual employment figures after the end of each fiscal
year. After the end of the ten-year Grow NJ award earnings period there is a five-year compliance period during which the Company
must maintain the average of its annual eligible jobs certified during the preceding ten years or a pro-rata amount up to one-tenth of
the previously awarded income tax credits would be subject to recapture and repayment to the State of New Jersey annually during the
five-year compliance period. The Company believes the likelihood of any recapture and repayment is remote.
The annual benefit from the Grow NJ award available to the Company is expected to significantly exceed the Company’s
annual income tax liability to the State of New Jersey. In order to maximize the realizable value of the incentive package, in December
2013 the Company entered into an agreement with a third party to sell 75% or more of the annual income tax credits awarded to the
Company. The Company recognizes its Grow NJ award on an annual basis for each fiscal year based on the realizable value of the
award earned and expected to be received, primarily from the sale of the income tax credits, net of any associated costs. The Grow NJ
award earned is reflected in the Company’s consolidated financial statements as a reduction to the costs incurred by the Company in
connection with the relocations. The expected realizable amount of the Grow NJ award is included in the consolidated balance sheet in
deferred income taxes.
In fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015, the Company’s Grow NJ award (net of valuation allowance) of $2,829,000, $3,251,000 and
$3,600,000, respectively, was recognized ratably during the fiscal year, or in the case of fiscal 2015 during the third and fourth
quarters, and included in the Company’s consolidated statements of operations as a reductions of cost of goods sold and selling,
general and administrative expenses. The reductions to cost of goods sold were $2,077,000, $2,287,000, and $1,846,000 and the
reductions to selling, general and administrative expenses were $785,000, $902,000 and $1,006,000 in fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015
respectively. Additionally, $776,000, $810,000 and $748,000 is included in the consolidated balance sheets as of February 3, 2018,
January 28, 2017 and January 30, 2016, respectively, as a reduction to overhead in inventory. In fiscal 2017 and 2016 the Company
received cash proceeds of $3,251,000 and $3,600,000, from the sale of the 2016 and 2015 awards. As of February 3, 2018 the fiscal
2017 award was recorded as a deferred tax asset on the Company’s consolidated balance sheet and is expected to be converted to a
receivable and collected in fiscal 2018 upon the sale of the income tax credits.
15. INCOME TAXES
The 2017 U.S. Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the “TCJA”) was signed into law on December 22, 2017. The TCJA included a number
of changes to the U.S. corporate income tax including a reduction of the corporate income tax rate form 35% to 21% for tax years
beginning after December 31, 2017, enhancing and extending through 2026 the option to claim accelerated depreciation on qualified
property, eliminating the corporate alternative minimum tax (AMT) and changing how existing AMT credits can be utilized, a new
limitation on deductible interest expense and limitations on the use of net operating loss carryforwards created in tax years beginning
after December 31, 2017. For fiscal 2017 the Company used a blended effective tax rate of 33.7% which represents the prorated
percentage from the TCJA’s January 1, 2018 effective date and our February 3, 2018 fiscal year-end. The Company recorded a $10.2
million reduction in our net deferred tax asset to reflect the remeasurement of the asset value from a tax rate of 35% to 21%. The
Company had previously recorded a valuation allowance against its deferred tax assets, therefore the revaluation did not affect our
fiscal 2017 tax expense.
The Company is reporting the impact of the TCJA provisionally based on reasonable estimates using currently available
information and interpretations. We will continue to refine our reporting within the measurement period provided by Staff
Accounting Bulletin No. 118.
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Income tax provision (benefit) was comprised of the following (in thousands):
Year Ended
January 28,2017

February 3, 2018

Current provision (benefit)
Deferred provision (benefit)
Income tax provision (benefit)

$

Federal provision (benefit)
State provision (benefit)
Foreign provision (benefit)
Income tax provision (benefit)

$

2
—
2

$

$

$

January 30,2016

$

$

436
24,614
25,050

(20) $
(70)
92
2 $

19,202
5,679
169
25,050

$

$

$

(4,826)
2,020
(2,806)
(1,962)
(575)
(269)
(2,806)

A reconciliation of the statutory federal tax rate to the Company’s effective income tax rates follows:

February 3, 2018

Statutory federal tax rate
State tax rate, net of federal effect
(Benefit) provision for uncertain income tax
positions, net of federal effect
Change in federal tax rate
Other
Valuation allowance
Effective income tax rate

Year Ended
January 28, 2017

January 30, 2016

(33.7)%
0.5

(35.0)%
5.4

(35.0)%
(2.3)

(1.3)
52.2
(2.6)
(15.1)
0.0%

(1.8)
—
(3.7)
360.0
324.9%

(2.8)
—
1.6
—
(38.5)%

The decrease in the effective tax rate in fiscal 2017 compared to fiscal 2016 was primarily the result of a valuation allowance
recorded by the Company in fiscal 2016. Accounting Standards Codification Topic 740, Income Taxes , requires that a valuation
allowance be recorded to reduce deferred tax assets when it is more likely than not that the tax benefit of the deferred tax assets will
not be realized. In situations where a three-year cumulative loss condition exists, accounting standards limit the ability to consider
projections of future results as positive evidence to assess the realizability of deferred tax assets. In fiscal 2016 the Company’s
financial results reflected a three-year cumulative loss. Consequently, in fiscal 2016 the Company recorded a non-cash charge of $27.8
million as a valuation allowance against substantially all of its deferred tax assets. In fiscal 2017 the Company’s financial results
continue to reflect a cumulative three-year loss and as such we continue to record a valuation allowance against substantially all of our
deferred tax assets. The establishment of this valuation allowance has no effect on the Company’s ability to utilize the deferred tax
assets to offset future taxable income, if generated. The Company will continue to assess the likelihood that the deferred tax assets will
be realizable in the future and the valuation allowance will be adjusted accordingly. The tax benefits relating to any reversal of the
valuation allowance on the net deferred tax assets in a future period will be recognized as a reduction of future income tax expense in
that period.
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The deferred tax effects of temporary differences giving rise to the Company’s net deferred tax assets were as follows (in
thousands):
February 3, 2018

Deferred tax assets:
Net operating loss carryforwards
Deferred rent
Employee benefit accruals
Grow NJ award benefit, net
Depreciation and amortization
Inventory reserves
Federal tax credit carryforwards
Stock-based compensation
Other accruals
Other

$

Valuation allowance
Deferred tax liabilities:
Depreciation and amortization
Prepaid expenses

January 28, 2017

13,840
5,568
1,873
2,158
1,507
1,211
1,494
565
1,037
1,367
30,620
(27,425)
3,195

$

—
(366)
(366)

Net deferred tax assets

$

13,201
9,454
3,041
2,268
—
2,131
1,247
855
1,905
1,960
36,062
(30,402)
5,660
(1,860)
(549)
(2,409)

2,829

$

3,251

The Company assessed that it was unlikely that sufficient future state specific taxable income will be generated to fully use the
available state net operating loss carryforwards, and accordingly, a valuation allowance has been recorded to recognize only the
portion of the deferred tax asset that is considered more likely than not to be realized. The Company does not record state tax benefits
associated with temporary differences for certain other states in which it has net operating losses, given the continued historical
uncertainty related to realizing such state tax benefits. Had the state tax benefits been reflected for these states, the deferred tax assets
(excluding state net operating loss carryforwards) as of February 3, 2018 would be approximately $1.4 million higher.
The accounting standard for uncertain income tax positions clarifies the accounting for income taxes by prescribing the
minimum recognition threshold a tax position is required to meet before being recognized in the financial statements and also contains
guidance on the measurement of uncertain tax positions.
A reconciliation of gross unrecognized tax benefits for uncertain tax positions follows (in thousands):

February 3, 2018

Balance at beginning of period
Additions for current period tax positions
Additions for prior period tax positions
Reductions of prior period tax positions
Payments
Balance at end of period

752 $
—
—
(372)
—
380 $

$

$

Year Ended
January 28, 2017

961 $
—
13
(222)
—
752 $

January 30, 2016

1,537
—
48
(470)
(154)
961

As of February 3, 2018 gross unrecognized tax benefits included accrued interest and penalties of $192,000. During fiscal 2017,
2016 and 2015 interest and penalties of $(131,000), $(28,000) and $(83,000), respectively, related to unrecognized tax benefits, were
included in income tax provision (benefit). If recognized, the portion of the liability for unrecognized tax benefits that would impact
the Company’s effective tax rate was $326,000, net of federal tax benefit.
As of February 3, 2018, January 28, 2017 and January 30, 2016 the Company had income taxes receivable of $700,000,
$4,875,000 and $5,859,000, respectively, which are included in prepaid expenses and other current assets in the accompanying
consolidated balance sheets.
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During the twelve months subsequent to February 3, 2018 it is reasonably possible that the gross unrecognized tax benefits
could potentially decrease by approximately $238,000 (of which approximately $214,000 would affect the effective tax rate, net of
federal expense) for uncertain tax positions, primarily from the effect of expiring statutes of limitations, partially offset by the
continued effect of interest on unrecognized tax benefits.
The Company’s United States Federal income tax returns for the years ended September 30, 2014 and thereafter remain subject
to examination by the United States Internal Revenue Service. The Company also files tax returns in Canada, India, Kuwait and
numerous United States state jurisdictions, which have varying statutes of limitations. Generally, Canadian tax returns for tax years
ended September 30, 2009 and thereafter, Indian tax returns for tax years ended March 31, 2011 and thereafter, and United States state
tax returns for tax years ended September 30, 2013 and thereafter, depending upon the jurisdiction, remain subject to examination.
However, the statutes of limitations on certain of the Company’s United States state tax returns remain open for tax years prior to
fiscal 2013.
16. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
The Company leases its retail facilities and certain equipment under various non-cancelable operating leases. Certain of these
leases have renewal options. Total rent expense (including related occupancy costs, such as insurance and maintenance, paid to
landlords) under operating leases amounted to $53,657,000, $56,830,000 and $58,120,000 in fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015, respectively.
Such amounts exclude contingent rentals based upon a percentage of sales totaling $942,000, $977,000, $1,359,000 in fiscal 2017,
2016 and 2015, respectively.
The Company completed the relocation of its corporate headquarters to Moorestown, New Jersey in January 2015 and
completed the relocation of its distribution operations to Florence, New Jersey in August 2015. Rent payments for both the corporate
headquarters and distribution center commenced in March 2015 and future minimum payments for these two leases are included in the
table below.
Store, office and distribution facility leases generally provide for payment of direct operating costs in addition to rent.
Future annual minimum lease payments, for facilities leases excluding such direct operating costs, as well as leases for
equipment rental, as of February 3, 2018, are as follows (in thousands):
Fiscal Year

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023 and thereafter

$

$

37,474
30,113
23,462
20,091
17,292
61,205
189,637

From time to time, the Company is named as a defendant in legal actions arising from normal business activities. Litigation is
inherently unpredictable and although the amount of any liability that could arise with respect to currently pending actions cannot be
accurately predicted, the Company does not believe that the resolution of any pending action will have a material adverse effect on its
financial position, results of operations or liquidity.
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17. EXECUTIVE OFFICER EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENTS
On January 3, 2018 the Company entered into a letter agreement with Melissa Payner-Gregor when she was appointed interim
Chief Executive Officer. Ms. Payner-Gregor’s letter agreement provides for an annual base salary of $620,000. Base salary earned by
Ms. Payner-Gregor was $31,000 in fiscal 2017. Ms. Payner-Gregor is also entitled to receive a $50,000 bonus on June 30, 2018, if
Ms. Payner-Gregor remains employed by the Company on that date; provided that if her employment is terminated by the Company
prior to such date, Ms. Payner-Gregor would receive the bonus on the date of such termination. She is also entitled to the
reimbursement of certain reasonable and necessary business expenses incurred during her period of interim service, including
reimbursement of reasonable transportation and temporary living expenses incurred by Ms. Payner-Gregor as a result of her
commuting and/or temporary relocation during her period of interim service. Furthermore, per a separate letter agreement between the
Company and Ms. Payner-Gregor entered into in March of 2018, Ms. Payner-Gregor is entitled to health benefit continuation
coverage after her interim service ends, as further described in such letter agreement. As interim Chief Executive Officer, Ms.
Payner-Gregor is not eligible to participate in the Company’s Management Incentive Program or in any severance arrangement, or
receive any other incentive or executive perquisite not described in her letter agreement. The agreement continues in effect until
terminated by either the Company or the executive in accordance with the termination provisions of the agreement.
On September 7, 2017 the Company entered into a letter agreement with Allen Weinstein when he was appointed. Interim Chief
Executive Officer. Mr. Weinstein’s letter agreement provided for an annual base salary of $620,000. Base salary earned by Mr.
Weinstein in fiscal 2017 was $183,615. Mr. Weinstein was also entitled to receive a $50,000 bonus on March 17, 2018 if
Mr. Weinstein remained employed by the Company on that date; provided that if his employment was terminated by the Company
prior to such date, Mr. Weinstein would receive the bonus on the date of such termination. He was also entitled to the reimbursement
of certain reasonable and necessary business expenses during his period of interim service, including reimbursement of reasonable
transportation and temporary living expenses incurred by Mr. Weinstein as a result of his commuting and/or temporary relocation
during her period of interim service. As interim Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Weinstein was not eligible to participate in the
Company’s Management Incentive Program or in any severance arrangement, or receive any other incentive or executive perquisite
not described in his letter agreement. Effective on January 2, 2018, Mr. Weinstein decided to retire from the Board for personal
reasons. In light of the retirement, the Board determined to terminate Mr. Weinstein’s service as the Company’s interim Chief
Executive Officer also effective on January 2, 2018. In connection with Mr. Weinstein’s departure, and in accordance with his letter
agreement with the Company, the Company entered into a Retirement and Release Agreement with Mr. Weinstein, pursuant to which
Mr. Weinstein granted a general release in favor of the Company as a condition of receiving the payments specified in the original
letter agreement, as well as for receiving base salary continuation payments through February 3, 2018 and reimbursement of the legal
fees he incurred in connection with negotiation of the Retirement and Release Agreement.
During fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015 the Company had an employment agreement with Anthony M. Romano, the Company’s
former CEO & President. Base salary earned for Mr. Romano was $520,365, $825,000 and $825,000 for fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015,
respectively. Effective September 7, 2017 Mr. Romano resigned as CEO & President. In connection with Mr. Romano’s resignation as
CEO & President, the Company entered into a separation agreement with Mr. Romano (the “Romano Separation Agreement”),
pursuant to which Mr. Romano granted a general release in favor of the Company as a condition of receiving the payments and other
benefits specified in his employment agreement. Pursuant to the Romano Separation Agreement, Mr. Romano received base salary
continuation for 12 months, a $496,000 aggregate payment payable over 12 months and health benefit continuation for 12 months. In
addition, with respect to each outstanding grant of time-based restricted stock and stock options held by Mr. Romano at the time of his
separation, the vesting on the tranche that was next scheduled to vest pursuant to each such grant was accelerated. Further a pro-rata
portion of any outstanding performance-based restricted stock units then held by Mr. Romano will remain outstanding and will vest to
the extent earned based on the actual performance of the Company through the end of the applicable performance period (subject to
acceleration upon a change in control).
During fiscal 2014 the Company had an employment agreement with Edward M. Krell, the Company’s former CEO. Base
salary earned for Mr. Krell was $681,000 for fiscal 2014. Effective August 10, 2014 Mr. Krell resigned as CEO. In connection with
Mr. Krell’s resignation as CEO, the Company entered into a separation agreement with Mr. Krell (the “Krell Separation Agreement”).
The Krell Separation Agreement provided a) that Mr. Krell would receive a lump sum payment of $3,338,000, which was paid in
February 2015, b) accelerated vesting of stock option and restricted stock awards and c) continuation of certain insurance and fringe
benefits for up to three years. The Krell Separation Agreement also provides for the restrictive covenants set forth in Mr. Krell’s
employment agreement to continue in effect until three years after Mr. Krell’s separation from the Company.
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During fiscal 2015 the Company had an employment agreement with Christopher F. Daniel, the Company’s former
President. Base salary earned for Mr. Daniel was $453,000. Effective December 7, 2015 Mr. Daniel left the Company as a result of the
elimination of the separate President function. In connection with Mr. Daniel’s departure, the Company entered into a separation
agreement with Mr. Daniel (the “Daniel Separation Agreement”). The Daniel Separation Agreement provided a) that Mr. Daniel
would receive one year of base salary, one-half of which was paid as a lump sum in June 2016 and the balance of which was paid
monthly thereafter, totaling $535,000, b) payment to Mr. Daniel of a pro-rata annual bonus for fiscal 2015, c) lump sum payments to
Mr. Daniel totaling $104,000 in January 2016, primarily for consulting services from his date of separation through January 31, 2016
and d) continuation of certain insurance and fringe benefits for up to 14 months. The Daniel Separation Agreement also modifies the
restrictive covenants set forth in Mr. Daniel’s employment agreement and provides that such covenants will continue in effect until
two years after Mr. Daniel’s separation.
Effective July 20, 2016 the Company entered into an employment agreement with David Stern, in connection with hiring of Mr.
Stern as the Company’s Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer. Mr. Stern’s employment agreement provided that Mr.
Stern’s annual base salary would be $405,000. Base salary earned for Mr. Stern was $405,000 and $195,000 for fiscal 2017 and 2016,
respectively. The agreement also provides for salary continuation and severance payments should employment of the executive be
terminated under specified conditions, as defined therein. Additionally, Mr. Stern is eligible for an annual cash bonus based on
performance. The agreement continues in effect until terminated by either the Company or the executive in accordance with the
termination provisions of the agreement.
During fiscal 2016 and 2015 the Company had an employment agreement with Judd P. Tirnauer, the Company’s former
Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer. Base salary earned for Mr. Tirnauer was $128,000 and $405,000 for fiscal 2016
and 2015, respectively. Effective April 22, 2016 Mr. Tirnauer resigned as Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer to take
a senior leadership role with a private specialty retailer.
The Company has an employment agreement with Ronald J. Masciantonio, the Company’s Executive Vice President & Chief
Administrative Officer. On December 4, 2013 the Compensation Committee approved an increase to Mr. Masciantonio’s annual base
salary from $360,000 to $390,000. On September 6, 2017 the Compensation Committee approved an increase to Mr. Masciantonio’s
annual base salary from $390,000 to $425,000. Base salary earned for Mr. Masciantonio was $403,058, $390,000 and $390,000 for
fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015, respectively. The agreement also provides for salary continuation and severance payments should
employment of the executive be terminated under specified conditions, as defined therein. Additionally, Mr. Masciantonio is eligible
for an annual cash bonus based on performance. The agreement continues in effect until terminated by either the Company or the
executive in accordance with the termination provisions of the agreement.
18. EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS
The Company has a 401(k) savings plan for all eligible employees who elect to participate. Participating employees can
contribute up to 20% of their eligible compensation. Through December 31, 2015 employees who met certain criteria were eligible for
a matching contribution from the Company based on a sliding scale. Company matches were made in the first quarter of the
succeeding calendar year and vest over a period of approximately six years from each employee’s commencement of employment
with the Company. Company matching contributions totaling $0, $123,000 and $144,000 were made in fiscal 2017, 2016 and 2015,
respectively, which were net of $20,000 of cumulative plan forfeitures in fiscal 2016. In addition, the Company may make
discretionary contributions to the plan, which vest over a period of approximately six years from each employee’s commencement of
employment with the Company. The Company has not made any discretionary contributions.
19. QUARTERLY FINANCIAL INFORMATION (UNAUDITED)
Quarterly financial results for the fiscal years ended February 3, 2018 and January 28, 2017 were as follows (in thousands,
except per share amounts):
Fiscal 2017

Net sales
Gross profit
Net loss
Net loss per share—Basic
Net loss per share—Diluted

Quarter Ended
10/28/17
7/29/17

2/3/18

$

105,147
52,959
(10,158 )
(0.73)
(0.73 )
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$

96,354
50,901
(7,523)
(0.55)
(0.55)

$

98,280
52,053
(2,774)
(0.20)
(0.20)

4/29/17

$

106,426
57,939
(1,142)
(0.08)
(0.08)
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Fiscal 2016

Quarter Ended
10/29/16
7/30/16

1/28/17

Net sales
Gross profit
Net income (loss)
Net income (loss) per share—Basic
Net income (loss) per share—Diluted

$

100,158
51,038
(32,786)
(2.39)
(2.39)

$

102,582
54,288
(1,506)
(0.11)
(0.11)

$

4/30/16

106,529
54,830
(2,509)
(0.18)
(0.18)

$

124,430
67,272
4,041
0.30
0.30

The Company’s business, like that of other retailers, is seasonal. The Company’s quarterly net sales have historically been
highest in the peak Spring selling season, which under the Company’s 4-5-4 retail fiscal calendar ending on the Saturday nearest
January 31 of each year, generally occurs during the Company’s first and second fiscal quarters. Given the historically higher sales
level in that timeframe and the relatively fixed nature of most of the Company’s operating expenses, the Company has typically
generated a very significant percentage of its full year operating income and net income during the calendar months of March through
May.
20. SEGMENT AND ENTERPRISE WIDE DISCLOSURES
Operating Segment. For purposes of the disclosure requirements for segments of a business enterprise, the Company has
determined that its business is comprised of one operating segment: the design, manufacture and sale of maternity apparel and related
accessories. While the Company offers a wide range of products for sale, the substantial portion of its products are initially distributed
through the same distribution facilities, many of the Company’s products are manufactured at common contract manufacturer
production facilities, the Company’s products are marketed through a common marketing department, and these products are sold to a
similar customer base, consisting of expectant mothers.
Geographic Information. Geographic revenue information is allocated based on the country in which the products or services
are sold, and in the case of international franchise revenues, on the location of the customer. Information concerning the Company’s
operations by geographic area is as follows (in thousands):
Year Ended
January 28, 2017

February 3, 2018

Net Sales to Unaffiliated Customers
United States
Foreign

$

383,183 $
23,024

405,921
27,778

February 3, 2018

Long-Lived Assets, Net
United States
Foreign
Major Customers.
its net sales.

$

January 30, 2016

65,456
1,643

$

468,282
30,471

January 28, 2017

$

81,811
2,310

For the periods presented, the Company did not have any one customer who represented more than 10% of

21. INTEREST EXPENSE, NET
Interest expense, net is comprised of the following (in thousands):
Year Ended
January 28, 2017

February 3, 2018

Interest expense
Interest income
Interest expense, net

$

$

4,048
(3)
4,045 $

$
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3,578 $
(3)
3,575 $

January 30, 2016

1,529
(9)
1,520
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(in thousands)
Additions
charged to
costs and
expenses

Balance at
beginning
of period

Balance at
end of
period (1)

Deductions and
reclassifications

Year Ended February 3, 2018
Product return reserve

$

1,615

$

1,184

$

—

$

2,799

Year Ended January 28, 2017
Product return reserve

$

1,736

$

—

$

(121)

$

1,615

Year Ended January 30, 2016
Product return reserve

$

2,084

$

—

$

(348)

$

1,736

(1) As of February 3, 2018, January 28, 2017, and January 30, 2016 the Company’s product return reserve reflects the estimated
gross sales value of estimated product returns, which had an estimated cost value of $1,154, $775, and $887, respectively.
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BYLAWS
OF
DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION
ARTICLE I. Stockholders Meetings
Section 1. Place of Meetings. The meetings of the stockholders shall be held at such time and at such place within or without the
State of Delaware as shall be designated by the Board of Directors.
Section 2. Annual Meeting. The annual meeting of stockholders shall be held on such date as may be fixed by the Board of
Directors, or if no such date is fixed, then on the first Monday in June in each year, or if such day is a legal holiday, then on the first
day following that is not a legal holiday.
Section 3. Special Meetings. Special meetings of the stockholders may be called at any time by the Chairman, the Chief
Executive Officer, the President or the Board of Directors.
Section 4. Notice of Meetings. Written notice stating the place, day and hour of the meeting, and in the case of a special meeting,
the purpose or purposes for which the meeting is called, shall be mailed, transmitted electronically in the manner provided in Section
232 of the Delaware General Corporation Law (the “DGCL”) or personally delivered not less than ten (10) nor more than sixty (60)
days prior to the date of the meeting, by the Secretary, to each stockholder of record entitled to vote at such meeting. Waiver by a
stockholder of notice of a stockholders meeting, in writing, signed by him or her, or waiver by electronic transmission by him or her,
whether before or after the time of such meeting, or attendance at such meeting, shall be equivalent to the giving of such notice.
Section 5. Voting Rights. Every holder of record, as provided below, of common stock shall be entitled to vote, in person or by
proxy executed in writing and delivered to the Secretary, at or before the meeting and shall be entitled to one vote for each share of
stock standing in his or her name; provided that no revocable proxy shall be voted if executed more than three years prior to the date
of such meeting. Except as may otherwise be provided by the Board of Directors from time to time, only stockholders of record at the
close of business on a day twenty (20) days prior to the date of a meeting shall be entitled to vote at such meeting.
Section 6. Quorum. The presence, in person or by proxy, of the holders of a majority of the shares entitled to vote at the meeting
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. In the absence of a quorum any meeting may be adjourned from time to time.
Section 7. Notice for Nominations and Proposals.
a. Annual Meetings.
(i) Nominations and Proposal of Business. Nominations of persons for election to the Board of Directors of the
Corporation and the proposal of business to be considered by the stockholders at an annual meeting of stockholders may be made (A)
pursuant to the Corporation’s notice of meeting (or any supplement thereto), (B) by or at the direction of the Board of Directors or,
with respect to director nominations, any committee of the Board of Directors the responsibilities of which include oversight of
director nominations, or (C) by any stockholder of the Corporation who (1) is a stockholder of record at the time of giving of notice
provided for in this Section 7(a) and at the time of the annual meeting, (2) is present in person at the meeting, (3) is entitled to vote at
the meeting and (4) complies with the notice procedures set forth in this Section 7(a). Clause (C) in the foregoing sentence provides
the exclusive means for a stockholder to nominate a person for election to the Board of Directors or submit proposals of other business
before an annual meeting of stockholders (except as otherwise set forth in paragraph (e)(iv) of this Section 7). In addition, any
business proposed by a stockholder to be considered by the stockholders at an annual meeting of stockholders must be a proper matter
for stockholder action under the DGCL and the certificate of incorporation of the Corporation.

(ii) Stockholder Nominations of Directors. For nominations by a stockholder of persons for election to the Board of
Directors and proposals by a stockholder for any other business to be properly brought before an annual meeting of stockholders
pursuant to clause (C) of paragraph (a)(i) of this Section 7, the stockholder must have given timely notice thereof in writing to the
Secretary of the Corporation and such other business must otherwise be a proper matter for stockholder action. To be timely, a
stockholder’s notice with respect to any annual meeting must be received by the Secretary at the principal executive offices of the
Corporation not later than the 60th day nor earlier than the 90th day prior to the first anniversary of the preceding year’s annual
meeting; provided, however, that in the event that the date of the annual meeting is more than 30 days before or more than 60 days
after such anniversary date, notice by the stockholder must be so received not earlier than the 90th day prior to the annual meeting and
not later than the later of the 60th day prior to the annual meeting or the 15th day following the day on which public announcement of
the date of the meeting is first made by the Corporation. In no event shall the public announcement of an adjournment or
postponement of an annual meeting commence a new time period for the giving of a stockholder’s notice as described above. A
stockholder’s notice shall set forth:
(A) as to each person whom the stockholder proposes to nominate for election or reelection as a director, (1) all
information relating to such person that is required to be disclosed in a proxy statement or other filings required to be made in
connection with solicitations of proxies for election of directors in an election contest, or is otherwise required, in each case pursuant
to Section 14 of the Exchange Act, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder (including such person’s written consent to
being named in the proxy statement as a nominee and to serving as a director if elected), (2) a description of all direct and indirect
compensation, economic interests and other material monetary agreements, arrangements and understandings during the past three
years, and any other material relationships, between or among such stockholder any beneficial owner on whose behalf the nomination
is made, and their respective affiliates and associates, or others acting in concert therewith, on the one hand, and each proposed
nominee, and his or her respective affiliates and associates, or others acting in concert therewith, on the other hand, including, without
limitation, all information that would be required to be disclosed pursuant to Rule 404 promulgated under Regulation S-K if the
stockholder making the nomination and any such beneficial owner, or any affiliate or associate thereof or person acting in concert
therewith, were the “registrant” for purposes of such rule and the proposed nominee were a director or executive officer of such
registrant, (3) a description of all relationships between the proposed nominee and the stockholder and any such beneficial owner, and
of any agreements, arrangements and understandings between the stockholder and any such beneficial owner, and the proposed
nominee regarding the nomination, and (4) a description of all relationships between the stockholder, any such beneficial owner, or the
proposed nominee, on the one hand, and any of the Corporation’s competitors, customers, suppliers, labor unions (if any) and any
other persons with special interests regarding the Corporation, on the other hand;
(B) as to any business other than a proposed nomination of a director or directors that the stockholder proposes to
bring before the meeting, set forth (1) a brief description of the business desired to be brought before the meeting, the reasons for
conducting such business at the meeting and any material interest of such stockholder and any beneficial owner on whose behalf the
proposal of such business is made, in such business, (2) a description of all contracts, arrangements, understandings and relationships
between such stockholder and any such beneficial owner, on the one hand, and any other person or persons (including their names), on
the other hand, in connection with the proposal of such business by such stockholder and (3) the text of the proposal (including the
text of any resolutions proposed for consideration); and
(C) as to the stockholder giving the notice and the beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposed
nomination or proposal is made, (1) the name and address of such stockholder, as they appear on the Corporation’s books, the
telephone number of such stockholder, and the name, address and telephone number of any such beneficial owner, (2)(a) the class or
series and number of shares of the Corporation which are, directly or indirectly, owned of record by such stockholder and beneficially
by any such beneficial owner and the time period such shares have been held, (b) any option, warrant, convertible security, stock
appreciation right, or similar right with an exercise or conversion privilege or a settlement payment or mechanism at a price related to
any class or series of shares of the Corporation or with a value derived in whole or in part from the value of any class or series of
shares of the Corporation, whether or not such instrument or right shall be subject to settlement in the underlying class or series of
capital stock of the Corporation or otherwise (a “Derivative Instrument”) directly or indirectly owned beneficially by such stockholder
or any such beneficial owner, and any other direct or indirect opportunity to profit or share in any profit derived from any increase or
decrease in the value of shares of the Corporation, (c) any proxy, agreement, arrangement, understanding or relationship pursuant to
which such stockholder or beneficial owner has a right to vote any shares of any security of the Corporation or has granted any such
right to any person or persons, (d) any short interest in any security of the Corporation (for purposes of these bylaws a person shall be
deemed to have a short interest in a security if such person directly or indirectly, through any agreement, arrangement, understanding,
relationship or otherwise, has the opportunity to profit or share in any profit derived from any decrease in value of the subject security)
on the part of such stockholder or beneficial owner, (e) any rights to dividends on the shares of the Corporation owned beneficially by
such stockholder or beneficial owner that are separated or separable from the underlying shares of the Corporation, (f) any
proportionate interest in shares of the Corporation or Derivative Instruments held, directly or indirectly, by a general or limited
partnership in which such stockholder or beneficial owner is a general partner or, directly or indirectly, beneficially owns an interest in
a general partner and (g) any performance-related fees (other than an asset-based fee) that such stockholder or beneficial owner is
2

entitled to based on any increase or decrease in the value of shares of the Corporation or Derivative Instruments, if any, as of the date
of such notice, including without limitation any such interests held by members of such stockholder’s or beneficial owner’s immediate
family sharing the same household (which information shall be supplemented by such stockholder and beneficial owner not later than
10 days after the record date for the meeting to disclose such ownership as of the record date), and (h) any other information relating
to such stockholder and beneficial owner that would be required to be disclosed in a proxy statement or other filings required to be
made in connection with solicitations of proxies for, as applicable, the proposal and/or the election of directors in a contested election
pursuant to Section 14 of the Exchange Act and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, (i) any material pending or
threatened legal proceeding in which such stockholder or beneficial owner is a party or material participant involving the Corporation
or any of its officers or directors, or any affiliate of the Corporation, and (j) any direct or indirect material interest in any material
contract or agreement of such stockholder or beneficial owner with the Corporation, any affiliate of the Corporation or any principal
competitor of the Corporation (including, in any such case, any employment agreement, collective bargaining agreement or consulting
agreement), (3) a representation that such stockholder intends to be present in person at the meeting, and (4) a representation that such
stockholder and such beneficial owner, if any, intend to continue to hold the reported shares, Derivative Instruments or other interests
through the date of the Corporation’s next annual meeting of stockholders, and (5) a completed and signed questionnaire,
representations, agreement and consent required in clauses (A), (B) and (C) of paragraph (a)(iii) of this Section 7, prepared with
respect to and signed by such stockholder and beneficial owner. For purposes of satisfying the requirements of clause (2) of this
paragraph with respect to a beneficial owner, the beneficial owner shall supply to the Corporation either (a) a statement from the
record holder of the shares, Derivative Instruments or other interests verifying the holdings of the beneficial owner and indicating the
length of time the shares, Derivative Instruments or other interests have been held by such beneficial owner, or (b) a current Schedule
13D, Schedule 13G, Form 3, Form 4 or Form 5 filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission reflecting the holdings of the
beneficial owner, together with a statement of the length of time that the shares, Derivative Instruments or other interests have been
held. If a proposed nomination or proposal is submitted by a group of two or more stockholders, the information regarding the
stockholders and any corresponding beneficial owners must be submitted with respect to each stockholder in the group and any
corresponding beneficial owners.
(iii) Requirements of Recommended Nominee. The notice required pursuant to paragraph (a)(ii) of this Section 7 in
connection with a proposed nomination of a person for election or reelection as a director of the Corporation must be accompanied by
(A) a written questionnaire with respect to the background and qualification of such recommended nominee and the background of
any other person or entity on whose behalf the nomination is being made (which questionnaire shall be provided by the Secretary upon
written request), (B) the written consent of each recommended nominee to: (1) provide, within such time period specified by the
Corporation, such information concerning the recommended nominee as may reasonably be required by the Nominating and
Corporate Governance Committee and/or Board of Directors to determine the eligibility of such recommended nominee to serve as an
independent director of the Corporation, that could be material to a reasonable stockholder’s understanding of the independence, or
lack thereof, of such proposed nominee, and (2) a background check to confirm the qualifications and character of the recommended
nominee, to make such determinations as the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee or the Board of Directors may deem
appropriate or necessary, and (C) the written representation and agreement (in the form provided by the Secretary upon written
request) of the recommended nominee that he or she (1) is not and will not become a party to (a) any agreement, arrangement or
understanding with, and has not given any commitment or assurance to, any person or entity as to how such person, if elected as a
director of the Corporation, will act or vote on any issue or question (a “Voting Commitment”) that has not been disclosed to the
Corporation or (b) any Voting Commitment that could limit or interfere with such person’s ability to comply, if elected as a director of
the Corporation, with such person’s fiduciary duties under applicable law, (2) is not a party to any agreement, arrangement or
understanding with any person or entity other than the Corporation with respect to any direct or indirect compensation, reimbursement
or indemnification in connection with service or action as a director that has not been disclosed to the Corporation, and that he or she
will promptly disclose to the Secretary any such agreement, arrangement or understanding that arises at any time during the
nominee’s service on the Board of Directors, and (3) in such person’s individual capacity and on behalf of any person or entity on
whose behalf the nomination is being made, would be in compliance if elected as a director of the Corporation, and will comply, with
all applicable publicly disclosed corporate governance, conflict of interest, confidentiality and stock ownership and trading policies
and guidelines of the Corporation.
(iv) Increase in Directors to be Elected. Notwithstanding anything in paragraph (a)(ii) of this Section 7 to the contrary,
in the event that the number of directors to be elected to the Board of Directors of the Corporation at the annual meeting is increased
pursuant to an act of the Board of Directors of the Corporation and there is no public announcement by the Corporation naming all of
the nominees for director or specifying the size of the increased Board of Directors on or before the date which is 10 days before the
latest date by which a stockholder may timely notify the Corporation of nominations or other business to be brought by a stockholder
in accordance with paragraph (a)(ii) of this Section 7, a stockholder’s notice required by this Section 7 shall also be considered timely,
but only with respect to nominees for any new positions created by such increase, if it shall be received by the Secretary at the
principal executive offices of the Corporation not later than the 10th day following the day on which such public announcement is first
made by the Corporation.
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b. Special Meetings. Only such business shall be conducted at a special meeting of stockholders as shall have been brought
before the meeting pursuant to the Corporation’s notice of meeting (or any supplement thereto). Nominations of persons for election to
the Board of Directors at a special meeting of stockholders at which the Corporation’s notice of meeting (or any supplement thereto)
indicates that directors are to be elected may be made (A) pursuant to the Corporation’s notice of meeting (or any supplement thereto),
(B) by or at the direction of the Board of Directors or any committee of the Board of Directors responsible for the oversight of director
nominations, or (C) by any stockholder of the Corporation who (1) is a stockholder of record at the time of giving of notice provided
for in this paragraph (b) and at the time of the special meeting, (2) is present in person at the meeting, (3) is entitled to vote at the
meeting and (4) complies with the notice procedures set forth in this paragraph (b) as to such nomination, including the submission of
all required information and documents required by this Section 7 and compliance with all applicable procedures regarding updating
and supplementing notices (other than with respect to timing requirements, which shall be governed by the next sentence). A
stockholder’s notice with respect to any proposed nominee (including the completed and signed questionnaire, representations,
consent and agreement required by clauses (A), (B) and (C) of paragraph (a)(iii) of this Section 7) shall be received by the Secretary at
the principal executive offices of the Corporation not earlier than the 90th day prior to such special meeting and not later than the later
of the 60th day prior to such special meeting or the 15th day following the day on which public announcement is first made of the date
of the special meeting and of the nominees proposed by the Board of Directors to be elected at such meeting. In no event shall any
adjournment or postponement of a special meeting or the announcement thereof commence a new time period for the giving of a
stockholder’s notice as described above. Clause (C) in the second sentence of this paragraph (b) provides the exclusive means for a
stockholder to nominate a person for election to the Board of Directors before a special meeting of stockholders.
c. Requirement to Supplement Notice. A stockholder shall update and supplement its notice to the Corporation of any
proposed nomination or of its intent to propose business at a stockholders meeting as needed so that the information provided or
required to be provided in such notice shall be true and correct as of the record date for notice of the meeting and again as of the date
that is 10 business days prior to the meeting or any adjournment or postponement thereof, and such update and supplement must be
received by the Secretary at the principal executive offices of the Corporation not later than: (A) in the case of the update and
supplement required to be made as of the record date, 5 business days after the record date for notice of the meeting; and (B) in the
case of the update and supplement required to be made as of 10 business days prior to the meeting or any adjournment or
postponement thereof, not later than 8 business days prior to the date for the meeting or, if practicable, any adjournment or
postponement thereof (and, if not practicable, on the first practicable date prior to the date to which the meeting has been adjourned or
postponed).
d. General.
(i) Procedural Compliance. Only such persons who are nominated in accordance with the procedures set forth in this
Section 7 shall be eligible to stand for election to the Board of Directors at a meeting of stockholders, and only such business shall be
conducted at a meeting of stockholders as shall have been brought before the meeting in accordance with the procedures set forth in
this Section 7. Except as otherwise provided by law, the certificate of incorporation of the Corporation or these bylaws, the Chairman
of the Board of Directors shall have the power and duty to determine whether a nomination or any business proposed to be brought
before the meeting was made or proposed, as the case may be, in accordance with the procedures set forth in this bylaw and, if any
proposed nomination or business is not in compliance with this Section 7, to declare that such defective proposal or nomination shall
be disregarded.
(ii) Definitions. For purposes of this Section 7:
(A) the term “present in person” shall mean that the stockholder proposing that the business be brought before the
meeting of the Corporation, or a qualified representative of such proposing shareholder, appear at such meeting,
(B) a “qualified representative” of such proposing shareholder shall be, if such proposing shareholder is (1) a
general or limited partnership, any general partner or person who functions as a general partner of the general or limited partnership or
who controls the general or limited partnership, (2) a corporation or a limited liability company, any officer or person who functions
as an officer of the corporation or limited liability company or any officer, director, general partner or person who functions as an
officer, director or general partner of any entity ultimately in control of the corporation or limited liability company, or (3) a trust, any
trustee of such trust.
(C) the term “public announcement” shall mean disclosure by means of any method or combination of methods
compliant with Regulation FD under the Exchange Act.
(iii) Non-Exclusivity. If the Corporation is required under Rule 14a-8 under the Exchange Act to include a
stockholder’s proposal in its proxy statement, such stockholder shall be deemed to have given timely notice for purposes of this bylaw
with respect to such proposal. Nothing in this Section 7 shall be deemed to affect any rights of the holders of any series of preferred
stock or the Corporation to elect directors.
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(iv) Rule 14a-8 under the Exchange Act; Preferred Stock. Nothing in this Section 7 shall be deemed to affect any rights
of (A) stockholders to request inclusion of proposals in the Corporation’s proxy statement pursuant to Rule 14a-8 under the Exchange
Act, or (B) the holders of any series of Preferred Stock if and to the extent provided for under law, the certificate of incorporation of
the Corporation or these bylaws.
(v) Waiver by Board of Directors. The Board of Directors may, in its sole discretion, waive any condition or
requirement of any provision of this Section 7 in one or more instances. Neither the waiver by the Board of Directors of any condition
or requirement of any provision of this Section 7, nor the failure by the Board of Directors, in one or more instances, to enforce any of
the provisions of this Section 7, shall be construed as a waiver of any such condition or requirement in any other instance.
ARTICLE II. Directors
Section 1. Number of Directors. The business of the Corporation shall be managed by or under the direction of a Board of
Directors consisting of nine directors, or such number of directors as the stockholders or the directors may from time to time by
resolution direct. Directors need not be stockholders.
Section 2. Term of Office and Election. Each director shall hold office for a term expiring at the next annual meeting of
stockholders following his or her election, and until such director’s successor shall have been duly elected and qualified or until his or
her earlier death, resignation or removal. Directors shall be elected by the vote of the majority of the votes cast with respect to a
director nominee’s election at any meeting of the stockholders called for the purpose of the election of directors at which a quorum is
present, provided that if as of a date that is ten (10) days in advance of the date the Corporation files its definitive proxy statement
(regardless of whether or not thereafter revised or supplemented) with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the number of
nominees exceeds the number of directors to be elected, the directors shall be elected by a plurality of votes cast by the shares entitled
to vote in the election.
For the purposes of these Restated Bylaws, a “majority of the votes cast” means that the number of shares voted “for” a director must
exceed the number of votes “against” with respect to that director.”
Section 3. Resignations. Any director of the Corporation may resign at any time by giving written notice to the Board of Directors
or to the President or to the Secretary of the Corporation. The resignation of any director shall take effect at the time specified therein;
and unless otherwise specified therein, the acceptance of such resignation shall not be necessary to make it effective. In the event that
a director fails to receive the number of votes required for reelection to the Board of Directors, the Nominating and Governance
Committee of the Board of Directors (or any successor committee of the Board of Directors) will make a recommendation to the
Board of Directors as to whether the Board of Directors should accept the director’s resignation, reject the director’s resignation or
take such other action as the Committee may recommend. The Board of Directors will act on the Committee’s recommendation and
publicly disclose its decision and the rationale behind such decision within ninety (90) days after certification of the election results.
Section 4. Removal of Directors. A director may be removed with or without cause, at any time by the affirmative vote of a
majority in voting power of the stockholders; and the vacancy in the Board of Directors caused by any such removal may be filled by
the stockholders or by the affirmative vote of a majority of the remaining directors, though less than a quorum, both subject to the
provisions of Article II, Section 5 hereof.
Section 5. Vacancies. Any vacancy occurring in the Board of Directors, including vacancies resulting from an increase in the
number of directors, may be filled by the affirmative vote of a majority of the remaining directors, though less than a quorum, or by
election of stockholders. A director so elected shall hold office for a term expiring at the next annual meeting of stockholders
following his or her election, and until such director’s successor shall have been duly elected and qualified or until his or her earlier
death, resignation or removal.
Section 6. Chairman of the Board. The Board of Directors may elect a Chairman of the Board from among its members. The
Chairman of the Board, if one is elected, shall preside at and serve as chairman of meetings of the stockholders and of the Board of
Directors. The Chairman of the Board shall perform other duties and have other authority as may from time to time be delegated by
the Board of Directors.
Section 7. Meetings of the Board; Notice. Meetings of the Board of Directors may be held upon the call of the Chairman of the
Board of Directors, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or a majority of the directors then in office by mailing a written notice
of the same to each director at his or her last known post office address at least two (2) days before the meeting or by causing the same
to be delivered personally or to be transmitted by telegraph, cable, electronic transmission, telephone or verbally at least twenty-four
(24) hours before the meeting to each director. Notice may be waived in writing or by electronic transmission before or after the time
of such meeting, and attendance of a director at a meeting shall constitute a waiver of notice thereof. Neither the business to be
transacted at, nor the purpose of, any meeting need be specified in the notice of such meeting.
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Section 8. Quorum and Manner of Action. A majority of the entire Board of Directors shall be required to constitute a quorum for
the transaction of business at any meeting, and, except as otherwise provided by statute or by these bylaws, the act of a majority of the
directors present and voting at any meeting at which a quorum is present shall be the act of the Board of Directors. In the absence of a
quorum, a majority of the directors present may adjourn any meeting from time to time until a quorum be had. Notice of any
adjourned meeting need not be given.
Section 9. Written Consent in Lieu of a Meeting. Any action required or permitted to be taken at any meeting of the Board of
Directors, or of any committee thereof, may be taken without a meeting, if all members of the Board of Directors or of such
committee, as the case may be, consent thereto in writing or by electronic transmission, and the writing or writings or electronic
transmission or transmissions are filed with the minutes of proceedings of the Board of Directors or such committee. Such filing shall
be in paper form if the minutes are maintained in paper form and shall be in electronic form if the minutes are maintained in electronic
form.
ARTICLE III. Committees
Section 1. Committees of Directors. The Board of Directors may, by resolution passed by a majority of the entire Board of
Directors, designate one or more committees, each committee to consist of one or more of the directors of the Corporation. In the
absence or disqualification of a member of a committee, the member or members thereof present at any meeting and not disqualified
from voting, whether or not he, she or they constitute a quorum, may unanimously appoint another member of the Board of Directors
to act at the meeting in the place of any such absent or disqualified member. Any such committee, to the extent provided in the
resolution of the Board of Directors, shall have and may exercise all the powers and authority of the Board of Directors in the
management of the business and affairs of the Corporation, and may authorize the seal of the Corporation to be affixed to all papers
which may require it; but no such committee shall have the power or authority in reference to amending the certificate of
incorporation of the Corporation, adopting an agreement of merger or consolidation, recommending to the stockholders the sale, lease
or exchange of all or substantially all of the Corporation’s property and assets, recommending to the stockholders a dissolution of the
Corporation or a revocation of a dissolution or amending the bylaws of the Corporation; and, unless the resolution expressly so
provides, no such committee shall have the power or authority to declare a dividend or to authorize the issuance of stock. Each
committee shall keep regular minutes of its meetings and report the same to the Board of Directors when required. The Board of
Directors shall establish and maintain a Compensation Committee, an Audit Committee, and a Nominating and Corporate Governance
Committee, the duties and powers of which are described herein.
Section 2. Compensation Committee. Except to the extent otherwise provided in the charter of the Compensation Committee or as
may otherwise be determined by the Board of Directors from time to time, the Compensation Committee will discharge the Board of
Director’s responsibilities relating to compensation of the Corporation’s directors and executive officers, oversee the administration of
the Company’s incentive and equity-based compensation plans and review costs and structure of key employee benefit and fringe
benefit plans and programs, and review and discuss with management any disclosure concerning director or executive compensation
to be included in the Corporation’s filings with the Securities Exchange Commission.
Section 3. Audit Committee. Except to the extent otherwise provided in the charter of the Audit Committee or as may otherwise
be determined by the Board of Directors from time to time, the Audit Committee will oversee the Corporation’s accounting and
financial reporting processes, including through (i) review and oversight of the Corporation’s systems of internal controls established
for finance, accounting, legal compliance and ethics, and overseeing changes to correct internal control weaknesses, if necessary, (ii)
oversight of the Corporation’s relationship with its independent public accountants and monitoring their independence and
performance, (iii) oversight and review of the audits of the Corporation’s financial statements, and (iv) provision of effective
communication between the Board, senior and financial management and the Corporation’s independent public accountants.
Section 4. Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee. Except to the extent otherwise provided in the charter of the
Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee or as may otherwise be determined by the Board of Directors from time to time,
the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee will (i) determine the nomination of directors to be selected by the Board of
Directors for election by the stockholders, (ii) in the case of vacancies on the Board of Directors, recommend nominees to be elected
by the Board of Directors, (iii) assist the Board of Directors in determining the composition of the Board and its committees, and (iv)
recommend to the Board of Directors a set of corporate governance principles and play a leadership role in shaping the Corporation’s
corporate governance.
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Section 5. Meetings of Committees. Each committee of the Board shall fix its own rules of procedure consistent with the
provisions of the Board of Directors governing such committee, and shall meet as provided by such rules or by resolution of the Board
of Directors, and it shall also meet at the call of its chairperson or any two members of such committee. Unless otherwise provided by
such rules or by such resolution, the provisions of Article II of these bylaws relating to the place of holding, the giving of notice, and
the quorum required for meetings of the Board of Directors shall govern the committees thereof. A majority of each committee shall
constitute a quorum thereof. The vote of a majority of such quorum at a duly constituted meeting shall be sufficient to authorize any
action within the scope of responsibilities of each committee, unless otherwise provided by the rules of such committee or by
resolution of the Board of Directors. Each committee shall keep minutes of its meetings and all actions taken by such committee shall
be reported to the Board of Directors at its next meeting.
ARTICLE IV. Officers
Section 1. Number of Officers. The Board may elect a Chief Executive Officer, a President, a Chief Operating Officer, one or
more Vice Presidents, a Secretary, a Chief Accounting Officer, a Treasurer and such other officers and assistant officers and agents as
may be chosen by the Board from time to time. Any two offices may be held by one person. One of the officers shall have the duty to
record the proceedings of the meetings of the stockholders and directors in a book to be kept for that purpose.
Section 2. Tenure. Officers shall serve at the pleasure of the Board of Directors.
Section 3. Chief Executive Officer. The Chief Executive Officer shall have general supervision of the affairs of the Corporation,
subject to the policies and direction of the Board of Directors, and shall supervise and direct all of the officers and employees of the
Corporation but may delegate in his or her discretion any of his or her powers to any officer or such other executives as he or she may
designate. He or she shall have the authority to execute bonds, mortgages and other contracts requiring a seal, under the seal of the
Corporation, except where required or permitted by law to be otherwise signed and executed and except where the signing and
execution thereof shall be expressly delegated by the Board of Directors to some other officer or agent of the Corporation. In the
absence of the Chairman of the Board of Directors or during any disability on the part of the Chairman to act, the Chief Executive
Officer shall preside at all meetings of stockholders and directors, and shall perform such other duties as the Board of Directors may
bestow upon him or her.
Section 4. President. The President shall see that all orders and resolutions of the Board of Directors are carried into effect and
shall have general and active management of the business of the Corporation. He or she shall have the authority to execute bonds,
mortgages and other contracts requiring a seal, under the seal of the Corporation, except where required or permitted by law to be
otherwise signed and executed or except where the signing and execution thereof shall be expressly delegated by the Board of
Directors to some other officer or agent of the Corporation. If, for any reason, the Corporation does not have a Chief Executive
Officer, the President shall assume the duties of that officer as well.
Section 5. Chief Operating Officer. The Chief Operating Officer shall have supervision of the operation of the Corporation,
subject to the policies and directions of the Board of Directors. He or she shall provide for the proper operation of the Corporation and
oversee the internal interrelationship amongst any and all departments of the Corporation. He or she shall submit to the Chief
Executive Officer, President and the Board of Directors timely reports on the operations of the Corporation.
Section 6. Vice President. Each Vice President shall in the absence or disability of the President, perform the duties and exercise
the powers of the President and shall perform such other duties as may be prescribed from time to time by these bylaws or by the
Board of Directors.
Section 7. Secretary. Unless otherwise provided by the Board of Directors, the Secretary shall attend all meetings of the
stockholders and Board of Directors and shall record all the proceedings of such meetings in the minute book of the Corporation. He
or she shall give proper notice of meetings of stockholders and the Board of Directors and other notices required by law or by these
bylaws. He or she shall perform such other duties as these bylaws or the Board of Directors may from time to time prescribe.
Section 8. Chief Accounting Officer. The Chief Accounting Officer shall be the chief accounting officer of the Corporation and
shall arrange for the keeping of adequate records of all assets, liabilities and transactions of the Corporation. He or she shall provide
for the establishment of internal controls and see that adequate audits are currently and regularly made. He or she shall submit to the
Chief Executive Officer, President and the Board of Directors timely statements of the accounts of the Corporation and the financial
results of the operations thereof.
Section 9. Treasurer. Unless otherwise provided by the Board of Directors, the Treasurer shall keep correct and complete
financial records of the Corporation and shall have custody of the corporate funds, securities, and other valuable effects of the
Corporation. He or she shall deposit all monies and other valuable effects, in the name of the Corporation, in such depositories as may
be designated by the Board of Directors. He or she shall furnish at meetings of the Board of Directors, or whenever requested, a
statement of the financial condition of the Corporation, and shall perform all such other duties as these bylaws or the Board of

Directors may from time to time prescribe.
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ARTICLE V. Indemnification
Section 1. Indemnification by Corporation. The Corporation shall indemnify any person who was or is a party or is threatened to
be made a party to any threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding, whether civil, criminal, administrative or
investigative (other than an action by or in the right of the Corporation) by reason of the fact that he or she is or was a director, officer,
employee or agent of the Corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the Corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of
another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise, against expenses (including attorneys’ fees), judgments, fines
and amounts paid in settlement actually and reasonably incurred by him or her in connection with such action, suit or proceeding if he
or she acted in good faith and in a manner he or she reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the
Corporation, and, with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, had no reasonable cause to believe his or her conduct was
unlawful. The termination of any action, suit or proceeding by judgment, order, settlement, conviction, or upon a plea of nolo
contendere or its equivalent, shall not, of itself, create a presumption that the person did not act in good faith and in a manner which he
or she reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the Corporation, and, with respect to any criminal action or
proceeding, had reasonable cause to believe that his or her conduct was unlawful.
Section 2. Suit by or in the Right of the Corporation. The Corporation shall indemnify any person who was or is a party, or is
threatened to be made a party to any threatened, pending or completed action or suit by or in the right of the Corporation to procure a
judgment in its favor by reason of the fact that he or she is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the Corporation, or is or
was serving at the request of the Corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of another Corporation, partnership, joint
venture, trust or other enterprise against expenses (including attorneys’ fees) actually and reasonably incurred by him or her in
connection with the defense or settlement of such action or suit if he or she acted in good faith and in a manner he or she reasonably
believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the Corporation and except that no indemnification shall be made in respect of
any claim, issue or matter as to which such person shall have been adjudged to be liable to the Corporation unless and only to the
extent that the Court of Chancery or the court in which such action or suit was brought shall determine upon application that, despite
the adjudication of liability but in view of all the circumstances of the case, such person is fairly and reasonably entitled to indemnity
for such expenses which the Court of Chancery or such other court shall deem proper.
Section 3. Success on the Merits. To the extent that a director, officer, employee or agent of the Corporation has been successful
on the merits or otherwise in defense of any action, suit or proceeding referred to in Sections 1 or 2 of this Article, or in defense of any
claim, issue or matter therein, he or she shall be indemnified against expenses (including attorneys’ fees) actually and reasonably
incurred by him or her in connection therewith.
Section 4. Determination that Indemnification is Proper. Any indemnification under Sections 1 or 2 of this Article (unless ordered
by a court) shall be made by the Corporation only as authorized in the specific case upon a determination that indemnification of the
director, officer, employee or agent is proper in the circumstances because he or she has met the applicable standard of conduct set
forth in such section. Such determination shall be made:
1. By the Board of Directors by a majority vote of a quorum consisting of directors who were not parties to such action, suit
or proceeding, or
2. If such a quorum is not obtainable, or, even if obtainable a quorum of disinterested directors so directs, by independent
legal counsel in a written opinion, or
3. By the stockholders.
Section 5. Expenses. Expenses (including attorneys’ fees) incurred by an officer or director in defending a civil, criminal,
administrative or investigative action, suit or proceeding shall be paid by the Corporation in advance of the final disposition of such
action, suit or proceeding upon receipt of an undertaking by or on behalf of such director or officer to repay such amount if it shall
ultimately be determined that he or she is not entitled to be indemnified by the Corporation as authorized in this Article V. The
financial ability of an officer or director to repay an advance shall not be a prerequisite to the making of such advance. Such expenses
(including attorneys’ fees) incurred by other employees and agents may be so paid upon such terms and conditions, if any, as the
Board of Directors deems appropriate.
Section 6. Personal Liability of Director or Officer. No director or officer of the Corporation shall be personally liable to the
Corporation or to any stockholder of the Corporation for monetary damages for breach of fiduciary duty as a director or officer,
provided that this provision shall not limit the liability of a director or officer (i) for any breach of the director’s or the officer’s duty of
loyalty to the Corporation or its stockholders, (ii) for acts or omissions not in good faith or which involve intentional misconduct or a
knowing violation of law, (iii) under Section 174 of the General Corporation Law of Delaware, or (iv) for any transaction from which
the director or officer derived an improper personal benefit.
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Section 7. Non-Exclusivity of Indemnification Rights. The indemnification and advancement of expenses provided by or granted
pursuant to the other sections of this Article V shall not be deemed exclusive of any other rights to which those seeking
indemnification or advancement of expenses may be entitled under any bylaw, agreement, vote of stockholders or disinterested
directors or otherwise, both as to action in his or her official capacity and as to action in another capacity while holding such office.
Section 8. Insurance. The Corporation shall have power to purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person who is or was
a director, officer, employee or agent of the Corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the Corporation as a director, officer,
employee or agent of another company, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise against any liability asserted against him or
her and incurred by him or her in any such capacity, or arising out of his or her status as such, whether or not the other company,
partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise would have the power to indemnify him or her against such liability under the
provisions of this Article V.
Section 9. Continuance of Indemnification. The indemnification and advancement of expenses provided by or granted pursuant
to, this Article V shall, unless otherwise provided when authorized or ratified, continue as to a person who has ceased to be a director,
officer, employee or agent and shall inure to the benefit of the heirs, executors and administrators of such a person. The rights to
indemnification and advancement of expenses provided by or granted pursuant to this Article V shall constitute a contract between the
Corporation and each director, officer, employee or agent of the Corporation in each circumstance, and each such person shall have all
rights available in law or equity to enforce such contract rights against the Corporation. Any repeal or modification of any provision of
this Article V shall not adversely affect or deprive any director, officer, employee or agent of any right or protection offered by such
provision prior to such repeal or modification.
Section 10. Definition of “the Corporation”. For purposes of this Article V, references to “the Corporation” shall include, in
addition to the resulting Corporation, any constituent Corporation (including any constituent of a constituent) absorbed in a
consolidation or merger which, if its separate existence had continued, would have had power and authority to indemnify its directors,
officers, and employees or agents, so that any person who is or was a director, officer employee or agent of such constituent
Corporation, or is or was serving at the request of such constituent Corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of another
Corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise, shall stand in the same position under this Article V with respect to
the resulting or surviving Corporation as he or she would have with respect to such constituent Corporation of its separate existence
had continued.
Section 11. Definition of “Other Enterprises”. For purposes of this Article V, references to “other enterprises” shall include
employee benefit plans; references to “fines” shall include any excise taxes assessed on a person with respect to any employee benefit
plan; and references to “serving at the request of the Corporation” shall include any service as a director, officer, employee or agent of
the Corporation which imposes duties on, or involves services by, such director, officer, employee, or agent with respect to an
employee benefit plan, its participants or beneficiaries; and a person who acted in good faith and in a manner he or she reasonably
believed to be in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries of an employee benefit plan Shall be deemed to have acted in a
manner “not opposed to the best interests of the Corporation” as referred to in this Article V.
ARTICLE VI. Capital Stock
Section 1. Issuance of Shares. The capital stock, including both authorized but previously unissued shares, as well as treasury
shares, may be issued for such consideration, not less than the par value thereof in the case of shares having par value, as shall be fixed
from time to time by the Board of Directors.
Section 2. Transfer of Shares. The shares of the Corporation shall be transferable on the books of the Corporation (a) with respect
to certificated shares of stock only upon the surrender of each certificate representing the same, properly endorsed by the registered
holder or by his or her duly authorized attorney, or with separate written assignment accompanying the certificates or (b) with respect
to uncertificated shares of stock, upon duly executed instructions provided to the Corporation through its duly authorized transfer
agent or otherwise.
Section 3. Certificate of Stock. Unless the Board of Directors shall by resolution provide that some or all of any class or series of
stock shall be uncertificated shares, the shares of the Corporation shall be represented by certificates meeting the requirements of the
DGCL and shall be in such form as shall be approved by the Board of Directors. Any resolution by the Board of Directors providing
for uncertificated shares shall not apply to shares represented by a certificate until the certificate is surrendered to the Corporation.
Section 4. Uncertificated Shares of Stock. With regard any uncertificated shares of stock, the Corporation shall provide any
written notices required under the DGCL, including a written notice required by Section 151(f) of DGCL which shall be sent to the
registered owner of the uncertificated shares within a reasonable time after the issuance or transfer of any uncertificated shares.
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Section 5. Lost, Destroyed and Mutilated Certificates. The holder of any stock issued by the Corporation that is represented by a
certificate issued by the Corporation shall immediately notify the Corporation of any loss, destruction or mutilation of the certificate
therefore, or failure to receive such certificate, and the Board of Directors or the Secretary of the Corporation, may, in its or his or her
discretion, cause to be issued to him or her a new certificate or certificates of stock, upon compliance with such rules and regulations
and/or procedures as may be prescribed or have been prescribed by the Board of Directors with respect to the issuance of new
certificates in lieu of such lost, destroyed or mutilated certificate or certificates of stock issued by the Corporation which are not
received.
ARTICLE VII. Forum for Adjudication of Disputes
Unless the Corporation consents in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the sole and exclusive forum for: (i) any
derivative action or proceeding brought on behalf of the Corporation; (ii) any action asserting a claim of breach of a fiduciary duty
owed by any director, officer, employee or agent of the Corporation to the Corporation or the Corporation’s stockholders; (iii) any
action asserting a claim against the Corporation or any director, officer, employee or agent of the Corporation arising pursuant to any
provision of the Delaware General Corporation Law, the Certificate of Incorporation or these Bylaws of the Corporation (in each case,
as they may be amended from time to time); or (iv) any action asserting a claim against the Corporation or any director, officer,
employee or agent of the Corporation governed by the internal affairs doctrine, shall be the Court of Chancery of the State of
Delaware (or if the Court of Chancery does not have jurisdiction, another state or federal court located within the State of Delaware).
ARTICLE VIII. Miscellaneous
Section 1. Seal. The corporate seal shall be circular in form and have inscribed thereon the name of the Corporation and the words
and figures “Corporate Seal, 1980, Delaware.”
Section 2. Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the Corporation shall be fixed by the Board of Directors.
ARTICLE IX. Amendments
These may be amended, altered, repealed or supplemented at any regular meeting of the stockholders or of the Board of Directors
or at any special meeting called for any such purpose by the affirmative vote of (i) the holders of capital stock entitled to cast a
majority of the votes entitled to be cast by all issued and outstanding capital stock with respect to the election of directors, or (ii) a
majority of the entire Board of Directors, as the case may be.
As Amended 12/22/2016
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Exhibit 10.47
[Execution]
AMENDMENT NO. 3 TO AMENDED AND RESTATED CREDIT AGREEMENT
This AMENDMENT NO. 3 TO AMENDED AND RESTATED CREDIT AGREEMENT, dated as of February
1, 2018 (this “ Amendment No. 3 ”), is entered into by and among WELLS FARGO BANK, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION, a national banking association, in its capacity as agent (in such capacity, together with its successors and
assigns, “ Administrative Agent ”) pursuant to the Credit Agreement (as defined below) for the Lenders (as defined
below), the parties to the Credit Agreement as lenders (individually, each a “ Lender ” and collectively, “ Lenders ”) party
hereto (who constitute Required Lenders), DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION, a Delaware corporation (“
Lead Borrower ”), CAVE SPRINGS, INC., a Delaware corporation (“ Cave ” and, together with Lead Borrower, each a “
Borrower ” and collectively, “ Borrowers ”), MOTHERS WORK CANADA, INC., a Delaware corporation (“ Mothers
Work ”), DM URBAN RENEWAL, LLC, a New Jersey limited liability company (“ DM Urban ” and, together with
Mothers Work, each a “ Guarantor ” and collectively, “ Guarantors ”).
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Administrative Agent, Lenders, Borrowers and Guarantors have entered into financing
arrangements pursuant to which Lenders have made and may make loans and advances and provide other financial
accommodations to Borrowers as set forth in the Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated March 25, 2016, by and
among Administrative Agent, Borrowers, the Lenders parties thereto and the Guarantors (as the same now exists and is
amended and supplemented pursuant hereto and may hereafter be further amended, modified, supplemented, extended,
renewed, restated or replaced, the “ Credit Agreement ”) and the other Loan Documents;
WHEREAS, Lead Borrower has requested that Administrative Agent and Lender modify certain provisions of
the Credit Agreement and Administrative Agent and Required Lenders are willing to agree to such modifications on the
terms and subject to the conditions set forth herein;
WHEREAS, by this Amendment No. 3, Administrative Agent, Required Lenders, and Borrowers desire and
intend to make certain amendments to the Credit Agreement, including without limitation, extending the stated Maturity
Date of the credit facility evidenced by the Credit Agreement;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the mutual agreements and covenants contained
herein, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the
parties hereto agree as follows:
1.Definitions. For purposes of this Amendment No. 3, all terms used herein which are not otherwise defined
herein, including but not limited to, those terms used in the recitals hereto, shall have the respective meanings assigned
thereto in the Credit Agreement.
2.Amendments. Effective as of the Effective Date, the Credit Agreement is hereby amended in its entirety to
delete the stricken text (indicated textually in the same manner as the following example: stricken text ) and to add the
bold and double-underlined text (indicated textually in the same manner as the following example: double underlined
text ) as set forth in Exhibit A hereto. All schedules and exhibits to the Credit Agreement, as in effect immediately
prior to the date of this Amendment No. 3, shall constitute schedules and exhibits to the Credit Agreement, except that: (a)
each of the Schedules to the Credit Agreement is hereby each replaced in its entirety with the corresponding Schedule to
Exhibit A hereto, and (b) each of the Exhibits to the Credit Agreement is hereby each replaced in its entirety with the
corresponding Exhibit to Exhibit A hereto. By executing this Amendment No. 3, Borrower, Subsidiary Guarantors and
Lenders hereby each consents and agrees to the other amendments and modifications to the Credit Agreement contained
in this Amendment No. 3
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3.Representations and Warranties. Borrowers each represent and warrant with and to the Administrative Agent
and each Lender on the Consent Effective Date as follows:
(a)no Default or Event of Default exists or has occurred and is continuing as of the date of this
Amendment No. 3;
(b)this Amendment No. 3 and the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement have been duly authorized,
executed and delivered by all necessary action on the part of Borrowers and the other Loan Parties and, if necessary, its
equity holders and is in full force and effect as of the date hereof, as the case may be, and the agreements and obligations
of Borrowers and the other Loan Parties contained herein and therein constitute legal, valid and binding obligations of
Borrowers and the other Loan Parties, enforceable against Borrowers and the other Loan Parties in accordance with their
terms, except as enforceability is limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or other laws relating to
or affecting generally the enforcement of creditors’ rights and except to the extent that availability of the remedy of
specific performance or injunctive relief is subject to the discretion of the court before which any proceeding therefor may
be brought;
(c)the execution, delivery and performance of this Amendment No. 3 and the Term Loan
Intercreditor Agreement (i) are within each Borrower’s and Guarantor’s corporate or limited liability company powers and
(ii) are not in contravention of law or the terms of any Borrower’s or Guarantor’s certificate or articles of incorporation or
formation, operating agreement, by laws, or other organizational documentation, or any indenture, agreement or
undertaking (including, without limitation, the Term Loan Documents) to which any Borrower or other Loan Party is a
party or by which any Borrower or other Loan Party or its property are bound; and
(d)all of the representations and warranties set forth in the Credit Agreement and the other Loan
Documents, each as amended hereby, are true and correct in all material respects on and as of the date hereof, as if made
on the date hereof, except to the extent any such representation or warranty is made as of a specified date, in which case
such representation or warranty shall have been true and correct as of such date.
4.Amendment No. 3 Effective Date. This Amendment No. 3 shall become effective as of the date on which
each of the following conditions has been satisfied, as determined by Administrative Agent in its sole discretion:
(a)this Amendment No. 3 shall have been duly executed by each party hereto;
(b)the Administrative Agent shall have received a copy of Term Loan Credit Agreement, dated of
even date herewith, duly executed by Pathlight Capital LLC, as the Term Loan Agent, the requisite lenders parties thereto,
Borrowers and Guarantors; and the other Term Loan Documents, each in form and substance satisfactory to the Agent;
(c)the Administrative Agent shall have received evidence that (i) the “Existing Liabilities” (as such
quoted term is defined in the Term Loan Credit Agreement (as such term is defined in Exhibit A hereto)) have been repaid
in full with the proceeds of the Term Loans (as such term is defined in Exhibit A hereto) under the Term Loan Credit
Agreement and the “Existing Term Loan Credit Agreement” and that the documents related thereto shall have been
terminated, and (ii) all liens (including “Existing Liens” as such quoted term is defined in the Term Loan Credit
Agreement) have been terminated;
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(d)the Administrative Agent shall have received a copy of the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement, in
form and substance satisfactory to the Administrative Agent, duly executed by Administrative Agent, Term Loan Agent,
Borrowers and Guarantors;
(e)the receipt by Administrative Agent of (i) the Fee Letter referred to in Exhibit A to Amendment
No. 3, executed and delivered by Borrowers and Agent, in form and substance satisfactory to the Agent, and (ii) the fees
referred to in the Fee Letter which are due and payable on the date hereof; and
(f)the receipt by Administrative Agent of such certificates of resolutions or other action, incumbency
certificates and/or other certificates of responsible officers of each Loan Party as the Administrative Agent may
reasonably require evidencing (i) the authority of each Loan Party to enter into this Amendment No. 3 and the other Loan
Documents to which such Loan Party is a party or is to become a party and (ii) the identity, authority and capacity of each
responsible officer thereof authorized to act as a responsible officer in connection with this Amendment No. 3 and the
other Loan Documents to which such Loan Party is a party or is to become a party.
5.Effect of this Amendment No. 3. Except as expressly set forth herein, no other consents, amendments,
changes or modifications to the Loan Documents are intended or implied hereby, and in all other respects the Loan
Documents are hereby specifically ratified, restated and confirmed by all parties hereto as of the effective date hereof and
Borrowers and the other Loan Parties shall not be entitled to any other or further consent by virtue of the provisions of this
Amendment No. 3 or with respect to the subject matter of this Amendment No. 3. To the extent of conflict between the
terms of this Amendment No. 3 and the other Loan Documents, the terms of this Amendment No. 3 shall control. The
Credit Agreement and this Amendment No. 3 shall be read and construed as one agreement.
6.Governing Law. The validity, interpretation and enforcement of this Amendment No. 2 and any dispute
arising out of the relationship between the parties hereto whether in contract, tort, equity or otherwise, shall be governed
by the internal laws of the State of New York but excluding any principles of conflicts of law or other rule of law that
would cause the application of the law of any jurisdiction other than the laws of the State of New York.
7.Binding Effect. This Amendment No. 3 shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of each of the parties
hereto and their respective successors and assigns.
8.Further Assurances. Borrowers and other Loan Parties shall execute and deliver such additional documents
and take such additional action as may be reasonably requested by Administrative Agent to effectuate the provisions and
purposes of this Amendment No. 3.
9.Entire Agreement. This Amendment No. 3 and the other Loan Documents represent the entire agreement and
understanding concerning the subject matter hereof and thereof among the parties hereto, and supersedes all other prior
agreements, understandings, negotiations and discussions, representations, warranties, commitments, proposals, offers and
contracts concerning the subject matter hereof and thereof, whether oral or written.
10.Headings. The headings listed herein are for convenience only and do not constitute matters to be construed
in interpreting this Amendment No. 3.
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11.Waiver, Release and Disclaimer. To induce the Lenders and the Administrative Agent to enter into this
Amendment No. 3, the Borrowers and each other Loan Party hereby waive and release any claim, defense, demand, action
or suit of any kind or nature whatsoever against the Lenders or the Administrative Agent arising on or prior to the date of
this Amendment No. 3 in connection with the Credit Agreement or any of the other Loan Documents, or any of the
transactions contemplated thereunder, except that this Section 11 shall not waive or release any of the Lenders’ or the
Agent’s contractual obligations under the Credit Agreement or any of the other Loan Documents.
12.Counterparts. This Amendment No. 3 may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall
be an original, but all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same agreement. Delivery of an executed
counterpart of this Amendment No. 3 by telefacsimile or other electronic method of transmission shall have the same
force and effect as delivery of an original executed counterpart of this Amendment No. 3. Any party delivering an
executed counterpart of this Amendment No. 3 by telefacsimile or other electronic method of transmission shall also
deliver an original executed counterpart of this Amendment No. 3, but the failure to do so shall not affect the validity,
enforceability, and binding effect of this Amendment No. 3.
[REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Amendment No. 3 to be duly executed and
delivered by their authorized officers as of the day and year first above written.
AGENT AND LENDERS:

BORROWERS:

WELLS FARGO BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION

as Administrative Agent, Issuing Bank,
as a Lender and Swing Line Lender
By:
Name:
Its

/s/ Michele L. Riccobono
Michele L. Riccobono
Authorized Signatory

By:
Name:
Title:

/s/ David Stern
David Stern
Executive Vice President and Chief
Financial Officer

CAVE SPRINGS, INC.

By:
Name:
Title:

/s/ Ronald J. Masciantonio
Ronald J. Masciantonio
Assistant Secretary

GUARANTORS:
MOTHERS WORK CANADA, INC.

By:
Name:
Title:

/s/ Ronald J. Masciantonio
Ronald J. Masciantonio
Chief Executive Officer, Executive Vice
President & Chief Administrative Officer

DM URBAN RENEWAL, LLC
By:
/s/ Ronald J. Masciantonio
Ronald J. Masciantonio
Name:
Executive Vice President & Chief
Title:
Administrative Officer

[Signature Page to Amendment No. 3 (Destination Maternity)]

EXECUTIONEXHIBIT A

AMENDED AND RESTATED CREDIT AGREEMENT
Dated as of March 25, 2016 as amended through Amendment No.23 to Amended and Restated Credit
Agreement dated April 7, 2017 February 1, 2018
among
DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION,
as the Lead Borrower
For
The Borrowers Named Herein
The Guarantors Named Herein
WELLS FARGO BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
as Administrative Agent, L/C Issuer, Swing Line Lender,
and
The Other Lenders Party Hereto
WELLS FARGO BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
as
Sole Lead Arranger and Sole Bookrunner
As amended through Amendment No. 3
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AMENDED AND RESTATED CREDIT AGREEMENT
This AMENDED AND RESTATED CREDIT AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is entered into as of March 25,
2016, among DESTINATION MATERNITY CORPORATION, a Delaware corporation (the “ Lead Borrower
”), CAVE SPRINGS, INC., a Delaware corporation (“ Cave ”, and together with Lead Borrower, each a “
Borrower ” and collectively, the “ Borrowers ”), the Guarantors, each lender from time to time party hereto
(collectively, the “ Lenders ” and individually, a “ Lender ”), WELLS FARGO BANK, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION, as Administrative Agent and Swing Line Lender and L/C Issuer.
WHEREAS, Administrative Agent, Lenders and Lead Borrower have entered into financing arrangements
pursuant to which Lenders (or Agent on behalf of Lenders) have made revolving loans to Lead Borrower, as set
forth in the Existing Credit Agreement (as hereinafter further defined), and together with the agreements listed
on Schedule 1.01(d) and all other agreements, documents and instruments at any time executed and/or delivered
in connection therewith, or related thereto, as from time to time amended, modified, supplemented, extended,
renewed, restated or replaced, collectively, the “Existing Loan Documents”);
WHEREAS, Administrative Agent and Lenders have agreed to amend and restate the Existing Credit
Agreement and each Lender (severally and not jointly) has agreed to continue to make Committed Loans to the
Borrowers on a pro rata basis according to its Commitment (as defined below) on the terms and conditions set
forth herein, the L/C Issuer (as defined below) has indicated its willingness to issue Letters of Credit (as defined
below), and Agent has agreed to continue to act as agent for Lenders, in each case, on the terms and conditions
set forth herein and the other Loan Documents;
In consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein contained, the parties hereto covenant and
agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
DEFINITIONS AND ACCOUNTING TERMS
1.01.Defined Terms. As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings set forth

below:
“Accelerated Borrowing Base Delivery Event” means either (a) the occurrence and continuance of any
Event of Default, or (b) the failure of the Borrowers to maintain Excess Availability of an amount greater than
twelve and one-half percent (12.5%) of the Borrowing Base (calculated without giving effect to the Term Loan
Reserve). For purposes of this Agreement, the occurrence of an Accelerated Borrowing Base Delivery Event
shall be deemed continuing at the Administrative Agent’s option (c) so long as such Event of Default has not
been waived, and/or (d) if the Accelerated Borrowing Base Delivery Event arises as a result of the Borrowers’
failure to achieve Excess Availability as required hereunder, until Excess Availability has exceeded the amount
equal to fifteen percent (15%) of the Borrowing Base (calculated without giving effect to the Term Loan
Reserve) for thirty (30) consecutive calendar days, in which case an Accelerated Borrowing Base Delivery
Event shall no longer be deemed to be continuing for purposes of this Agreement.
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“Acceptable Document of Title” means, with respect to any Inventory, a tangible, negotiable bill of
lading or other Document (as defined in the UCC) that (a) is issued by a common carrier which is not an
Affiliate of the Approved Foreign Vendor or any Loan Party which is in actual possession of such Inventory,
(b) is issued to the order of any Borrower or, if so requested by the Administrative Agent, to the order of the
Administrative Agent, (c) names the Administrative Agent as a notify party and bears a conspicuous notation on
its face of the Administrative Agent’s security interest therein, (d) that is not subject to any Lien other than a
perfected first priority security interest in favor of the Administrative Agent and Liens permitted under clauses
(a), (b), (p) and (r) of the definition of Permitted Encumbrances and any other Liens with respect thereto
permitted under this Agreement that are subject to an intercreditor agreement in form and substance reasonably
satisfactory to Administrative Agent, and (e) is on terms otherwise reasonably acceptable to the Administrative
Agent.
“ACH” means automated clearing house transfers.
“Accommodation Payment” has the meaning specified in Section 10.22.
“Account” means “accounts” as defined in the UCC, and also means a right to payment of a monetary
obligation, whether or not earned by performance, (a) for property that has been or is to be sold, leased,
licensed, assigned, or otherwise disposed of, (b) for services rendered or to be rendered, (c) for a policy of
insurance issued or to be issued, (d) for a secondary obligation incurred or to be incurred, (e) for energy
provided or to be provided, (f) for the use or hire of a vessel under a charter or other contract, (g) arising out of
the use of a credit or charge card or information contained on or for use with the card, or (h) as winnings in a
lottery or other game of chance operated or sponsored by a state, governmental unit of a state, or person
licensed or authorized to operate the game by a state or governmental unit of a state. The term “ Account ”
includes health-care-insurance receivables.
“Account Debtor” means an “Account Debtor” as such term is a defined in the UCC, including
without limitation, any Credit Card Issuer, any Credit Card Processor and any Department Lessor.
“Acquisition” means, with respect to any Person (a) an Investment in, or a purchase of a Controlling
interest in, the Equity Interests of any other Person, (b) a purchase or other acquisition of all or substantially all
of the assets or properties of, another Person or of any business unit of another Person, (c) any merger or
consolidation of such Person with any other Person or other transaction or series of transactions resulting in the
acquisition of all or substantially all of the assets, or a Controlling interest in the Equity Interests, of any Person,
or (d) any acquisition of any Store locations of any Person (other than the leasing or acquisition of any one
Store in the ordinary course of business), in each case, in any transaction or group of transactions which are part
of a common plan.
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“Additional Maximum PMSI Debt Amount” means on any date of determination, the maximum
amount of Additional PMSI Indebtedness which may be outstanding pursuant to clause (c) of the definition of
Permitted Indebtedness, provided , that , (a) at all times prior to the incurrence of Permitted Term Loan
Indebtedness, the Additional Maximum PMSI Debt Amount shall not exceed $10,000,000, and (b) upon and
after the incurrence of the Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness and for so long as any Permitted Term Loan
Indebtedness remains outstanding or there is any undrawn or committed amount of Permitted Term Loan
Indebtedness, the Additional Maximum PMSI Debt Amount shall not exceed the amount equal to the lesser of
(i) $150,000,000 minus the outstanding principal amount of Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness, or (ii)
$10,000,000. The amount of Additional PMSI Indebtedness outstanding at any time plus the amount of
Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness outstanding at anytime shall not exceed $150,000,000, in the aggregate.
“Additional PMSI Indebtedness” means the Indebtedness permitted to be incurred and outstanding
pursuant to clause (c) of the definition of Permitted Indebtedness in excess of $15,000,000.
“Adjusted LIBO Rate” means:
(a)for any Interest Period with respect to any LIBO Borrowing, an interest rate per annum (rounded
upwards, if necessary, to the next 1/100 of one percent) equal to (i) the LIBO Rate for such Interest Period
multiplied by (ii) the Statutory Reserve Rate; and
(b)for any interest rate calculation with respect to any Base Rate Loan, an interest rate per annum
(rounded upwards, if necessary, to the next 1/100 of one percent) equal to (i) the LIBO Rate for an Interest
Period commencing on the date of such calculation and ending on the date that is thirty (30) days thereafter
multiplied by (ii) the Statutory Reserve Rate.
The Adjusted LIBO Rate will be adjusted automatically as of the effective date of any change in the
Statutory Reserve Rate.
“Administrative Agent” means Wells Fargo in its capacity as administrative and collateral agent
hereunder and under any of the other Loan Documents, or any replacement or any successor administrative
agent permitted hereunder.
“Administrative Agent’s Office” means the Administrative Agent’s address as set forth on Schedule
10.02 , and, as appropriate, the Agent Payment Account, or such other address or account as the Administrative
Agent may from time to time notify the Lead Borrower and the Lenders.
“Administrative Questionnaire” means an Administrative Questionnaire in a form supplied by the
Administrative Agent.
“Affiliate” means, with respect to any Person, (i) another Person that directly, or indirectly through
one or more intermediaries, Controls or is Controlled by or is under common Control with the Person specified.
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“Agent Payment Account” shall mean account no. 37235547964501150 of Administrative Agent at
Wells Fargo, or such other account of Administrative Agent as Administrative Agent may from time to time
designate to Lead Borrower as the Agent Payment Account for purposes of this Agreement and the other Loan
Documents.
“Agent Parties” shall have the meaning specified in Section 10.02(c).
“Aggregate Commitments” means the Commitments of all the Lenders. As of the Restatement
Amendment No. 3 Effective Date, the Aggregate Commitments are $ 70,000,000. 50,000,000.
“Aggregate Tranche A-1 Commitments” has the meaning specified in the Existing Credit Agreement.
“Agreement” means this Credit Agreement.
“Allocable Amount” has the meaning specified in Section 10.22(d).
“Amendment No. 1” means the Consent and Amendment No. 1 to Amended and Restated Credit
Agreement, dated December 20, 2016, by and among the Administrative Agent, Borrowers, Required Lenders,
and Guarantors.
“Amendment No. 2” means Amendment No. 2 to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated
April 7, 2017, by and among the Administrative Agent, Borrowers, Required Lenders, and Guarantors.
“Amendment No. 3” means Amendment No. 3 to Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated
February 1, 2018, by and among the Administrative Agent, Borrowers, Required Lenders, and Guarantors.
“Amendment No. 2 Effective Date” means the date that all of the conditions set forth in Section 4
below of Amendment No. 2 are satisfied.
“Amendment No. 3 Effective Date” means the date that all of the conditions set forth in Section 4 of
Amendment No. 3 are satisfied.
“Anti-Corruption Laws” means Laws relating to anti-bribery or anti-corruption (governmental or
commercial) which apply to the Loan Parties, their Restricted Subsidiaries, including Laws that prohibit the
corrupt payment, offer, promise, or authorization of the payment or transfer of anything of value (including gifts
or entertainment), directly or indirectly, to any foreign Government Official, foreign government employee or
commercial entity to obtain a business advantage; including the FCPA, and all national and international Laws
enacted to implement the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Officials in International
Business Transactions.
“Anti-Terrorism Laws” means Laws relating to terrorism or money laundering, including Executive
Order No. 13224, the PATRIOT Act, the Laws comprising or implementing the Bank Secrecy Act, any
Sanctions Laws, and the Laws administered by OFAC.
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“Applicable Lenders” means the Required Lenders, all affected Lenders, or all Lenders, as the context
may require.
“Applicable Margin” means with respect to each:
(a)

LIBO Rate Loan, one and one-half percent (1.50%); and

(b)

Base Rate Loan, one-half of one percent (0.50%).

“Applicable Percentage” means with respect to any Lender at any time, the percentage (carried out to
the ninth decimal place) of the Aggregate Commitments represented by such Lender’s Commitment at such
time. If the commitment of each Lender to make Loans and the obligation of the L/C Issuer to make L/C Credit
Extensions have been terminated pursuant to Section 8.02 or if the Aggregate Commitments have expired,
then the Applicable Percentage of each Lender shall be determined based on the Applicable Percentage of such
Lender most recently in effect, giving effect to any subsequent assignments. The initial Applicable Percentage
of each Lender is set forth opposite the name of such Lender on Schedule 2.01 or in the Assignment and
Assumption pursuant to which such Lender becomes a party hereto, as applicable.
“Appraised Value” means with respect to Eligible Inventory, the appraised orderly liquidation value,
net of costs and expenses to be incurred in connection with any such liquidation, which value is expressed as a
percentage of Cost of Eligible Inventory as set forth in the inventory stock ledger of the Lead Borrower, which
value shall be determined from time to time by the most recent appraisal undertaken by an independent
appraiser engaged by the Administrative Agent.
“Approved Foreign Jurisdiction” means each country or jurisdiction listed on Schedule 1.01(c) and
each additional country or jurisdiction as Administrative Agent may from time to time agree in its Permitted
Discretion.
“Approved Fund” means any Fund that is administered or managed by (a) a Lender, (b) an Affiliate of
a Lender, (c) an entity or an Affiliate of an entity that administers or manages a Lender or (d) the same
investment advisor or an advisor under common control with such Lender, Affiliate or advisor, as applicable.
“Approved Foreign Vendor” means a Foreign Vendor which (a) is located in any country acceptable to
the Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion, (b) has received timely payment or material performance
of all obligations owed to it by the Loan Parties, (c) has not asserted and has no right to assert any reclamation,
repossession, diversion, stoppage in transit, Lien or title retention rights in respect of such Inventory, and (d), if
so requested by the Administrative Agent, has entered into and is in material compliance with the terms of a
Foreign Vendor Agreement.
“Arranger” means Wells Fargo Bank, National Association, in its capacity as sole lead arranger and
sole book manager.
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“Assignee Group” means two or more Eligible Assignees that are Affiliates of one another or two or
more Approved Funds managed by the same investment advisor.
“Assignment and Assumption” means an assignment and assumption entered into by a Lender and an
Eligible Assignee (with the consent of any party whose consent is required by Section 10.06(b)) , and accepted
by the Administrative Agent, in substantially the form of Exhibit E or any other form approved by the
Administrative Agent.
“Attributable Indebtedness” means, on any date, (a) in respect of any Capital Lease Obligation of any
Person, the capitalized amount thereof that would appear on a balance sheet of such Person prepared as of such
date in accordance with GAAP, and (b) in respect of any Synthetic Lease Obligation, the capitalized amount of
the remaining lease or similar payments under the relevant lease or other applicable agreement or instrument
that would appear on a balance sheet of such Person prepared as of such date in accordance with GAAP if such
lease, agreement or instrument were accounted for as a capital lease.
“Audited Financial Statements” means the audited consolidated balance sheet of the Lead Borrower
and its Subsidiaries for the twelve (12) month (12) period ended September 30, 2014, and the related
consolidated statements of income or operations, Shareholders’ Equity and cash flows for such fiscal year of the
Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries, including the notes thereto.
“Auto-Extension Letter of Credit” shall have the meaning specified in Section 2.03(b)(iii) .
“Availability Period” means the period from and including the Restatement Effective Date to the
earliest of (a) the Maturity Date, (b) the date of termination of the Aggregate Commitments pursuant to
Section 2.06 , and (c) the date of termination of the commitment of each Lender to make Loans and of the
obligation of the L/C Issuer to make L/C Credit Extensions pursuant to Section 8.02 .
“Availability Reserves” means, without duplication of any other Reserves or items to the extent such
items are otherwise addressed or excluded through eligibility criteria, such reserves as the Administrative Agent
from time to time determines in its Permitted Discretion as being appropriate, to reflect (a) matters that
adversely affect the Collateral, its value or the amount that Administrative Agent might receive from the sale or
other disposition thereof or the ability of Administrative Agent to realize thereon, (b) claims and liabilities that
Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion determines will need to be satisfied in connection with the
realization on the Collateral (c) events, conditions, contingencies or risks which adversely affect any component
of the Borrowing Base, (d) matters that adversely affect the validity or enforceability of the Loan Documents or
any material remedies of the Administrative Agent and the Secured Parties thereunder, or (e) that a Default or
an Event of Default then exists. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Availability Reserves may
include, in the Administrative Agent’s Permitted Discretion, (but are not limited to) reserves based on: (i) rental
payments or other amounts payable to lessors where Administrative Agent has not received a Collateral Access
Agreement, provided , that , (A) such reserves as to retail store locations shall not exceed at any time the
aggregate of amounts payable for the next one (1) month for such locations in those States where any right of
the lessor may be pari passu or have priority over the Lien of
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Administrative Agent, including Pennsylvania, Virginia and Washington and (B) no Availability Reserves shall
be established in respect of payments to Department Lessors that would be categorized as rent by the Loan
Parties, consistent with their current practices in effect on the Restatement Effective Date, provided , that , the
applicable Leased Department Agreement is in full force and effect and no event of default exists thereunder;
(ii) customs duties, and other costs to release Inventory which is being imported into the United States; (iii)
salaries, wages and benefits due to employees of any Borrower, that would reasonably be expected to be
incurred in connection with a Liquidation, (iv) outstanding Taxes and other governmental charges, including,
without limitation, ad valorem, real estate, personal property, sales, claims of the PBGC and other Taxes which
may have or are reasonably anticipated to have priority over the interests of the Administrative Agent in the
Collateral; (v) [Reserved], (vi) Customer Credit Liabilities, which reserve shall be in an amount equal to
thirty-three percent (33%) of the aggregate amount of Customer Credit Liabilities, (vii) Customer Deposits,
which reserve shall be in an amount equal to thirty-three percent (33%) of the aggregate amount of Customer
Deposits, (viii) reserves for reasonably anticipated changes in the Appraised Value of Eligible Inventory
between appraisals, (ix) warehousemen’s or bailee’s charges and other Permitted Encumbrances which may
have priority over the security interests of the Administrative Agent in the Collateral, (x) amounts due to
vendors on account of consigned goods, (xi) Cash Management Reserves, (xii) Bank Products Reserves, (xiii)
Reserved, (xiv) royalties payable in respect of licensed merchandise, and (xv) for the amount of the Priority
Payables then outstanding , (xvi) the Term Loan Reserve, (xvii) the EBITDA Reserve and (xviii) Incremental
Equipment Reserve . To the extent that such Availability Reserve is in respect of amounts that may be payable
to third parties the Administrative Agent may, at its option, deduct such Availability Reserve from the amount
equal to the Aggregate Commitments, at any time that the Aggregate Commitments are less than the amount of
the Borrowing Base. The amount of any Availability Reserve established by the Administrative Agent shall
have a reasonable relationship to the event, condition or other matter which is the basis for such Reserve as
determined by the Administrative Agent in their Permitted Discretion. To the extent that an event, condition or
matter is directly addressed pursuant to the calculation of the Net Recovery Percentage as to Inventory, the
Administrative Agent shall not also establish an Availability Reserve to address the same event, condition or
matter, including any Availability Reserve referred to in clause (iii) above.
“Bank Products” means any services or facilities provided to any Loan Party by the Administrative
Agent or any of its Affiliates (but excluding Cash Management Services) including, without limitation, on
account of (a) Swap Contracts, (b) merchant services constituting a line of credit, (c) leasing facilities, including
without limitation, the transactions evidenced by the Wells Fargo Equipment Financing Documents, (d)
Factored Receivables, and ( d e ) supply chain finance services including, without limitation, trade payable
services , and supplier accounts receivable purchases , but excluding any factoring services .
“Bank Products Reserves” means such reserves as the Administrative Agent from time to time
determines in its discretion as being appropriate to reflect the liabilities and obligations of the Loan Parties with
respect to Bank Products then provided or outstanding.
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“Base Rate” means, for any day, a fluctuating rate per annum equal to the highest of (a) the Federal
Funds Rate, as in effect from time to time, plus one-half of one percent (0.50%), (b) the Adjusted LIBO Rate
plus one percent (1.00%), or (c) the rate of interest in effect for such day as publicly announced from time to
time by Wells Fargo as its “ prime rate . ” ; provided that the Base Rate shall not be less than zero. The “
prime rate ” is a rate set by Wells Fargo based upon various factors including Wells Fargo’s costs and desired
return, general economic conditions and other factors, and is used as a reference point for pricing some loans,
which may be priced at, above, or below such announced rate. Any change in such rate announced by Wells
Fargo shall take effect at the opening of business on the day specified in the public announcement of such
change.
“Base Rate Loan” means a Loan that bears interest based on the Base Rate.
“Blocked Account” means a deposit account of a Loan Party to which funds from one or more DDAs
are from time to time transferred.
“Blocked Account Agreement” means with respect to an account established by a Loan Party, an
agreement, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent, establishing control (as
defined in the UCC) of such account by the Administrative Agent and Term Loan Agent and whereby the bank
maintaining such account agrees, upon the occurrence and during the continuance of a Cash Dominion Event, to
comply only with the instructions originated by the Administrative Agent and/or Term Loan Agent, as
applicable, without the further consent of any Loan Party.
“Blocked Account Bank” means each bank with whom deposit accounts are maintained in which any
funds of any of the Loan Parties from one or more DDAs are concentrated and with whom a Blocked Account
Agreement has been, or is required to be, executed in accordance with the terms hereof.
“Blocked Person” means any Person: (a) listed in the annex to, or is otherwise subject to the
provisions of, Executive Order No. 13224; (b) a Person owned or controlled by, or acting for or on behalf of,
any Person that is listed in the annex to, or is otherwise subject to the provisions of, Executive Order No. 13224;
(c) a Person with which any Lender is prohibited from dealing or otherwise engaging in any transaction by any
Anti-Terrorism Law; (d) a Person that commits, threatens or conspires to commit or supports “terrorism” as
defined in Executive Order No. 13224; or (e) a Person that is named on the most current OFAC Lists.
“Borrower Materials” has the meaning specified in last paragraph of Section 6.02.
“Borrowers” has the meaning specified in the introductory paragraph hereto.
“Borrowing” means a Committed Borrowing or a Swing Line Borrowing, as the context may require.
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“Borrowing Base” means, at any time of calculation, an amount equal to:
(a) the lesser of (i) the sum of (A) ninety percent (90%) multiplied by the face amount of
Eligible Credit Card Receivables; plus (B) eighty-five percent (85%) multiplied by the face amount of
Eligible Trade Receivables; plus (C) eighty percent (80%) multiplied by the face amount of Eligible
Receivables consisting of Customer List and Marketing Services Receivables; plus (D) eighty percent (80%)
multiplied by the face amount of Eligible Receivables consisting of Leased Department Receivables or (ii) the
amount equal to thirty percent (30%) of the Borrowing Base (the “Borrowing Base” calculation for purposes of
this clause (ii), shall include the amount obtained in clause (a)(i) without regard to the 30% limitation and the
amounts set forth in clauses (b), (c), (d) and (e) below), and in the case of each of clauses (i) and (ii) net of
any Receivables Reserves; plus
(b) ninety percent (90%) of the Net Recovery Percentage of Eligible Inventory consisting
of finished goods Inventory and Eligible LC Inventory (other than Eligible In-Transit Inventory) multiplied by
the Value of such Inventory, net of applicable Inventory Reserves;
(c) the lesser of (i) ninety percent (90%) of the Net Recovery Percentage of Eligible
Inventory consisting of leased department finished goods Inventory multiplied by the Value of such Inventory,
or (ii) the amount of equal to thirty-five percent (35%) of the Borrowing Base calculated pursuant to
clauses (b), (c) and (d) hereof (but without regard to the 35% limitation), and in the case of each of clauses (i)
and (ii) net of any applicable Inventory Reserves;
(d) the lesser of (i) ninety percent (90%) of the Net Recovery Percentage of Eligible
In-Transit Inventory (exclusive of Eligible LC Inventory) multiplied by the Value of such Inventory, net of
applicable Inventory Reserves or (ii) $10,000,000 the lesser of (A) $7,500,000 or (B) fifteen percent (15%) of
the Borrowing Base calculated pursuant to clauses (b), (c) and (d) hereof (but without regard to the 35%
limitation), and in the case of each of clauses (i) and (ii) net of any applicable Inventory Reserves ;
(e) one hundred percent (100%) of Qualified Cash, provided, that, Qualified Cash included
in the Borrowing Base may not be withdrawn from the deposit account or investment account at Administrative
Agent or another institution reasonably satisfactory to Administrative Agent, thereby reducing the Borrowing
Base, unless and until the Lead Borrower furnishes the Administrative Agent with a Borrowing Base Certificate
as of the date of such proposed withdrawal reflecting that, after giving effect to such withdrawal, no
Overadvance will result;
minus

(f) the sum of (i) the then amount of the Term Loan Reserve, and (ii) the then amount of all
Availability Reserves (other than the Term Loan Reserve, EBITDA Reserve, and Incremental Equipment
Reserve), (iii) the EBITDA Reserve and (iv) the Incremental Equipment Reserve .
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Notwithstanding clause (a)(i)(C) of the definition of Borrowing Base, upon the occurrence of an event of
default pursuant to Section 8.01(a) or Section 8.01(f) of the Term Loan Credit Agreement (as in effect on the
date hereof Amendment No. 3 Effective Date , each being a “Term Loan Default”), Receivables consisting of
Customer List and Marketing Services Receivables invoiced after the date of any such Term Loan Default, shall
not be included in the calculation of the Borrowing Base.
“Borrowing Base Certificate” means a certificate substantially in the form of Exhibit G hereto (with
such changes therein as may be required by the Administrative Agent in the its Permitted Discretion to reflect
the components of and reserves against the Borrowing Base as provided for hereunder from time to time),
executed and certified as accurate and complete by a Responsible Officer of the Lead Borrower which shall
include appropriate exhibits, schedules, supporting documentation, and additional reports as reasonably
requested by the Administrative Agent.
“Business” means the retail or wholesale manufacturing, marketing and/or sale of consumer products
or services, the licensing of Borrowers’ trademarks and/or other intellectual property (either in connection with
its franchising activities or otherwise), and the provision of services to third party companies in connection with
the Borrowers’ proprietary list of customers and other marketing partnership related activities.
“Business Day” means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or other day on which commercial
banks are authorized to close under the Laws of, or are in fact closed in, the state where the Administrative
Agent’s Office is located and, if such day relates to any LIBO Rate Loan, means any such day on which
dealings in Dollar deposits are conducted by and between banks in the London interbank market.
“Canadian Benefit Plans” means any plan, fund, program, or policy, whether oral or written, formal or
informal, funded or unfunded, insured or uninsured, providing employee benefits, including medical, hospital
care, dental, sickness, accident, disability, life insurance, pension, retirement or savings benefits, under which
any of the Loan Parties or any Restricted Subsidiary has any liability with respect to any employee or former
employee related to employment in Canada, but excluding any Canadian Pension Plans and any Canadian
Union Plans.
“Canadian Collateral” means Collateral consisting of assets or interests in assets of the Loan Parties
located in Canada, and the proceeds thereof.
“Canadian Dollars” and “C$” shall each mean the lawful currency of Canada.
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“Canadian Pension Event” means (a) the voluntary whole or partial wind up of a Canadian Pension
Plan by any Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary; (b) the withdrawal of a Borrower or Restricted Subsidiary
from a Canadian Union Plan; (c) the filing of a notice of intent to terminate in whole or in part a Canadian
Pension Plan or Canadian Union Plan or the treatment of a Canadian Pension Plan or Canadian Union Plan
amendment as a termination or partial termination; (d) the institution of proceedings by any Governmental
Authority to terminate in whole or in part or have a trustee appointed to administer a Canadian Pension Plan or
Canadian Union Plan, or (e) any other event or condition which might constitute grounds for the termination of,
winding up or partial termination or winding up or the appointment of trustee to administer, any Canadian
Pension Plan or Canadian Union Plan.
“Canadian Pension Plans” means any plan or arrangement that is required to be registered under
Canadian federal or provincial law and is or was established, maintained or contributed to or required to be
contributed to by a Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary for its employees or former employees, but does not
include the Canada Pension Plan or the Quebec Pension Plan as maintained by the Government of Canada or
the Province of Quebec, respectively, or any Canadian Union Plan.
“Canadian Security Agreement” means the Security Agreement, dated November 1, 2012, in form and
substance reasonably satisfactory to Administrative Agent, executed and delivered by the Loan Parties.
“Canadian Security Documents” means the Canadian Security Agreement, the Québec Hypothec and
any other Loan Document that grants or purports to grant a Lien on any Canadian Collateral.
“Canadian Union Plan” means any and all registered pension and other benefit plans for the benefit of
employees or former employees of any Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary in respect of employment in
Canada, which are not maintained, sponsored or administered by a Loan Party or Restricted, but to which a
Borrower or any Restricted Subsidiary is or was required to contribute pursuant to a collective agreement or a
participation agreement.
“Capital Expenditures” means, with respect to any Person for any period, (a) all expenditures made
(whether made in the form of cash or other property) or costs incurred for the acquisition or improvement of
fixed or capital assets of such Person (excluding normal replacements and maintenance which are properly
charged to current operations), in each case that are (or should be) set forth as capital expenditures in a
Consolidated statement of cash flows of such Person for such period, in each case prepared in accordance with
GAAP, and (b) Capital Lease Obligations incurred by a Person during such period.
“Capital Lease Obligations” means, with respect to any Person for any period, the obligations of such
Person to pay rent or other amounts under any lease of (or other arrangement conveying the right to use) real or
personal property, or a combination thereof, which obligations are required to be classified and accounted for as
liabilities on a balance sheet of such Person under GAAP and the amount of which obligations shall be the
capitalized amount thereof determined in accordance with GAAP.
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“Cash Collateral” means any pledges or deposits of cash by the Loan Parties to Cash Collateralize any
L/C Obligations.
“Cash Collateral Account” means a non-interest bearing account established by one or more of the
Loan Parties with Wells Fargo, and in the name of, the Administrative Agent (as the Administrative Agent shall
otherwise direct) and under the sole and exclusive dominion and control of the Administrative Agent, in which
deposits are required to be made in accordance with Section 2.03(g) or 8.02(c) .
“Cash Collateralize” means to (a) pledge and deposit with or deliver to the Administrative Agent, for
the benefit of the L/C Issuer and the Lenders, as collateral for the L/C Obligations, cash or deposit account
balances in an amount equal to one hundred three percent (103%) of the Outstanding Amount of all L/C
Obligations (other than L/C Obligations with respect to Letters of Credit denominated in a currency other than
Dollars, which L/C Obligations shall be Cash Collateralized in an amount equal to one hundred fifteen percent
(115%) of the Outstanding Amount of such L/C Obligations) pursuant to documentation in form and substance
reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent and the L/C Issuer (which documents are hereby Consented
to by the Lenders) or (b) cause all outstanding L/C Obligations (other than L/C Obligations that have been
previously cash collateralized as described in clause (a) above) to be supported by standby letters of credit in an
aggregate Stated Amount equal to one hundred and three percent (103%) of the Outstanding Amount of all L/C
Obligations (other than L/C Obligations with respect to Letters of Credit denominated in a currency other than
Dollars, which L/C Obligations shall be supported by standby letters of credit in an aggregate Stated Amount
equal to one hundred and fifteen percent (115%) of the Outstanding Amount of such L/C Obligations);
provided , that , the issuer of such back-stop letter of credit shall be reasonably acceptable to the
Administrative Agent and the L/C Issuer. Derivatives of such term have corresponding meanings.
“Cash Dominion Event” means either (a) the occurrence and continuance of any Specified Event of
Default, or (b) the failure of the Borrowers to maintain Excess Availability in an amount equal to or greater than
the greater of (i) an amount equal to fifteen percent (15%) of the Borrowing Base (calculated without giving
effect to the Term Loan Reserve) for five (5) consecutive Business Days, or (ii) an amount equal to twelve and
one-half percent (12.5%) of the Borrowing Base (calculated without giving effect to the Term Loan Reserve) at
any time. For purposes of this Agreement, the occurrence of a Cash Dominion Event shall be deemed
continuing until the earlier of: (A) the date of the waiver by Administrative Agent of such Specified Event of
Default, (B) if the Cash Dominion Event arises as a result of the Borrowers’ failure to achieve Excess
Availability as required hereunder, until such date as Excess Availability has exceeded fifteen percent (15%) of
the Borrowing Base (calculated without giving effect to the Term Loan Reserve) for thirty (30) consecutive
days or (C) such date on which the Administrative Agent states that the applicable Cash Dominion Event shall
no longer be deemed to be continuing for purposes of this Agreement; provided , that , a Cash Dominion
Event shall be deemed continuing for a period of six (6) consecutive months (even if a Specified Event of
Default is no longer continuing and/or Excess Availability exceeds the required amount for thirty (30)
consecutive Business Days) at any time a Cash Dominion Event occurs after a Cash Dominion Event has
occurred and been discontinued on four (4) occasions after November 1, 2012. the Amendment No. 3 Effective
Date. The termination of a Cash Dominion Event as provided herein shall in no way limit, waive or delay the
occurrence of a subsequent Cash Dominion Event in the event that the conditions set forth in this definition
again arise.
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“Cash Equivalents” means
(a) readily marketable obligations issued or directly and fully guaranteed or insured by the
United States of America or any agency or instrumentality thereof having maturities of not more than 360 days
from the date of acquisition thereof; provided , that , the full faith and credit of the United States of America
is pledged in support thereof;
(b) commercial paper issued by any Person organized under the laws of any state of the
United States of America and rated at least “ Prime-1 ” (or the then equivalent grade) by Moody’s or at least “
A-1 ” (or the then equivalent grade) by S&P, in each case with maturities of not more than 180 days from the
date of acquisition thereof;
(c) time deposits with, or insured certificates of deposit or bankers’ acceptances of, any
commercial bank that (i) (A) is a Lender or (B) is organized under the laws of the United States of America, any
state thereof or the District of Columbia or is the principal banking subsidiary of a bank holding company
organized under the laws of the United States of America, any state thereof or the District of Columbia, and is a
member of the Federal Reserve System, (ii) issues (or the Lead Borrower of which issues) commercial paper
rated as described in clause (c) of this definition and (iii) has combined capital and surplus of at least
$1,000,000,000, in each case with maturities of not more than 180 days from the date of acquisition thereof;
(d) fully collateralized repurchase agreements with a term of not more than thirty (30) days
for securities described in clause (a) above (without regard to the limitation on maturity contained in such
clause) and entered into with a financial institution satisfying the criteria described in clause (c) above or with
any primary dealer and having a market value at the time that such repurchase agreement is entered into of not
less than one hundred percent (100%) of the repurchase obligation of such counterparty entity with whom such
repurchase agreement has been entered into; and
(e) Investments, classified in accordance with GAAP as current assets of the Loan Parties, in
any money market fund, mutual fund, or other investment companies that are registered under the Investment
Company Act of 1940, as amended, which are administered by financial institutions that have the highest rating
obtainable from either Moody’s or S&P, and which invest solely in one or more of the types of securities
described in clauses (a) through (d) above.
“Cash Management Reserves” means such reserves as the Administrative Agent, from time to time,
determines in its Permitted Discretion as being appropriate to reflect the reasonably anticipated liabilities and
obligations of the Loan Parties with respect to Cash Management Services then provided or outstanding.
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“Cash Management Services” means any one or more of the following types or services or facilities
provided to any Loan Party by the Administrative Agent or any of its Affiliates: (a) ACH transactions, (b) cash
management services, including, without limitation, controlled disbursement services, treasury, depository,
overdraft, and electronic funds transfer services, (c) foreign exchange facilities, (d) credit or debit cards, (e)
credit card processing services, and (f) purchase cards.
“Casualty Event” means casualty or other insured damage to, or any taking under power of eminent
domain or by condemnation or similar proceeding of (and payments in lieu thereof), any property or asset of a
Loan Party.
“CERCLA” means the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, 42
U.S.C. § 9601 et seq.
“CERCLIS” means the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Information System maintained by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
“CFC” means a Person that is a controlled foreign corporation under Section 957 of the Code.
“Change in Law” means the occurrence, after the date of this Agreement, of any of the following: (a)
the adoption or taking effect of any law, rule, regulation or treaty, (b) any change in any law, rule, regulation or
treaty or in the administration, interpretation or application thereof by any Governmental Authority or (c) the
making or issuance of any request, guideline or directive (whether or not having the force of law) by any
Governmental Authority. For purposes of this definition, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act and all rules, regulations, orders, requests, guidelines or directives thereunder or in connection
therewith and all requests, rules, guidelines or directives concerning capital adequacy known as “ Basel III ”
and promulgated either by the Bank for International Settlements, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(or any successor or similar authority) or by the United States or foreign regulatory authorities pursuant thereto
are deemed to have been adopted and gone into effect after the date of this Agreement.
“Change of Control” means an event or series of events by which:
(a) prior to the consummation of the Permitted Orchestra Merger, any “any " person ” " or
“ " group ” " (as such terms are used in Sections 13(d) and 14(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
(“Exchange Act”), 1934, but excluding any employee benefit plan of such person or its subsidiaries, and any
person or entity acting in its capacity as trustee, agent or other fiduciary or administrator of any such plan)
becomes the “ " beneficial owner ” " (as defined in Rules 13d-3 and 13d-5 under the Securities Exchange
Act , of 1934, except that a person or group shall be deemed to have “ " beneficial ownership ” " of all
securities that such person or group has the right to acquire, whether such right is exercisable immediately or
only after the passage of time (such right, an “ " option right ” " )), directly or indirectly, of fifty percent (50%)
or more of the Equity Interests of the Lead Borrower entitled to vote generally in the election of directors (or
equivalent governing body) of the total voting power of all outstanding shares of the Lead Borrower entitled
to vote for members of the board of directors or equivalent governing body of
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the Lead Borrower on a fully-diluted basis (and taking into account all such Equity Interests that such “ " person
” " or “ " group ” " has the right to acquire pursuant to any option right) , except pursuant to the Permitted
Orchestra Merger, or ; or
(i)upon the consummation of the Permitted Orchestra Merger and at any time
thereafter:
(ii)Parent shall fail to own, directly or indirectly, one hundred percent (100%) of
the Equity Interests of the Lead Borrower entitled to vote generally in the election of members of the board
of directors ( or equivalent governing body ) of the Lead Borrower; or
(b) any “person” or “group” (as such terms are used in Sections 13(d) and 14(d) of the
Exchange Act, but excluding any employee benefit plan of such person or its Subsidiaries, and any person or
entity acting in its capacity as trustee, agent or other fiduciary or administrator of any such plan) other than
Permitted Holders becomes the “beneficial owner” (as defined in Rules 13d-3 and 13d-5 under the Exchange
Act, except that a “person” or “group” shall be deemed to have “beneficial ownership” of all Equity Interests
that such “person” or “group” has the right to acquire, pursuant to any option right, whether such right is
exercisable immediately or only after the passage of time), directly or indirectly, of more than fifty-one percent
(51%) of the Equity Interests of Parent entitled to vote in the election of members of the board of directors (or
equivalent governing body) of Parent; or
(b) (c) any“"change in control” with respect to the Lead Borrower" or similar event , as
defined in the documents evidencing the Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness shall have occurred ; or
(c) (d) the Lead Borrower fails at any time to own, directly or indirectly, one hundred
percent (100%) of the Equity Interests of each other Loan Party free and clear of all Liens (other than Liens in
favor of the Administrative Agent and Permitted Encumbrances of the type described in clauses (a), (e) and (r)
of the definition of such term), except where such failure is as a result of a transaction permitted by the Loan
Documents.
“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and the regulations promulgated thereunder, as in
effect from time to time.
“Collateral” means any and all “Collateral” or “Mortgaged Property ” as defined in any applicable
Security Document and all other property that is or is intended under the terms of the Security Documents to be
subject to Liens in favor of the Administrative Agent.
“Collateral Access Agreement” means an agreement reasonably satisfactory in form and substance to
the Administrative Agent executed by, as the case may be, (a) a bailee or other Person in possession of
Collateral, and (b) any landlord of Real Estate leased by any Loan Party, pursuant to which such Person (i)
acknowledges the Administrative Agent’s Lien on the Collateral, (ii) releases or subordinates such Person’s
Liens in the Collateral held by such Person or located on such Real Estate, (iii) agrees to provide the
Administrative Agent with access to the Collateral held by such bailee or other Person or located in or on such
Real Estate, (iv) as to any landlord, provides the Administrative Agent with a reasonable time to sell and
dispose of the Collateral from such Real Estate, and (v) makes such other agreements with the Administrative
Agent as it may reasonably require.
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“Combined Loan Caps” means, on any date of determination, the sum of (a) the Loan Cap, and (b) the
lesser of the (i) the outstanding aggregate principal amount of the Term Loans, and (ii) Term Loan Borrowing
Base.
“Commercial Letter of Credit” means any Letter of Credit issued for the purpose of providing the
primary payment mechanism in connection with the purchase of any materials, goods or services by a Loan
Party in the ordinary course of business of such Loan Party.
“Commercial Letter of Credit Agreement” means the Commercial Letter of Credit Agreement relating
to the issuance of a Commercial Letter of Credit in the form from time to time in use by the L/C Issuer.
“Commitment” means, as to each Lender, its obligation to (a) make Committed Loans to the
Borrowers pursuant to Section 2.01, (b) purchase participations in L/C Obligations, and (c) purchase
participations in Swing Line Loans, in an aggregate principal amount at any one time outstanding not to exceed
the amount set forth opposite such Lender’s name on Schedule 2.01 or in the Assignment and Assumption
pursuant to which such Lender becomes a party hereto, as applicable, as such amount may be adjusted from
time to time in accordance with this Agreement.
“Committed Borrowing” means a borrowing consisting of simultaneous Committed Loans of the same
Type and, in the case of LIBO Rate Loans, having the same Interest Period made by each of the Lenders
pursuant to Section 2.01 .
“Committed Loan” means a Revolving Loan.
“Committed Loan Notice” means a notice of (a) a Committed Borrowing, (b) a conversion of
Committed Loans from one Type to the other, or (c) a continuation of LIBO Rate Loans, pursuant to 2.01(a),
which, if in writing, shall be substantially in the form of Exhibit A .
“Commodity Exchange Act” means the Commodity Exchange Act (7 U.S.C. § 1 et seq.), as amended
from time to time, and any successor statute.
“Compliance Certificate” means a certificate substantially in the form of Exhibit D.
“Concentration Account” means the deposit account of Lead Borrower in which funds of any Loan
Party from one or more Blocked Accounts are from time to time deposited. As of the Restatement Effective
Date, the Concentration Account is the deposit account identified as the Concentration Account on Schedule
5.21(a) .
“Consent” means actual consent given by a Lender from whom such consent is sought; or the passage
of seven (7) Business Days from receipt of written notice to a Lender from the Administrative Agent of a
proposed course of action to be followed by the Administrative Agent without such Lender’s giving the
Administrative Agent written notice of that Lender’s objection to such course of action.
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“Consolidated” means, when used to modify a financial term, test, statement, or report of a Person, the
application or preparation of such term, test, statement or report (as applicable) based upon the consolidation, in
accordance with GAAP, of the financial condition or operating results of such Person and its Subsidiaries.
“Contractual Obligation” means, as to any Person, any provision of any agreement, instrument or other
undertaking to which such Person is a party or by which it or any of its property is bound.
“Control” means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of
the management or policies of a Person, whether through the ability to exercise voting power, by contract or
otherwise. “ Controlling ” and “ Controlled ” have meanings correlative thereto.
“Control Agreement” shall have its meaning as set forth in the Security Agreement.
“Controlling Shareholder” means Yeled Invest S.à r.l., asociété à responsabilité limitée , organized
under the laws of Luxembourg.
“Cost” means the lower of cost or market value of Inventory, based upon the Borrowers’ accounting
practices, known to the Administrative Agent, which practices are in effect on the Restatement Effective Date
as such calculated cost is determined from invoices received by the Borrowers, the Borrowers’ purchase
journals or the Borrowers’ stock ledger, and the term “ Cost ” in any event shall include freight costs and duties
associated with the transportation of Inventory to distribution points. “ Cost ” does not include inventory
capitalization costs or other non - purchase price charges used in the Borrowers’ calculation of cost of goods
sold.
“Credit Card Agreements” shall mean all agreements now or hereafter entered into by any Borrower or
for the benefit of any Borrower, in each case with any Credit Card Issuer or any Credit Card Processor with
respect to sales transactions involving credit card or debit card purchases, including, but not limited to, the
agreements set forth on Schedule 5.21(b) hereto.
“Credit Card Issuer” shall mean any person (other than a Loan Party) who issues or whose members
issue credit cards, including, without limitation, MasterCard or VISA bank credit or debit cards or other bank
credit or debit cards issued through World Financial Network National Bank, MasterCard International, Inc.,
Visa, U.S.A., Inc. or Visa International and American Express, Discover, Diners Club, Carte Blanche and other
non-bank credit or debit cards, including, without limitation, credit or debit cards issued by or through
American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc., Novus Services, Inc., PayPal and other issuers
approved by the Administrative Agent.
“Credit Card Notifications” has the meaning provided in Section 6.13(a)(ii).
“Credit Card Processor” shall mean any servicing or processing agent or any factor or financial
intermediary who facilitates, services, processes or manages the credit authorization, billing transfer and/or
payment procedures with respect to any Borrower’s sales transactions involving credit card or debit card
purchases by customers using credit cards or debit cards issued by any Credit Card Issuer.
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“Credit Card Receivables” means each “Account” and “Payment Intangible ” (as such terms are
defined in the UCC) together with all income, payments and proceeds thereof, owed by a major credit or debit
card issuer (including, but not limited to, Visa, MasterCard and American Express and such other issuers
approved by the Administrative Agent) to a Loan Party resulting from charges by a customer of a Loan Party on
credit or debit cards issued by such issuer in connection with the sale of goods by a Loan Party, or services
performed by a Loan Party, in each case in the ordinary course of its business.
“Credit Extensions” mean each of the following: (a) a Borrowing and (b) an L/C Credit Extension.
“Customer Credit Liabilities” means at any time, the aggregate remaining value at such time of (a)
outstanding gift certificates and gift cards of any Borrower entitling the holder thereof to use all or a portion of
the certificate or gift card to pay all or a portion of the purchase price for any Inventory, (b) outstanding
merchandise credits of any Borrower, (c) layaway obligations of any Borrower, and (d) liabilities in connection
with frequent shopping programs of any Borrower.
“Customer Deposits” means deposits made by customers with respect to the purchase of goods or the
performance of services.
“Customer List and Marketing Services Agreements” means agreements entered into from time to
time by any of the Loan Parties with third parties pursuant to which such Loan Party leases its customer lists or
provides marketing services to such third party, including without limitation the agreements listed on Schedule
1.01(a) , as such agreements may be amended, modified, replaced, extended or renewed from time to time;
Schedule 1.01(a) lists each Customer List and Marketing Services Agreement in respect of which the
Receivables owing to the Borrowers in any Fiscal Year exceed $500,000 in the aggregate.
“Customer List and Marketing Services Receivables” means all of the Receivables of any Borrower
arising from Customer List and Marketing Service Agreements.
“Customs Broker Agreement” means an agreement in substantially the form attached hereto as
Exhibit F among a Borrower, a customs broker or other carrier, and the Administrative Agent, in which the
customs broker or other carrier acknowledges that it has control over and holds the documents evidencing
ownership of the subject Inventory for the benefit of the Administrative Agent and agrees, upon notice from the
Administrative Agent, to hold and dispose of the subject Inventory solely as directed by the Administrative
Agent.
“DDA” means each checking, savings or other demand deposit account maintained by any of the Loan
Parties. All funds in each DDA (other than Excluded DDAs) shall be conclusively presumed to be Collateral
and proceeds of Collateral and the Administrative Agent and the Lenders shall have no duty to inquire as to the
source of the amounts on deposit in any DDA.
“DDA Notification” has the meaning provided therefor in Section 6.17(e).
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“Debtor Relief Laws” means the Bankruptcy Code of the United States, and all other liquidation,
conservatorship, bankruptcy, assignment for the benefit of creditors, moratorium, rearrangement, receivership,
insolvency, reorganization, or similar debtor relief Laws of the United States or other applicable jurisdictions
from time to time in effect and affecting the rights of creditors generally.
“Default” means any event or condition that, with the giving of any notice, the passage of time, or
both, would be an Event of Default.
“Default Rate” means (a) when used with respect to Obligations other than Letter of Credit Fees, an
interest rate equal to (i) the Base Rate plus (ii) the Applicable Margin, if any, applicable to Base Rate Loans,
plus (iii) two percent (2%) per annum; provided , that , with respect to a LIBO Rate Loan, the Default Rate
shall be an interest rate equal to the interest rate (including any Applicable Margin) otherwise applicable to such
Loan plus two percent (2%) per annum, and (b) when used with respect to Letter of Credit Fees, a rate equal
to the Applicable Margin for Standby Letters of Credit or Commercial Letters of Credit, as applicable, plus
two percent (2%) per annum.
“Defaulting Lender” means any Lender that (a) has failed to fund any portion of the Committed Loans,
participations in L/C Obligations or participations in Swing Line Loans required to be funded by it hereunder
within one Business Day of the date required to be funded by it hereunder, (b) has otherwise failed to pay over
to the Administrative Agent or any other Lender any other amount required to be paid by it hereunder within
one Business Day of the date when due, or (c) has been deemed insolvent or become the subject of a
receivership, bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding.
“Department Lessor” means a Person (other than a Loan Party) that owns and operates a department or
specialty store or other location and licenses space in such store to a Borrower.
“Deteriorating Lender” means any Defaulting Lender or any Lender as to which (a) the L/C Issuer or
the Swing Line Lender has a good faith belief that such Lender has defaulted in fulfilling its obligations under
one or more other syndicated credit facilities, or (b) a Person that Controls such Lender has been deemed
insolvent or become the subject of a bankruptcy, insolvency or similar proceeding.
“Dilution Reserve” means, for any period, that percentage reasonably determined by the
Administrative Agent by (a) dividing the amount of charge-offs of Eligible Trade Receivables and Eligible
Customer Service and Marketing Receivables and returns of goods purchased from the Borrowers during such
period which had, at the time of sale, resulted in the creation of an Eligible Trade Receivable or an Eligible
Customer Service and Marketing Receivable, by (b) the amount of sales (exclusive of sales and other similar
taxes) of the Borrowers during such period and thereafter.
“Disposition” or “Dispose” means the sale, transfer, license, lease or other disposition (including any
sale and leaseback transaction and any sale, transfer, license or other disposition of (whether in one transaction
or in a series of transactions) of any property (including, without limitation, any Equity Interests) by any Person
(or the granting of any option or other right to do
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any of the foregoing), including any sale, assignment, transfer or other disposal, with or without recourse, of
any notes or accounts receivable or any rights and claims associated therewith.
“Disqualified Stock” means any Equity Interest that, by its terms (or by the terms of any security into
which it is convertible, or for which it is exchangeable, in each case at the option of the holder thereof), or upon
the happening of any event, matures or is mandatorily redeemable, pursuant to a sinking fund obligation or
otherwise, or redeemable at the option of the holder thereof, in whole or in part, on or prior to the date that is 91
days after the date on which the Loans mature; provided , that , (a) only the portion of such Equity Interests
which so matures or is mandatorily redeemable, is so convertible or exchangeable or is so redeemable at the
option of the holder thereof prior to such date shall be deemed to be Disqualified Stock and (b) with respect to
any Equity Interests issued to any employee or to any plan for the benefit of employees of the Lead Borrower or
its Restricted Subsidiaries or by any such plan to such employees, such Equity Interest shall not constitute
Disqualified Stock solely because it may be required to be repurchased by the Lead Borrower or one of its
Restricted Subsidiaries in order to satisfy applicable statutory or regulatory obligations or as a result of such
employee’s termination, resignation, death or disability and if any class of Equity Interest of such Person that by
its terms authorizes such Person to satisfy its obligations thereunder by delivery of an Equity Interest that is not
Disqualified Stock, such Equity Interests shall not be deemed to be Disqualified Stock. Notwithstanding the
preceding sentence, any Equity Interest that would constitute Disqualified Stock solely because the holders
thereof have the right to require a Loan Party to repurchase such Equity Interest upon the occurrence of a
change of control or an asset sale shall not constitute Disqualified Stock. The amount of Disqualified Stock
deemed to be outstanding at any time for purposes of this Agreement will be the maximum amount that the
Lead Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries may become obligated to pay upon maturity of, or pursuant to
any mandatory redemption provisions of, such Disqualified Stock or portion thereof, plus accrued dividends.
“Dollars” and “$” mean lawful money of the United States.
“Domestic Holding Company” means any Domestic Subsidiary of the Borrowers that is treated as a
disregarded entity for U.S. federal income tax purposes and all of its assets (other than immaterial assets)
consist of the ownership of the Equity Interests of one or more CFCs.
“Domestic Subsidiary” means any Subsidiary that is organized under the laws of the United States of
America, any State thereof or the District of Columbia (excluding, for the avoidance of doubt, any Subsidiary
organized under the laws of Puerto Rico or any other territory).
“EBITDA Reserve” means a Reserve in the amount of $10,000,000, which Reserve may only be
released by the Agent or reduced upon prior written consent of the Required Lenders (as such term is defined in
the Term Loan Credit Agreement). Early Termination Fee” has the meaning specified in the Fee Letter.
“Eligible Assignee” means (a) a Lender or any of its Affiliates; (b) a bank, insurance company, or
company engaged in the business of making commercial loans, which Person, together with its Affiliates, has a
combined capital and surplus in excess of $250,000,000; (c) an
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Approved Fund; (d) any Person to whom a Lender assigns its rights and obligations under this Agreement as
part of an assignment and transfer of such Lender’s rights in and to a material portion of such Lender’s portfolio
of asset based credit facilities, and (e) any other Person (other than a natural person) approved by (i) the
Administrative Agent, the L/C Issuer and the Swing Line Lender, and (ii) unless an Event of Default has
occurred and is continuing, the Lead Borrower (each such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or
delayed); provided , that , notwithstanding the foregoing, “ Eligible Assignee ” shall not include a Loan Party
or any of the Loan Parties’ Affiliates or Subsidiaries.
“Eligible Credit Card Receivables” means at the time of any determination thereof, each Credit Card
Receivable that at all times satisfies the criteria set forth below as determined by the Administrative Agent in its
Permitted Discretion and which has been earned by performance and represents the bona fide amounts due to a
Borrower from a Credit Card Processor and/or Credit Card Issuer, and in each case originated in the ordinary
course of business of such Borrower. Without limiting the foregoing, in order to be an Eligible Credit Card
Receivable, an Account shall indicate no Person other than a Borrower as payee or remittance party. In
determining the amount to be so included, the face amount of an Account shall be reduced by, without
duplication, to the extent not reflected in such face amount, (a) the amount of all accrued and actual fees,
discounts, claims, credits or credits pending, promotional program allowances, price adjustments, finance
charges or other allowances (including any amount that a Borrower may be obligated to rebate to a customer, a
Credit Card Processor, or Credit Card Issuer pursuant to the terms of any agreement or understanding (written
or oral)) and (b) the aggregate amount of all cash received in respect of such Account but not yet applied by the
Loan Parties to reduce the amount of such Credit Card Receivable. Except as otherwise determined by the
Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion, Eligible Credit Card Receivables shall not include any Credit
Card Receivable:
(i)which does not constitute an “Account” or “Payment Intangible ”(as each is

defined in the UCC);
(ii)which is unpaid more than five (5) Business Days after the date of determination

of eligibility thereof;
(iii)payable other than in Dollars or Canadian Dollars;
(iv)where such Credit Card Receivable or the underlying contract contravenes any
laws, rules or regulations applicable thereto in any material respect, including, rules and regulations relating to
truth-in-lending, fair credit billing, fair credit reporting, equal credit opportunity, fair debt collection practices
and privacy or any party to the underlying contract is in violation of any such laws, rules or regulations in any
material respect;
(v)which is not a valid, legally enforceable obligation of the applicable Credit Card

Issuer or Credit Card Processor with respect thereto;
(vi)(A) which is disputed, is with recourse due to the creditworthiness of the
cardholder, or with respect to which a claim, chargeback, offset, deduction or counterclaim, dispute or other
defense has been asserted (to the extent of such claim, chargeback,
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offset, deduction or counterclaim, dispute or other defense); or (B) to the extent to which it is subject to any
present, or contingent (or any facts (i) exist to the knowledge of Administrative Agent or any Loan Party, or (ii)
have been disclosed in the course of any field examination or otherwise, which are the basis for any future)
claim, chargeback, offset, deduction or counterclaim, dispute or other defense on the part of an Account Debtor;
(vii)with respect to which a Borrower does not have good, valid and marketable title

thereto,
(viii)that is not subject to a perfected first priority security interest in favor of the
Administrative Agent or that is subject to any other Lien, other than Liens permitted under clauses (a), (e), (o)
and (r) of the definition of Permitted Encumbrances and any other Liens with respect thereto permitted under
this Agreement that are subject to an intercreditor agreement in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to
Administrative Agent between the holder of such Lien and Administrative Agent;
(ix)which does not conform to all representations, warranties or other provisions in

the Loan Documents relating to Credit Card Receivables in all material respects, except (A) to the extent that
such representations and warranties specifically refer to an earlier date, in which case they shall be true and
correct as of such earlier date, and (B) in the case of any representation and warranty qualified by “materiality”,
“Material Adverse Effect” or similar language, they shall be true and correct in all respects;
(x)as to which the Credit Card Processor or Credit Card Issuer has the right under
certain circumstances to require a Loan Party to repurchase such Credit Card Receivable from such Credit Card
Processor or Credit Card Issuer, as the case may be;
(xi)is due from a Credit Card Issuer or Credit Card Processor of the applicable

credit card which is the subject of any proceedings under a Debtor Relief Law;
(xii)which is evidenced by “chattel paper” or an “ instrument ” of any kind unless
such “ chattel paper ” or “ instrument ” is in the possession of the Administrative Agent, and to the extent
necessary or appropriate, endorsed to the Administrative Agent; or
(xiii)which the Administrative Agent determines in its Permitted Discretion to be

uncertain of collection or which do not meet such other eligibility criteria for Credit Card Receivables as the
Administrative Agent may determine in its Permitted Discretion.
Any Credit Card Receivables that are not Eligible Credit Card Receivables shall nevertheless be part of the
Collateral.
“Eligible In-Transit Inventory” means, as of any date of determination thereof, without duplication of
other Eligible Inventory, In-Transit Inventory:
(a) Which has been shipped from a foreign location for receipt by a Borrower, but which has
not yet been delivered to such Borrower, which In-Transit Inventory has been in transit for sixty (60) days or
less from the date of shipment of such Inventory;
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(b) For which the purchase order is in the name of a Borrower and title and risk of loss has
passed to such Borrower;
(c) For which an Acceptable Document of Title has been issued, and in each case as to
which the Administrative Agent has control (as defined in the UCC) over the documents of title which evidence
ownership of the subject Inventory (such as, if requested by the Administrative Agent, by the delivery of a
Customs Broker Agreement with a carrier or freight forwarder);
(d) Which is insured in accordance with the terms of this Agreement to the reasonable
satisfaction of the Administrative Agent (including, without limitation, marine cargo insurance);
(e) the Foreign Vendor with respect to such In-Transit Inventory is an Approved Foreign
Vendor;
(f) For which payment of the purchase price has been made by any Borrower or the
purchase price is supported by a Commercial Letter of Credit; and
(g) Which otherwise would constitute Eligible Inventory;
provided, that, the Administrative Agent may, in its discretion, exclude any particular Inventory from the
definition of “ Eligible In-Transit Inventory ” in the event the Administrative Agent determines that such
Inventory is subject to any Person’s right or claim which is (or is capable of being) senior to, or pari passu with,
the Lien of the Administrative Agent (such as, without limitation, a right of stoppage in transit) or may
otherwise adversely impact the ability of the Administrative Agent to realize upon such Inventory.
Any Inventory that is not Eligible In-Transit Inventory shall nevertheless be part of the Collateral.
“Eligible Inventory” means, as of the date of determination thereof, without duplication, (a) Eligible
In-Transit Inventory, and (b) items of Inventory of a Borrower that are finished goods, merchantable and readily
saleable to the public in the ordinary course of the Borrowers’ business deemed by the Administrative Agent in
its Permitted Discretion to be eligible for inclusion in the calculation of the Borrowing Base, in each case that,
except as otherwise agreed by the Administrative Agent, (i) complies with each of the representations and
warranties respecting Inventory made by the Borrowers in the Loan Documents (except to the extent that such
representations and warranties specifically refer to an earlier date, in which case they shall be true and correct as
of such earlier date, and except in the case of any such representation and warranty qualified by “materiality”,
“Material Adverse Effect” or similar language, which shall be true and correct in all respects), and (ii) is not
excluded as ineligible by virtue of one or more of the criteria set forth below. Except as otherwise agreed by the
Administrative Agent, in its Permitted Discretion, the following items of Inventory shall not be included in
Eligible Inventory:
(A)Inventory that is not solely owned by a Borrower or a Borrower does not have good and
valid title thereto;
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(B)Inventory that is leased by or is on consignment to a Borrower or which is consigned by a
Borrower to a Person which is not a Loan Party;
(C)Inventory (other than Eligible In-Transit Inventory) that is not located in the United
States of America (excluding territories or possessions of the United States) and Canada at a location that is
owned or leased by a Borrower, except (i) Inventory in transit between such owned or leased locations, or (ii) to
the extent that the Borrowers have furnished the Administrative Agent with (A) any UCC or PPSA financing
statements or other documents that the Administrative Agent may determine in its Permitted Discretion to be
necessary to perfect its security interest in such Inventory at such location, and (B) a Collateral Access
Agreement executed by the Person owning any such location on terms reasonably acceptable to the
Administrative Agent unless the Administrative Agent has established an Availability Reserve with respect to
such location;
(D)Inventory that is located in a distribution center leased by a Borrower unless the
applicable lessor has delivered to the Administrative Agent a Collateral Access Agreement or the
Administrative Agent has established an Availability Reserve with respect to such distribution center;
(E)Inventory that is comprised of goods which (i) are damaged, defective, “ seconds ,” or
otherwise unmerchantable, (ii) are to be returned to the vendor, (iii) are obsolete or slow moving, or custom
items, work in process, raw materials, or that constitute spare parts, promotional, marketing, packaging and
shipping materials or supplies used or consumed in a Borrower’s business, (iv) are seasonal in nature and which
have been packed away for sale in the subsequent season, except in the ordinary course of business of such
Borrower, (v) are not in material compliance with all standards imposed by any Governmental Authority
having regulatory authority over such Inventory, its use or sale, or (vi) are bill and hold goods;
(F)Inventory that is not subject to a perfected first priority security interest in favor of the
Administrative Agent or that is subject to any other Lien, other than Liens permitted under clauses (a), (b), (p)
and (r) of the definition of Permitted Encumbrances and any other Liens with respect thereto permitted under
this Agreement that are subject to an intercreditor agreement in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to
Administrative Agent between the holder of such Lien and Administrative Agent;
(G)Inventory that consists of samples, labels, bags, packaging, and other similar
non-merchandise categories;
(H)Inventory that is not insured in compliance with the provisions of Section 5.10 hereof;
(I)Inventory that has been sold but not yet delivered or as to which a Borrower has accepted
a deposit;
(J)Inventory that is subject to any licensing, patent, royalty, trademark, trade name or
copyright agreement with any third party (1) from which any Borrower or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries has
received notice of a dispute in respect of any such agreement, provided , that , only Inventory which is the
subject of such dispute shall be deemed ineligible by
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Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion or (2) unless Administrative Agent determines in its Permitted
Discretion that it may sell or otherwise dispose of such Inventory without (a) infringing the rights of such
licensor, (b) violating any contract with such licensor, or (c) incurring any liability with respect to payment of
royalties other than royalties incurred pursuant to sale of such Inventory under the current licensing agreement;
(K)Inventory located in a Leased Department in the event that the Leased Department
Agreement with respect to such location, permits the applicable Borrower to file a UCC or PPSA financing
statement against the Department Lessor, evidencing Borrower’s ownership of such Inventory and Borrower
fails to file and maintain such UCC and PPSA Financing Statements;
(L)Inventory acquired in a Permitted Acquisition or which is not of the type usually sold in
the ordinary course of the Borrowers’ business, unless and until the Administrative Agent has completed or
received (i) an appraisal of such Inventory from appraisers reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent
and establishes an Inventory Advance Rate and Inventory Reserves (if applicable) therefor, and otherwise
agrees that such Inventory shall be deemed Eligible Inventory, and (ii) such other due diligence as the
Administrative Agent may require, all of the results of the foregoing to be reasonably satisfactory to the
Administrative Agent ( provided , that , it is agreed that so long as the Administrative Agent has received at
least forty-five (45) days prior notice of such Permitted Acquisition and the Loan Parties reasonably cooperate
(and cause the Person being acquired to reasonably cooperate) with the Administrative Agent, the
Administrative Agent shall use reasonable efforts to complete such due diligence, engage a third party appraiser
and complete such appraisal on or prior to the closing date of such Permitted Acquisition).
Any Inventory that is not Eligible Inventory shall nevertheless be part of the Collateral.
“Eligible LC Inventory” shall mean Inventory that would otherwise be Eligible Inventory (other than
for its location) that as to which: (a) the Inventory is purchased with and subject to a Letter of Credit, (b) the
Inventory is then in transit (whether by vessel, air or land) from a location outside of the continental United
States of America to a location permitted hereunder and for which Administrative Agent shall have received
such evidence thereof as Administrative Agent may require, (c) the title of the Inventory has passed to, and such
Inventory is owned by, a Borrower and for which Administrative Agent shall have received such evidence
thereof as Administrative Agent may require, (d) Administrative Agent has received each of the following: (i) a
Customs Broker Agreement, duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Customs Broker handling the
shipping and delivery of such Inventory, (ii) a copy of the certificate of marine cargo insurance in connection
therewith in which it has been named as an additional insured and loss payee in a manner reasonably acceptable
to Administrative Agent and (iii) a copy of the invoice and manifest with respect thereto, (e) the Inventory is
either (A) subject to a negotiable bill of lading: (1) that is consigned to a Borrower (unless and until such time
as Administrative Agent shall require that the same be consigned to Administrative Agent, then thereafter, that
is consigned to Administrative Agent either directly or by means of endorsements), (2) that was issued by the
carrier in respect of such Inventory and (3) is either in the possession of the Customs Broker or the subject of a
telefacsimile copy that Administrative Agent has received from the issuer of the Letter of Credit
Accommodation and as to which Administrative Agent has also received confirmation from such issuer that
such document is in
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transit to Administrative Agent or a Customs Broker or (B) subject to a negotiable cargo receipt and is not the
subject of a bill of lading (other than a negotiable bill of lading consigned to, and in the possession of a
consolidator or Administrative Agent, or their respective agents) and such negotiable cargo receipt is (1)
consigned to a Borrower (unless and until such time as Administrative Agent shall require that the same be
consigned to Administrative Agent, then thereafter, that is consigned to Administrative Agent either directly or
by means of endorsements), (2) issued by a consolidator in respect of such Inventory and (3) either in the
possession of Administrative Agent or a Customs Broker or the subject of a telefacsimile copy that
Administrative Agent has received from the issuer of the Letter of Credit Accommodation and as to which
Administrative Agent has also received a confirmation from such issuer that such document is in transit to
Administrative Agent or a Customs Broker.
Any Inventory that is not Eligible LC Inventory shall nevertheless be part of the Collateral.
“Eligible Receivables” means (x) Customer List and Marketing Services Receivables owing to any
Borrower or (y) Leased Department Receivables owing to any Borrower, in each case, deemed by the
Administrative Agent in its discretion to be eligible for inclusion in the calculation of the Borrowing Base that
satisfy the following criteria at the time of creation and continues to meet the same at the time of such
determination: such Customer List and Marketing Receivable or Leased Department Receivable, as the case
may be (i) has been earned by performance and represents the bona fide amounts due to a Borrower from an
Account Debtor or a Department Lessor, as the case may be, and in each case originated in the ordinary course
of business of such Borrower, and (ii) in each case is acceptable to the Administrative Agent in its Permitted
Discretion, and is not ineligible for inclusion in the calculation of the Borrowing Base pursuant to any of
clauses (A) through (V) below. Without limiting the foregoing, to qualify as an Eligible Receivable, such
Customer List and Marketing Receivable or Leased Department Receivable, as the case may be shall indicate
no Person other than a Borrower as payee or remittance party. In determining the amount to be so included, the
face amount of such Receivable shall be reduced by, without duplication, to the extent not reflected in such face
amount, (i) the amount of all accrued and actual discounts, claims, credits or credits pending, promotional
program allowances, price adjustments, finance charges or other allowances (including any amount that a
Borrower may be obligated to rebate to a customer pursuant to the terms of any agreement or understanding
(written or oral)) and (ii) the aggregate amount of all cash received in respect of such Account but not yet
applied by the Borrowers to reduce the amount of such Eligible Receivable. Except as otherwise agreed by the
Administrative Agent, any such Customer List and Marketing Receivable or Leased Department Receivable, as
the case may be included within any of the following categories shall not constitute an Eligible Receivable:
(A)any Customer List and Marketing Receivable not evidenced by an invoice, or (ii) any
Leased Department Receivable that is not reported to the satisfaction of Administrative Agent in its Permitted
Discretion;
(B)(1) if arising under clause (x) above, that have been outstanding for more than ninety (90)
days from the date of sale or more than sixty (60) days past the due date or (2) if arising under clause (y) above,
that have been outstanding for more than thirty (30) days from the date of sale or more than fifteen (15) days
past the due date;
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(C)owed by an Account Debtor (or its Affiliates) where 50% or more of all Accounts owed
by that Account Debtor (or its Affiliates) are deemed ineligible in clause (B) above;
(D) with respect to which a Borrower does not have good, valid and marketable title thereto
(E)that is not subject to a perfected first priority security interest in favor of the
Administrative Agent or that is subject to any other Lien, other than Liens permitted under clauses (a), (e), and
(r) of the definition of Permitted Encumbrances and any other Liens with respect thereto permitted under this
Agreement that are subject to an intercreditor agreement in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to
Administrative Agent between the holder of such Lien and Administrative Agent;
(F)which are disputed or with respect to which a claim, counterclaim, offset or chargeback
has been asserted, but only to the extent of such dispute, counterclaim, offset or chargeback;
(G)which arise out of any sale made not in the ordinary course of business, made on a basis
other than upon credit terms usual to the business of the Borrowers or are not payable in Dollars or Canadian
Dollars;
(H)[Reserved];
(I)which are owed by any Affiliate or any employee of a Loan Party;
(J)for which all material consents, approvals or authorizations of, or registrations or
declarations with any Governmental Authority required to be obtained, effected or given in connection with the
performance of such Account by the Account Debtor or in connection with the enforcement of such Account by
the Administrative Agent have not been duly obtained, effected or given and are not in full force and effect;
(K)due from an Account Debtor which is the subject of any proceeding under any Debtor
Relief Laws, has had a trustee or receiver appointed for all or a substantial part of its property, has made an
assignment for the benefit of creditors or has suspended its business;
(L)due from any Governmental Authority except to the extent that the subject Account
Debtor is the federal government of the United States of America and has complied with the Federal
Assignment of Claims Act of 1940 and any similar state legislation or is the federal government of Canada and
has complied with the Financial Administration Act (Canada) and any similar provincial legislation;
(M)(1) owing from any Person that is also a supplier to or creditor of a Loan Party or any of
its Restricted Subsidiaries unless such Person has waived any right of setoff in a manner acceptable to the
Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion or (2) representing any manufacturer’s or supplier’s credits,
discounts, incentive plans or similar arrangements entitling a Loan Party or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries to
discounts on future purchase therefrom;
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(N)arising out of sales on a bill-and-hold, guaranteed sale, sale-or-return, sale on approval or
consignment basis or subject to any right of return, set off or charge back;
(O)arising out of sales to Foreign Account Debtors other than those amounts arising out of
sales to Foreign Account Debtors in Approved Foreign Jurisdictions ( provided , that , the maximum aggregate
Dollar amount of all such Receivables owing by all Account Debtors located in Approved Foreign Jurisdictions
and deemed Eligible Receivables and Eligible Trade Receivables included in the Borrowing Base at any time
shall not exceed $1,000,000 or such greater amount as the Administrative Agent shall otherwise agree in its
Permitted Discretion), provided, further, that if such Foreign Account Debtor (i) is not located in an Approved
Foreign Jurisdiction (or the maximum amount which may be included in the Borrowing Base as set forth above
would be exceeded whether as a result of the Receivables owing by one or more Foreign Account Debtors), or
(ii) is the government of any foreign country or sovereign state, or of any state or public corporation or other
instrumentality thereof, then in each case, such Receivable shall be deemed eligible pursuant to this clause (O)
in the event that either (1) the Receivable is supported by an irrevocable letter of credit reasonably satisfactory
to Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion (as to form, substance (including amount), and issuer or
domestic confirming bank), or (2) the Receivable is covered by credit insurance in form, substance, and amount,
and by an insurer, satisfactory to Administrative Agent determined in its Permitted Discretion; provided , that
, if such Receivable is owed by a Foreign Account Debtor in an Approved Foreign Jurisdiction without a letter
of credit or credit insurance in support of such Receivable, then promptly upon Administrative Agent’s request,
each Borrower shall execute and deliver, or cause to be executed and delivered, such other agreements,
documents and instruments as may be required by Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion to perfect
the security interests of Administrative Agent in those Accounts of Foreign Account Debtors and take or cause
to be taken such other and further actions as Administrative Agent may request to enable Administrative Agent
as secured party with respect thereto to collect such Accounts under such applicable laws; notwithstanding the
foregoing, Borrower may request that Administrative Agent consider the inclusion of Receivables owed by
Foreign Account Debtors which do not meet the eligibility criteria set forth in this clause (O), and
Administrative Agent agrees that it shall consider the eligibility of those Receivables, on a case by case basis in
its Permitted Discretion;
(P)payable other than in Dollars or Canadian Dollars or that are otherwise on terms other
than those normal and customary in the Loan Parties’ business;
(Q)evidenced by a promissory note or other instrument;
(R)consisting of amounts due from vendors as rebates or allowances;
(S)which are in excess of the credit limit for such Account Debtor established by the Loan
Parties in the ordinary course of business and consistent with practices of the Loan Parties in effect on
November 1, 2012 the Amendment No. 3 Effective Date ;
(T)which include extended payment terms (datings) beyond those generally furnished to
other Account Debtors in the ordinary course of business;
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(U)which constitute Credit Card Receivables or Accounts which constitute Eligible Trade
Receivables;
(V)with respect to which there exists a material breach under the applicable Customer List
and Marketing Agreement or Leased Department Agreement (or such agreement has been terminated) pursuant
to which such Receivable was created;
(W)which the Administrative Agent determines in its Permitted Discretion to be uncertain of
collection or which do not meet such other eligibility criteria for Eligible Credit Card Receivables as the
Administrative Agent may determine in its Permitted Discretion.
Any Receivables that are not Eligible Receivables shall nevertheless be part of the Collateral.
“Eligible Trade Receivables” means Accounts created by any Borrower arising out of the sale of
finished goods Inventory other than to retail customers deemed by the Administrative Agent in its discretion to
be eligible for inclusion in the calculation of the Borrowing Base arising from the sale of the Borrowers’
Inventory (other than those consisting of Credit Card Receivables, Customer and Marketing Services
Receivables, and Leased Department Receivables) that satisfy the following criteria at the time of creation and
continue to meet the same at the time of such determination: such Account (a) has been earned by performance
and represent the bona fide amounts due to a Borrower from an Account Debtor, and in each case originated in
the ordinary course of business of such Borrower, and (b) in each case is acceptable to the Administrative Agent
in its Permitted Discretion, and is not ineligible for inclusion in the calculation of the Borrowing Base pursuant
to any of clauses (a) through (s) below. Without limiting the foregoing, to qualify as an Eligible Trade
Receivable, an Account shall indicate no Person other than a Borrower as payee or remittance party. In
determining the amount to be so included, the face amount of an Account shall be reduced by, without
duplication, to the extent not reflected in such face amount, (i) the amount of all accrued and actual discounts,
claims, credits or credits pending, promotional program allowances, price adjustments, finance charges or other
allowances (including any amount that a Borrower may be obligated to rebate to a customer pursuant to the
terms of any agreement or understanding (written or oral)) and (ii) the aggregate amount of all cash received in
respect of such Account but not yet applied by the Borrowers to reduce the amount of such Eligible Trade
Receivable. Except as otherwise agreed by the Administrative Agent, any Account included within any of the
following categories shall not constitute an Eligible Trade Receivable:
(A)that are not evidenced by an invoice;
(B)that have been outstanding for more than ninety (90) days from the date of sale or more
than sixty (60) days past the due date;
(C)owed by an Account Debtor (or its Affiliates) where 50% or more of all Accounts owed
by that Account Debtor (or its Affiliates) are deemed ineligible in clause (B), above.
(D)with respect to which a Borrower does not have good, valid and marketable title thereto;
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(E)that is not subject to a perfected first priority security interest in favor of the
Administrative Agent or that is subject to any other Lien, other than Liens permitted under clauses (a), (e), and
(r) of the definition of Permitted Encumbrances and any other Liens with respect thereto permitted under this
Agreement that are subject to an intercreditor agreement in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to
Administrative Agent between the holder of such Lien and Administrative Agent;
(F)which are disputed or with respect to which a claim, counterclaim, offset or chargeback
has been asserted, but only to the extent of such dispute, counterclaim, offset or chargeback;
(G)which arise out of any sale made not in the ordinary course of business, made on a basis
other than upon credit terms usual to the business of the Borrowers or are not payable in Dollars or Canadian
Dollars;
(H)[Reserved];
(I)which are owed by any Affiliate or any employee of a Loan Party;
(J)for which all material consents, approvals or authorizations of, or registrations or
declarations with any Governmental Authority required to be obtained, effected or given in connection with the
performance of such Account by the Account Debtor or in connection with the enforcement of such Account by
the Administrative Agent have not been duly obtained, effected or given and are not in full force and effect;
(K)due from an Account Debtor which is the subject of any proceeding under any Debtor
Relief Laws, has had a trustee or receiver appointed for all or a substantial part of its property, has made an
assignment for the benefit of creditors or has suspended its business;
(L)due from any Governmental Authority except to the extent that the subject Account
Debtor is the federal government of the United States of America and has complied with the Federal
Assignment of Claims Act of 1940 and any similar state legislation and has complied with the Federal
Assignment of Claims Act of 1940 and any similar state legislation or is the federal government of Canada and
has complied with the Financial Administration Act (Canada) and any similar provincial legislation;
(M)(1) owing from any Person that is also a supplier to or creditor of a Loan Party or any of
its Restricted Subsidiaries unless such Person has waived any right of setoff in a manner acceptable to the
Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion or (2) representing any manufacturer’s or supplier’s credits,
discounts, incentive plans or similar arrangements entitling a Loan Party or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries to
discounts on future purchase therefrom;
(N)arising out of sales on a bill-and-hold, guaranteed sale, sale-or-return, sale on approval or
consignment basis or subject to any right of return, set off or charge back;
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(O)arising out of sales to Foreign Account Debtors other than those amounts arising out of
sales to Foreign Account Debtors in Approved Foreign Jurisdictions (provided, that, the maximum aggregate
Dollar amount of all such Receivables owing by all Account Debtors located in Approved Foreign Jurisdictions
and deemed Eligible Receivables and Eligible Trade Receivables included in the Borrowing Base at any time
shall not exceed $1,000,000 or such greater amount as the Administrative Agent shall otherwise agree in its
Permitted Discretion), provided, further, that if such Foreign Account Debtor (i) is not located in an Approved
Foreign Jurisdiction (or the maximum amount which may be included in the Borrowing Base as set forth above
would be exceeded whether as a result of the Receivables owing by one or more Foreign Account Debtors), or
(ii) is the government of any foreign country or sovereign state, or of any state or public corporation or other
instrumentality thereof, then in each case, such Receivable shall be deemed eligible pursuant to this clause (O)
in the event that either (1) the Receivable is supported by an irrevocable letter of credit reasonably satisfactory
to Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion (as to form, substance (including amount), and issuer or
domestic confirming bank), or (2) the Receivable is covered by credit insurance in form, substance, and amount,
and by an insurer, satisfactory to Administrative Agent determined in its Permitted Discretion; provided, that, if
such Receivable is owed by a Foreign Account Debtor in an Approved Foreign Jurisdiction without a letter of
credit or credit insurance in support of such Receivable, then promptly upon Administrative Agent’s request,
each Borrower shall execute and deliver, or cause to be executed and delivered, such other agreements,
documents and instruments as may be required by Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion to perfect
the security interests of Administrative Agent in those Accounts of Foreign Account Debtors and take or cause
to be taken such other and further actions as Administrative Agent may request to enable Administrative Agent
as secured party with respect thereto to collect such Accounts under such applicable laws; notwithstanding the
foregoing, Borrower may request that Administrative Agent consider the inclusion of Receivables owed by
Foreign Account Debtors which do not meet the eligibility criteria set forth in this clause (O), and
Administrative Agent agrees that it shall consider the eligibility of those Receivables, on a case by case basis in
its Permitted Discretion;
(P)[Reserved];
(Q)evidenced by a promissory note or other instrument;
(R)consisting of amounts due from vendors as rebates or allowances;
(S)which are in excess of the credit limit for such Account Debtor established by the Loan
Parties in the ordinary course of business and consistent with practices of the Loan Parties in effect on
November 1, 2012 the Amendment No. 3 Effective Date ;
(T)which include extended payment terms (datings) beyond those generally furnished to
other Account Debtors in the ordinary course of business;
(U)which constitute Credit Card Receivables, Leased Department Receivables or Customer
List and Marketing Agreement Receivables or
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(V)which the Administrative Agent determines in its Permitted Discretion to be uncertain of
collection or which do not meet such other eligibility criteria for Eligible Trade Receivables as the
Administrative Agent may determine in its Permitted Discretion.
Any Receivables that are not Eligible Trade Receivables shall nevertheless be part of the Collateral.
“Environmental Laws” means any and all Federal, provincial, state, local, and foreign statutes, laws,
regulations, ordinances, rules, judgments, orders, decrees, permits, concessions, grants, franchises, licenses,
agreements or governmental restrictions relating to pollution or the protection of human health or the
environment (including ambient air, surface water, ground water, land surface, or subsurface strata), or
emissions, discharges, releases, or threatened releases of, or the manufacture, processing, distribution, use,
treatment, storage, disposal, transport, or handling of (i) any hazardous substance, hazardous material,
hazardous waste, regulated substance, or toxic substance and (ii) any chemicals, pollutants, contaminants,
petroleum, petroleum products, or oil, asbestos-containing materials and any polychlorinated biphenyls.
“Environmental Liability” means any liability, obligation, damage, loss, claim, action, suit, judgment,
order, fine, penalty, fee, expense, or cost, contingent or otherwise (including any liability for damages, costs of
environmental remediation, fines, penalties or indemnities), of any Borrower, any other Loan Party or any of
their respective Restricted Subsidiaries directly or indirectly resulting from or based upon (a) violation of any
Environmental Law, (b) the generation, use, handling, transportation, storage, treatment or disposal or presence
of any Hazardous Materials, (c) exposure to any Hazardous Materials, (d) the release or threatened release of
any Hazardous Materials into the environment or (e) any contract, agreement or other consensual arrangement
pursuant to which liability is assumed or imposed with respect to any of the foregoing.
“Equipment” has the meaning set forth in the UCC.
“Equity Interests” means, with respect to any Person, all of the shares of capital stock of (or other
ownership or profit interests in) such Person, all of the warrants, options or other rights for the purchase or
acquisition from such Person of shares of capital stock of (or other ownership or profit interests in) such Person,
all of the securities convertible into or exchangeable for shares of capital stock of (or other ownership or profit
interests in) such Person or warrants, rights or options for the purchase or acquisition from such Person of such
shares (or such other interests), and all of the other ownership or profit interests in such Person (including
partnership, member or trust interests therein), whether voting or nonvoting, and whether or not such shares,
warrants, options, rights or other interests are outstanding on any date of determination.
“ERISA” means the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.
“ERISA Affiliate” means any trade or business (whether or not incorporated) under common control
with the Lead Borrower within the meaning of Section 414(b) or (c) of the Code (and Sections 414(m) and (o)
of the Code for purposes of provisions relating to Section 412 of the Code).
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“ERISA Event” means (a) a Reportable Event with respect to a Pension Plan; (b) a withdrawal by the
Lead Borrower or any ERISA Affiliate from a Pension Plan subject to Section 4063 of ERISA during a plan
year in which it was a substantial employer (as defined in Section 4001(a)(2) of ERISA) or a cessation of
operations that is treated as such a withdrawal under Section 4062(e) of ERISA; (c) a complete or partial
withdrawal by the Lead Borrower or any ERISA Affiliate from a Multiemployer Plan or notification that a
Multiemployer Plan is in reorganization; (d) the filing of a notice of intent to terminate, the treatment of a Plan
amendment as a termination under Sections 4041 or 4041A of ERISA, or the commencement of proceedings by
the PBGC to terminate a Pension Plan or Multiemployer Plan; (e) an event or condition which constitutes
grounds under Section 4042 of ERISA for the termination of, or the appointment of a trustee to administer, any
Pension Plan or Multiemployer Plan; or (f) the imposition of any liability under Title IV of ERISA, other than
for PBGC premiums due but not delinquent under Section 4007 of ERISA, upon the Lead Borrower or any
ERISA Affiliate.
“Event of Default” has the meaning specified in Section 8.01. An Event of Default shall be deemed to
be continuing unless and until that Event of Default has been duly waived as provided in Section 10.01 hereof.
“Excess Availability” means, as of any date of determination thereof by the Administrative Agent, the
result, if a positive number, of: (a) The Loan Cap minus (b) the aggregate unpaid balance of Credit
Extensions to, or for the account of, the Borrowers.
“Excluded DDAs” means any DDA exclusively used (a) for trust, payroll, payroll taxes and other
employee wage and benefit payments to or for the benefit of any Borrower’s or Guarantor’s employees, or (b)
after the incurrence of Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness, to hold proceeds of Term Loan Priority Collateral,
subject to the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement, unless and until the release of the Lien therein of the Term
Loan Agent.
“Excluded Subsidiary” means (a) any Subsidiary that is prohibited by applicable law, regulation or
contractual obligation from guaranteeing or providing collateral for the Obligations (only to the extent such
prohibition is applicable and not rendered ineffective) or would require a governmental (including regulatory)
consent, approval, license or authorization in order to provide such guarantee, (b) any Domestic Holding
Company, (c) any CFC and any direct or indirect Domestic Subsidiary of such CFC and (d) any Subsidiary that
is not a Wholly-Owned Subsidiary.
“Excluded Swap Obligation” means, with respect to any Guarantor, any Swap Obligation if, and to the
extent that, all or a portion of the Guarantee of such Guarantor of, or the grant by such Guarantor of a security
interest to secure, such Swap Obligation (or any Guarantee thereof) is or becomes illegal under the Commodity
Exchange Act or any rule, regulation or order of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (or the
application or official interpretation of any thereof) by virtue of such Guarantor’s failure for any reason to
constitute an “eligible contract participant” as defined in the Commodity Exchange Act and the regulations
thereunder at the time the Guarantee of such Guarantor or the grant of such security interest becomes effective
with respect to such Swap Obligation. If a Swap Obligation arises under a master agreement governing more
than one swap, such exclusion shall apply only to the portion of such Swap Obligation that is attributable to
swaps for which such Guarantee or security interest is or becomes illegal.
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“Excluded Taxes” means, with respect to the Administrative Agent, any Lender, any LC Issuer or any
other recipient of any payment to be made by or on account of any obligation of the Loan Parties hereunder, (a)
any tax imposed on or measured by, in whole or in part, the revenue, net income, net profits, net assets, capital
or net worth of, and franchise taxes imposed on, any Lender or any Participant (including any branch profits
taxes), in each case imposed by the jurisdiction (or by any political subdivision or taxing authority thereof) (i) in
which such Lender or such Participant is organized (ii) in which such Lender’s or such Participant’s principal
office is located, (iii) in which such Lender or such Participant is doing business, including, branch profits taxes
and branch interest taxes (other than solely as a result of entering into any Loan Document or taking any action
contemplated thereunder), (iv) in which it has a present or former connection other than as a result of the Loan
Documents or taking any action contemplated thereunder or (v) in the case of any Foreign Lender, in which its
applicable Lending Office is located, in each case as a result of a present or former connection between such
Lender or such Participant and the jurisdiction or taxing authority imposing the tax (other than any such
connection arising solely from such Lender or such Participant having executed, delivered or performed its
obligations or received payment under, or enforced its rights or remedies under the Agreement or any other
Loan Document); (b) taxes resulting from a Lender’s or a Participant’s failure to comply with the requirements
of Section 3.01(e) , (c) any branch profits taxes imposed by the United States or any similar tax imposed by
any other jurisdiction in which any Borrower is located, (d) in the case of a Foreign Lender, any United States
federal withholding taxes imposed on amounts payable to such Foreign Lender as a result of such Foreign
Lender’s failure to comply with FATCA to establish a complete exemption from withholding thereunder, and
(e) any United States federal withholding taxes that would be imposed on amounts payable to a Foreign Lender
based upon the applicable withholding rate in effect at the time such Foreign Lender becomes a party to the
Agreement (or designates a new lending office), except that Taxes shall include (1) any amount that such
Foreign Lender (or its assignor, if any) was previously entitled to receive pursuant to Section 3.01(e) , if any,
with respect to such withholding tax at the time such Foreign Lender becomes a party to the Agreement (or
designates a new lending office), and (2) additional United States federal withholding taxes that may be
imposed after the time such Foreign Lender becomes a party to the Agreement (or designates a new lending
office), as a result of a Change in Law.
“Executive Order” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.18.
“Existing Credit Agreement” means the Credit Agreement dated November 1, 2012, among the
Borrowers, Guarantor, Administrative Agent and the lenders party thereto.
“Extraordinary Receipt” means any cash received by or paid to or for the account of any Loan Party
not in the ordinary course of business, including tax refunds, pension plan reversions, proceeds of insurance
(other than proceeds of business interruption insurance to the extent such proceeds constitute compensation for
lost earnings), condemnation awards (and payments in lieu thereof), indemnity payments and any purchase
price adjustments.
“Facility Guaranty” means the Guaranty made by the Guarantors in favor of the Administrative Agent
and the other Secured Parties, in form reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent.
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“Factored Receivables” means any Accountsoforiginally owed or owing by a Loan Party to another
Person which have been purchased by or factored or sold by an Account Debtor of a Loan Party to with
Wells Fargo or any of its Affiliates pursuant to a factoring arrangement or otherwise with the Person that sold
the goods or rendered the services to the Loan Party which gave rise to such Account .
“FATCA” means current Sections 1471 through 1474 of the Code, as of the date of this Agreement (or
any amended or successor version that is that is substantively comparable and not materially more burdensome
to comply with), any current or future regulations or official interpretations thereof and any agreements entered
into pursuant to Section 1471(b)(1) of the Code.
“FCPA” means the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (15 U.S.C. §§78dd-1 et seq.).
“Federal Funds Rate” means, for any day, the rate per annum equal to the weighted average of the
rates on overnight Federal funds transactions with members of the Federal Reserve System arranged by Federal
funds brokers on such day, as published by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York on the Business Day next
succeeding such day; provided , that , (a) if such day is not a Business Day, the Federal Funds Rate for such
day shall be such rate on such transactions on the next preceding Business Day as so published on the next
succeeding Business Day, and (b) if no such rate is so published on such next succeeding Business Day, the
Federal Funds Rate for such day shall be the average rate (rounded upward, if necessary, to a whole multiple of
1/100 of 1%) charged to Wells Fargo on such day on such transactions as determined by the Administrative
Agent.
“Fee Letter” means the Amended and Restated Fee Letter Agreement, datedof even the date
herewith, of Amendment No. 3, among the Lead Borrower, the Administrative Agent and the Arranger.
“FIRREA” means the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989, as
amended from time to time.
“Fiscal Month” means any fiscal month of any Fiscal Year, each of which ends on or about the last
day of each calendar month in accordance with the fiscal accounting calendar of the Loan Parties, subject to
change in accordance with Section 7.13 .
“Fiscal Quarter” means any fiscal quarter of any Fiscal Year, each of which ends on or about the last
day of each April, July, October and January of such Fiscal Year in accordance with the fiscal accounting
calendar of the Loan Parties, subject to change in accordance with Section 7.13 .
“Fiscal Year” means any period of twelve consecutive Fiscal Months ending on the Saturday closest to
January 31st of any calendar year, subject to change in accordance with Section 7.13 .
“Foreign Account Debtor” means an Account Debtor which (i) does not maintain its chief executive
office in the United States, Puerto Rico or Canada, and (B) is not organized under the laws of the United States,
Puerto Rico, or Canada, or any state or province thereof.
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“Foreign Asset Control Regulations” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.18.
“Foreign Lender” means any Lender that is organized under the laws of a jurisdiction other than that in
which the Lead Borrower is resident for tax purposes. For purposes of this definition, the United States, each
State thereof and the District of Columbia shall be deemed to constitute a single jurisdiction.
“Foreign Vendor” means a Person that sells In-Transit Inventory to a Borrower.
“Foreign Vendor Agreement” means an agreement between a Foreign Vendor and the Administrative
Agent in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent and pursuant to which, among
other things, the parties shall agree upon their relative rights with respect to In-Transit Inventory of a Borrower
purchased from such Foreign Vendor.
“Formation” means the creation of any Person by a Loan Party of any of its Subsidiaries.
“FRB” means the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System of the United States.
“Fund” means any Person (other than a natural person) that is (or will be) engaged in making,
purchasing, holding or otherwise investing in commercial loans and similar extensions of credit in the ordinary
course of its business.
“GAAP” means generally accepted accounting principles in the United States set forth in the opinions
and pronouncements of the Accounting Principles Board and the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and statements and pronouncements of the Financial Accounting Standards Board or such other
principles as may be approved by a significant segment of the accounting profession in the United States, that
are applicable to the circumstances as of the date of determination, consistently applied.
“Governmental Authority” means the government of the United States or any other nation, or of any
political subdivision thereof, whether state or local, and any agency, authority, instrumentality, regulatory body,
court, central bank or other entity exercising executive, legislative, judicial, taxing, regulatory or administrative
powers or functions of or pertaining to government (including any supra-national bodies such as the European
Union or the European Central Bank).
“Guarantee” means, as to any Person, (a) any obligation, contingent or otherwise, of such Person
guaranteeing or having the economic effect of guaranteeing any Indebtedness or other obligation payable or
performable by another Person (the “ primary obligor ”) in any manner, whether directly or indirectly, and
including any obligation of such Person, direct or indirect, (i) to purchase or pay (or advance or supply funds for
the purchase or payment of) such Indebtedness or other obligation, (ii) to purchase or lease property, securities
or services for the purpose of assuring the obligee in respect of such Indebtedness or other obligation of the
payment or performance of such Indebtedness or other obligation, (iii) to maintain working capital, equity
capital or any other financial statement condition or liquidity or level of income or cash flow of the primary
obligor so as to enable the primary obligor to pay such Indebtedness or other obligation, or (iv) entered into for
the purpose of assuring in any other manner the obligee
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in respect of such Indebtedness or other obligation of the payment or performance thereof or to protect such
obligee against loss in respect thereof (in whole or in part), or (b) any Lien on any assets of such Person
securing any Indebtedness or other obligation of any other Person, whether or not such Indebtedness or other
obligation is assumed by such Person (or any right, contingent or otherwise, of any holder of such Indebtedness
to obtain any such Lien). The amount of any Guarantee shall be deemed to be an amount equal to the stated or
determinable amount of the related primary obligation, or portion thereof, in respect of which such Guarantee is
made or, if not stated or determinable, the maximum reasonably anticipated liability in respect thereof as
determined by the guaranteeing Person in good faith. The term “ Guarantee ” as a verb has a corresponding
meaning.
“Guarantor” means each Restricted Subsidiary of the Lead Borrower in existence on the Restatement
Effective Date (other than another Borrower) and each other Restricted Subsidiary of the Lead Borrower that
shall be required to execute and deliver a Facility Guaranty pursuant to Section 6.12 .
“Hazardous Materials” means all explosive or radioactive substances or wastes and all hazardous or
toxic substances, wastes or other pollutants, including petroleum or petroleum distillates, asbestos or
asbestos-containing materials, polychlorinated biphenyls, radon gas, infectious or medical wastes and all other
substances or wastes of any nature regulated pursuant to any Environmental Law.
“Honor Date” has the meaning specified in Section 2.03(c)(i).
“Incentive Program Assets” means the transferrable income tax credits issuable to the Company under
the Grow New Jersey Assistance Act pursuant to the Project Agreement, dated May 12, 2014, by and between
the Lead Borrower and the New Jersey Economic Development Authority, as the (as the same may be modified,
changed, and extended from time to time), which tax credits, the Lead Borrower, has agreed to sell to Apple
Inc., pursuant to the Tax Credit Sale Agreement.
“Increase Effective Date” shall have the meaning provided therefor in Section 2.15(c).
“Incremental Equipment Reserve” means a Reserve established on the Amendment No.2 Effective
Date, initially in the amount of $5,000,000 (reducing dollar for dollar for prepayments of the Term Loan in
accordance with clause (x) of the definition of “Permitted Indebtedness” but not less than $0), which Reserve
may only be released or reduced by the Agent, upon the receipt of notice from the Term Loan Agent with the
prior written consent of the Required Lenders (as such term is defined in the Term Loan Credit Agreement).
“Indebtedness” means, as to any Person at a particular time, without duplication, all of the following,
whether or not included as indebtedness or liabilities in accordance with GAAP:
(a) all obligations of such Person for borrowed money and all obligations of such Person
evidenced by bonds, debentures, notes, loan agreements or other similar instruments;
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(b) the maximum amount (after giving effect to any prior drawings or reductions that may
have been reimbursed) of all direct or contingent obligations of such Person arising under letters of credit
(including standby and commercial), bankers’ acceptances, bank guaranties, surety bonds and similar
instruments;
(c) net obligations of such Person under any Swap Contract;
(d) all obligations of such Person to pay the deferred purchase price of property or services
(other than (i) trade accounts and accrued expenses payable in the ordinary course of business which are not
past due more than sixty (60) days after their applicable due date and (ii) accruals for payroll and other
liabilities accrued in the ordinary course of business);
(e) indebtedness (excluding prepaid interest thereon) secured by a Lien on property owned
or being purchased by such Person (including indebtedness arising under conditional sales or other title
retention agreements), whether or not such indebtedness shall have been assumed by such Person or is limited
in recourse;
(f) All Attributable Indebtedness of such Person;
(g) all obligations of such Person to purchase, redeem, retire, defease or otherwise make any
payment in respect of any Equity Interest in such Person or any other Person (including, without limitation,
Disqualified Stock, or any warrant, right or option to acquire such Equity Interest, valued, in the case of a
redeemable preferred interest, at the greater of its voluntary or involuntary liquidation preference plus accrued
and unpaid dividends; and
(h) all Guarantees of such Person in respect of any of the foregoing.
For all purposes hereof, the Indebtedness of any Person shall include the Indebtedness of any partnership or
joint venture (other than a joint venture that is itself a corporation or limited liability company) in which such
Person is a general partner or a joint venturer, unless such Indebtedness is expressly made non-recourse to such
Person. The amount of any net obligation under any Swap Contract on any date shall be deemed to be the Swap
Termination Value thereof as of such date. For purposes of this definition, (i) the amount of any Indebtedness
represented by a guaranty or other similar instrument shall be the lesser of the principal amount of the
obligations guaranteed and still outstanding and the maximum amount for which the guaranteeing Person may
be liable pursuant to the terms of the instrument embodying such Indebtedness, and (ii) the amount of any
Indebtedness described in clause (e) above shall be the lower of the amount of the obligation and the fair market
value of the assets of such Person securing such obligation.
“Indemnified Taxes” means Taxes other than Excluded Taxes.
“Indemnitees” has the meaning specified in Section 10.04(b).
“Information” has the meaning specified in Section 10.07.
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“Intellectual Property” means all present and future: trade secrets, know-how and other proprietary
information; trademarks, trademark applications, internet domain names, service marks, trade dress, trade
names, business names, designs, logos, slogans (and all translations, adaptations, derivations and combinations
of the foregoing) indicia and other source and/or business identifiers, and all registrations or applications for
registrations which have heretofore been or may hereafter be issued thereon throughout the world and including
the goodwill associated therewith; copyrights, copyrightable works (registered or unregistered) and copyright
applications; (including copyrights for computer programs) and all tangible and intangible property embodying
the copyrights, unpatented inventions (whether or not patentable); patents and patent applications and patent
disclosures; industrial design applications and registered industrial designs; license agreements related to any of
the foregoing and income therefrom; books, records, writings, computer tapes or disks, flow diagrams,
specification sheets, all rights in computer software including source codes, object codes, and executable code,
data, databases and other physical manifestations, embodiments or incorporations of any of the foregoing; all
other intellectual property; and all common law and other rights throughout the world in and to all of the
foregoing.
“Intellectual Property Security Agreement” means the Intellectual Property Security Agreement, dated
as of November 1, 2012, among the Loan Parties and the Administrative Agent, granting a Lien in the
Intellectual Property and certain other assets of the Loan Parties, as amended and in effect from time to time.
“Intercreditor Agreement” means the Intercreditor Agreement, datedof even date herewith, among
the Borrowers, the Guarantors, the Administrative Agent, and the Term Loan Agent in form and substance
reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent, as amended, restated, supplemented or otherwise modified
from time to time in accordance therewith and herewith. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth
herein, the Interceditor Agreement is a “Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement” for all purposes in connection
with this Agreement.
“Interest Payment Date” means, (a) as to any Loan other than a Base Rate Loan, the last day of each
Interest Period applicable to such Loan and the Maturity Date; provided , that , if any Interest Period for a
LIBO Rate Loan exceeds three months, the respective dates that fall every three months after the beginning of
such Interest Period shall also be Interest Payment Dates; and (b) as to any Base Rate Loan (including a Swing
Line Loan), the first day after the end of each month and the Maturity Date.
“Interest Period” means, as to each LIBO Rate Loan, the period commencing on the date such LIBO
Rate Loan is disbursed or converted to or continued as a LIBO Rate Loan and ending on the date one, two, three
or six months thereafter, as selected by the Lead Borrower in its Committed Loan Notice; provided , that :
(a) any Interest Period that would otherwise end on a day that is not a Business Day shall be
extended to the next succeeding Business Day unless such Business Day falls in another calendar month, in
which case such Interest Period shall end on the next preceding Business Day;
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(b) any Interest Period that begins on the last Business Day of a calendar month (or on a day
for which there is no numerically corresponding day in the calendar month at the end of such Interest Period)
shall end on the last Business Day of the calendar month at the end of such Interest Period;
(c) no Interest Period shall extend beyond the Maturity Date; and
(d) notwithstanding the provisions of clause (iii) unless Consented to by all Lenders, no
Interest Period shall have a duration of less than one (1) month, and if any Interest Period applicable to a LIBO
Borrowing would be for a shorter period, such Interest Period shall not be available hereunder.
For purposes hereof, the date of a Borrowing initially shall be the date on which such Borrowing is made and
thereafter shall be the effective date of the most recent conversion or continuation of such Borrowing.
“Internal Control Event” means a material weakness in, or fraud that involves management or other
employees who have a significant role in, the Lead Borrower’s and/or its Subsidiaries’ internal controls over
financial reporting, in each case as described in the Securities Laws.
“In-Transit Inventory” means Inventory of a Borrower which is in the possession of a common carrier
and is in transit from a Foreign Vendor of a Borrower from a location outside of the continental United States to
a location of a Borrower that is within the continental United States.
“Inventory” has the meaning given that term in the UCC, and shall also include, without limitation, all:
(a) goods which (i) are leased by a Person as lessor, (ii) are held by a Person for sale or lease or to be furnished
under a contract of service, (iii) are furnished by a Person under a contract of service, or (iv) consist of raw
materials, work in process, or materials used or consumed in a business; (b) goods of said description in transit;
(c) goods of said description which are returned, repossessed or rejected; and (d) packaging, advertising, and
shipping materials related to any of the foregoing.
“Inventory Reserves” means such reserves as may be established from time to time by the
Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion with respect to the determination of the saleability, at retail, of
the Eligible Inventory or which reflect such other factors as affect the market value of the Eligible Inventory to
the extent not addressed in the calculation of Net Recovery Percentage. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, Inventory Reserves may, in the Administrative Agent’s Permitted Discretion, include (but are not
limited to) reserves based on: (a) obsolescence; (b) seasonality; (c) Shrink; (d) imbalance; (e) change in
Inventory character; (f) change in Inventory composition; (g) change in Inventory mix; (h) markdowns (both
permanent and point of sale); (i) retail markons and markups inconsistent with prior period practice and
performance, industry standards, current business plans or advertising calendar and planned advertising events;
(j) returns to vendors, (k) out-of-date and/or expired Inventory, (l) inventory in the possession of any bailee, (m)
damaged Inventory and (n) design room Inventory.
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“Investment” means, as to any Person, any direct or indirect acquisition or investment by such Person,
whether by means of (a) the purchase or other acquisition of Equity Interests of another Person, (b) a loan,
advance or capital contribution to, Guarantee or assumption of debt of, or purchase or other acquisition of any
other debt or interest in, another Person, or (c) any Acquisition. For purposes of covenant compliance, the
amount of any Investment shall be the amount actually invested, without adjustment for subsequent increases or
decreases in the value of such Investment.
“IRS” means the United States Internal Revenue Service.
“ISP” means, with respect to any Letter of Credit, the “International Standby Practices 1998 ”
published by the Institute of International Banking Law & Practice (or such later version thereof as may be in
effect at the time of issuance).
“Issuer Documents” means with respect to any Letter of Credit, the Letter Credit Application, the
Standby Letter of Credit Agreement or Commercial Letter of Credit Agreement, applicable, and any other
document, agreement and instrument entered into by the L/C Issuer and the applicable Borrower (or any
Restricted Subsidiary) or in favor of the L/C Issuer and relating to any such Letter of Credit.
“Joinder Agreement” means an agreement, in form reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative
Agent pursuant to which, among other things, a Person becomes a party to, and bound by the terms of, this
Agreement and/or the other Loan Documents in the same capacity and to the same extent as either a Borrower
or a Guarantor, as the Administrative Agent may determine.
“Landlord Lien State” means such state(s) in which a landlord’s claim for rent may have priority over
the Lien of the Administrative Agent in any of the Collateral.
“Laws” means each international, foreign, Federal, state, provincial and local statute, treaty, rule,
guideline, regulation, ordinance, code and administrative or judicial precedent or authority, including the
interpretation or administration thereof by any Governmental Authority charged with the enforcement,
interpretation or administration thereof, and each applicable administrative order, directed duty, request, license,
authorization and permit of, and agreement with, any Governmental Authority, in each case whether or not
having the force of law.
“L/C Credit Extension” means, with respect to any Letter of Credit, the issuance thereof or extension
of the expiry date thereof, or the increase of the amount thereof.
“L/C Issuer” means (a) Wells Fargo in its capacity as issuer of Letters of Credit hereunder, or any
successor issuer of Letters of Credit hereunder (which successor may only be a Lender selected by the
Administrative Agent and prior to the occurrence and continuance of an Event of Default, the consent of the
Lead Borrower) (b) any other Lender selected by the Administrative Agent in its discretion. The L/C Issuer
may, in its discretion, arrange for one or more Letters of Credit to be issued by Affiliates of the L/C Issuer
and/or for such Affiliate to act as an advising, transferring, confirming and/or nominated bank in connection
with the issuance or administration of any such Letter of Credit, in which case the term “ L/C Issuer ” shall
include any such Affiliate with respect to Letters of Credit issued by such Affiliate.
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“Lead Borrower” has the meaning specified in the introductory paragraph hereto.
“L/C Obligations” means, as at any date of determination, the aggregate undrawn amount available to
be drawn under all outstanding Letters of Credit. For purposes of computing the amounts available to be drawn
under any Letter of Credit, the amount of such Letter of Credit shall be determined in accordance with Section
1.06 . For all purposes of this Agreement, if on any date of determination a Letter of Credit has expired by its
terms but any amount may still be drawn thereunder by reason of the operation of any Rule under the ISP or any
article of UCP 600, such Letter of Credit shall be deemed to be “ outstanding ” in the amount so remaining
available to be drawn.
“Lease” means any agreement, whether written or oral, no matter how styled or structured, pursuant to
which a Loan Party is entitled to the use or occupancy of any space in a structure, land, improvements or
premises for any period of time.
“Leased Department” means the space licensed by any Loan Party from a Department Lessor pursuant
to an applicable Leased Department Agreement.
“Leased Department Agreements” means agreements entered into from time to time by any of the
Loan Parties, pursuant to which a Borrower licenses a portion of the space from a Department Lessor,
including without limitation the agreements listed on Schedule 1.01(b), as the same may be amended, modified,
replaced, extended or renewed from time to time.
“Leased Department Receivable” means a Receivable owing by a Department Lessor to a Borrower
arising out of a Leased Department Agreement.
“Lender” has the meaning specified in the introductory paragraph hereto and, as the context requires,
includes the Swing Line Lender.
“Lending Office” means, as to any Lender, the office or offices of such Lender described as such in
such Lender’s Administrative Questionnaire, or such other office or offices as a Lender may from time to time
notify the Lead Borrower and the Administrative Agent.
“Letter of Credit” means each Standby Letter of Credit and each Commercial Letter of Credit issued
hereunder.
“Letter of Credit Application” means an application for the issuance or amendment of a Letter of
Credit in the form from time to time in use by the L/C Issuer.
“Letter of Credit Expiration Date” means the day that is seven days prior to the Maturity Date then in
effect (or, if such day is not a Business Day, the next preceding Business Day).
“Letter of Credit Fee” has the meaning specified in Section 2.03(i).
“Letter of Credit Sublimit” means an amount equal to $15,000,000. The Letter of Credit Sublimit is
part of, and not in addition to, the Aggregate Commitments. A permanent reduction of the Aggregate
Commitments shall not require a corresponding pro rata reduction in the Letter of Credit Sublimit; provided ,
that , if the Aggregate Commitments are reduced to an amount less than the Letter of Credit Sublimit, then the
Letter of Credit Sublimit shall be reduced to an amount equal to (or, at Lead Borrower’s option, less than) the
Aggregate Commitments.
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“LIBO Borrowing” means a Borrowing comprised of LIBO Rate Loans.
“LIBO Rate” means for any Interest Period with respect to a LIBO Rate Loan, the rate per annum rate
which appears on the Reuters Screen LIBOR01 page as of 11:00 a.m., London time, on the second London
Business Day preceding the first day of such Interest Period (or if such rate does not appear on the Reuters
Screen LIBOR01 Page, then the rate as determined by the Agent from another recognized source or interbank
quotation), for a term, and in an amount, comparable to the Interest Period and the amount of the LIBO Rate
Loan requested (whether as an initial LIBO Rate Loan or as a continuation of a LIBO Rate Loan or as a
conversion of a Base Rate Loan to a LIBO Rate Loan) by Borrowers in accordance with this Agreement (and, if
any such rate is below zero, the LIBO Rate shall be deemed to be zero), which determination shall be made by
Administrative Agent and shall be conclusive in the absence of manifest error. If such rate is not available at
such time for any reason, then the “ LIBO Rate ” for such Interest Period shall be the rate per annum determined
by the Administrative Agent to be the rate at which deposits in Dollars for delivery on the first day of such
Interest Period in same day funds in the approximate amount of the LIBO Rate Loan being made, continued or
converted by Wells Fargo and with a term equivalent to such Interest Period would be offered to Wells Fargo
by major banks in the London interbank eurodollar market in which Wells Fargo participates at their request at
approximately 11:00 a.m. (London time) two Business Days prior to the commencement of such Interest Period.
“LIBO Rate Loan” means a Committed Loan that bears interest at a rate based on the Adjusted LIBO
Rate.
“Lien” means any mortgage, deed of trust, pledge, hypothecation, assignment, deposit arrangement,
encumbrance, lien (statutory or other), charge, or preference, priority or other security interest or preferential
arrangement in the nature of a security interest of any kind or nature whatsoever (including any conditional sale,
any Lease or other agreement constituting or giving rise to a Capital Lease Obligation, Synthetic Lease
Obligation, or other title retention agreement, any easement, right of way or other encumbrance on title to real
property, and any financing lease having substantially the same economic effect as any of the foregoing).
“Liquidation” means the exercise by the Administrative Agent of those rights and remedies accorded
to it under the Loan Documents and applicable Law as a creditor of the Loan Parties with respect to the
realization on the Collateral, including (after the occurrence and during the continuation of an Event of Default)
the conduct by the Loan Parties acting with the consent of the Administrative Agent, of any public, private or “
going out of business ”, “ store closing ”, or other similarly themed sale or other disposition of the Collateral for
the purpose of liquidating the Collateral. Derivations of the word “ Liquidation ” (such as “ Liquidate ”) are
used with like meaning in this Agreement.
“Loan” means an extension of credit by or on behalf of a Lender to a Borrower under Article II in the
form of a Committed Loan or a Swing Line Loan.
“Loan Account” has the meaning assigned to such term in Section 2.11(a).
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“Loan Cap” means, at any time of determination, the lesser of (a) the Aggregate Commitments or (b)
the Borrowing Base.
“Loan Documents” means this Agreement, each Note, each Issuer Document, the Fee Letter, all
Borrowing Base Certificates, the Blocked Account Agreements, the DDA Notifications, the Credit Card
Notifications, the Security Documents, the Facility Guaranty, and any other instrument or agreement, including
the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement and all other Term Loan Intercreditor Agreements , now or
hereafter executed and delivered in connection herewith, or in connection with any transaction arising out of
any Cash Management Services and Bank Products provided by the Administrative Agent or any of its
Affiliates, each as amended and in effect from time to time; provided , that , for purposes of the definition of
“ Material Adverse Effect ” and Article VIII , “ Loan Documents ” shall not include agreements relating to
Cash Management Services and Bank Products.
“Loan Parties” means, collectively, the Borrowers and the Guarantors.
“London Business Day” means a day on which commercial banks are open for general business
(including dealings in foreign exchange and foreign currency deposits) in London, England.
“Material Adverse Effect” means (a) a material adverse change in, or a material adverse effect upon,
the operations, business, assets, liabilities (actual or contingent), or financial condition of any Loan Party or the
Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries taken as a whole; provided, that, any non-cash adjustments to financial
statements in respect of fiscal periods ending on or prior to December 31, 2016 Date as a result of a non-cash
write off of a $27,800,000 tax asset do not constitute material adverse changes; (b) a material impairment of
the ability of any Loan Party to perform its obligations under any Loan Document to which it is a party; or (c) a
material impairment of the rights and remedies of the Agent or the Lenders under any Loan Document or a
material adverse effect upon the legality, validity, binding effect or enforceability against any Loan Party of any
Loan Document to which it is a party. In determining whether any individual event would result in a Material
Adverse Effect, notwithstanding that such event in and of itself does not have such effect, a Material Adverse
Effect shall be deemed to have occurred if the cumulative effect of such event and all other then existing events
would result in a Material Adverse Effect.
“Material Contract” means, with respect to any Loan Party, each contract or agreement which is a “
material contract ” within the meaning of item 601(b)(10)(ii) of Regulation S-K (as in effect on the November
1, 2012), whether or not Lead Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries are required to comply with the
Securities Laws.
“Material Indebtedness” means (a) any individual Indebtedness (other than the Obligations) of the
Loan Parties and Restricted Subsidiaries in an aggregate principal amount exceeding $7,500,000, and (b)
Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness. For purposes of determining the amount of Material Indebtedness at any
time, (i) the amount of the obligations in respect of any Swap Contract at such time shall be calculated at the
Swap Termination Value thereof, (ii) undrawn committed or available amounts shall be included with respect to
Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness, and (iii) all amounts owing to all creditors under any combined or
syndicated credit arrangement shall be included.
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“Maturity Date” meansMarch 25, 2021.the earliest of (a) January 31, 2023, (b) the occurrence of an
Event of Default under Sections 8.01(f) or (g) or (c) the acceleration of the Loans and the termination of the
Commitments pursuant to Section 8.03.
“Maximum Rate” has the meaning provided therefor in Section 10.09.
“Moody’s” means Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. and any successor thereto.
“Mortgages” means each and every fee and leasehold mortgage or deed of trust, security agreement
and assignment by and between the Loan Party owning or holding the leasehold interest in the Real Estate
encumbered thereby in favor of the Administrative Agent. “ Mortgage Policy ” has the meaning specified in the
definition of Real Estate Eligibility Requirements. As of the Amendment No. 3 Effective Date there are no
Mortgages.
“Multiemployer Plan” means any employee benefit plan of the type described in Section 4001(a)(3) of
ERISA, to which the Lead Borrower or any ERISA Affiliate makes or is obligated to make contributions, or
during the preceding five plan years, has made or been obligated to make contributions.
“Net Proceeds” means (a) with respect to any Disposition by any Loan Party or any of its Restricted
Subsidiaries, or any Extraordinary Receipt received or paid to the account of any Loan Party or any of its
Restricted Subsidiaries, the excess, if any, of (i) the sum of cash and Cash Equivalents received in connection
with such transaction (including any cash or Cash Equivalents received by way of deferred payment pursuant
to, or by monetization of, a note receivable or otherwise, but only as and when so received) over (ii) the sum of
(A) the principal amount of any Indebtedness that is secured by the applicable asset by a Lien permitted
hereunder which is senior to the Administrative Agent’s Lien on such asset and that is required to be repaid (or
to establish an escrow for the future repayment thereof) in connection with such transaction (other than
Indebtedness under the Loan Documents), (B) the reasonable and customary out-of-pocket expenses incurred by
such Loan Party or such Restricted Subsidiary in connection with such transaction (including, without
limitation, appraisals, and brokerage, legal, title and recording or transfer tax expenses and commissions) paid
by any Loan Party to third parties (other than Affiliates), (C) taxes paid or reasonably estimated to be payable in
connection therewith, (D) in the case of any Disposition or casualty event by a non-Wholly-Owned Subsidiary,
the pro-rata portion of the Net Proceeds thereof (calculated without regard to this clause (D)) attributable to
minority interests and not available for distribution to or for the account of the Borrowers or a Wholly-Owned
Subsidiary as a result thereof, and (E) any reserve for adjustment in respect of (x) the sale price of such asset or
assets established in accordance with GAAP and (y) any liabilities associated with such asset or assets and
retained by the Borrowers or their Restricted Subsidiaries after such sale or other disposition thereof, including
pension and other post-employment benefit liabilities and liabilities related to environmental matters or against
any indemnification obligations associated with such transaction, it being understood that “ Net Proceeds ” shall
include the amount of any reversal (without the satisfaction of any applicable liabilities in cash in a
corresponding amount) of any reserve described in this clause (E); and
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(b) with respect to the sale or issuance of any Equity Interest by any Loan Party or any of its
Restricted Subsidiaries, or the incurrence or issuance of any Indebtedness by any Loan Party or any of its
Restricted Subsidiaries, the excess of (i) the sum of the cash and Cash Equivalents received in connection with
such transaction over (ii) the investment banking fees, underwriting discounts and commissions, costs and other
reasonable and customary out-of-pocket expenses, incurred by such Loan Party or such Restricted Subsidiary in
connection therewith.
“Net Recovery Percentage” means the fraction, expressed as a percentage (a) the numerator of which
is the amount equal to the recovery on the aggregate amount of the applicable category of Eligible Inventory at
such time on a “going out of business sale” basis for such Inventory, as set forth in the most recent acceptable
(as determined by Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion) inventory appraisal received by
Administrative Agent, in accordance with the requirements of this Agreement, net of operating expenses,
liquidation expenses and commissions reasonably anticipated in the disposition of such assets and (b) the
denominator of which is the Book Value of the aggregate amount of the Eligible Inventory subject to such
appraisal. The Net Recovery Percentage shall be based on the applicable percentage in the most recent
acceptable (as determined by Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion) appraisal conducted as set forth
in Section 6.10 .
“Non-Consenting Lender” has the meaning provided therefor in Section 10.01.
“Non-Extension Notice Date” has the meaning specified in Section 2.03(b)(iii).
“Non-Loan Party” means any Subsidiary of the Lead Borrower that is not a Loan Party.
“Note” means (a) a promissory note made by the Borrowers in favor of a Lender evidencing Loans
made by such Lender, substantially in the form of Exhibit C-1 , and (b) the Swing Line Note, as each may be
amended, supplemented or modified from time to time.
“NPL” means the National Priorities List under CERCLA.
“Obligations” means (a) all advances to, and debts (including principal, interest, fees (including any
Early Termination Fee) , costs, and expenses), liabilities, obligations, covenants, indemnities, and duties of, any
Loan Party arising under any Loan Document or otherwise with respect to any Loan or Letter of Credit
(including payments in respect of reimbursement of disbursements, interest thereon and obligations to provide
cash collateral therefor), whether direct or indirect (including those acquired by assumption), absolute or
contingent, due or to become due, now existing or hereafter arising and including interest, fees, costs, expenses
and indemnities that accrue after the commencement by or against any Loan Party or any Affiliate thereof of
any proceeding under any Debtor Relief Laws naming such Person as the debtor in such proceeding, regardless
of whether such interest, fees, costs, expenses and indemnities are allowed claims in such proceeding, and (b)
any Other Liabilities; provided, that, the Obligations shall not include any Excluded Swap Obligations.
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“Occurrence Update Schedules” means each of Schedule 5.01 (Loan Parties Organizational
Information), 5.05 (Material Indebtedness), 5.06 (Litigation), 5.09 (Environmental Matters), 5.10 (for primary
casualty insurance policies that cover Collateral), 5.11 (Tax Sharing Agreements), 5.13 (Subsidiaries; Other
Equity Investments), 5.17 (Intellectual Property Matters), and 5.21(b) (Credit Card Agreements).
“OFAC” means the U.S. Department of Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control.
“OFAC Lists” means, collectively, the SDN List and/or any other list of terrorists or other restricted
Persons maintained pursuant to any of the rules and regulations of OFAC or pursuant to any other applicable
executive orders.
“Organization Documents” means, (a) with respect to any corporation, the certificate or articles of
incorporation and the bylaws (or equivalent or comparable constitutive documents with respect to any non-U.S.
jurisdiction); (b) with respect to any limited liability company, the certificate or articles of formation or
organization and operating agreement; (c) with respect to any partnership, joint venture, trust or other form of
business entity, the partnership, joint venture or other applicable agreement of formation or organization and
any agreement, instrument, filing or notice with respect thereto filed in connection with its formation or
organization with the applicable Governmental Authority in the jurisdiction of its formation or organization
and, if applicable, any certificate or articles of formation or organization of such entity, and (d) in each case, all
shareholder or other equity holder agreements, voting trusts and similar arrangements to which such Person is a
party or which is applicable to its Equity Interests and all other arrangements relating to the Control or
management of such Person.
“Other Liabilities” means (a) any obligation on account of (i)a) any Cash Management Services
furnished to any of the Loan Parties or any of their Restricted Subsidiaries and/or ( ii b ) any transaction with
Administrative Agent or any of its Affiliates, which arises out of any Bank Product entered into with any Loan
Party and any such Person, as each may be amended from time to time ; and (b) any liability with respect to
Factored Receivables .
“Other Taxes” means all present or future stamp or documentary taxes or any other excise or property
taxes, charges or similar levies arising from any payment made hereunder or under any other Loan Document or
from the execution, delivery or enforcement of, or otherwise with respect to, this Agreement or any other Loan
Document.
“Outstanding Amount” means (a) with respect to Committed Loans and Swing Line Loans on any
date, the aggregate outstanding principal amount thereof after giving effect to any Borrowings and prepayments
or repayments of Committed Loans and Swing Line Loans, as the case may be, occurring on such date; and (b)
with respect to any L/C Obligations on any date, the amount of such L/C Obligations on such date after giving
effect to any L/C Credit Extension occurring on such date and any other changes in the aggregate amount of the
L/C Obligations as of such date.
“Overadvance” means a Credit Extension to the extent that, immediately after its having been made,
Excess Availability is less than zero.
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“Parent” means Orchestra-Premaman S.A., asociété anonyme organized under the laws of France.
“Participant” has the meaning specified in Section 10.06(d).
“Patriot Act” shall have the meaning specified in Section 10.17.
“Payment Conditions” means, at the time of determination with respect to any specified transaction or
payment, that (a) as of the date of any such transaction or payment, and after giving effect thereto no Event of
Default then exists or would arise as a result of entering into such transaction or the making such payment, (b)
as of the date of any such transaction or payment, and after giving effect to any such transaction or payment, on
a pro forma basis using the most recent calculation of the Borrowing Base immediately prior to any such
payment, Excess Availability shall be not less than fifteen twenty percent ( 15 20 %) of the lesser of (i) the
Borrowing Base (calculated without giving effect to the Term Loan Reserve) or (ii) the Aggregate
Commitments, and (c) Administrative Agent shall have received projections (in form satisfactory to
Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion) for the six twelve ( 6 12 ) month period after the date of such
transaction or payment showing, on a pro forma basis after giving effect thereto, minimum Excess Availability
at all times during such period of not less than fifteen (i) twenty-five percent ( 15%) of the lesser of (i) the
Borrowing Base 25%) or (ii) solely with respect to payments to be made under Section 7.06(a), fifty percent
(50%) of (x) the Aggregate Commitments plus (y) the outstanding principal balance of the Term Loans
. Prior to (A) undertaking a Permitted Acquisition, (B) incurring any Material Indebtedness or (C) making of
any Permitted Investment or Restricted Payment in excess of $ 5,000,000 1,000,000 which is subject to the
satisfaction of Payment Conditions, the Loan Parties shall deliver to the Administrative Agent evidence of
satisfaction of the conditions contained in clause (b) and (c) above on a basis (including, without limitation,
giving due consideration to results for prior periods) reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent.
“PBGC” means the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.
“PCAOB” means the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board.
“Pension Plan” means any “employee pension benefit plan” (as such term is defined in Section 3(2) of
ERISA), other than a Multiemployer Plan, that is subject to Title IV of ERISA and is sponsored or maintained
by the Lead Borrower or any ERISA Affiliate or to which the Lead Borrower or any ERISA Affiliate
contributes or has an obligation to contribute, or in the case of a multiple employer or other plan described in
Section 4064(a) of ERISA, has made contributions at any time during the immediately preceding five plan
years.
“Periodic Update Schedules” shall mean each of Schedules 5.08(b)(1) (Owned Real Estate), 5.08(b)(2)
(Leased Real Estate), 5.10 (for policies other than primary casualty policies that cover Collateral), 5.21(a)
(Demand Deposit Accounts), 7.01 (Existing Liens), 7.02 (for Investments greater than $5,000,000 (Existing
Investments), and 7.09 (Transactions with Affiliates).
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“Permitted Acquisition” means:
(a) an Acquisition or Formation of any Excluded Subsidiary, so long as (i) no Event of
Default then exists or would arise from the consummation of such Acquisition or Formation; and (ii) as of the
date of any such Acquisition or Formation, and after giving effect thereto, the Loan Parties shall have satisfied
the Payment Conditions; and
(b) any other Acquisition or Formation in which all of the following conditions are satisfied:
(i)no Default or Event of Default then exists or would arise from the consummation
of such Acquisition or Formation;
(ii)in the case of an Acquisition of a majority (or more) of the Equity Interests of a
Person, such Acquisition shall have been approved by the Board of Directors of the Person (or similar
governing body if such Person is not a corporation) which is the subject of such Acquisition and such Person
shall not have announced that it will oppose such Acquisition or shall not have commenced any action which
alleges that such Acquisition shall violate applicable Law;
(iii)in the case of any Acquisition where the consideration to be paid for such
Acquisition equals or exceeds $2,000,000, the Lead Borrower shall have furnished the Administrative Agent
with thirty (30) days’ prior written notice of such intended Acquisition and shall have furnished the
Administrative Agent with a current draft of the Acquisition Documents (and final copies thereof as and when
executed), a summary of any due diligence undertaken by the Loan Parties in connection with such Acquisition,
appropriate financial statements of the Person which is the subject of such Acquisition, pro forma projected
financial statements for the twelve (12) month period following such Acquisition after giving effect to such
Acquisition (including balance sheets, cash flows and income statements by month for the acquired Person,
individually, and on a Consolidated basis with all Loan Parties), and such other information as the
Administrative Agent may reasonably require, all of which shall be reasonably satisfactory to the
Administrative Agent;
(iv)after giving effect to the Acquisition or Formation, if the Acquisition is an
Acquisition of the Equity Interests, a Loan Party shall acquire and own, directly or indirectly, a majority of the
Equity Interests in the Person being acquired and shall Control a majority of any voting interests or shall
otherwise Control the governance of the Person being acquired or formed;
(v)such Acquisition or Formation shall be with respect to an operating company or
division or line of business that engages in a line of business substantially similar, reasonably related or
incidental to, or a logical extension of, the Business;
(vi)if the Person which is the subject of such Acquisition or Formation will be
maintained as a Restricted Subsidiary of a Loan Party, or if the assets acquired in an acquisition will be
transferred to a Subsidiary which is to be a Loan Party, such Subsidiary shall have been joined as a “ Borrower
” hereunder or as a Guarantor, as the Administrative Agent shall determine in its Permitted Discretion, and the
Administrative Agent shall have received a first
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priority security and/or mortgage interest (except for those Permitted Encumbrances that have priority in such
Collateral by operation of law and except as to the Term Loan Priority Collateral, for the Liens of the Term
Loan Agent to the extent provided in the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement) in such Subsidiary’s Equity
Interests, Inventory, Accounts, Real Estate and other property of the same nature as constitutes collateral under
the Security Documents; provided , that , in the event such Subsidiary is joined as a “ Borrower ” the assets
of such Person will only be eligible after a satisfactory field examination, appraisals and legal diligence is
conducted by Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion; and
(vii)as of the date of any such investment or acquisition and the date of any
payment in respect thereof, and after giving effect thereto, the Loan Parties shall have satisfied the Payment
Conditions.

“Permitted Discretion” means, as used in this Agreement, with reference to the Administrative Agent,
a determination made in good faith in the exercise of its reasonable business judgment based on how an
asset-based lender with similar rights providing a credit facility of the type set forth herein would act in similar
circumstances at the time with the information then available to it.
“Permitted Disposition” means any of the following so long as no Event of Default exists or will result
therefrom:
(a) Dispositions of Inventory in the ordinary course of business which for this purpose does
not include any Disposition in connection with a Store closing or sale of a Store location;
(b) bulk sales or other Dispositions of the Inventory of a Loan Party in connection with the
closing of retail store locations, locations within department or specialty stores or other locations in which a
Loan Party leases or licenses a portion of the space in such store in the ordinary course of the business of such
Loan Party, in an arm’s length transaction, provided , that , (i) such closings and related sales or other
Dispositions of Inventory shall not exceed (A) in any Fiscal Year of the Lead Borrower, twenty percent (20%)
of the retail stores of Loan Parties (which does not include store relocations, locations which are closed in
connection with the opening of a combination store or superstore, locations within department or specialty
stores or other locations in which a Loan Party leases or licenses a portion of such store or international
locations where Inventory is not included in the Collateral) in any Fiscal Year of the Lead Borrower as of the
beginning of such Fiscal Year (net of openings of new retail store locations) and (B) in the aggregate from and
after November January 1, 2012, 2018, thirty-five percent (35%) of the retail store locations of Loan Parties
(which does not include store relocations, locations which are closed in connection with the opening of a
combination store or superstore, locations within department or specialty stores or other locations in which a
Loan Party leases or licenses a portion of such store or international locations where Inventory is not included in
the Collateral) in existence as of November 1, 2012 (net of new store openings), January 1, 2018, and (ii) all
sales of Inventory in connection with Store closings shall be in accordance with liquidation agreements and with
professional liquidators reasonably acceptable to Administrative Agent; provided , that , (A) all Net Proceeds
received in connection therewith are applied to the Obligations if then required in accordance with Section
2.05 hereof,
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and (B) no such liquidation agreement or professional liquidators shall be required to the extent such sales of
Inventory are limited to the closing of a single Store;
(c) non-exclusive licenses of Intellectual Property of a Loan Party in the ordinary course of
business, so long as such Dispositions are permitted under the terms of the Term Loan Documents;
(d) licenses for the conduct of licensed departments within the Loan Parties’ Stores in the
ordinary course of business; provided , that , if requested by the Administrative Agent, the Administrative
Agent shall have entered into an intercreditor agreement with the Person operating such licensed department on
terms and conditions reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent;
(e) Dispositions of obsolete, worn out, used or surplus Equipment, whether now owned or
hereafter acquired, in the ordinary course of business and Dispositions of property, no longer used or useful in
the conduct of the business of the Loan Parties;
(f) sales, transfers and Dispositions among the Loan Parties or by any Restricted Subsidiary
to a Loan Party;
(g) [Reserved];sales of State of New Jersey income tax credits by Lead Borrower to Apple
Inc., pursuant to the Tax Credit Sale Agreement (as in effect on the Amendment No. 3 Effective Date);
(h) (i) the making of Permitted Investments, (ii) the granting of or suffering to permit of
Permitted Encumbrances, (iii) transactions permitted under Section 7.04 , (iv) the making of Restricted
Payments permitted under Section 7.06 , and (v) transfers of property subject to a Casualty Event upon receipt
of the Net Proceeds of such Casualty Event;
(i) sales of Real Estate of any Loan Party (or sales of any Person or Persons created to hold
such Real Estate or the Equity Interests in such Person or Persons), including sale-leaseback transactions
involving any such Real Estate pursuant to leases on market terms;
(j) the sale or abandonment of Intellectual Property of a Loan Party or any of its Subsidiaries
in the ordinary course of business that is not material and is no longer used or useful in the business of any Loan
Party, is not affixed to or used in connection with any of the Collateral or any of the books and records of such
Loan Party relating to the Collateral and in the case of abandonment, does not have any material value, so long
as such actions are permitted under the terms of the Term Loan Documents;
(k) Dispositions by or of any Excluded Subsidiary (including the Equity Interests thereof);
(l) leases, subleases, licenses or sublicenses (including the provision of software under an
open source license), in each case in the ordinary course of business of any Loan Party and which do not
materially interfere with the business of the Loan Parties, taken as a whole;
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(m) Dispositions of Investments in joint ventures to the extent required by, or made pursuant
to customary buy/sell arrangements between, the joint venture parties set forth in joint venture arrangements
and similar binding arrangements;
(n) the sale or discount of Receivables arising in the ordinary course of business but only in
connection with the collection or compromise thereof; provided , that , no sale or discount of Eligible Credit
Card Receivables, Eligible Trade Receivables, or Eligible Receivables shall be permitted pursuant to this clause
(n) unless the applicable Loan Party shall have (i) delivered to the Administrative Agent written notice of such
disposition in reasonable detail and (ii) if requested by Administrative Agent an updated Borrowing Base
Certificate;
(o) to the extent allowable under Section 1031 of the Code (or comparable or successor
provision), any exchange of like property (excluding any boot thereon permitted by such provision) for use in
any business conducted by the Loan Parties that is not in contravention of Section 7.08 other than Accounts
and Inventory;
(p) the unwinding of any Swap Contract;
(q) (i) any involuntary loss, damage or destruction of property of any Loan Party or (ii) any
involuntary condemnation, seizure or taking, by exercise of the power of eminent domain or otherwise, or
confiscation or requisition of use of property of any Loan Party;
(r) Dispositions of cash and Cash Equivalents in a manner that is not prohibited by this
Agreement or the other Loan Documents;
(s) sales or other Dispositions of assets of the Loan Parties in connection with the
Disposition of any Real Estate, buildings or related assets, or the sale or other Disposition of any line of
business and related assets and liabilities (in each case, excluding Term Loan Priority Collateral) , provided ,
that , as to any such sale or other Disposition, each of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) in the event of a Disposition of any line of business and related assets and
liabilities, not less than seventy-five percent (75%) of the consideration to be received by the Loan Parties shall
be paid or payable in cash and shall be paid contemporaneously with consummation of the transaction or
otherwise on terms and conditions reasonably satisfactory to Administrative Agent,
(ii)the consideration received by such Loan Party in respect of the sale or other
Disposition of such assets shall be for the fair value of such assets determined in a commercially reasonable
manner based on an arm’s length transaction,
(iii)in the case of any sale or other Disposition of any Real Estate, buildings or

related assets, or the sale or other Disposition of any line of business and related assets and liabilities that
includes any assets of a category included in the Borrowing Base, as of the date of such sale or other
Disposition and after giving effect thereto, using the most recent calculation of the Borrowing Base prior to the
date of any such sale or other Disposition, on a pro forma basis, Excess Availability shall be not less than
twenty percent (20%) of the lesser of (A) the Aggregate Commitments or (B) the Borrowing Base (calculated
without giving effect to the Term Loan Reserve), and Administrative Agent shall have received an updated
Borrowing Base Certificate reflecting the Disposition of such assets,
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(iv)at any time a Cash Dominion Event exists, the Net Proceeds from any such sale

or other Disposition, shall be applied to the Obligations (subject to the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement)
to the extent required herein,
(v)if the aggregate book value of the assets subject to the applicable Disposition
exceeds $10,000,000, prior to such Disposition, Lead Borrower shall provide to Administrative Agent updated
financial projections (after giving effect to such Disposition for the twelve (12) month period following such
Disposition),
(vi)in the case of any sale or other Disposition of any Real Estate, buildings or
related assets, or the sale or other Disposition of any line of business and related assets and liabilities that
includes any assets consisting of Term Loan Priority Collateral, in addition to the satisfaction of clauses of this
subsection (s), in addition, such sale of Term Loan Priority Collateral shall be consummated in accordance with
the terms of the Term Loan Documents (as in effect on the Amendment No. 3 Effective Date) or otherwise with
the consent of the Term Loan Agent and Term Loan Lenders as required therein; and
(vii)(vi) as of the date of any such sale or other Disposition, and in each case after
giving effect thereto, no Default or Event of Default shall exist or have occurred and be continuing;

(t) the issuance and sale by Lead Borrower of Equity Interests of Lead Borrower (including
any purchase option, call or similar right of a third party with respect to the Equity Interests of the Lead
Borrower) after the date hereof; provided , that , (i) Lead Borrower shall not be required to pay any cash
dividends or repurchase or redeem such Equity Interests or make any other payments in respect thereof except
to the extent permitted by Section 7.06 , and (ii) at any time during the occurrence and continuance of a Cash
Dominion Event, all of the Net Proceeds of the sale and issuance of such Equity Interests shall be applied to the
Obligations (subject to the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement) if then required in accordance with Section
2.05 hereof, and
(u) other Dispositions of property by Loan Parties and Restricted Subsidiaries not otherwise
permitted pursuant to clauses (a) through (t) above (but not including for the avoidance of doubt, such
Dispositions shall in any event not include any Revolving Loan Priority Collateral), the proceeds of which
when aggregated with the proceeds of all other Dispositions made pursuant to this clause (u) in any Fiscal Year
are less than $1,000,000; provided , that , the Net Proceeds thereof shall be applied or held as required
hereunder.
“Permitted Encumbrances” means:
(a) Liens for Taxes that are not yet delinquent (and remain payable without penalty) or are
being contested in compliance with Section 6.04 ;
(b) carriers’, warehousemen’s, mechanics’, materialmen’s, repairmen’s and other like Liens
imposed by applicable Law, arising in the ordinary course of business and securing obligations that are not
overdue or if they are overdue the amount secured is not in excess of $250,000 individually, and $2,000,000 in
the aggregate or are otherwise being contested in compliance with Section 6.04 ;
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(c) (i) pledges and deposits of cash and Cash Equivalents made in the ordinary course of
business in compliance with workers’ compensation, unemployment insurance and other social security laws or
regulations, other than any Lien imposed by ERISA and (ii) pledges and deposits of cash and Cash Equivalents
in the ordinary course of business securing liability for reimbursement or indemnification obligations of
(including obligations in respect of letters of credit or bank guarantees for the benefit of) insurance carriers
providing property, casualty or liability insurance to any Loan Party or any Subsidiary thereof;
(d) deposits of cash and Cash Equivalents to secure the performance of bids, trade contracts,
governmental contracts and leases (other than Indebtedness for borrowed money), statutory obligations, surety,
stay, customs and appeal bonds, performance bonds and other obligations of a like nature (including those to
secure health, safety and environmental obligations) incurred in the ordinary course of business;
(e) Liens in respect of judgments that would not constitute an Event of Default hereunder;
(f) easements, covenants, conditions, restrictions, encroachments, building code laws,
zoning restrictions, rights-of-way, protrusions and similar encumbrances and title defects affecting real property
imposed by law or arising in the ordinary course of business that do not secure any monetary obligations and
that in the aggregate do not materially detract from the value of the affected property or materially interfere with
the ordinary conduct of business of the Loan Parties, taken as a whole and such other title defects or survey
matters in the aggregate that are disclosed by current surveys that, in each case, do not materially interfere with
the current use of the Real Estate;
(g) Liens existing on thedate hereofAmendment No. 3 Effective Date and listed on Schedule
7.01 and any renewals or extensions thereof, provided , that , (i) the property covered thereby is not
changed, (ii) the amount secured or benefited thereby is not increased, (iii) the direct or any contingent obligor
with respect thereto is not changed, and (iv) any renewal or extension of the obligations secured or benefited
thereby is otherwise permitted hereunder);
(h) purchase money Liens on improvements to, fixtures located on, Equipment located at or
on, or the construction of any addition to any Real Estate or additional buildings at any Real Estate securing
Indebtedness permitted under clause (l) of the definition of Permitted Indebtedness so long as (i) such Liens
and the Indebtedness secured thereby are incurred prior to or within sixty (60) days after such acquisition, (ii)
the Indebtedness secured thereby does not exceed the cost of acquisition of such fixed or capital assets and (iii)
such Liens shall not extend to any other property or assets of the Loan Parties other than the proceeds of the
disposition of such Real Estate, fixtures or Equipment;
(i) Liens in favor of the Administrative Agent, for the benefit of the Administrative Agent
and the other Secured Parties pursuant to the Loan Documents to secure the Obligations;
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(j) Statutory or common law Liens of landlords and other like Liens or other customary
Liens (other than in respect of Indebtedness) in favor of landlords, so long as, in each case, such Liens arise in
the ordinary course of business and secure obligations not overdue for a period of more than thirty (30) days;
(k) possessory Liens in favor of brokers and dealers arising in connection with the
acquisition or disposition of Investments owned as of the date hereof and Permitted Investments, provided ,
that , such liens (i) attach only to such Investments and the proceeds thereof and (ii) secure only obligations
incurred in the ordinary course and arising in connection with the acquisition or disposition of such Investments
and not any obligation in connection with margin financing;
(l) Liens arising solely by virtue of any statutory or common law provisions relating to
banker’s liens, liens in favor of securities intermediaries, rights of setoff or similar rights and remedies as to
deposit accounts or securities accounts or other funds maintained with depository institutions or securities
intermediaries;
(m) purported Liens arising from precautionary UCC filings or similar public filings
regarding operating leases or the consignment of goods;
(n) voluntary Liens on property (other than property of the type included in the Borrowing
Base) in existence at the time such property is acquired pursuant to a Permitted Acquisition or on such property
of a Subsidiary of a Loan Party in existence at the time such Subsidiary is acquired pursuant to a Permitted
Acquisition; provided , that , such Liens are not incurred in connection with or in anticipation of such
Permitted Acquisition and do not attach to any other assets of any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary;
(o) Liens or rights of setoff against credit balances of Borrowers with Credit Card Issuers or
Credit Card Processors or amounts owing by such Credit Card Issuers or Credit Card Processors to Loan Parties
in the ordinary course of business, but not Liens on or rights of setoff against any other property or assets of
Loan Parties, pursuant to the Credit Card Agreements to secure the obligations of Loan Parties to the Credit
Card Issuers or Credit Card Processors as a result of fees and chargebacks;
(p) Liens on Inventory in favor of customs and revenues authorities imposed by applicable
Law arising in the ordinary course of business in connection with the importation of goods;
(q) Liens on the fixed or capital assets acquired by any Loan Party with the proceeds of the
Indebtedness described in clause (c) of the definition of “ Permitted Indebtedness ” below so long as (A) such
Liens and the Indebtedness secured thereby are incurred prior to or within ninety (90) days after such
acquisition, (B) the Indebtedness secured thereby consists only of the Indebtedness that was incurred to pay the
purchase price for the purchase or acquisition of the property and such Indebtedness does not exceed the cost or
fair market value, whichever is lower, of the property being acquired on the date of acquisition, and (C) such
Liens shall not extend to any other property or assets of the Loan Parties;
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(r) Liens on the Collateral to secure the Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness, provided, that,
such Liens are on the terms and conditions described the definition of the term “ Permitted Term Loan
Indebtedness ” and such Liens on the Revolving Loan Priority Collateral are subordinated to the Liens in favor
of the Administrative Agent on such Revolving Loan Priority Collateral and are otherwise at all times subject
to the terms of the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement applicable thereto ;
(s) encumbrances referred to in Schedule B of the Mortgage Policies insuring the
Mortgages; Reserved;
(t) leases, licenses, subleases or sublicenses granted to others in the ordinary course of
business which do not (i) interfere in any material respect with the business of the Loan Parties, taken as a
whole, or (ii) secure any Indebtedness;
(u) Liens relating to banker’s Liens (including Liens of a collection bank arising under
Section 4-208 of the Uniform Commercial Code), Liens in favor of securities intermediaries, rights of setoff or
similar rights and remedies as to deposit accounts or securities accounts or other funds maintained with
depository institutions or securities intermediaries in the ordinary course of business only to secure customary
fees and charges related to the maintenance and operation of accounts maintained with such depository
institution or securities intermediaries;
(v) Liens solely on any Cash deposits or Cash Equivalents of any Loan Party (other than
Qualified Cash) by the Loan Parties in connection with any letter of intent or purchase agreement in respect of
any Permitted Investment;
(w) any interest or title of a lessor, sublessor, licensor or sublicensor or secured by a
lessor’s, sublessor’s, licensor’s or sublicensor’s interest under any lease entered into in the ordinary course of
business;
(x) Liens arising out of conditional sale, title retention, consignment or similar arrangements
for the sale of goods (including Inventory having a Value not in excess of $1,000,000) entered into by any Loan
Party in the ordinary course of business;
(y) Liens that are contractual rights of set-off (i) relating to the establishment of depository
relations with banks not given in connection with the issuance of Indebtedness (other than Indebtedness
described in clause (e) of the definition thereof), (ii) relating to pooled deposit or sweep accounts of any Loan
Party to permit satisfaction of overdraft or similar obligations incurred in the ordinary course of business of
such Loan Party and (iii) relating to purchase orders and other agreements entered into with customers of any
Loan Party in the ordinary course of business;
(z) Liens on insurance policies owned by any Loan Party and the proceeds thereof securing
the financing of the premiums with respect thereto;
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(aa) deposits of cash and Cash Equivalents made by any Loan Party held by the owner or
lessor of premises leased and operated by any of the Loan Parties in the ordinary course of business of the Loan
Parties to secure the performance of the Loan Parties’ obligations under the terms of the lease for such
premises;
(bb) transactions described in Section 7.01 that constitute Dispositions to the extent that
such Dispositions are Permitted Dispositions;
(cc) Liens on the Equity Interests of Lead Borrower in favor of third parties consisting of
any purchase options, calls or similar rights of third parties; and
(dd) Liens on Real Estate (together with Liens on improvements, fixtures and Equipment
located on such Real Estate) securing Indebtedness to the extent such Indebtedness is permitted under clause (f)
of the definition of Permitted Indebtedness (and any Permitted Refinancing thereof) so long as such Liens do
not extend to any other property or assets (other than proceeds) of the Loan Parties other than such Real Estate
(or fixtures, improvements, or Equipment located thereon) ;
(ee) Reserved; and
(ff) Liens on Permitted Financed FFE in connection with any Permitted FFE Financing
permitted under clause (x) of the definition of “Permitted Indebtedness; provided, that (i) the Indebtedness
secured thereby does not exceed the fair market value (in place) of the Permitted Financed FFE, and (ii) such
Liens shall not extend to any property or assets of the Loan Parties other than the Permitted Financed FFE and
proceeds thereof”.
“Permitted FFE Financing” means Indebtedness secured by Liens on the Permitted Financed FFE, and
which is otherwise on terms and conditions reasonably satisfactory to Administrative Agent.
“Permitted FFE Financing Proceeds” has the meaning set forth in clause (x) of the “Permitted
Indebtedness” definition.
“Permitted Financed FFE” means the furniture, fixtures and Equipment listed on Schedule 1.01(c) .“
Permitted Holders ” means (a) the Controlling Shareholder, any of the existing beneficial owners of the equity
interests in the Controlling Shareholder, and their controlled Affiliates and immediate family members, and any
of their respective spouses or lineal descendants including, in each case, stepchildren and family members by
adoption (each, a “Family Member”), (b) any trust the sole beneficiaries of which are Family Members, and (c)
the heirs at law and the estate and the beneficiaries thereof of a Family Member .
“Permitted Indebtedness” means each of the following as long as no Event of Default exists on the
date of such incurrence or would arise from the incurrence thereof:
(a) Indebtedness and other obligations outstanding on thedate hereofAmendment No. 3
Effective Date and listed on Schedule 7.03(a) and any Permitted Refinancing thereof;
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(b) Indebtedness of (i) any Loan Party to any other Loan Party and (ii) any Loan Party to
any Excluded Subsidiary to the extent such Indebtedness is subordinated on terms and conditions reasonably
satisfactory to the Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion;
(c) purchase money Indebtedness of any Loan Party to finance the acquisition of any fixed
or capital assets (other than Real Estate), including Capital Lease Obligations and Synthetic Lease Obligations
and Indebtedness under the Wells Fargo Equipment Financing Documents , and any Indebtedness assumed in
connection with the acquisition of any such assets or secured by a Lien on any such assets prior to the
acquisition thereof, and Permitted Refinancings thereof; provided , that , the aggregate principal amount of
Indebtedness permitted by this clause (c) shall not exceed $ 15,000,000 25,000,000 in at any time outstanding ,
plus Additional PMSI Indebtedness up to a maximum amount outstanding at any time not to exceed the
Additional Maximum PMSI Debt Amount ;
(d) obligations (contingent or otherwise) of any Loan Party existing or arising under any
Swap Contract, provided , that , such obligations are (or were) entered into by such Person in the ordinary
course of business for the purpose of directly mitigating risks associated with fluctuations in interest rates,
commodities pricing risks or foreign exchange rates, and not for purposes of speculation or taking a “ market
view ”;
(e) contingent liabilities under performance, bid, appeal and surety bonds and performance
and completion guarantees or similar obligations or obligations incurred in respect of letters of credit, bank
guarantees or similar instruments related thereto, in each case, incurred in the ordinary course of business,
including in respect of workers compensation claims, health, disability or other employee benefits or property,
casualty or liability insurance or self-insurance or other Indebtedness with respect to reimbursement-type
obligations regarding worker compensation claims;
(f) Indebtedness incurred for the construction or acquisition or improvement of, or to
finance or to refinance, any Real Estate owned by any Loan Party (including therein any Indebtedness incurred
in connection with sale-leaseback transactions), provided , that , all Net Proceeds received in connection with
any such Indebtedness are applied to the Obligations to the extent the failure to do so would result in a Cash
Dominion Event;
(g) unsecured Indebtedness incurred with respect to any Permitted Acquisition, any other
Permitted Investment or any Permitted Disposition, in each case, to the extent constituting customary
indemnification obligations or obligations in respect of purchase price (including earn-outs) or other similar
adjustments;
(h) Indebtedness of any Person that becomes a Subsidiary of a Loan Party as a result of a
Permitted Acquisition, which Indebtedness is existing at the time such Person becomes a Subsidiary of a Loan
Party (other than Indebtedness incurred solely in contemplation of such Person’s becoming a Subsidiary of a
Loan Party); provided , that, the foregoing shall not restrict the incurrence of Indebtedness by an Excluded
Subsidiary in connection with the Permitted Acquisition thereof;
(i) the Obligations;
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(j) Reserved;
(k) Reserved;
(l) Indebtedness to finance the acquisition, construction, repair, replacement or improvement
of (i) additional or replacement buildings and/or Real Estate (or an addition or additions to such Real Estate) for
distribution, warehousing or office space, and (ii) any improvements, fixtures or Equipment for any buildings or
Real Estate of a Loan Party, in each case, only to the extent secured by Liens permitted under clause (h) of the
definition of Permitted Encumbrances;
(m) unsecured Indebtedness in the aggregate principal amount of up to $75,000,000 at any
time outstanding (which Indebtedness may include the issuance, redemption or repurchase of Disqualified
Stock), provided , that , as to any such Indebtedness (i) such Indebtedness shall be on commercially
reasonable terms and conditions with market rate pricing and otherwise on terms acceptable to the
Administrative Agent and shall have a maturity date that is at least ninety-one (91) days after the Maturity
Date, (ii) as of the date of the incurring of any such Indebtedness and after giving effect thereto, no Default or
Event of Default shall exist or have occurred and be continuing, and (iii) if such Indebtedness is owed to a seller
of assets to any Loan Party, it is expressly subordinate in right of payment to the prior payment in full of the
Obligations and otherwise subject to related subordination provisions on terms reasonably acceptable to
Administrative Agent;
(n) Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness; provided, that, so long as the Term Loan
Obligations evidenced by the Term Loan Credit Agreement and the other Term Loan Documents have not been
repaid in full and the Term Loan Documents terminated, Loan Parties shall not occur incur any other Permitted
Term Loan Indebtedness;
(o) unsecured guarantees made by any Loan Party in the ordinary course of business of the
obligations of suppliers, customers, franchisees and licensees of the Loan Parties;
(p) guarantees by any Loan Party of Indebtedness of any other Loan Party with respect to
Indebtedness otherwise permitted to be incurred pursuant to Section 7.02 ,
(q) Indebtedness consisting of (i) the financing of insurance premiums or (ii) take or pay
obligations contained in supply arrangements, in each case, in the ordinary course of business,
(r) Indebtedness representing deferred compensation to employees of the Loan Parties
incurred in the ordinary course of business,
(s) Indebtedness consisting of obligations of the Loan Parties under deferred compensation
or other similar arrangements with employees incurred by such Loan Party in connection with Permitted
Acquisitions or any other Investment permitted hereunder,
(t) Indebtedness to current or former officers, directors, managers, consultants and
employees, their respective estates, spouses, former spouses or domestic partners to finance the purchase or
redemption of Equity Interests in the Lead Borrower permitted by Section 7.01 ,
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(u) cash management obligations and other Indebtedness in respect of netting services,
automatic clearinghouse arrangements, overdraft protections, employee credit card programs and other cash
management and similar arrangements in the ordinary course of business;
(v) obligations in respect of performance, bid, appeal and surety bonds and performance and
completion guarantees and similar obligations provided by the Loan Parties or obligations in respect of letters of
credit, bank guarantees or similar instruments related thereto, in each case in the ordinary course of business;
and
(w) all premiums (if any), interest (including post-petition interest), fees, expenses, charges
and additional or contingent interest on obligations described in clauses (a) through (v) above ;(x) Permitted
FFE Financing, provided, however, that in connection with any Permitted FFE Financing (or all such financings
in the aggregate), Borrowers shall prepay the Term Loans in an aggregate amount that is the lesser of (i)
$5,000,000 and (ii) the net proceeds to the Borrower of the Permitted FFE Financing after paying all amounts
due under the Wells Equipment Financing Documents in order to terminate the financing thereunder and secure
the release of the equipment financed thereunder, and deducting the fees, costs and expenses of the Permitted
FFE Financings (the “ Permitted FFE Financing Proceeds ”) .
“Permitted Investments” means each of the following as long as no Event of Default exists or would
arise from the making of such Investment:
(a) Investments in cash and Cash Equivalents,
(b) Investments existing on the Restatement Effective Date and set forth on Schedule 7.02,
and any modifications, replacements, renewals, reinvestments or extensions of any of the foregoing but not any
increase in the amount thereof except pursuant to the terms of such Investment (as in effect on the Restatement
Effective Date);
(c) [Reserved];
(d) (i) Investments (including capital contributions, loans or advances) by any Loan Party
and its Subsidiaries in their respective Subsidiaries outstanding on the date hereof, (ii) additional Investments by
any Loan Party and its Subsidiaries in Loan Parties, and (ii) additional Investments by the Loan Parties in
Subsidiaries that are Non-Loan Parties, provided , that , in the case of this clause (ii), as of the date of such
Investment and after giving effect thereto, each of the Payment Conditions shall be satisfied;
(e) Investments consisting of extensions of credit in the nature of accounts receivable or
notes receivable arising from the grant of trade credit in the ordinary course of business, and Investments
received in satisfaction or partial satisfaction thereof from financially troubled Account Debtors;
(f) guarantees by any Loan Party of leases (other than Capitalized Leases) or of other
obligations that do not constitute Indebtedness in the ordinary course of business;
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(g) Investments by any Loan Party in Swap Contracts permitted under clause (d) of the
definition of “ Permitted Indebtedness ”;
(h) Investments (including debt obligations and Equity Interests) received in connection
with the bankruptcy or reorganization of, or settlement of delinquent accounts and other disputes with,
customers and suppliers, in each case in the ordinary course of business or upon the foreclosure with respect to
any secured Investment or other transfer of title with respect to any secured Investment;
(i) loans or advances to officers, directors, partners and employees of the Loan Parties in the
ordinary course of business in an amount not to exceed $200,000 to any individual at any time or in an
aggregate amount not to exceed $500,000 at any time outstanding, for travel, entertainment, relocation and
analogous ordinary business purposes;
(j) Investments constituting Permitted Acquisitions; and
(k) asset purchases (including purchases of inventory, supplies and materials) and the
licensing or contribution of Intellectual Property pursuant to joint marketing arrangements with other Persons,
in each case in the ordinary course of business;
(l) Investments permitted pursuant to Sections 7.01, 7.03, 7.04, 7.05 and 7.06;
(m) promissory notes and other noncash consideration permitted to be received in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement in connection with Permitted Dispositions, Restricted Payments
permitted to be made in accordance with Section 7.06 and Permitted Acquisitions;
(n) Investments in the ordinary course of business consisting of endorsements for collection
or deposit and customary trade arrangements with customers;
(o) advances of payroll payments to employees in the ordinary course of business;
(p) loans and advances made by Loan Parties to the Lead Borrower in lieu of, and not in
excess of the amount of (after giving effect to any other such loans or advances or Restricted Payments in
respect thereof), Restricted Payments to the extent permitted to be made to the Lead Borrower in accordance
with Section 7.06 ;
(q) Investments held by a Loan Party acquired after the Restatement Effective Date or of a
Person merged into such Loan Party or merged or consolidated with such Loan Party (other than the Lead
Borrower) in accordance with Section 7.04 after the Restatement Effective Date to the extent that such
Investments were not made in contemplation of or in connection with such acquisition, merger or consolidation
and were in existence on the date of such acquisition, merger or consolidation;
(r) Investments to the extent that payment for such Investments is made solely with Equity
Interests (other than Disqualified Equity Interests) of the Lead Borrower;
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(s) Investments in any Rabbi Trust in order to fund accrued benefits under any SERP,
provided, that, prior to or contemporaneously with the formation of any such Rabbi Trust, the applicable Loan
Party has granted a first priority Lien thereon in favor of Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties to secure
the Obligations;
(t) Investments made by Excluded Subsidiaries, provided, that, to the extent such
Investments are loans and advances to any Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary such loans and advances shall be
subordinated to the payment in full of the Obligations on terms and conditions acceptable to the Administrative
Agent in its Permitted Discretion; and
(u) other Investments (other than Permitted Acquisitions which shall be permitted upon the
satisfaction of the conditions set forth in the definition thereof), to the extent that, as of the date of such
Investment and the date of any payment in respect thereof, and after giving effect thereto, the Payment
Conditions are satisfied.
“Permitted Orchestra Merger” means the merger between Merger Sub and Lead Borrower pursuant to
the Orchestra Merger Agreement, provided all of the Conditions Precedent set forth in Section 2 of Amendment
No. 1 have been satisfied.
“Permitted Overadvance” means an Overadvance made by the Administrative Agent, in its discretion,
which: (a) is made to maintain, protect or preserve the Collateral and/or the Secured Parties’ rights under the
Loan Documents or which is otherwise for the benefit of the Secured Parties; or (b) is made to enhance the
likelihood of, or to maximize the amount of, repayment of any Obligation; (c) is made to pay any other amount
chargeable to any Loan Party hereunder; and (d) together with all other Permitted Overadvances then
outstanding, shall not (i) exceed ten percent (10%) of the Borrowing Base at any time or (ii) unless a
Liquidation is occurring, remain outstanding for more than forty-five (45) consecutive Business Days, unless in
each case, the Required Lenders otherwise agree; provided , that , the foregoing shall not (A) modify or
abrogate any of the provisions of Section 2.03 regarding the Lender’s obligations with respect to Letters of
Credit, or (B) result in any claim or liability against the Administrative Agent (regardless of the amount of any
Overadvance) for Unintentional Overadvances and such Unintentional Overadvances shall not reduce the
amount of Permitted Overadvances allowed hereunder, and provided , that , in no event shall the
Administrative Agent make an Overadvance, if after giving effect thereto, the principal amount of the Credit
Extensions would exceed the Aggregate Commitments (as in effect prior to any termination of the
Commitments pursuant to Section 2.06 hereof).
“Permitted Refinancing” means any extension, renewal, replacement, modification or refinancing of
any Permitted Indebtedness of any Loan Party arising after the Restatement Effective Date issued in exchange
for, or the proceeds of which are used to extend, refinance, replace or substitute for other Permitted
Indebtedness (such extended, refinanced, replaced or substituted Indebtedness, the “Refinanced Obligations”) to
the extent permitted hereunder; provided that: (a) the Administrative Agent shall have received not less than
ten (10) Business Days’ prior written notice of the intention to incur such Indebtedness, which notice shall set
forth in reasonable detail reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent the amount of such Indebtedness,
the schedule of repayments and maturity date with respect thereto and such other information with respect
thereto as the Administrative Agent may reasonably request; (b)
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promptly upon the Administrative Agent’s request, the Administrative Agent shall have received true, correct
and complete copies of all agreements, documents and instruments evidencing or otherwise related to such
Indebtedness, as executed and delivered by the parties thereto; (c) the principal amount of such Refinancing
Indebtedness shall not exceed the principal amount of the Refinanced Obligations (plus the amount of
reasonable refinancing fees and expenses incurred in connection therewith); (d) such Indebtedness shall have a
final maturity that is no earlier than (i) in the case of Refinanced Obligations that constitute Material
Indebtedness, ninety-one (91) days after the Maturity Date, and (ii) in the case of all other Refinanced
Obligations, three hundred sixty-four (364) days after the final maturity date of such Refinanced Obligations or,
if earlier, ninety (91) days after the Maturity Date; (e) such Indebtedness shall have a Weighted Average Life to
Maturity not less than the Weighted Average Life to Maturity of the Refinanced Obligations; (f) such
Indebtedness shall rank in right of payment no more senior than, and be subordinated (if subordinated) to the
Obligations on terms no less favorable to the Secured Parties than the Refinanced Obligations; (g)as of the date
of incurring such Indebtedness and after giving effect thereto, no Default or Event of Default shall exist or have
occurred and be continuing; (h)if the Refinanced Obligations or any Guarantees thereof are unsecured, such
Indebtedness and any Guarantees thereof shall be unsecured; (i) if the Refinanced Obligations or any guarantees
thereof are secured, such Indebtedness and any Guarantees thereof shall be secured in all material respects by
substantially the same or less collateral as secured such Refinanced Obligations or any guarantees thereof, on
terms no less favorable to the Administrative Agent or the Lenders; (j) if the Refinanced Obligations or any
guarantees thereof are secured, the Liens to secure such Indebtedness shall not have a priority more senior than
the Liens securing the Refinanced Obligations and if subordinated to any other Liens on such property, shall be
subordinated to the Administrative Agent’s Liens on terms and conditions no less favorable; (k) if the
Refinanced Obligations or any Guarantees thereof are subordinated to any Indebtedness of Borrowers other than
the Obligations, such Refinancing Indebtedness and any Guarantees thereof shall be subordinated to the
Obligations on terms (including intercreditor terms) no less favorable to the Administrative Agent or the
Lenders; (l)the obligors in respect of the Refinanced Obligations immediately prior to such refinancing,
refunding, extending, renewing or replacing thereof shall be the only obligors on such Indebtedness; and (m)
the terms and conditions (excluding as to pricing, premiums and optional prepayment or redemption provisions)
of any such Indebtedness, taken as a whole, are not more restrictive with respect to the Lead Borrower and the
Restricted Subsidiaries, as reasonably determined by the Lead Borrower in good faith, than the terms and
conditions of the Refinanced Obligations.
“Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness” means the secured Indebtedness in the principal amount of
$25,000,000, incurred by Borrowers after November 1, 2012 pursuant to the Term Loan Credit Agreement,
contemporaneously with the execution and delivery of Amendment No. 3, subject to the satisfaction, as
reasonably determined by Administrative Agent, of the following conditions: (a) the aggregate maximum
principal amount of such Indebtedness shall be in a principal amount not greater than $ 150,000,000 minus the
then outstanding principal amount of Additional PMSI Indebtedness, (b) such Indebtedness shall be on
commercially reasonable terms and conditions with market rate pricing, (c) the maturity date of such
Indebtedness shall be no earlier than six (6) months after the Maturity Date, (d) scheduled amortization
payments prior to or on the Maturity Date shall not exceed $6,000,000 in any calendar year (the “ Maximum
Annual Amortization Amount ”); provided , that , any market mandatory cash flow sweep prepayment shall be
permitted to be made in addition to and not included as part of the
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Maximum Annual Amortization Amount, (e) Administrative Agent shall have received, thirty (30) days prior to
any such incurrence of such Indebtedness, pro forma (after giving effect to the incurrence of such Indebtedness
and the application of the proceeds therefrom) projections on a monthly basis for the first twelve (12) months
and on an annual basis thereafter for the term of this Agreement, all in reasonable detail and in a format
consistent with the projections delivered by Lead Borrower to Administrative Agent prior to November 1, 2012,
together with such supporting information as Administrative Agent may reasonably request, using such
methodology as is consistent with the then most recent financial statements delivered to Administrative Agent
pursuant to the terms of the Loan Documents, all in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to
Administrative Agent, (f 25,000,000, (b ) the holders of such Indebtedness may have a first priority Lien on the
Term Loan Priority Collateral to secure the payment of such Indebtedness, and a second priority Lien on the
Revolving Loan Priority Collateral subject to the intercreditor agreement referred in clause (g) immediately
below, (g) the execution of an intercreditor agreement, in form and substance, reasonably satisfactory to
Administrative Agent, by and between the administrative agent for the holders of such Indebtedness and the
Administrative Agent on behalf of itself and the other Secured Parties, with respect to the rights of each of
Administrative Agent and the other Secured Parties, and the administrative agent for the holders of the
Indebtedness arising from the issuance of such Indebtedness as to the Loan Parties and the Collateral, including
among other things, that Administrative Agent for the benefit of itself and the other Secured Parties has a first
priority Lien on the Revolving Loan Priority Collateral and a second priority Lien on the Term Loan Priority
Collateral (referred to herein as the “ Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement ”), (h) Reserved, (i) Administrative
Agent shall have received at least thirty (30) days’ prior notice and other information, reasonably requested by
Administrative Agent, related to such transactions, and (j) as of the date of the incurrence of any such
Indebtedness or the making of any payment in connection therewith, and after giving effect thereto, no Default
or Event of Default shall exist or have occurred and be continuing. The amount of Additional PMSI
Indebtedness outstanding at any time plus the amount of Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness outstanding at any
time shall not exceed $150,000,000, in the aggregate. Notwithstanding that the Term Loan evidenced by the
Term Loan Documents does not satisfy the criteria set forth in clause (c) set forth above, upon the execution of
(i) the Term Loan Documents, in form and substance satisfactory to the Administrative Agent and (ii) the , and
(c) Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement, by all of the parties thereto, such Term Loan shall be deemed
Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness for all purposes under this Agreement is in full force and effect, and any
Permitted Refinancing thereof .
“Person” means any natural person, corporation, limited liability company, trust, joint venture,
association, company, partnership, limited partnership, Governmental Authority or other entity.
“Plan” means any “employee benefit plan” (as such term is defined in Section 3(3) of ERISA)
established by the Lead Borrower or, with respect to any such plan that is subject to Section 412 of the Code or
Title IV of ERISA, any ERISA Affiliate.
“Platform” has the meaning specified in the last paragraph of Section 6.02.
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“PPSA” means the Personal Property Security Act (Ontario), the Civil Code of Québec or any other
applicable Canadian Federal or Provincial statute pertaining to the granting, perfecting, priority or ranking of
security interests, liens, hypothecs on personal property, and any successor statutes, together with any
regulations thereunder, in each case as in effect from time to time. References to sections of the PPSA shall be
construed to also refer to any successor sections.
“Prepayment Event” means:
(a) solely to the extent a Cash Dominion Event then exists or would result therefrom, any
Disposition (including pursuant to a sale and leaseback transaction) of any property or asset of a Loan Party
(other than Real Estate as set forth in clause (b) below);
(b) Reserved;
(c) solely to the extent a Cash Dominion Event then exists or would result therefrom, any
Casualty Event with respect to Inventory (including the receipt of any Extraordinary Receipts with respect to
such Casualty Event);
(d) solely to the extent a Cash Dominion Event then exists, the issuance by a Loan Party or
any of its Restricted Subsidiaries of any Equity Interests, other than any such issuance of Equity Interests (i) to a
Loan Party, (ii) as consideration for a Permitted Acquisition or other Investment permitted hereunder or (iii) as
a compensatory issuance to any employee, director, or consultant (including pursuant to any employee stock or
option plans approved by the board of directors of such Loan Party);
(e) solely to the extent a Cash Dominion Event then exists, the incurrence by any Loan
Party, of any Indebtedness for borrowed money issued by any Loan Party or its Restricted Subsidiaries (other
than the incurrence of (i) Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness in which event a Prepayment Event exists pursuant
to clause (g) of this definition or (ii) Permitted Indebtedness described in clauses (c) and (l) of the definition
thereof);
(f) solely to the extent a Cash Dominion Event then exists, the receipt by any Loan Party of
any Extraordinary Receipts (other than Extraordinary Receipts in respect of Inventory); or
(g) the date of the incurrence of Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness.
“Priority Payables” shall mean, as to any Borrower or Guarantor, as of any date of determination, (a)
the full amount of the liabilities of such Borrower or Guarantor as of such date of determination which (i) have
a trust imposed to provide for payment or a security interest, pledge, lien, hypothec or charge ranking or capable
of ranking senior to or pari passu with security interests, liens or charges securing the Obligations under
Canadian federal, Provincial, state, county, district, municipal or local law in Canada, or (ii) have a right
imposed to provide for payment ranking or capable of ranking senior to or pari passu with the Obligations under
local or national Canadian laws, regulations or directives, including, but not limited to, claims for unremitted
and/or accelerated rents, taxes, wages, withholding taxes, VAT and other amounts payable to an insolvency
administrator, employee withholdings or deductions and vacation pay,
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workers’ compensation obligations, government royalties or pension fund obligations, in each case to the extent
such trust or security interest, lien or charge has been or may be imposed, and (b) the amount equal to the
percentage applicable to Inventory in the calculation of Excess Availability multiplied by the aggregate Value
of the Eligible Inventory which Agent, in good faith, considers is or may be subject to retention of title by a
supplier or a right of a supplier to recover possession thereof, where such supplier’s right has priority over the
security interests, hypothecs, liens or charges securing the Obligations, including, without limitation, Eligible
Inventory subject to a right of a supplier to repossess goods pursuant to Section 81.1 of the Bankruptcy and
Insolvency Act (Canada) or any applicable laws granting revendication or similar rights to unpaid suppliers or
any similar laws of Canada or any other applicable jurisdiction ( provided , that , to the extent such Inventory
has been identified and has been excluded from Eligible Inventory, the amount owing to the supplier shall not
be considered a Priority Payable).
“Public Lender” has the meaning specified in last paragraph of Section 6.02.
“Public Market” shall exist if (a) a Public Offering has been consummated and (b) any Equity Interests
of the Lead Borrower have been distributed by means of an effective registration statement under the Securities
Act of 1933.
“Public Offering” means a public offering of the Equity Interests of the Lead Borrower pursuant to an
effective registration statement under the Securities Act of 1933.
“Qualified Cash” means unrestricted cash and Cash Equivalents of Borrowers that are subject to the
valid, enforceable and first priority perfected security interest of Administrative Agent in an investment account
or deposit account at Administrative Agent or another institution reasonably satisfactory to Administrative
Agent subject to a Control Agreement, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to Administrative Agent,
and free and clear of any pledge, security interest, Lien, claim or other encumbrance (other than Liens (i) in
favor of Administrative Agent, and (ii) the Permitted Encumbrances set forth in clauses (a), (e), (u), and (r) of
the definition of Permitted Encumbrances, provided , that , for purposes of the amount of Qualified Cash in
the Borrowing Base, such amount would be reduced by the amount secured by any such Permitted
Encumbrances), are available for use by a Borrower, without condition or restriction (other than in favor of
Administrative Agent), and for which Administrative Agent shall have received evidence, in form and
substance reasonably satisfactory to Administrative Agent, of the amount of such cash or Cash Equivalents held
in such deposit account or investment account as of the applicable date of the calculation of the Borrowing
Base. Borrowers shall be permitted to withdraw Qualified Cash from the applicable investment account or
deposit account, as the case may be, until the occurrence and during the continuance of a Cash Dominion
Event. In addition, withdrawals of Qualified Cash shall be subject to the restrictions set forth in clause (f) of the
definition of “ Borrowing Base ” and the reporting requirements set forth in Schedule 6.02.
“Qualified ECP Guarantor” means, in respect of any Swap Contract, each Loan Party that has total
assets exceeding $10,000,000 at the time the relevant Facility Guarantee or grant of the relevant security interest
becomes effective with respect to such Swap Obligation or such other person as constitutes an “eligible contract
participant” under the Commodity Exchange Act or
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any regulations promulgated thereunder and can cause another person to qualify as an “eligible contract
participant” at such time by entering into a keepwell under Section 1a(18)(A)(v)(II) of the Commodity
Exchange Act.
“Québec Hypothec” means a hypothec, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to Agent and all
other documents contemplated thereby or delivered in connection therewith, each executed and delivered by the
Loan Parties.
“Rabbi Trust” means any grantor trust established by an Obligor in accordance with Internal Revenue
Service Revenue Procedure 96-24 to accept both employer and employee contributions made under the terms of
one or more SERPs. As of the Restatement Effective Date, there are no Rabbi Trusts in full force and effect.
“Real Estate” means all Leases and all land, together with the buildings, structures, parking areas, and
other improvements thereon, now or hereafter owned by any Loan Party, including all fixtures, hereditaments,
appurtenances, easements, rights-of-way, and similar rights relating thereto and all leases, tenancies, and
occupancies thereof, now or hereafter owned by any Loan Party.
“Receivables” shall mean all of the following now owned or hereafter arising or acquired property of
any Loan Party: (a) all Accounts; (b) all interest, fees, late charges, penalties, collection fees and other amounts
due or to become due or otherwise payable in connection with any Account; (c) all payment intangibles of any
Loan Party; (d) letters of credit, indemnities, guarantees, security or other deposits and proceeds thereof issued
payable to any Loan Party or otherwise in favor of or delivered to Borrower or Guarantor in connection with
any Account; or (e) all other accounts, contract rights, chattel paper, instruments, notes, general intangibles and
other forms of obligations owing to any Loan Party, whether from the sale and lease of goods or other property,
licensing of any property (including Intellectual Property or other general intangibles), rendition of services or
from loans or advances by any Loan Party or to or for the benefit of any third person (including loans or
advances to any Affiliates or Subsidiaries of any Loan Party) or otherwise associated with any Accounts,
Inventory or general intangibles of any Loan Party (including, without limitation, choses in action, causes of
action, tax refunds, tax refund claims, any funds which may become payable to any Loan Party in connection
with the termination of any Plan or other employee benefit plan and any other amounts payable to any Loan
Party from any Plan or other employee benefit plan, rights and claims against carriers and shippers, rights to
indemnification, business interruption insurance and proceeds thereof, casualty or any similar types of insurance
and any proceeds thereof and proceeds of insurance covering the lives of employees on which any Loan Party is
a beneficiary).
“Receivables Reserves” means such Reserves as may be established from time to time by the
Administrative Agent in the Administrative Agent’s Permitted Discretion with respect to the determination of
the collectability in the ordinary course of Eligible Trade Receivables, including, without limitation, Dilution
Reserves.
“Register” has the meaning specified in Section 10.06(c).
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“Registered Public Accounting Firm” has the meaning specified by the Securities Laws and shall be
independent of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as prescribed by the Securities Laws.
“Related Parties” means, with respect to any Person, such Person’s Affiliates and the partners,
directors, officers, employees, agents and advisors of such Person and of such Person’s Affiliates.
“Reportable Event” means any of the events set forth in Section 4043(c) of ERISA, other than events
for which the thirty (30) day notice period has been waived.
“Reports” has the meaning provided in Section 9.12(b).
“Request for Credit Extension” means (a) with respect to a Borrowing, conversion or continuation of
Committed Loans, a Committed Loan Notice, (b) with respect to an L/C Credit Extension, a Letter of Credit
Application and, if required by the L/C Issuer, a Standby Letter of Credit Agreement or Commercial Letter of
Credit Agreement, as applicable, and (c) with respect to a Swing Line Loan, a Swing Line Loan Notice.
“Required Lenders” means, as of any date of determination, Lenders holding more than fifty percent
(50%) of the Aggregate Commitments or, if the commitment of each Lender to make Loans and the obligation
of the L/C Issuer to make L/C Credit Extensions have been terminated pursuant to Section 8.02 , Lenders
holding in the aggregate more than fifty percent (50%) of the Total Outstandings (with the aggregate amount of
each Lender’s risk participation and funded participation in L/C Obligations and Swing Line Loans being
deemed “ held ” by such Lender for purposes of this definition); provided , that , the Commitment of, and the
portion of the Total Outstandings held or deemed held by, any Defaulting Lender or Deteriorating Lender shall
be excluded for purposes of making a determination of Required Lenders.
“Reserves” means all Inventory Reserves, Availability Reserves, Receivables Reserves , and the
Term Loan Reserve , the EBITDA Reserve, and the Incremental Equipment Loan Reserve .
“Responsible Officer” means the chief executive officer, president, chief financial officer, secretary or
assistant secretary, treasurer or assistant treasurer of a Loan Party or any of the other individuals designated in
writing to the Administrative Agent by an existing Responsible Officer of a Loan Party as an authorized
signatory of any certificate or other document to be delivered hereunder. Any document delivered hereunder
that is signed by a Responsible Officer of a Loan Party shall be conclusively presumed to have been authorized
by all necessary corporate, limited liability company partnership and/or other action on the part of such Loan
Party and such Responsible Officer shall be conclusively presumed to have acted on behalf of such Loan Party.
“Restatement Effective Date” meansthe first date all the conditions precedent in Section 4.01 are
satisfied or waived in accordance with Section 10.01. March 25, 2016.
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“Restricted Payment” means any dividend or other distribution (whether in cash, securities or other
property) with respect to any capital stock or other Equity Interest of any Person or any of its Subsidiaries, or
any payment (whether in cash, securities or other property), including any sinking fund or similar deposit, on
account of the purchase, redemption, retirement, defeasance, acquisition, cancellation or termination of any
such capital stock or other Equity Interest, or on account of any return of capital to such Person’s stockholders,
partners or members (or the equivalent of any thereof), or any option, warrant or other right to acquire any such
dividend or other distribution or payment. Without limiting the foregoing, “ Restricted Payments ” with respect
to any Person shall also include all payments made by such Person with any proceeds of a dissolution or
liquidation of such Person.
“Restricted Subsidiary” means each Subsidiary of Lead Borrower that is not an Excluded Subsidiary.
“Reuters Screen LIBOR01 Page” means the display page LIBOR01 on the Reuters service or any
successor display page, other published source, information vendor or provider that has been designated by the
sponsor of Reuters Screen LIBOR01 page.
“Revolving Loan Priority Collateral” means all assets and properties of the Loan Parties (other than
the Term Loan Priority Collateral ) , including without limitation the following: (i) Accounts, Receivables ,
Credit Card Receivables and payment intangibles (other than Accounts under contracts for sale of Term Loan
Priority Collateral), (ii) chattel paper (other than chattel paper relating to Term Loan Priority Collateral), (iii)
deposit accounts and investment accounts (and all cash, checks and other negotiable instruments, funds and
other evidences of payment held therein, but not any identifiable proceeds of Term Loan Priority Collateral),
(iv) investment property, (v) all Inventory, (vi) general intangibles consisting of payment intangibles, (vii) to the
extent evidencing, governing, securing or otherwise related to any of the foregoing and the other Revolving
Loan Priority Collateral, all documents, general intangibles (excluding all Intellectual Property, but including
loans or advances payable by a Loan Party to any other Loan Party), instruments, investment property,
commercial tort claims, letters of credit, supporting obligations and letter of credit rights, (viii) all books,
records and documents related to the foregoing (including databases and other records, whether tangible or
electronic, which contain any information relating to any of the foregoing), and (ix) all proceeds and products of
any or all of the foregoing in whatever form received, and proceeds of business interruption and other insurance
and claims against third parties. Extraordinary receipts constituting proceeds of judgments relating to any of the
property referred to in the preceding sentence, insurance proceeds and condemnation awards in respect of any
such property, indemnity payments in respect of any such property and purchase price adjustments in
connection with any such property shall constitute Revolving Loan Priority Collateral . including for the
avoidance of doubt, any such assets, that but for the application of Section 552 of the Bankruptcy Code (or any
similar provision of any foreign Debtor Relief Laws), would be Revolving Loan Priority Collateral, and all
Proceeds of the same but excluding the Term Loan Priority Collateral . Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
Incentive Program Assets and proceeds thereof shall not constitute Revolving Loan Priority Collateral.
“S&P” means Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
and any successor thereto.
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“Sanctions Laws” has the meaning set forth in Section5.22.5.16.
“Sarbanes-Oxley” means the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
“SDN List” means the list of the Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons.
“SEC” means the Securities and Exchange Commission, or any Governmental Authority succeeding to
any of its principal functions.
“Secured Party” or “Secured Parties” means (a) individually (i) each Lender, (ii) the Administrative
Agent, (iii) each L/C Issuer, (iv) the Arranger, (v) any other Person (including Affiliates of Lenders and the
Administrative Agent) to whom Obligations (including Other Liabilities) are owing until such time as the
Obligations are paid in full, and (vi) the successors and assigns of each of the foregoing, and (b) collectively, all
of the foregoing.
“Secured Party Expenses” means, without limitation, (a) all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses
incurred by the Administrative Agent and its Affiliates, in connection with this Agreement and the other Loan
Documents, including without limitation (but in any event subject to the limitations described below) (i) the
reasonable and documented fees, charges and disbursements of (A) counsel for the Administrative Agent, (B)
outside consultants for the Administrative Agent, (C) appraisers (but only to the extent expressly provided to be
paid by the Borrowers as set forth in this Agreement), (D) field examinations (but only to the extent expressly
provided to be paid by the Borrowers as set forth in this Agreement), and (E) all such out-of-pocket expenses
incurred during any workout, restructuring or negotiations in respect of the Obligations, (ii) in connection with
(A) the syndication of the credit facilities provided for herein, (B) the preparation, negotiation, administration,
management, execution and delivery of this Agreement and the other Loan Documents or any amendments,
modifications or waivers of the provisions thereof (whether or not the transactions contemplated hereby or
thereby shall be consummated), (C) the enforcement or protection of their rights in connection with this
Agreement or the Loan Documents or efforts to preserve, protect, collect, or enforce the Collateral, or (D) any
workout, restructuring or negotiations in respect of any Obligations, and (b) with respect to the L/C Issuer, and
its Affiliates, all reasonable and documented out-of-pocket expenses incurred in connection with the issuance,
amendment, renewal or extension of any Letter of Credit or any demand for payment thereunder; and (c) all
reasonable and documented out-of-pocket expenses incurred by the Lenders who are not the Administrative
Agent, the L/C Issuer or any Affiliate of any of them, after the occurrence and during the continuance of an
Event of Default, provided , that , such Lenders shall be entitled to reimbursement for no more than one
counsel representing all such Lenders (absent a conflict of interest in which case the Lenders may engage and
be reimbursed for additional counsel). Notwithstanding anything herein or otherwise to the contrary, no Loan
Party shall be obligated to pay for or reimburse any party described in this definition for the fees for the initial
field examination or inventory appraisal conducted prior to November 1, 2012.
“Securities Laws” means the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,
Sarbanes-Oxley, and the applicable accounting and auditing principles, rules, standards and practices
promulgated, approved or incorporated by the SEC or the PCAOB.
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“Security Agreement” means the Security Agreement, dated as of November 1, 2012, among the Loan
Parties and the Administrative Agent, as it may be amended, supplemented, restated or otherwise modified from
time to time, including without limitation as the same has been amended pursuant to Section 11.02 hereof.
“Security Documents” means the Security Agreement, the Intellectual Property Security Agreement,
the Blocked Account Agreements, the Mortgages, the DDA Notifications, the Credit Card Notifications, the
Canadian Security Documents, and each other security agreement or other instrument or document executed
and delivered to the Administrative Agent pursuant to this Agreement or any other Loan Document granting a
Lien to secure any of the Obligations.
“SERP” means all non-qualified retirements plans approved by the members of any Loan Party’s
board of directors, whether individual supplemental agreements or executive deferred compensation plans.
“Settlement Date” has the meaning provided in Section 2.14(a).
“Shareholders’ Equity” means, as of any date of determination, consolidated shareholders’ equity of
the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as of that date determined in accordance with GAAP.
“Shrink” means Inventory which has been lost, misplaced, stolen, or is otherwise unaccounted for.
“Shrink Reserve” means an amount reasonably estimated by the Administrative Agent to be equal to
that amount which is required in order that the Shrink reflected in Borrowers’ stock ledger would be reasonably
equivalent to the Shrink calculated as part of the Borrowers’ most recent physical inventory.
“Solvent” and “Solvency” means, with respect to any Person on any date of determination, that on
such date (a) at fair valuation, all of the properties and assets of such Person are greater than the sum of the
debts, including contingent liabilities, of such Person, (b) the present fair saleable value of the properties and
assets of such Person is not less than the amount that would be required to pay the probable liability of such
Person on its debts as they become absolute and matured, (c) such Person is able to realize upon its properties
and assets and pay its debts and other liabilities, contingent obligations and other commitments as they mature
in the normal course of business, (d) such Person does not intend to, and does not believe that it will, incur debts
beyond such Person’s ability to pay as such debts mature, and (e) such Person is not engaged in a business or a
transaction, and is not about to engage in a business or transaction, for which such Person’s properties and
assets would constitute unreasonably small capital after giving due consideration to the prevailing practices in
the industry in which such Person is engaged. The amount of all guarantees at any time shall be computed as
the amount that, in light of all the facts and circumstances existing at the time, can reasonably be expected to
become an actual or matured liability.
“Specified Canadian Pension Plan” means any Canadian Pension Plan which contains a “ defined
benefit provision ”, as defined in subsection 147.1(1) of the Income Tax Act (Canada) .
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“Specified Event of Default” means the occurrence of (a) any Event of Default described in any of
Sections 8.01(a) , 8.01(b) ( but only with respect to an Event of Default arising from the failure to deliver a
Borrowing Base Certificate), 8.01(d) (but only with respect to representations and warranties set forth in a
Borrowing Base Certificate) or 8.01(f) or (b) the exercise by Administrative Agent of its rights and remedies
upon an Event of Default.
“Spot Rate” has the meaning given to such term in Section 1.07 hereof.
“Standby Letter of Credit” means any Letter of Credit that is not a Commercial Letter of Credit and
that (a) is used in lieu or in support of performance guaranties or performance, surety or similar bonds
(excluding appeal bonds) arising in the ordinary course of business, (b) is used in lieu or in support of stay or
appeal bonds, (c) supports the payment of insurance premiums for reasonably necessary casualty insurance
carried by any of the Loan Parties, or (d) supports payment or performance for identified purchases or
exchanges of products or services in the ordinary course of business.
“Standby Letter of Credit Agreement” means the Standby Letter of Credit Agreement relating to the
issuance of a Standby Letter of Credit in the form from time to time in use by the L/C Issuer.
“Stated Amount” means at any time the maximum amount for which a Letter of Credit may be
honored.
“Statutory Reserve Rate” means a fraction (expressed as a decimal), the numerator of which is the
number one and the denominator of which is the number one minus the aggregate of the maximum reserve
percentages (including any marginal, special, emergency or supplemental reserves) expressed as a decimal
established by the FRB to which the Administrative Agent is subject with respect to the Adjusted LIBO Rate,
for eurocurrency funding (currently referred to as “ Eurocurrency Liabilities ” in Regulation D of the FRB).
Such reserve percentages shall include those imposed pursuant to such Regulation D. LIBO Rate Loans shall
be deemed to constitute eurocurrency funding and to be subject to such reserve requirements without benefit of
or credit for proration, exemptions or offsets that may be available from time to time to any Lender under such
Regulation D or any comparable regulation. The Statutory Reserve Rate shall be adjusted automatically on and
as of the effective date of any change in any reserve percentage.
“Store” means any retail store (which may include any real property, fixtures, equipment, inventory
and other property related thereto) operated, or to be operated, by any Loan Party other than a Leased
Department.
“Store Leased Location” means any Store which is subject to a lease agreement between a Loan Party
and a third party, but excluding any location where a Loan Party is operating pursuant to a Leased Department
Agreement.
“Subordinated Indebtedness” means Indebtedness which is expressly subordinated in right of payment
to the prior payment in full of the Obligations and which is in form and on terms approved in writing by the
Administrative Agent.
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“Subsidiary” of a Person means a corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited liability company or
other business entity of which a majority of the shares Equity Interests having ordinary voting power for the
election of directors or other governing body are at the time beneficially owned, or the management of which is
otherwise controlled, directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, or both, by such Person. Unless
otherwise specified, all references herein to a “ Subsidiary ” or to “ Subsidiaries ” shall refer to a Subsidiary or
Subsidiaries of a Loan Party.
“Swap Contract” means (a) any and all rate swap transactions, basis swaps, credit derivative
transactions, forward rate transactions, commodity swaps, commodity options, forward commodity contracts,
equity or equity index swaps or options, bond or bond price or bond index swaps or options or forward bond or
forward bond price or forward bond index transactions, interest rate options, forward foreign exchange
transactions, cap transactions, floor transactions, collar transactions, currency swap transactions, cross-currency
rate swap transactions, currency options, spot contracts, or any other similar transactions or any combination of
any of the foregoing (including any options to enter into any of the foregoing), whether or not any such
transaction is governed by or subject to any master agreement, and (b) any and all transactions of any kind, and
the related confirmations, which are subject to the terms and conditions of, or governed by, any form of master
agreement published by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc., any International Foreign
Exchange Master Agreement, or any other master agreement (any such master agreement, together with any
related schedules, a “ Master Agreement ”), including any such obligations or liabilities under any Master
Agreement.
“Swap Obligation” means, with respect to any Guarantor, any obligation to pay or perform under any
agreement, contract or transaction that constitutes a “swap” within the meaning of section 1a(47) of the
Commodity Exchange Act.
“Swap Termination Value” means, in respect of any one or more Swap Contracts, after taking into
account the effect of any legally enforceable netting agreement relating to such Swap Contracts, (a) for any date
on or after the date such Swap Contracts have been closed out and termination value(s) determined in
accordance therewith, such termination value(s), and (b) for any date prior to the date referenced in clause (a),
the amount(s) determined as the mark-to-market value(s) for such Swap Contracts, as determined based upon
one or more mid-market or other readily available quotations provided by any recognized dealer in such Swap
Contracts (which may include a Lender or any Affiliate of a Lender).
“Swing Line” means the revolving credit facility made available by the Swing Line Lender pursuant to
Section 2.04 .
“Swing Line Borrowing” means a borrowing of a Swing Line Loan pursuant to Section 2.04 .
“Swing Line Lender” means Wells Fargo, in its capacity as provider of Swing Line Loans, or any
replacement or any successor swing line lender permitted hereunder.
“Swing Line Loan” has the meaning specified in Section 2.04(a).
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“Swing Line Loan Notice” means a notice of a Swing Line Borrowing pursuant to Section 2.04(b) ,
which, if in writing, shall be substantially in the form of Exhibit B .
“Swing Line Note” means the promissory note of the Borrowers substantially in the form of Exhibit
C-2 , payable to the order of the Swing Line Lender, evidencing the Swing Line Loans made by the Swing Line
Lender.
“Swing Line Sublimit” means an amount equal to $15,000,000. The Swing Line Sublimit is part of,
and not in addition to, the Aggregate Commitments.
“Synthetic Lease Obligation” means the monetary obligation of a Person under (a) a so-called
synthetic, off-balance sheet or tax retention lease, or (b) an agreement for the use or possession of property
(including sale and leaseback transactions), in each case, creating obligations that do not appear on the balance
sheet of such Person but which, upon the application of any Debtor Relief Laws to such Person, would be
characterized as the indebtedness of such Person (without regard to accounting treatment).
“Tax Credit Sale Agreement” means the Purchase and Sale Agreement, effective as of December 9,
2013 by and between Lead Borrower, as seller and Apple Inc., a California corporation, as buyer, pursuant to
which Lead Borrower agreed to sell to Apple, Inc., up to $30,000,000 of transferrable State of New Jersey
income tax credits, and up to an additional $10,000,000 of such tax credits, pursuant to the terms of such
agreement, as the same may be amended, restated, modified, supplemented, extended, renewed or replaced from
time to time pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.
“Taxes” means all present or future taxes, levies, imposts, duties, deductions, withholdings,
assessments, fees or other charges imposed by any Governmental Authority, including any interest, additions to
tax or penalties applicable thereto.
“Termination Date” means the earliest to occur of (a) the Maturity Date, (b) the date on which the
maturity of the Obligations is accelerated (or deemed accelerated) and the Commitments are irrevocably
terminated (or deemed terminated) in accordance with Article VII , or (c) the termination of the Commitments
in accordance with the provisions of Section 2.06(a) hereof.
“Term Loans” means the term loans made on thedate hereofAmendment No. 3 Effective Date , in the
maximum aggregate principal amount of $ 32,000,000 25,000,000 under the Term Loan Credit Agreement ,
the proceeds of which shall repay in full any existing term loan Indebtedness .
“Term Loan Agent” meansWells Fargo Bank, National AssociationPathlight Capital LLC, in its
capacity as administrative agent and collateral agent under the Term Loan Credit Agreement, or any successor
administrative agent and collateral agent under the Term Loan Credit Agreement.
“Term Loan Borrowing Base” means the “Borrowing Base” (as such term is defined in the Term Loan
Credit Agreement).
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“Term Loan Credit Agreement” means that certain Term Loan Credit Agreement, dated of even date
herewith, as of the Amendment No. 3, among the Lead Borrower, the other Borrowers, the guarantors named
therein, the lenders party thereto and Wells Fargo Bank, National Association Pathlight Capital LLC , as
administrative agent and collateral agent, as the same may be amended, restated, modified, supplemented,
extended, renewed, refunded, replaced or refinanced from time to time in one or more agreements (in each case
with the same or new lenders, institutional investors or agents) , including any agreement extending the maturity
thereof or otherwise restructuring all or any portion of the Indebtedness thereunder or increasing the amount
loaned or issued thereunder or altering the maturity thereof, in each case as and to the extent permitted by this
Agreement and the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement.
“Term Loan Documents” means the Term Loan Credit Agreement and all security agreements,
guarantees, pledge agreements and other agreements or instruments executed in connection therewith, in each
case as the same may be amended, restated, modified, supplemented, extended, renewed, refunded, replaced or
refinanced from time to time in one or more agreements as and to the extent permitted by this Agreement and
the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement.
“Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement” means the Intercreditor Agreement, dated the date of
Amendment No. 3, among the Borrowers, the Guarantors, the Administrative Agent, and the Term Loan
Agent in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent, as amended, restated,
supplemented or otherwise modified from time to time in accordance therewith and herewith.
“Term Loan Obligations” means all of the Loan Parties’ “Obligations” (as such term is defined in the
Term Loan Credit Agreement).
“Term Loan Lenders” means all lenders parties to the Term Loan Documents as “lenders” from time
to time.
“Term Loan Priority Collateral” means the Intellectual Property, fee owned Real Estate and fixtures of
the Loan Parties. “Term Loan Priority Collateral” means only the following property of the Loan Parties: all
Intellectual Property, Equipment, fee owned real estate and Fixtures of the Loan Parties, Incentive Program
Assets, and any Deposit Accounts or Securities Accounts that are intended to solely contain Proceeds of the
Term Priority Collateral, together with all rights, remedies, privileges, and insurance policies and certificates
with respect to the foregoing, all products, Proceeds, substitutions, and accessions thereof or thereto and all
cash, cash equivalents, checks, negotiable instruments, money, insurance proceeds therefrom,
Instruments, Accounts, books, Records and information in each case received as Proceeds of, or with respect to
such books, Records and information, relating thereto (such Proceeds, “Term Priority Proceeds”). For the
avoidance of doubt, “Term Priority Collateral” shall include any such assets that, but for the application of
Section 552 of the Bankruptcy Code (or any similar provision of any foreign Debtor Relief Laws) would be
Term Priority Collateral. Notwithstanding the foregoing, “Term Priority Collateral” shall exclude (a) Customer
List and Marketing Service Receivables included in the Borrowing Base in an amount equal to the face amount
of such Customer List and Marketing Service Receivables (net of Receivables Reserves applicable thereto)
multiplied by 80% and (b) proceeds of business interruption insurance and
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other insurance and claims against third parties. As of the Amendment No. 3 Effective Date, the Loan Parties
do not own any Real Estate or maintain any Deposit Accounts or Securities Accounts that are intended to solely
contain Proceeds of the Term Priority Collateral.
“Term Loan Reserve” means an amount, at any time of calculation, equal to the difference (if positive)
between (a) the then outstanding principal amount of Term Loans (as defined in the Term Loan Credit
Agreement) and (b) the Term Loan Borrowing Base as reflected in the most recent Borrowing Base Certificate
furnished by the Borrowers pursuant to this Agreement.
“Total Outstandings” means the aggregate Outstanding Amount of all Loans and all L/C Obligations.
“Tranche A Revolving Loans” has the meaning specified in the Existing Loan Agreement.
“Tranche A-1 Commitment” has the meaning specified in the Existing Loan Agreement.
“Tranche A-1 Revolving Loan Lenders” has the meaning specified in the Existing Loan Agreement.
“Tranche A-1 Revolving Loans” has the meaning specified in the Existing Loan Agreement.
“Trading with the Enemy Act” has the meaning set forth in Section 10.18.
“Type” means, with respect to a Committed Loan, its character as a Base Rate Loan or a LIBO Rate
Loan.
“UCC” or “Uniform Commercial Code” means the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect from time
to time in the State of New York provided , that , if a term is defined in Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial
Code differently than in another Article thereof, the term shall have the meaning set forth in Article 9;
provided further that , if by reason of mandatory provisions of law, perfection, or the effect of perfection or
non-perfection, of a security interest in any Collateral or the availability of any remedy hereunder is governed
by the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect in a jurisdiction other than the State of New York, “ Uniform
Commercial Code ” means the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect in such other jurisdiction for purposes of
the provisions hereof relating to such perfection or effect of perfection or non-perfection or availability of such
remedy, as the case may be.
“UCP 600” means the rules of the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, as most
recently published by the International Chamber of Commerce and in effect as of July 1, 2007.
“UFCA” has the meaning specified in Section 10.22.
“UFTA” has the meaning specified in Section 10.22.
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“Unfunded Pension Liability” means the excess of a Pension Plan’s benefit liabilities under Section
4001(a)(16) of ERISA, over the current value of that Pension Plan’s assets, determined in accordance with the
assumptions used for funding the Pension Plan pursuant to Section 412 of the Code for the applicable plan year.
“Unintentional Overadvance” means an Overadvance which, to the Administrative Agent’s
knowledge, did not constitute an Overadvance when made but which has become an Overadvance resulting
from changed circumstances beyond the control of the Secured Parties, including, without limitation, a
reduction in the Appraised Value of property or assets included in the Borrowing Base, increase in Reserves or
misrepresentation by the Loan Parties.
“United States” and “U.S.” mean the United States of America.
“US Dollar Equivalent” means at any time (a) as to any amount denominated in Dollars, the amount
thereof at such time, and (b) as to any amount denominated in any other currency, the equivalent amount in
Dollars calculated by Administrative Agent by converting such foreign currency involved in such computation
into Dollars at the spot rate for the purchase of Dollars with the applicable foreign currency as published in the
Wall Street Journal in the “ Exchange Rate ” column under the heading “ Currency Trading ” (if currency is not
quoted in the Wall Street Journal on such day, such other source as the Agent shall reasonably select) on the
Business Day immediately prior to such determination.
“Value” means, with respect to each category of Inventory, the Cost, consistent with the then current
practices of Borrowers, without regard to intercompany profit or increases for currency exchange rates.
“VAT” shall mean Value Added Tax imposed in Canada or any other jurisdiction and any equivalent
tax applicable in any jurisdiction (including Goods and Services Tax, Harmonized Sales Tax and Québec Sales
Tax).
“Weighted Average Life to Maturity” shall mean, when applied to any Indebtedness at any date, the
number of years obtained by dividing (a) the then outstanding principal amount of such Indebtedness into (b)
the total of the product obtained by multiplying (i) the amount of each then remaining installment, sinking fund,
serial maturity or other required payments of principal, including payment at final maturity, in respect thereof,
by (ii) the number of years (calculated to the nearest one-twelfth) that will elapse between such date and the
making of such payment.
“Wells Fargo” means Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. and its successors.
“Wells Fargo Equipment Financing Documents” means the Master Lease No. 426197, dated
September 30, 2014, by and between Wells Fargo Equipment Finance, Inc. and the Lead Borrower.
“Wholly-Owned Subsidiary” means any Subsidiary of which all of the issued and outstanding shares
of capital stock (other than directors’ qualifying shares and shares held by a resident of the jurisdiction, in each
case, as required by law) or other Equity Interests are owned by an one or more of the Borrowers and any of the
Borrowers’ other Wholly-Owned Subsidiaries at such time.
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1.02.Other Interpretive Provisions. With reference to this Agreement and each other Loan

Document, unless otherwise specified herein or in such other Loan Document:
(a) The definitions of terms herein shall apply equally to the singular and plural forms of the
terms defined. Whenever the context may require, any pronoun shall include the corresponding masculine,
feminine and neuter forms. The words “ include ,” “ includes ” and “ including ” shall be deemed to be
followed by the phrase “ without limitation .” The word “ will ” shall be construed to have the same meaning
and effect as the word “ shall .” Unless the context requires otherwise, (i) any definition of or reference to any
agreement, instrument or other document (including any Organization Document) shall be construed as
referring to such agreement, instrument or other document as from time to time amended, modified,
supplemented, extended, renewed, restated or replaced (subject to any restrictions on such amendments,
supplements or modifications set forth herein or in any other Loan Document), (ii) any reference herein to any
Person shall be construed to include such Person’s successors and assigns, (iii) the words “ herein ,” “ hereof ”
and “ hereunder ,” and words of similar import when used in any Loan Document, shall be construed to refer to
such Loan Document in its entirety and not to any particular provision thereof, (iv) all references in a Loan
Document to Articles, Sections, Exhibits and Schedules shall be construed to refer to Articles and Sections of,
and Exhibits and Schedules to, the Loan Document in which such references appear, (v) any reference to any
law shall include all statutory and regulatory provisions consolidating, amending replacing or interpreting such
law and any reference to any law or regulation shall, unless otherwise specified, refer to such law or regulation
as amended, modified or supplemented from time to time, and (vi) the words “ asset ” and “ property ” shall be
construed to have the same meaning and effect and to refer to any and all tangible and intangible assets and
properties, including cash, securities, accounts and contract rights.
(b) In the computation of periods of time from a specified date to a later specified date, the
word “ from ” means “ from and including ;” the words “ to ” and “ until ” each mean “ to but excluding ;” and
the word “ through ” means “ to and including .”
(c) Section headings herein and in the other Loan Documents are included for convenience
of reference only and shall not affect the interpretation of this Agreement or any other Loan Document.
(d) Any reference herein or in any other Loan Document to the “ satisfaction ”, “ repayment
”, “ paid in full ” or “ payment in full ” of the Obligations (including, the “Guaranteed Obligations” as defined
in the Facility Guaranty and the “Secured Obligations” as defined in the Security Agreement) shall mean the
repayment in Dollars in full in cash or immediately available funds (or, in the case of contingent reimbursement
obligations with respect to Letters of Credit and Bank Products (other than Swap Contracts) and any other
contingent Obligation, including indemnification obligations , providing Cash Collateralization ) or other
collateral as may be requested by the Administrative Agent of all of the Obligations (including the payment of
any termination amount then applicable (or which would or could become applicable as a result of the
repayment of the other Obligations) under Swap Contracts with a Lender or an Affiliate of Lender) other than
(i) unasserted contingent indemnification Obligations, (ii) any Obligations relating to Bank Products (other than
Swap Contracts) that, at such time, are allowed by the applicable Bank Product provider to remain outstanding
without being required to be repaid or
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Cash Collateralized or other collateral as may be requested by the Administrative Agent, and (iii) any
Obligations relating to Swap Contracts that, at such time, are allowed by the applicable provider of such Swap
Contracts to remain outstanding without being required to be repaid.
(e) For the purposes of determining the Term Loan Reserve, the Loan Parties and the
Secured Parties agree that that the Administrative Agent shall be entitled to rely solely on the calculation
thereof made by the Borrowers as reflected in the most recent Borrowing Base Certificate delivered by the
Borrowers to the Administrative Agent hereunder, unless the Administrative Agent is notified in writing by the
Term Loan Agent that such calculation is inaccurate and providing the Administrative Agent with the correct
calculation of the Term Loan Reserve (“ Term Loan Reserve Correction Notice ”), and, in such event, the
Administrative Agent shall be entitled to rely solely on the calculation of the Term Loan Reserve made by the
Term Loan Agent as reflected in the Term Loan Reserve Correction Notice. Administrative Agent promptly
but in any event not later than two (2) Business Days implement any adjustments to the Term Loan Reserve as
set forth in such Borrowing Base Certificate or such Term Loan Reserve Correction Notice, as the case may
be. Each of the Loan Parties agrees that Administrative Agent nor any Lender shall have any liability for
relying on the calculation of the Term Loan Reserve as set forth in a Borrowing Base Certificate delivered by
the Loan Parties or in the Term Loan Reserve Correction Notice delivered by the Term Loan Agent, as the case
may be. Each of the Loan Parties agrees that in the event of any discrepancy or dispute between the Term
Secured Parties and the Loan Parties as to the amount of the Term Loan Reserve, the Administrative Agent and
Secured Parties shall be entitled to rely solely on the calculation of the Term Loan Reserve as determined by the
Term Loan Agent and shall have no liability to any Person for doing so. Subject to the two (2) Business Day
period of time for the Administrative Agent to implement any required adjustments, the Administrative Agent
shall adjust the Term Loan Reserve hereunder as set forth therein. In all cases, the Borrowing Base shall be
calculated based upon the most recent Borrowing Base Certificate received by the Administrative Agent
pursuant to this Credit Agreement prior to funding of loans or advances by any Borrower or the issuance,
renewal or amendment of a letter of credit by any Issuer.
1.03.Accounting Terms.

(a) Generally. All accounting terms not specifically or completely defined herein shall be
construed in conformity with, and all financial data (including financial ratios and other financial calculations)
required to be submitted pursuant to this Agreement shall be prepared in conformity with, GAAP applied on a
consistent basis, as in effect from time to time, applied in a manner consistent with that used in preparing the
Audited Financial Statements, except as otherwise specifically prescribed herein.
(b) Changes in GAAP. If at any time any change in GAAP would affect the computation of
any financial ratio or requirement set forth in any Loan Document, and either the Lead Borrower or the
Required Lenders shall so request, the Administrative Agent, the Lenders and the Lead Borrower shall negotiate
in good faith to amend such ratio or requirement to preserve the original intent thereof in light of such change in
GAAP (subject to the approval of the Required Lenders); provided , that , until so amended, (i) such ratio or
requirement shall continue to be computed in accordance with GAAP prior to such change therein and (ii) the
Lead Borrower shall provide to the Administrative Agent and the Lenders financial statements and
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other documents required under this Agreement or as reasonably requested hereunder setting forth a
reconciliation between calculations of such ratio or requirement made before and after giving effect to such
change in GAAP.
(c) Lease. Notwithstanding any other provision contained herein, (i) any lease that is treated
as an operating lease for purposes of GAAP as of the Restatement Effective Date shall not be treated as
Indebtedness or as a capital lease or Capital Lease Obligations and shall continue to be treated as an operating
lease (and any future lease, if it were in effect on the Restatement Effective Date, that would be treated as an
operating lease for purposes of GAAP as of the Restatement Effective Date shall be treated as an operating
lease), in each case for the purposes of this Agreement and (ii) any obligation that is not treated as Indebtedness
for the purposes of GAAP and otherwise included in the definition of “Indebtedness” as of the Restatement
Effective Date shall not be treated as Indebtedness for purposes of this Agreement, in each case described in
subclauses (i) and (ii), notwithstanding any actual or proposed change in or application of GAAP after the
Restatement Effective Date.
1.04.Rounding. Any financial ratios required to be maintained by the Borrowers pursuant to this Agreement
shall be calculated by dividing the appropriate component by the other component, carrying the result to one place more
than the number of places by which such ratio is expressed herein and rounding the result up or down to the nearest
number (with a rounding-up if there is no nearest number).
1.05.Times of Day. Unless otherwise specified, all references herein to times of day shall be references to
Eastern time (daylight or standard, as applicable).
1.06.Letter of Credit Amounts. Unless otherwise specified, all references herein to the amount of a Letter of
Credit at any time shall be deemed to be the Stated Amount of such Letter of Credit in effect at such time; provided , that
, with respect to any Letter of Credit that, by its terms of any Issuer Documents related thereto, provides for one or more
automatic increases in the Stated Amount thereof, the amount of such Letter of Credit shall be deemed to be the maximum
Stated Amount of such Letter of Credit after giving effect to all such increases, whether or not such maximum Stated
Amount is in effect at such time.
1.07.Currency Equivalents Generally. Any amount specified in this Agreement (other than in Articles II, IX
and X ) or any of the other Loan Documents to be in Dollars shall also include the equivalent of such amount in any
currency other than Dollars, such equivalent amount thereof in the applicable currency to be determined by the
Administrative Agent at such time on the basis of the Spot Rate (as defined below) for the purchase of such currency with
Dollars. For purposes of this Section 1.07 , the “ Spot Rate ” for a currency means the rate determined by the
Administrative Agent to be the rate quoted by the Person acting in such capacity as the spot rate for the purchase by such
Person of such currency with another currency through its principal foreign exchange trading office at approximately
11:00 a.m. on the date two Business Days prior to the date of such determination; provided , that , the Administrative
Agent may obtain such spot rate from another financial institution designated by the Administrative Agent if the Person
acting in such capacity does not have as of the date of determination a spot buying rate for any such currency.
1.08.Determination of Compliance with Certain Covenants. For purposes of determining compliance with
any negative covenant set forth in Section 7.01 (Liens), Section 7.02 (Investments), Section 7.03 (Indebtedness),
Section 7.05 (Dispositions), Section 7.06 (Restricted Payments) and Section 7.07 (Prepayments of Indebtedness)
(each of the foregoing the “Specified Negative Covenants”), (i) in the
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event that any Lien, Investment, Indebtedness, Disposition, Restricted Payment or prepayment of Indebtedness meets the
criteria of more than one of the categories permitted under the Specified Negative Covenants, the Lead Borrower, in its
sole discretion, may classify or reclassify such Lien, Investment, Indebtedness, Disposition, Restricted Payment or
prepayment of Subordinated Indebtedness, as the case may be (or any portion thereof), and will only be required to
include the amount and type of such Lien, Investment, Indebtedness, Disposition, Restricted Payment or prepayment of
Subordinated Indebtedness, as the case may be, in one permitted category of Lien, Investment, Indebtedness, Disposition,
Restricted Payment or prepayment of Subordinated Indebtedness, as the case may be and (ii) at the time of incurrence or
reclassification, the Lead Borrower will be entitled to divide and classify such Lien, Investment, Indebtedness,
Disposition, Restricted Payment or prepayment of Subordinated Indebtedness, as the case may be, among the relevant
categories permitted under the Specified Negative Covenants.
ARTICLE II
THE COMMITMENTS AND CREDIT EXTENSIONS
2.01.Committed Loans; Reserves.

(a) Subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein, each Lender severally agrees to
make loans (each such loan, a “ Revolving Loan ”) to the Borrowers from time to time, on any Business Day
during the Availability Period, in an aggregate amount not to exceed at any time outstanding the lesser of (x) the
amount of such Lender’s Commitment, or (y) such Lender’s Applicable Percentage of the Borrowing Base;
subject in each case to the following limitations:
(i)after giving effect to any Committed Borrowing, the Total Outstandings shall not

exceed the Loan Cap,
(ii)Reserved,
(iii)after giving effect to any Committed Borrowing pursuant to which Revolving
Loans are requested, the aggregate Outstanding Amount of the Revolving Loans of any Lender, plus such
Lender’s Applicable Percentage of the Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations, plus such Lender’s
Applicable Percentage of the Outstanding Amount of all Swing Line Loans shall not exceed such Lender’s
Commitment,
(iv)The Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations shall not at any time exceed the

Letter of Credit Sublimit,
(v)Within the limits of each Lender’s Revolving Loan Commitment, and subject to
the other terms and conditions hereof, Borrowers may borrow under this Section 2.01 , prepay under Section
2.05 , and reborrow under this Section 2.01 . Revolving Loans may be Base Rate Loans or LIBO Rate Loans,
as further provided herein.

(b) Reserved.
(c) The following are the Inventory Reserves and Availability Reserves as of the
Restatement Effective Date:
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(i)Shrink Reserve (an Inventory Reserve): An amount equal to the amount set forth

on the Borrowing Base Certificate delivered on the Restatement Effective Date;
(ii)Rent Reserve (an Availability Reserve): An amount equal to one (1) month’s

rent for all of the Borrowers’ Store Leased Locations in each Landlord Lien State, other than Store Leased
Locations with respect to which the Administrative Agent has received a Collateral Access Agreement in form
reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent;
(iii)Customer Deposits Reserve (an Availability Reserve): An amount equal to
thirty-three percent (33%) of the Customer Deposits;
(iv)Priority Payables Reserve (an Availability Reserve); and
(v)Customer Credit Liabilities Reserve (an Availability Reserve): An amount equal

to thirty-three percent (33%) of the Customer Credit Liabilities as reflected in the Borrowers’ books and
records.
(d) The Administrative Agent shall have the right, at any time and from time to time after
November 1, 2012 in its discretion to establish, modify or eliminate Reserves against the Borrowing Base. The
Administrative Agent upon three (3) Business Days prior notice to the Lead Borrower with respect to the
establishment of any new categories of Reserves or changes in the methodology of the calculation of an existing
category of Reserves (during which period the Administrative Agent shall be available to discuss any such
proposed new category of Reserves or proposed changes to methodology with Borrowers and Borrowers may
take such action as may be required so that the event, condition or matter that is the basis for such reserve or
change no longer exists in a manner and to the extent reasonably satisfactory to Administrative Agent);
provided , that , no such prior notice shall be required (i) at any time that an Event of Default is continuing, (ii)
for changes to any Reserves resulting solely by virtue of mathematical calculations of the amount of the
Reserve in accordance with the methodology of calculation previously utilized (such as, but not limited to, rent
and Customer Credit Liabilities), or (iii) for changes to Reserves or establishment of additional Reserves if a
Material Adverse Effect has occurred or it would be reasonably likely that a Material Adverse Effect to the
Lenders would occur were such Reserve not changed or established prior to the expiration of such three (3)
Business Day period. The amount of any Reserve established by the Administrative Agent shall have a
reasonable relationship to the event, condition or other matter which is the basis for such reserve as determined
by the Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion. The Administrative Agent shall not establish any
Reserves that are duplicative of any other Reserves or items that are otherwise addressed or excluded through
eligibility criteria.
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2.02.Borrowings, Conversions and Continuations of Committed Loans.

(a) Committed Loans (other than Swing Line Loans) shall be either Base Rate Loans or
LIBO Rate Loans as the Lead Borrower may request subject to and in accordance with this Section 2.02 . All
Swing Line Loans shall be only Base Rate Loans. Subject to the other provisions of this Section 2.02 ,
Committed Borrowings of more than one Type may be incurred at the same time.
(b) Each Committed Borrowing, each conversion of Committed Loans from one Type to the
other, and each continuation of LIBO Rate Loans shall be made upon the Lead Borrower’s irrevocable notice to
the Administrative Agent, which may be given by telephone. Each such notice must be received by the
Administrative Agent not later than 11:00 a.m. (i) three Business Days prior to the requested date of any
Borrowing of, conversion to or continuation of LIBO Rate Loans or of any conversion of LIBO Rate Loans to
Base Rate Loans, and (ii) on the Business Day of the request of any Borrowing of Base Rate Loans. Each
telephonic notice by the Lead Borrower pursuant to this Section 2.02(b) must be confirmed promptly by
delivery to the Administrative Agent of a written Committed Loan Notice, appropriately completed and signed
by a Responsible Officer of the Lead Borrower. Each Borrowing of, conversion to or continuation of LIBO
Rate Loans shall be in a principal amount of $1,000,000 or a whole multiple of $500,000 in excess
thereof. Except as provided in Sections 2.03(c) and 2.04(c) , each Borrowing of or conversion to Base Rate
Loans shall be in a principal amount of $200,000 or a whole multiple of $100,000 in excess thereof. Each
Committed Loan Notice (whether telephonic or written) shall specify (i) whether the Lead Borrower is
requesting a Committed Borrowing, a conversion of Committed Loans from one Type to the other, or a
continuation of LIBO Rate Loans, (ii) the requested date of the Borrowing, conversion or continuation, as the
case may be (which shall be a Business Day), (iii) whether such Committed Loan is a Revolving Loan or Swing
Line Loan, (v) the Type of Committed Loans to be borrowed or to which existing Committed Loans are to be
converted, and (vi) if applicable, the duration of the Interest Period with respect thereto. If the Lead Borrower
fails to specify a Type of Committed Loan in a Committed Loan Notice or if the Lead Borrower fails to give a
timely notice requesting a conversion or continuation, then the applicable Committed Loans shall be made as, or
converted to, Base Rate Loans. Any such automatic conversion to Base Rate Loans shall be effective as of the
last day of the Interest Period then in effect with respect to the applicable LIBO Rate Loans. If the Lead
Borrower requests a Borrowing of, conversion to, or continuation of LIBO Rate Loans in any such Committed
Loan Notice, but fails to specify an Interest Period, it will be deemed to have specified an Interest Period of one
month. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, a Swing Line Loan may not be converted to a LIBO
Rate Loan.
(c) Following receipt of a Committed Loan Notice, the Administrative Agent shall promptly
notify each Lender of the amount of its Applicable Percentage of the applicable Committed Loans, and if no
timely notice of a conversion or continuation is provided by the Lead Borrower, the Administrative Agent shall
notify each Lender of the details of any automatic conversion to Base Rate Loans described in Section 2.02(b)
. In the case of a Committed Borrowing, each Lender shall make the amount of its Committed Loan available
to the Administrative Agent in immediately available funds at the Administrative Agent’s Office not later than
1:00 p.m. on the Business Day specified in the applicable Committed Loan Notice.
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Upon satisfaction of the applicable conditions set forth in Section 4.02 (and, if such Borrowing is the initial
Credit Extension, Section 4.01 ), the Administrative Agent shall use reasonable efforts to make all funds so
received available to the Borrowers in like funds by no later than 4:00 p.m. on the day of receipt by the
Administrative Agent either by (i) crediting the account of the Lead Borrower on the books of Wells Fargo with
the amount of such funds or (ii) wire transfer of such funds, in each case in accordance with instructions
provided to (and reasonably acceptable to) the Administrative Agent by the Lead Borrower.
(d) The Administrative Agent, without the request or consent of the Lead Borrower, may
advance any interest, fee, service charge (including direct wire fees), Secured Party Expenses, or other payment
to which any Secured Party is entitled from the Loan Parties pursuant hereto or any other Loan Document and
may charge the same to the Loan Account notwithstanding that an Overadvance may result thereby. The
Administrative Agent shall advise the Lead Borrower of any such advance or charge promptly after the making
thereof. Such action on the part of the Administrative Agent shall not constitute a waiver of the Administrative
Agent’s rights and the Borrowers’ obligations under Section 2.05(c) . Any amount which is added to the
principal balance of the Loan Account as provided in this Section 2.02(d) shall bear interest at the interest rate
then and thereafter applicable to Base Rate Loans.
(e) Except as otherwise provided herein, a LIBO Rate Loan may be continued or converted
only on the last day of an Interest Period for such LIBO Rate Loan. During the existence of a Default or Event
of Default, no Loans may be requested as, converted to or continued as LIBO Rate Loans without the Consent
of the Required Lenders.
(f) The Administrative Agent shall promptly notify the Lead Borrower and the Lenders of
the interest rate applicable to any Interest Period for LIBO Rate Loans upon determination of such interest
rate. At any time that Base Rate Loans are outstanding, the Administrative Agent shall notify the Lead
Borrower and the Lenders of any change in Wells Fargo’s prime rate used in determining the Base Rate
promptly following the public announcement of such change.
(g) After giving effect to all Committed Borrowings, all conversions of Committed Loans
from one Type to the other, and all continuations of Committed Loans as the same Type, there shall not be more
than five (5) Interest Periods in effect with respect to LIBO Rate Loans.
(h) The Administrative Agent, the Lenders, the Swing Line Lender and the L/C Issuer shall
have no obligation to make any Loan or to provide any Letter of Credit if an Overadvance would result. The
Administrative Agent may, in its discretion, make Permitted Overadvances without the consent of the
Borrowers, the Lenders, the Swing Line Lender and the L/C Issuer and the Borrowers and each Lender shall be
bound thereby. Any Permitted Overadvance may constitute a Swing Line Loan. A Permitted Overadvance is
for the account of the Borrowers and shall constitute a Base Rate Loan and an Obligation and shall be repaid by
the Borrowers in accordance with the provisions of Section 2.05(c) . The making of any such Permitted
Overadvance on any one occasion shall not obligate the Administrative Agent or any Lender to make or permit
any Permitted Overadvance on any other occasion or to permit such Permitted Overadvances to remain
outstanding. The making by the Administrative Agent of a
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Permitted Overadvance shall not modify or abrogate any of the provisions of Section 2.03 regarding the
Lenders’ obligations to purchase participations with respect to Letter of Credits or of Section 2.04 regarding
the Lenders’ obligations to purchase participations with respect to Swing Line Loans. The Administrative
Agent shall have no liability for, and no Loan Party or Secured Party shall have the right to, or shall, bring any
claim of any kind whatsoever against the Administrative Agent with respect to Unintentional Overadvances
regardless of the amount of any such Overadvance(s).
2.03.Letters of Credit.

(a) The Letter of Credit Commitment.
(i)Subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein, (A) the L/C Issuer agrees, in
reliance upon the agreements of the Lenders set forth in this Section 2.03 , (1) from time to time on any
Business Day during the period from the Restatement Effective Date until the Letter of Credit Expiration Date,
to issue Letters of Credit for the account of the Borrowers, and to amend or extend Letters of Credit previously
issued by it, in accordance with Section 2.03(b) below, and (2) to honor drawings under the Letters of Credit;
and (B) the Lenders severally agree to participate in Letters of Credit issued for the account of the Borrowers
and any drawings thereunder; provided , that , after giving effect to any L/C Credit Extension with respect to
any Letter of Credit, (1) the Total Outstandings shall not exceed the Loan Cap, (2) the aggregate Outstanding
Amount of the Committed Loans of any Lender, plus such Lender’s Applicable Percentage of the
Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations, plus such Lender’s Applicable Percentage of the Outstanding
Amount of all Swing Line Loans shall not exceed such Lender’s Commitment, (3) the aggregate Outstanding
Amount of the Revolving Loan Loans of any Lender, plus such Lender’s Applicable Percentage of the
Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations, plus such Lender’s Applicable Percentage of the Outstanding
Amount of all Swing Line Loans shall not exceed such Lender’s Commitment, and (4) the Outstanding Amount
of the L/C Obligations shall not exceed the Letter of Credit Sublimit. Each request by the Lead Borrower for
the issuance or amendment of a Letter of Credit shall be deemed to be a representation by the Borrowers that
the L/C Credit Extension so requested complies with the conditions set forth in the proviso to the preceding
sentence. Within the foregoing limits, and subject to the terms and conditions hereof, the Borrowers’ ability to
obtain Letters of Credit shall be fully revolving, and accordingly the Borrowers may, during the foregoing
period, obtain Letters of Credit to replace Letters of Credit that have expired or that have been drawn upon and
reimbursed. Any L/C Issuer (other than Wells Fargo or any of its Affiliates) shall notify the Administrative
Agent in writing on each Business Day of all Letters of Credit issued on the prior Business Day by such L/C
Issuer, provided , that , (A) until the Administrative Agent advises any such Issuing Bank that the provisions
of Section 4.02 are not satisfied, or (B) the aggregate amount of the Letters of Credit issued in any such week
exceeds such amount as shall be agreed by the Administrative Agent and the L/C Issuer, such L/C Issuer shall
be required to so notify the Administrative Agent in writing only once each week of the Letters of Credit issued
by such L/C Issuer during the immediately preceding week as well as the daily amounts outstanding for the
prior week, such notice to be furnished on such day of the week as the Administrative Agent and such L/C
Issuer may agree.
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(ii)No Letter of Credit shall be issued if, subject to Section 2.03(b)(iii), the expiry

date of such requested Letter of Credit would occur after the Letter of Credit Expiration Date, unless either such
Letter of Credit is Cash Collateralized on or prior to the date of issuance of such Letter of Credit (or such later
date as to which the Administrative Agent may agree) or all the Lenders have approved such expiry date.
(iii)No Letter of Credit shall be issued without the prior consent of the

Administrative Agent if:
(A)any order, judgment or decree of any Governmental Authority or
arbitrator shall by its terms purport to enjoin or restrain the L/C Issuer from issuing such Letter of Credit, or any
Law applicable to the L/C Issuer or any request or directive (whether or not having the force of law) from any
Governmental Authority with jurisdiction over the L/C Issuer shall prohibit, or request that the L/C Issuer
refrain from, the issuance of letters of credit generally or such Letter of Credit in particular or shall impose upon
the L/C Issuer with respect to such Letter of Credit any restriction, reserve or capital requirement (for which the
L/C Issuer is not otherwise compensated hereunder) not in effect on the Restatement Effective Date, or shall
impose upon the L/C Issuer any unreimbursed loss, cost or expense which was not applicable on the
Restatement Effective Date and which the L/C Issuer in good faith deems material to it;
(B)the issuance of such Letter of Credit would violate one or more
policies of the L/C Issuer applicable to letters of credit generally;
(C)except as otherwise agreed by the Administrative Agent and the L/C
Issuer, such Letter of Credit is in an initial Stated Amount less than $100,000, in the case of a Commercial
Letter of Credit, or $500,000, in the case of a Standby Letter of Credit;
(D)such Letter of Credit is to be denominated in a currency other than
Dollars; provided , that , if the L/C Issuer, in its discretion, issues a Letter of Credit denominated in a
currency other than Dollars, all reimbursements by the Borrowers of the honoring of any drawing under such
Letter of Credit shall be paid in Dollars based on the Spot Rate;
(E)such Letter of Credit contains any provisions for automatic
reinstatement of the Stated Amount after any drawing thereunder; or
(F)a default of any Lender’s obligations to fund under Section 2.03(c)
exists or any Lender is at such time a Defaulting Lender hereunder, unless the Administrative Agent or L/C
Issuer has entered into reasonably satisfactory arrangements with the Borrowers or such Lender to eliminate the
L/C Issuer’s risk with respect to such Lender.
(iv)The L/C Issuer shall not amend any Letter of Credit if (A) the L/C Issuer would

not be permitted at such time to issue such Letter of Credit in its amended form under the terms hereof or (B)
the beneficiary of such Letter of Credit does not accept the proposed amendment to such Letter of Credit.
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(v)The L/C Issuer shall act on behalf of the Lenders with respect to any Letters of

Credit issued by it and the documents associated therewith, and the L/C Issuer shall have all of the benefits and
immunities (A) provided to the Administrative Agent in Article IX with respect to any acts taken or omissions
suffered by the L/C Issuer in connection with Letters of Credit issued by it or proposed to be issued by it and
Issuer Documents pertaining to such Letters of Credit as fully as if the term “ Administrative Agent ” as used in
Article IX included the L/C Issuer with respect to such acts or omissions, and (B) as additionally provided
herein with respect to the L/C Issuer.
(b) Procedures for Issuance and Amendment of Letters of Credit; Auto-Extension Letters of
Credit .
(i)Each Letter of Credit shall be issued or amended, as the case may be, upon the
request of the Lead Borrower delivered to the L/C Issuer (with a copy to the Administrative Agent) in the form
of a Letter of Credit Application, appropriately completed and signed by a Responsible Officer of the Lead
Borrower. Such Letter of Credit Application must be received by the L/C Issuer and the Administrative Agent
not later than 11:00 a.m. at least two Business Days (or such other date and time as the Administrative Agent
and the L/C Issuer may agree in a particular instance in their sole discretion) prior to the proposed issuance date
or date of amendment, as the case may be. In the case of a request for an initial issuance of a Letter of Credit,
such Letter of Credit Application shall specify in form and detail reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative
Agent and the L/C Issuer: (A) the proposed issuance date of the requested Letter of Credit (which shall be a
Business Day); (B) the amount thereof; (C) the expiry date thereof; (D) the name and address of the beneficiary
thereof; (E) the documents to be presented by such beneficiary in case of any drawing thereunder; (F) the full
text of any certificate to be presented by such beneficiary in case of any drawing thereunder; and (G) such other
matters as the Administrative Agent or L/C Issuer may require. In the case of a request for an amendment of
any outstanding Letter of Credit, such Letter of Credit Application shall specify in form and detail reasonably
satisfactory to the Administrative Agent and the L/C Issuer (A) the Letter of Credit to be amended; (B) the
proposed date of amendment thereof (which shall be a Business Day); (C) the nature of the proposed
amendment; and (D) such other matters as the Administrative Agent or the L/C Issuer may
require. Additionally, the Lead Borrower shall furnish to the L/C Issuer and the Administrative Agent such
other documents and information pertaining to such requested Letter of Credit issuance or amendment, and any
Issuer Documents (including, if requested by the L/C Issuer, a Standby letter of Credit Agreement or
Commercial Letter of Credit Agreement, as applicable), as the L/C Issuer or the Administrative Agent may
require.
(ii)Promptly after receipt of any Letter of Credit Application, the L/C Issuer will

confirm with the Administrative Agent (by telephone or in writing) that the Administrative Agent has received a
copy of such Letter of Credit Application from the Lead Borrower and, if not, the L/C Issuer will provide the
Administrative Agent with a copy thereof. Unless the L/C Issuer has received written notice from any Lender,
the Administrative Agent or any Loan Party, at least one Business Day prior to the requested date of issuance or
amendment of the applicable Letter of Credit, that one or more applicable conditions contained in Article IV
shall not then be satisfied, then, subject to the terms and conditions hereof, the L/C Issuer shall, on the requested
date, issue a Letter of Credit for the account of the applicable Borrower or enter
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into the applicable amendment, as the case may be, in each case in accordance with the L/C Issuer’s usual and
customary business practices. Immediately upon the issuance or amendment of each Letter of Credit, each
Lender shall be deemed to (without any further action), and hereby irrevocably and unconditionally agrees to,
purchase from the L/C Issuer, without recourse or warranty, a risk participation in such Letter of Credit in an
amount equal to the product of such Lender’s Applicable Percentage times the Stated Amount of such Letter
of Credit. Upon any change in the Commitments under this Agreement, it is hereby agreed that with respect to
all L/C Obligations, there shall be an automatic adjustment to the participations hereby created to reflect the
new Applicable Percentages of the assigning and assignee Lenders.
(iii)If the Lead Borrower so requests in any applicable Letter of Credit Application,

the L/C Issuer may, in its sole and absolute discretion, agree to issue a Standby Letter of Credit that has
automatic extension provisions (each, an “ Auto-Extension Letter of Credit ”); provided , that , any such
Auto-Extension Letter of Credit must permit the L/C Issuer to prevent any such extension at least once in each
twelve-month period (commencing with the date of issuance of such Standby Letter of Credit) by giving prior
notice to the beneficiary thereof not later than a day (the “ Non-Extension Notice Date ”) in each such
twelve-month period to be agreed upon at the time such Standby Letter of Credit is issued. Unless otherwise
directed by the Administrative Agent or the L/C Issuer, the Lead Borrower shall not be required to make a
specific request to the Administrative Agent or the L/C Issuer for any such extension. Once an Auto-Extension
Letter of Credit has been issued, the Lenders shall be deemed to have authorized (but may not require) the L/C
Issuer to permit the extension of such Standby Letter of Credit at any time to an expiry date not later than the
Letter of Credit Expiration Date; provided , that , the Administrative Agent shall instruct the L/C Issuer not
to permit any such extension if (A) the L/C Issuer has determined that it would not be permitted, or would have
no obligation, at such time to issue such Standby Letter of Credit in its revised form (as extended) under the
terms hereof (by reason of the provisions of clause (ii) or (iii) of Section 2.03(a) or otherwise), or (B) the
L/C Issuer has received notice (which may be by telephone or in writing) on or before the day that is five
Business Days before the Non-Extension Notice Date (1) from the Administrative Agent that the Required
Lenders have elected not to permit such extension or (2) from the Administrative Agent, any Lender or the Lead
Borrower that one or more of the applicable conditions specified in Section 4.02 is not then satisfied, and in
each such case directing the L/C Issuer not to permit such extension.
(iv)Promptly after its delivery of any Letter of Credit or any amendment to a Letter

of Credit to an advising bank with respect thereto or to the beneficiary thereof, the L/C Issuer will also deliver
to the Lead Borrower and the Administrative Agent a true and complete copy of such Letter of Credit or
amendment.
(c) Drawings and Reimbursements; Funding of Participations.
(i)Upon receipt from the beneficiary of any Letter of Credit of any notice of a

drawing under such Letter of Credit, the L/C Issuer shall notify the Lead Borrower and the Administrative
Agent thereof not less than two (2) Business Days prior to the Honor Date (as defined below; provided , that ,
any failure to give or delay in giving such notice shall not relieve the Borrowers of their obligation to reimburse
the L/C Issuer and the Lenders with respect to any such payment. On the date of any payment by the L/C Issuer
under a Letter of
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Credit (each such date, an “Honor Date”), the Borrowers shall be deemed to have requested a Committed
Borrowing of Base Rate Loans to be disbursed on the Honor Date in an amount equal to the amount of such
payment, without regard to the minimum and multiples specified in Section 2.02(b) for the principal amount
of Base Rate Loans, and without regard to whether the conditions set forth in Section 4.02 have been
met. Any notice given by the L/C Issuer or the Administrative Agent pursuant to this Section 2.03(c)(i) may
be given by telephone if immediately confirmed in writing; provided , that , the lack of such an immediate
confirmation shall not affect the conclusiveness or binding effect of such notice.
(ii)Each Lender’s obligation to make Committed Loans or L/C Advances to
reimburse the L/C Issuer for amounts drawn under Letters of Credit, as contemplated by this Section 2.03(c) ,
shall be absolute and unconditional and shall not be affected by any circumstance, including (A) any setoff,
counterclaim, recoupment, defense or other right which such Lender may have against the L/C Issuer, any
Borrower or any other Person for any reason whatsoever; (B) the occurrence or continuance of a Default or
Event of Default, or (C) any other occurrence, event or condition, whether or not similar to any of the
foregoing, and without regard to whether the conditions set forth in Section 4.02 have been met.

(d) Repayment of Participations. If any payment received by the L/C Issuer pursuant to
Section 2.03(c)(i) is required to be returned under any of the circumstances described in Section 10.05
(including pursuant to any settlement entered into by the L/C Issuer in its discretion), each Lender shall pay to
the Administrative Agent for the account of the L/C Issuer its Applicable Percentage thereof on demand of the
Administrative Agent, plus interest thereon from the date of such demand to the date such amount is returned by
such Lender, at a rate per annum equal to the Federal Funds Rate from time to time in effect. The obligations of
the Lenders under this clause shall survive the payment in full of the Obligations and the termination of this
Agreement.
(e) Obligations Absolute. The obligation of the Borrowers to reimburse the L/C Issuer for
each drawing under each Letter of Credit shall be absolute, unconditional and irrevocable, and shall be paid
strictly in accordance with the terms of this Agreement under all circumstances, including the following:
(i)any lack of validity or enforceability of such Letter of Credit, this Agreement, or

any other Loan Document;
(ii)the existence of any claim, counterclaim, setoff, defense or other right that the
Borrowers or any Subsidiary may have at any time against any beneficiary or any transferee of such Letter of
Credit (or any Person for whom any such beneficiary or any such transferee may be acting), the L/C Issuer or
any other Person, whether in connection with this Agreement, the transactions contemplated hereby or by such
Letter of Credit or any agreement or instrument relating thereto, or any unrelated transaction;
(iii)any draft, demand, certificate or other document presented under such Letter of

Credit proving to be forged, fraudulent, invalid or insufficient in any respect or any statement therein being
untrue or inaccurate in any respect; or any loss or delay in the transmission or otherwise of any document
required in order to make a drawing under such Letter of Credit;
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(iv)any payment by the L/C Issuer under such Letter of Credit against presentation

of a draft or certificate that does not strictly comply with the terms of such Letter of Credit; or any payment
made by the L/C Issuer under such Letter of Credit to any Person purporting to be a trustee in bankruptcy,
debtor-in-possession, assignee for the benefit of creditors, liquidator, receiver or other representative of or
successor to any beneficiary or any transferee of such Letter of Credit, including any arising in connection with
any proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law;
(v)any other circumstance or happening whatsoever, whether or not similar to any

of the foregoing, including any other circumstance that might otherwise constitute a defense available to, or a
discharge of, the Borrowers or any of their Subsidiaries; or
(vi)the fact that any Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing.

The Lead Borrower shall promptly examine a copy of each Letter of Credit and each amendment thereto that is
delivered to it and, in the event of any claim of noncompliance with the Lead Borrower’s instructions or other
irregularity, the Lead Borrower will immediately notify the Administrative Agent and the L/C Issuer. The
Borrowers shall be conclusively deemed to have waived any such claim against the L/C Issuer and its
correspondents unless such notice is given as aforesaid.
(f) Role of L/C Issuer. Each Lender and the Borrowers agree that, in paying any drawing
under a Letter of Credit, the L/C Issuer shall not have any responsibility to obtain any document (other than any
sight draft, certificates and documents expressly required by the Letter of Credit) or to ascertain or inquire as to
the validity or accuracy of any such document or the authority of the Person executing or delivering any such
document. None of the L/C Issuer, the Administrative Agent, any of their respective Related Parties nor any
correspondent, participant or assignee of the L/C Issuer shall be liable to any Lender for (i) any action taken or
omitted in connection herewith at the request or with the approval of the Lenders or the Required Lenders, as
applicable; (ii) any action taken or omitted in the absence of gross negligence, bad faith or willful misconduct;
(iii) any error, omission, interruption, loss or delay in transmission or delivery of any draft, notice or other
communication under or relating to any Letter of Credit or any error in interpretation of technical terms; or (iv)
the due execution, effectiveness, validity or enforceability of any document or instrument related to any Letter
of Credit or Issuer Document. The Borrowers hereby assume all risks of the acts or omissions of any
beneficiary or transferee with respect to its use of any Letter of Credit; provided , that , this assumption is not
intended to, and shall not, preclude the Borrowers’ pursuing such rights and remedies as it may have against the
beneficiary or transferee at law or under any other agreement. None of the L/C Issuer, the Administrative
Agent, any of their respective Related Parties nor any correspondent, participant or assignee of the L/C Issuer
shall be liable or responsible for any of the matters described in clauses (i) through (v) of Section 2.03(e) or
for any action, neglect or omission under or in connection with any Letter of Credit or Issuer Documents,
including, without limitation, the issuance or any amendment of any Letter of Credit, the failure to issue or
amend any Letter of Credit, or the honoring or dishonoring of any demand under any Letter of Credit, and such
action or neglect or omission will bind the Borrowers; provided , that , anything in such clauses to the
contrary notwithstanding, the Borrowers may have a claim against the L/C Issuer, and the L/C
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Issuer may be liable to the Borrowers, to the extent, but only to the extent, of any direct, as opposed to
consequential, exemplary or punitive damages suffered by the Borrowers which the Borrowers prove were
caused by the L/C Issuer’s willful misconduct, bad faith or gross negligence or the L/C Issuer’s willful failure to
pay under any Letter of Credit after the presentation to it by the beneficiary of a sight draft and certificate(s)
strictly complying with the terms and conditions of a Letter of Credit; provided , that , any claim against the
L/C Issuer by the Borrowers for any loss suffered or incurred by the Borrowers shall be reduced by an amount
equal to the sum of (i) the amount (if any) saved by the Borrowers as a result of the breach or other wrongful
conduct that allegedly caused such loss, and (ii) the amount (if any) of the loss that would have been avoided
had the Borrowers taken all reasonable steps to mitigate such loss, including, without limitation, by enforcing
their rights against any beneficiary and, in case of a claim of wrongful dishonor, by specifically and timely
authorizing the L/C Issuer to cure such dishonor. In furtherance and not in limitation of the foregoing, the L/C
Issuer may accept documents that appear on their face to be in order, without responsibility for further
investigation, regardless of any notice or information to the contrary (or the L/C Issuer may refuse to accept and
make payment upon such documents if such documents are not in strict compliance with the terms of such
Letter of Credit and may disregard any requirement in a Letter of Credit that notice of dishonor be given in a
particular manner and any requirement that presentation be made at a particular place or by a particular time of
day), and the L/C Issuer shall not be responsible for the validity or sufficiency of any instrument transferring or
assigning or purporting to transfer or assign a Letter of Credit or the rights or benefits thereunder or proceeds
thereof, in whole or in part, which may prove to be invalid or ineffective for any reason. The L/C Issuer shall
not be responsible for the wording of any Letter of Credit (including, without limitation, any drawing conditions
or any terms or conditions that are ineffective, ambiguous, inconsistent, unduly complicated or reasonably
impossible to satisfy), notwithstanding any assistance the L/C Issuer may provide to the Borrowers with
drafting or recommending text for any Letter of Credit Application or with the structuring of any transaction
related to any Letter or Credit, and the Borrowers hereby acknowledge and agree that any such assistance will
not constitute legal or other advice by the L/C Issuer or any representation or warranty by the L/C Issuer that
any such wording or such Letter of Credit will be effective. Without limiting the foregoing, the L/C Issuer may,
as it deems appropriate, modify or alter and use in any Letter of Credit the terminology contained on the Letter
of Credit Application for such Letter of Credit.
(g) Cash Collateral. Upon the request of the Administrative Agent, (i) if the L/C Issuer has
honored any full or partial drawing request under any Letter of Credit and such drawing has resulted in an L/C
Obligation that remains outstanding, or (ii) if, as of the Letter of Credit Expiration Date, any L/C Obligation for
any reason remains outstanding, the Borrowers shall, in each case, immediately Cash Collateralize the then
Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations. Sections 2.05 and 8.02(c) set forth additional circumstances
and events which require L/C Obligations to be Cash Collateralized. The Borrowers hereby grant to the
Administrative Agent a security interest in all Cash Collateral and all proceeds of the foregoing. Cash
Collateral shall be maintained in blocked, non-interest bearing deposit accounts at Wells Fargo. If at any time
the Administrative Agent determines that any funds held as Cash Collateral are subject to any right or claim of
any Person other than the Administrative Agent or that the total amount of such funds is less than the aggregate
Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations, the Borrowers will, forthwith upon demand by the Administrative
Agent, pay to the Administrative Agent, as additional funds to be deposited as Cash Collateral, an amount equal
to
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the excess of (x) such aggregate Outstanding Amount over (y) the total amount of funds, if any, then held as
Cash Collateral that the Administrative Agent determines to be free and clear of any such right and
claim. Upon the drawing of any Letter of Credit for which funds are on deposit as Cash Collateral, such funds
shall be applied, to the extent permitted under applicable Laws, to reimburse the L/C Issuer and, to the extent
not so applied, shall thereafter be applied to satisfy other Obligations.
(h) Applicability of ISP and UCP 600. Unless otherwise expressly agreed by the L/C Issuer
and the Lead Borrower when a Letter of Credit is issued, (i) the rules of the ISP and UCP 600 shall apply to
each Standby Letter of Credit, and (ii) the rules of the UCP 600 shall apply to each Commercial Letter of
Credit.
(i) Letter of Credit Fees. The Borrowers shall pay to the Administrative Agent for the
account of each Lender in accordance with its Applicable Percentage a Letter of Credit fee (the “ Letter of
Credit Fee ”) for each Letter of Credit equal to the Applicable Margin for LIBO Rate Loans minus 0.50%
multiplied by the daily Stated Amount under each such Letter of Credit (whether or not such maximum
amount is then in effect under such Letter of Credit). For purposes of computing the daily amount available to
be drawn under any Letter of Credit, the amount of the Letter of Credit shall be determined in accordance with
Section 1.06 . Letter of Credit Fees shall be (i) due and payable on the first day after the end of each month
commencing with the first such date to occur after the issuance of such Letter of Credit, on the Letter of Credit
Expiration Date and thereafter on demand, and (ii) computed on a monthly basis in arrears. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary contained herein, while any Event of Default exists, all Letter of Credit Fees shall
accrue at the Default Rate as provided in Section 2.12(b) hereof.
(j) Documentary and Processing Charges Payable to L/C Issuer. The Borrowers shall pay
directly to the L/C Issuer, for its own account the customary issuance, presentation, amendment and other
processing fees, and other standard costs and charges, of the L/C Issuer relating to letters of credit as from time
to time in effect. Such customary fees and standard costs and charges are due and payable on demand and are
nonrefundable.
(k) Conflict with Issuer Documents. In the event of any conflict between the terms hereof
and the terms of any Issuer Document, the terms hereof shall control.
2.04.Swing Line Loans.

(a) The Swing Line. Subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein, the Swing Line
Lender may, in reliance upon the agreements of the other Lenders set forth in this Section 2.04 , make loans
(each such loan, a “ Swing Line Loan ”) to the Borrowers from time to time on any Business Day during the
Availability Period in an aggregate amount not to exceed at any time outstanding the amount of the Swing Line
Sublimit, notwithstanding the fact that such Swing Line Loans, when aggregated with the Applicable
Percentage of the Outstanding Amount of Committed Loans and L/C Obligations of the Lender acting as Swing
Line Lender, may exceed the amount of such Lender’s Commitment; provided , that , after giving effect to
any Swing Line Loan, (i) the Total Outstandings shall not exceed Loan Cap, and (ii) the aggregate Outstanding
Amount of the Committed Loans of any Lender at such time, plus such Lender’s Applicable Percentage of the
Outstanding Amount of all L/C Obligations at such time, plus such
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Lender’s Applicable Percentage of the Outstanding Amount of all Swing Line Loans at such time shall not
exceed such Lender’s Commitment, and provided , further , that the Borrowers shall not use the proceeds of
any Swing Line Loan to refinance any outstanding Swing Line Loan, and provided , further, that , the Swing
Line Lender shall not be obligated to make any Swing Line Loan at any time when any Lender is at such time a
Defaulting Lender hereunder, unless the Swing Line Lender has entered into reasonably satisfactory
arrangements with the Borrowers or such Lender to eliminate the Swing Line Lender’s risk with respect to such
Lender. Within the foregoing limits, and subject to the other terms and conditions hereof, the Borrowers may
borrow under this Section 2.04 , prepay under Section 2.05 , and reborrow under this Section 2.04 . Each
Swing Line Loan shall bear interest only at a rate based on the Base Rate. Immediately upon the making of a
Swing Line Loan, each Lender shall be deemed to, and hereby irrevocably and unconditionally agrees to,
purchase from the Swing Line Lender a risk participation in such Swing Line Loan in an amount equal to the
product of such Lender’s Applicable Percentage times the amount of such Swing Line Loan. The Swing Line
Lender shall have all of the benefits and immunities (A) provided to the Administrative Agent in Article IX
with respect to any acts taken or omissions suffered by the Swing Line Lender in connection with Swing Line
Loans made by it or proposed to be made by it as if the term “ Administrative Agent ” as used in Article IX
included the Swing Line Lender with respect to such acts or omissions, and (B) as additionally provided herein
with respect to the Swing Line Lender.
(b) Borrowing Procedures. Each Swing Line Borrowing shall be made upon the Lead
Borrower’s irrevocable notice to the Swing Line Lender and the Administrative Agent, which may be given by
telephone. Each such notice must be received by the Swing Line Lender and the Administrative Agent not later
than 1:00 p.m. on the requested borrowing date, and shall specify (i) the amount to be borrowed, which shall be
a minimum of $100,000, and (ii) the requested borrowing date, which shall be a Business Day. Each such
telephonic notice must be confirmed promptly by delivery to the Swing Line Lender and the Administrative
Agent of a written Swing Line Loan Notice, appropriately completed and signed by a Responsible Officer of the
Lead Borrower. Promptly after receipt by the Swing Line Lender of any telephonic Swing Line Loan Notice,
the Swing Line Lender will confirm with the Administrative Agent (by telephone or in writing) that the
Administrative Agent has also received such Swing Line Loan Notice and, if not, the Swing Line Lender will
notify the Administrative Agent (by telephone or in writing) of the contents thereof. Unless the Swing Line
Lender has received notice (by telephone or in writing) from the Administrative Agent at the request of the
Required Lenders prior to 2:00 p.m. on the date of the proposed Swing Line Borrowing (A) directing the Swing
Line Lender not to make such Swing Line Loan as a result of the limitations set forth in the proviso to the first
sentence of Section 2.04(a) , or (B) that one or more of the applicable conditions specified in Article IV is
not then satisfied, then, subject to the terms and conditions hereof, the Swing Line Lender may, not later than
3:00 p.m. on the borrowing date specified in such Swing Line Loan Notice, make the amount of its Swing Line
Loan available to the Borrowers at its office by crediting the account of the Lead Borrower on the books of the
Swing Line Lender in immediately available funds.
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(c) Refinancing of Swing Line Loans.
(i)The Swing Line Lender at any time in its sole and absolute discretion may
request, on behalf of the Borrowers (which hereby irrevocably authorize the Swing Line Lender to so request on
their behalf), that each Lender make a Base Rate Loan in an amount equal to such Lender’s Applicable
Percentage of the amount of Swing Line Loans then outstanding. Such request shall be made in writing (which
written request shall be deemed to be a Committed Loan Notice for purposes hereof) and in accordance with the
requirements of Section 2.02 , without regard to the minimum and multiples specified therein for the principal
amount of Base Rate Loans, but subject to the unutilized portion of the Aggregate Commitments and the
conditions set forth in Section 4.02 . The Swing Line Lender shall furnish the Lead Borrower with a copy of
the applicable Committed Loan Notice promptly after delivering such notice to the Administrative Agent. Each
Lender shall make an amount equal to its Applicable Percentage of the amount specified in such Committed
Loan Notice available to the Administrative Agent in immediately available funds for the account of the Swing
Line Lender at the Administrative Agent’s Office not later than 1:00 p.m. on the day specified in such
Committed Loan Notice, whereupon, subject to Section 2.04(c)(ii) , each Lender that so makes funds available
shall be deemed to have made a Base Rate Loan to the Borrowers in such amount. The Administrative Agent
shall remit the funds so received to the Swing Line Lender.
(ii)If for any reason any Swing Line Loan cannot be refinanced by such a

Committed Borrowing in accordance with Section 2.04(c)(i) , the request for Base Rate Loans submitted by
the Swing Line Lender as set forth herein shall be deemed to be a request by the Swing Line Lender that each of
the Lenders fund its risk participation in the relevant Swing Line Loan and each Lender’s payment to the
Administrative Agent for the account of the Swing Line Lender pursuant to Section 2.04(c)(i) shall be
deemed payment in respect of such participation.
(iii)If any Lender fails to make available to the Administrative Agent for the

account of the Swing Line Lender any amount required to be paid by such Lender pursuant to the foregoing
provisions of this Section 2.04(c) by the time specified in Section 2.04(c)(i) , the Swing Line Lender shall
be entitled to recover from such Lender (acting through the Administrative Agent), on demand, such amount
with interest thereon for the period from the date such payment is required to the date on which such payment is
immediately available to the Swing Line Lender at a rate per annum equal to the greater of the Federal Funds
Rate and a rate determined by the Swing Line Lender in accordance with banking industry rules on interbank
compensation plus any administrative, processing or similar fees customarily charged by the Swing Line Lender
in connection with the foregoing. If such Lender pays such amount (with interest and fees as aforesaid), the
amount so paid shall constitute such Lender’s Committed Loan included in the relevant Committed Borrowing
or funded participation in the relevant Swing Line Loan, as the case may be. A certificate of the Swing Line
Lender submitted to any Lender (through the Administrative Agent) with respect to any amounts owing under
this clause (iii) shall be conclusive absent manifest error.
(iv)Each Lender’s obligation to make Committed Loans or to purchase and fund

risk participations in Swing Line Loans pursuant to this Section 2.04(c) shall be absolute and unconditional
and shall not be affected by any circumstance, including (A) any
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setoff, counterclaim, recoupment, defense or other right which such Lender may have against the Swing Line
Lender, the Borrowers or any other Person for any reason whatsoever, (B) the occurrence or continuance of a
Default, or an Event of Default or (C) any other occurrence, event or condition, whether or not similar to any
of the foregoing; provided , that , each Lender’s obligation to make Committed Loans pursuant to this
Section 2.04(c) is subject to the conditions set forth in Section 4.02 . No such funding of risk participations
shall relieve or otherwise impair the obligation of the Borrowers to repay Swing Line Loans, together with
interest as provided herein.
(d) Repayment of Participations.
(i)At any time after any Lender has purchased and funded a risk participation in a

Swing Line Loan, if the Swing Line Lender receives any payment on account of such Swing Line Loan, the
Swing Line Lender will distribute to such Lender its Applicable Percentage of such payment (appropriately
adjusted, in the case of interest payments, to reflect the period of time during which such Lender’s risk
participation was funded) in the same funds as those received by the Swing Line Lender.
(ii)If any payment received by the Swing Line Lender in respect of principal or
interest on any Swing Line Loan is required to be returned by the Swing Line Lender under any of the
circumstances described in Section 10.05 (including pursuant to any settlement entered into by the Swing
Line Lender in its discretion), each Lender shall pay to the Swing Line Lender its Applicable Percentage thereof
on demand of the Administrative Agent, plus interest thereon from the date of such demand to the date such
amount is returned, at a rate per annum equal to the Federal Funds Rate. The Administrative Agent will make
such demand upon the request of the Swing Line Lender. The obligations of the Lenders under this clause shall
survive the payment in full of the Obligations and the termination of this Agreement.

(e) Interest for Account of Swing Line Lender. The Swing Line Lender shall be responsible
for invoicing the Borrowers for interest on the Swing Line Loans. Until each Lender funds its Base Rate Loan
or risk participation pursuant to this Section 2.04 to refinance such Lender’s Applicable Percentage of any
Swing Line Loan, interest in respect of such Applicable Percentage shall be solely for the account of the Swing
Line Lender.
(f) Payments Directly to Swing Line Lender. The Borrowers shall make all payments of
principal and interest in respect of the Swing Line Loans directly to the Swing Line Lender.
2.05.Prepayments.

(a) The Borrowers may prior to a Cash Dominion Event, upon irrevocable notice from the
Lead Borrower to the Administrative Agent, at any time or from time to time voluntarily prepay Committed
Loans in whole or in part without premium or penalty; provided , that , (i) such notice must be received by
the Administrative Agent not later than 11:00 a.m. (A) three Business Days prior to any date of prepayment of
LIBO Rate Loans and (B) on the date of prepayment of Base Rate Loans; (ii) any prepayment of LIBO Rate
Loans shall be in a principal amount of $5,000,000 or a whole multiple of $1,000,000 in excess thereof; and (iii)
any
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prepayment of Base Rate Loans shall be in a principal amount of $500,000 or a whole multiple of $100,000 in
excess thereof or, in each case, if less, the entire principal amount thereof then outstanding. Each such notice
shall specify the date and amount of such prepayment and the Type(s) of Loans to be prepaid and, if LIBO Rate
Loans, the Interest Period(s) of such Loans. The Administrative Agent will promptly notify each Lender of its
receipt of each such notice, and of the amount of such Lender’s Applicable Percentage of such prepayment. If
such notice is given by the Lead Borrower, the Borrowers shall make such prepayment and the payment amount
specified in such notice shall be due and payable on the date specified therein. Any prepayment of a LIBO Rate
Loan shall be accompanied by all accrued interest on the amount prepaid, together with any additional amounts
required pursuant to Section 3.05 . Each such prepayment shall be applied to the Committed Loans of the
Lenders in accordance with their respective Applicable Percentages.
(b) The Borrowers may, upon irrevocable notice from the Lead Borrower to the Swing Line
Lender (with a copy to the Administrative Agent), at any time or from time to time, voluntarily prepay Swing
Line Loans in whole or in part without premium or penalty; provided , that , (i) such notice must be received
by the Swing Line Lender and the Administrative Agent not later than 1:00 p.m. on the date of the prepayment,
and (ii) any such prepayment shall be in a minimum principal amount of $100,000. Each such notice shall
specify the date and amount of such prepayment. If such notice is given by the Lead Borrower, the Borrowers
shall make such prepayment and the payment amount specified in such notice shall be due and payable on the
date specified therein.
(c) If for any reason the Total Outstandings at any time exceed the Loan Cap as then in
effect, the Borrowers shall prepay Loans, Swing Line Loans and/or Cash Collateralize the L/C Obligations in
an aggregate amount equal to such excess no later than one (1) Business Day thereafter; provided , that , the
Borrowers shall not be required to Cash Collateralize the L/C Obligations pursuant to this Section 2.05(c)
unless after the prepayment in full of the Loans the Total Outstandings exceed the Loan Cap as then in effect.
(d) Reserved.
(e) Reserved.
(f) Borrowers shall prepay the Loans and Cash Collateralize the L/C Obligations in
accordance with the provisions of Section 6.13 hereof.
(g) Subject to the terms of the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement, the Borrowers shall
prepay the Loans and Cash Collateralize the L/C Obligations in an amount equal to the Net Proceeds received
by a Loan Party on account of a Prepayment Event, unless the Net Proceeds therefrom are required to be paid to
the holder of a Lien on such property or asset having priority over the Lien of the Administrative Agent and no
Net Proceeds remain after such application.
(h) Reserved.
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(i) Prepayments made pursuant to Section 2.05(c), (f) and (g) above, first, shall be applied to
the Swing Line Loans, second , shall be applied ratably to the outstanding Committed Loans, third , shall be
used to Cash Collateralize the remaining L/C Obligations; and, fourth , the amount remaining, if any, after the
prepayment in full of all Swing Line Loans and Committed Loans outstanding at such time and the Cash
Collateralization of the remaining L/C Obligations in full may be retained by the Borrowers for use in the
ordinary course of its business. Upon the drawing of any Letter of Credit that has been Cash Collateralized, the
funds held as Cash Collateral shall be applied (without any further action by or notice to or from the Borrowers
or any other Loan Party) to reimburse the L/C Issuer or the Lenders, as applicable.
(j) After the incurrence of the Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness and so long as the
Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness is outstanding, prepayments made pursuant to Prepayment Events shall be
applied first, to the outstanding Committed Loans (and any Obligations then due and payable) in the event that
such prepayment arises from a Disposition of, or Extraordinary Receipts with respect to, Revolving Loan
Priority Collateral (without a permanent reduction in the Aggregate Commitments) and second, to the Permitted
Term Loan Indebtedness, and to the extent any prepayments are made pursuant to Prepayment Events that arise
from a Disposition of, or Extraordinary Receipts with respect to Term Loan Priority Collateral, such proceeds
shall be applied first, to the Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness and second, to the outstanding Committed
Loans and Obligations, in accordance with clause (i) above.
2.06.Termination or Reduction of Commitments.

(a) The Borrowers may, upon not less than five (5) Business Days irrevocable notice from
the Lead Borrower to the Administrative Agent, terminate the Commitments (without penalty or payment of
any kind).
(b) In addition, the Borrowers may, upon irrevocable notice from the Lead Borrower to the
Administrative Agent, terminate, in whole or in part, the Aggregate Commitments, the Letter of Credit Sublimit
or the Swing Line Sublimit or from time to time permanently reduce, in whole or in part, the Aggregate
Commitments, the Letter of Credit Sublimit or the Swing Line Sublimit; provided , that , (i) any such notice
shall be received by the Administrative Agent not later than 11:00 a.m. five (5) Business Days prior to the date
of termination or reduction, (ii) any such partial reduction shall be in a minimum amount of $2,500,000 or any
whole multiple of $1,000,000 in excess thereof or in such lesser amount equal to the remaining Aggregate
Commitments, (iii) the Borrowers shall not terminate or reduce (A) the Aggregate Commitments if, after giving
effect thereto and to any concurrent prepayments hereunder, the Total Outstandings would exceed the
Aggregate Commitments, (B) the Letter of Credit Sublimit if, after giving effect thereto, the Outstanding
Amount of L/C Obligations not fully Cash Collateralized hereunder would exceed the Letter of Credit Sublimit,
and (C) the Swing Line Sublimit if, after giving effect thereto, and to any concurrent payments hereunder, the
Outstanding Amount of Swing Line Loans hereunder would exceed the Swing Line Sublimit. Once Borrowers
have requested a reduction in the amount of the Aggregate Commitments, Borrowers shall not request an
increase of the Aggregate Commitments pursuant to Section 2.15 .
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(c) If, after giving effect to any reduction of the Aggregate Commitments, the Letter of
Credit Sublimit or the Swing Line Sublimit exceeds the amount of the Aggregate Commitments, such Letter of
Credit Sublimit or Swing Line Sublimit shall be automatically reduced by the amount of such excess.
(d) The Administrative Agent will promptly notify the Revolving Loan Lenders of any
termination or reduction of the Letter of Credit Sublimit, Swing Line Sublimit or the Aggregate Commitments
under this Section 2.06 . Upon any reduction of the Aggregate Commitments, the Commitment of each
Lender shall be reduced by such Lender’s Applicable Percentage of such reduction amount. All fees (including,
without limitation, commitment fees, and Letter of Credit Fees) and interest in respect of the Aggregate
Commitments accrued until the effective date of any termination of the Aggregate Commitments shall be paid
on the effective date of such termination.
2.07.Repayment of Loans.

(a) Borrowers shall repay to the Lenders on the Termination Date the aggregate principal
amount of Committed Loans outstanding on such date.
(b) To the extent not previously paid, Borrowers shall repay the outstanding balance of the
Swing Line Loans on the Termination Date.
2.08.Interest.

(a) Subject to the provisions of Section 2.08(b) below,
(i)each LIBO Rate Loan, shall bear interest on the outstanding principal amount
thereof for each Interest Period at a rate per annum equal to the Adjusted LIBO Rate for such Interest Period
plus the Applicable Margin;
(ii)each Base Rate Loan shall bear interest on the outstanding principal amount
thereof from the applicable borrowing date at a rate per annum equal to the Base Rate plus the Applicable
Margin; and
(iii)each Swing Line Loan shall bear interest on the outstanding principal amount

thereof from the applicable borrowing date at a rate per annum equal to the Base Rate plus the Applicable
Margin a Base Rate Loan.
(b) (i)If any amount payable under any Loan Document is not paid when due (without
regard to any applicable grace periods), whether at stated maturity, by acceleration or otherwise, such amount
shall thereafter bear interest at a fluctuating interest rate per annum at all times equal to the Default Rate to the
fullest extent permitted by applicable Laws.
(ii)If any other Event of Default exists, then the Administrative Agent may, and

upon the request of the Required Lenders shall, notify the Lead Borrower that all outstanding Obligations shall
thereafter bear interest at a fluctuating interest rate per annum at all times equal to the Default Rate and
thereafter such Obligations shall bear interest at the Default Rate to the fullest extent permitted by applicable
Laws.
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(iii)Accrued and unpaid interest on past due amounts (including interest on past due

interest) shall be due and payable upon demand.
(c) Interest on each Loan shall be due and payable in arrears on each Interest Payment Date
applicable thereto and at such other times as may be specified herein. Interest hereunder shall be due and
payable in accordance with the terms hereof before and after judgment, and before and after the commencement
of any proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law.
2.09.Fees. In addition to certain fees described in subsections (i) and (j) of Section 2.03:

(a) Commitment Fee. The Borrowers shall pay to the Administrative Agent for the account
of each Lender in accordance with its Applicable Percentage, a commitment fee equal to one quarter of one
percent (0.25%) per annum multiplied by the actual daily amount by which the Aggregate Commitments
exceed the Total Outstandings ( provided , that , for purposes of calculating the commitment fee, outstanding
Swing Line Loans will not be included in the calculation). The commitment fee shall accrue at all times during
the Availability Period, including at any time during which one or more of the conditions in Article IV is not
met, and shall be due and payable monthly in arrears on the first day after the end of each month, commencing
with the first such date to occur after November 1, 2012 and on the last day of the Availability Period. The
commitment fee shall be calculated monthly in arrears.
(b) Other Fees. Borrowers shall pay to the Arranger and the Administrative Agent for their
own respective accounts fees in the amounts and at the times specified in the Fee Letter. Such fees shall be
fully earned when paid and shall not be refundable for any reason whatsoever.
2.10.Computation of Interest and Fees. All computations of fees and interest shall be made on the

basis of a 360-day year and actual days elapsed. Interest shall accrue on each outstanding Loan commencing
and including the day on which the Loan is made, and until (but not including) the day on which such Loan or
portion thereof is paid, provided , that , any Loan that is repaid on the same day on which it is made shall,
subject to Section 2.12(a) , bear interest for one day. Each determination by the Administrative Agent of an
interest rate or fee hereunder shall be conclusive and binding for all purposes, absent manifest error.
2.11.Evidence of Debt.

(a) The Credit Extensions made by each Lender shall be evidenced by one or more accounts
or records maintained by the Administrative Agent (the “ Loan Account ”) in the ordinary course of
business. In addition, each Lender may record in such Lender’s internal records, an appropriate notation
evidencing the date and amount of each Loan from such Lender, each payment and prepayment of principal of
any such Loan, and each payment of interest, fees and other amounts due in connection with the Obligations
due to such Lender. The accounts or records maintained by the Administrative Agent and each Lender shall be
conclusive absent manifest error of the amount of the Credit Extensions made by the Lenders to the Borrowers
and the interest and payments thereon. Any failure to so record or any error in doing so shall not,
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however, limit or otherwise affect the obligation of the Borrowers hereunder to pay any amount owing with
respect to the Obligations. In the event of any conflict between the accounts and records maintained by any
Lender and the accounts and records of the Administrative Agent in respect of such matters, the accounts and
records of the Administrative Agent shall control in the absence of manifest error. Upon the request of any
Lender made through the Administrative Agent, the Borrowers shall execute and deliver to such Lender
(through the Administrative Agent) a Note, which shall evidence such Lender’s Loans in addition to such
accounts or records. Each Lender may attach schedules to its Note and endorse thereon the date, Type (if
applicable), amount and maturity of its Loans and payments with respect thereto. Upon receipt of an affidavit
of a Lender as to the loss, theft, destruction or mutilation of such Lender’s Note and upon cancellation of such
Note, the Borrowers will issue, in lieu thereof, a replacement Note in favor of such Lender, in the same
principal amount thereof and otherwise of like tenor.
(b) In addition to the accounts and records referred to in Section 2.11(a), each Lender and
the Administrative Agent shall maintain in accordance with its usual practice accounts or records evidencing the
purchases and sales by such Lender of participations in Letters of Credit and Swing Line Loans. In the event of
any conflict between the accounts and records maintained by the Administrative Agent and the accounts and
records of any Lender in respect of such matters, the accounts and records of the Administrative Agent shall
control in the absence of manifest error.
2.12.Payments Generally; Administrative Agent’s Clawback.

(a) General.
(i)All payments to be made by the Borrowers shall be made without condition or
deduction for any counterclaim, defense, recoupment or setoff. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein,
all payments by the Borrowers hereunder shall be made to the Administrative Agent, for the account of the
respective Lenders to which such payment is owed, at the Administrative Agent’s Office in Dollars and in
immediately available funds not later than 2:00 p.m. on the date specified herein. The Administrative Agent
will promptly distribute to each Lender its Applicable Percentage (or other applicable share as provided herein)
of such payment in like funds as received by wire transfer to such Lender’s Lending Office. All payments
received by the Administrative Agent after 2:00 p.m., at the option of the Administrative Agent, shall be
deemed received on the next succeeding Business Day and any applicable interest or fee shall continue to
accrue. If any payment to be made by the Borrowers shall come due on a day other than a Business Day,
payment shall be made on the next following Business Day, and such extension of time shall be reflected in
computing interest or fees, as the case may be.
(ii)All payments to be made hereunder by Borrowers shall be remitted to
Administrative Agent from and all such payments, and all proceeds of Collateral received by Administrative
Agent, shall be applied, so long as a Cash Dominion Event (other than as a result of a Specified Event of
Default) has occurred and is continuing, as follows:
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(A)first, to pay any Secured Party Group Expenses (including cost or
expense reimbursements) or indemnities then due to Administrative Agent under the Loan Documents, until
paid in full,
(B)second, to pay any fees then due to Administrative Agent under the
Loan Documents, until paid in full,
(C)third, to pay interest then due on Protective Overadvances to
Borrowers, until paid in full,
(D)fourth, to pay principal then due on Protective Overadvances to
Borrowers, until paid in full,
(E)fifth, ratably, to pay any Secured Party Group Expenses (including
cost or expense reimbursements) or indemnities then due to any of the Lenders under the Loan Documents, until
paid in full,
(F)sixth, ratably, to pay any fees then due from Borrowers to any of the
Lenders under the Loan Documents, until paid in full,
(G)seventh, to pay interest then due in respect of the Swing Line Loans,
until paid in full,
(H)eighth, ratably, to pay interest then due in respect of the Revolving
Loans (other than Swing Line Loans and Protective Overadvances), until paid in full,
(I)ninth, to pay the principal of all Swing Line Loans, until paid in full,
(J)tenth, ratably to Administrative Agent, for the account of
Administrative Agent and Lenders with Commitments, to pay the principal of all Revolving Loans whether or
not then due, until paid in full,
(K)eleventh , Reserved,
(L)twelfth, (i) to pay in full any other Obligations then due (other than
Obligations arising under or pursuant to any Other Liabilities and Obligations owed to Defaulting Lenders),
until paid in full,
(M)thirteenth, ratably, to pay in full any other Obligations (other than
Other Liabilities not then due, and Obligations owed to Defaulting Lenders) then due, until paid in full, and
(N)fourteenth, to Borrowers or such other Person entitled thereto under
applicable law.
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In the absence of a Cash Dominion Event or an Event of Default, all payments made hereunder by Borrowers
shall be applied by the Administrative Agent to the Obligations in such order of application as set forth in
Section 2.05(i) .
(b) (i)Funding by Lenders; Presumption by Administrative Agent. Unless the
Administrative Agent shall have received notice from a Lender prior to the proposed date of any Borrowing of
LIBO Rate Loans (or in the case of any Borrowing of Base Rate Loans, prior to 12:00 noon on the date of such
Borrowing) that such Lender will not make available to the Administrative Agent such Lender’s share of such
Borrowing, the Administrative Agent may assume that such Lender has made such share available on such date
in accordance with Section 2.02 (or in the case of a Borrowing of Base Rate Loans, that such Lender has
made such share available in accordance with and at the time required by Section 2.02 ) and may, in reliance
upon such assumption, make available to the Borrowers a corresponding amount. In such event, if a Lender has
not in fact made its share of the applicable Committed Borrowing available to the Administrative Agent, then
the applicable Lender and the Borrowers severally agree to pay to the Administrative Agent forthwith on
demand such corresponding amount in immediately available funds with interest thereon, for each day from and
including the date such amount is made available to the Borrowers to but excluding the date of payment to the
Administrative Agent, at (A) in the case of a payment to be made by such Lender, the greater of the Federal
Funds Rate and a rate determined by the Administrative Agent in accordance with banking industry rules on
interbank compensation plus any administrative processing or similar fees customarily charged by the
Administrative Agent in connection with the foregoing, and (B) in the case of a payment to be made by the
Borrowers, the interest rate applicable to Base Rate Loans. If the Borrowers and such Lender shall pay such
interest to the Administrative Agent for the same or an overlapping period, the Administrative Agent shall
promptly remit to the Borrowers the amount of such interest paid by the Borrowers for such period. If such
Lender pays its share of the applicable Committed Borrowing to the Administrative Agent, then the amount so
paid shall constitute such Lender’s Committed Loan included in such Committed Borrowing. Any payment by
the Borrowers shall be without prejudice to any claim the Borrowers may have against a Lender that shall have
failed to make such payment to the Administrative Agent.
(ii)Payments by Borrowers; Presumptions by Administrative Agent. Unless the
Administrative Agent shall have received notice from the Lead Borrower prior to the time at which any
payment is due to the Administrative Agent for the account of the Lenders or the L/C Issuer hereunder that the
Borrowers will not make such payment, the Administrative Agent may assume that the Borrowers have made
such payment on such date in accordance herewith and may, in reliance upon such assumption, distribute to the
Lenders or the L/C Issuer, as the case may be, the amount due. In such event, if the Borrowers have not in fact
made such payment, then each of the Lenders or the L/C Issuer, as the case may be, severally agrees to repay to
the Administrative Agent forthwith on demand the amount so distributed to such Lender or the L/C Issuer, in
immediately available funds with interest thereon, for each day from and including the date such amount is
distributed to it to but excluding the date of payment to the Administrative Agent, at the greater of the Federal
Funds Rate and a rate determined by the Administrative Agent in accordance with banking industry rules on
interbank compensation.
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A notice of the Administrative Agent to any Lender or the Lead Borrower with respect to any amount owing
under this subsection (b) shall be conclusive, absent manifest error.
(c) Failure to Satisfy Conditions Precedent. If any Lender makes available to the
Administrative Agent funds for any Loan to be made by such Lender as provided in the foregoing provisions of
this Article II , and such funds are not made available to the Borrowers by the Administrative Agent because
the conditions to the applicable Credit Extension set forth in Article IV are not satisfied or waived in
accordance with the terms hereof (subject to the provisions of the last paragraph of Section 4.02 hereof), the
Administrative Agent shall return such funds (in like funds as received from such Lender) to such Lender,
without interest.
(d) Obligations of Lenders Several. The obligations of the Lenders hereunder to make
Committed Loans, to fund participations in Letters of Credit and Swing Line Loans and to make payments
hereunder are several and not joint. The failure of any Lender to make any Committed Loan, to fund any such
participation or to make any payment hereunder on any date required hereunder shall not relieve any other
Lender of its corresponding obligation to do so on such date, and no Lender shall be responsible for the failure
of any other Lender to so make its Committed Loan, to purchase its participation or to make its payment
hereunder.
(e) Funding Source. Nothing herein shall be deemed to obligate any Lender to obtain the
funds for any Loan in any particular place or manner or to constitute a representation by any Lender that it has
obtained or will obtain the funds for any Loan in any particular place or manner.
2.13.Sharing of Payments by Lenders. If any Secured Party shall, by exercising any right of setoff or

counterclaim or otherwise, obtain payment in respect of any principal of, interest on, or other amounts with
respect to, any of the Obligations resulting in such Secured Party’s receiving payment of a proportion of the
aggregate amount of such Obligations greater than its pro rata share thereof as provided herein (including as in
contravention of the priorities of payment set forth in Section 8.03 ), then the Secured Party receiving such
greater proportion shall (a) notify the Administrative Agent of such fact, and (b) purchase (for cash at face
value) participations in the Obligations of the other Secured Parties, or make such other adjustments as shall be
equitable, so that the benefit of all such payments shall be shared by the Secured Parties ratably and in the
priorities set forth in Section 8.03 , provided , that :
(i)if any such participations or subparticipations are purchased and all or any
portion of the payment giving rise thereto is recovered, such participations or subparticipations shall be
rescinded and the purchase price restored to the extent of such recovery, without interest; and
(ii)the provisions of this Section shall not be construed to apply to (x) any payment

made by the Loan Parties pursuant to and in accordance with the express terms of this Agreement or (y) any
payment obtained by a Lender as consideration for the assignment of or sale of a participation in any of its
Committed Loans or subparticipations in L/C Obligations or Swing Line Loans to any assignee or participant,
other than to the Borrowers or any Subsidiary thereof (as to which the provisions of this Section shall apply).
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Each Loan Party consents to the foregoing and agrees, to the extent it may effectively do so under applicable
law, that any Lender acquiring a participation pursuant to the foregoing arrangements may exercise against such
Loan Party rights of setoff and counterclaim with respect to such participation as fully as if such Lender were a
direct creditor of such Loan Party in the amount of such participation.
2.14.Settlement Amongst Lenders.

(a) The amount of each Lender’s Applicable Percentage of outstanding Loans (including
outstanding Swing Line Loans, shall be computed weekly (or more frequently in the Administrative Agent’s
discretion) and shall be adjusted upward or downward based on all Loans (including Swing Line Loans and
repayments of Loans (including Swing Line Loans) received by the Administrative Agent as of 3:00 p.m. on the
first Business Day (such date, the “ Settlement Date ”) following the end of the period specified by the
Administrative Agent.
(b) The Administrative Agent shall deliver to each of the Lenders promptly after a
Settlement Date a summary statement of the amount of outstanding Committed Loans and Swing Line Loans
for the period and the amount of repayments received for the period. As reflected on the summary statement, (i)
the Administrative Agent shall transfer to each Lender its Applicable Percentage of repayments, and (ii) each
Lender shall transfer to the Administrative Agent (as provided below) or the Administrative Agent shall transfer
to each Lender, such amounts as are necessary to insure that, after giving effect to all such transfers, the amount
of Committed Loans made by each Lender shall be equal to such Lender’s Applicable Percentage of all
Committed Loans outstanding as of such Settlement Date. If the summary statement requires transfers to be
made to the Administrative Agent by the Lenders and is received prior to 1:00 p.m. on a Business Day, such
transfers shall be made in immediately available funds no later than 3:00 p.m. that day; and, if received after
1:00 p.m., then no later than 3:00 p.m. on the next Business Day. The obligation of each Lender to transfer such
funds is irrevocable, unconditional and without recourse to or warranty by the Administrative Agent. If and to
the extent any Lender shall not have so made its transfer to the Administrative Agent, such Lender agrees to pay
to the Administrative Agent, forthwith on demand such amount, together with interest thereon, for each day
from such date until the date such amount is paid to the Administrative Agent, equal to the greater of the
Federal Funds Rate and a rate determined by the Administrative Agent in accordance with banking industry
rules on interbank compensation plus any administrative, processing, or similar fees customarily charged by the
Administrative Agent in connection with the foregoing.
2.15.Increase in Commitments.

(a) Request for Increase. Provided no Default or Event of Default then exists or would arise
therefrom, after the Amendment No. 3 Effective Date, the Lead Borrower may from time to time deliver a
written request to the Administrative Agent to request an increase in the Commitments by an aggregate
amount (for all such requests) not exceeding $ 15,000,000 20,000,000 ; provided, that, (i) any such request for
an increase shall be in a minimum amount of $2,500,000, (ii) shall be irrevocable, and (iii) the Lead Borrower
may make a maximum of five (5) such requests during the term of this Agreement.
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(b) Notification by Administrative Agent; Additional Lenders. Upon the receipt by the
Administrative Agent of any such written request, Administrative Agent shall notify each of the Lenders of
such request. Wells Fargo shall have the option (but not the obligation) to provide each requested increase in
the Commitments described in clause (a) above. Wells Fargo shall notify the Administrative Agent within
ten (10) Business Days (or such shorter period of time specified by the Administrative Agent) after the receipt
of such notice from the Administrative Agent whether Wells Fargo is willing to so increase its commitment and
its Commitment, and if so, the amount of such increase; provided , that any Lender shall not be obligated to
agree to any such increase; it being agreed that the determination whether to agree to any such increase shall be
within the sole and absolute discretion of such Lender. If the aggregate amount of the increases in the
Commitments received from existing Lenders does not equal the amount of the increase in the Commitment
requested by Lead Borrower, the Administrative Agent, in consultation with the Lead Borrower, will use its
reasonable efforts to arrange other Eligible Assignees to become a Lender hereunder and to issue commitments
in an amount equal to the amount of the increase in the Aggregate Commitments requested by the Lead
Borrower and not accepted by the existing Lenders (and the Lead Borrower may also invite additional Eligible
Assignees to become Lenders, in consultation with the Administrative Agent) (each, an “ Additional
Commitment Lender ”). In the event that any existing Lender or any Additional Commitment Lender has agreed
to provide increases in their Commitments or new Commitments (as applicable) in an aggregate amount in
excess of the increase in the Aggregate Commitments requested by the Lead Borrower or permitted hereunder,
the Administrative Agent shall then have the right to allocate such commitments, first to existing Lenders and
then to Eligible Assignees, in such amounts and manner as the Administrative Agent may determine, after
consultation with the Lead Borrower.
(c) Conditions to Effectiveness of Commitment Increase. As a condition precedent to such
increase in the amount of the Commitment of any Lender or new or additional Commitments of any Additional
Commitment Lender, as the case may be (and a concurrent increase in the Aggregate Commitments), (i) the
Lead Borrower shall deliver to the Administrative Agent a certificate of each Loan Party dated as of the
Increase Effective Date signed by a Responsible Officer of such Loan Party (A) certifying and attaching the
resolutions adopted by such Loan Party approving or consenting to such increase, and (B) in the case of the
Borrowers, certifying that, before and after giving effect to such increase, (1) the representations and warranties
contained in Article V and the other Loan Documents shall be true and correct in all material respects on and as
of the Increase Effective Date, except (i) to the extent that such representations and warranties specifically refer
to an earlier date, in which case they shall be true and correct as of such earlier date, (ii) in the case of any
representation and warranty qualified by “materiality”, “Material Adverse Effect” or similar language, they
shall be true and correct in all respects, and (iii) for purposes of this Section 2.15, the representations and
warranties contained in subsections (a) and (b) of Section 5.05 shall be deemed to refer to the most recent
statements furnished pursuant to clauses (a) and (b), respectively, of Section 6.01, (ii) the Borrowers shall have
paid such fees and other compensation to Wells Fargo or any Additional Commitment Lenders as the Lead
Borrower and Wells Fargo or such Additional Commitment Lenders shall agree, as the case may be; provided,
that, in no event shall the fees (including any initial commitment fee), interest rate and other compensation
offered or paid in respect of additional Commitments or increase in Commitments have higher fees or rates
than the amounts paid and payable to the then existing Lenders in respect of their Commitments,
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unless the fees, interest rate and other compensation payable to the then existing Lenders are increased to the
same as those paid in connection with the additional Commitments or increase in Commitments; (iii) the
Borrowers shall have paid such arrangement fees to the Administrative Agent as the Lead Borrower and the
Administrative Agent may agree; (iv) no Default or Event of Default exists; (v) the Borrowers shall deliver to
the Administrative Agent and the Lenders an opinion or opinions, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory
to the Administrative Agent, from counsel to the Borrowers reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent
and dated such date; and (vi) the Borrowers and any Additional Commitment Lender shall have delivered such
other instruments, documents and agreements as the Administrative Agent may reasonably have requested. The
Borrowers shall prepay any Committed Loans outstanding on the Increase Effective Date (and pay any
additional amounts required pursuant to Section 2.05) to the extent necessary to keep the outstanding
Committed Loans ratable with any revised Applicable Percentages arising from any nonratable increase in the
Commitments under this Section.
(d) Increase Effective Date. If the Aggregate Commitments are increased in accordance
with this Section, the Administrative Agent, in consultation with the Lead Borrower, shall determine the
effective date (the “Increase Effective Date”) which date shall be no more than 10 days following the date of the
requested increase; provided, that, all of the conditions set forth in clause (b) have been satisfied.
(e) Conflicting Provisions. This Section shall supersede any provisions in Sections 2.13 or
10.01 to the contrary.
ARTICLE III
TAXES, YIELD PROTECTION AND ILLEGALITY;
APPOINTMENT OF LEAD BORROWER
3.01.Taxes. For purposes of this Article III, the term “applicable law” shall include FATCA.

(a) Payments Free of Taxes. Any and all payments by or on account of any obligation of the
Borrowers hereunder or under any other Loan Document shall be made free and clear of and without reduction
or withholding for any Indemnified Taxes (including any Other Taxes), provided , that , if the Borrowers
shall be required by applicable law to deduct or withhold any Indemnified Taxes (including any Other Taxes)
from such payments, then (i) the sum payable shall be increased as necessary so that after making all required
deductions and withholdings (including deductions and withholdings applicable to additional sums payable
under this Section) the Administrative Agent, Lender or L/C Issuer, as the case may be, receives an amount
equal to the sum it would have received had no such deductions or withholdings been made, (ii) the Borrowers
shall make such deductions or withholdings and (iii) the Borrowers shall timely pay the full amount deducted or
withheld to the relevant Governmental Authority in accordance with applicable law.
(b) Payment of Other Taxes by the Borrowers. Without limiting the provisions of
subsection (a) above, the Borrowers shall timely pay any Other Taxes to the relevant Governmental Authority
in accordance with applicable law or at the option of the Administrative Agent, timely reimburse it for the
payment of Other Taxes.
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(c) Indemnification by the Loan Parties. The Loan Parties shall indemnify the
Administrative Agent, each Lender and the L/C Issuer, within 10 days after demand therefor, for the full
amount of any Indemnified Taxes or Other Taxes (including Indemnified Taxes or Other Taxes imposed or
asserted on or attributable to amounts payable under this Section) paid by the Administrative Agent, such
Lender or the L/C Issuer, as the case may be, and any penalties, interest and reasonable expenses arising
therefrom or with respect thereto, whether or not such Indemnified Taxes or Other Taxes were correctly or
legally imposed or asserted by the relevant Governmental Authority. A certificate as to the amount of such
payment or liability delivered to the Lead Borrower by a Lender or the L/C Issuer (with a copy to the
Administrative Agent), or by the Administrative Agent on its own behalf or on behalf of a the Administrative
Agent, a Lender or the L/C Issuer, shall be conclusive absent manifest error.
(d) Evidence of Payments. As soon as practicable after any payment of Indemnified Taxes
or Other Taxes by the Borrowers to a Governmental Authority, the Lead Borrower shall deliver to the
Administrative Agent the original or a certified copy of a receipt issued by such Governmental Authority
evidencing such payment, a copy of the return reporting such payment or other evidence of such payment
reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent.
(e) Status of Lenders. Any Foreign Lender that is entitled to an exemption from or
reduction of withholding tax under the law of the jurisdiction in which any Borrower is resident for tax
purposes, or any treaty to which such jurisdiction is a party, with respect to payments hereunder or under any
other Loan Document shall deliver to the Lead Borrower (with a copy to the Administrative Agent), at the time
or times prescribed by applicable law or reasonably requested by the Lead Borrower or the Administrative
Agent, such properly completed and executed documentation prescribed by applicable law as will permit such
payments to be made without withholding or at a reduced rate of withholding. Such delivery shall be provided
on the Restatement Effective Date and on or before such documentation expires or becomes obsolete or after
the occurrence of an event requiring a change in the documentation most recently delivered. In addition, any
Lender, if requested by the Lead Borrower or the Administrative Agent, shall deliver such other documentation
prescribed by applicable law or reasonably requested by the Lead Borrower or the Administrative Agent as will
enable the Lead Borrower or the Administrative Agent to determine whether or not such Lender is subject to
backup withholding or information reporting requirements.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, in the event that any Borrower is resident for tax purposes in
the United States, any Foreign Lender shall deliver to the Lead Borrower and the Administrative Agent (in such
number of copies as shall be requested by the recipient) on or prior to the date on which such Foreign Lender
becomes a Lender under this Agreement (and from time to time thereafter upon the request of the Lead
Borrower or the Administrative Agent, but only if such Foreign Lender is legally entitled to do so), whichever
of the following is applicable:
(i)duly completed copies of Internal Revenue Service Form W-8BEN claiming

eligibility for benefits of an income tax treaty to which the United States is a party,
(ii)duly completed copies of Internal Revenue Service Form W-8ECI,
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(iii)in the case of a Foreign Lender claiming the benefits of the exemption for

portfolio interest under section 881(c) of the Code, (x) a certificate to the effect that such Foreign Lender is not
(A) a “ bank ” within the meaning of section 881(c)(3)(A) of the Code, (B) a “ 10 percent shareholder ” of the
Borrowers within the meaning of section 881(c)(3)(B) of the Code, or (C) a “ controlled foreign corporation ”
described in section 881(c)(3)(C) of the Code and (y) duly completed copies of Internal Revenue Service Form
W-8BEN, or
(iv)any other form prescribed by applicable law as a basis for claiming exemption

from or a reduction in United States Federal withholding tax duly completed together with such supplementary
documentation as may be prescribed by applicable law to permit the Lead Borrower to determine the
withholding or deduction required to be made, including under FATCA.
(f) Treatment of Certain Refunds. If the Administrative Agent, any Lender or the L/C Issuer
determines, in its sole discretion, that it has received a refund of any Taxes or Other Taxes as to which it has
been indemnified by the Borrowers or with respect to which the Borrowers have paid additional amounts
pursuant to this Section, it shall pay to the indemnifying party an amount equal to such refund (but only to the
extent of indemnity payments made, or additional amounts paid, under this Section with respect to the Taxes or
Other Taxes giving rise to such refund), net of all out-of-pocket expenses (including Taxes) of the
Administrative Agent, such Lender or the L/C Issuer, as the case may be, and without interest (other than any
interest paid by the relevant Governmental Authority with respect to such refund), provided , that , the Loan
Parties, upon the request of the Administrative Agent, such Lender or the L/C Issuer, agree to repay the amount
paid over to the Loan Parties under this subsection (f) (plus any penalties, interest or other charges imposed
by the relevant Governmental Authority) to the Administrative Agent, such Lender or the L/C Issuer in the
event the Administrative Agent, such Lender or the L/C Issuer is required to repay such refund to such
Governmental Authority. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this subsection (f) in no event
will the indemnified party be required to pay any amount to an indemnifying party pursuant to this subsection
(f) the payment of which would place the indemnified party in a less favorable net after-Tax position than the
indemnified party would have been in if the Tax subject to indemnification and giving rise to such refund had
not been deducted, withheld or otherwise imposed and the indemnification payments or additional amounts with
respect to such Tax had never been paid. This subsection shall not be construed to require the Administrative
Agent, any Lender or the L/C Issuer to make available its tax returns (or any other information relating to its
taxes that it deems confidential) to the Loan Parties or any other Person.
3.02.Illegality. If any Lender determines that any Law has made it unlawful, or that any Governmental
Authority has asserted that it is unlawful, for any Lender or its applicable Lending Office to make, maintain or
fund LIBO Rate Loans, or to determine or charge interest rates based upon the LIBO Rate, or any
Governmental Authority has imposed material restrictions on the authority of such Lender to purchase or sell,
or to take deposits of, Dollars in the London interbank market, then, on notice thereof by such Lender to the
Lead Borrower through the Administrative Agent, any obligation of such Lender to make or continue LIBO
Rate Loans or to convert Base Rate Loans to LIBO Rate Loans shall be suspended until such Lender notifies the
Administrative Agent and the Lead Borrower that the circumstances giving rise to
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such determination no longer exist. Upon receipt of such notice, the Borrowers shall, upon demand from such
Lender (with a copy to the Administrative Agent), prepay or, if applicable, convert all LIBO Rate Loans of such
Lender to Base Rate Loans, either on the last day of the Interest Period therefor, if such Lender may lawfully
continue to maintain such LIBO Rate Loans to such day, or immediately, if such Lender may not lawfully
continue to maintain such LIBO Rate Loans. Upon any such prepayment or conversion, the Borrowers shall
also pay accrued interest on the amount so prepaid or converted.
3.03.Inability to Determine Rates. If the Required Lenders determine that for any reason in

connection with any request for a LIBO Rate Loan or a conversion to or continuation thereof that (a) Dollar
deposits are not being offered to banks in the London interbank market for the applicable amount and Interest
Period of such LIBO Rate Loan, (b) adequate and reasonable means do not exist for determining the LIBO Rate
for any requested Interest Period with respect to a proposed LIBO Rate Loan, or (c) the LIBO Rate for any
requested Interest Period with respect to a proposed LIBO Rate Loan does not adequately and fairly reflect the
cost to such Lenders of funding such Loan, the Administrative Agent will promptly so notify the Lead Borrower
and each Lender. Thereafter, the obligation of the Lenders to make or maintain LIBO Rate Loans shall be
suspended until the Administrative Agent (upon the instruction of the Required Lenders) revokes such
notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Lead Borrower may revoke any pending request for a Borrowing of,
conversion to or continuation of LIBO Rate Loans or, failing that, will be deemed to have converted such
request into a request for a Committed Borrowing of Base Rate Loans in the amount specified therein.
3.04.Increased Costs; Reserves on LIBO Rate Loans.

(a) Increased Costs Generally. If any Change in Law shall:
(i)impose, modify or deem applicable any reserve, special deposit, compulsory

loan, insurance charge or similar requirement against assets of, deposits with or for the account of, or credit
extended or participated in by, any Lender (except any reserve requirement reflected in the LIBO Rate) or the
L/C Issuer;
(ii)subject any Lender or the L/C Issuer to any tax of any kind whatsoever with
respect to this Agreement, any Letter of Credit, any participation in a Letter of Credit or any LIBO Rate Loan
made by it, or change the basis of taxation of payments to such Lender or the L/C Issuer in respect thereof
(except for Indemnified Taxes or Other Taxes covered by Section 3.01 and the imposition of, or any change
in the rate of, any Excluded Tax payable by such Lender or the L/C Issuer); or
(iii)impose on any Lender or the L/C Issuer or the London interbank market any

other condition, cost or expense affecting this Agreement or LIBO Rate Loans made by such Lender or any
Letter of Credit or participation therein;
and the result of any of the foregoing shall be to increase the cost to such Lender of making or maintaining any
LIBO Rate Loan (or of maintaining its obligation to make any such Loan), or to increase the cost to such
Lender or the L/C Issuer of participating in, issuing or maintaining any Letter of Credit (or of maintaining its
obligation to participate in or to issue any Letter of Credit),
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or to reduce the amount of any sum received or receivable by such Lender or the L/C Issuer hereunder (whether
of principal, interest or any other amount) then, upon request of such Lender or the L/C Issuer, the Borrowers
will pay to such Lender or the L/C Issuer, as the case may be, such additional amount or amounts as will
compensate such Lender or the L/C Issuer, as the case may be, for such additional costs incurred or reduction
suffered.
(b) Capital Requirements. If any Lender or the L/C Issuer determines that any Change in
Law affecting such Lender or the L/C Issuer or any Lending Office of such Lender or such Lender’s or the L/C
Issuer’s holding company, if any, regarding capital requirements has or would have the effect of reducing the
rate of return on such Lender’s or the L/C Issuer’s capital or on the capital of such Lender’s or the L/C Issuer’s
holding company, if any, as a consequence of this Agreement, the Commitments of such Lender or the Loans
made by, or participations in Letters of Credit held by, such Lender, or the Letters of Credit issued by the L/C
Issuer, to a level below that which such Lender or the L/C Issuer or such Lender’s or the L/C Issuer’s holding
company could have achieved but for such Change in Law (taking into consideration such Lender’s or the L/C
Issuer’s policies and the policies of such Lender’s or the L/C Issuer’s holding company with respect to capital
adequacy), then from time to time the Borrowers will pay to such Lender or the L/C Issuer, as the case may be,
such additional amount or amounts as will compensate such Lender or the L/C Issuer or such Lender’s or the
L/C Issuer’s holding company for any such reduction suffered.
(c) Certificates for Reimbursement. A certificate of a Lender or the L/C Issuer setting forth
the amount or amounts necessary to compensate such Lender or the L/C Issuer or its holding company, as the
case may be, as specified in subsection (a) or (b) of this Section and delivered to the Lead Borrower shall
be conclusive absent manifest error. The Borrowers shall pay such Lender or the L/C Issuer, as the case may
be, the amount shown as due on any such certificate within 10 days after receipt thereof.
(d) Delay in Requests. Failure or delay on the part of any Lender or the L/C Issuer to
demand compensation pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this Section shall not constitute a waiver of such
Lender’s or the L/C Issuer’s right to demand such compensation, provided , that , the Borrowers shall not be
required to compensate a Lender or the L/C Issuer pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this Section for any
increased costs incurred or reductions suffered more than nine months prior to the date that such Lender or the
L/C Issuer, as the case may be, notifies the Lead Borrower of the Change in Law giving rise to such increased
costs or reductions and of such Lender’s or the L/C Issuer’s intention to claim compensation therefor (except
that, if the Change in Law giving rise to such increased costs or reductions is retroactive, then the nine-month
period referred to above shall be extended to include the period of retroactive effect thereof).
(e) Reserves on LIBO Rate Loans. The Borrowers shall pay to each Lender, as long as such
Lender shall be required to maintain reserves with respect to liabilities or assets consisting of or including
Eurocurrency funds or deposits (currently known as “ Eurocurrency liabilities ”), additional interest on the
unpaid principal amount of each LIBO Rate Loan equal to the actual costs of such reserves allocated to such
Loan by such Lender (as determined by such Lender in good faith, which determination shall be conclusive),
which shall be due and payable on each date on which interest is payable on such Loan, provided , that , the
Lead Borrower shall
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have received at least 10 days’ prior notice (with a copy to the Administrative Agent) of such additional interest
from such Lender. If a Lender fails to give notice 10 days prior to the relevant Interest Payment Date, such
additional interest shall be due and payable 10 days from receipt of such notice.
3.05.Compensation for Losses. Upon demand of any Lender (with a copy to the Administrative
Agent) from time to time, the Borrowers shall promptly compensate such Lender for and hold such Lender
harmless from any loss, cost or expense incurred by it as a result of:

(a) any continuation, conversion, payment or prepayment of any Loan other than a Base
Rate Loan on a day other than the last day of the Interest Period for such Loan (whether voluntary, mandatory,
automatic, by reason of acceleration, or otherwise);
(b) any failure by the Borrowers (for a reason other than the failure of such Lender to make
a Loan) to prepay, borrow, continue or convert any Loan other than a Base Rate Loan on the date or in the
amount notified by the Lead Borrower; or
(c) any assignment of a LIBO Rate Loan on a day other than the last day of the Interest
Period therefor as a result of a request by the Lead Borrower pursuant to Section 10.13 ;
including any loss or expense (excluding loss of anticipated profits or margin) actually incurred by reason of the
liquidation or reemployment of funds obtained by it to maintain such Loan or from fees payable to terminate the
deposits from which such funds were obtained.
For purposes of calculating amounts payable by the Borrowers to the Lenders under this Section 3.05, each
Lender shall be deemed to have funded each LIBO Rate Loan made by it at the LIBO Rate for such Loan by a
matching deposit or other borrowing in the London interbank market for a comparable amount and for a
comparable period, whether or not such LIBO Rate Loan was in fact so funded.
3.06.Mitigation Obligations; Replacement of Lenders.

(a) Designation of a Different Lending Office. If any Lender requests compensation under
Section 3.04 , or the Borrowers are required to pay any additional amount to any Lender or any Governmental
Authority for the account of any Lender pursuant to Section 3.01 , or if any Lender gives a notice pursuant to
Section 3.02 , then such Lender shall (at the request of the Lead Borrower) use reasonable efforts to designate a
different Lending Office for funding or booking its Loans hereunder or to assign its rights and obligations
hereunder to another of its offices, branches or affiliates, if, in the judgment of such Lender, such designation or
assignment (i) would eliminate or reduce amounts payable pursuant to Section 3.01 or 3.04 , as the case
may be, in the future, or eliminate the need for the notice pursuant to Section 3.02 , as applicable, and (ii) in
each case, would not subject such Lender to any unreimbursed cost or expense and would not otherwise be
disadvantageous to such Lender. The Borrowers hereby agree to pay all reasonable costs and expenses incurred
by any Lender in connection with any such designation or assignment.
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(b) Replacement of Lenders. If any Lender requests compensation under Section 3.04, or if
the Borrowers are required to pay any additional amount to any Lender or any Governmental Authority for the
account of any Lender pursuant to Section 3.01 , the Borrowers may replace such Lender in accordance with
Section 10.13 .
3.07.Survival. All of the Borrowers’ obligations under this Article III shall survive termination of the

Aggregate Commitments and repayment of all other Obligations hereunder.
3.08.Designation of Lead Borrower as Borrowers’ Agent.

(a) Each Borrower hereby irrevocably designates and appoints the Lead Borrower as such
Borrower’s agent to obtain Credit Extensions, the proceeds of which shall be available to each Borrower for
such uses as are permitted under this Agreement. As the disclosed principal for its agent, each Borrower shall
be obligated to each Lender on account of Credit Extensions so made as if made directly by the applicable
Lender to such Borrower, notwithstanding the manner by which such Credit Extensions are recorded on the
books and records of the Lead Borrower and of any other Borrower. In addition, each Loan Party other than the
Borrowers hereby irrevocably designates and appoints the Lead Borrower as such Loan Party’s agent to
represent such Loan Party in all respects under this Agreement and the other Loan Documents.
(b) Each Borrower recognizes that credit available to it hereunder is in excess of and on
better terms than it otherwise could obtain on and for its own account and that one of the reasons therefor is its
joining in the credit facility contemplated herein with all other Borrowers. Consequently, each Borrower
hereby assumes and agrees to discharge all Obligations of each of the other Borrowers.
(c) The Lead Borrower shall act as a conduit for each Borrower (including itself, as a “
Borrower ”) on whose behalf the Lead Borrower has requested a Credit Extension. Neither the Administrative
Agent nor any other Lender shall have any obligation to see to the application of such proceeds therefrom.
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ARTICLE IV
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO CREDIT EXTENSIONS
4.01.Conditions of Initial Credit Extension. The effectiveness of this Amended and Restated Credit
Agreement shall be subject to satisfaction or waiver of the following conditions precedent:

(a) The Administrative Agent’s receipt of the following, each of which shall be originals,
telecopies or other electronic image scan transmission (e.g., “ pdf ” or “ tif ” via e-mail) (followed promptly by
originals) unless otherwise specified, each properly executed by a Responsible Officer of the signing Loan Party
or the Lenders, as applicable, each dated the Restatement Effective Date (or, in the case of certificates of
governmental officials, a recent date before the Restatement Effective Date) and each in form and substance
reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent:
(i)executed counterparts of this Agreement sufficient in number for distribution to

the Administrative Agent, each Lender and the Lead Borrower;
(ii)such certificates of resolutions or other action, incumbency certificates and/or

other certificates of Responsible Officers of each Loan Party as the Administrative Agent may reasonably
require evidencing (A) the authority of each Loan Party to enter into this Agreement and the other Loan
Documents to which such Loan Party is a party or is to become a party and (B) the identity, authority and
capacity of each Responsible Officer thereof authorized to act as a Responsible Officer in connection with this
Agreement and the other Loan Documents to which such Loan Party is a party or is to become a party;
(iii)copies of each Loan Party’s Organization Documents and such other documents

and certifications as the Administrative Agent may reasonably require to evidence that each Loan Party is duly
organized or formed, and that each Loan Party is validly existing, in good standing and qualified to engage in
business in each jurisdiction where its ownership, lease or operation of properties or the conduct of its business
requires such qualification, except to the extent that failure to so qualify in such jurisdiction could not
reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect;
(iv)a favorable legal opinion of Pepper Hamilton LLP, U.S., counsel to the Loan

Parties, and Gowlings WLG, Canadian counsel to the Loan Parties, in each case, addressed to the
Administrative Agent and each Lender, as to such matters concerning the Loan Parties and the Loan Documents
as the Administrative Agent may reasonably request;
(v)a certificate signed by a Responsible Officer of the Lead Borrower certifying (A)

that the conditions specified in Sections 4.02(a) and (b) have been satisfied, (B) that there has been no
event or circumstance since the date of the Audited Financial Statements that has had or could be reasonably
expected to have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect, (C) to the Solvency of the
Loan Parties as of the Restatement Effective Date after giving effect to the transactions contemplated hereby,
and (D) either that (1) no consents, licenses or approvals are required in connection with the execution, delivery
and performance by such Loan Party and the validity against such Loan Party of the Loan Documents to which
it is a party, or (2) that all such consents, licenses and approvals have been obtained and are in full force and
effect;
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(vi)a duly completed Compliance Certificate as of the last day of the Fiscal Quarter

of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries most recently ended prior to the Restatement Effective Date, signed
by a Responsible Officer of the Lead Borrower;
(vii)evidence that all insurance required to be maintained pursuant to the Loan
Documents and all endorsements in favor of the Administrative Agent required under the Loan Documents have
been obtained and are in effect;
(viii)evidence reasonably satisfactory in form and substance to the Administrative
Agent that a portion of the proceeds of the Term Loan have been used to repay the all of the Tranche A-1
Outstandings and Obligations (including fees and interest) in respect thereof and that the Tranche A-1
Commitments thereunder have been terminated; Reserved;
(ix)each Security Document or amendment thereto set forth on Schedule 4.01(a)
required to be executed on the Restatement Effective Date as indicated on such schedule, duly executed by each
Loan Party a party thereto and certificates evidencing any stock being pledged thereunder, together with
undated stock powers executed in blank, each duly executed by the applicable Loan Parties, and all documents
and instruments required by law or reasonably requested by the Administrative Agent to be filed, registered or
recorded to create or perfect the first priority Liens intended to be created under the Loan Documents, as set
forth on Schedule 4.01(a);
(x)subject to Section 6.21, all other Loan Documents (including without limitation

the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement), each duly executed by the applicable Loan Parties;
(xi)results of searches or other evidence reasonably satisfactory to the

Administrative Agent (in each case dated as of a date reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent)
indicating the absence of Liens on the assets of the Loan Parties, except for Permitted Encumbrances and Liens
for which termination statements and releases, satisfactions and discharges of any Mortgages, and releases or
subordination agreements reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent are being tendered concurrently
with such extension of credit or other arrangements reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent for the
delivery of such termination statements and releases, satisfactions and discharges have been made;
(b) After giving effect to the funding of the Term Loans and repayment of the Tranche A-1
Outstandings, Excess Availability shall be not less than $45,000,000. Reserved.
(c) The Administrative Agent shall have received a Borrowing Base Certificate dated the
Restatement Effective Date, as of February 27, 2016, with a roll-forward, in form acceptable to the
Administrative Agent to the Restatement Effective Date and, in each case, executed by a Responsible Officer of
the Lead Borrower.
(d) The Administrative Agent shall have received the Audited Financial Statements.
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(e) The Administrative Agent shall have received and be satisfied with (i) a detailed annual
forecast for the period commencing on the Restatement Effective Date and ending with the end of the 2016
Fiscal Year, which shall include an Excess Availability model, Consolidated income statement, balance sheet,
and statement of cash flow, (ii) a detailed forecast for the period commencing on the Restatement Effective
Date and ending with the end of the 2016 Fiscal Year, which shall include an Excess Availability model,
Consolidated income statement, balance sheet and statement of cash flow, by month (iii) any updates to the
projections described in clauses (i) and (ii), in each case in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to
Administrative Agent, and (iv) copies of interim unaudited financial statements for each quarter and month
since the date of the Audited Financial Statements, in each case of the foregoing clauses (i) through (iv),
prepared in conformity with GAAP and consistent with the Loan Parties’ then current practices.
(f) The consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby shall not violate any
applicable Law or any Organization Document.
(g) all fees required to be paid to the Administrative Agent or the Arranger on or before the
Restatement Effective Date shall have been paid in full (including without limitation the fees referred to in the
Fee Letter), and all fees required to be paid to the Lenders on or before the Restatement Effective Date shall
have been paid in full.
(h) The Borrowers shall have paid all fees, charges and disbursements of counsel to the
Administrative Agent to the extent invoiced at least two (2) Business Days prior to the Restatement Effective
Date, plus such additional amounts of such fees, charges and disbursements as shall constitute its reasonable
estimate of such fees, charges and disbursements incurred or to be incurred by it through the closing
proceedings ( provided , that , such estimate shall not thereafter preclude a final settling of accounts between
the Borrowers and the Administrative Agent).
(i) The Administrative Agent shall have received copies of all of the Term Loan Documents,
in form and substance satisfactory to the Administrative Agent.
(j) The Administrative Agent shall have received all documentation and other information
reasonably requested in writing at least five (5) Business Days prior to the Restatement Effective Date in order
to allow the Lenders to comply with applicable “ know your customer ” and anti-money laundering rules and
regulations, including without limitation the Patriot Act.
Without limiting the generality of the provisions of Section 9.04, for purposes of determining compliance with
the conditions specified in this Section 4.01 , each Lender that has signed this Agreement shall be deemed to
have Consented to, approved or accepted or to be satisfied with, each document or other matter required
thereunder to be Consented to or approved by or acceptable or satisfactory to a Lender unless the
Administrative Agent shall have received notice from such Lender prior to the proposed Restatement Effective
Date specifying its objection thereto.
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4.02.Conditions to all Credit Extensions. The obligation of each Lender to honor any Request for

Credit Extension (other than a Committed Loan Notice requesting only a conversion of Committed Loans to the
other Type, or a continuation of LIBO Rate Loans) and each L/C Issuer to issue each Letter of Credit is subject
to the following conditions precedent:
(a) The representations and warranties of each other Loan Party contained in Article V or
any other Loan Document, shall be true and correct in all material respects on and as of the date of such Credit
Extension, except (i) to the extent that such representations and warranties specifically refer to an earlier date, in
which case they shall be true and correct in all material respects as of such earlier date, (ii) in the case of any
representation and warranty qualified by “materiality”, “Material Adverse Effect” or similar language, they
shall be true and correct in all respects, and (iii) for purposes of this Section 4.02 , the representations and
warranties contained in subsections (a) and (b) of Section 5.05 shall be deemed to refer to the most recent
statements furnished pursuant to clauses (a) and (b), respectively, of Section 6.01 .
(b) No Default or Event of Default shall exist, or would result from such proposed Credit
Extension or from the application of the proceeds thereof.
(c) The Administrative Agent and, if applicable, the L/C Issuer or the Swing Line Lender
shall have received a Request for Credit Extension in accordance with the requirements hereof.
(d) No Overadvance shall result from such Credit Extension.
Each Request for Credit Extension (other than a Committed Loan Notice requesting only a conversion of
Committed Loans to the other Type or a continuation of LIBO Rate Loans) submitted by Borrowers shall be
deemed to be a representation and warranty by the Borrowers that the conditions specified in Sections 4.02(a)
and (b) have been satisfied on and as of the date of the applicable Credit Extension. The conditions set forth
in this Section 4.02 are for the sole benefit of the Secured Parties but until the Required Lenders otherwise
direct the Administrative Agent to cease making Committed Loans, the Lenders will fund their Applicable
Percentage of all Loans and participate in all Swing Line Loans and Letters of Credit whenever made or issued,
which are requested by the Lead Borrower and which, notwithstanding the failure of the Loan Parties to
comply with the provisions of this Article IV, agreed to by the Administrative Agent, provided , that , the
making of any such Loans or the issuance of any Letters of Credit shall not be deemed a modification or waiver
by any Secured Party of the provisions of this Article IV on any future occasion or a waiver of any rights or the
Secured Parties as a result of any such failure to comply.
ARTICLE V
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

To induce the Secured Parties to enter into this Agreement and to make Loans and to issue Letters of Credit
hereunder, each Loan Party represents and warrants to the Administrative Agent and the other Secured Parties
that:
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5.01.Existence, Qualification and Power. Each Loan Party and each Restricted Subsidiary thereof (a)

is a corporation, limited liability company, partnership or limited partnership, duly incorporated, organized or
formed, validly existing and, where applicable, in good standing under the Laws of the jurisdiction of its
incorporation, organization, or formation (b) has all requisite power and authority and all requisite
governmental licenses, permits, authorizations, consents and approvals to (i) own or lease its assets and carry on
its business and (ii) execute, deliver and perform its obligations under the Loan Documents to which it is a
party, and (c) is duly qualified and is licensed and, where applicable, in good standing under the Laws of each
jurisdiction where its ownership, lease or operation of properties or the conduct of its business requires such
qualification or license; except in each case referred to in clause (b)(i) or (c), to the extent that failure to do so
would not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect. Schedule 5.01 annexed hereto sets
forth, as of the Restatement Effective Date, each Loan Party’s name as it appears in official filings in its state of
incorporation or organization, organization type, organization number, if any, issued by its state of
incorporation or organization, and its federal employer identification number.
5.02.Authorization; No Contravention. The execution, delivery and performance by each Loan Party

of each Loan Document to which such Person is or is to be a party, has been duly authorized by all necessary
corporate or other organizational action, and does not and will not (a) contravene the terms of any of such
Person’s Organization Documents; (b) conflict with or result in any breach, termination, or contravention of, or
constitute a default under, or require any payment to be made under (i) any Material Contract to which such
Person is a party or affecting such Person or the properties of such Person or any of its Subsidiaries which has
or would reasonably expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, (ii) any Material Indebtedness to which such
Person is a party or affecting such Person or the properties of such Person or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries,
or (iii) any order, injunction, writ or decree of any Governmental Authority or any arbitral award to which such
Person or its property is subject in each case which has or would reasonably expected to have a Material
Adverse Effect; (c) result in or require the creation of any Lien upon any asset of any Loan Party (other than
Liens in favor of the Administrative Agent under the Security Documents); or (d) violate any Law where such
violation has or would reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
5.03.Governmental Authorization; Other Consents. No approval, consent, exemption,
authorization, or other action by, or notice to, or filing with, any Governmental Authority or any other Person is
necessary or required in connection with the grant of the security interest by the Loan Parties of the Collateral
pledged by the Loan Parties pursuant to the Security Documents or for the execution, delivery or performance
by, or enforcement against, any Loan Party of this Agreement or any other Loan Document, except for (a) the
perfection or maintenance of the Liens created under the Security Documents or the priority thereof, (b) such as
have been obtained or made and are in full force and effect, or (c) those approvals, consents, exemptions,
authorizations or other actions, notices or filings, the failure of which to obtain or make would not reasonably
be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect.
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5.04.Binding Effect. This Agreement and each other Loan Document has been, duly executed and

delivered by each Loan Party that is party thereto. This Agreement and each other Loan Document constitutes,
a legal, valid and binding obligation of such Loan Party, enforceable against each Loan Party that is party
thereto in accordance with its terms, subject to applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium
or other laws affecting creditors’ rights generally and subject to general principles of equity, regardless of
whether considered in a proceeding in equity or at law.
5.05.Financial Statements; No Material Adverse Effect.

(a) The Audited Financial Statements (i) were prepared in accordance with GAAP
consistently applied throughout the period covered thereby, except as otherwise expressly noted therein; (ii)
fairly present in all material respects the financial condition of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as of the
date thereof and their results of operations for the period covered thereby in accordance with GAAP
consistently applied throughout the period covered thereby, except as otherwise expressly noted therein; and
(iii) show all Material Indebtedness of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as of the date thereof, if and as
required by GAAP.
(b) The unaudited Consolidated balance sheet of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries
dated October 31, 2015, and the related Consolidated statements of income or operations, Shareholders’ Equity
and cash flows for the Fiscal Quarter ended on that date (i) were prepared in accordance with GAAP
consistently applied throughout the period covered thereby, except as otherwise expressly noted therein, and (ii)
fairly present in all material respects the financial condition of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as of the
date thereof and their results of operations for the period covered thereby, subject, in the case of clauses (i) and
(ii), to the absence of footnotes and to normal year-end audit adjustments. Schedule 5.05 sets forth all
Material Indebtedness of the Loan Parties and their Consolidated Subsidiaries as of the Restatement Effective
Date.
(c) Since the date of the Audited Financial Statements, there has been no event or
circumstance, either individually or in the aggregate, that has had or would reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect.
(d) To the best knowledge of the Lead Borrower, no Internal Control Event exists or has
occurred since the date of the Audited Financial Statements that has resulted in or would reasonably be
expected to result in a misstatement in any material respect, in any financial information delivered or to be
delivered to the Administrative Agent or the Lenders, of (i) covenant compliance calculations provided
hereunder or (ii) the assets, liabilities, financial condition or results of operations of the Lead Borrower and its
Subsidiaries on a Consolidated basis.
(e) The Consolidated pro forma balance sheet of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as
at June 30, 2012, and the related Consolidated pro forma statements of income and cash flows of the Lead
Borrower and its Subsidiaries for the nine (9) months then ended, certified by the chief financial officer of the
Lead Borrower, copies of which have been furnished to each Lender, fairly present in all material respects the
Consolidated pro forma financial condition of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as at such date and the
Consolidated pro forma results of operations of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries for the period ended on
such date, all in accordance with GAAP.
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(f) The Consolidated forecasted balance sheet, statements of income and cash flows of the
Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries delivered pursuant to Section 6.01(d) were prepared in good faith on the
basis of the assumptions stated therein, which assumptions were believed to be reasonable at the time made and
at the time of delivery of such forecasts; it being understood that the projections and estimates contained in such
Consolidated balance sheet, statements of income and cash flows are subject to uncertainties and contingencies,
many of which are beyond the control of the Loan Parties, that actual results may vary from projected results
and that such variances may be material and that the Loan Parties make no representation as to the attainability
of such projection or as to whether such projections will be achieved or materialize.
5.06.Litigation. There are no actions, suits, proceedings, claims or disputes pending or, to the

knowledge of the Loan Parties after due and diligent investigation, threatened in writing, at law, in equity, in
arbitration or before any Governmental Authority, by or against any Loan Party or any of its Subsidiaries or
against any of its properties or revenues that (a) purport to affect or pertain to this Agreement or any other Loan
Document, or any of the transactions contemplated hereby, or (b) except as specifically disclosed in Schedule
5.06 , either individually or in the aggregate would reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
5.07.No Default or Event of Default. No Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary is in default under

or with respect to, any Material Indebtedness. No Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing or
would result from the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or any other Loan
Document. Neither the Lead Borrower nor any of its Subsidiaries is a party to any agreement or instrument or
subject to any corporate restriction that has resulted or would reasonably be expected to result in a Material
Adverse Effect.
5.08.Ownership of Property; Liens.

(a) Each of the Loan Parties and each Restricted Subsidiary thereof has good record and
marketable title in fee simple to or valid leasehold interests in, all Real Estate necessary or used in the ordinary
conduct of its business, except for such defects in title as would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably
be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect. Each of the Loan Parties and each Restricted Subsidiary has
good and marketable title to, valid leasehold interests in, or valid licenses to use all personal property and assets
material to the ordinary conduct of its business, except in each case as does not have and would not reasonably
be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
(b) Schedule 5.08(b)(1) sets forth the address (including street address, county and state) of
all Real Estate that is owned by the Loan Parties and each of their Restricted Subsidiaries, together with a list of
the holders of any mortgage or other Lien thereon as of the Restatement Effective Date. Each Loan Party and
each of its Restricted Subsidiaries has good, marketable and insurable fee simple title to the Real Estate owned
by such Loan Party or such Restricted Subsidiary, free and clear of all Liens (other than Permitted
Encumbrances), except in each case as or would reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect. Schedule 5.08(b)(2) sets forth the address (including street address, county and state) of all Leases of
the Loan Parties, together with name of the lessor with respect to each such Lease as of the
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Restatement Effective Date. Each of such Leases is in full force and effect and the Loan Parties and the
Restricted Subsidiaries are not in default (beyond applicable cure periods) of the terms of any such Leases and
each of the Loan Parties and the Restricted Subsidiaries enjoys peaceful and undisturbed possession under all
such Leases, except in each case as would not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
(c) Schedule 7.01 sets forth a complete and accurate list of all Liens (other than Liens that
constitute Permitted Encumbrances described in clauses (a) through (f) , clauses (h) through (l), clauses (n)
through (s), and clauses (y) through (bb) of the definition thereof) on the property or assets of each Loan Party
and each of its Restricted Subsidiaries, as of the Restatement Effective Date showing the lien holder thereof, the
principal amount of the obligations secured thereby and the property or assets of such Loan Party or such
Restricted Subsidiary subject thereto. The property of each Loan Party and each of its Restricted Subsidiaries is
subject to no Liens, other than Permitted Encumbrances.
(d) Schedule 7.02 sets forth a complete and accurate list of all Investments held by any Loan
Party or any Restricted Subsidiary of a Loan Party on the Restatement Effective Date, showing as of the
Restatement Effective Date the amount, obligor or issuer and maturity, if any, thereof.
(e) Schedule 7.03 sets forth a complete and accurate list of all Indebtedness of each Loan
Party or any Restricted Subsidiary of a Loan Party on the Restatement Effective Date, showing as of the
Restatement Effective Date the amount, obligor or issuer and maturity thereof.
5.09.Environmental Compliance.

(a) No Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary thereof (i) has failed to comply with any
Environmental Law or to obtain, maintain or comply with any permit, license or other approval required under
any Environmental Law, (ii) has become subject to any Environmental Liability, (iii) has received notice of any
claim with respect to any Environmental Liability or (iv) knows of any basis for any Environmental Liability,
except, in each case, as would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material
Adverse Effect.
(b) Except as otherwise set forth in Schedule 5.09, (i) none of the properties currently or
formerly owned or operated by any Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary is or was listed or proposed for listing
on the NPL or on the CERCLIS or any analogous foreign, state or local list or is adjacent to any such property;
(ii) there are no and never have been any underground or above-ground storage tanks or any surface
impoundments, septic tanks, pits, sumps or lagoons in which Hazardous Materials are being or have been
treated, stored or disposed on any property currently owned or operated by any Loan Party or Restricted
Subsidiary in violation of any Environmental Laws or, to the knowledge of any of the Loan Parties on any
property formerly owned or operated by any Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary; (iii) there is no asbestos or
asbestos-containing material on any property currently owned or operated by any Loan Party or Restricted
Subsidiary; (iv) Hazardous Materials have not been released, discharged or disposed of on any property
currently or formerly owned or operated by any Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary in violation of any
Environmental Laws; and (v) to the
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knowledge of any of the Loan Parties, there are no pending or threatened Liens under or pursuant to any
applicable Environmental Laws on any Real Estate or other assets owned or leased by any Loan Party or
Restricted Subsidiary, and to the best of the knowledge of any of the Loan Parties, no actions by any
Governmental Authority have been taken or are in process which would subject any of such properties or assets
to such Liens, except, in the case of clauses (i) through (v) above, as would not, individually or in the aggregate,
reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
(c) Except as otherwise set forth on Schedule 5,09, no Loan Party or any Restricted
Subsidiary thereof is undertaking, and no Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary thereof has completed, either
individually or together with other potentially responsible parties, any investigation or assessment or remedial
or response action relating to any actual or threatened release, discharge or disposal of Hazardous Materials at
any site, location or operation, either voluntarily or pursuant to the order of any Governmental Authority or the
requirements of any Environmental Law; and all Hazardous Materials generated, used, treated, handled or
stored at, or transported to or from, any property currently or formerly owned or operated by any Loan Party or
any Restricted Subsidiary thereof have been disposed of in a manner not reasonably expected to result in a
Material Adverse Effect.
5.10.Insurance. Schedule 5.10 hereto sets forth a list of the Loan Parties’ and their Respective
Subsidiaries’ insurance policies. The properties of the Loan Parties and their Restricted Subsidiaries are insured
with insurance companies the Loan Parties believe (in the good faith judgment of its management) to be
financially sound and reputable at the time the relevant coverage is placed or renewed against such loss or
damage with respect to its properties and business of the kind customarily insured against by Persons engaged
in the same or similar business, of such types and such amounts (after giving effect to self-insurance reasonable
and customary for similarly situated Persons engaged in the same or similar businesses as the Loan Parties), in
such amounts as are customarily carried under similar circumstances by such other Persons.
5.11.Taxes. (a) Except as would not reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, a
Material Adverse Effect, the Loan Parties and their Restricted Subsidiaries have filed all Federal, state and
other tax returns and reports required to be filed, and (b) have paid when due and payable all Federal, state and
other material taxes, assessments, fees and other governmental charges levied or imposed upon them or their
properties, income or assets otherwise due and payable, except those which are being contested in good faith by
appropriate proceedings being diligently conducted, for which adequate reserves have been provided in
accordance with GAAP, as to which Taxes no Lien has been filed and which contest effectively suspends the
collection of the contested obligation and the enforcement of any Lien securing such obligation. There is no
proposed tax assessment against any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary that would, if made, have a
Material Adverse Effect. Except as set forth on Schedule 5.11 , no Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary
thereof is a party to any tax sharing agreement.
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5.12.ERISA and Canadian Pension Compliance.

(a) Each Plan is in compliance in all material respects with the applicable provisions of
ERISA, the Code and other Federal or state Laws. Each Plan that is intended to qualify under Section 401(a) of
the Code has received a favorable determination letter from the IRS or an application for such a letter is
currently being processed by the IRS with respect thereto or is maintained under a prototype or volume
submitter plan and may rely upon a favorable opinion or advisory letter issued by the IRS with respect to such
prototype or volume submitter plan. To the best knowledge of the Lead Borrower, nothing has occurred which
would prevent, or cause the loss of, such qualification. The Loan Parties and each ERISA Affiliate have made
all required contributions to each Plan subject to Section 412 of the Code, and no application for a funding
waiver or an extension of any amortization period pursuant to Section 412 of the Code has been made with
respect to any Plan except to the extent where such failure has not resulted in and could not reasonably be
expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
(b) There are no pending or, to the best knowledge of the Lead Borrower, threatened claims,
actions or lawsuits, or action by any Governmental Authority, with respect to any Plan that could reasonably be
expected to have a Material Adverse Effect. There has been no prohibited transaction or violation of the
fiduciary responsibility rules with respect to any Plan that has resulted or could reasonably be expected to result
in a Material Adverse Effect.
(c) (i) Except as would not be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect, no ERISA
Event has occurred or is reasonably expected to occur; (ii) no Pension Plan has any Unfunded Pension Liability;
(iii) neither any Loan Party nor any ERISA Affiliate has incurred, or reasonably expects to incur, any liability
under Title IV of ERISA with respect to any Pension Plan (other than premiums due and not delinquent under
Section 4007 of ERISA) except as has not and could not be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect; (iv)
neither any Loan Party nor any ERISA Affiliate has incurred, or reasonably expects to incur, any liability (and
no event has occurred which, with the giving of notice under Section 4219 of ERISA, would result in such
liability) under Sections 4201 or 4243 of ERISA with respect to a Multiemployer Plan that has or would be
reasonably expected to have a Material Adverse Effect; and (v) except as has not or could not be expected to
result in a Material Adverse Effect, neither any Loan Party nor any ERISA Affiliate has engaged in a
transaction that could be subject to Sections 4069 or 4212(c) of ERISA.
(d) (i) No Loan Party nor any Restricted Subsidiary maintains, sponsors, administers,
contributes to, participates in or has any liability in respect of any Specified Canadian Pension Plan, nor has any
such Person ever maintained, sponsored, administered, contributed to or participated in any Specified Canadian
Pension Plan; (ii) the Canadian Pension Plans are duly registered under the Income Tax Act (Canada) and
any other applicable Laws which require registration, have been administered in accordance with the Income
Tax Act (Canada) and such other applicable Laws and no event has occurred which could cause the loss of
such registered status; (iii) all obligations of the Loan Parties and their Restricted Subsidiaries (including
funding, investment and administration obligations) required to be performed in connection with the Canadian
Pension Plans and the Canadian Union Plans have been performed on a timely basis except where the failure to
so perform on a timely basis would be reasonably expected to have a Material Adverse Effect; (iv) all
contributions or premiums required to be made or paid by the Loan Parties and their Restricted Subsidiaries to
the Canadian Pension
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Plans, Canadian Benefit Plans and Canadian Union Plans have been made on a timely basis in accordance with
the terms of such plans and all applicable Laws; (v) the sole obligation of any Loan Party or any Restricted
Subsidiary of any Loan Party under a Canadian Union Plan is to make monetary contributions to the plan in the
amounts and in the manner set forth in the applicable Canadian Union Plan, collective agreement or
participation agreement, and all such contributions have been made; (vi) No Loan Party or Restricted
Subsidiary has a material liability with respect to any post-retirement benefit under a Canadian Benefit Plan;
(vii) As of the date hereof, no Canadian Pension Event has occurred; (viii) There are no outstanding disputes
concerning the Canadian Pension Plans, Canadian Union Plans or Canadian Benefit Plans or the assets thereof
which would reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
5.13.Subsidiaries; Equity Interests. As of the Restatement Effective Date, the Loan Parties have no
Subsidiaries other than those specifically disclosed in Part (a) of Schedule 5.13 , which Schedule sets forth the
legal name, jurisdiction of incorporation or formation and authorized Equity Interests of each such
Subsidiary. All of the outstanding Equity Interests in the Loan Parties and Restricted Subsidiaries have been
validly issued, are fully paid and non-assessable (other than with respect to the Lead Borrower) and are owned
by a Loan Party (or a Subsidiary of a Loan Party) in the amounts specified on Part (a) of Schedule 5.13 free
and clear of all Liens except for (i) those created under the Security Documents, and (ii) Permitted
Encumbrances securing any Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness, and (iii) Permitted Encumbrances under
clauses (a) and (e) in the definition thereof. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.13 , there are no outstanding
rights to purchase any Equity Interests in any Restricted Subsidiary. The Loan Parties have no equity
investments in any other corporation or entity other than those specifically disclosed in Part (b) of Schedule
5.13 . The copies of the Organization Documents of each Loan Party and each amendment thereto provided
pursuant to Section 4.01 are true and correct copies of each such document, each of which is valid and in full
force and effect.
5.14.Margin Regulations; Investment Company Act.

(a) No Loan Party is engaged or will be engaged, principally or as one of its important
activities, in the business of purchasing or carrying margin stock (within the meaning of Regulation U issued by
the FRB), or extending credit for the purpose of purchasing or carrying margin stock. None of the proceeds of
the Credit Extensions shall be used directly or indirectly for purpose that might cause any of the Credit
Extensions to be considered a “ purpose credit ” within the meaning of Regulations T, U, or X issued by the
FRB.
(b) None of the Loan Parties, any Person Controlling any Loan Party, or any Restricted
Subsidiary is or is required to be registered as an “ investment company ” under the Investment Company Act
of 1940.
5.15.Disclosure. Each Loan Party has disclosed to the Administrative Agent and the Lenders all
agreements, instruments and corporate or other restrictions to which it or any of its Subsidiaries is subject, and
all other matters known to it, that, individually or in the aggregate, would reasonably be expected to result in a
Material Adverse Effect. No report, financial statement, certificate or other information or other data furnished
(whether in writing or orally) by or on behalf of any Loan Party to the Administrative Agent or any Lender in
connection with the transactions contemplated hereby and the negotiation of this Agreement or delivered
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hereunder or under any other Loan Document (in each case, as modified or supplemented by other information
so furnished) when taken as a whole contains any material misstatement of fact or omits to state any material
fact necessary to make the statements, information or data taken as a whole, in the light of the circumstances
under which they were made or delivered, not misleading in any material respect at such time in light of the
circumstances under which such information was provided; it being understood that for the purposes of this
Section 5.15 such statements or information or data shall not include projections and pro forma financial
information or any other forward-looking information or information of a general economic or industry-specific
nature.
5.16.Compliance with Laws.

(a) Generally.
(i)Each of the Loan Parties and each Restricted Subsidiary is in compliance in all
material respects with the requirements of all Laws and all orders, writs, injunctions and decrees applicable to it
or to its properties, except in such instances in which (a) such requirement of Law or order, writ, injunction or
decree is being contested in good faith by appropriate proceedings diligently conducted or (b) the failure to
comply therewith, either individually or in the aggregate, would not reasonably be expected to have a Material
Adverse Effect.
(ii)No part of the proceeds of any Loan will be used directly or indirectly (1) for the
purpose of financing any activities or business of or with any Person subject to any sanctions or economic
embargoes administered or enforced by the U.S. Department of State or the U.S. Department of Treasury
(including OFAC) or any other applicable sanctions authority (the associated Laws, rules, regulations and
orders, collectively, “ Sanctions Laws ”) or (2) for any payments to any Government Official or employee,
political party, official of a political party, candidate for political office, or anyone else acting in an official
capacity, in order to obtain, retain or direct business or obtain any improper advantage, in violation of any
Sanctions Laws or the FCPA.

(b) Anti-Terrorism Laws, Etc. Without limiting the foregoing, no Loan Party, any of its
Restricted Subsidiaries or, to the knowledge of the Borrowers, any of their respective Affiliates (i) is in
violation of any Anti-Terrorism Law, (ii) engages in or conspires to engage in any transaction that evades or
avoids, or has the purpose of evading or avoiding, any of the prohibitions set forth in any Anti-Terrorism Law,
or (iii) is a Blocked Person. No Loan Party, any of its Restricted Subsidiaries or, to the knowledge of the
Borrowers, any of their respective Affiliates (x) conducts any business or engages in making or receiving any
contribution of funds, goods or services to or for the benefit of any Blocked Person, or (y) deals in, or otherwise
engages in any transaction relating to, any property or interest in property blocked pursuant to Executive Order
No. 13224, any similar executive order or other Anti-Terrorism Law.
(c) Anti-Corruption Laws, Etc. No Loan Party, any of its Restricted Subsidiaries or, to the
knowledge of the Borrowers, any of their respective Affiliates or any officer, director, or employee, or agent,
representative, sales intermediary of such Person, in each case, acting on behalf of any Loan Party or any of its
Restricted Subsidiaries in violation of any
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applicable Anti-Corruption Law. None of the Loan Parties, its Restricted Subsidiaries or any of their Affiliates
has been convicted of violating any Anti-Corruption Laws or subjected to any investigation by a Governmental
Authority for violation of any applicable Anti-Corruption Laws. There is no material suit, litigation, arbitration,
claim, audit, action, proceeding or investigation pending or, to the knowledge of any executive officer of the
Borrowers, threatened against or affecting the Loan Parties, their Restricted Subsidiaries or any of their
Affiliates related to any applicable Anti-Corruption Law, before or by any Governmental Authority. None of
the Loan Parties nor any of their respective Restricted Subsidiaries has conducted or initiated any internal
investigation or made a voluntary, directed, or involuntary disclosure to any Governmental Authority with
respect to any alleged act or omission arising under or relating to any noncompliance with any Anti-Corruption
Law. In the three (3) years prior to November 1, 2012, none of the Loan Parties nor any of their respective
Restricted Subsidiaries has received any written notice, request or citation for any actual or potential
noncompliance with any of the foregoing.
(d) Foreign Assets Control Regulations and Anti-Money Laundering. Each Loan Party and
its Restricted Subsidiaries are in compliance in all material respects with all Sanctions Laws, and all applicable
anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing provisions of the Bank Secrecy Act and all regulations
issued pursuant to it. No Loan Party, any of its Restricted Subsidiaries, or, to the knowledge of the Borrowers,
any of their respective Affiliates, officers or directors (i) is a Person designated by the U.S. government on the
list of the SDN List with which a U.S. Person cannot deal or otherwise engage in business transactions or (ii) is
organized, resident or operating in any country or territory that is itself the target of any Sanctions Laws.
5.17.Intellectual Property; Licenses, Etc. Except as set forth on Schedule 5.17 hereto, the Loan

Parties and their Restricted Subsidiaries own, or possess the right to use, all of the Intellectual Property,
licenses, permits and other authorizations that are reasonably necessary for the operation of their respective
businesses as currently conducted. Except as set forth on Schedule 5.17 hereto, to the knowledge of the Lead
Borrower, the operation of the respective business of the Loan Parties and their Restricted Subsidiaries as
currently conducted does not infringe upon misuse, misappropriate or violate any rights held by any other
Person except for such infringements, misuses, misappropriations or violations that would not, individually or
in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect. Except as set forth on Schedule
5.17 hereto, no claim or litigation regarding any of the foregoing is pending or, to the knowledge of the Lead
Borrower, threatened in writing, which, either individually or in the aggregate, would reasonably be expected to
have a Material Adverse Effect.
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5.18.Labor Matters.

There are no strikes, lockouts, slowdowns or other material labor disputes against any Loan Party or any
Restricted Subsidiary thereof pending or, to the knowledge of any Loan Party, threatened. The hours worked by
and payments made based on hours worked to employees of the Loan Parties comply with the Fair Labor
Standards Act and any other applicable federal, state, local or foreign Law dealing with such wage and hour
matters except to the extent that any such violation could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect. No Loan Party or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries has incurred any liability or obligation under the
Worker Adjustment and Retraining Act or similar state Law except where such incurrence could not reasonably
be expected, individually or in the aggregate to have a Material Adverse Effect. All payments due from any
Loan Party and its Restricted Subsidiaries, or for which any claim may be made against any Loan Party or any
of its Restricted Subsidiaries, on account of wages and employee health and welfare insurance and other
benefits, have been paid or properly accrued in accordance with GAAP as a liability on the books of such Loan
Party. Except as set forth on Schedule 5.18 , no Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary is a party to or bound
by any collective bargaining agreement, management agreement, employment agreement which constitutes a
Material Contract, bonus plan, restricted stock plan, stock option plan, or stock appreciation plan or agreement
or any similar plan, agreement or arrangement. There are no representation proceedings pending or, to any
Loan Party’s knowledge, threatened to be filed with the National Labor Relations Board, and no labor
organization or group of employees of any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary has made a pending demand
for recognition that would reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect. Except as would not
reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, there are no complaints, unfair labor practice
charges, grievances, arbitrations, unfair employment practices charges or any other claims or complaints against
any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary pending or, to the knowledge of any Loan Party, threatened to be
filed with any Governmental Authority or arbitrator based on, arising out of, in connection with, or otherwise
relating to the employment or termination of employment of any employee of any Loan Party or any of its
Restricted Subsidiaries. The consummation of the transactions contemplated by the Loan Documents on the
Restatement Effective Date will not give rise to any right of termination or right of renegotiation on the part of
any union under any collective bargaining agreement to which any Loan Party or any of its Restricted
Subsidiaries is bound.
5.19.Security Documents.

The provisions of the Security Documents, together with such filings and other actions required to be taken
hereby or by the applicable Security Documents (including the delivery to the Administrative Agent of any
Pledged Securities (as defined in the Security Agreement, as applicable required to be delivered pursuant to the
applicable Security Documents together with stock powers or other appropriate instruments of transfer executed
in blank form), are effective to create in favor of the Administrative Agent, for the benefit of the Secured Parties
referred to therein, a legal, valid and enforceable security interest in and first priority Lien (except for those
Permitted Encumbrances that have priority in such Collateral by operation of law and except as to the Term
Loan Priority Collateral, for the Liens of the Term Loan Agent to the extent provided in the Term Loan
Intercreditor Agreement) on all right title and interest of the respective Loan Parties in the Collateral described
therein, subject to applicable bankruptcy,
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insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or other laws affecting creditors’ rights generally and subject to general
principles of equity, regardless of whether considered in a proceeding in equity or at law, except (a) as
otherwise contemplated hereby or under any other Loan Documents, and (b) except as to specific items of
Collateral as to which Agent may determine, in consultation with the Lead Borrower, not to perfect its security
interest therein based on the value thereof relative to the costs of such perfection.
5.20.Solvency.

On the Restatement Effective Date and after giving effect to the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement, and before and after giving effect to each Credit Extension, the Loan Parties, on a Consolidated
basis, are Solvent. No transfer of property has been made by any Loan Party and no obligation has been
incurred by any Loan Party in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or the other
Loan Documents with the intent to hinder, delay, or defraud either present or future creditors of any Loan Party.
5.21.Deposit Accounts; Credit Card Arrangements.

(a) Annexed hereto as Schedule 5.21(a) is a list of all DDAs (and including Blocked
Accounts) maintained by the Loan Parties as of the Restatement Effective Date, which Schedule includes, with
respect to each DDA (i) the name and address of the depository; (ii) the account number(s) maintained with
such depository; (iii) the purpose of the DDA, and (iv) the identification of each Blocked Account Bank.
(b) Annexed hereto as Schedule 5.21(b) is a list describing all arrangements as of the
Restatement Effective Date to which any Loan Party is a party with respect to the processing and/or payment to
such Loan Party of the proceeds of any credit card charges and debit card charges for sales made by such Loan
Party.
5.22.Brokers. No broker or finder brought about the obtaining, making or closing of the Loans or

transactions contemplated by the Loan Documents, and no Loan Party or Affiliate thereof has any obligation to
any Person in respect of any finder’s or brokerage fees in connection therewith.
5.23.Customer and Trade Relations. There exists no actual or, to the knowledge of any Loan Party,
threatened, termination or cancellation of, or any modification or change in the business relationship of any
Loan Party with any supplier that would reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
5.24.Material Contracts. Schedule 5.24 sets forth all Material Contracts to which any Loan Party is a

party or is bound as of the Restatement Effective Date. The Loan Parties have delivered true, correct and
complete copies of such Material Contracts to the Administrative Agent on or before the Restatement Effective
Date. Except as would not be reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, the Loan Parties are
not in breach or in default in any material respect of or under any Material Contract and have not received any
notice of the intention of any other party thereto to terminate any Material Contract.
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5.25.Payables Practices. No Loan Party has made any material change in its historical accounts

payable practices from those in effect immediately prior to the Restatement Effective Date that has or would
reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
5.26.Credit Card Receivables. As of the time when each of its Accounts is included in the Borrowing
Base as an Eligible Credit Card Receivable, such Account and all records, papers and documents relating
thereto (a) are genuine and correct in all material respects, (b) represent the legal, valid and binding obligation
of the Account Debtor, except as such enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization,
moratorium or similar Laws relating to or limiting creditors’ rights generally or by equitable principles relating
to enforceability, evidencing indebtedness unpaid and owed by such Account Debtor, arising out of the
performance of labor or services or the sale, lease, license, assignment or other disposition and delivery of the
goods or other property listed therein or out of an advance or a loan, and (c) are in all material respects in
compliance and conform with all applicable material federal, state and local Laws and applicable Laws of any
relevant foreign jurisdiction.
ARTICLE VI
AFFIRMATIVE COVENANTS

So long as any Lender shall have any Commitment hereunder, and until such time, as Obligations are paid in
full, the Loan Parties shall, and shall (except in the case of the covenants set forth in Sections 6.01 , 6.02 , and
6.03 ) cause each Restricted Subsidiary to:
6.01.Financial Statements. Deliver to the Administrative Agent for distribution to each Lender:

(a) as soon as available, but in any event within ninety (90) days after the end of each Fiscal
Year of the Lead Borrower (commencing with the Fiscal Year ended 2012), a Consolidated balance sheet of the
Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as at the end of such Fiscal Year, and the related consolidated statements of
income or operations, Shareholders’ Equity and cash flows for such Fiscal Year, setting forth in each case in
comparative form the figures for the previous Fiscal Year, all in reasonable detail and prepared in accordance
with GAAP, such consolidated statements to be audited and accompanied by (i) a report and unqualified
opinion of a Registered Public Accounting Firm of nationally recognized standing reasonably acceptable to the
Administrative Agent, which report and opinion shall be prepared in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and shall not be subject to any “ going concern ” or like qualification or exception or any
qualification or exception as to the scope of such audit and (ii) an opinion of such Registered Public Accounting
Firm independently assessing Loan Parties’ internal controls over financial reporting in accordance with Item
308 of SEC Regulation S-K, PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2, and Section 404 of Sarbanes-Oxley expressing a
conclusion that contains no statement that there is a material weakness in such internal controls;
(b) as soon as available, but in any event within forty-five (45) days after the end of each of
the first three Fiscal Quarters of each Fiscal Year of the Lead Borrower (commencing with the Fiscal Quarter
ended December 31, 2012), a Consolidated balance sheet of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as at the
end of such Fiscal Quarter, and the related consolidated statements of income or operations, Shareholders’
Equity (year to date) and cash
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flows for such Fiscal Quarter and for the portion of the Lead Borrower’s Fiscal Year then ended, setting forth in
each case in comparative form the figures for (A) such period set forth in the projections delivered pursuant to
Section 6.01(d) hereof, (B) the corresponding Fiscal Quarter of the previous Fiscal Year and (C) the
corresponding portion of the previous Fiscal Year, all in reasonable detail, such Consolidated statements to be
certified by a Responsible Officer of the Lead Borrower as fairly presenting in all material respects the financial
condition, results of operations, Shareholders’ Equity (year to date) and cash flows of the Lead Borrower and its
Subsidiaries as of the end of such Fiscal Quarter in accordance with GAAP, subject only to normal year-end
audit adjustments and the absence of footnotes;
(c) as soon as available, but in any event within thirty (30) days after the end of each of the
Fiscal Months of each Fiscal Year of the Lead Borrower (commencing with the Fiscal Month ended September
30, 2012), a consolidated balance sheet of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as at the end of such Fiscal
Month, and the related Consolidated statements of income or operations, and cash flows for such Fiscal Month,
and for the portion of the Lead Borrower’s Fiscal Year then ended, setting forth in each case in comparative
form the figures for (A) such period set forth in the projections delivered pursuant to Section 6.01(d) hereof,
(B) the corresponding Fiscal Month of the previous Fiscal Year and (C) the corresponding portion of the
previous Fiscal Year, all in reasonable detail, such consolidated statements to be certified by a Responsible
Officer of the Lead Borrower as fairly presenting in all material respects the financial condition, results of
operations and cash flows of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries as of the end of such Fiscal Month in
accordance with GAAP, subject only to normal year-end audit adjustments and the absence of footnotes;
(d) as soon as available, but in any event no later than thirty (30) days before the end of each
Fiscal Year of the Lead Borrower, forecasts prepared by management of the Lead Borrower, in form consistent
with the forecasts delivered by Lead Borrower to Administrative Agent for the 2013 Fiscal Year, of
consolidated balance sheets and statements of income or operations and cash flows of the Lead Borrower and its
Subsidiaries on a monthly basis for the immediately following Fiscal Year (including the Fiscal Year in which
the Maturity Date occurs), and as soon as available, any significant revisions to such forecast with respect to
such Fiscal Year.
6.02.Certificates; Other Information. Deliver to the Administrative Agent for distribution to each

Lender:
(a) concurrently with the delivery of the financial statements referred to in Sections 6.01(a)
and (b) and (c) (commencing with the delivery of the financial statements for the Fiscal Month ended
October 31, 2012), a duly completed Compliance Certificate signed by a Responsible Officer of the Lead
Borrower, and in the event of any change in generally accepted accounting principles used in the preparation of
such financial statements, the Lead Borrower shall also provide a statement of reconciliation conforming such
financial statements to GAAP and (ii) with respect to the financial statements referred to in Sections 6.01(a)
and (b) , a copy of management’s discussion and analysis with respect to such financial statements;
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(b) within ten (10) Business Days after the end of each Fiscal Month, a Borrowing Base
Certificate showing the Borrowing Base as of the close of business as of the last day of the immediately
preceding Fiscal Month, each Borrowing Base Certificate to be certified as complete and correct by a
Responsible Officer of the Lead Borrower; provided , that , (i) at any time that an Accelerated Borrowing
Base Delivery Event has occurred and is continuing, at the election of the Administrative Agent, such
Borrowing Base Certificate shall be delivered on Wednesday of each week (or, if Wednesday is not a Business
Day, on the next succeeding Business Day), as of the close of business on the immediately preceding Saturday;
and (ii) at any time, Lead Borrower may elect to deliver a Borrowing Base Certificate on Wednesday (or if
Wednesday is not a Business Day, on the next succeeding Business Day) of each week, as of the close of
business on the Saturday of the immediately preceding week, provided , that , in the event that Lead
Borrower elects to exercise such option, a weekly Borrowing Base Certificate shall be delivered for not less
than eight (8) consecutive weeks thereafter unless otherwise agreed by Administrative Agent;
(c) promptly upon receipt, copies of any detailed audit reports, management letters or
recommendations submitted to the board of directors (or the audit committee of the board of directors) of any
Loan Party by its Registered Public Accounting Firm in connection with the accounts or books of the Loan
Parties or any Restricted Subsidiary, or any audit of any of them;
(d) promptly after the same are available, copies of each annual report, proxy or financial
statement or other material report or material communication sent to the stockholders of the Loan Parties, and
copies of all annual, regular, periodic and special reports and registration statements which any Loan Party may
file or be required to file with the SEC under Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 or with
any national securities exchange, and in any case not otherwise required to be delivered to the Administrative
Agent pursuant hereto;
(e) The financial and collateral reports described on Schedule 6.02 hereto, at the times set
forth in such Schedule;
(f) promptly after the furnishing thereof, copies of any material statement or report furnished
to any holder of debt securities of any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary thereof pursuant to the terms of
any indenture, loan or credit or similar agreement and not otherwise required to be furnished to the Lenders
pursuant to Section 6.01 or any other clause of this Section 6.02 ;
(g) as soon as available, but in any event within thirty (30) days after the end of each Fiscal
Year of the Loan Parties, a report summarizing the insurance coverage (specifying type, amount and carrier) in
effect for each Loan Party and its Restricted Subsidiaries and containing such additional information as the
Administrative Agent, or any Lender through the Administrative Agent, may reasonably specify;
(h) promptly after the Administrative Agent’s request therefor, copies of all Material
Contracts and documents evidencing Material Indebtedness not otherwise previously provided hereunder;
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(i) promptly, and in any event within five (5) Business Days after receipt thereof by any
Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary thereof, copies of each material notice or other correspondence
received from any Governmental Authority (including, without limitation, the SEC (or comparable agency in
any applicable non-U.S. jurisdiction)) concerning any proceeding with, or investigation or possible
investigation or other inquiry by such Governmental Authority regarding financial or other operational results
of any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary thereof (exclusive of any state or municipal sales tax audits
unless the result thereof could reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect) or any other matter
which, would reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect; and
(j) promptly, such additional information regarding the business affairs, financial condition
or operations of any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary, or compliance with the terms of the Loan
Documents, as the Administrative Agent or any Lender may from time to time reasonably request.
Documents and notices required to be delivered pursuant to Section 6.01(a), (b), or (c), Section 6.02(d), (f) or
(g) or Section 6.03 (to the extent any such documents are included in materials otherwise filed with the
SEC) may be delivered electronically and if so delivered, shall be deemed to have been delivered on the date (i)
on which the Lead Borrower posts such documents or notices, or provides a link thereto on the Lead Borrower’s
website on the Internet at the website address listed on Schedule 10.02 ; or (ii) on which such documents or
notices are posted on the Lead Borrower’s behalf on an Internet or intranet website, if any, to which each
Lender and the Administrative Agent have access (whether a commercial, third-party website or whether
sponsored by the Administrative Agent); provided , that : (i) the Lead Borrower shall deliver paper copies of
such documents or notices to the Administrative Agent or any Lender that requests the Lead Borrower to
deliver such paper copies until a written request to cease delivering paper copies is given by the Administrative
Agent or such Lender and (ii) the Lead Borrower shall notify the Administrative Agent and each Lender (by
telecopy or electronic mail) of the posting of any such documents and provide to the Administrative Agent by
electronic mail electronic versions (i.e., soft copies) of such documents. The Administrative Agent shall have
no obligation to request the delivery or to maintain copies of the documents or notices referred to above, and in
any event shall have no responsibility to monitor compliance by the Loan Parties with any such request for
delivery, and each Lender shall be solely responsible for requesting delivery to it or maintaining its copies of
such documents or notices.
The Loan Parties hereby acknowledge that (a) the Administrative Agent and/or the Arranger will make
available to the Lenders and the L/C Issuer materials and/or information provided by or on behalf of the Loan
Parties hereunder (collectively, “ Borrower Materials ”) by posting the Borrower Materials on Intralinks or
another similar electronic system (the “ Platform ”) and (b) certain of the Lenders may be “ public-side ”
Lenders (i.e., Lenders that do not wish to receive material non-public information with respect to the Loan
Parties or their securities) (each, a “ Public Lender ”). The Loan Parties hereby agree that so long as any Loan
Party is the issuer of any outstanding debt or equity securities that are registered or issued pursuant to a private
offering or is actively contemplating issuing any such securities they will use commercially reasonable efforts
to identify that portion of the Borrower Materials that may be distributed to the Public Lenders and that (w) all
such Borrower Materials shall be clearly and conspicuously marked “ PUBLIC ” which, at a minimum, shall
mean that the word “ PUBLIC ” shall appear
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prominently on the first page thereof; (x) by marking Borrower Materials “PUBLIC,” the Loan Parties shall be
deemed to have authorized the Administrative Agent, the Arranger, the L/C Issuer and the Lenders to treat such
Borrower Materials as not containing any material non-public information (although it may be sensitive and
proprietary) with respect to the Loan Parties or their securities for purposes of United States Federal and state
securities laws ( provided , that , to the extent such Borrower Materials constitute Information, they shall be
treated as set forth in Section 10.07 ); (y) all Borrower Materials marked “ PUBLIC ” are permitted to be made
available through a portion of the Platform designated “ Public Investor ”; and (z) the Administrative Agent and
the Arranger shall be entitled to treat any Borrower Materials that are not marked “ PUBLIC ” as being suitable
only for posting on a portion of the Platform not designated “ Public Investor .”
6.03.Notices. Promptly notify (and in any event in the case of clause (a) below within two (2) days of
the occurrence of such event, and with respect to clauses (b) through (j) within ten (10) Business Days of such
event) the Administrative Agent:

(a) of the occurrence of any Event of Default;
(b) of any matter that has resulted or would reasonably be expected to result in a Material
Adverse Effect;
(c) of the occurrence of any ERISA Event or any Canadian Pension Event;
(d) of any material change in accounting policies or financial reporting practices by any
Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary thereof;
(e) of any change in any Loan Party’s Named Executive Officers (as such term is defined in
the Securities Laws);
(f) of the discharge by any Loan Party of its present Registered Public Accounting Firm or
any withdrawal or resignation by such Registered Public Accounting Firm;
(g) of the filing of any Lien for unpaid Taxes exceeding $1,000,000 in the aggregate against
the Loan Parties;
(h) of any casualty or other insured damage to any material portion of the Collateral or the
commencement of any action or proceeding for the taking of any interest in a material portion of the Collateral
under power of eminent domain or by condemnation or similar proceeding or if any material portion of the
Collateral is damaged or destroyed;
(i) of any transaction of the nature contained in ARTICLE VII hereof, occurring after the
Restatement Effective Date, consisting of (i) the incurrence by a Loan Party of Material Indebtedness, (ii) the
voluntary or involuntary grant of any Lien other than a Permitted Encumbrance upon any property of any Loan
Party, or (ii) the making of any Permitted Investments by a Loan Party in excess of $5,000,000 ( provided ,
that , if Lead Borrower shall have already provided and updated Occurrence Update Schedule or Periodic
Update Schedule reflecting any of the foregoing, no additional notice shall be necessary unless the same
constitutes an Event of Default); and
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(j) of any failure by any Loan Party to pay rent at (i) ten percent (10%) or more of such
Loan Party’s locations or (ii) any of such Loan Party’s locations if such failure continues for more than ten (10)
days following the day on which such rent first came due and such failure would be reasonably likely to result
in a Material Adverse Effect ;
(k) of any sale, disposition, or abandonment of any Intellectual Property, other than such
sale, disposition, or abandonment that constitutes a Permitted Disposition hereunder;
(l) of any Disposition of property or assets constituting a Prepayment Event for which the
Borrowers are required to make a mandatory prepayment pursuant to Section 2.05 hereof;
(m) of any material breach or non-performance of, or any material default under, a Material
Contract or with respect to Material Indebtedness, after giving effect to any applicable cure period of any Loan
Party or any Subsidiary thereof;
(n) of any dispute, litigation, investigation, proceeding or suspension between any Loan
Party or any Subsidiary thereof and any Governmental Authority or the commencement of, or any material
development in, any litigation or proceeding affecting any Loan Party or any Subsidiary thereof, including
pursuant to any applicable Environmental Laws that could reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect; and
(o) of any sale or transfer of Equity Interest that would constitute a Change in Control under
clause (a) or (c) of the definition of Change of Control thirty (30) days prior to the consummation of such sale
or transfer .
Each notice pursuant to this Section shall be accompanied by a statement of a Responsible Officer of the Lead
Borrower setting forth details of the occurrence referred to therein and stating what action the Lead Borrower
has taken and proposes to take with respect thereto. Each notice pursuant to Section 6.03(a) shall describe
with particularity any and all provisions of this Agreement and any other Loan Document that have been
breached.
6.04.Payment of Obligations. Pay and discharge as the same shall become due and payable, all its

obligations and liabilities, including (a) all material tax liabilities, assessments and governmental charges or
levies upon it or its properties or assets, (b) all lawful claims (including, without limitation, claims of landlords,
warehousemen, customs brokers, and carriers) which, if unpaid, would by law become a Lien upon its property
securing obligations in excess of $250,000; and (c) all Material Indebtedness, as and when due and payable, but
subject to any subordination provisions contained in any instrument or agreement evidencing such
Indebtedness, except, in each case, where (i) the validity or amount thereof is being contested in good faith by
appropriate proceedings, (ii) such Loan Party has set aside on its books adequate reserves with respect thereto in
accordance with GAAP, (iii) such contest effectively suspends collection of the contested obligation and
enforcement of any Lien securing such obligation, (iv) no Lien has been filed with respect thereto and (v) the
failure to make payment pending such contest would not reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse
Effect. Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to limit the rights of the Administrative Agent with respect to
determining Reserves in its Permitted Discretion pursuant to this Agreement.
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6.05.Preservation of Existence, Etc. (a) Preserve, renew and maintain in full force and effect its legal

existence and good standing under the Laws of the jurisdiction of its organization or formation except in a
transaction permitted by Section 7.04 or 7.05; (b) take all reasonable action to maintain all rights,
privileges, permits, licenses and franchises necessary or desirable in the normal conduct of its business, except
to the extent that failure to do so could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect; and (c)
preserve or renew all of its Intellectual Property, except to the extent such Intellectual Property (i) is no longer
used or useful in the conduct of the business of the Loan Parties or any Restricted Subsidiary or (ii) the failure
to preserve or renew such Intellectual Property could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect.
6.06.Maintenance of Properties. Except where the failure to do so would not reasonably be expected
to have a Material Adverse Effect, (a) maintain, preserve and protect all of its properties and equipment
necessary or useful in the operation of its business in good working order and condition, ordinary wear and tear
excepted; and (b) make all necessary repairs thereto and renewals and replacements thereof except where the
failure to do so could not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
6.07.Maintenance of Insurance. Maintain at all times with financially sound and reputable insurers

insurance with respect to the Collateral against loss or damage and all other insurance of the kinds and in the
amounts customarily insured against or carried by corporations of established reputation engaged in the same or
similar businesses and similarly situated, and such other insurance as may be required by applicable Law. Said
policies of insurance shall be reasonably satisfactory to Administrative Agent as to form, amount and
insurer. The Lead Borrower shall furnish certificates, policies or endorsements to Administrative Agent as
Administrative Agent shall reasonably require as proof of such insurance, and, in the event that the Loan Parties
at any time or times shall fail to obtain or maintain any of the policies of insurance required hereby or to pay
any premium in whole or in part relating thereto, the Administrative Agent may, without waiving or releasing
any obligation or liability of the Loan Parties hereunder or any Event of Default, in its sole discretion, obtain
and maintain such policies of insurance and pay such premium and take any other actions with respect thereto
as the Administrative Agent deems advisable, at the expense of Borrowers. All policies shall provide for at
least thirty (30) days prior written notice to Administrative Agent of any cancellation or reduction of coverage
and that Administrative Agent may act as attorney for each Borrower and Guarantor in obtaining, and at any
time an Event of Default exists or has occurred and is continuing, adjusting, settling, amending and canceling
such insurance. Borrowers and Guarantors shall cause Administrative Agent to be named as a loss payee and
an additional insured (but without any liability for any premiums) under such insurance policies and Borrowers
and Guarantors shall obtain non-contributory lender’s loss payable endorsements to all insurance policies in
form and substance satisfactory to Administrative Agent. Such lender’s loss payable endorsements shall
specify that the proceeds of such insurance shall be payable to Administrative Agent as its interests may appear
and further specify that Administrative Agent and Lenders shall be paid regardless of any act or omission by
any Borrower, Guarantor or any of its or their Affiliates. Without limiting any other rights of Administrative
Agent or Lenders, any insurance proceeds received by Administrative Agent at any time may, subject to the
terms of the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement, be applied to payment of the Obligations (subject to the
terms of the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement), whether or not then due, in any order and
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in such manner as Administrative Agent may determine. Upon application of such proceeds to the Loans,
Loans may be available subject and pursuant to the terms hereof to be used for the costs of repair or
replacement of the Collateral lost or damages resulting in the payment of such insurance proceeds. Each Loan
Party hereby irrevocably makes, constitutes and appoints the Administrative Agent (and all officers, employees
or agents designated by the Administrative Agent) as such Loan Party’s true and lawful agent (and
attorney-in-fact), exercisable only after the occurrence and during the continuance of an Event of Default, for
the purpose of making, settling and adjusting claims in respect of the Collateral under policies of insurance,
endorsing the name of such Loan Party on any check, draft, instrument or other item of payment for the
proceeds of such policies of insurance and for making all determinations and decisions with respect thereto. All
sums disbursed by the Administrative Agent in connection with this Section 6.07, including reasonable
attorneys’ fees, court costs, expenses and other charges relating thereto, shall be payable, upon demand, by the
Loan Parties to the Administrative Agent and shall be additional Obligations secured hereby.
6.08.Compliance with Laws. Comply in all material respects with the requirements of all Laws and
all orders, writs, injunctions and decrees applicable to it or to its business or property (including all applicable
ERISA, FCPA, OFAC, PATRIOT Act and anti-money laundering Laws), except in such instances in which the
failure to comply therewith would not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
6.09.Books and Records; Accountants.

(a) Maintain proper books of record and account, in which entries are full, true and correct
in all material respects and are in conformity with GAAP consistently applied shall be made of all material
financial transactions and matters involving the assets and business of the Loan Parties and their Subsidiaries;
and maintain such books of record and account in material conformity with all applicable requirements of any
Governmental Authority having regulatory jurisdiction over the Loan Parties and their Subsidiaries.
(b) at all times retain a Registered Public Accounting Firm of national standing and shall
instruct such Registered Public Accounting Firm to cooperate with, and be available to, the Administrative
Agent or its representatives to discuss the Loan Parties’ financial performance, financial condition, operating
results, controls, and such other matters, within the scope of the retention of such Registered Public Accounting
Firm, as may be raised by the Administrative Agent.
6.10.Inspection Rights; Field Examinations; Appraisals.

(a) Permit representatives and independent contractors of the Administrative Agent to visit
and inspect any of its properties, to examine its corporate, financial and operating records, and make copies
thereof or abstracts therefrom, and to discuss its affairs, finances and accounts with its directors, officers, and
Registered Public Accounting Firm, all at the expense of the Loan Parties and at such reasonable times during
normal business hours and as often as may be reasonably desired, upon reasonable advance notice to the Lead
Borrower; provided , that , when an Event of Default exists the Administrative Agent (or any of its
representatives or independent contractors) may do any of the foregoing at the expense of the Loan Parties at
any time during normal business hours and without advance notice.
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(b) Upon the request of the Administrative Agent after reasonable prior notice, permit the
Administrative Agent or professionals (including investment bankers, consultants, accountants and lawyers)
retained by the Administrative Agent to conduct field examinations and other evaluations, including, without
limitation, of (1) the Lead Borrower’s practices in the computation of the Borrowing Base, (2) the assets
included in the Borrowing Base and related financial information such as, but not limited to, sales, gross
margins, payables, accruals and reserves, and (3) the Loan Parties’ business plan and cash flows. The Loan
Parties shall pay the fees and expenses of the Administrative Agent and such professionals with respect to such
examinations and evaluations, provided , that , the Administrative Agent shall undertake only one (1) field
examination in each period of twelve (12) consecutive Fiscal Months at the Loan Parties’ expense; except, that,
if (i) Excess Availability is less than the amount equal to thirty percent (30%) of the Borrowing Base
(calculated without giving effect to the Term Loan Reserves) but greater than or equal to fifteen percent (15%)
of the Borrowing Base (calculated without giving effect to the Term Loan Reserves) at any time during such
twelve (12) consecutive Fiscal Months, the Administrative Agent may, in its discretion, have one (1) additional
field examination done during such twelve (12) consecutive Fiscal Months at the Loan Parties’ expense, and (ii)
Excess Availability is less than the amount equal to fifteen percent (15%) of the Borrowing Base (calculated
without giving effect to the Term Loan Reserves) at any time during such twelve (12) consecutive Fiscal
Months, the Administrative Agent may, in its discretion, have two (2) additional field examination done
examinations conducted during such twelve (12) consecutive Fiscal Months at the Loan Parties’
expense. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in addition to the field examinations described above, the
Administrative Agent may have additional field examinations done (a) as it in its discretion deems necessary or
appropriate at its own expense, or (b) if required by Law or if an Event of Default shall have occurred and be
continuing, at the Loan Parties’ expense.
(c) Upon the request of the Administrative Agent after reasonable prior notice, permit the
Administrative Agent or professionals (including appraisers) retained by the Administrative Agent to conduct
appraisals of the Collateral, including, without limitation, the assets included in the Borrowing Base. The Loan
Parties shall pay the fees and expenses of the Administrative Agent and such professionals with respect to such
appraisals. Without limiting the foregoing, the Loan Parties acknowledge that the Administrative Agent may, in
its Permitted Discretion, undertake up to (1) one (1) inventory appraisal each period of twelve (12) consecutive
Fiscal Months at the Loan Parties’ expense; except, that, if (A) Excess Availability is less than the amount equal
to thirty percent (30%) of the Borrowing Base but greater than or equal to fifteen percent (15%) of the
Borrowing Base (calculated without giving effect to the Term Loan Reserves) at any time during such twelve
(12) consecutive Fiscal Months, the Administrative Agent may, in its Permitted Discretion, conduct one (1)
additional appraisal during such twelve (12) consecutive Fiscal Months at the Loan Parties’ expense, and (B)
Excess Availability is less than the amount equal to fifteen percent (15%) of the Borrowing Base (calculated
without giving effect to the Term Loan Reserves) at any time during such twelve (12) consecutive Fiscal
Months, the Administrative Agent may, in its Permitted Discretion, conduct two (2) additional appraisals during
such twelve (12) consecutive Fiscal Months at the Loan Parties’ expense. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in
addition to the appraisals described above, the Administrative Agent may have additional appraisals done (a) as
it in its Permitted Discretion deems necessary or appropriate at its own expense, or (b) if required by Law or if
an Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing, at the Loan Parties’ expense.
(d) Reserved
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6.11.Use of Proceeds. Use the proceeds of the Credit Extension (a) to repay the Indebtedness

outstanding (and cash collateralize outstanding letters of credit) under the Existing Credit Agreements, (b) to
finance the acquisition of working capital assets of the Borrowers, including the purchase of inventory and
equipment, in each case in the ordinary course of business, (c) to finance Capital Expenditures of the
Borrowers, (d) to pay costs, fees, and expenses in connection with the credit facility provided hereunder and (e)
for general corporate purposes of the Loan Parties, in each case to the extent expressly permitted under
applicable Law and not expressly prohibited by the Loan Documents.
6.12.Additional Loan Parties. Promptly (and in any event within five (5) Business Days after the
acquisition or formation of any Subsidiary notify the Administrative Agent thereof and (a) unless such
Subsidiary is an Excluded Subsidiary, at the time that any Person becomes a Subsidiary, and promptly thereafter
(and in any event within sixty (60) days thereafter), cause any such Person to (i) become a Loan Party by
executing and delivering to the Administrative Agent a Joinder to this Agreement or a counterpart of the
Facility Guaranty or such other document as the Administrative Agent shall reasonably deem appropriate for
such purpose, (ii) grant a Lien to the Administrative Agent on such Person’s assets to secure the Obligations,
and (iii) deliver to the Administrative Agent documents of the types referred to in clauses (iii) and (iv) of
Section 4.01(a) and favorable opinions of counsel to such Person (which shall cover, among other things, the
legality, validity, binding effect and enforceability of the documentation referred to in clause (a)), and (b) if any
Equity Interests or Indebtedness of such Person are owned by or on behalf of any Loan Party, to pledge such
Equity Interests and promissory notes evidencing such Indebtedness (except that, if such Subsidiary is a CFC,
the Equity Interests of such Subsidiary to be pledged may be limited to sixty-five percent (65%) of the
outstanding voting Equity Interests of such Subsidiary and one hundred percent (100%) of the non-voting
Equity Interests of such Subsidiary and such time period may be extended based on local law or practice), in
each case in form, content and scope reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent. In no event shall
compliance with this Section 6.12 waive or be deemed a waiver or Consent to any transaction giving rise to
the need to comply with this Section 6.12 if such transaction was not otherwise expressly permitted by this
Agreement or constitute or be deemed to constitute, with respect to any Subsidiary, an approval of such Person
as a Borrower or permit the inclusion of any acquired assets in the computation of the Borrowing Base.
6.13.Cash Management.

(a) On or prior to the Restatement Effective Date, deliver to the Administrative Agent copies
of notifications (each, a “ Credit Card Notification ”) substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit I
which have been executed on behalf of such Loan Party and delivered to such Loan Party’s Credit Card
Processors listed on Schedule 5.21(b) .
(b) The Loan Parties shall ACH or wire transfer (i) no less frequently than weekly (and
whether or not there are then any outstanding Obligations) to a Blocked Account all available amounts on
deposit in each DDA used by any Store or other retail location or otherwise for the receipt of proceeds of
Accounts or other Collateral from customers and other obligors (which shall not include any Excluded DDA, so
that funds in an Excluded DDA are not sent to a Blocked Account), (ii) no less frequently than daily (and
whether or not there are then any outstanding Obligations) to a Blocked Account all payments due from Credit
Card Issuers and
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Credit Card Processors, and (iii) no less frequently than daily (and whether or not there are then any outstanding
Obligations) all amounts on deposit in a Blocked Account to the Concentration Account; provided , that , the
available amounts from any DDA shall only be required to be transferred if the available amount on deposit in
such DDA on such day is greater than $2,500, as may be required to be kept in the subject DDA by the
depository bank.
(c) Each Blocked Account Agreement as to a Blocked Account shall require that the
applicable Blocked Account Bank, after notice by Administrative Agent to the applicable Blocked Account
Bank, transfer no less frequently than daily to the Agent Payment Account all available amounts on deposit in
the Blocked Account subject to such Blocked Account Agreement, including the following: (i) all available
cash receipts from the sale of Inventory and other assets (whether or not constituting Collateral); (ii) all
proceeds of collections of Accounts; (iii) all Net Proceeds, and all other cash payments received by a Loan
Party from any Person or from any source or on account of any sale or other transaction or event, including any
Prepayment Event, provided , that , Administrative Agent shall only send such notice to a Blocked Account
Bank with respect to a Blocked Account at any time a Cash Dominion Event shall exist.
(d) The Blocked Account Agreement as to the Concentration Account shall require that the
applicable Blocked Account Bank, after notice by Administrative Agent to the applicable Blocked Account
Bank, transfer no less frequently than daily to the Agent Payment Account, all funds on deposit therein,
provided , that , Administrative Agent shall only send such notice to a Blocked Account Bank with respect to a
Concentration Account at any time a Cash Dominion Event shall exist.
(e) All funds received in the Agent Payment Account shall be applied to the Obligations as
provided in accordance with this Agreement. In the event that, notwithstanding the provisions of this Section
6.13, any Loan Party receives or otherwise has dominion and control of any such proceeds or collections, such
proceeds and collections shall be held in trust by such Loan Party for the Administrative Agent, shall not be
commingled with any of such Loan Party’s other funds or deposited in any account of such Loan Party and
shall, not later than the Business Day after receipt thereof, be deposited into a Blocked Account or the
Concentration Account, or if there then exists a Cash Dominion Event, dealt with in such other fashion as such
Loan Party may be instructed by the Administrative Agent.
(f) Upon the written request of the Administrative Agent, the Loan Parties shall cause bank
statements and/or other reports to be delivered to the Administrative Agent not less often than monthly,
accurately setting forth all amounts deposited in each Blocked Account to ensure the proper transfer of funds as
set forth above.
6.14.Information Regarding the Collateral.

(a) Furnish to the Administrative Agent at least ten (10) days prior written notice of any
change in: (i) any Loan Party’s legal name; (ii) the location of any Loan Party’s chief executive office, its
principal place of business, any office in which it maintains books or records relating to Collateral owned by it
or any office or facility at which Collateral owned by it is located (including the establishment of any such new
office or facility); (iii) any Loan Party’s organizational structure or jurisdiction of incorporation or formation; or
(iv) any Loan Party’s
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Federal Taxpayer Identification Number or organizational identification number assigned to it by its jurisdiction
of incorporation or formation. The Loan Parties agree not to effect or permit any change referred to in the
preceding sentence unless all filings have been made under the UCC, PPSA or otherwise that are required in
order for the Administrative Agent to continue at all times following such change to have a valid, legal and
perfected first priority security interest in all the Collateral (subject to, with respect to priority, Permitted
Encumbrances having priority by operation of law and Permitted Encumbrances on Term Loan Priority
Collateral securing Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness) for its own benefit and the benefit of the other Secured
Parties. Each Loan Party agrees to promptly provide the Administrative Agent with certified Organization
Documents reflecting any of the changes described in this Section 6.14(a).
(b) The Administrative Agent may rely on opinions of counsel as to whether any or all UCC
financing statements of the Loan Parties need to be amended as a result of any of the changes described in
Section 6.14(a) . If any Loan Party fails to provide information to the Administrative Agent about such changes
on a timely basis, the Administrative Agent shall not be liable or responsible to any party for any failure to
maintain a perfected security interest in such Loan Party’s property constituting Collateral, for which the
Administrative Agent needed to have information relating to such changes. The Administrative Agent shall
have no duty to inquire about such changes if any Loan Party does not inform the Administrative Agent of such
changes, the parties acknowledging and agreeing that it would not be feasible or practical for the Administrative
Agent to search for information on such changes if such information is not provided by any Loan Party.
(c) Should any of the information on any (i) Periodic Update Schedule hereto become
inaccurate or misleading in any material respect as a result of changes after the Restatement Effective Date, the
Lead Borrower shall provide updated versions of such Periodic Update Schedule together with the next delivery
of financial statements required to be delivered to the Administrative Agent pursuant to Section 6.01(a), (b) or
(c) and (ii) Schedule become inaccurate or misleading in any material respect as a result of changes after the
Restatement Effective Date, the Lead Borrower shall advise the Administrative Agent in writing of such
revisions or updates as may be necessary or appropriate to update or correct the same promptly, but in any event
within fifteen (15) Business Days. From time to time as may be reasonably requested by the Administrative
Agent, the Lead Borrower shall supplement each Schedule hereto, or any representation herein or in any other
Loan Document, with respect to any matter arising after the Restatement Effective Date that, if existing or
occurring on the Restatement Effective Date, would have been required to be set forth or described in such
Schedule or as an exception to such representation or that is necessary to correct any information in such
Schedule or representation which has been rendered materially inaccurate thereby (and, in the case of any
supplements to any Schedule, such Schedule shall be appropriately marked to show the changes made
therein). Notwithstanding the foregoing, no supplement or revision to any Schedule or representation shall be
deemed the Secured Parties’ consent to the matters reflected in such updated Schedules or revised
representations nor permit the Loan Parties to undertake any actions otherwise prohibited hereunder or fail to
undertake any action required hereunder from the restrictions and requirements in existence prior to the delivery
of such updated Schedules or such revision of a representation; nor shall any such supplement or revision to any
Schedule or representation be deemed the Secured Parties’ waiver of any Default or Event of Default resulting
from the matters disclosed therein.
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6.15.Physical Inventories.

(a) Cause not less than two (2) periodic cycle counts, in each case consistent with practices
of the Loan Parties in effect on the date hereof, conducted by such inventory takers as are reasonably
satisfactory to the Administrative Agent and following such methodology as is consistent with the methodology
used in the immediately preceding inventory or as otherwise may be reasonably satisfactory to the
Administrative Agent, so long such cycle counts result in at least two one ( 2 1 ) physical inventories inventory
of each retail store location and leased department (and so long as cycle counts of each distribution center result
in at least one (1) physical inventory of such distribution center) in each consecutive twelve (12) month
period. The Administrative Agent, at the expense of the Loan Parties, may participate in and/or observe each
scheduled physical count of Inventory which is undertaken on behalf of any Loan Party with respect to up to ten
percent (10%) of all Stores, in any consecutive twelve (12) month period. The Lead Borrower, within thirty
(30) days following the completion of such inventory, shall provide the Administrative Agent with a
reconciliation of the results of such inventory (as well as of any other physical inventory or cycle counts
undertaken by a Loan Party) and shall post such results to the Loan Parties’ stock ledgers and general ledgers,
as applicable.
(b) Permit the Administrative Agent, in its discretion, if any Event of Default exists, to
cause additional such inventories to be taken as the Administrative Agent determines (each, at the expense of
the Loan Parties).
6.16.Environmental Laws.

(a) Conduct its operations and keep and maintain its Real Estate and requires all lessees and
sublessees of such Real Estate to operate and maintain such Real Estate in material compliance with all
Environmental Laws; (b) obtain and renew all environmental permits necessary for its operations and
properties; and (c) implement any and all investigation, remediation, removal and response actions that are
appropriate or necessary to maintain the value and marketability of the Real Estate or to otherwise comply with
Environmental Laws pertaining to the presence, generation, treatment, storage, use, disposal, transportation or
release of any Hazardous Materials on, at, in, under, above, to, from or about any of its Real Estate, except
where such failure would not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, provided , that ,
neither a Loan Party nor any of its Subsidiaries shall be required to undertake any such cleanup, removal,
remedial or other action to the extent that its obligation to do so is being contested in good faith and by proper
proceedings and adequate reserves have been set aside and are being maintained by the Loan Parties with
respect to such circumstances in accordance with GAAP.
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6.17.Further Assurances.

(a) Execute any and all further documents, financing statements, agreements and
instruments, and take all such further actions (including the filing and recording of financing statements and
other documents), that may be required under any applicable Law, or which Administrative Agent may
reasonably request, to effectuate the transactions contemplated by the Loan Documents or to grant, preserve,
protect or perfect the Liens created or intended to be created by the Security Documents or the validity or
priority of any such Lien, all at the expense of the Loan Parties. The Loan Parties also agree to provide to the
Administrative Agent, from time to time upon written request, evidence reasonably satisfactory to the
Administrative Agent as to the perfection and priority of the Liens created or intended to be created by the
Security Documents.
(b) If any material assets (including any Term Loan Priority Collateral but excluding any
“Excluded Property,” as such term is defined in the Security Agreement) are acquired by any Loan Party (other
than assets constituting Collateral under the Security Documents that become subject to the Lien of the Security
Documents upon acquisition thereof) , notify the Administrative Agent thereof, and the Loan Parties will cause
such assets to be subjected to a Lien securing the Obligations and will take such actions as shall be necessary or
shall be requested by any the Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion to grant and perfect such Liens,
including actions described in paragraph (a) of this Section 6.13 , all at the expense of the Loan Parties. In no
event shall compliance with this Section 6.13(b) waive or be deemed a waiver or Consent to any transaction
giving rise to the need to comply with this Section 6.13(b) if such transaction was not otherwise expressly
permitted by this Agreement or constitute or be deemed to constitute Consent to the inclusion of any acquired
assets in the computation of the Borrowing Base.
(c) Use, and cause each of the Restricted Subsidiaries to use, their commercially reasonable
efforts to obtain lease terms in any Lease entered into by any Loan Party after the date hereof not expressly
prohibiting the recording in the relevant real estate filing office of an appropriate memorandum of lease and the
encumbrancing of the leasehold interest of such Loan Party in the property that is the subject of such Lease.
(d) Upon the request of the Administrative Agent, cause any of its landlords (other than with
respect to Department Lessors and lessors of Store Leased Locations except in respect of Store Leased
Locations in Landlord Lien States) to deliver a Collateral Access Agreement to the Administrative Agent in
such form as the Administrative Agent may reasonably require. With respect to Store Leased Locations in
Landlord Lien States, Administrative Agent agrees that it shall only request a Collateral Access Agreement for
any such Store Leased Location to the extent the Lead Borrower requests the removal of all or a portion of any
Reserves relating to such Store Leased Location.
(e) Upon the request of the Administrative Agent, deliver to the Administrative Agent
copies of notifications (each, a “ DDA Notification ”) substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit H
which have been executed on behalf of such Loan Party and delivered to each depository institution at which a
DDA (other than an Excluded DDA) is maintained.
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(f) Upon the reasonable request of the Administrative Agent with respect to any Leased
Department, the Loan Parties shall send notices to any Department Lessor’s secured creditors holding a lien on
such Department Lessor’s inventory and otherwise comply with the relevant provisions of the UCC, including
without limitation, Section 9-324, to establish priority of the Loan Parties’ title and rights to all inventory
owned by the Loan Parties and located at such Department Lessor.
6.18.Lender Meetings. Within sixty (60) days after the receipt by Administrative Agent of the audited
financial statements pursuant to Section 6.01(a)(i) for the then most recently ended Fiscal Year of Lead
Borrower or on such other date as Administrative Agent and Lead Borrower may agree, at the request of
Administrative Agent or of the Required Lenders and upon reasonable prior notice, hold a meeting (at a
mutually agreeable location and time or, at the option of Administrative Agent, by conference call) with all
Lenders who choose to attend such meeting at which meeting shall be reviewed the financial results of the
previous Fiscal Year and the financial condition of the Lead Borrower and its Subsidiaries and the projections
presented for the current Fiscal Year of Lead Borrower.
6.19.Reserved.
6.20.Designation as Senior Debt. Designate all Obligations as “Designated Senior Indebtedness ”

under, and defined in, any agreement evidencing any Subordinated Indebtedness.
6.21.Post-Closing Matters. Execute and deliver the documents and complete the tasks set forth on
Schedule 6.21 , in each case within the time limits specified on such schedule (unless Administrative Agent, in
its Permitted Discretion, shall have agreed to any particular longer period).
6.22.Compliance with Canadian Pension Matters. Promptly notify the Administrative Agent of each

Canadian Pension Plan, Canadian Benefit Plan and Canadian Union Plan hereafter adopted or contributed to by
any of the Borrowers or their Restricted Subsidiaries. For each existing, or hereafter adopted, Canadian Benefit
Plan, Canadian Pension Plan and Canadian Union Plan, each Loan Party and Restricted Subsidiary, as
applicable, shall in a timely fashion comply with and perform in all material respects its obligations under and
in respect of such Canadian Benefit Plan, Canadian Pension Plan and Canadian Union Plan in accordance with
applicable Laws and plan terms. All employer contributions or premiums required to be remitted or paid
(including employee withheld amounts) to or in respect of each Canadian Benefit Plan, Canadian Pension Plan
and Canadian Union Plan shall be paid or remitted by each Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary in a timely
fashion in accordance with the terms thereof, any funding agreements and all Applicable Laws. The Lead
Borrower shall deliver to the Administrative Agent (i) if requested by the Administrative Agent, copies of each
annual and other return, report or valuation with respect to each Canadian Pension Plan required to be and as
filed with any applicable Governmental Authority; (ii) promptly, after receipt thereof, a copy of any direction,
order, notice, ruling or opinion that any Borrower or Restricted Subsidiary may receive from any Governmental
Authority with respect to any Canadian Pension Plan or Canadian Union Plan; and (iii) notification within 30
days of any increases having a cost to one or more of the Loan Parties or any Restricted Subsidiaries in excess
of $500,000.00 per annum in the aggregate, in the benefits of any existing Canadian Pension Plan, Canadian
Benefit Plan or Canadian Union Plan or the commencement of contributions to any such plan to which any
Borrower or Restricted Subsidiary was not previously contributing.
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6.23.Maintenance of Records. Keep and maintain at their own cost and expense materially complete

records of each Account, in a manner consistent with prudent business practice, including, without limitation,
records of all payments received, all credits granted thereon, all merchandise returned and all other
documentation relating thereto. Each Loan Party shall, at such Loan Party’s sole cost and expense, upon the
Administrative Agent’s demand made at any time after the occurrence and during the continuance of any Event
of Default, deliver all tangible evidence of Accounts, including, without limitation, all documents evidencing
Accounts and any books and records relating thereto to the Administrative Agent or to its representatives
(copies of which evidence and books and records may be retained by such Loan Party). Upon the occurrence
and during the continuance of any Event of Default, the Administrative Agent may transfer a full and complete
copy of any Loan Party’s books, records, credit information, reports, memoranda and all other writings relating
to the Accounts to and for the use by any Person that has acquired or is contemplating acquisition of an interest
in the Accounts or the Administrative Agent’s security interest therein in accordance with applicable Law
without the consent of any Loan Party.
6.24.Collection. Cause to be collected from the Account Debtor of each of the Accounts, as and when

due in the ordinary course of business consistent with prudent business practice (including, without limitation,
Accounts that are delinquent, such Accounts to be collected in accordance with generally accepted commercial
collection procedures), any and all amounts owing under or on account of such Account, and apply forthwith
upon receipt thereof all such amounts as are so collected to the outstanding balance of such Account. The costs
and expenses (including, without limitation, attorneys’ fees) of collection, in any case, whether incurred by any
Loan Party, the Administrative Agent or any other Credit Party, shall be paid by the Loan Parties.
6.25.Actions Regarding Intellectual Property. Subject to Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement, if any
Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing, upon the written demand of Administrative Agent,
execute and deliver to the Administrative Agent an assignment or assignments of the registered Patents,
Trademarks and/or Copyrights (as each such term is defined in the Security Agreement) and such other
documents as are necessary or appropriate to carry out the intent and purposes of hereof and of the Security
Agreement to the extent such assignment does not result in any loss of rights therein under applicable
Law. Within five (5) Business Days of written notice thereafter from Administrative Agent, each Loan Party
shall make available to Administrative Agent, to the extent within such Loan Party’s power and authority, such
personnel in such Loan Party’s employ on the date of the Event of Default as Administrative Agent may
reasonably designate to permit such Loan Party to continue, directly or indirectly, to produce, advertise and sell
the products and services sold by such Loan Party under the registered Patents, Trademarks and/or Copyrights,
and such Persons shall be available to perform their prior functions on Administrative Agent’s behalf.
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ARTICLE VII
NEGATIVE COVENANTS

So long as any Lender shall have any Commitment hereunder, any Loan or other Obligation hereunder shall
remain unpaid or unsatisfied, or any Letter of Credit shall remain outstanding (other than contingent
indemnification obligations for which a claim has not been asserted), no Loan Party shall, nor shall it permit any
Restricted Subsidiary to, directly or indirectly:
7.01.Liens. Create, incur, assume or suffer to exist any Lien upon any of its property, assets or
revenues, whether now owned or hereafter acquired or sign or file or suffer to exist under the UCC, the PPSA,
or any similar Law or statute of any jurisdiction a financing statement that names any Loan Party or any
Restricted Subsidiary thereof as debtor; sign or suffer to exist any security agreement authorizing any Person
thereunder to file such financing statement; sell any of its property or assets subject to an understanding or
agreement (contingent or otherwise) to repurchase such property or assets with recourse to it or any of its
Restricted Subsidiaries; or assign or otherwise transfer any accounts or other rights to receive income, other
than, as to all of the above, Permitted Encumbrances and in the case of the assignment or transfer of accounts or
other rights to receive payment except for Permitted Dispositions.
7.02.Investments; Acquisitions. Make any Investments, except Permitted Investments.
7.03.Indebtedness; Disqualified Stock.

(a) Create, incur, assume, guarantee, suffer to exist or otherwise become or remain liable
with respect to, any Indebtedness, except Permitted Indebtedness; or
(b) issue Disqualified Stock except as permitted by clause (m) of the definition of Permitted
Indebtedness;
(c) issue and sell Equity Interest in a Restricted Subsidiary of a Loan Party.
7.04.Fundamental Changes. Merge, dissolve, liquidate, consolidate with or into another Person, (or
(x) agree to do any of the below unless permitted under any of clauses (a)-(i) below or (y) enter into any
agreement to do any of the below unless such agreement is conditioned upon either obtaining the consent of the
Administrative Agent and Required Lenders to such transaction or the termination of the Aggregate
Commitments and the payment in full of the Obligations upon the occurrence of such fundamental change),
except, that, so long as no Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing prior to or immediately after
giving effect to any action described below or would result therefrom:

(a) (i)any domestic wholly-owned Subsidiary that is not a Loan Party may merge with a
Loan Party, provided , that , the Loan Party shall be the continuing or surviving Person and (ii) any
Subsidiary of Lead Borrower that is a Loan Party may merge into any Subsidiary that is a Loan Party or into a
Borrower; provided , that , in any merger involving a Borrower, such Borrower shall be the continuing or
surviving person, and any merger involving the Lead Borrower, the Lead Borrower shall be the continuing or
surviving Person;
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(b) in connection with a Permitted Acquisition, any Restricted Subsidiary (other than a Loan
Party) may merge with or into or consolidate with any other Person or permit any other Person to merge with or
into or consolidate with it; provided , that , (i) the Person surviving such merger shall be a Wholly-Owned
Subsidiary of a Loan Party and (ii) in the case of any such merger to which any Loan Party is a party, such Loan
Party is the surviving Person;
(c) any CFC that is not a Loan Party may merge into any CFC that is not a Loan Party
(d) any merger the sole purpose of which is to reincorporate or reorganize a Loan Party in
another jurisdiction in the United States shall be permitted;
(e) any Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary (other than the Lead Borrower) may liquidate,
wind-up or dissolve or change its legal form, provided , that , promptly upon the commencement of the
winding up, any action to dissolve or change such Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary, as the case may be, (A)
any assets of such Loan Party which constitute Collateral are either (1) transferred to any other Loan Party and
are subject to the valid perfected security interests of Administrative Agent as to any Revolving Loan Priority
Collateral and Term Loan Priority Collateral or (2) are subject to a Disposition which is a Permitted Disposition
and (B) any such Loan Party that is a Borrower shall cease to be a Borrower;
(f) so long as no Event of Default exists or would result therefrom, any Loan Party may
merge or consolidate with any other Person in order to effect any Permitted Investment (other than clause (j) of
the definition of Permitted Investments); provided , that , the continuing or surviving Person shall be a
Borrower or a Loan Party (unless such Subsidiary is an Excluded Subsidiary), which shall have complied with
the applicable requirements of Section 6.12 ;
(g) so long as no Event of Default exists or would result therefrom, a merger, dissolution,
liquidation, consolidation or Disposition, the purpose of which is to effect a Disposition permitted pursuant to
Section 7.05 (other than clause (h) of the definition of Permitted Dispositions); and
(h) any Subsidiary of Lead Borrower that is a Loan Party may liquidate, wind-up or
dissolve, provided , that , promptly upon the commencement of the winding up or any action to dissolve such
Subsidiary, (A) any assets of such Subsidiary which constitute Collateral are either (1) transferred to a Loan
Party and are subject to the valid perfected security interests of Agent as to any Revolving Loan Priority
Collateral and Term Loan Priority Collateral or (2) are subject to a Disposition which is a Permitted
Disposition, and (3) any such Subsidiary that is a Borrower shall cease to be a Borrower; and
(i) any Loan Party may change its name (within the meaning of Section 9-503 of the Code),
organizational identification number, jurisdiction of organization or organizational identity; provided , that ,
(a) such Loan Party gives at least 10 days’ prior written notice to Administrative Agent of such change; (b) such
jurisdiction of organization shall be within the United States; (c) such organizational identity shall be a
corporation, a limited liability company or other identity reasonably acceptable to Administrative Agent; and
(d) Administrative Agent
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shall have received such agreements, documents and instruments as it shall reasonably request in order to
continue the perfection of its security interests and to confirm the continuation of the party being bound to the
Loan Documents to which it is a party immediately prior to such change.
7.05.Dispositions. Make any Disposition (or enter into any agreement to make any Disposition unless
such agreement is conditioned upon either obtaining the consent of the Administrative Agent and Required
Lenders to such transaction or the termination of the Aggregate Commitments and the payment in full of the
Obligations upon the occurrence of such Disposition), except Permitted Dispositions.
7.06.Restricted Payments. Declare or make, directly or indirectly, any Restricted Payment, (or enter
into any agreement which obligates any Loan Party or Restricted Subsidiary to make any Restricted Payment
unless such agreement is conditioned upon either obtaining the consent of the Administrative Agent and
Required Lenders to such transaction or the termination of the Aggregate Commitments and the payment in full
of the Obligations upon the making of such Restricted Payment) except that, so long as no Event of Default
shall have occurred and be continuing prior to or immediately after giving effect to any Restricted Payment
described below or would result therefrom:

(a) If the Payments Conditions are satisfied, the Loan Parties may declare or make any
Restricted Payment;
(b) each Subsidiary of a Loan Party may make Restricted Payments to any Loan Party;
(c) the Loan Parties and each Restricted Subsidiary may declare and make dividend
payments or other distributions payable solely in the common stock or other common Equity Interests of such
Person, so long as such dividends do not result in a Change of Control.
(d) the Loan Parties and Restricted Subsidiaries may make payments (or make Restricted
Payments to the Lead Borrower to pay) for the repurchase, retirement or other acquisition or retirement for
value of Equity Interests of the Lead Borrower held by any future, present or former employee, director,
consultant or distributor (or any spouses, former spouses, domestic partners, executors, administrators, heirs,
legatees or distributes of any of the foregoing) of the Loan Parties upon the death, disability, retirement or
termination of employment of any such Person or otherwise pursuant to any employee or director equity plan,
employee or director stock option plan or any other employee or director benefit plan or any agreement
(including any stock subscription or shareholder agreement) with any employee, director, consultant or
distributor of the Loan Parties in an aggregate amount after the November 1, 2012 together with the
aggregate amount of any loans or advances made in lieu of Restricted Payments permitted pursuant to Section
7.03 not to exceed $2,000,000 in any calendar year; provided , that , such amount in any calendar year may
be increased by an amount to exceed the cash proceeds of key-man life insurance policies received by the Loan
Parties after November 1, 2012; and
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(e) to the extent constituting Restricted Payments, the Loan Parties and Restricted
Subsidiaries may enter into and consummate transactions expressly permitted by any provision of Section 7.02
(other than clause (k) of the definition of Permitted Investments), 7.04 or 7.09 so long as such Restricted
Payment is otherwise permitted to be made pursuant to this Section 7.06 ; and 7.06.
(f) notwithstanding anything to the contrary above, in addition to the cash dividends
permitted to be paid pursuant to the other subsections of this Section 7.06 , Lead Borrower may declare or pay
regularly scheduled cash dividends to holders of its Equity Interests of up to $15,000,000 in the aggregate in
any Fiscal Year of the Lead Borrower at times and in amounts otherwise consistent with its practice as in effect
on the date hereof, without regard to the satisfaction of the Payment Conditions, except, that, as of the date of
any such payment of a dividend and after giving effect thereto, no Event of Default shall exist or have occurred
and be continuing.
7.07.Prepayments of Indebtedness. Prepay, redeem, purchase, defease or otherwise satisfy prior to
the scheduled maturity thereof in any manner any Indebtedness, or make any payment in violation of any
subordination terms of any Subordinated Indebtedness, except:

(a) as long as no Event of Default then exists, regularly scheduled or mandatory repayments,
repurchases, redemptions or defeasances of Permitted Indebtedness (other than Subordinated Indebtedness);
(b) prepayments, redemptions, purchases, defeasements and satisfactions prior to the
scheduled maturity thereof of any Permitted Indebtedness so long as (i) the Payment Conditions are satisfied
after giving effect to such prepayment, redemption, purchase, defeasement or satisfaction, and (ii)
Administrative Agent shall have received prior notice of such prepayment, redemption, purchase, defeasement
or satisfaction and information related to such prepayment, redemption, purchase, defeasement or satisfaction
reasonably requested by Administrative Agent; and
(c) Permitted Refinancings of such Indebtedness.
7.08.Change in Nature of Business. In the case of each of the Loan Parties, engage in any line of

business substantially different from the Business conducted by the Loan Parties and their Subsidiaries on the
date hereof or any business substantially related or incidental thereto and any logical extensions thereof.
7.09.Transactions with Affiliates. Enter into, renew, extend or be a party to any transaction of any

kind with any Affiliate of any Loan Party, whether or not in the ordinary course of business, other than on fair
and reasonable terms substantially as favorable to the Loan Parties or such Subsidiary as would be obtainable
by the Loan Parties or such Subsidiary at the time in a comparable arm’s length transaction with a Person other
than an Affiliate, provided , that , the foregoing restriction shall not apply to:
(a) transactions between or among the Loan Parties, including any entity that becomes a
Loan Party as a result of such transactions;
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(b) employment and severance arrangements between the Loan Parties and their respective
officers and employees in the ordinary course of business and transactions pursuant to stock option plans and
employee benefit plans and arrangements,
(c) the non-exclusive licensing of trademarks, copyrights or other Intellectual Property
rights in the ordinary course of business to permit the commercial exploitation of Intellectual Property rights
between or among Affiliates and Subsidiaries of the Lead Borrower or the Lead Borrower,
(d) the payment of customary fees and reasonable out-of-pocket costs to, and indemnities
provided on behalf of, directors, officers and employees of the Loan Parties in the ordinary course of business to
the extent attributable to the ownership or operation of the Loan Parties,
(e) payments to or from, and transactions with, joint ventures (to the extent any such joint
venture is only an Affiliate as a result of Investments by a Loan Party in such joint venture) in the ordinary
course of business to the extent otherwise permitted under Section 7.02, and,
(f) the transactions set forth on Schedule 7.09 hereto.
7.10.Burdensome Agreements. Enter into or permit to exist any Contractual Obligation (other than
this Agreement or any other Loan Document or any other Contractual Obligation entered into with respect to
Permitted Indebtedness described in clauses (c) and (l) of such definition) that limits the ability of the Loan
Parties to create, incur, assume or suffer to exist Liens on Collateral of such Person (other than an Excluded
Subsidiary) in favor of the Administrative Agent; provided , that , the foregoing shall not apply to
Contractual Obligations that:

(a) exist on the date hereof and (to the extent not otherwise permitted by this Section 7.10)
are listed on Schedule 7.10 hereto and (y) to the extent Contractual Obligations permitted by clause (x) are
set forth in an agreement evidencing Indebtedness, are set forth in any agreement evidencing any permitted
modification, replacement, renewal, extension or refinancing of such Indebtedness so long as such modification,
replacement, renewal, extension or refinancing does not expand the scope of such Contractual Obligation,
(b) are customary restrictions that arise in connection with (x) any Permitted Encumbrance
and relate to the property subject to such Lien or (y) any Disposition permitted by Section 7.05 applicable
pending such Disposition solely to the assets subject to such Disposition,
(c) are customary provisions in joint venture agreements and other similar agreements
applicable to joint ventures permitted under Section 7.02 and applicable solely to such joint venture entered
into in the ordinary course of business,
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(d) are negative pledges and restrictions on Liens in favor of any holder of Indebtedness
permitted under Section 7.03 but solely to the extent any negative pledge relates to the property financed by
or the subject of such Indebtedness and the proceeds and products thereof and, in the case of the Permitted Term
Loan Indebtedness, permits the Liens securing the Obligations (subject to the Term Loan Intercreditor
Agreement),
(e) are customary restrictions on leases, subleases, licenses or asset sale agreements
otherwise permitted hereby so long as such restrictions relate to the assets subject thereto,
(f) comprise restrictions imposed by any agreement relating to Permitted Indebtedness to the
extent that such restrictions apply only to the property or assets securing such Indebtedness,
(g) are customary provisions restricting subletting or assignment of any lease governing a
leasehold interest,
(h) are customary provisions restricting assignment of any agreement entered into in the
ordinary course of business,
(i) restrictions contained in the Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness and any Permitted
Refinancing permitted under the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement,
(j) are restrictions on cash or other deposits imposed by customers under contracts entered
into in the ordinary course of business, or
(k) arise in connection with cash or other deposits permitted under Section 7.01.
7.11.Use of Proceeds. Use the proceeds of any Credit Extension, whether directly or indirectly, and
whether immediately, incidentally or ultimately, (a) to purchase or carry margin stock (within the meaning of
Regulation U of the FRB) or to extend credit to others for the purpose of purchasing or carrying margin stock or
to refund Indebtedness originally incurred for such purpose; or (b) for purposes other than those permitted under
this Agreement.
7.12.Amendment of Material Documents. Amend, modify or waive any of a Loan Party’s rights

under: (a) its Organization Documents or Material Contracts (including the Tax Credit Sale Agreement) in a
manner that has or would reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, (b) any of the terms of any
Indebtedness in excess of $7,500,000 (other than Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness) to the extent that such
amendment, modification or waiver would result in an Event of Default, or that has or could reasonably be
expected to have a Material Adverse Effect, or (c) any terms of the Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness, except
as agreed to between holders of the Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness and the Administrative Agent in the
applicable intercreditor agreement described in the definition of Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness permitted in
the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement.
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7.13.Fiscal Year. Change the Fiscal Year of any Loan Party, or the accounting policies or reporting

practices of the Loan Parties, except as permitted by GAAP; provided , that , the Lead Borrower and its
Subsidiaries may, after prior written notice to Administrative Agent (not less than thirty (30) days prior to the
commencement of such new Fiscal Year), change their Fiscal Year (subject to entering into such amendments
to other provisions of the Loan Documents that are affected by such change as required by Administrative
Agent).
7.14.Deposit Accounts; Credit Card Processors. Open new DDAs, Blocked Accounts, or

Concentration Accounts unless the Loan Parties shall have delivered to the Administrative Agent appropriate
DDA Notifications or Blocked Account Agreements consistent with the provisions of Section 6.13 and
otherwise reasonably satisfactory to the Administrative Agent. No Loan Party shall maintain any bank accounts
or enter into any agreements with Credit Card Processors other than as expressly contemplated herein or in
Section 6.13 hereof.
7.15.Financial Covenant. Permit Excess Availability at any time to be less than the greater of (a) ten

percent (10%) of the Combined Loan Caps ( with the Loan Cap calculated without giving effect to the Term
Loan Reserve) and (b) $ 10,000,000. 7,000,000.
7.16.[Reserved]
7.17.Canadian Pension Plans.

(a) maintainMaintain, sponsor, administer, contribute to, participate in or assume or incur
any liability in respect of any Specified Canadian Pension Plan, or acquire an interest in any Person if such
Person sponsors, administers, contributes to, participates in or has any liability in respect of, any Specified
Canadian Pension Plan.
(b) Contribute to or assume any obligation to contribute to any new “ multi-employer
pension plan ” as such term is defined in the Pension Benefits Act (Ontario) or any similar plan under pension
standards Laws in another jurisdiction.
(c) Fail to withhold, make, remit or pay when due or permit any other Loan Party to fail to
withhold, make, remit or pay when due any material withheld employee or employer payments, material
contributions (including “ normal cost ”, “ special payments ” and any other required contributions or payments
in respect of any funding deficiencies or shortfalls) or premiums to or in respect of any Canadian Pension Plan,
Canadian Benefit Plan or Canadian Union Plan pursuant to the terms of the particular plan, any applicable
collective bargaining agreement or participation agreement or applicable Laws.
(d) Establish or terminate, or permit any other Loan Party to establish or terminate, any
Canadian Pension Plan or Canadian Benefit Plan or withdraw from any Canadian Union Plan, if such
establishment, termination or withdrawal would reasonably be expected to result in any material liability of a
Loan Party, or take any other action with respect to any Canadian Pension Plan, Canadian Union Plan or
Canadian Benefit Plan which would reasonably be expected to result in any material liability of a Loan Party.
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7.18.Modification of Terms, Etc. Rescind or cancel any indebtedness evidenced by any Account or

modify any term thereof or make any adjustment with respect thereto except in the ordinary course of business
consistent with prudent business practice, or extend or renew any such indebtedness except in the ordinary
course of business consistent with prudent business practice or compromise or settle any dispute, claim, suit or
legal proceeding relating thereto or sell any Account or interest therein except in the ordinary course of business
consistent with prudent business practice or in accordance with this Agreement without the prior written
consent of the Administrative Agent.
ARTICLE VIII
EVENTS OF DEFAULT AND REMEDIES
8.01.Events of Default. Any of the following shall constitute an Event of Default:

(a) Non-Payment. The Borrowers or any other Loan Party fails to pay when and as required
to be paid herein, (i) any amount of principal of any Loan or any L/C Obligation, or deposit any funds to Cash
Collateralize L/C Obligations, or (ii) pay within three (3) Business Days after the same becomes due, any
interest on any Loan or on any L/C Obligation, or any fee due hereunder, or (iii) any other amount payable
hereunder or under any other Loan Document; or
(b) Specific Covenants. (i) Any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary fails to perform or
observe any term, covenant or agreement contained in any of Sections 6.01 , 6.02 (a), (b),(e), and (g) , 6.03
(other than notices of Default), 6.05 , 6.07 , 6.10 , 6.11 , 6.12 , 6.13 (so long as a Cash Dominion
Event has occurred and is continuing) or 6.14 or Article VII ; or (ii) any Guarantor fails to perform or
observe any term, covenant or agreement contained the Facility Guaranty beyond any applicable grace or cure
period, if any; or (ii) any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary fails to perform or observe any term, covenant
or agreement contained in any of Section 6.03(a) with respect to notices of Default for more than ten (10)
days after the occurrence of such Default, or
(c) Other Defaults. Any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary fails to perform or observe
any other covenant or agreement (not specified in subsection (a) or (b) above) contained in this Agreement or
any other Loan Document on its part to be performed or observed and such failure continues for twenty (20)
days after the date written notice thereof shall have been given to the Lead Borrower by the Administrative
Agent; provided , that , in the event the Lead Borrower fails to notify the Administrative Agent in accordance
with the terms of Section 6.03(a) within two (2) days after the occurrence of its failure to perform or observe
such term, covenant or agreement as provided therein, an Event of Default will occur as a result of the failure to
perform or observe such term, covenant or agreement on the date twenty (20) days after the earlier of (i) the
date of the event or occurrence which is the basis for such Event of Default or (ii) the date written notice thereof
shall have been given to the Lead Borrower by the Administrative Agent; or
(d) Representations and Warranties. Any representation, warranty, certification or statement
of fact made or deemed made by or on behalf of any Restricted Subsidiary, any Borrower or any other Loan
Party herein, in any other Loan Document, or in any document, report, certificate, financial statement or other
instrument delivered in connection herewith or therewith (including, without limitation, any Borrowing Base
Certificate) shall be
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incorrect or misleading in any material respect when made or deemed made except that such materiality
qualifier shall not be applicable to any representation or warranty that is already qualified by materiality or “
Material Adverse Effect ”; or
(e) Cross-Default. Any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary (A) fails to make any
payment when due (whether by scheduled maturity, required prepayment, acceleration, demand, or otherwise
after the expiration of any applicable grace period and after giving effect to any waivers or amendments with
respect thereto) in respect of any Material Indebtedness (including undrawn committed or available amounts
and including amounts owing to all creditors under any combined or syndicated credit arrangement), or (B) fails
to observe or perform any other agreement or condition relating to any such Material Indebtedness or contained
in any instrument or agreement evidencing, securing or relating thereto, or any other event occurs (other than,
with respect to Material Indebtedness consisting of Swap Contracts, termination events or equivalent events
pursuant to the terms of such Swap Contracts and not as a result of any default thereunder by any Loan Party),
the effect of which default or other event is to cause, or to permit the holder or holders of such Material
Indebtedness (or a trustee or agent on behalf of such holder or holders) to cause, with the giving of notice if
required and after the expiration of any applicable cure period and after giving effect to any waiver or
amendment with respect thereto, such Material Indebtedness to be demanded or to become due or to be
repurchased, prepaid, defeased or redeemed (automatically or otherwise), or an offer to repurchase, prepay,
defease or redeem such Indebtedness to be made, prior to its stated maturity; provided , that , this clause
(e)(B) shall not apply to secured Material Indebtedness that becomes due as a result of the voluntary sale or
transfer of the property or assets securing such Material Indebtedness, if such sale or transfer is otherwise
permitted hereunder and under the documents providing for such Material Indebtedness; or
(f) Insolvency Proceedings, Etc. Any Loan Party or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries
institutes or consents to the institution of any proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law, or makes an assignment
for the benefit of creditors; or applies for or consents to the appointment of any receiver, trustee, custodian,
conservator, liquidator, rehabilitator or similar officer for it or for all or any material part of its property; or a
proceeding shall be commenced or a petition filed, without the application or consent of such Person, seeking or
requesting the appointment of any receiver, trustee, custodian, conservator, liquidator, rehabilitator or similar
officer is appointed and the appointment continues undischarged, undismissed or unstayed for sixty (60)
calendar days or an order or decree approving or ordering any of the foregoing shall be entered; or any
proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law relating to any such Person or to all or any material part of its property
is instituted without the consent of such Person and continues undismissed or unstayed for sixty (60) calendar
days, or an order for relief is entered in any such proceeding; or
(g) Inability to Pay Debts; Attachment. (i) Any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary
becomes unable or admits in writing its inability or fails generally to pay its debts as they become due in the
ordinary course of business, or (ii) any writ or warrant of attachment or execution or similar process is issued or
levied against property of any of the Loan Parties in an aggregate amount in excess of $2,000,000 (except to the
extent paid or covered by third party insurance (where the company has been notified of the potential claim and
does not dispute coverage) and is not released, vacated or fully bonded within thirty (30) days after its issuance
or
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levy (except in the case of an attachment of the Blocked Accounts or Concentration Account, within five (5)
days), or (3) takes any action for the purpose of effecting the events described in the foregoing paragraph (f) or
this paragraph (g); or
(h) Judgments. There is entered against any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary (i) one
or more judgments or orders for the payment of money in an aggregate amount (as to all such judgments and
orders) exceeding the US Dollar Equivalent of $2,000,000 (to the extent not covered by independent third-party
insurance as to which the insurer is rated at least “ A ” by A.M. Best Company, has been notified of the
potential claim and does not dispute coverage), or (ii) any one or more non-monetary judgments that have, or
would reasonably be expected to have, individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect and, in either
case, (A) enforcement proceedings are commenced by any creditor upon such judgment or order, or (B) there is
a period of 10 consecutive days during which a stay of enforcement of such judgment or order, by reason of a
pending appeal or otherwise, is not in effect; or
(i) ERISA. (A) An ERISA Event occurs with respect to a Pension Plan or Multiemployer
Plan which has resulted or could reasonably be expected to result in liability of any Loan Party under Title IV of
ERISA to the Pension Plan, Multiemployer Plan or the PBGC in an aggregate amount in excess of $2,000,000
or which could reasonably likely result in a Material Adverse Effect, or (B) a Loan Party or any ERISA
Affiliate fails to pay when due, after the expiration of any applicable grace period, any installment payment
with respect to its withdrawal liability under Section 4201 of ERISA under a Multiemployer Plan in an
aggregate amount in excess of $2,000,000 or which could reasonably likely result in a Material Adverse Effect;
or
(j) Canadian Pension Event. A Canadian Pension Event occurs with respect to a Canadian
Pension Plan or Canadian Union Plan which has resulted or could reasonably be expected to result in Liability
of any Loan Party to the Canadian Pension Plan, Canadian Union Plan or other Person in an aggregate amount
in excess of $2,000,000 or which could reasonably likely result in a Material Adverse Effect; or
(k) Invalidity of Loan Documents. (i) Any provision of any Loan Document, at any time
after its execution and delivery and for any reason other than as expressly permitted hereunder or thereunder or
satisfaction in full of all the Obligations, ceases to be in full force and effect; or any Loan Party or any other
Person contests in any manner the validity or enforceability of any provision of any Loan Document; or any
Loan Party denies that it has any or further liability or obligation under any provision of any Loan Document, or
purports to revoke, terminate or rescind any provision of any Loan Document or seeks to avoid, limit or
otherwise adversely affect any Lien purported to be created under any Security Document; or (ii) any Lien
purported to be created under any Security Document shall cease to be, or shall be asserted by any Loan Party
or any other Person not to be, a valid and perfected Lien on any Collateral, with the priority required by the
applicable Security Document; or
(l) Change of Control. There occurs any Change of Control; or
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(m) Cessation of Business. Except as otherwise expressly permitted hereunder, Lead
Borrower and its Restricted Subsidiaries shall take any action to suspend the operation of their business, taken
as a whole, in the ordinary course, liquidate all or a material portion of its assets or Store locations, or employ
an agent or other third party to conduct a program of closings, liquidations or “ going-out-of-business ” sales of
any material portion of its business, taken as a whole; or
(n) Loss of Collateral. There occurs any uninsured loss to any portion of the Collateral
having a Value in excess of $ 10,000,000 5,000,000 ; or
(o) Breach of Contractual Obligation. Any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary thereof
fails to make any payment when due (whether by scheduled maturity, required prepayment, acceleration,
demand, or otherwise) in respect of any Material Contract or fails to observe or perform any other agreement or
condition relating to any such Material Contract or contained in any instrument or agreement evidencing,
securing or relating thereto, or any other event occurs, the effect of which default or other event is to cause, or
to permit the counterparty to such Material Contract to terminate such Material Contract but only if any of the
foregoing could reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect; or
(p) Indictment. The indictment or institution of any legal process or proceeding against, any
Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary thereof, under any federal, state, municipal, and other criminal statute,
rule, regulation, order, or other requirement having the force of law for a felony and such action or proceeding
is reasonably expected to have a Material Adverse Effect;
(q) Guaranty. The termination or attempted termination of any Facility Guaranty by any
Guarantor except as expressly permitted hereunder or under any other Loan Document;
(r) Credit Card Agreements. (i) any Credit Card Issuer or Credit Card Processor shall send
notice to any Borrower that it is ceasing to make or suspending payments to such Borrower of amounts due or
to become due to such Borrower or shall cease or suspend such payments which represent ten percent (10%) or
more of the Credit Card Receivables then owing to Borrower and such suspension of payments continues for
five (5) consecutive days, or shall send notice to such Borrower that it is terminating its arrangements with
Borrower or such arrangements shall terminate as a result of any event of default under such arrangements,
which continues for more than the applicable cure period, if any, with respect thereto, unless such Borrower
shall have entered into arrangements with another Credit Card Issuer or Credit Card Processor, as the case may
be, within sixty (60) days after the date of any such notice or (ii) any Credit Card Issuer or Credit Card
Processor withholds payment of amounts otherwise payable to a Borrower to fund a reserve account or
otherwise hold as collateral, or shall require a Borrower to pay funds into a reserve account or for such Credit
Card Issuer or Credit Card Processor to otherwise hold as collateral, or any Borrower shall provide a letter of
credit, guarantee, indemnity or similar instrument to or in favor of such Credit Card Issuer or Credit Card
Processors such that in the aggregate all of such funds in the reserve account, other than amounts held as
collateral and the amount of such letters of credit, guarantees, indemnities or similar instruments shall exceed an
amount equal to or exceeding ten percent (10%) of the Credit Card Receivables processed by such Credit Card
Issuer or Credit Card Processor in the immediately preceding Fiscal Year; or
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(s) Subordination. The subordination provisions of the documents evidencing or governing
any Subordinated Indebtedness or provisions of any the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement (the “
Intercreditor Provisions ”) shall, in whole or in part, terminate, cease to be effective or cease to be legally valid,
binding and enforceable against any holder of the applicable Indebtedness; or (ii) any Loan Party or any
Restricted Subsidiary shall, directly or indirectly, disavow or contest in any manner (A) the effectiveness,
validity or enforceability of any of the Intercreditor Provisions, (B) that the Intercreditor Provisions exist for
the benefit of the Secured Parties, or (C) that all payments of principal of or premium and interest on the
applicable Indebtedness, or realized from the liquidation of any property of any Loan Party or any Restricted
Subsidiary, shall be subject to any of the Intercreditor Provisions.
8.02.Remedies Upon Event of Default. If any Event of Default occurs and is continuing, the
Administrative Agent may, or, at the request of the Required Lenders shall, take any or all of the following
actions:

(a) declare the Commitments of each Lender to make Loans and any obligation of the L/C
Issuer to make L/C Credit Extensions to be terminated, whereupon such Commitments and obligation shall be
terminated;
(b) declare the unpaid principal amount of all outstanding Loans, all interest accrued and
unpaid thereon, and all other amounts owing or payable hereunder or under any other Loan Document to be
immediately due and payable, without presentment, demand, protest or other notice of any kind, all of which are
hereby expressly waived by the Loan Parties;
(c) require that the Loan Parties Cash Collateralize the L/C Obligations; and
(d) whether or not the maturity of the Obligations shall have been accelerated pursuant
hereto, proceed to protect, enforce and exercise all rights and remedies of the Secured Parties under this
Agreement, any of the other Loan Documents or applicable Law, including, but not limited to, by suit in equity,
action at law or other appropriate proceeding, whether for the specific performance of any covenant or
agreement contained in this Agreement and the other Loan Documents or any instrument pursuant to which the
Obligations are evidenced, and, if such amount shall have become due, by declaration or otherwise, proceed to
enforce the payment thereof or any other legal or equitable right of the Secured Parties;
provided, that, upon theentryoccurrence of anorder for relief (or similar order)Event of Default with respect to
any Loan Party or any Restricted Subsidiary thereof under any Debtor Relief Laws Section 8.02(f) , the
obligation of each Lender to make Loans and any obligation of the L/C Issuer to make L/C Credit Extensions
shall automatically terminate, the unpaid principal amount of all outstanding Loans and all interest and other
amounts as aforesaid (including the Early Termination Fee) shall automatically become due and payable, and
the obligation of the Loan Parties to Cash Collateralize the L/C Obligations as aforesaid shall automatically
become effective, in each case without further act of the Administrative Agent or any Lender.
No remedy herein is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy and each and every remedy shall be
cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy given hereunder or now or hereafter existing at law or
in equity or by statute or any other provision of Law.
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Each of the Lenders agrees that it shall not, unless specifically requested to do so in writing by
Administrative Agent, take or cause to be taken any action, including, the commencement of any legal or
equitable proceedings to enforce any Loan Document against any Loan Party or to foreclose any Lien on, or
otherwise enforce any security interest in, or other rights to, any of the Collateral.
8.03.Application of Funds. After the exercise of remedies provided for in Section 8.02 (or after the
Loans have automatically become immediately due and payable and the L/C Obligations have automatically
been required to be Cash Collateralized as set forth in the proviso to Section 8.02 ), any amounts received on
account of the Obligations shall be applied by the Administrative Agent in the following order:

First, to payment of that portion of the Obligations (excluding the Other Liabilities) constituting fees,
indemnities, Secured Party Expenses and other amounts (including fees, charges and disbursements of counsel
to the Administrative Agent and amounts payable under Article III) payable to the Administrative Agent, each
in its capacity as such;
Second, to payment of that portion of the Obligations (excluding the Other Liabilities) constituting
indemnities, Secured Party Expenses, and other amounts (other than principal, interest and fees) payable to the
Lenders and the L/C Issuer (including fees, charges and disbursements of counsel to the respective Lenders and
the L/C Issuer and amounts payable under Article III ), ratably among them in proportion to the amounts
described in this clause Second payable to them;
Third, to the extent not previously reimbursed by the Lenders, to payment to the Administrative Agent of that
portion of the Obligations constituting principal and accrued and unpaid interest on any Permitted
Overadvances;
Fourth, to the extent that Swing Line Loans have not been refinanced by a Committed Loan, payment to the
Swing Line Lender of that portion of the Obligations constituting accrued and unpaid interest on the Swing Line
Loans;
Fifth, to payment of that portion of the Obligations constituting accrued and unpaid interest on the Loans and
other Obligations, and fees (including Letter of Credit Fees but excluding any early termination fees), ratably
among the Lenders and the L/C Issuer in proportion to the respective amounts described in this clause Fifth
payable to them;
Sixth, to the extent that Swing Line Loans have not been refinanced by a Committed Loan, to payment to the
Swing Line Lender of that portion of the Obligations constituting unpaid principal of the Swing Line Loans;
Seventh, to payment of that portion of the Obligations constituting unpaid principal of the Revolving Loans,
ratably among the Lenders and the L/C Issuer in proportion to the respective amounts described in this clause
Seventh held by them;
Eighth, to the Administrative Agent for the account of the L/C Issuer, to Cash Collateralize that portion of
L/C Obligations comprised of the aggregate undrawn amount of Letters of Credit;
Ninth, Reserved;
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Tenth, to payment of all other Obligations (including without limitation the cash collateralization of
unliquidated indemnification obligations as provided in Section 10.04(b) , but excluding any Other Liabilities),
ratably among the Secured Parties in proportion to the respective amounts described in this clause Tenth held
by them;
Eleventh, to payment of that portion of the Obligations arising from Cash Management Services to the extent
secured under the Security Documents, ratably among the Secured Parties in proportion to the respective
amounts described in this clause Eleventh held by them;
Twelfth, to payment of all other Obligations arising from Bank Products and Factored Receivables to the
extent secured under the Security Documents, ratably among the Secured Parties in proportion to the respective
amounts described in this clause Twelfth held by them; and
Last, the balance, if any, after all of the Obligations have been indefeasibly paid in full, to the Loan Parties or
as otherwise required by Law.
Subject to Section 2.03(c), amounts used to Cash Collateralize the aggregate undrawn amount of Letters of
Credit pursuant to clause Eighth above shall be applied to satisfy drawings under such Letters of Credit as
they occur. If any amount remains on deposit as Cash Collateral after all Letters of Credit have either been
fully drawn or expired, such remaining amount shall be applied to the other Obligations, if any, in the order set
forth above.
ARTICLE IX
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT
9.01.Appointment and Authority.

(a) Each of the Secured Parties hereby irrevocably appoints Wells Fargo to act on its behalf
as the Administrative Agent hereunder and under the other Loan Documents and authorizes the Administrative
Agent to take such actions on its behalf and to exercise such powers as are delegated to the Administrative
Agent by the terms hereof or thereof, together with such actions and powers as are reasonably incidental
thereto. The provisions of this Article are solely for the benefit of the Administrative Agent, the Lenders and
the L/C Issuer, and no Loan Party or any Subsidiary thereof shall have rights as a third party beneficiary of any
of such provisions.
(b) Each of the Secured Parties hereby irrevocably appoints Wells Fargo as Administrative
Agent and authorizes the Administrative Agent to act as the agent of such Lender for purposes of acquiring,
holding and enforcing any and all Liens on Collateral granted by any of the Loan Parties to secure any of the
Obligations, together with such powers and discretion as are reasonably incidental thereto. In this connection,
the Administrative Agent, as “ collateral agent ” and any co-agents, sub-agents and attorneys-in-fact appointed
by the Administrative Agent pursuant to Section 9.05 for purposes of holding or enforcing any Lien on the
Collateral (or any portion thereof) granted under the Collateral Documents, or for exercising any rights and
remedies thereunder at the direction of the Administrative Agent), shall be entitled to the benefits of all
provisions of this Article IX and Article X (including Section 10.04(c) ), as though such co-agents,
sub-agents and attorneys-in-fact were the “ collateral agent ” under the Loan Documents, as if set forth in full
herein with respect thereto.
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9.02.Rights as a Lender. Any Person serving as the Administrative Agent hereunder shall have the

same rights and powers in their capacity as a Lender as any other Lender and may exercise the same as though
they were not the Administrative Agent and the term “ Lender ” or “ Lenders ” shall, unless otherwise expressly
indicated or unless the context otherwise requires, include the Person serving as the Administrative Agent
hereunder in its individual capacity. Such Person and its Affiliates may accept deposits from, lend money to,
act as the financial advisor or in any other advisory capacity for and generally engage in any kind of business
with the Loan Parties or any Subsidiary or other Affiliate thereof as if such Person were not the Administrative
Agent hereunder and without any duty to account therefor to the Lenders.
9.03.Exculpatory Provisions. The Administrative Agent shall not have any duties or obligations

except those expressly set forth herein and in the other Loan Documents. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, the Administrative Agent:
(a) shall not be subject to any fiduciary or other implied duties, regardless of whether a
Default or Event of Default has occurred and is continuing;
(b) shall not have any duty to take any discretionary action or exercise any discretionary
powers, except discretionary rights and powers expressly contemplated hereby or by the other Loan Documents
that the Administrative Agent is required to exercise as directed in writing by the Required Lenders (or such
other number or percentage of the Lenders as shall be expressly provided for herein or in the other Loan
Documents), provided , that , the Administrative Agent shall not be required to take any action that, in its
opinion or the opinion of its counsel, may expose the Administrative Agent to liability or that is contrary to any
Loan Document or applicable law; and
(c) shall not, except as expressly set forth herein and in the other Loan Documents, have any
duty to disclose, and shall not be liable for the failure to disclose, any information relating to the Loan Parties or
any of its Affiliates that is communicated to or obtained by the Person serving as the Administrative Agent, or
any of its Affiliates in any capacity.
The Administrative Agent shall not be liable for any action taken or not taken by it (i) with the Consent or at
the request of the Required Lenders (or such other number or percentage of the Lenders as shall be necessary, or
as the Administrative Agent shall believe in good faith shall be necessary, under the circumstances as provided
in Sections 10.01 and 8.02 ) or (ii) in the absence of its own gross negligence, bad faith or willful
misconduct as determined by a final and non-appealable judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction.
The Administrative Agent shall not be deemed to have knowledge of any Default or Event of Default unless
and until notice describing such Default or Event of Default is given to the Administrative Agent by the Loan
Parties, a Lender or the L/C Issuer. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the Administrative Agent shall
take such action with respect to such Default or Event of Default as shall be reasonably directed by the
Applicable Lenders. Unless and until the Administrative Agent shall have received such direction, the
Administrative Agent may (but shall not be obligated to) take such action, or refrain from taking such action,
with respect to any such Default or Event of Default as it shall deem advisable in the best interest of the Secured
Parties. In no event shall the Administrative Agent be required to comply with any such directions to the extent
that the Administrative Agent believes that its compliance with such directions would be unlawful.
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The Administrative Agent shall not be responsible for or have any duty to ascertain or inquire into (i) any
statement, warranty or representation made in or in connection with this Agreement or any other Loan
Document, (ii) the contents of any certificate, report or other document delivered hereunder or thereunder or in
connection herewith or therewith, (iii) the performance or observance of any of the covenants, agreements or
other terms or conditions set forth herein or therein or the occurrence of any Default, (iv) the validity,
enforceability, effectiveness or genuineness of this Agreement, any other Loan Document or any other
agreement, instrument or document or the creation, perfection or priority of any Lien purported to be created by
the Security Documents, (v) the value or the sufficiency of any Collateral, or (vi) the satisfaction of any
condition set forth in Article IV or elsewhere herein, other than to confirm receipt of items expressly required
to be delivered to the Administrative Agent.
9.04.Reliance by Administrative Agent. Each Administrative Agent shall be entitled to rely upon,

and shall not incur any liability for relying upon, any notice, request, certificate, consent, statement, instrument,
document or other writing (including, but not limited to, any electronic message, Internet or intranet website
posting or other distribution) believed by it to be genuine and to have been signed, sent or otherwise
authenticated by the proper Person. The Administrative Agent also may rely upon any statement made to it
orally or by telephone and believed by it to have been made by the proper Person, and shall not incur any
liability for relying thereon. In determining compliance with any condition hereunder to the making of a Loan,
or the issuance of a Letter of Credit, that by its terms must be fulfilled to the satisfaction of a Lender or the L/C
Issuer, the Administrative Agent may presume that such condition is satisfactory to such Lender or the L/C
Issuer unless the Administrative Agent shall have received written notice to the contrary from such Lender or
the L/C Issuer prior to the making of such Loan or the issuance of such Letter of Credit. The Administrative
Agent may consult with legal counsel (who may be counsel for any Loan Party), independent accountants and
other experts selected by it, and shall not be liable for any action taken or not taken by it in accordance with the
advice of any such counsel, accountants or experts.
9.05.Delegation of Duties. The Administrative Agent may perform any and all of its duties and
exercise its rights and powers hereunder or under any other Loan Document by or through any one or more sub
agents appointed by the Administrative Agent. The Administrative Agent and any such sub agent may perform
any and all of its duties and exercise its rights and powers by or through their respective Related Parties. The
exculpatory provisions of this Article shall apply to any such sub agent and to the Related Parties of the
Administrative Agent and any such sub agent, and shall apply to their respective activities in connection with
the syndication of the credit facilities provided for herein as well as activities as such Administrative Agent.
9.06.Resignation of Administrative Agent. The Administrative Agent may at any time give written

notice of its resignation to the Lenders and the Lead Borrower. Upon receipt of any such notice of resignation,
the Required Lenders shall have the right, in consultation with the Lead Borrower, to appoint a successor, which
shall be a Lender or a bank with an office in the United States, or an Affiliate of any such Lender or bank with
an office in the United States. If no such successor shall have been so appointed by the Required Lenders and
shall have accepted such appointment within thirty (30) days after the retiring Administrative Agent gives
notice of its resignation, then the retiring Administrative Agent may on behalf of the Lenders and the L/C
Issuer, appoint a successor Administrative Agent meeting the qualifications set forth above; provided , that ,
if the Administrative Agent shall notify the Lead Borrower and the Lenders that
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no qualifying Person has accepted such appointment, then such resignation shall nonetheless become effective
in accordance with such notice and (1) the retiring Administrative Agent shall be discharged from its duties and
obligations hereunder and under the other Loan Documents (except that in the case of any Collateral held by the
Administrative Agent on behalf of the Lenders or the L/C Issuer under any of the Loan Documents, the retiring
Administrative Agent shall continue to hold such collateral security until such time as a successor
Administrative Agent is appointed) and (2) all payments, communications and determinations provided to be
made by, to or through the Administrative Agent shall instead be made by or to each Lender and the L/C Issuer
directly, until such time as the Required Lenders appoint a successor Administrative Agent as provided for
above in this Section. Upon the acceptance of a successor’s appointment as Administrative Agent hereunder,
such successor shall succeed to and become vested with all of the rights, powers, privileges and duties of the
retiring (or retired) Administrative Agent, and the retiring Administrative Agent shall be discharged from all of
its duties and obligations hereunder or under the other Loan Documents (if not already discharged therefrom as
provided above in this Section). The fees payable by the Borrowers to a successor Administrative Agent shall
be the same as those payable to its predecessor unless otherwise agreed between the Lead Borrower and such
successor. After the retiring Administrative Agent’s resignation hereunder and under the other Loan
Documents, the provisions of this Article and Section 10.04 shall continue in effect for the benefit of such
retiring Administrative Agent, its sub agents and their respective Related Parties in respect of any actions taken
or omitted to be taken by any of them while the retiring Administrative Agent was acting as Administrative
Agent hereunder.
Any resignation by Wells Fargo as Administrative Agent pursuant to this Section shall also constitute its
resignation as Swing Line Lender and the resignation of Wells Fargo as L/C Issuer. Upon the acceptance of a
successor’s appointment as Administrative Agent hereunder, (a) such successor shall succeed to and become
vested with all of the rights, powers, privileges and duties of the retiring L/C Issuer and Swing Line Lender, (b)
the retiring L/C Issuer and Swing Line Lender shall be discharged from all of their respective duties and
obligations hereunder or under the other Loan Documents, and (c) the successor L/C Issuer shall issue letters of
credit in substitution for the Letters of Credit, if any, outstanding at the time of such succession or make other
arrangements reasonably satisfactory to the retiring L/C Issuer to effectively assume the obligations of the
retiring L/C Issuer with respect to such Letters of Credit.
9.07.Non-Reliance on Administrative Agent and Other Lenders. Each Lender and the L/C Issuer
acknowledges that it has, independently and without reliance upon the Administrative Agent or any other
Lender or any of their Related Parties and based on such documents and information as it has deemed
appropriate, made its own credit analysis and decision to enter into this Agreement. Each Lender and the L/C
Issuer also acknowledges that it will, independently and without reliance upon the Administrative Agent or any
other Lender or any of their Related Parties and based on such documents and information as it shall from time
to time deem appropriate, continue to make its own decisions in taking or not taking action under or based upon
this Agreement, any other Loan Document or any related agreement or any document furnished hereunder or
thereunder. Except as provided in Section 9.12 , the Administrative Agent shall not have any duty or
responsibility to provide any Secured Party with any other credit or other information concerning the affairs,
financial condition or business of any Loan Party that may come into the possession of the Administrative
Agent.
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9.08.No Other Duties, Etc. Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, none of the

Bookrunners, Arrangers, Syndication Administrative Agent or Documentation Administrative Agent listed on
the cover page hereof shall have any powers, duties or responsibilities under this Agreement or any of the other
Loan Documents, except in its capacity, as applicable, as the Administrative Agent, a Lender or the L/C Issuer
hereunder.
9.09.Administrative Agent May File Proofs of Claim. In case of the pendency of any proceeding
under any Debtor Relief Law or any other judicial proceeding relative to any Loan Party, the Administrative
Agent (irrespective of whether the principal of any Loan or L/C Obligation shall then be due and payable as
herein expressed or by declaration or otherwise and irrespective of whether the Administrative Agent shall have
made any demand on the Loan Parties) shall be entitled and empowered, by intervention in such proceeding or
otherwise

(a) to file and prove a claim for the whole amount of the principal and interest owing and
unpaid in respect of the Loans, L/C Obligations and all other Obligations that are owing and unpaid and to file
such other documents as may be necessary or advisable in order to have the claims of the Lenders, the L/C
Issuer, the Administrative Agent and the other Secured Parties (including any claim for the reasonable
compensation, expenses, disbursements and advances of the Lenders, the L/C Issuer, the Administrative Agent,
such Secured Parties and their respective agents and counsel and all other amounts due the Lenders, the L/C
Issuer the Administrative Agent and such Secured Parties under Sections 2.03(i) , 2.03(j) , 2.09 and 10.04
) allowed in such judicial proceeding; and
(b) to collect and receive any monies or other property payable or deliverable on any such
claims and to distribute the same;
and any custodian, receiver, assignee, trustee, liquidator, sequestrator or other similar official in any such
judicial proceeding is hereby authorized by each Lender and the L/C Issuer to make such payments to the
Administrative Agent and, if the Administrative Agent shall consent to the making of such payments directly to
the Lenders and the L/C Issuer, to pay to the Administrative Agent any amount due for the reasonable
compensation, expenses, disbursements and advances of the Administrative Agent and its agents and counsel,
and any other amounts due the Administrative Agent under Sections 2.09 and 10.04 .
Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to authorize the Administrative Agent to authorize or consent to or
accept or adopt on behalf of any Lender or the L/C Issuer any plan of reorganization, arrangement, adjustment
or composition affecting the Obligations or the rights of any Lender or the L/C Issuer or to authorize the
Administrative Agent to vote in respect of the claim of any Lender or the L/C Issuer in any such proceeding.
9.10.Collateral and Guaranty Matters. The Secured Parties irrevocably authorize the Administrative
Agent, at its option and in its discretion,

(a) to release any Lien on any property granted to or held by the Administrative Agent under
any Loan Document (i) upon termination of the Aggregate Commitments and payment in full of all Obligations
(other than contingent indemnification obligations for which no claim has been asserted) and the expiration or
termination of all Letters
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of Credit (other than any Letter of Credit that has been Cash Collateralized), (ii) that is sold or to be sold as part
of or in connection with any sale permitted hereunder or under any other Loan Document, or (iii) if approved,
authorized or ratified in writing by the Applicable Lenders in accordance with Section 10.01 ;
(b) to release or subordinate any Lien on any property granted to or held by the
Administrative Agent under any Loan Document to the holder of any Lien on such property that is permitted by
clauses (h), (q) and (r) of the definition of Permitted Encumbrances; and
(c) to release any Guarantor from its obligations under the Facility Guaranty if such Person
ceases to be a Subsidiary as a result of a transaction permitted hereunder.
Upon request by the Administrative Agent at any time, the Applicable Lenders will confirm in writing such
Administrative Agent’s authority to release or subordinate its interest in particular types or items of property, or
to release any Guarantor from its obligations under the Facility Guaranty pursuant to this Section 9.10 . In each
case as specified in this Section 9.10 , the Administrative Agent will, at the Loan Parties’ expense, execute and
deliver to the applicable Loan Party such documents as such Loan Party may reasonably request to evidence the
release of such item of Collateral from the assignment and security interest granted under the Security
Documents or to subordinate its interest in such item, or to release such Guarantor from its obligations under the
Facility Guaranty, in each case in accordance with the terms of the Loan Documents and this Section 9.10 .
9.11.Notice of Transfer. The Administrative Agent may deem and treat a Lender party to this
Agreement as the owner of such Lender’s portion of the Obligations for all purposes, unless and until, and
except to the extent, an Assignment and Assumption shall have become effective as set forth in Section 10.06 .
9.12.Reports and Financial Statements. By signing this Agreement, each Lender:

(a) agrees to furnish the Administrative Agent (and thereafter at such frequency as the
Administrative Agent may reasonably request) with a summary of all Other Liabilities due or to become due to
such Lender. In connection with any distributions to be made hereunder, the Administrative Agent shall be
entitled to assume that no amounts are due to any Lender on account of Other Liabilities unless the
Administrative Agent has received written notice thereof from such Lender;
(b) is deemed to have requested that the Administrative Agent furnish such Lender,
promptly after they become available, copies of all financial statements required to be delivered by the Lead
Borrower hereunder and all field examinations and appraisals of the Collateral received by the Administrative
Agent (collectively, the “ Reports ”);
(c) expressly agrees and acknowledges that the Administrative Agent makes no
representation or warranty as to the accuracy of the Reports, and shall not be liable for any information
contained in any Report;
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(d) expressly agrees and acknowledges that the Reports are not comprehensive audits or
examinations, that the Administrative Agent or any other party performing any audit or examination will inspect
only specific information regarding the Loan Parties and will rely significantly upon the Loan Parties’ books
and records, as well as on representations of the Loan Parties’ personnel;
(e) agrees to keep all Reports confidential in accordance with the provisions of Section
10.07 hereof; and
(f) without limiting the generality of any other indemnification provision contained in this
Agreement, agrees: (i) to hold the Administrative Agent and any such other Lender preparing a Report harmless
from any action the indemnifying Lender may take or conclusion the indemnifying Lender may reach or draw
from any Report in connection with any Credit Extensions that the indemnifying Lender has made or may make
to the Borrowers, or the indemnifying Lender’s participation in, or the indemnifying Lender’s purchase of, a
Loan or Loans; and (ii) to pay and protect, and indemnify, defend, and hold the Administrative Agent and any
such other Lender preparing a Report harmless from and against, the claims, actions, proceedings, damages,
costs, expenses, and other amounts (including attorney costs) incurred by the Administrative Agent and any
such other Lender preparing a Report as the direct or indirect result of any third parties who might obtain all or
part of any Report through the indemnifying Lender.
9.13.Agency for Perfection. Each Lender hereby appoints each other Lender as agent for the purpose

of perfecting Liens for the benefit of the Administrative Agent and the Lenders, in assets which, in accordance
with Article 9 of the UCC or any other applicable Law of the United States can be perfected only by
possession. Should any Lender (other than the Administrative Agent) obtain possession of any such Collateral,
such Lender shall notify the Administrative Agent thereof, and, promptly upon the Administrative Agent’s
request therefor shall deliver such Collateral to the Administrative Agent or otherwise deal with such Collateral
in accordance with the Administrative Agent’s instructions.
9.14.Indemnification. The Lenders hereby agree to indemnify the Administrative Agent, the L/C
Issuer and any of their respective Related Parties, as the case may be (to the extent not reimbursed by the Loan
Parties and without limiting the obligations of Loan Parties hereunder), ratably according to their Applicable
Percentages, from and against any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, damages, penalties, actions, judgments,
suits, costs, expenses or disbursements of any kind or nature whatsoever that may be imposed on, incurred by,
or asserted against the Administrative Agent in any way relating to or arising out of this Agreement or any other
Loan Document or any action taken or omitted to be taken by the Administrative Agent in connection
therewith; provided , that , no Lender shall be liable for any portion of such liabilities, obligations, losses,
damages, penalties, actions, judgments, suits, costs, expenses or disbursements resulting from such
Administrative Agent’s gross negligence, bad faith or willful misconduct as determined by a final and
nonappealable judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction.
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9.15.Relation among Lenders. The Lenders are not partners or co-venturers, and no Lender shall be

liable for the acts or omissions of, or (except as otherwise set forth herein in case of the Administrative Agent)
authorized to act for, any other Lender.
9.16.Defaulting or Deteriorating Lender.

(a) If for any reason any Lender shall become a Deteriorating Lender or shall fail or refuse
to abide by its obligations under this Agreement, including without limitation its obligation to make available to
Administrative Agent its Applicable Percentage of any Loans, expenses or setoff or purchase its Applicable
Percentage of a participation interest in the Swing Line Loans and such failure is not cured within one (1)
Business Day after receipt from the Administrative Agent of written notice thereof, then, in addition to the
rights and remedies that may be available to the other Secured Parties, the Loan Parties or any other party at law
or in equity, and not at limitation thereof, (i) such Deteriorating Lender’s or Defaulting Lender’s right to
participate in the administration of, or decision-making rights related to, the Obligations, this Agreement or the
other Loan Documents shall be suspended during the pendency of such failure or refusal, and (ii) a
Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting Lender shall be deemed to have assigned any and all payments due to it
from the Loan Parties, whether on account of outstanding Loans, interest, fees or otherwise, to the remaining
non-Defaulting Lenders for application to, and reduction of, their proportionate shares of all outstanding
Obligations until, as a result of application of such assigned payments the Lenders’ respective Applicable
Percentages of all outstanding Obligations shall have returned to those in effect immediately prior to such
delinquency and without giving effect to the nonpayment causing such delinquency, and (iii) at the option of the
Administrative Agent, any amount payable to such Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting Lender hereunder
(whether on account of principal, interest, fees or otherwise) shall, in lieu of being distributed to such
Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting Lender, be retained by the Administrative Agent as cash collateral for future
funding obligations of the Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting Lender in respect of any Loan or existing or
future participating interest in any Swing Line Loan or Letter of Credit. The Defaulting Lender’s
decision-making and participation rights and rights to payments as set forth in clauses (i) and (ii) hereinabove
shall be restored only upon the payment by the Defaulting Lender of its Applicable Percentage of any
Obligations, any participation obligation, or expenses as to which it is delinquent, together with interest thereon
at the rate set forth in Section 2.08(b) hereof from the date when originally due until the date upon which any
such amounts are actually paid.
(b) The non-Defaulting Lenders shall also have the right, but not the obligation, in their
respective, sole and absolute discretion, to cause the termination and assignment, without any further action by
the Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting Lender for no cash consideration ( pro rata , based on the respective
Commitments of those Lenders electing to exercise such right), of the Deteriorating Lender’s or Defaulting
Lender’s Commitment to fund future Loans. Upon any such purchase of the Applicable Percentage of any
Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting Lender, the Deteriorating Lender’s or Defaulting Lender’s share in future
Credit Extensions and its rights under the Loan Documents with respect thereto shall terminate on the date of
purchase, and the Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting Lender shall promptly execute all documents reasonably
requested to surrender and transfer such interest, including, if so requested, an Assignment and Assumption.
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(c) Each Deteriorating Lender and Defaulting Lender shall indemnify the Administrative
Agent and each non-Defaulting Lender from and against any and all loss, damage or expenses, including but not
limited to reasonable attorneys’ fees and funds advanced by the Administrative Agent or by any non-Defaulting
Lender, on account of a Deteriorating Lender’s or Defaulting Lender’s failure to timely fund its Applicable
Percentage of a Loan or to otherwise perform its obligations under the Loan Documents.
9.17.[Reserved].
9.18.Appointment for the Province of Québec. Without prejudice to Section 9.01 above, each Secured
Party hereby appoints Wells Fargo as the person holding the power of attorney (fondé pouvoir) of the Secured
Parties as contemplated under Article 2692 of the Civil Code of Québec, to enter into, to take and to hold on
their behalf, and for their benefit, any deed of hypothec (“ Deed of Hypothec ”) to be executed by any of the
Borrowers or Guarantors granting a hypothec pursuant to the laws of the Province of Québec (Canada) and to
exercise such powers and duties which are conferred thereupon under such deed. All of the Secured Parties
hereby additionally appoint Administrative Agent as agent, mandatary, custodian and depositary for and on
behalf of the Secured Parties (a) to hold and to be the sole registered holder of any bond (“ Bond ”) issued under
the Deed of Hypothec, the whole notwithstanding any other applicable law, and (b) to enter into, to take and to
hold on their behalf, and for their benefit, a bond pledge agreement (“ Pledge ”) to be executed by such
Borrower or Guarantor pursuant to the laws of the Province of Québec and creating a pledge of the Bond as
security for the payment and performance of, inter alia, the Obligations. In this respect, (i) Administrative
Agent as agent, mandatary, custodian and depositary for and on behalf of the Secured Parties, shall keep a
record indicating the names and addresses of, and the pro rata portion of the obligations and indebtedness
secured by the Pledge, owing to each of the Secured Parties for and on behalf of whom the Bond is so held from
time to time, and (ii) each of the Secured Parties will be entitled to the benefits of any property or assets charged
under the Deed of Hypothec and the Pledge and will participate in the proceeds of realization of any such
property or assets. Wells Fargo, in such aforesaid capacities shall (A) have the sole and exclusive right and
authority to exercise, except as may be otherwise specifically restricted by the terms hereof, all rights and
remedies given to Wells Fargo, as fondé de pouvoir, with respect to the property or assets charged under the
Deed of Hypothec and to Administrative Agent with respect to the property and assets changed under the
Pledge, any other applicable law or otherwise, and (B) benefit from and be subject to all provisions hereof with
respect to Administrative Agent mutatis mutandis, including, without limitation, all such provisions with respect
to the liability or responsibility to and indemnification by the Secured Parties, the Borrowers or the
Guarantors. The execution prior to the date hereof by Wells Fargo, as fondé de pouvoir, or Administrative
Agent of any Deed of Hypothec, Pledge or other security documents made pursuant to the laws of the Province
of Québec (Canada) is hereby ratified and confirmed. The constitution of Wells Fargo as the Person holding the
power of attorney (fondé de pouvoir), and of Administrative Agent, as agent, mandatary, custodian and
depositary with respect to any bond that may be issued and pledged from time to time to Administrative Agent
for the benefit of the Secured Parties, shall be deemed to have been ratified and confirmed by each Person
accepting an assignment of, a participation in or an arrangement in respect of, all or any portion of any of the
Secured Parties’ rights and obligations under this Agreement by the execution of an assignment, including an
Assignment and Assumption or other agreement pursuant to which it becomes such assignee or participant, and
by each successor Administrative Agent by the execution of an assignment agreement or other agreement, or by
the compliance with other formalities, as the case may be, pursuant to which it becomes a successor
Administrative Agent hereunder.
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ARTICLE X
MISCELLANEOUS
10.01.Amendments, Etc. No amendment or waiver of any provision of this Agreement or any other
Loan Document, and no Consent to any departure by any Loan Party therefrom, shall be effective unless in
writing signed by the Administrative Agent, with the Consent of the Required Lenders, and the Lead Borrower
or the applicable Loan Party, as the case may be, and acknowledged by the Administrative Agent, and each
such waiver or Consent shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the specific purpose for which
given; provided , that , no such amendment, waiver or consent shall:

(a) extend or, increase the Commitment of any Lender (or reinstate any Commitment
terminated pursuant to Section 8.02 ) without the written Consent of such Lender;
(b) as to any Lender, postpone any date fixed by this Agreement or any other Loan
Document for (i) any scheduled payment (including the Maturity Date) or mandatory prepayment of principal,
interest, fees (including any Early Termination Fee) or other amounts due hereunder or under any of the other
Loan Documents without the written Consent of such Lender entitled to such payment, or (ii) any scheduled or
mandatory reduction of the Aggregate Commitments hereunder or under any other Loan Document without the
written Consent of such Lender;
(c) as to any Lender, reduce the principal of, or the rate of interest specified herein on, any
Loan, or (subject to clause (iv) of the second proviso to this Section 10.01 ) any fees or other amounts payable
hereunder or under any other Loan Document, without the written Consent of each Lender entitled to such
amount; provided , that , only the Consent of the Required Lenders shall be necessary (i) to amend the
definition of “ Default Rate ” or to waive any obligation of the Borrowers to pay interest or Letter of Credit
Fees at the Default Rate;
(d) as to any Lender, change Section 2.13 or Section 8.03 in a manner that would alter the
pro rata sharing of payments required thereby without the written Consent of such Lender;
(e) change any provision of this Section or the definition of “Required Lenders ”, or any
other provision hereof specifying the number or percentage of Lenders required to amend, waive or otherwise
modify any rights hereunder or make any determination or grant any consent hereunder, without the written
Consent of each Lender;
(f) except as expressly permitted hereunder or under any other Loan Document, release, or
limit the liability of, any Loan Party without the written Consent of each Lender;
(g) except for Permitted Dispositions, release all or substantially all of the Collateral from
the Liens of the Security Documents without the written Consent of each Lender;
(h) except as provided in Section 2.15, increase the Aggregate Commitments without the
written Consent of each Lender;
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(i) modify the definition of Permitted Overadvance so as to increase the amount thereof or,
except as provided in such definition, the time period for which a Permitted Overadvance may remain
outstanding without the written Consent of each Lender; and
(j) except as set forth in Section 9.10 or as otherwise expressly permitted herein or in any
other Loan Document, subordinate the Obligations hereunder or the Liens granted hereunder or under the other
Loan Documents, to any other Indebtedness or Lien, as the case may be without the written Consent of each
Lender;
and, provided, that, (i) no amendment, waiver or Consent shall, unless in writing and signed by the L/C Issuer in
addition to the Lenders required above, affect the rights or duties of the L/C Issuer under this Agreement or any
Issuer Document relating to any Letter of Credit issued or to be issued by it; (ii) no amendment, waiver or
Consent shall, unless in writing and signed by the Swing Line Lender in addition to the Lenders required above,
affect the rights or duties of the Swing Line Lender under this Agreement; (iii) no amendment, waiver or
Consent shall, unless in writing and signed by the Administrative Agent in addition to the Lenders required
above, affect the rights or duties of the Administrative Agent under this Agreement or any other Loan
Document; (iv) no amendment, waiver or Consent shall, unless in writing and signed by the Administrative
Agent in addition to the Lenders required above, affect the rights or duties of the Administrative Agent under
this Agreement or any other Loan Document, and (v) the Fee Letter may be amended, or rights or privileges
thereunder waived, in a writing executed only by the parties thereto. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
herein, no Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting Lender shall have any right to approve or disapprove any
amendment, waiver or Consent hereunder, except that the Commitment of such Lender may not be increased or
extended without the consent of such Lender.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement or any other Loan Document, no provider or
holder of any Bank Products or Cash Management Services shall have any voting or approval rights hereunder
(or be deemed a Lender) solely by virtue of its status as the provider or holder of such agreements or products
or the Obligations owing thereunder, nor shall the consent of any such provider or holder be required (other
than in their capacities as Lenders, to the extent applicable) for any matter hereunder or under any of the other
Loan Documents, including as to any matter relating to the Collateral or the release of Collateral or any Loan
Party.
If any Lender does not consent (a “Non-Consenting Lender”) to a proposed amendment, waiver, consent or
release with respect to any Loan Document that requires the consent of each Lender or of all Lenders directly
affected thereby, and that has been approved by the Required Lenders, the Lead Borrower may replace such
Non-Consenting Lender in accordance with Section 10.13 ; provided , that , such amendment, waiver,
consent or release can be effected as a result of the assignment contemplated by such Section (together with all
other such assignments required by the Lead Borrower to be made pursuant to this paragraph).
10.02.Notices; Effectiveness; Electronic Communications.

(a) Notices Generally. Except in the case of notices and other communications expressly
permitted to be given by telephone (and except as provided in subsection (b) below), all notices and other
communications provided for herein shall be in writing and shall be delivered by hand or overnight courier
service, mailed by certified or
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registered mail, electronic communication (including via pdf or other similar electronic communication) or sent
by telecopier as follows, and all notices and other communications expressly permitted hereunder to be given by
telephone shall be made to the applicable telephone number, as follows:
(i)if to the Loan Parties, the Administrative Agent, the L/C Issuer or the Swing Line
Lender, to the address, telecopier number, electronic mail address or telephone number specified for such
Person on Schedule 10.02 ; and
(ii)if to any other Lender, to the address, telecopier number, electronic mail address
or telephone number specified in its Administrative Questionnaire.

Notices sent by hand or overnight courier service, or mailed by certified or registered mail, shall be deemed to
have been given when received; notices sent by telecopier shall be deemed to have been given when sent
(except that, if not given during normal business hours for the recipient, shall be deemed to have been given at
the opening of business on the next Business Day for the recipient). Notices delivered through electronic
communications to the extent provided in subsection (b) below, shall be effective as provided in such
subsection (b).
(b) Electronic Communications. Notices and other communications to the Lenders and the
L/C Issuer hereunder may be delivered or furnished by electronic communication (including e mail and Internet
or intranet websites) pursuant to procedures approved by the Administrative Agent, provided , that , the
foregoing shall not apply to notices to any Lender or the L/C Issuer pursuant to Article II if such Lender or the
L/C Issuer, as applicable, has notified the Administrative Agent that it is incapable of receiving notices under
such Article by electronic communication. The Administrative Agent or the Lead Borrower may, in its
discretion, agree to accept notices and other communications to it hereunder by electronic communications
pursuant to procedures approved by it, provided , that , approval of such procedures may be limited to
particular notices or communications.
Unless the Administrative Agent otherwise prescribes, (i) notices and other communications sent to an e-mail
address shall be deemed received upon the sender’s receipt of an acknowledgement from the intended recipient
(such as by the “ return receipt requested ” function, as available, return e-mail or other written
acknowledgement), provided , that , if such notice or other communication is not sent during the normal
business hours of the recipient, such notice or communication shall be deemed to have been sent at the opening
of business on the next Business Day for the recipient, and (ii) notices or communications posted to an Internet
or intranet website shall be deemed received upon the deemed receipt by the intended recipient at its e-mail
address as described in the foregoing clause (i) of notification that such notice or communication is available
and identifying the website address therefor.
(c) The Platform. THE PLATFORM IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND “ AS AVAILABLE
.” THE AGENT PARTIES (AS DEFINED BELOW) DO NOT WARRANT THE ACCURACY OR
COMPLETENESS OF THE BORROWER MATERIALS OR THE ADEQUACY OF THE PLATFORM,
AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM LIABILITY FOR ERRORS IN OR OMISSIONS FROM THE BORROWER
MATERIALS. NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING
ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-
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INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR FREEDOM FROM VIRUSES OR OTHER CODE
DEFECTS, IS MADE BY ANY AGENT PARTY IN CONNECTION WITH THE BORROWER
MATERIALS OR THE PLATFORM. In no event shall the Administrative Agent or any of their Related
Parties (collectively, the “ Administrative Agent Parties ”) have any liability to any Loan Party, any Lender, the
L/C Issuer or any other Person for losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses of any kind (whether in tort,
contract or otherwise) arising out of the Loan Parties’ or the Administrative Agent’s transmission of Borrower
Materials through the Internet, except to the extent that such losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses are
determined by a court of competent jurisdiction by a final and nonappealable judgment to have resulted from
the gross negligence, bad faith or willful misconduct of such Administrative Agent Party; provided , that , in
no event shall the Administrative Agent Party have any liability to any Loan Party, any Lender, the L/C Issuer
or any other Person for indirect, special, incidental, consequential or punitive damages (as opposed to direct or
actual damages).
(d) Change of Address, Etc. Each of the Loan Parties, the Administrative Agent, the L/C
Issuer and the Swing Line Lender may change its address, telecopier or telephone number for notices and other
communications hereunder by notice to the other parties hereto. Each other Lender may change its address,
telecopier or telephone number for notices and other communications hereunder by notice to the Lead
Borrower, the Administrative Agent, the L/C Issuer and the Swing Line Lender. In addition, each Lender
agrees to notify the Administrative Agent from time to time to ensure that the Administrative Agent has on
record (i) an effective address, contact name, telephone number, telecopier number and electronic mail address
to which notices and other communications may be sent and (ii) accurate wire instructions for such Lender.
(e) Reliance by Administrative Agent, L/C Issuer and Lenders. The Administrative Agent,
the L/C Issuer and the Lenders shall be entitled to rely and act upon any notices (including telephonic
Committed Loan Notices and Swing Line Loan Notices) purportedly given by or on behalf of the Loan Parties
even if (i) such notices were not made in a manner specified herein, were incomplete or were not preceded or
followed by any other form of notice specified herein, or (ii) the terms thereof, as understood by the recipient,
varied from any confirmation thereof. The Loan Parties shall indemnify the Administrative Agent, the L/C
Issuer, each Lender and the Related Parties of each of them from all losses, costs, expenses and liabilities
resulting from the reliance by such Person on each notice purportedly given by or on behalf of the Loan
Parties. All telephonic notices to and other telephonic communications with the Administrative Agent may be
recorded by the Administrative Agent, and each of the parties hereto hereby consents to such recording.
10.03.No Waiver; Cumulative Remedies. No failure by any Secured Party to exercise, and no delay
by any such Person in exercising, any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder shall operate as a waiver
thereof; nor shall any single or partial exercise of any right, remedy, power or privilege hereunder or under any
other Loan Document preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, remedy,
power or privilege. The rights, remedies, powers and privileges provided herein and in the other Loan
Documents are cumulative and not exclusive of any rights, remedies, powers and privileges provided by
law. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the making of a Loan or issuance of a Letter of Credit
shall not be construed as a waiver of any Default or Event of Default, regardless of whether any Secured Party
may have had notice or knowledge of such Default or Event of Default at the time.
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10.04.Expenses; Indemnity; Damage Waiver.

(a) Costs and Expenses. The Borrowers shall pay all Secured Party Expenses.
(b) Indemnification by the Loan Parties. The Loan Parties shall indemnify the
Administrative Agent (and any sub-agent thereof), each other Secured Party, and each Related Party of any of
the foregoing Persons (each such Person being called an “ Indemnitee ”) against, and hold each Indemnitee
harmless (on an after tax basis) from, any and all losses, claims, causes of action, damages, liabilities,
settlement payments, costs, and related expenses (including the fees, charges and disbursements of counsel to
the Indemnitees, limited to one primary counsel for all Indemnitees, or in the case of a conflict of interest as
reasonably determined by the Indemnitee affected, after notice to the Lead Borrower, separate counsel for such
Indemnitee and any other appropriate local counsel), incurred by any Indemnitee or asserted against any
Indemnitee by any third party or by any Borrower or any other Loan Party arising out of, in connection with, or
as a result of (i) the execution or delivery of this Agreement, any other Loan Document or any agreement or
instrument contemplated hereby or thereby, the performance by the parties hereto of their respective obligations
hereunder or thereunder or the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby or thereby, or, in the case
of the Administrative Agent (and any sub-agents thereof) and their Related Parties only, the administration of
this Agreement and the other Loan Documents, (ii) any Loan or Letter of Credit or the use or proposed use of
the proceeds therefrom (including any refusal by the L/C Issuer to honor a demand for payment under a Letter
of Credit if the documents presented in connection with such demand do not strictly comply with the terms of
such Letter of Credit), any bank advising or confirming a Letter of Credit or any other nominated person with
respect to a Letter of Credit seeking to be reimbursed or indemnified or compensated, and any third party
seeking to enforce the rights of an Borrower, beneficiary, nominated person, transferee, assignee of Letter of
Credit proceeds, or holder of an instrument or document related to any Letter of Credit), (iii) any actual or
alleged presence or release of Hazardous Materials on or from any property owned or operated by any Loan
Party or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries, or any Environmental Liability related in any way to any Loan Party
or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries, (iv) any claims of, or amounts paid by any Secured Party to, a Blocked
Account Bank or other Person which has entered into a Control Agreement with any Secured Party hereunder,
or (v) any actual or prospective claim, litigation, investigation or proceeding relating to any of the foregoing,
whether based on contract, tort or any other theory, whether brought by a third party or by any Borrower or any
other Loan Party or any of the Loan Parties’ directors, shareholders or creditors, and regardless of whether any
Indemnitee is a party thereto, in all cases, whether or not caused by or arising, in whole or in part, out of the
comparative, contributory or sole negligence of the Indemnitee; provided , that , such indemnity shall not, as
to any Indemnitee, be available to the extent that such losses, claims, damages, liabilities or related expenses (x)
are determined by a court of competent jurisdiction by final and nonappealable judgment to have resulted from
the gross negligence, bad faith or willful misconduct of such Indemnitee, (y) arising out of any litigation that
does not involve an act or omission of the any of the Loan Parties or their Affiliates and that is brought by an
Indemnitee against any other Indemnitee (except when one of the parties to such action was acting in its
capacity as an agent, an arranger, a bookrunner or other agency capacity), or (z) result from a claim brought by
a Borrower or any other Loan Party against an Indemnitee for breach in bad faith of such Indemnitee’s
obligations hereunder or under any other Loan Document, if the Borrowers or such Loan Party has obtained a
final and nonappealable judgment in its favor on such claim as determined by a court of competent jurisdiction.
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(c) Reimbursement by Lenders. Without limiting their obligations under Section 9.14
hereof, to the extent that the Loan Parties for any reason fail to indefeasibly pay any amount required under
subsection (a) or (b) of this Section to be paid by it, each Lender severally agrees to pay to the Administrative
Agent (or any such sub-agent), the L/C Issuer or such Related Party, as the case may be, such Lender’s
Applicable Percentage (determined as of the time that the applicable unreimbursed expense or indemnity
payment is sought) of such unpaid amount, provided , that , the unreimbursed expense or indemnified loss,
claim, damage, liability or related expense, as the case may be, was incurred by or asserted against the
Administrative Agent (or any such sub-agent) or the L/C Issuer in its capacity as such, or against any Related
Party of any of the foregoing acting for the Administrative Agent (or any such sub-agent) or L/C Issuer in
connection with such capacity. The obligations of the Lenders under this subsection (c) are subject to the
provisions of Section 2.12(d) .
(d) Waiver of Consequential Damages, Etc. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable
Law, the Loan Parties shall not assert, and hereby waives, any claim against any Indemnitee, on any theory of
liability, for special, indirect, consequential or punitive damages (as opposed to direct or actual damages)
arising out of, in connection with, or as a result of, this Agreement, any other Loan Document or any agreement
or instrument contemplated hereby, the transactions contemplated hereby or thereby, any Loan or Letter of
Credit or the use of the proceeds thereof. No Indemnitee shall be liable for any damages arising from the use by
unintended recipients of any information or other materials distributed to such unintended recipients by such
Indemnitee through telecommunications, electronic or other information transmission systems in connection
with this Agreement or the other Loan Documents or the transactions contemplated hereby or thereby other than
for direct or actual damages resulting from the gross negligence, bad faith, or willful misconduct of such
Indemnitee as determined by a final and nonappealable judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction.
(e) Payments. All amounts due under this Section shall be payable on demand therefore by
the Administrative Agent.
(f) Survival. The agreements in this Section shall survive the resignation of any
Administrative Agent and the L/C Issuer, the assignment of any Commitment or Loan by any Lender, the
replacement of any Lender, the termination of the Aggregate Commitments and the repayment, satisfaction or
discharge of all the other Obligations.
10.05.Payments Set Aside. To the extent that any payment by or on behalf of the Loan Parties is made

to any Secured Party, or any Secured Party exercises its right of setoff, and such payment or the proceeds of
such setoff or any part thereof is subsequently invalidated, declared to be fraudulent or preferential, set aside or
required (including pursuant to any settlement entered into by such Secured Party in its discretion) to be repaid
to a trustee, receiver or any other party, in connection with any proceeding under any Debtor Relief Law or
otherwise, then (a) to the extent of such recovery, the obligation or part thereof originally intended to be
satisfied shall be revived and continued in full force and effect as if such payment had not been made or such
setoff had not occurred, and (b) each Lender and the L/C Issuer severally agrees to pay to the Administrative
Agent upon demand its Applicable Percentage (without duplication) of any amount so recovered from or repaid
by the Administrative Agent, plus interest thereon from the date of such demand to the date such payment is
made at a rate per annum equal to the Federal
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Funds Rate from time to time in effect. The obligations of the Lenders and the L/C Issuer under clause (b) of
the preceding sentence shall survive the payment in full of the Obligations and the termination of this
Agreement.
10.06.Successors and Assigns.

(a) Successors and Assigns Generally. The provisions of this Agreement shall be binding
upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns permitted hereby,
except that no Loan Party may assign or otherwise transfer any of its rights or obligations hereunder or under
any other Loan Document without the prior written Consent of the Administrative Agent and each Lender and
no Lender may assign or otherwise transfer any of its rights or obligations hereunder except (i) to an Eligible
Assignee in accordance with the provisions of Section 10.06(b) , (ii) by way of participation in accordance
with the provisions of subsection Section 10.06(d) , or (iii) by way of pledge or assignment of a security
interest subject to the restrictions of Section 10.06(f) (and any other attempted assignment or transfer by any
party hereto shall be null and void). Nothing in this Agreement, expressed or implied, shall be construed to
confer upon any Person (other than the parties hereto, their respective successors and assigns permitted hereby,
Participants to the extent provided in subsection (d) of this Section and, to the extent expressly contemplated
hereby, the Related Parties of each of the Secured Parties) any legal or equitable right, remedy or claim under or
by reason of this Agreement.
(b) Assignments by Lenders. Any Lender may at any time assign to one or more Eligible
Assignees all or a portion of its rights and obligations under this Agreement (including all or a portion of its
Commitment(s) and the Loans (including for purposes of this Section 10.06(b) , participations in L/C
Obligations and in Swing Line Loans) at the time owing to it); provided , that , any such assignment shall be
subject to the following conditions:
(i)Minimum Amounts

(A)in the case of an assignment of the entire remaining amount of the
assigning Lender’s Commitment and the Loans at the time owing to it or in the case of an assignment to a
Lender or an Affiliate of a Lender or an Approved Fund with respect to a Lender, no minimum amount need be
assigned; and
(B)in any case not described in subsection (b)(i)(A) of this Section, the
aggregate amount of the Commitment (which for this purpose includes Loans outstanding thereunder) or, if the
Commitment is not then in effect, the principal outstanding balance of the Loans of the assigning Lender subject
to each such assignment, determined as of the date the Assignment and Assumption with respect to such
assignment is delivered to the Administrative Agent or, if “ Trade Date ” is specified in the Assignment and
Assumption, as of the Trade Date, shall not be less than $5,000,000 unless each of the Administrative Agent
and, so long as no Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, the Lead Borrower otherwise consents (each
such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed); provided , that , concurrent assignments to members
of an Assignee Group and concurrent assignments from members of an Assignee Group to a single Eligible
Assignee (or to an Eligible Assignee and members of its Assignee Group) will be treated as a single assignment
for purposes of determining whether such minimum amount has been met;
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(ii)Proportionate Amounts. Each partial assignment shall be made as an assignment

of a proportionate part of all the assigning Lender’s rights and obligations under this Agreement with respect to
the Loans or the Commitment assigned, except that this clause (ii) shall not apply to the Swing Line Lender’s
rights and obligations in respect of Swing Line Loans;
(iii)Required Consents. No consent shall be required for any assignment except to

the extent required by subsection (b)(i)(B) of this Section and, in addition:
(A)the consent of the Lead Borrower (such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed) shall be required unless (1) a Default or Event of Default has occurred and is
continuing at the time of such assignment or (2) such assignment is to a Lender, an Affiliate of a Lender or an
Approved Fund; and
(B)the consent of the Administrative Agent (such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed) shall be required for assignments in respect of any Commitment if such
assignment is to a Person that is not a Lender, an Affiliate of such Lender or an Approved Fund with respect to
such Lender; and
(C)the consent of the L/C Issuer (such consent not to be unreasonably
withheld or delayed) shall be required for any assignment that increases the obligation of the assignee to
participate in exposure under one or more Letters of Credit (whether or not then outstanding); and
(D)the consent of the Swing Line Lender (such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed) shall be required for any assignment in respect of the assignment of any
Commitment.
(iv)Assignment and Assumption. The parties to each assignment shall execute and

deliver to the Administrative Agent an Assignment and Assumption, together with a processing and recordation
fee of $3,500, provided , that , the Administrative Agent may, in its sole discretion, elect to waive such
processing and recordation fee in the case of any assignment. The assignee, if it shall not be a Lender, shall
deliver to the Administrative Agent an Administrative Questionnaire.
Subject to acceptance and recording thereof by the Administrative Agent pursuant to subsection (c) of this
Section, from and after the effective date specified in each Assignment and Assumption, the Eligible Assignee
thereunder shall be a party to this Agreement and, to the extent of the interest assigned by such Assignment and
Assumption, have the rights and obligations of a Lender under this Agreement, and the assigning Lender
thereunder shall, to the extent of the interest assigned by such Assignment and Assumption, be released from its
obligations under this Agreement (and, in the case of an Assignment and Assumption covering all of the
assigning Lender’s rights and obligations under this Agreement, such Lender shall cease to be a party hereto)
but shall continue to be entitled to the benefits of Sections 3.01 , 3.04 , 3.05 , and 10.04 with respect to
facts and circumstances occurring prior to the effective date of such assignment. Upon request, the Borrowers
(at their expense) shall execute and deliver a Note to the assignee Lender. Any assignment or transfer by a
Lender of rights or obligations
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under this Agreement that does not comply with this subsection shall be treated for purposes of this Agreement
as a sale by such Lender of a participation in such rights and obligations in accordance with Section 10.06(d) .
(c) Register. The Administrative Agent, acting solely for this purpose as an agent of the
Borrowers, shall maintain at the Administrative Agent’s Office a copy of each Assignment and Assumption
delivered to it and a register for the recordation of the names and addresses of the Lenders, and the
Commitments of, and principal amounts of the Loans and L/C Obligations owing to, each Lender pursuant to
the terms hereof from time to time (the “ Register ”). The entries in the Register shall be conclusive, absent
manifest error, and the Loan Parties, the Administrative Agent and the Lenders may treat each Person whose
name is recorded in the Register pursuant to the terms hereof as a Lender hereunder for all purposes of this
Agreement, notwithstanding notice to the contrary. The Register shall be available for inspection by the Lead
Borrower and any Lender at any reasonable time and from time to time upon reasonable prior notice.
(d) Participations. Any Lender may at any time, without the consent of, or notice to, the
Loan Parties or the Administrative Agent, sell participations to any Person (other than a natural person or the
Loan Parties or any of the Loan Parties’ Affiliates or Subsidiaries) (each, a “ Participant ”) in all or a portion of
such Lender’s rights and/or obligations under this Agreement (including all or a portion of its Commitment
and/or the Loans (including such Lender’s participations in L/C Obligations and/or Swing Line Loans) owing to
it); provided , that , (i) such Lender’s obligations under this Agreement shall remain unchanged, (ii) such
Lender shall remain solely responsible to the other parties hereto for the performance of such obligations and
(iii) the Loan Parties, the Administrative Agent, the Lenders and the L/C Issuer shall continue to deal solely and
directly with such Lender in connection with such Lender’s rights and obligations under this Agreement. Any
Participant shall agree in writing to comply with all confidentiality obligations set forth in Section 10.07 as if
such Participant was a Lender hereunder.
Any agreement or instrument pursuant to which a Lender sells such a participation shall provide that such
Lender shall retain the sole right to enforce this Agreement and to approve any amendment, modification or
waiver of any provision of this Agreement; provided , that , such agreement or instrument may provide that
such Lender will not, without the consent of the Participant, agree to any amendment, waiver or other
modification described in the first proviso to Section 10.01 that affects such Participant. Subject to
subsection (e) of this Section, the Loan Parties agree that each Participant shall be entitled to the benefits of
Sections 3.01 , 3.04 and 3.05 to the same extent as if it were a Lender and had acquired its interest by
assignment pursuant to Section 10.06(b) . To the extent permitted by law, each Participant also shall be
entitled to the benefits of Section 10.08 as though it were a Lender, provided such Participant agrees to be
subject to Section 2.13 as though it were a Lender.
(e) Limitations upon Participant Rights. A Participant shall not be entitled to receive any
greater payment under Section 3.01 or 3.04 than the applicable Lender would have been entitled to receive
with respect to the participation sold to such Participant, unless the sale of the participation to such Participant
is made with the Lead Borrower’s prior written consent. A Participant that would be a Foreign Lender if it were
a Lender shall not be entitled to the
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benefits of Section 3.01 unless the Lead Borrower is notified of the participation sold to such Participant and
such Participant agrees, for the benefit of the Loan Parties, to comply with Section 3.01(e) as though it were
a Lender.
(f) Certain Pledges. Any Lender may at any time pledge or assign a security interest in all
or any portion of its rights under this Agreement (including under its Note, if any) to secure obligations of such
Lender, including any pledge or assignment to secure obligations to a Federal Reserve Bank; provided , that ,
no such pledge or assignment shall release such Lender from any of its obligations hereunder or substitute any
such pledgee or assignee for such Lender as a party hereto.
(g) Electronic Execution of Assignments. The words “execution,” “ signed, ” “ signature ,”
and words of like import in any Assignment and Assumption shall be deemed to include electronic signatures or
the keeping of records in electronic form, each of which shall be of the same legal effect, validity or
enforceability as a manually executed signature or the use of a paper-based recordkeeping system, as the case
may be, to the extent and as provided for in any applicable law, including the Federal Electronic Signatures in
Global and National Commerce Act, the New York State Electronic Signatures and Records Act, or any other
similar state laws based on the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act.
(h) Resignation as L/C Issuer or Swing Line Lender after Assignment. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary contained herein, if at any time Wells Fargo assigns all of its Commitment and Loans
pursuant to subsection (b) above, Wells Fargo may, (i) upon thirty (30) days’ notice to the Lead Borrower and
the Lenders, resign as L/C Issuer and/or (ii) upon thirty (30) days’ notice to the Lead Borrower, Wells Fargo
may resign as Swing Line Lender. In the event of any such resignation as L/C Issuer or Swing Line Lender, the
Lead Borrower shall be entitled to appoint from among the Lenders a successor L/C Issuer or Swing Line
Lender hereunder; provided , that , no failure by the Lead Borrower to appoint any such successor shall affect
the resignation of Wells Fargo as L/C Issuer or Swing Line Lender, as the case may be. If Wells Fargo resigns
as L/C Issuer, it shall retain all the rights, powers, privileges and duties of the L/C Issuer hereunder with respect
to all Letters of Credit outstanding as of the effective date of its resignation as L/C Issuer and all L/C
Obligations with respect thereto (including the right to require the Lenders to make Base Rate Loans pursuant to
Section 2.03(c) ). If Wells Fargo resigns as Swing Line Lender, it shall retain all the rights of the Swing Line
Lender provided for hereunder with respect to Swing Line Loans made by it and outstanding as of the effective
date of such resignation, including the right to require the Lenders to make Base Rate Loans or fund risk
participations in outstanding Swing Line Loans pursuant to Section 2.04(c) . Upon the appointment of a
successor L/C Issuer and/or Swing Line Lender, (a) such successor shall succeed to and become vested with all
of the rights, powers, privileges and duties of the retiring L/C Issuer or Swing Line Lender, as the case may be,
and (b) the successor L/C Issuer shall issue letters of credit in substitution for the Letters of Credit, if any,
outstanding at the time of such succession or make other arrangements reasonably satisfactory to Wells Fargo
to effectively assume the obligations of Wells Fargo with respect to such Letters of Credit.
10.07.Treatment of Certain Information; Confidentiality. Each of the Secured Parties agrees to

maintain the confidentiality of the Information (as defined below), except that Information may be disclosed (a)
to its Affiliates and to its and its Affiliates’ respective partners,
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directors, officers, employees, agents, funding sources, attorneys, advisors and representatives (it being
understood that the Persons to whom such disclosure is made will be informed of the confidential nature of such
Information and instructed to keep such Information confidential), (b) to the extent requested by any regulatory
authority purporting to have jurisdiction over it (including any self-regulatory authority, such as the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners), (c) to the extent required by applicable Laws or regulations or by any
subpoena or similar legal process, (d) to any other party hereto, (e) in connection with the exercise of any
remedies hereunder or under any other Loan Document or any action or proceeding relating to this Agreement
or any other Loan Document or the enforcement of rights hereunder or thereunder, (f) subject to an agreement
containing provisions substantially the same as those of this Section, to (i) any assignee of or Participant in, or
any prospective assignee of or Participant in, any of its rights or obligations under this Agreement or (ii) any
actual or prospective counterparty (or its advisors) to any swap or derivative transaction relating to any Loan
Party and its obligations, (g) with the consent of the Lead Borrower or (h) to the extent such Information (x)
becomes publicly available other than as a result of a breach of this Section or (y) becomes available to any
Secured Party or any of their respective Affiliates on a non-confidential basis from a source other than the Loan
Parties.
For purposes of this Section, “Information” means all information received from the Loan Parties or any
Subsidiary thereof relating to the Loan Parties or any Subsidiary thereof or their respective businesses, other
than any such information that is available to any Secured Party on a non-confidential basis prior to disclosure
by the Loan Parties or any Subsidiary thereof, provided , that , in the case of information received from any
Loan Party or any Subsidiary after the date hereof, such information is clearly identified at the time of delivery
as confidential. Any Person required to maintain the confidentiality of Information as provided in this Section
shall be considered to have complied with its obligation to do so if such Person has exercised the same degree
of care to maintain the confidentiality of such Information as such Person would accord to its own confidential
information.
Each of the Secured Parties acknowledges that (a) the Information may include material non-public
information concerning the Loan Parties or a Subsidiary, as the case may be, (b) it has developed compliance
procedures regarding the use of material non-public information and (c) it will handle such material non-public
information in accordance with applicable Law, including Federal and state securities Laws.
10.08.Right of Setoff. If an Event of Default shall have occurred and be continuing or if any Lender

shall have been served with a trustee process or similar attachment relating to property of a Loan Party, each
Lender, the L/C Issuer and each of their respective Affiliates is hereby authorized at any time and from time to
time, after obtaining the prior written consent of the Administrative Agent or the Required Lenders, to the
fullest extent permitted by applicable law, to set off and apply any and all deposits (general or special, time or
demand, provisional or final, in whatever currency) at any time held and other obligations (in whatever
currency) at any time owing by such Lender, the L/C Issuer or any such Affiliate to or for the credit or the
account of the Borrowers or any other Loan Party against any and all of the Obligations now or hereafter
existing under this Agreement or any other Loan Document to such Lender or the L/C Issuer, regardless of the
adequacy of the Collateral, and irrespective of whether or not such Lender or the L/C Issuer shall have made
any demand under this Agreement or any other Loan Document and although such obligations of the Borrowers
or such Loan Party may be contingent
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or unmatured or are owed to a branch or office of such Lender or the L/C Issuer different from the branch or
office holding such deposit or obligated on such indebtedness; provided , that , in the event that any
Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting Lender shall exercise any such right of setoff (x) all amounts so set off shall
be paid over immediately to the Administrative Agent for further application in accordance with the provisions
of Section 9.16 and, pending such payment, shall be segregated by such Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting
Lender from its other funds and deemed held in trust for the benefit of the Administrative Agent and the
Lenders and (y) such Deteriorating Lender or Defaulting Lender shall provide promptly to the Administrative
Agent a statement describing in reasonable detail the Obligations owing to such Deteriorating Lender or
Defaulting Lender as to which it exercised such right of setoff. The rights of each Lender, the L/C Issuer and
their respective Affiliates under this Section are in addition to other rights and remedies (including other rights
of setoff) that such Lender, the L/C Issuer or their respective Affiliates may have. Each Lender and the L/C
Issuer agrees to notify the Lead Borrower and the Administrative Agent promptly after any such setoff and
application, provided, that, the failure to give such notice shall not affect the validity of such setoff and
application.
10.09.Interest Rate Limitation. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any Loan
Document, the interest paid or agreed to be paid under the Loan Documents shall not exceed the maximum rate
of non-usurious interest permitted by applicable Law (the “ Maximum Rate ”). If the Administrative Agent or
any Lender shall receive interest in an amount that exceeds the Maximum Rate, the excess interest shall be
applied to the principal of the Loans or, if it exceeds such unpaid principal, refunded to the Borrowers. In
determining whether the interest contracted for, charged, or received by the Administrative Agent or a Lender
exceeds the Maximum Rate, such Person may, to the extent permitted by applicable Law, (a) characterize any
payment that is not principal as an expense, fee, or premium rather than interest, (b) exclude voluntary
prepayments and the effects thereof, and (c) amortize, prorate, allocate, and spread in equal or unequal parts the
total amount of interest throughout the contemplated term of the Obligations hereunder.
10.10.Counterparts; Integration; Effectiveness. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts
(and by different parties hereto in different counterparts), each of which shall constitute an original, but all of
which when taken together shall constitute a single contract. This Agreement and the other Loan Documents
constitute the entire contract among the parties relating to the subject matter hereof and supersede any and all
previous agreements and understandings, oral or written, relating to the subject matter hereof. Except as
provided in Section 4.01 , this Agreement shall become effective when it shall have been executed by the
Administrative Agent and when the Administrative Agent shall have received counterparts hereof that, when
taken together, bear the signatures of each of the other parties hereto. Delivery of an executed counterpart of a
signature page of this Agreement by telecopy shall be as effective as delivery of a manually executed
counterpart of this Agreement.
10.11.Survival. All representations and warranties made hereunder and in any other Loan Document

or other document delivered pursuant hereto or thereto or in connection herewith or therewith shall survive the
execution and delivery hereof and thereof. Such representations and warranties have been or will be relied upon
by the Secured Parties, regardless of any investigation made by any Secured Party or on their behalf and
notwithstanding that any Secured Party may have had notice or knowledge of any Default or Event of Default at
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the time of any Credit Extension, and shall continue in full force and effect as long as any Loan or any other
Obligation hereunder shall remain unpaid or unsatisfied or any Letter of Credit shall remain
outstanding. Further, the provisions of Sections 3.01 , 3.04 , 3.05 and 10.04 and Article IX shall
survive and remain in full force and effect regardless of the repayment of the Obligations, the expiration or
termination of the Letters of Credit and the Commitments or the termination of this Agreement or any provision
hereof. In connection with the termination of this Agreement and the release and termination of the security
interests in the Collateral, the Administrative Agent may require such indemnities and collateral security as they
shall reasonably deem necessary or appropriate to protect the Secured Parties against (x) loss on account of
credits previously applied to the Obligations that may subsequently be reversed or revoked, (y) any obligations
that may thereafter arise with respect to the Other Liabilities and (z) any Obligations (other than contingent
indemnification obligations for which no claim has been asserted)that may thereafter arise under Section 10.04
.
10.12.Severability. If any provision of this Agreement or the other Loan Documents is held to be
illegal, invalid or unenforceable, (a) the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this
Agreement and the other Loan Documents shall not be affected or impaired thereby and (b) the parties shall
endeavor in good faith negotiations to replace the illegal, invalid or unenforceable provisions with valid
provisions the economic effect of which comes as close as possible to that of the illegal, invalid or
unenforceable provisions. The invalidity of a provision in a particular jurisdiction shall not invalidate or render
unenforceable such provision in any other jurisdiction.
10.13.Replacement of Lenders. If any Lender requests compensation under Section 3.04, or if the

Borrowers are required to pay any additional amount to any Lender or any Governmental Authority for the
account of any Lender pursuant to Section 3.01 , or if any Lender is a Defaulting Lender or a Non-Consenting
Lender, then the Borrowers may, at their sole expense and effort, upon notice to such Lender and the
Administrative Agent, require such Lender to assign and delegate, without recourse (in accordance with and
subject to the restrictions contained in, and consents required by, Section 10.06 ), all of its interests, rights and
obligations under this Agreement and the related Loan Documents to an assignee that shall assume such
obligations (which assignee may be another Lender, if a Lender accepts such assignment), provided , that :
(a) the Borrowers shall have paid to the Administrative Agent the assignment fee specified
in Section 10.06(b) ;
(b) such Lender shall have received payment of an amount equal to the outstanding principal
of its Loans, accrued interest thereon, accrued fees and all other amounts payable to it hereunder and under the
other Loan Documents (including any amounts under Section 3.05 ) from the assignee (to the extent of such
outstanding principal and accrued interest and fees) or the Borrowers (in the case of all other amounts);
(c) in the case of any such assignment resulting from a claim for compensation under
Section 3.04 or payments required to be made pursuant to Section 3.01 , such assignment will result in a
reduction in such compensation or payments thereafter; and
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(d) such assignment does not conflict with applicable Laws.
A Lender shall not be required to make any such assignment or delegation if, prior thereto, as a result of a
waiver by such Lender or otherwise, the circumstances entitling the Borrowers to require such assignment and
delegation cease to apply.
10.14.Governing Law; Jurisdiction; Etc.

(a) GOVERNING LAW. THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND
CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH, THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK. BUT
EXCLUDING ANY PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICTS OF LAWS THAT WOULD CAUSE THE
APPLICATION OF THE LAW OF ANY JURISDICTION OTHER THAN THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK.
(b) SUBMISSION TO JURISDICTION. EACH LOAN PARTY IRREVOCABLY AND
UNCONDITIONALLY SUBMITS, FOR ITSELF AND ITS PROPERTY, TO THE NONEXCLUSIVE
JURISDICTION OF THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK SITTING IN NEW YORK COUNTY
AND OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT OF THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK,
AND ANY APPELLATE COURT FROM ANY THEREOF, IN ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING ARISING
OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT, OR FOR
RECOGNITION OR ENFORCEMENT OF ANY JUDGMENT, AND EACH OF THE LOAN PARTIES
HERETO IRREVOCABLY AND UNCONDITIONALLY AGREES THAT ALL CLAIMS IN RESPECT OF
ANY SUCH ACTION OR PROCEEDING MAY BE HEARD AND DETERMINED IN SUCH NEW YORK
STATE COURT OR, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN SUCH
FEDERAL COURT. EACH OF THE LOAN PARTIES HERETO AGREES THAT A FINAL JUDGMENT
IN ANY SUCH ACTION OR PROCEEDING SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE AND MAY BE ENFORCED IN
OTHER JURISDICTIONS BY SUIT ON THE JUDGMENT OR IN ANY OTHER MANNER PROVIDED
BY LAW. NOTHING IN THIS AGREEMENT OR IN ANY OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT SHALL AFFECT
ANY RIGHT THAT ANY SECURED PARTY MAY OTHERWISE HAVE TO BRING ANY ACTION OR
PROCEEDING RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT AGAINST
ANY LOAN PARTY OR ITS PROPERTIES IN THE COURTS OF ANY JURISDICTION.
(c) WAIVER OF VENUE. EACH LOAN PARTY IRREVOCABLY AND
UNCONDITIONALLY WAIVES, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW,
ANY OBJECTION THAT IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER HAVE TO THE LAYING OF VENUE OF ANY
ACTION OR PROCEEDING ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY
OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT IN ANY COURT REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH (B) OF THIS
SECTION. EACH OF THE LOAN PARTIES HERETO HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVES, TO THE
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE DEFENSE OF AN INCONVENIENT
FORUM TO THE MAINTENANCE OF SUCH ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN ANY SUCH COURT.
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(d) SERVICE OF PROCESS. EACH PARTY HERETO IRREVOCABLY CONSENTS
TO SERVICE OF PROCESS IN THE MANNER PROVIDED FOR NOTICES IN SECTION 10.02
. NOTHING IN THIS AGREEMENT WILL AFFECT THE RIGHT OF ANY PARTY HERETO TO SERVE
PROCESS IN ANY OTHER MANNER PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
(e) ACTIONS COMMENCED BY LOAN PARTIES. EACH LOAN PARTY AGREES
THAT ANY ACTION COMMENCED BY ANY LOAN PARTY ASSERTING ANY CLAIM OR
COUNTERCLAIM ARISING UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY
OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT SHALL BE BROUGHT SOLELY IN A COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW
YORK SITTING IN NEW YORK COUNTY OR THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK AS THE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENT MAY ELECT IN ITS
SOLE DISCRETION AND CONSENTS TO THE EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION OF SUCH COURTS WITH
RESPECT TO ANY SUCH ACTION.
10.15.Waiver of Jury Trial. EACH PARTY HERETO HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVES, TO

THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ANY RIGHT IT MAY HAVE TO A
TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY LEGAL PROCEEDING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY ARISING OUT OF OR
RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER LOAN DOCUMENT OR THE TRANSACTIONS
CONTEMPLATED HEREBY OR THEREBY (WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT OR ANY
OTHER THEORY). EACH PARTY HERETO (A) CERTIFIES THAT NO REPRESENTATIVE, AGENT OR
ATTORNEY OF ANY OTHER PERSON HAS REPRESENTED, EXPRESSLY OR OTHERWISE, THAT
SUCH OTHER PERSON WOULD NOT, IN THE EVENT OF LITIGATION, SEEK TO ENFORCE THE
FOREGOING WAIVER AND (B) ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT AND THE OTHER PARTIES HERETO
HAVE BEEN INDUCED TO ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENT AND THE OTHER LOAN DOCUMENTS
BY, AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE MUTUAL WAIVERS AND CERTIFICATIONS IN THIS SECTION.
10.16.No Advisory or Fiduciary Responsibility. In connection with all aspects of each transaction
contemplated hereby, the Loan Parties each acknowledge and agree that: (i) the credit facility provided for
hereunder and any related arranging or other services in connection therewith (including in connection with any
amendment, waiver or other modification hereof or of any other Loan Document) are an arm’s-length
commercial transaction between the Loan Parties, on the one hand, and the Secured Parties, on the other hand,
and each of the Loan Parties is capable of evaluating and understanding and understands and accepts the terms,
risks and conditions of the transactions contemplated hereby and by the other Loan Documents (including any
amendment, waiver or other modification hereof or thereof); (ii) in connection with the process leading to such
transaction, the each Secured Party is and has been acting solely as a principal and is not the financial advisor,
agent or fiduciary, for the Loan Parties or any of their respective Affiliates, stockholders, creditors or employees
or any other Person; (iii) none of the Lenders has assumed or will assume an advisory, agency or fiduciary
responsibility in favor of the Loan Parties with respect to any of the transactions contemplated hereby or the
process leading thereto, including with respect to any amendment, waiver or other modification hereof or of any
other Loan Document (irrespective of whether any of the Secured Parties has advised or is
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currently advising any Loan Party or any of its Affiliates on other matters) and none of the Secured Parties has
any obligation to any Loan Party or any of its Affiliates with respect to the transactions contemplated hereby
except those obligations expressly set forth herein and in the other Loan Documents; (iv) the Secured Parties
and their respective Affiliates may be engaged in a broad range of transactions that involve interests that differ
from those of the Loan Parties and their respective Affiliates, and none of the Secured Parties has any obligation
to disclose any of such interests by virtue of any advisory, agency or fiduciary relationship; and (v) the Secured
Parties have not provided and will not provide any legal, accounting, regulatory or tax advice with respect to
any of the transactions contemplated hereby (including any amendment, waiver or other modification hereof or
of any other Loan Document) and each of the Loan Parties has consulted its own legal, accounting, regulatory
and tax advisors to the extent it has deemed appropriate. Each of the Loan Parties hereby waives and releases,
to the fullest extent permitted by law, any claims that it may have against each of the Secured Parties with
respect to any breach or alleged breach of agency or fiduciary duty.
10.17.USA PATRIOT Act Notice. Each Lender that is subject to the Act (as hereinafter defined) and
the Administrative Agent (for itself and not on behalf of any Lender) hereby notifies the Loan Parties that
pursuant to the requirements of the USA Patriot Act (Title III of Pub. L. 107-56 (signed into law October 26,
2001)) (the “ Patriot Act ”), it is required to obtain, verify and record information that identifies each Loan
Party, which information includes the name and address of each Loan Party and other information that will
allow such Lender or the Administrative Agent, as applicable, to identify each Loan Party in accordance with
the Act. Each Loan Party is in compliance, in all material respects, with the Patriot Act. No part of the proceeds
of the Loans will be used by the Loan Parties, directly or indirectly, for any payments to any governmental
official or employee, political party, official of a political party, candidate for political office, or anyone else
acting in an official capacity, in order to obtain, retain or direct business or obtain any improper advantage, in
violation of the United States Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended.
10.18.Foreign Asset Control Regulations. Neither of the advance of the Loans nor the use of the

proceeds of any thereof will violate the Trading With the Enemy Act (50 U.S.C. § 1 et seq., as amended) (the “
Trading With the Enemy Act ”) or any of the foreign assets control regulations of the United States Treasury
Department (31 CFR, Subtitle B, Chapter V, as amended) (the “ Foreign Assets Control Regulations ”) or any
enabling legislation or executive order relating thereto (which for the avoidance of doubt shall include, but shall
not be limited to (a) Executive Order 13224 of September 21, 2001 Blocking Property and Prohibiting
Transactions With Persons Who Commit, Threaten to Commit, or Support Terrorism (66 Fed. Reg. 49079
(2001)) (the “ Executive Order ”) and (b) the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate
Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001 (Public Law 107-56)). Furthermore, none of
the Borrowers or their Affiliates (a) is or will become a “ blocked person ” as described in the Executive Order,
the Trading With the Enemy Act or the Foreign Assets Control Regulations or (b) engages or will engage in any
dealings or transactions, or be otherwise associated, with any such “ blocked person ” or in any manner
violative of any such order.
10.19.Time of the Essence. Time is of the essence of the Loan Documents.
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10.20.Reserved.
10.21.Press Releases.

(a) Each Loan Party consents to the publication by Administrative Agent or any Lender of
advertising material relating to the financing transactions contemplated by this Agreement using any Loan
Party’s name, product photographs, logo or trademark. Administrative Agent or such Lender shall provide a
draft reasonably in advance of any advertising material to the Lead Borrower for review and comment prior to
the publication thereof. Administrative Agent reserves the right to provide to industry trade organizations
information necessary and customary for inclusion in league table measurements.
10.22.Additional Waivers.

(a) The Obligations are the joint and several obligation of each Loan Party. To the fullest
extent permitted by Applicable Law, the obligations of each Loan Party shall not be affected by (i) the failure of
any Secured Party to assert any claim or demand or to enforce or exercise any right or remedy against any other
Loan Party under the provisions of this Agreement, any other Loan Document or otherwise, (ii) any rescission,
waiver, amendment or modification of, or any release from any of the terms or provisions of, this Agreement or
any other Loan Document, or (iii) the failure to perfect any security interest in, or the release of, any of the
Collateral or other security held by or on behalf of the Administrative Agent or any other Secured Party.
(b) The obligations of each Loan Party shall not be subject to any reduction, limitation,
impairment or termination for any reason (other than the indefeasible payment in full of the Obligations after
the termination of the Commitments), including any claim of waiver, release, surrender, alteration or
compromise of any of the Obligations, and shall not be subject to any defense or setoff, counterclaim,
recoupment or termination whatsoever by reason of the invalidity, illegality or unenforceability of any of the
Obligations or otherwise. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the obligations of each Loan Party
hereunder shall not be discharged or impaired or otherwise affected by the failure of any Administrative Agent
or any other Secured Party to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any remedy under this Agreement, any
other Loan Document or any other agreement, by any waiver or modification of any provision of any thereof,
any default, failure or delay, willful or otherwise, in the performance of any of the Obligations, or by any other
act or omission that may or might in any manner or to any extent vary the risk of any Loan Party or that would
otherwise operate as a discharge of any Loan Party as a matter of law or equity (other than the indefeasible
payment in full of all the Obligations after the termination of the Commitments).
(c) To the fullest extent permitted by applicable Law, each Loan Party waives any defense
based on or arising out of any defense of any other Loan Party or the unenforceability of the Obligations or any
part thereof from any cause, or the cessation from any cause of the liability of any other Loan Party, other than
the indefeasible payment in full of all the Obligations and the termination of the Commitments. The
Administrative Agent and the other Secured Parties may, at their election, foreclose on any security held by one
or more of them by one or more judicial or non-judicial sales, accept an assignment of any such security in
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lieu of foreclosure, compromise or adjust any part of the Obligations, make any other accommodation with any
other Loan Party, or exercise any other right or remedy available to them against any other Loan Party, without
affecting or impairing in any way the liability of any Loan Party hereunder except to the extent that all the
Obligations have been indefeasibly paid in full and the Commitments have been terminated. Each Loan Party
waives any defense arising out of any such election even though such election operates, pursuant to applicable
Law, to impair or to extinguish any right of reimbursement or subrogation or other right or remedy of such Loan
Party against any other Loan Party, as the case may be, or any security.
(d) Each Borrower is obligated to repay the Obligations as joint and several obligors under
this Agreement. Upon payment by any Loan Party of any Obligations, all rights of such Loan Party against any
other Loan Party arising as a result thereof by way of right of subrogation, contribution, reimbursement,
indemnity or otherwise shall in all respects be subordinate and junior in right of payment to the prior
indefeasible payment in full of all the Obligations and the termination of the Commitments. In addition, any
indebtedness of any Loan Party now or hereafter held by any other Loan Party is hereby subordinated in right of
payment to the prior indefeasible payment in full of the Obligations and no Loan Party will demand, sue for or
otherwise attempt to collect any such indebtedness. If any amount shall erroneously be paid to any Loan Party
on account of (i) such subrogation, contribution, reimbursement, indemnity or similar right or (ii) any such
indebtedness of any Loan Party, such amount shall be held in trust for the benefit of the Secured Parties and
shall forthwith be paid to the Administrative Agent to be credited against the payment of the Obligations,
whether matured or unmatured, in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and the other Loan
Documents. Subject to the foregoing, to the extent that any Borrower shall, under this Agreement as a joint and
several obligor, repay any of the Obligations constituting Revolving Loans made to another Borrower hereunder
or other Obligations incurred directly and primarily by any other Borrower (an “ Accommodation Payment ”),
then the Borrower making such Accommodation Payment shall be entitled to contribution and indemnification
from, and be reimbursed by, each of the other Borrowers in an amount, for each of such other Borrowers, equal
to a fraction of such Accommodation Payment, the numerator of which fraction is such other Borrower’s
Allocable Amount and the denominator of which is the sum of the Allocable Amounts of all of the
Borrowers. As of any date of determination, the “ Allocable Amount ” of each Borrower shall be equal to the
maximum amount of liability for Accommodation Payments which could be asserted against such Borrower
hereunder without (a) rendering such Borrower “ insolvent ” within the meaning of Section 101 (31) of the
Bankruptcy Code, Section 2 of the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act (“ UFTA ”) or Section 2 of the Uniform
Fraudulent Conveyance Act (“UFCA”), (b) leaving such Borrower with unreasonably small capital or assets,
within the meaning of Section 548 of the Bankruptcy Code, Section 4 of the UFTA, or Section 5 of the UFCA,
or (c) leaving such Borrower unable to pay its debts as they become due within the meaning of Section 548 of
the Bankruptcy Code or Section 4 of the UFTA, or Section 5 of the UFCA.
10.23.No Strict Construction. The parties hereto have participated jointly in the negotiation and

drafting of this Agreement. In the event an ambiguity or question of intent or interpretation arises, this
Agreement shall be construed as if drafted jointly by the parties hereto and no presumption or burden of proof
shall arise favoring or disfavoring any party by virtue of the authorship of any provisions of this Agreement.
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10.24.Attachments. The exhibits, schedules and annexes attached to this Agreement are incorporated

herein and shall be considered a part of this Agreement for the purposes stated herein, except that in the event of
any conflict between any of the provisions of such exhibits and the provisions of this Agreement, the provisions
of this Agreement shall prevail.
10.25.Québec Interpretation. For all purposes of any assets, liabilities or entities located in the

Province of Québec and for all purposes pursuant to which the interpretation or construction of this Agreement
may be subject to the laws of the Province of Québec or a court or tribunal exercising jurisdiction in the
Province of Québec, (a) “ personal property ” shall include “ movable property ”, (b) “ real property ” shall
include “ immovable property ”, (c) “ tangible property ” shall include “ corporeal property ”, (d) “ intangible
property ” shall include “ incorporeal property ”, (e) “ security interest ”, “ mortgage ” and “ lien ” shall include
a “ hypothec ”, “ prior claim ” and a “ resolutory clause ”, (f) all references to filing, registering or recording
under the UCC or PPSA shall include publication under the Civil Code of Québec, (g) all references to “
perfection ” of or “ perfected ” liens or security interest shall include a reference to an “ opposable ” or “set up”
lien or security interest as against third parties, (h) any “ right of offset ”, “ right of setoff ” or similar expression
shall include a “ right of compensation ”, (i) “ goods ” shall include “ corporeal movable property ” other than
chattel paper, documents of title, instruments, money and securities, (j) an “ agent ” shall include a “ mandatary
”, (k) “ construction liens ” shall include “ legal hypothecs ”, (l) “ joint and several ” shall include “ solidary ”,
(m) “ gross negligence or willful misconduct ” shall be deemed to be “ intentional or gross fault ”, (n) “
beneficial ownership ” shall include “ ownership on behalf of another as mandatary ”, (o) “ easement ” shall
include “ servitude ”, (p) “ priority ” shall include “ prior claim ”, (q) “ survey ” shall include “ certificate of
location and plan ”, and (r) “ fee simple title ” shall include “ absolute ownership ”.
10.26.English Language Only. The parties hereto confirm that it is their wish that this Agreement and

any other document executed in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby be drawn up in the
English language only and that all other documents contemplated hereunder or relating hereto, including
notices, shall also be drawn up in the English language only. Les parties aux présentes confirment que c’est
leur volonté que cette convention et les autres documents de crédit soient rédigés en langue anglaise seulement
et que tous les documents, y compris tous avis, envisagés par cette convention et les autres documents peuvent
être rédigés en langue anglaise seulement.
10.27.Lender Action. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, each Lender agrees that it shall
not take or institute any actions or proceedings, judicial or otherwise, for any right or remedy against any Loan
Party under any of the Loan Documents or any agreement in respect of Bank Products or Cash Management
Services (including the exercise of any right of set-off, rights on account of any banker’s lien or similar claim or
other rights of self-help), or institute any actions or proceedings, or otherwise commence any remedial
procedures, with respect to any Collateral or any other property of any such Loan Party, without the prior
written consent of the Administrative Agent.
10.28.Intercreditor Agreements. The Loan Parties, the Administrator Agent, and the Lenders

acknowledge that the exercise of certain of the Administrative Agent's rights and remedies hereunder may be
subject to, and restricted by, the provisions of the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement and the other Term
Loan Intercreditor Agreements . In the event of any
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conflict between the terms of theapplicable Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement and this Agreement, the terms
of the applicable Term Loan Intercreditor Agreements Agreement shall control. Each Lender acknowledges
and agrees that it shall be bound by the terms and conditions of the Term Loan Intercreditor Agreement and
the other Term Loan Intercreditor Agreements .
10.29.Keepwell. Each Qualified ECP Guarantor hereby jointly and severally absolutely,

unconditionally and irrevocably undertakes to provide such funds or other support as may be needed from time
to time by each other Loan Party to honor all of its obligations under the Facility Guarantee in respect of Swap
Obligations ( provided , that , each Qualified ECP Guarantor shall only be liable under this Section 10.28 for
the maximum amount of such liability that can be hereby incurred without rendering its obligations under this
Section 10.28 , or otherwise under the Facility Guarantee, voidable under applicable Law relating to fraudulent
conveyance or fraudulent transfer, and not for any greater amount). The obligations of each Qualified ECP
Guarantor under this Section shall remain in full force and effect until payment in full of the Obligations. Each
Qualified ECP Guarantor intends that this Section 10.28 constitute, and this Section 10.28 shall be deemed
to constitute, a “keepwell, support, or other agreement” for the benefit of each other Loan Party for all purposes
of Section 1a(18)(A)(v)(II) of the Commodity Exchange Act.
ARTICLE XI
ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND RESTATEMENT
11.01.Existing Obligations. The Loan Parties hereby acknowledge, confirm and agree that, as of the

close of business on March 24, 2016, Leading Borrower and the other Loan Parties are indebted to
Administrative Agent and Lenders in respect of Tranche A-1 Loans and Tranche A Revolving Loans under the
Existing Credit Agreement in the aggregate principal amount of $42,700,000, $36,700,000 of which are
Tranche A Revolving Loans, and $6,000,000 of which are Tranche A-1 Loans, in each case, together with all
interest accrued and accruing thereon (to the extent applicable), and $6,347,934 in respect of outstanding Letters
of Credit and all fees, costs, expenses and other charges relating thereto, all of which are unconditionally owing
by Borrower and the other Loan Parties to Administrative Agent and Lenders, without offset, defense or
counterclaim of any kind, nature or description whatsoever. The parties hereto agree that upon the satisfaction
of the conditions precedent set forth in Section 4.01 of this Agreement, (a) all Tranche A Revolving Loans shall
be deemed Revolving Loans, (b) all of the Tranche A-1 Loans and Obligations relating thereto shall have been
paid in full and all of the Tranche A-1 Commitments are deemed terminated, and (c) all of the Tranche A
Revolving Loan Commitments shall be deemed Commitments.
11.02.Acknowledgment of Security Interests. The Loan Parties hereby acknowledge, confirm and

agree that Administrative Agent on behalf of Secured Parties shall continue to have a security interest in and
lien upon the assets of the Loan Parties constituting Collateral heretofore granted to Administrative Agent
pursuant to the Existing Loan Documents to secure the Obligations, as well as any Collateral granted under this
Agreement or under any of the other Loan Documents or otherwise granted to or held by Administrative Agent
or any Lender; provided, that, notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in the Security Agreement (as
in effect on the date hereof), each of the Loan Parties hereby confirms and agrees that (a)
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notwithstanding the terms of clause (d) of the definition of “Excluded Property” as set forth in the Security
Agreement, the “Collateral” as defined in the Security Agreement does include all Intellectual Property of the
Loan Parties, whether registered in the United States, Canada or a jurisdiction other than the United States or
Canada, and (b) clause (j) of the definition of “Excluded Property” as set forth in the Security Agreement, is
hereby amended and restated in its entirety to read “Reserved.” and that hereafter any Rabbi Trust in respect of
which a Loan Party is grantor shall constitute Collateral and be subject to the Lien in favor of the Agent to
secure the Obligations. The Liens of Administrative Agent in the Collateral shall be deemed to be continuously
granted and perfected from the earliest date of the granting and perfection of such Liens interests to
Administrative Agent and Lenders, whether under the Existing Loan Documents, this Agreement or any of the
other Loan Documents.
11.03.Existing Loan Documents. The Loan Parties hereby acknowledge, confirm and agree that: (a) the
Existing Loan Documents have been duly executed and delivered by the Loan Parties and are in full force and
effect as of the date hereof and (b) the agreements and obligations of the Loan Parties contained in the Existing
Loan Documents constitute the legal, valid and binding obligations of the Loan Parties enforceable against the
Loan Parties in accordance with their respective terms, and the Loan Parties have no valid defense to the
enforcement of such obligations and (c) Administrative Agent on behalf of the Secured Parties is entitled to all
of the rights and remedies provided for in favor of Administrative Agent and the other Secured Parties in the
Existing Loan Documents, as amended and restated by this Agreement.
11.04.Restatement. Except as otherwise stated in Section 11.02 and this Section 11.04, as of the date
hereof, the terms, conditions, agreements, covenants, representations and warranties set forth in the Existing
Credit Agreement are hereby amended and restated in their entirety, and as so amended and restated, replaced
and superseded, by the terms, conditions, agreements, covenants, representations and warranties set forth in this
Agreement and the other Loan Documents. Except as provided below, the amendment and restatement
contained herein shall not, in any manner, be construed to constitute payment of, or impair, limit, cancel or
extinguish, or constitute a novation in respect of, the Indebtedness and other obligations and liabilities of any
Loan Party evidenced by or arising under the Existing Loan Documents, and the Liens in the Collateral (as such
term is defined herein) of Administrative Agent securing such Indebtedness and other obligations and liabilities,
which shall not in any manner be impaired, limited, terminated, waived or released, but shall continue in full
force and effect in favor of Administrative Agent for the benefit of the Secured Parties. The principal amount
of the Loans outstanding as of the date hereof under the Existing Loan Documents, and after giving effect to
any additional Loans made on the Restatement Effective Date, shall be allocated in accordance with the
Applicable Percentages hereunder pursuant to the Commitment allocations made in such manner and in such
amounts as Administrative Agent shall determine.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be duly executed by their
respective authorized officers as of the date first above written.
BORROWERS:
DESTINATION MATERNITY
CORPORATION
By:
Name:
Title:
CAVE SPRINGS, INC.
By:
Name:
Title:
GUARANTORS:
MOTHERS WORK CANADA, INC.
By:
Name:
Title:
DM URBAN RENEWAL, LLC
By:
Name:
Title:

5048719.1

WELLS FARGO BANK, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION , as Administrative Agent, Issuing
Bank, as a Lender and Swing Line Lender
By:
Name:
Its:

5048719.1

Authorized Signatory
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Schedule 1.01(a)
Customer List and Marketing Service Agreements
Marketing Services Agreement between Lead Borrower and Meredith Corporation (as amended).
Amended & Restated Data License and Marketing Services Agreement between Lead Borrower and Shutterfly, LLC (as amended).
Data License and Marketing Services Agreement between Lead Borrower and Mead Johnson & Company, LLC (as amended).
Department License, Data License & Marketing Services Agreement between Lead Borrower, and Bed
Bath & Beyond, Inc. and Buy Buy Baby, Inc. (as amended).
Master Non-Exclusive Marketing Partnership Agreement between Lead Borrower and Volvo Car USA, LLC (as amended).
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Schedule 1.01(b)
Leased Department Agreements
Department License Agreement between Lead Borrower and Boscov's Department Store, LLC (as amended).
Department License, Data License & Marketing Services Agreement between Lead Borrower, and Bed Bath & Beyond, Inc. and Buy
Buy Baby, Inc. (as amended).
License Agreement between Lead Borrower and Macy's Retail Holdings, Inc. (as amended).
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Schedule 1.01(c)
Approved Foreign Jurisdictions

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
Germany
Ireland
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
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Schedule l.01(d)
Existing Loan Documents
1. Credit Agreement, dated as of November 1, 2012, by and between Borrowers, Guarantors, Lenders and Administrative Agent.
2. Security Agreement, dated as of November 1, 2012, by and between Borrowers, Guarantors and Administrative Agent.
3. Canadian Security Agreement, dated November 1, 2012, by and between Borrowers, Guarantors and Administrative Agent.
4. Grant of Security Interest in United States Patents, dated November 1, 2012, by Mothers Work Canada, Inc. in favor of
Administrative Agent.
5. Grant of Security Interest in United States Trademarks, dated November 1, 2012, by Lead Borrower in favor of Administrative
Agent.
6. Grant of Security Interest in United States Trademarks, dated November 1, 2012, by Cave in favor of Administrative Agent.
7. Grant of Security Interest in Canadian Patents, dated November 1, 2012, by Lead Borrower in favor of Administrative Agent.
8. Grant of Security Interest in Canadian Trademarks, dated November 1, 2012, by Cave in favor of Administrative Agent.
9. Guaranty, dated as of November 1, 2012, by Mothers Work Canada, Inc. in favor of Administrative Agent.
10. Joinder Agreement, dated as of February 1, 2014, by DM Urban Renewal, LLC and Administrative Agent.
11. Amendment No.1 to Credit Agreement, dated as of August 25, 2015, by and between Borrowers, Guarantors, Lenders and
Administrative Agent.
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Schedule 2.01
Commitments and Applicable Percentages
Lender

Applicable Percentage of
Commitments

Applicable Percentage of
Aggregate Commitments

Commitment

Wells Fargo Bank,
National Association

100%

100%

$70,000,000
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Schedule 4.01(a)
Security Documents

1. Supplemental Grant of Security Interest in United States Trademarks, dated March 25, 2016, by Cave in favor of
Administrative Agent.
2. Supplemental Grant of Security Interest in United States Patents, dated March 25, 2016, by Lead Borrower in favor of
Administrative Agent.
3. Supplemental Grant of Security Interest in Canadian Trademarks, dated March 25, 2016, by Cave in favor of
Administrative Agent.
4. Securities Pledge Amendment, dated March 25, 2016, made by Lead Borrower, Cave, Mothers Work and DM Urban
in favor of Administrative Agent.
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Schedule 5.01
Loan Parties Organizational Information

Legal Name of Loan
Party
Destination
Corporation

Maternity

Type of Organization

Jurisdiction
of
Organization

Organizational
Identification Number

Federal
Taxpayer
Identification
Number

Corporation

Delaware

0901481

13-3045573

Cave Springs, Inc.

Corporation

Delaware

2138916

51-0303603

Mothers Work Canada, Inc.

Corporation

Delaware

20-0244780

20-0244780

Limited Liability
Company

New Jersey

0600405761

46-4671282

DM Urban Renewal, LLC
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Schedule 5.05
Material Indebtedness
1. Amounts owing from time to time by Lead Borrower to Lead Borrower's Subsidiary, Cave Springs, Inc., pursuant to the
Amended and Restated Revolving Line of Credit Note dated as of November 1, 2015 in the original principal amount of U.S.
$590 , 000,000 (as the same may be amended, amended and restated, supplemented or other modified from time to time).

2. Permitted Term Loan Indebtedness in the principal amount of U.S. $25,000,000 evidenced by the Term Loan Documents.
3. Indebtedness pursuant to the Wells Fargo Equipment Financing Documents.
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Schedule 5.06
Litigation
None.
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Schedule 5.08(b )(1)
Owned Real Estate
None.
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Schedule 5.08(b)(2)
Leased Real Estate

(a) Leased Distribution Centers and Offices:
Name of Loan Party

Destination Maternity
Corporation

Destination Maternity
Corporation

(b) Leased Stores:
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See attached list.

Addresses of
Leased Real Estate

Landlord

Moorestown Corporate Center
232 Strawbridge Drive
West Route 38
Moorestown, New Jersey 08057
(Burlington county)

232 Strawbridge Associates, LLC
c/o Keystone Property Group, L.P.
One Presidential Boulevard
Suite 300
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004

1000 John Galt Way
Florence Township, New Jersey
(Burlington county)

Haines Center - Florence LLC
c/o Whitesell Enterprises
One Underwood Court
P.O. Box 1605
Delran, New Jersey 08075

Schedule 5.09
Environmental Matters
For a description of environmental matters related to the site of the Distribution Center Facility located at 1000 John Galt Way,
Florence, New Jersey 08518 (including, without limitation, the presence of underground storage tanks), see the Phase I Environmental
Site Assessment dated December 4, 2013 prepared by Partner Engineering & Science, Inc.
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Schedule 5.10
Insurance
See attached list of current insurance policies.
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Schedule 5.11
Tax Sharing Arrangements
Tax Sharing Agreement between Lead Borrower and Cave Springs, Inc. dated June 1, 2003.
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Schedule 5.13
Subsidiaries; Other Equity Investments
(a) Subsidiaries:
Legal Name of
Entity
Cave Springs,
Inc.

Jurisdiction of
Authorized Equity
Total Equity Interests
Organization
Interests
Outstanding
Delaware
1,000 shares of common 1,000 shares of common
stock ($1.00 par value)
stock

Stockholders /
Capital Structure
100% owned by
Destination Maternity
Corporation

Mothers Work Canada, Inc.

Delaware

100 shares of common
stock ($0.01 par value)

100 shares of common
stock

100% owned by
Destination Maternity
Corporation

Destination Maternity Apparel Private
Limited

India

10,000 equity shares

10,000 equity shares

99.9% owned by
Destination Maternity
Corporation; 0.01%
owned by Mothers Work
Canada, Inc .

DM Urban Renewal, LLC

New Jersey

N/A

N/A

100% owned by
Destination Maternity
Corporation

(b) Equity Interests in other corporations or entities: None.
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Schedule 5.17
Intellectual Property Matters
None.
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Schedule 5.18
Collective Bargaining and Other Agreements
(a) Collective Bargaining Agreements: None
(b) Equity Plans and Related Documents:

i.

1994 Director Stock Option Plan, and agreements issued thereunder.

ii. 1987 Stock Option Plan (as amended and restated), as amended November 13, 2002, and agreements issued thereunder.

iii. 2005 Equity Incentive Plan (as amended and restated), and agreements issued thereunder.
(c) Employment Agreements which are Material Agreements:
i.

Amended and Restated Executive Employment Agreement, dated May 31, 2016, by and between the Lead Borrower and
Ronald J. Masciantonio (as amended).

ii. Retention Agreement, dated October 19, 2017, by and between the Lead Borrower and Ronald J. Masciantonio.
iii. Executive Employment Agreement dated July 20, 2016 between David Stern and the Lead Borrower.
iv. Retention Agreement, dated October 19, 2017, by and between the Lead Borrower and David Stern.
v. Letter Agreement dated January 8, 2017, between the Company and Melissa Payner-Gregor.
(d) Bonus Plan:
i.

2013 Management Incentive Program (as adopted by the Lead Borrower's Board of Directors on December 10, 2012,
adopted by the Lead Borrower's stockholders in January 2013, and amended December 3, 2014).
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Schedule 5.21(a)
DDAs
See attached list.
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Schedule 5.21(b)
Credit Card Arrangements
The Lead Borrower sends daily reports of credit card transactions to the credit card providers listed below. Within one to seven
business days of the delivery of these reports, the credit card provider remits payment to the Lead Borrower.
Providers:
MasterCard and Visa for credit and debit cards in the United States, pursuant to Merchant Agreement with Bank of America, N.A.
dated June 12, 2007, as amended December 4, 2007, December 8, 2008, June 11, 2009 and June 29, 2009.
Discover Card credit cards, pursuant to Merchant Services Agreement with Discover Financial Services, Inc. dated October 1, 2013.
Discover Card credit cards in Canada, pursuant to Canadian Merchant Services Agreement with Discover Financial Services, LLC
dated January 24, 2013.
American Express credit cards pursuant to Merchant Agreement with American Express dated July 1, 2003.
PayPal, pursuant to Merchant Agreement with PayPal, Inc. and Bill Me Later, Inc. dated May 18, 2011.
PayPal in Canada, pursuant to Accession Agreement with PayPal CA Limited dated February 14, 2013.
Bank of America Merchant Services Canada Corp., pursuant to Merchant Processing Agreement dated January 30, 2015.
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Schedule 5.24
Material Contracts
See exhibit list to Form 10-K for Lead Borrower's fiscal year ended January 28, 2017 and any subsequent quarterly report filings on
Forms 10-Q and current report filings on Forms 8-K.
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Schedule 6.02
Financial and Collateral Reporting
In addition to the other materials and information required to be provided pursuant to the terms of the Credit Agreement,
the Loan Parties shall provide Administrative Agent, on the applicable day specified below, the following documents
(each in such form and detail as the Administrative Agent from time to time may specify):
Weekly Reports. After an Accelerated Borrowing Base Delivery Event has occurred and is continuing, the Loan Parties
shall provide to Administrative Agent original counterparts of (each in such form as Administrative Agent from time to
time may specify), no later than 5:00 p.m. EST on Wednesday of each week (or, if Wednesday is not a Business Day, on
the next succeeding Business Day) as of the closing of business on the immediately preceding week supporting source
documents for the Borrowing Base Certificate delivered in accordance with Section 6.02 of the Credit Agreement.
Monthly Reports. Monthly, the Loan Parties shall provide to Administrative Agent original counterparts of (each in such
form as Administrative Agent from time to time may specify):
(a)

(b)

Within fifteen (15) days of the end of each Fiscal Month for the immediately preceding Fiscal Month:

(i)

Purchases and accounts payable analysis report (together with account payable aging) for each
Loan Party, in a format acceptable to Administrative Agent in its Permitted Discretion; and

(ii)

Inventory summary by location and inventory summary by product category at cost (and
including the amounts of Inventory and the value thereof at any leased locations (including
Stores and Leased Departments) and at premises of warehouses, processors or other third
parties); and

(iii)

Inventory certificate in a format acceptable to Administrative Agent's in its Permitted
Discretion; and

Within thirty (30) days of the end of each Fiscal Month for the immediately preceding Fiscal Month:
(i)

Reconciliation of the stock ledger to the general ledger and the calculation of Availability; and

(ii)

Gross Margin Reconciliation; and

(iii)

Statement of Store Activity in a format acceptable to Administrative Agent's in its Permitted
Discretion; and

(iv)

Such other information as the Administrative Agent may from time to time reasonably request
in its Permitted Discretion.

For purposes of Sections (a) and (b) above, the first "preceding Fiscal Month" in respect of which the items required by
such Section shall be provided shall be March 2016.
Qualified Cash Reporting. Promptly, with respect to any withdrawal of Qualified Cash (but in no event later than the close
of business on such date), a copy of the bank statement reflecting such withdrawal, including to reflect the balance after
giving effect to such withdrawal.
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Schedule 6.21
Post-Closing Matters
NOT APPLICABLE
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Schedule 7.01
Existing Liens

Company

Lienholder

Lead Borrower

Macy's Retail Holdings, Inc.

Lead Borrower

TFG-New Jersey, L.P.

Indebtedness under Equipment
the TFG Facility (as
defined on Schedule
7.03)

Lead Borrower
Lead Borrower
Mothers Work Canada, Inc.

State of New Jersey
State of New Jersey
Her Majesty in Right of Ontario
Represented by the Minister of
Finance

$5695.61
$5345.14
$30,553.00
(CDN)
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Principal Amount
Secured
N/A

Property Subject to Lien
Security interest granted pursuant to the
applicable Leased Department Agreement
providing Lienholder an offset right

Tax Lien
Tax Lien
Inventory, Equipment, Accounts and Other
assets pursuant to judgment lien

Schedule 7.02
Existing Investments
Equity Interests listed on Schedule 5.13.
See also Investment Accounts listed on attachment to Schedule 5.21(a).
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Schedule 7.03
Existing Indebtedness

(a) Obligations of Lead Borrower to repurchase or retire Securities (including, without limitation, options, restricted stock and
restricted stock units) under outstanding equity agreements entered into pursuant to the Lead Borrower equity plans listed on
Schedule 5.18(b) in connection with any rights of a holder to return Securities to the Lead Borrower to meet tax withholding
obligations.
(b) Obligations of Loan Parties to pay employees pursuant to employment agreements and or other payment arrangements with such
employees (including the employment agreements which are Material Agreements) to the extent any such payments would be
deemed to be "deferred compensation" under the Code.
(c) Obligations pursuant to the Lead Borrower's employee American Express corporate credit card program pursuant to the
Corporate Services Commercial Account Agreement between Lead Borrower and American Express Travel Related Services
Company, Inc. dated September 4, 2007.
(d) Obligations pursuant to the Master Lease Agreement No. 2047981, dated May 25, 2017, by and between TFG-New Jersey, L.P.,
as lessor and Destination Maternity Corporation, as lessee and the related documents executed in connection therewith.
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Schedule 7.09
Transactions with Affiliates
Assignment and Assumption of Single-Tenant Industrial Lease dated December 9, 2013 by and between DM Urban Renewal, L.L.C.
and the Lead Borrower .
Sublease dated December 9, 2013 by and between DM Urban Renewal, L.L.C. and the Lead Borrower.
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Schedule 7.10
Burdensome Agreements
None.
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Schedule
10.02
Administrative Agent's Office; Certain Addresses for Notices

Notices and Account Information for Administrative Agent: LC Issuer and Swing Line Lender

Wells Fargo Bank, National Association
One Boston Place, 20th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
Attn: Michele Riccobono, Director – Destination Maternity
Telephone: 617-854-7246
Email: Michele.l.riccobono@wellsfargo.com

Notices for Loan Parties
Destination Maternity Corporation
232 Strawbridge Drive
Moorestown, NJ 08057
Attn: David R. Stern
Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer
Telephone: 856-291-9777
Email: dstern@DestinationMaternity.com

With a copy to:
Destination Maternity Corporation
232 Strawbridge Drive
Moorestown, NJ 08057
Attn: Kristen D. Han
Vice President & General Counsel
Telephone: 856-291-9822
Email: khan@DestinationMaternity.com
Web Address: http://www.DestinationMaternity.com

Exhibit 21
SUBSIDIARIES OF THE COMPANY

STATE OR OTHER
JURISDICTION OF
INCORPORATION OR
ORGANIZATION

OTHER NAMES UNDER
WHICH SUBSIDIARY
DOES BUSINESS

Destination Maternity
Apparel Private Limited

India

N/A

DM Urban Renewal, L.L.C.

New Jersey

N/A

Mothers Work Canada, Inc.

Delaware

N/A

NAME OF SUBSIDIARY

Exhibit 23
CONSENT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
The Board of Directors
Destination Maternity Corporation:
We consent to the incorporation by reference in the registration statements (Nos. 333-175976, 333-221015, 333-212818, 333-186937,
333-174059, and 333-137136) on Form S-8 of Destination Maternity Corporation (formerly Mothers Work, Inc.) of our report dated
April 19, 2018, with respect to the consolidated balance sheets of Destination Maternity Corporation and subsidiaries as of February 3,
2018 and January 28, 2017, and the related consolidated statements of operations, comprehensive loss, stockholders’ equity and cash
flows for each of the years in the three-year period ended February 3, 2018, and the related notes (and financial statement schedule II
– valuation and qualifying accounts) (collectively, the “consolidated financial statements”), which report appears in the February 3,
2018 annual report on Form 10-K of Destination Maternity Corporation.
/s/ KPMG LLP
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
April 19, 2018

Exhibit 31.1
SARBANES-OXLEY
SECTION 302 CERTIFICATION
I, Melissa Payner-Gregor, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10-K of Destination Maternity Corporation;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with
respect to the period covered by this report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in
this report;
4. The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
(a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under
our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known
to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
(b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
(c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based
on such evaluation; and
(d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially
affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and
5. The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over
financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors:
(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting
which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information;
and
(b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.
Date: April 19, 2018
/s/ MELISSA PAYNER-GREGOR
Melissa Payner-Gregor
Interim Chief Executive Officer

Exhibit 31.2
SARBANES-OXLEY
SECTION 302 CERTIFICATION
I, David Stern, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10-K of Destination Maternity Corporation;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with
respect to the period covered by this report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all
material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in
this report;
4. The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and
procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:
(a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under
our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known
to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
(b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be
designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;
(c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based
on such evaluation; and
(d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially
affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and
5. The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over
financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors:
(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting
which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information;
and
(b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.
Date: April 19, 2018
/s/ DAVID STERN
David Stern
Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer

Exhibit 32.1
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the Annual Report of Destination Maternity Corporation (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the year ended
February 3, 2018 as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, Melissa Payner-Gregor,
Interim Chief Executive Officer of the Company, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
(1) The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and
(2) The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of
operations of the Company.
/s/ MELISSA PAYNER-GREGOR
Melissa Payner-Gregor
Interim Chief Executive Officer
April 19, 2018

Exhibit 32.2
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
In connection with the Annual Report of Destination Maternity Corporation (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the year ended
February 3, 2018 as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, David Stern, Executive
Vice President & Chief Financial Officer of the Company, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that:
(1) The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and
(2) The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of
operations of the Company.

/s/ DAVID STERN
David Stern
Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer
April 19, 2018

